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WELCOME

JOYCE AMENTA
ORGANIZATION COMMITTEE CHAIRWOMAN

On behalf of the AMERICAN NUCLEAR SOCIETY and its Austria Local Section I would
like to welcome you to Vienna, to the Hilton-Stadtpark and to the ANS International Topic
Meeting on SAFETY CULTURE IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS. Society members,
organizing committee members, authors, and session chairpersons have expended considerable
time and effort in the hope of making your stay here enlightening and enjoyable.

This international meeting will provide the opportunity for experts from all over the world
to exchange views and ideas on many of the related topics.

Although the technical programme and planned events will leave you with little spare time,
we have included with your registration package descriptive material about the many historical
and scenic attractions in the area. It is our hope that these attractions will tempt you to stay
beyond the meeting dates, or to join the Technical Tour to the Temelin Nuclear Power Plant
in the Czech Republic, or just to come back to visit us again in the near future.

Once again we sincerely hope you enjoy your visit to Austria and Vienna, and encourage you
to let us know if we can make it more pleasant.

J. Amenta



INTRODUCTION

ANNICK CARNINO
TECHNICAL PROGRAMME CHAIRWOMAN

Welcome to the 1995 ANS International Topical Meeting entirely devoted to Safety Culture
in Nuclear Installations. It will provide a wide forum of information exchange and
discussions on this important topic.

Safety culture in the past has been highlighted by its negative aspect, that is lack of safety
culture. It is now time to exchange information on positive steps taken in order to enhance
safety culture in all organizations dealing with nuclear safety. The topical meeting is a good
opportunity for sharing such experience.

Safety culture deals with human factors since it deals with attitudes, organization and
management. It then means that it has a natural component in it which is linked to the
national culture and education. Some of the presentations during the meeting will address this
important aspect. It will help emphasize all the elements in common for all countries and
those which need to be adapted to the national cultures.

Two workshops and many real practical operational examples as well as research oriented
developments will emphasize practical aspects in the search for excellent nuclear safety \
culture. The distinguished final panel discussion will indicate to all participants the way I
forward. <_>

The importance of the topic has been highlighted by those who have accepted to sponsor this
meeting , the Nuclear Reactor Safety Division and the Human Factors Division of the
American Nuclear Society and the OECD/NEA. I would like to thank them for their
continuing support in making this topical meeting a success. Thank you to all participants
from all over the world for their commitment to nuclear safety culture.

A lot of thanks to all those who helped me organize this meeting. Let us know share our
ideas in the field and strengthen international co-operation in nuclear safety culture.

Annick Carnino

r
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A NUCLEAR POWER STATION IN OUR COMMUNITY

Tomiko Suzuki, housewife
Onagawa, Japan

It was 1967 when the Tohoku Electric Power Company made a request to us
to agree to a plan to build a nuclear power station in our town, Onagawa. The town
is located about 400 kilometers north of Tokyo on the coast of the Pacific Ocean. It
is a small port town, rich with scenic beauty, where we have been making our living
at active fishery for hundreds of year.

The request gave rise to a serious dispute in the town. Following the request,
the company started a prompt action to persuade the people to accept the plan. The
action had some success in increasing the supporters, but at the same time,
hardened the opponents' attitude. The situation got worse. A baseless feud was
bom between the pros and cons, and unfounded allegations split neighbours and
even families. A forbidden topic was brought into our peaceful life and the air of the
community became cold and wild. The company realized the atmosphere and did
not mind spending years and began to make a patient effort. Instead of persuasion,
the company explained to us the safety of the plant. The company's staff came into
the community and gave a detailed and definite answer to each of our concerns
about our life and marine products. The sincere attitude of the staff and their honest
answers impressed the opponents and allayed their suspicions of the plan. The cold
and wild air gradually disappeared, and the general opinion of the people turned to
accepting the request. The town council finally gave its agreement to the plan, and
construction started. But we were not fully relieved from vague anxieties about
nuclear power which were beyond our perception. These anxieties still remain latent
in our community even today. I am not exceptional. From time to time, I ask myself,
"Was I careless to have agreed to admit into our quiet town a terrible burden for the
future of our children?"

One day, after operation started, I was invited to the station as "One-day
Station Superintendent." It was the first opportunity for me to step into a nuclear
power station which was actually generating electricity by nuclear fission reaction.
Along the way in the plant, where I was guided by a senior manager, I saw various
kinds of instruments and equipment. But what caught my eye most were the people
working there. They were ordinary young people and were not different from
ourselves, and what deeply impressed me was their sense of mission towards safe
operation and their positive attitude to try to show me as much about the plant as
possible. As I saw their passion and confidence in their assignments, as I heard
from their unpretentious language that they were devoted to their jobs and training, I
was relieved little by little from a general feeling of distrust in the safety of the plant
which had remained deep in my heart until that day. I came to feel that a nuclear
power station might be a normal place.

"The company's people", we called them and their families at the beginning,
when they began to live with us in the town as next-door neighbours, and not in
exclusive company residential quarters which industries tend to build. Young
mothers with children were very naturally coming into our community to join in our
daily life. They asked us and we taught them. But in turn we were also taught by
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them. Through school activities, sports events and cultural seminars, their modern
way of thinking began to lead us gradually to a new way of life which we had not
known before. We could not have imagined before housewives enjoying playing
volleyball in the morning. Women learned to exchange their views among
themselves and to express their opinions to men. Our conservative community
began to change into an open one where we need not be afraid of people and things
new to us. The cold expression of "the company's people" was hardly heard any
more. The community was restored with an open and lively atmosphere.

The Onagawa Nuclear Power Station has been operated very safely for more
than ten years to date. But we do not know about the future. Problems and
difficulties will occur which could be different from those in the past. But we believe
that the company will be able to solve them, and will undoubtedly continue safe
operation in the future.

What we hope is for the company to keep the power station in good harmony
w.t!'»•-? surrounding teautiful nature for ever. This is our hope and the only hope of
all o\ us

VIII



EDITORIAL NOTE

The Proceedings have been edited carefully to the extent deemed necessary for the reader's
assistance by the Publications Committee set up by ANS-ALS. The views expressed remain
however, the responsibility of the named authors. In addition, the views are not necessarily
those of the publisher, nor have the views expressed been reviewed to be in accordance with
any expressed or practiced policy of the institutions organizing, sponsoring or contributing
to this International Topical Meeting. For the sake of disseminating unbiased scientific infor-
mation this would be regarded inappropriate.

Although great care has been taken to maintain the accuracy of information contained in this
publication, neither ANS, ALS nor the institutions organizing, sponsoring or contributing to
this International Topical Meeting assume any responsibility for consequences which may
arise from its use.

The use of particular designations of countries or territories has been avoided in the editorial
process, however if found this does not imply any judgement by the publisher and its support-
ing organizations, as to the legal status of such countries or territories, of their authorities
and institutions or of the delimitation of their boundaries.

The mention of names of specific companies products (whether or not indicated as registered)
does not imply any intention to infringe proprietary rights, nor should it be construed as an
endorsement or recommendation on the International Topical Meeting Organizers part.

The authors are responsible for having obtained the necessary permission for the Publisher to
reproduce, translate or use material from sources already protected by copyrights.
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SAFETY CULTURE IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

SAFETY CULTURE AS A KEY TO HUMAN FACTOR REGULATION

Dr. A.M. BUKRINSKY

HONOURED POWERWORKER OF RUSSIA,
SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING CENTRE
FOR NUCLEAR AND RADIATION SAFETY,

GOSATOMNADZOR, RUSSIA

1. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

During the whole period of the development of the nuclear power industry only two severe
accidents occurred at NPPs with considerable destruction of the reactor core. These accidents
are TMI, USA, 1979, and Chernobyl, 1986, the former USSR, now the Ukraine. Both accidents
had been caused by the dominant effect of the so-called human factor.

At TMI, the operators failed to identify right the emergency conditions at Unit No.2 and by
their actions made the propagation of the accident in a more severe manner, irrespective of the
fact that those actions did not contradict to the existing emergency procedures for the unit.

After the accident, the issue of the man-machine interaction at NPPs has become the first
priority. The human factor influence on NPP safety has become of greater attention paid during
design of new NPPs and in operation and modification of the old ones.

In the case of Chernobyl, the operators of Unit No.4 conducted atypical (nonstandard) tests
and, being unexpected of hazard, transferred the unit into unstable conditions which became the
beginning of the severe reactivity accident with reactor excursion at prompt neutrons which
resulted in the reactor destruction.

The International Nuclear Safety Advisory Group to the Director General of International
Atomic Energy Agency ( INSAG) analyzing the causes of the accident in the N75-INSAG-1
report "Summary report on the Post-accident review meeting on the Chernobyl accident",
Vienna, 1986 introduced a new term "Safety culture" to denote operator's activity and his
attitude towards machine, the deficiency of which has become the root-cause of the Chernobyl
accident.

Later, the concept of the "Safety culture" has been further developed by the INSAG group in
the report N75-INSAG-3, "Basic Safety Principles for Nuclear Power Plants", Vienna, 1988.
There, the "Safety culture" was declared as one of the fundamental principles of NPP safety. To
this principle was dedicated the special report N75-INSAG-4 "Safety culture" Vienna, 1991. In
the above-mentioned reports of the INSAG group the content of the "Safety culture" concept is
beyond the purely operational activity and embraces all kinds of activities, at all stages of the
NPP life cycle which can influence safe operation of NPPs. This embraces higher levels of
government including legislation and activity of executive authority which, according to the
concept, shall generate the favorable national climate where safety becomes the matter of close
attention and concern at all levels of management.

This position was kept in later reports of the INSAG N75-INSAG-5 "The Safety of Nuclear
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Power", Vienna, 1992 and N75-INSAG-7 "The Chernobyl Accident: Updating of INSAG-1",
Vienna, 1992.

It should be noted that in another important IAEA document "The Safety of Nuclear
Installations, SSN110, Vienna, 1993 relating as regards IAEA documentation hierarchy to the
highest level of "Safety Fundamentals", the "Safety culture" concept in an explicit form is
missed. The concept is implicitly disclosed in the "Management responsibility" concept which is
not equal. This approach is hardly justifiable.

In INS AG-3 report, along with declaration of the "Safety culture" as fundamental principle, the
"Human factor" was also declared as safety fundamental principle. The essence of the latter lies
in that by taking into account of human errors possibility to facilitate operator's correct
decisions and to inhibit wrong decisions, as well as provide means to detect errors, compensate
and correct them. Besides, the. INSAG-3 report formulation of this principle reads about the
preparedness and qualification of the staff engaged in the safety affecting activity to perform
their duties.

The latter formulation to a certain extent overlaps the "Safety culture" principle since, as it was
shown in the INSAG-4 report, one of the safety culture components is "knowledge and
competence" provided by training and personnel instructions. Thus, among the NPP safety
determining principles associated with human activity most frequently mentioned are "Safety
culture" and "Human factor". In doing so, the first principle unambiguously treats the aspects of
human behavior while the second one, is concentrated on "machine" features facilitating human
activity and reducing possible errors. Besides, as it follows from the description of this principle
in the INSAG-3 report, the behavioral aspects are also contained there.

Evidently, here we deal with terminology incorrectness. It is hardly reasonable to name "Human
factor" as principle because factor is a factor and nothing more, i.e. some characteristic of
human activity which naturally depends both on behavior of man realizing this activity, and on
machine with which he interacts in the process of the activity.

In the INSAG-5 report, when formulating the features of future NPPs to make human errors
unlikely, the requirement was set up, that a NPP should be designed to be so-called "User
friendly". This term reflects all that, what makes right operator actions more easy and errors
more difficult. Supplementary it includes operator information support systems, which provide
the control room personnel with information flow and processing that enables them to have a
clear and complete running understanding of the status of the plant including at beyond design
accident conditions.

It may be more logical to declare the requirement to ensure "User friendly" as one of the safety
principles directed towards the creation of a good human factor. Then, as a supplementary
second principle capable of reaching the same objective the "Safety culture" could be
considered. In this case, the "machine" and "man" aspects of human activity would be clearly
separated and as a result of their interaction this or other human factor would be achieved.

2. SAFETY CULTURE AS IMPORTANT COMPONENT OF DEFENSE IN DEPTH.

In line with the definition of the INSAG-4 report, safety culture is that assembly of
characteristics and attitudes in organization and of individuals which establishes that NPP safety
problems, as first priorities, shall be treated in according to their significance.

The safety culture definition in the Russian OPB-88 document relating to the highest hierarchy
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of safety documents contains as rather important supplement to the above-mentioned INS AG-4
definition emphasizing the fact that behavior of individuals results from their inner motives. This
mode of the behavior motivation allows to speak about safety culture as a moral category, part
of a general culture.

r
The basic elements of safety culture are common to all kinds of activities of organizations and
individuals at all levels:
• individual awareness of the safety importance;

• knowledge and competence ensured via training and personnel instructions and also
through self-education;

, /j • commitment, requiring demonstration of safety high priority at senior management and
/ recognition of common safety goals by individuals;
i
| • motivation by management, set up of goals and setting up of reward/sanction system, and
< also by the attitude of individuals;
!
; • supervision including the practice of audit and review, and readiness to respond to
) individuals questioning attitudes;
j

i

; • responsibility through formal assignment and description of formal duties and their
\ understanding by individuals.

; Safety culture includes two general components the first of which is a framework within an
organization, i.e. working environment in a collective and is a responsibility of the managers.
Second element is attitude of staff at all levels set up by the above-mentioned framework. These

'\,_ are two components dialectically interacting and mutually stipulating one another.

Generally, the structure of the safety culture components as represented in INSAG-4 report is
shown in Fig. 1.

It follows from the aforegoing that safety culture is a general category characterizing the style
of organization and attitudes of individuals with respect to all matters affecting nuclear and
radiation safety. Safety culture is a considerable contributor to safety ensuring at all levels of
defense in depth, but not at level 1 only, as shown in Fig.4 of INSAG-3 report.

There, level 1 of the defense in depth is represented as conservative design, quality assurance
and safety culture. Indeed, these kinds of activities are perhaps the only means contributing to
level 1 of defense in depth whose primary purpose, in accordance with the defense in depth
strategy, is to prevent the occurrence of initiating events, i.e., failures. However, they are
responsible for a considerable contribution to other levels of the defense in depth too.
Therefore, it would be more correctly to consider these kinds of activities as more general
principles contributing to all levels but not only to level 1 with its primary task to prevent
deviation from normal operation.

Within this context, the status of safety culture according to defense in depth strategy is
manifested more clearly as global, and, hence, fundamental principle important for building up
all safety levels.

Safety culture governs the appropriate human activities at all levels. As related to operation, it
first of all concerns operators who control technological processes, and to maintenance, testing,
inspection and repair personnel thereby providing reliability of operation. Also, it concerns all
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other participants of generation and use of nuclear energy at NPPs as it was shown in detail in
INSAG-4 report.

It has been shown in the previous section that safety culture is one of the principles ensuring the
creation of favorable human factor. The importance of the concept becomes more significant in
view of the dual nature of the human factor: man is not only source of his errors ( in control,
maintenance, etc, ) but also possesses a unique ability to act right in difficult-to-predict
conditions of beyond design basis accidents. This ability has already been used during the TMI
and Chernobyl accidents and after to create the 4th level of the defense in depth - accident
management with the dominant role of operators and emergency teams. This human ability shall
be used too in a greater extent for providing the operators possibility to follow-up a process
excursion and intervene where necessary and when adequate conditions will be gained.

There are two ways of eliminating human errors. First of them is to exclude man from the
control process. However, in any case errors in maintenance, testing and repair cannot be
excluded. Second consist in creating of favorable conditions for erroneous actions by means of
excluding stresses, possibilities of mechanical mistakes, by providing of operator information
support systems, and others user friendly design, by training. This way seems to be more
preferable and prospective but in this case the safety culture becomes the most important means
for creating the favorable human factor through behavioral aspects governing.

3. NECESSITY AND WAYS OF SAFETY CULTURE REGULATORY CONTROL

Necessity of the safety culture regulations is due to the its role in the above mentioned defense
in depth.

However, how strange it may be that the NUSS standards miss the "Safety culture" concept in
an explicit form irrespective of the fact that the standards had been revised after the issuing of
the INSAG-3. Moreover, the above mentioned IAEA SS N.I 10 document also has nothing to
do with this concept in an explicit form. The validity of this approach can hardly be approved.

The ,,Safety culture" was inserted into OPB-88, Russian safety document of conceptual level, as
one of the fundamental principles.

IAEA documents of the safety series (SS) should reflect the experience of its Member-
Countries. Only by this reason it might be expected that document SS Nl 10 should contain the
"Safety culture" concept, but really this concept which was world wide approved was missed.
We will hope that the conditions will be changed after this conference.

To day, the only document which in detail reveals the contents of ,,Safety culture" concept is
the INSAG-4. But this document could not be used as regulation because its style and status.
Nevertheless the Russian Gosatomnadzor inserts into one of its regulatory documents the
recommendation to use the INSAG-4.

Thus, in real practice of regulatory activity, at least for the Russian Gosatomnadzor, there was
formed a niche unfilled by regulatory documents for control of one of fundamental principles -
the "Safety culture".

What regulatory documents should be developed in this area? It seems reasonable that two
documents may be enough as the rational optimum. One of them should stipulate the
requirement for creating the effective safety culture in different organizations, which activities
influence nuclear safety. The second regulatory document should be the procedure for the safety
culture inspections. The Gosatomnadzor of Russia are going to develop such documents in the
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fiature.

4. ACTIVITY OF THE RUSSIAN GOSATOMNADZOR IN GENERATION OF
SAFETY CULTURE IN NUCLEAR POWER.

As has been noted above, the "Safety culture" term has been introduced into the Russian
Gosatomnadzor document OPB-88 regulating NPP safety on a conceptual level. It has been
defined as qualification and psychological preparedness of all persons in which the NPP safety
ensuring is of priority goal and inherent requirement leading to individual awareness of
responsibility and self-assessment in performing all safety-related tasks. Besides, para 1.2.7
contains the requirement to create the safety culture for all persons and organization engaged in
activity for nuclear power generation.

According to OPB-88, safety culture shall be established by appropriate selection, education
and training of the staff in each area of activity related to safety, setting up and strict observance
of discipline in line with clear sharing of personal responsibility of managers and executors;
development and rigorous observance of work instructions and their periodic revising to meet
the experience gained. All persons involved in safety-related activities shall be aware of the
nature of their work and the extent of it affecting safety. They shall be fully aware of the
consequences resulting from nonobservance or improper adherence to existing instructions and
standards.

One can see that OPB-88 reflects in a sufficient conceptual way the safety culture principle, the
content being fully consistent with INSAG-4.

Since OPB-88 is an active document, the requirements specified in it are mandatory to all
persons and organizations engaged in nuclear energy responsible to establish safety culture. The
observance of this requirement is supervised during the inspections of the Russian
Gosatomnadzor.

It was the predecessor of the Russian Gosatomnadzor, the Gospromatomnadzor of the USSR,
to publish a translation of INSAG-4 report in one of its bulletins and distributed among the
interested organizations.

As was said above, the regulatory document worked out and put in force by the Russian
Gosatomnadzor "Requirements to operating organization of NPP", RD-04-03-93, contains the
reference to INSAG-4 which shall be considered in the activity to establish the effective safety
culture.

The Gosatomnadzor of Russia periodically conducts re-certification of the senior management
of operating organizations by examining for knowledge of norms and rules on nuclear and
radiation safety. Examinations include topics on the safety culture too.

One of the first actions of Russian Gosatomnadzor after being set up in 1992 was the
publication in accordance with the safety culture principle of two statements of policy on the
national nuclear and radiation regulation and licensing of activity, on production and use of
nuclear materials, nuclear energy, radioactive substances and the products based thereon.

Thus, the Gosatomnadzor of Russia undertook certain measures to implement the safety culture
principle both in its own activity and in the activity of the other participants of the creation and
operation of nuclear installations. However, the measures seem insufficient and efforts shall be
continued in the direction of elaboration of regulatory documentation on the formation of safety
culture for all persons engaged in NPP safety-related work.

- 6 -
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CONCLUSIONS

The safety culture principle set up and introduced by INSAG has been approved and found wide
support elsewhere in the world. However, it has not yet been sufficiently reflected in
International and National regulatory Documents on Nuclear and Radiation Safety.

In view of the importance of the safety culture as a powerful means of directional fonnation of
favorable human factor which still continues to play a determining role in NPP safety ensuring,
development of relevant regulatory National and International Documents is required.

- 7 -
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SAFETY CULTURE IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

REVIEW OF REGULATORY ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATED WITH SAFETY CULTURE
AND MANAGEMENT OF SAFETY AT UK NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

L G WILLIAMS*
Health and Safety Executive, United Kingdom

P H GARDNER"
Health and Safety Executive, United Kingdom

PWOODHOUSE***
Health and Safety Executive, United Kingdom

ABSTRACT

The management of health and safety and the culture of the people who participate in the process
have been fundamental to the development of the United Kingdom's nuclear power programme. In
the early years of development, the organisations and systems set up in companies which designed,
manufactured, constructed and operated nuclear power stations were based upon the best practices
needed to ensure, not only the operability of the plant, but also the safety of the workers at the power
stations and the public.

Over the years the nuclear industry in the UK has changed as has the Regulatory Body responsible for
licensing. The economic environment within which the nuclear electricity generators operate has
caused them to review their business and organisational structures. The UK nuclear industry has
developed its approach to health and safety management and it is generally recognised that
commercially successful companies have excellent health and safety records.

This paper discusses the importance of effective health and safety management to the maintenance of
high safety standards and the delivery of business goals. It also discusses the model that has been
developed to help assess safety management in the changing UK nuclear industry. Finally, it
comments upon regulatory developments in management of safety and safety culture.

* Laurence Williams, Deputy Chief Inspector, HM Nuclear Installations Inspectorate
** Peter Gardner Superintending Inspector, HM Nuclear Installations Inspectorate
*** Paul Woodhouse Principal Nuclear Inspector, HM Nuclear Installations Inspectorate
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1 INTRODUCTION

The management of health and safety and the safety culture of the people who participate in the
process have been fundamental to the development of the United Kingdom's nuclear power
programme. In the early years of development the organisations and systems set up in the companies
which designed, manufactured, constructed and operated nuclear power stations were based upon the
best practices needed to ensure, not only the operability of the plant, but also the safety of the
workers at the power stations and the public. Safety was (and still is) seen as being vital to the
success of the industry and hence the analysis and assessment of safety became an integral part of
management decision making.

The importance of safety was recognised at governmental level and since its inception the UK
commercial nuclear industry has been subject to regulation through a licensing system. The licensing
system has developed over the years from one based upon prescription to the goal setting approach of
the standard licence, which was introduced in 1990. The current licensing approach is intended to
ensure licensees effectively manage health and safety and promote a good safety culture within their
staff. In the United Kingdom the Regulatory Body is the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) which is
responsible, not only for the regulation of the nuclear industry, but also for the regulation of health
and safety at work in other industries such as off-shore oil production, coal mining, major hazard
industrial plants, railways and a wide variety of manufacturing facilities. This wide responsibility for
health and safety at work has enabled HSE to monitor and encourage the development of good health
and safety practices. In recent years, non-nuclear parts of HSE have been reviewing the whole area
of how safety should be managed in industry and this work has resulted in the introduction in the UK
of the Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations (1992) and the publication of the
associated Approved Code of Practice [Ref 1]. HSE has also published the well known document
Successful Health and Safety Management [Ref 2]. These developments, together with other
initiatives, such as the Advisory Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations (ACSNI) report on
'Organising for Safety1 [Ref 3], the International Atomic Energy Agencies (IAEA), Nuclear Safety
Standards Advisory Group (NUSSAG) report on safety fundamentals [Ref 4] and the IAEA
Independent Nuclear Safety Advisory Group (INSAG) report on safety culture [Ref 5], have lead
HSE's Nuclear Safety Division to review health and safety management in the nuclear industry to see
if its regulatory approach is still relevant. This paper summarises the review and discusses the model
that has been developed to assess the effectiveness of licensee's management of health and safety.

2 UK NUCLEAR REGULATORY SYSTEM

Before discussing the regulatory approach to the management of safety at UK nuclear installations we
think it will be helpful to give a brief overview of the UK regulatory system. The high standards of
health and safety which exist in the UK are based upon the modern regulatory system introduced by
the Health and Safety at Work etc Act of 1974. This Act places a fundamental duty on employers to
ensure, as far as is reasonably practicable, the health, safety and welfare of their employees. It also
imposes a duty on employers to ensure, as far as is reasonably practicable, that persons not in their
employment are not exposed to risks to their health and safety as a result of the activity of the
employer. These general duties apply to the operators of nuclear facilities. However, at the on-set of
the commercial nuclear industry in the UK, the Government deemed it appropriate for all commercial
nuclear installations to be regulated through a licensing regime and the Nuclear Installations Act
(1965) (NI Act) as amended states that no-one can use a site for the construction or operation of a
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nuclear installation without a licence. The parts of the NI Act which relate to licensing were
incorporated as relevant statutory provisions in the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 and hence
the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) as the Regulatory Body is the licensing authority.

Licensing is at the heart of nuclear safety regulation in the UK and HSE's Nuclear Safety Division is
structured to ensure that clear regulatory policy, such as that described in the HSE publication on the
Tolerability of Risk from Nuclear Power Stations (TOR) [Ref 6], is developed; resources are
organised to effectively assess safety case documentation and enforcement activities to check for
compliance at nuclear licensed sites are planned and co-ordinated. Figure 1 gives a schematic
representation of the UK nuclear regulatory system.

3 MANAGING SAFETY AS A BUSINESS FUNCTION

In industry, health and safety is managed with varying degrees of success but it is generally targeted
on the protection of employees and others who may be affected by the activities undertaken.
Successful industries also manage safety to ensure their continued success and to ensure compliance
with law. The nuclear industry clearly manages safety for all these reasons, but in addition, there are
social and political factors which add a further dimension to the importance of health and safety.

Examination of investigations into major industrial accidents that have occurred over the years,
including Chernobyl and Three Mile Island, have in many cases shown that deficiencies in
organisational safety management have been contributory factors. Events such as these illustrate the
economic implications of significant safety failures and the importance of good safety management.

Effective management of health and safety can, therefore, be seen to be indistinguishable from sound
business management. Indeed, commercially successful companies often have excellent health and
safety records precisely because they bring efficient business expertise to bear on health and safety
matters. However, safety like any other business function, such as production, marketing or finance
does not just happen naturally, it has to be managed and with the same level of commitment.

4 MANAGEMENT OF SAFETY MODELS

How can a Regulatory Body assess the effectiveness of a company's health and safety management?
Plant, design or operation can be checked against Codes, Standards, Guides etc but there are no
ready standards for how a company should organise itself in order to manage health and safety. In
the UK the HSE has developed a general model which can be used as the framework upon which
such assessments can be made. The key elements of this model are shown in Fig 2. It can be seen
that there are six key elements for successful health and safety management: Policy, Organisation,
Planning and Implementation, Measuring Performance, Reviewing Performance and Auditing. The
details of how these elements can be used to ensure effective safety management are discussed in
reference 2, we do not intend to go into them in ?ny further detail here.

The key features in the management of safety in the UK nuclear industry are shown in Fig 3. The
three key features underpinning effective health and safety management are: Safety Policy, Safety
Standards and Operational Safety. It can be seen that there is clearly a symmetry between Figs 1 and
3 and this has developed by design to ensure that the regulatory system is focused on the important
features in the management of safety in the industry.
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The triangular model shown in Fig 3 can be translated into a linear model which shows the key
elements in the process for managing safety in the nuclear industry. This model, shown in Fig 4, is
similar to but more focused than the general HSE model which reflects the priorities given to setting
standards, the assessment and control of risks and the application of operational controls.

5 KEY ELEMENTS IN THE NUCLEAR INDUSTRY SAFETY MANAGEMENT
MODEL

5.1 Policy

An important and essential first step is to ensure that there is an overall company policy for safety, it
should provide the Board's view on meeting its responsibilities and for conveying to all those who
work in the organisation the fundamental values and beliefs on which all management activity is
based. The aim of the company policy should be to promote a culture whereby the commitment to
achieve a high level of safety performance, beyond that simply required by law, is achieved.

5.2 Organisation

The company must be organised in order that the aims and objectives identified in the 'Policy1 can be
planned and implemented. When assessing the effectiveness of a company's organisation to deliver
safety, certain key matters should be assessed. These are: the company structure, the responsibilities
of people and departments; the methods of management control within the organisation; the methods
of communication for ensuring that everyone is fully aware of the safety policy; the means of securing
co-operation between all persons involved in the company's activities; the competence required by
individuals; the production of plans to achieve health and safety objectives; and the means of carrying
out independent checking, review and monitoring of activities dependent upon their safety
significance.

5.3 Standards

The setting of standards for the control of risk has always been important in the nuclear industry.
Companies with good safety management clearly identify their standards for all phases of a plant's life
ie design, construction, commissioning, operation and decommissioning. They also set targets for
safety performance not only in relation to the plant, but also in relation to their employees and the
public.

5.4 Safety Assessment

An important requirement of good safety management is a clear understanding of the safety
implications of the design or operation of a plant. The need to have this clear understanding is to
ensure that the safety characteristics of the plant are fully understood for both normal operation and
fault conditions. This degree of understanding is best achieved through a safety case to justify such
things as design, construction, commissioning, operation and decommissioning. Successful
companies assess their plants and produce user friendly safety cases to assist designers and operators.

Safety assessment involves, in broad terms: the identification of the hazard; identification of the
performance of the plant for normal operation and fault conditions; identification of safety
mechanisms and protection systems to control risk; the development of operating rules and
instructions in order to ensure the plant is always operated within a safe envelope; and the
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identification of control measures such as maintenance, testing and examination of components to
ensure the plant remains fit for purpose and hence within the safety case.

5.5 Operational Control

Managing the production of a safety case is not in itself sufficient to ensure safety. A good safety
management system will identify and implement the necessary control activities which are required to
ensure that the installation is operated safely. In the UK these controls are required by the nuclear
site licence and in general will relate to:

• control of access to the site;

• reporting and investigation of incidents;

• use of a nuclear safety committee to oversee safety activities;

• use of suitably qualified and experienced people;

" training of staff who have safety related duties;

• emergency arrangements;

" safety case production and review;

• quality assurance;

• control of construction of new plants;

• control modification to existing plants;

• operating rules and instructions;

• control and supervision of operations;

• maintenance and periodic shutdown for examination;

• radioactive waste management; and

• decommissioning

5.6 Measuring Performance

Safety performance needs to be monitored to ensure that the management systems and plans
(corporate, divisional and individual) in place are achieving the required objectives. Successful
companies carry out both active and reactive monitoring. Active monitoring is designed to keep
routine activities under surveillance and detect changes in performance before things go seriously
wrong. This type of monitoring includes, inter alia, monitoring the achievement of objectives and
targets; review of work practices against procedures; review of the adequacy of procedures; and
condition monitoring of plant.
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Reactive monitoring can also be a valuable tool to learn lessons after things have gone wrong and
hence prevent recurrences in the future. Effective reactive monitoring will include the investigation of
incidents and 'near misses' usually through an operational feedback process. Good companies will not
only review their own incidents but will monitor incidents on an industry basis which in the case of the
nuclear industry will be world wide.

The majority of monitoring activities will be carried out by the line management responsible for the
particular activities. However, in the nuclear industry successful companies provide an independent
health and safety resource which is independent of production pressures. This not only sets the
company's health and safety standards but also independently monitors compliance with those
standards. This independent group within the company can provide valuable information to line
managers and also, via direct links with the Chief Executive, ensure that the Board of Directors of the
company are folly aware of health and safety issues so that they can exercise their responsibilities.

5.7 Review

It is good safety management practice to review all aspects of the system on a systematic basis to
ensure that it remains adequate in the light of changing circumstances. All control systems tend to
deteriorate over time as a result of change. Hence, learning from experience, through the use of
audits and performance reviews, enables organisations achieving high standards of health and safety
to maintain and develop their ability to manage risk to the fullest possible extent.

6 CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS

HSE's Nuclear Safety Division recognises the importance of health and safety management and,
whilst we believe that safety has been an integral part of the UK nuclear industry since its inception,
we felt, given the developments in general health and safety management thinking, we should review
the current management of safety in the UK nuclear industry in the light of these developments. This
review is in three phases. The first has looked at recent developments in management of safety and
safety culture and identified the fundamental elements of a model for the nuclear industry. The
second phase is looking at how the current systems in operation with our major licensees compare
with the model and the extent to which our regulatory system is geared to providing effective
regulation in this area. The third phase will aim to draw together the findings of phases 1 and 2 with
a view to identifying any shortcomings and make proposals to bring about any necessary
improvements.

7 CONCLUSIONS

In the UK, safety has always been at the heart of the nuclear industry and the importance of managing
safety has been carried through to today where the nuclear power generators have to operate in a
more commercial environment. The current attitude is clearly shown in a recent statement by the
Chairman of Nuclear Electric who said "my objective is to ensure that the principles of good safety
practice are firmly established in all our activities. This is an absolute priority for me and for every
member of my staff..." This attitude, together with the recognition that the systematic approach to
the management of safety makes good business sense, is encouraging for the future.

The economic environment for electricity generators and others involved in the nuclear industry has
caused our licensees to look carefully at their business and organisational structures with the result
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that significant changes are taking place. The Regulatory Body has to be flexible enough to react to
such changes and be sure that safety is being maintained. To help this process we have developed a
management of safety model for the nuclear industry to enable safety management systems to be
assessed. The model is currently being applied to the main nuclear licensees in the UK to see if
improvements in either their safety management systems or the regulatory process is required.
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SAFETY CULTURE IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

LOOKING FOR SAFETY CULTURE IMPLEMENTATION
A REGULATORY BODY VIEW

S. NOVAK
Nuclear Regulatory Authority

Slovak Republic

ABSTRACT

A short explanation of subjects under the NRA SR regulation and the new Slovak Nuclear
Regulatory Authority responsibilities is given. The safety culture Implementation in the
regulatory process itself and in regulated organizations is the high priority task. The assistance
in the safety culture principles implementation is used for the Regulatory Body level as well as
for the operating organization level.

The close cooperation with the IAEA and CEC on strengthening of NRA 'SR is explained from
the point of safety culture principles implementation. The operating organization safety culture
implementation measures using different technical assistance from international organizations
and countries are described. These actions are useful instruments but they are not usually
systematic enough.

NRA SR is looking for systematic approach and for full safety culture implementation in
operating organizations. The NUSS documents are used as the basis for national regulatory
documents. The QA programmes of NPPs are in the phase of development or fundamental
upgrading. Comparing the Safety Culture principles and NUSS Codes and Guides the most of
Safety Culture principles are covered as requirements in NUSS documents.

As the managerial tool the revised set of QA NUSS documents can be used to implement Safety
Culture in an organized way into the Operating Organization practices through adequately
modified QA programmes for NPP operation, These programmes have to be approved by the
NRA SR and their implementation is subject of NRA SR inspection. Then Nuclear Safety
Culture implementation could be under the continued control.

-1 -
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1. INTRODUCTION - SLOVAK NUCLEAR POWER INDUSTRY:
BACKGROUND AND MAIN NUCLEAR REGULATORY AUTHORITIES.

The share of electricity production in Nuclear Power Plant in Slovak Republic is more than
50% of total electricity production. In the future the Slovak Utility rely on the nuclear power
plant electricity production according to the electricity capacity development scenario approved
by the Slovak government.

Main subjects of Nuclear Regulatory Authority of Slovak Republic /NRA SR/ regulation are:

NPPs in operation:

NPP V-l Bohunice 2 x WWER440 type230
NPPV-2Bohunice 2x WWER440type213

NPPs under construction:

NPPMochovce 4x WWER440 type 213

NPPs in decommissioning

NPP A-l Bohunice with HWGCR which was shut down after an accident with partial
core melting.

Low and Intermediate Radioactive Waste Depository

which is built next to the Mochovce NPP; it is in the process of licensing.

The independent nuclear regulatory body was established in Slovak Republic after separation of
Czech and Slovak Federate Republic. The new Nuclear Regulatory Authority of Slovak
Republic started its activity form the 1st of January 1993.

Among broad NRA SR responsibilities following represent main issues of concern:

• save operation of NPP V-l
• gradual safety upgrading of NPP V-1 to reach acceptable level of safety for old

design NPPs upgrading of NPP V-2 based on the operational safety evaluation after
10 years of operation

• upgrading of Mochovce NPP under construction to reach 'European level of safety
• decommissioning of NPP A-1 at safe conditions.

The safety culture implementation in the regulatory process itself and in regulated organizations
is the task of high priority.

2. SAFETY CULTURE IMPLEMENTATION

The NRA SR seeks the way to implement safety principles into the every day practice. The
assistance from IAEA or assistance based on bilateral agreements is needed to understand and

- 2 -
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implement safety culture a different levels.

2.1. Safety Culture Implementation at the Reulatory Body Level

Regulatory Body must have the statutory authority, competence and resources to set safety
standards, to license and inspect installations and monitor and enforce license conditions.

In the Slovak Republic, some regulations exist which were transferred from former
Czechoslovakia but some of them are old and their applicability should be reassessed in the view
of the new regulatory organization, past development and modern practices.

The current activity within the NRA SR is oriented towards an establishment and development
of external guidance documents, providing the amendment of existing regulations and making
translation of the IAEA Codes and Guides and some lower level IAEA documents.

The licensing process in the Slovak Republic has some of those characteristics that are
recognized as acceptable according to international practice. However. Several areas and
aspects should be clarified and more clearly established to fully meet all those acceptable
practices. The internal guidelines should be developed to ensure that inspection plans are drawn
up systematically to cover all necessary areas of interest.

NRA SR welcomed the IAEA. CEC and individual countries /UK. USA/ activity to assist to the
new regulatory body in the process of its establishment.

The flexible approach of IAEA is expressed in the IAEA Model project on strengthening of the
Nuclear Safety Regulatory body of the Slovak Republic. This project started before the end of
1993 and it will last 3 years.

The CEC Regulatory assistance mission group's /RAMG/ assistance programme which is to
start in 1995 will contribute to the NRA SR activity.

The close cooperation between these two organizations started with an expert mission which
collected findings and prepared recommendations to improve the NRA SR activities in
following areas:

Governmental organization and nuclear safety legislation

Role and responsibility of the Regulatory Body

Organization of the Regulatory Body

Regulations and Guides

Licensing process

Review and assessment during the licensing process

Inspection and enforcement

Emergency preparedness

In all these areas the detailed programme of assistance was developed. Actions include such
forms as:

on-the-job training,

Review of regulatory documents

Short-term visit of the Regulatory body officers.

- 3 -
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Preparation of model documentation.

Training courses etc.

Within the assistance programme main safety culture features will be implemented into the NRA
SR practices according to the experience of different Regulatory bodies taking into account our
own experience, competence and mentality of NRA SR regulatory body staff. The goal of this
assistance is not only to educate staff to make it more competent, but also to develop the
regulatory body staff attitude to the safety culture.

Different bilateral agreements contribute strongly to the safety culture implementation at the
Regulatory Body level. The inspectors training in the USNRC environment has contributed
inspectors to gain a solid basis for their daily job to be done on the highest level quality.

The emergency response center with direct connection to all NPP units which is to be
completely supplied by the UK will make sure that the Regulatory Body could independently
observe the situation at NPPs not only during abnormal situations, but also during normal
operation and in this way the safety culture principles fulfillment during operation.

The NRA SR understand that the Safety Culture approach implementation can be assured only
through the mutual cooperation of Regulatory Body, Utility and Responsible Organization for
Nuclear Safety. The organization responsible according to the Slovak law is the investment
management in the construction phase, and the plant management during operation.

The IAEA "Assessment of Safety Culture in Organizations Team - ASCOT Seminar" was
organized for NRA SR, the Slovak Electricity Enterprise and the NPP staff to explain to them
the main aspects of Safety Culture principles and to share experience with Safety Culture
implementation in Japan and experience from OS ART missions.

2.2. Safety Culture Implementation at the Operating Organization Level

The sharing of international safety culture experience among operating organizations is very
important for their understanding and implementation. The IAEA safety services contributed
very much to the different aspects of safety culture penetration to the operating organization
practices. During OS ART and ASSET missions sets of messages were elaborated in the form of
technical notes or in the form of final reports such as:

- findings

- conclusions

- recomendations

- good practices

These a hoc missions brought important signals to operator what should be changed to operate
NPP more safety. Follow - up missions could not only check nuclear safety improvement by the
individual recommendation implementation but also to assure that recommendation were
understood properly. Last one is very important for recommendations concerning organizational
aspects, QA programmes, procedures amendment and other software, into messages from these
missions were incorporated important elements of safety culture, which were formulated later in
the INSAG - 4 document.

The INSAG attempts to express intangible matters in tangible manifestation /such as safety
culture indicators, checklist for self examination/ is the next step to understand safety culture

- 4 -
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principles and their tangible implementation.

The ASCOT methodology developed by the IAEA could be used for different organizations
responsible to ensure nuclear safety. Using this methodology weak points of the safety culture
implementation could be revealed.

However, up to now no guidance was developed how to implement in systematic way safety
culture in operating organization. No continuously working, properly structured managerial tool
for safety culture implementation exists. Different types of ad-hoc missions or assessments,
including their follow-up review of recommendations implementation are not systematic enough
for day to day implementation of safety culture principles.

3. LOOKING FOR A SYSTMATIC APPROACH AND A TOOL FOR SAFETY
CULTURE IMPLEMENTATION INTO AN OPERATING ORGANIZATION

Safety culture principles implementation, namely in operating organizations, is of great concern
of Slovak Nuclear Regulatory Authority. The safety Codes and Safety Guides of the IAEA
NUSS programme are basis for the preparation of national regulations or are used as reference
documents that are used by the regulatory body. Carefully analyzing NUSS Codes and Guides
and Safety Culture principles explained in the INSAG-4 document it can be concluded that all
Safety culture principles /except some of attitudinal human aspects/ are covered as requirements
or recommendations in NUSS document. The revision of the complete set of NUSS standards
on quality assurance is going on. The spirit of this revision is to update them to depict
contemporary principles and techniques for "doing things right the first time" rather than finding
and correcting mistakes later. The objective is to install an attitude by which there is a
commitment to achieving and rising standards of excellence, if the quality assurance system
incorporates safety principles it looks like possible tool, continuously operating for safety
culture implementation.

Looking for managerial tool to be used for safety culture penetration into operating
organization management practices and development of personnel habits the NRA SR shall take
into account some specific but may be favorable circumstances:

• the QA system at Slovak NPPs is not completely developed

• IAEA NUSS QA Safety Guides are in the process of revision in the way of
broad implementation of different sets NUSS Safety Guides /Siting, Design,
Operation/ recommendations.

As it was written before, NUSS Safety Guides contain most of safety culture principles, which
were agreed and accepted by the nuclear community.

- 5 -
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4. CONCLUSIONS

The safety culture principles should be fully incorporated into the QA system of Operating
Organization and of NPPs in Slovak Republic using predominantly NUSS Guides
recommendations as the NUSS standards represent complete set of safety principles. Safety
culture principles which are not covered by the NUSS standards, as in some cases they can not
be formulated in standards, should be found and their implementation into operating
organization practices should be assessed individually.

Safety oriented Operating organization and NPP QA systems are to be the main tool for the
safety culture implementation. As a minimum these should fully cover one of safety culture
components - organizational policy and managerial actions. The QA programmes of the
Responsible organization has to be reviewed and approved according to the Slovak Republic
regulation by the Nuclear Regulatory Authority, it challenged the NRA SR to take care of
proper implementation of Safety Culture principles into QA programmes documentation as the
first step of systematic approach of the Safety Culture implementation. The verification of the
QA programme implementation and lessons learned as the second step will enable to check the
efficiently of this approach of Safety Culture implementation at Operating Organization level.

It is believed that properly operating safety oriented QA system should also contribute to the
individual safety culture attitude cultivation.

- 6 -
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SAFETY CULTURE IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

THE REGULATOR AS AN INFLUENCE ON SAFETY CULTURE IN
A NUCLEAR INSTALLATION

E. J. POLMEAR
BRITISH NUCLEAR FUELS, UNITED KINGDOM

1. INTRODUCTION

In the United Kingdom, many external bodies have an effect on the safety culture within a nuclear
installation. Such bodies include anti-nuclear groups, local councils, the general public and, most
importantly of all, the general publics nuclear watchdog - the Nuclear Installations Inspectorate or Nil.
This paper explores some of those influences, from the experience at BNFLs Sellafield complex.

The Nil influence is so significant because of their frequency and level of actual and potential
interaction with the nuclear operators. As a division of the UK Health and Safety Executive, the Nil
annually devote about 20 man years of inspection and assessment effort to Sellafield plants and projects
and carry out over 700 visits. They visit people at all levels (not just senior management) and are
regularly seen on plant. Inspectors are normally allocated to an operational area for 1-2 years before
moving on. They also carry out site wide team inspections on specific issues or topics. Inspectors have
statutory powers of inspection, they can order plant improvements, shutdown operations, and can bring
prosecution for unsafe practices.

2. BASIS FOR THE OBSERVATIONS

BNFL have not carried out a specific study of the influences which the regulator can have on the safety
culture within its organisation. The observations which follow culminate from many years experience
of dealing with regulators, and observing operator actions and reactions to regulatory issues.
Additionally, the results of one specific safety culture audit, which covered regulator interactions, are
taken into account. The views expressed here are the personal views of the author, and have not been
discussed with the regulator.

The effect of the regulator on a safety culture is specifically recognised in the IAEA's INSAG-4 [1].

3. THE OBSERVATIONS

THE REGULATOR AS A BODY

As mentioned before, the Nuclear Installations Inspectorate are regarded by many as the
United Kingdom's nuclear watchdog. One of their priorities is to ensure that the nuclear industry is
conducting itself safely. Indeed one of the main priorities of the nuclear industry is to ensure that it
conducts its business safely and hence stays in business. It has long been recognised that accidents at a
nuclear site become higher profile than their equivalent counterparts in, say, the chemical industry: they
not only threaten profitability but also potentially the very existence of the nuclear operator. There is
consequently some harmony in approach between the regulator and the operator in that both
organisations view the safety of the industry as paramount. Nevertheless, the powers of Nil, and
particularly their ability to initiate prosecution, are widely acknowledged and respected. This inevitably
leads to a cautious approach when dealing with the regulator. The combined effect of these factors (and
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others) is that the Nil as a body influences the safety culture within BNFL towards a sense of
constructive but cautious co-operation. Interestingly, this relationship has in fact evolved over many
years: fifteen or more years ago there was a quite different relationship between "the police and the
policed".

Changes in the relationship (and the effect this has on safety culture) between the operator and the
regulator as organisations are slow to develop and change. More dynamic are the relationships, and
effects, between individual operators and individual regulators (inspectors).

4. THE REGULATOR AS AN INDIVIDUAL

An individual inspector rarely remains allocated to a group of plants for more than a year or two. In
this time he cannot hope to become intimately familiar with the technical details and workings of those
plants. Indeed, it is not his job to. He has his priorities, thoughts and he has his ideas. Being human,
some of those ideas will be good, and some will not. But the way in which those thoughts and ideas are
expressed, and the attitude of the regulator, can have a marked effect on how those ideas are received
and the safety culture engendered.

Suppose a regulator appears forcefully autocratic. The plant manager is aware of the power vested in a
regulator and may not feel inclined to tell him that his idea is not sound or that the priority should really
be in another area. Quite often it is just simpler, quicker and cheaper (in the short term) to get on with it
than debate it. But this can have an adverse effect on the safety culture within the plant and its
operators. The operators usually know their plant better than anyone else, including the plant manager,
and especially a regulator. They also usually have a good idea where the safety priorities should lie,
and may be working their way through a list of prioritised improvements. Yet here is a regulator,
apparently able to switch priorities at will, with little explanation or knowledge of the work already
going on. This can enhance the perception that an individual regulator focuses on less unimportant
safety issues, diverting resources away from the more important. This can degrade the operator's
attitude towards safety issues. It can also degrade the operators attitude towards management - because
they see management responding to the "less important" issues raised by Nil rather than the "more
important" issues known to them. This also degrades the operators attitude towards the regulator.

Fortunately, the majority of Nil regulators adopt the opposite approach, and this leads to a more
constructive working relationship. Experience has shown that plant operators and management prefer a
greater degree of informal contact with the regulator. Informality encourages trust, and trust
encourages respect: in both directions. The regulator can get to understand the operator's priorities,
and can temper and adjust his own concerns accordingly. When he sets requirements out formally in
writing, the operator will already be aware of them, understands the reasons behind them and, more
often than not, may have already initiated some action.

5. THE REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

In the United Kingdom, nuclear site operators are licensed under the Nuclear Installations Act.
Nuclear Site Licences have many conditions attached to them, and most of the conditions require the
licensee to make and implement adequate arrangements to control safety related activities. All phases of
plant operations are covered (construction, commissioning, operation, modification and
decommissioning), as well as all peripheral activities (for example, training, maintenance, emergency
arrangements and controlling access to the site). Other particularly influential publications of the
Health and Safety Executive include their Tolerability of Risk [2] and Safety Assessment Principles for
Nuclear Plant [3].
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The licensee is required to establish arrangements to control safety. He does so in consultation with the
regulator, who already has guidance on the level of control which would be regarded as acceptable. The
arrangements so formulated are supported by more detailed methodologies, standards, codes of practice
and criteria. Sometimes these are also discussed with the regulator.

As time passes, experience is accumulated, and improvements, additions or other changes may be
considered. Also, faces change and each new face likes to leave some form of impression. Aside from
the incentive towards technological change as new technology becomes available, there are many
incentives towards change even at the level of the regulatory framework. Changes in the regulatory
framework generally take considerable time to evolve and more time again to implement: the "model
site licence" devised by Nil in 1990 was years in the making rather than months. This new licence was
structured in a way which requires operators to devise their own arrangements for managing safety and
to demonstrate the adequacy of these arrangements to the regulator. This leads to a less prescriptive
regulatory regime, encourages greater ownership of those arrangements by the licensee and this
enhances the safety culture.

However, new ways of working take time to become familiar and accepted: this is because most people
are averse to change, whether it is for the better or not. From this we conclude that regulatory change,
even though it may be in the interests of progress, may not always be in the interests of safety culture
and therefore safety.

The operator operates in an environment established largely by management in response to the
regulatory framework. To a large extent the operator trusts the management and especially the
regulator to ensure that this environment is adequately safe and sound. However, he can soon lose this
trust if the environment changes with no apparently good reason. Change could be as a result of
changes in the regulatory framework, or its interpretation or application by regulator or management.
Each and every change decreases the operators confidence in management and regulator: "they STILL
haven't got it right".

So although progress and change is inevitable, its effects should be recognised on the safety culture:
Changes should ideally be few and far between, and each one must be carefully thought through and
justified.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Regulators can have an effect on the safety culture of those they regulate in may different ways. Three
in particular have been discussed in this presentation.

The Regulator as an organisation has a fairly deep effect, depending on their role, powers and the way
they conduct their business. This relationship is relatively slow to establish or to change. Regulators as
individuals can have a much more visible and dynamic, but not necessarily long lasting, effect,
depending on their personal attitudes, skills and conduct. The regulatory framework too can have an
effect, and in particular any changes to it.

The regulator can take account of this when formulating policy or recruiting and training inspectors.

Similarly, the operators can be more aware of the regulators role, and can even recognise them as
fallible human beings -just like the rest of us.

M1SC/VIENNA
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SAFETY CULTURE IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

SAFETY AND CULTURE?
REGULATORY UNDERSTANDING AND APPROACH

OF NUCLEAR SAFETY CULTURE

ZOLTANSZONYI
SUPREME NUCLEAR SAFETY INSPECTORATE

HUNGARIAN ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION, HUNGARY

ABSTRACT

Safety and Culture? The provocative question is deliberate. How can we understand
and deal with these words, which are diametrically opposed, and which represent two
notions so far from each other.

The terms "Culture" and "Safety" are defined in Webster dictionary:
- as training and refining of mind, emotions, manners, taste, e.c., and
- as the quality or condition of being safe.

Though the safety goals can be (and must be) accomplished by means of law and
authority, the term "safety"contains additional, subjective elements, which always depend
on person and era.

The common root of these two basically different words can be found in the field of
human subjective elements.

This common root is the "human being",implying behaviour and risk of error.

It leads to combine the terms Culture and Safety into a very new notion, which is known
now as Safety Culture.

According to Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) studies human error gives
considerable contribution to core melt probabilities. It should be noted that
uncertainties are mainly associated with human error and actual frequency of the
initiating events, considered in the PSA. Sequences containing at least one human error
contribute to 80-90% of the global core melt probability.

While the figure is nearly 80% in French PSA, in Hungary it is 97% according to the
latest PSA studies.
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INTRODUCTION

Safety and Culture? The provocative question is deliberate. How can we understand
and deal with these words, which are diametrically opposed, and which represent two
notions so far from each other.

The terms "Culture" and "Safety" are defined in Webster dictionary:
- as training and refining of mind, emotions, manners, taste, e.c.,and
- as the quality or condition of being safe.

Though the safety goals can be (and must be) accomplished by means of law and
authority, the term "safety"contains additional, subjective elements, which always depend
on person and era.

The common root of these two basically different words can be found in the field of
human subjective elements.

This common root is the "human being", implying behaviour and risk of error.

It leads to combine the terms Culture and Safety into a very new notion, which is known
now as Safety Culture.

The term Safety Culture was born following a series of events and scientific experience.
The Chernobyl event played an important role as an accelerator in this evolution.

H HUMAN FACTORS

Based on the universally acknowledged premise that all nuclear accidents stem, directly
or indirectly, from human error, it is considered necessary today to approach the safety
of nuclear installations in an integrated manner.

May I cite some figures from the performance indicators of PAKS NPP relating to 1994:

personal error ratio

in extraordinary events 16%
in safety related events 29%

According to PSA studies human error gives considerable contribution to core melt
probabilities.
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The risk is particularly high during shut-down situations (i.e. during maintenance and
refuelling phase, with low water level in the primary circuit) because only a short time
is available for the operator to take any action, due to the low primary coolant inventory.
It should nevertheless be noted that uncertainties associated with human error and the
actual frequency of the initiating events. Sequences containing at least one human error
contribute to 80-90% of the total.

This figure is nearly 80% in France, but in Hungary (not forgetting the internationally
acknowledged performance and safety indicators ofPAKS NPP) is 97% according to the
up-to-date PSA studies performed within AGNES project.

DI THE EVOLUTION OF THE SAFETY CULTURE CONCEPT

The term "Safety Culture" was used officially for the first time in the International
Nuclear Safety Advisory Group (INSAG) Report on the Post-Accident Review Meeting
on the Chernobyl Accident published in 1986 (INSAG-1). This Report stressed in
particular that formal procedures concerning training of plant personnel and the
internal/external auditing of the safety of a given nuclear facility needed to be
supplemented by the creation and maintenance of a proper "nuclear safety culture". Such
a concept had to be used in conjunction with the necessary and more traditional
management measures. These conclusions were confirmed in the 1992 update of
INSAG-1 (INSAG-7), which stresses that this culture must be installed in nuclear
organizations through proper attitudes and practices of safety management, which, in
effect, were lacking in the USSR before the accident of Chernobyl.

In the meantime, the INSAG-3 Report proposing Basic Safety Principles for Nuclear
Power Plants published in 1988, introduced the following recommendation: "An
established safety culture governs the actions and interactions of all individuals and
organizations engaged in activities related to nuclear power".

Finally, the 1991 INSAG-4 Report on Safety Culture suggests the following definition:
"Safety culture is that assembly of characteristics and attitudes in organizations and
individuals which established that, as an overriding priority, nuclear plant safety issues
receive the attention warranted by their significance". In the same way the International
Conference on the Safety of Nuclear Power (organized in Vienna in September 1991)
gave a significant impetus to the nuclear safety, accepting the global and integrated
approach of safety of nuclear installations. The new impetus means in this context an
international safety regime based on transparency.

The definition of Safety Culture shows that the concept is based on an attitude criteria
as well as on structural and technical aspects and perhaps even more so. This means in
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practice that all individuals operating in the various organizations engaged in the safety
of nuclear installations should acquire a right perception of the attention to be given to
safety, so that absolute priority should be given over all other factors. In conclusion,
it is first and foremost, a question of promoting an appropriate education aimed at
mobilizing the efforts of concerned individuals to achieve safety to the degree required.

How can one transpose what is in effect a state of mind, a sense of proper values, to a
legal approach or - more precisely - a regulatory approach to give the term its true
meaning.

This is our challenge and unavoidable duty.

IV REGULATORY APPROACH IN GENERAL

Governing technological risk of nuclear energy the general practice of regulation reflects
the principle according which

all that is not expressly authorized is forbidden

Consequently, public authorities have the power to fix the conditions applicable to the
operation of nuclear installations and to appraise the guarantees offered by the operators
to achieve safety. In other words, in the nuclear field, it is not enough to fix objective
conditions for the performance of an activity. The appropriate national authorities must
also ensure that operators have the necessary technical competence and can be trusted
to provide effectively the guarantees required to justify delivery of the license.

The licensing procedure is the focal point in implementing regulations: a dialogue is
established between the regulatory body and the operator on the issue of whether
proposed measures are meeting the requirements. Hers it can be understood that the
legal framework of nuclear safety contains, beyond the conventionally legal regulatory
contractual elements, the assessment of the safety analysis reports.

As a result, the final decision to grant the license is made not only on the basis of
compliance of the installation concerned with the regulations or the license requirements,
(the license in itself being a regulatory act) but also on the degree of confidence in the
"dedication" of the operator to the safety objectives. Any level of confidence brings us
into the attitudinal dimension of nuclear safety, in other words implementing the greatest
possible safe operation the obligations of a legal nature have to be converted into
personal duty.
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Focussing on safety culture means, it is acknowledged that there are limits to what can
be obtained by regulations consisting of prohibitions, instructions and permissible limits.
In other words, objectivity gives way to some extent to subjectivity. Does it mean, that
the concept of safety culture subverts or dilutes the usually accepted and practiced,
legally backed regulatory approach? Not, at all!

In contrary, the concept of safety culture can enhance the level of nuclear safety in all
related organizations.

In my opinion, the concept of safety culture is not a newly developed idea, or a
complementary instrument beyond the formerly acknowledged and cultivated methods,
but is a reflector that shows up the shadowy and neglected areas of performance of
safety, which are to be emphasized and reinforced.

I am convinced that all of us agree that the emerge of the concept of safety culture has
demonstrated and verified its full importance and worthy role. International co-
operation can play a positive force in promoting a high level of safety culture. It is a
very important development that the Convention on Nuclear Safety has been signed by
most of IAEA's Member States at its General Conference in September 1994.

The text of the Convention does not include specific provisions of Safety Culture,
however in its Preamble, which defines the Contracting Parties intentions, reference has
been made as follows:

"...Desiring to promote an effective nuclear safety culture... "

V EXISTING SITUATION IN HUNGARY

The document Safety Culture (75-INSAG-4) was issued in 1991, only 4 years ago.

It is not a long period, it is not a sufficient time to implant a new concept, a vitally new
approach into the mind of individuals and into the mind of different institutions. The
new concept has many elements (as expectations) which are really not newly invented
notions, but which are traditional elements incorporated into a new concept. These
elements have been valid for many years.

In other words, overwhelming part of Safety Culture consists of elements stemming from
the traditional approach of safety, but these elements build up a new concept according
to a new principle.
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Our task today is to perform the new concept, in parallel with the prevailing traditional
concepts.

We are in the beginning of this work. The first step is to review all the elements of the
existing approaches of nuclear safety, then incorporate them into the Safety Culture, and
- finally - to fill the gaps with the really new elements.

The Regulatory body which is competent for nuclear safety, has many tasks in the field
of Safety Culture today and this will go increasingly in the future.

The first task of the Operating Organization is to review the implementation of the
concept, its second task is to review, elaborate and build up the interfaces.

The task of the Supporting Organizations is similar.

What can (and must) the regulatory body do in the field of its own duties?

The concept of Safety Culture suggests that a political commitment at the highest level
is required to achieve conditions favourable to Safety Culture.

The best way to express this commitment is to set it down in a law in which the
regulatory body, with the assistance of the lawmaker, dictates to the Government the
basic principles.

The Government must, in turn, convert these principles into regulations. Reviewing the
safety culture indicators relating to Government and to regulatory body, I have to admit
that there are many items to be retrieved.

It is important, that in Hungary commitment exists, but is has not been stated clearly in
all necessary levels. Also, the proper policy prevails, but policy statement has not been
issued at all expected levels.

The new Atomic Energy Act is under elaboration, and hopefully it will give solutions to
many questions. Our regulatory requirements are obsolete in general, the new set of
codes and guides are under rewriting stage as well. A big part of it is still in the mid of
transition, e.g. regulatory structure is under revision, funds for safety research are not
sufficient.

May I show up some items, which prevail in present practice of the Hungarian regulatory
body, and which can be regarded as solid elements of the Safety Culture concept.
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These elements form the basis on which we want to build up and develop the effective
regulatory concept of Safety Culture.

Commitment to safety is "conditio sine qua non" both at individual and staff level of the
regulatory body.

Policy statement has not been issued so far, but it does exist both in document containing
the obligations and responsibilities of inspectors, and in daily practice:

- overriding priority to safety is the principle, to be taken into account before making
any decision,

- any inspector has to take into account all the possible elements of safety,

- no decision must be reached without sufficiently deep and detailed safety analysis,

- in case of uncertainties, an inspector has to decide into the direction of conservatism.

VI CONNECTION WITH THE OPERATING ORGANIZATION

Connection with PAKS NPP lies on mutual appreciation and acknowledgement, but
aware of our respective responsibilities.

The daily practice is operative, connections are regularly evaluated at highest level.

Safety related events are deeply investigated by NSI, but personal consequences
(penalties) are not dealt by us. (Sending an operator to repetition exam is not a
punishment, I believe).

Flexibility and openness are regarded as very important attributions of our regulatory
activity: in case of making regulatory resolution of outstanding importance (not too
frequently) we discuss (not negotiate or bargain!) the question with the Operator at
proper level.

vn CONCLUSIONS

These are picked up examples, and I hope I could sketch the solid basis we want to
develop in the future.

As I mentioned, we are in the beginning of this work.

I am convinced that the present International Topical Meeting will contribute to our
knowledge and experience in connection with concept of Safety Culture, and will give
impetus of significance to our regulatory activity.
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The safety culture of a nuclear installation is greatly influenced by the external regulatory agencies with
which it relates or interacts. These external regulatory agencies create demands for compliance with
national industry or governmental regulatory standards and requirements imposed to provide for the
public health and safety. While these national regulations can influence nuclear safety, no amount of
regulation can ensure safety if those who operate the nuclear installations do not or cannot take it upon
themselves to operate as safely as possible. It is not possible, nor is it desirable, for a regulatory agency
to have the ultimate responsibility for the safety of nuclear installations. Good judgement and safe
operating philosophy cannot be legislated. There must exist a safUy culture in nuclear installations which
recognizes the primary and ultimate responsibility for nuclear safety lies with those who manage and
operate the installation. Thus, effective regulation must exist which promotes an environment that
provides the nuclear installation the latitude it needs to apply innovative solutions to improve
maintenance, operations, and training, and fosters a quest for excellence.

In the United States, the initial rules and regulations established by the regulatory agency were intended
to provide adequate protection for the public health and safety, while still providing some flexibility to
enable successful development of the nuclear technology. As time went on, regulations and requirements
became less flexible and more, prescriptive. This trend towards less flexible and more prescriptive was
reinforced by the steady accumulation of experimental and analysis data, design knowledge and
experience, and technical judgement on the part of the regulatory agency staff. Additional regulations
and requirements were developed as the knowledge became available to support them and as they were
needed to resolve specific issues. Adequate safety was presumed to be assured by compliance with a

1
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myriad of regulations and requirements. The regulatory imperative was the establishment and
maintenance of a safety culture which would govern all decisions, but the measurement of safety by the
regulatory agency was still primarily compliance with the regulations and requirements. The combined
effect of the safety culture and compliance with the regulations and requirements was that there was little
differentiation among activities at nuclear power plants (NPPs) based on the activities' relative
importance to safety. The safety culture required that everything be done in the best possible way
regardless of its safety significance.

During the iast several years, the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) has
determined that significant safety advantages may be derived from less prescriptive regulation. The
USNRC has taken numerous steps to eliminate unnecessary regulatory requirements. These steps are
intended to reduce the regulatory burden without reducing the health and safety of the public. This
reduction in regulations and requirements with marginal safety impact actually increases safety as it
allows both the regulatory agency and the nuclear installations to focus their attention and resources in
the most efficient and effective manner possible on more safety-relevant issues. Among the more
important of these steps are the Marginal to Safety (MTS) program, the implementation of the
Regulatory Review Group (RRG) recommendations, the Cost Beneficial Licensing Action (CBLA)
initiative and the Technical Specifications Improvement Program (TSIP). All of these activities share the
concept that issues should be prioritized with respect to safety significance, that USNRC and US nuclear
industry resources should be focused where they have the greatest safety impact.

As a culmination of several years of efforts, the USNRC published a notice in the Federal Register on
February 4,1992, presenting the results, conclusions, and planned actions of its initiative to eliminate
requirements marginal to safety. The USNRC proposed its plans for a periodic review of regulations and
elimination of requirements marginal to safety in SECY-92-263 dated July 24, 1992. The plans included
initiating and subsequently institutionalizing, by permanently integrating into the regulatory process, an
ongoing effort to eliminate requirements marginal to safety (MTS) and reduce regulatory burden. The
USNRC staff provided a progress report on the MTS program and began to develop a framework and
specific applications for performance based regulations in SECY-93-028 dated February 5, 1993.

The MTS program was redirected to focus on petitions for rulemaking and proposals for revisions to
generic guidance documents in March 1994. As part of this effort, the USNRC planned MTS effort will
consist of the following actions:

1. Prioritize proposals and petitions to reduce or eliminate requirements.
2. Initiate staff evaluation of proposals and petitions prioritized by the staff to have

demonstrated the highest potential for burden reduction with marginal impact on safety.
3. Based on the sjtaff evaluations, publish proposed USNRC actions for public comment, and

issue final actions.

The USNRC's initiative to eliminate requirements marginal to safety recognizes the dynamic nature of the
regulatory process, and that the importance and safety contribution of some existing regulatory
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requirements either may not have been accurately predicted when adopted or have diminished with time.
The USNRC's plan to perform a periodic review of existing regulations for elimination or relaxation
every three years will assist in eliminating unnecessary regulatory burden and focusing regulatory agency
and US nuclear industry licensee resources on items of safety significance.

Two of the current major efforts of MTS are in the areas of containment testing and fire protection
requirements. These have been proposed as candidate areas for modifications to make the regulations
less prescriptive and more performance-oriented and risk-based. The rulemaking efforts in these two
areas are progressing with new proposed rules expected in the late 1995 time frame.

The USNRC Executive Director for Operations (EDO) established the Regulatory Review Group (RRG)
on January 4,1993. The RRG conducted a disciplined review of power reactor regulations and related
processes, programs, and practices, placing special attention on the possibility of using performance-
based requirements and guidance in place of prescriptive requirements and guidance. The RRG reviewed
the regulations of Part 50 of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFRPart 50) affecting
operating reactors, the content of four power reactor licenses, regulatory guidance supporting selected
technical areas, public comments on the Marginal-to-Safety Program, the 1992 review by the Committee
to Review Generic Requirements (CRGR), and recent, related industry correspondence.

The RRG has worked in concert with the Marginal to Safety (MTS) program the Cost Beneficial
Licensing Action (CBLA) program and to some extent with the Technical Specification Improvement
Program (TSIP).

In August, 1993, the RRG issued its final report containing recommendations to reduce the regulatory
burden on power reactor licensees and strengthen USNRC administrative practices. The RRG discussed
several key changes in the way the USNRC conducts business which could significantly reduce US
nuclear industry and USNRC staff costs without adversely affecting the level of safety at operating plants.
For example, the RRG suggested using more performance-based and risk-based approaches in quality
assurance, security, fire protection, and inservice inspection and testing.

The RRG also examined USNRC practices and proposed possible efficiencies in commitment
management, reporting requirements, and rulemaking practices.

In January, 1994, the USNRC staff submitted to the Commission its plan for implementing the RRG
recommendations (SECY-94-003). The plan contained general implementation strategies, priorities,
major milestones, and target schedules for the timely resolution of each RRG recommendation. The
USNRC staff has been very successful in resolving a great many of the RRG recommendations in the last
fifteen months. The major topic areas of the RRG are Graded Quality Assurance (QA), Definition of
Commercial Grade Dedication, Commitment Management, CBLAs, Plan Changes for QA, Security and
Emergency Preparedness, Plan for Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA), and Inservice Inspection and
Testing.
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In April, 1993, the USNRC formed a Cost Beneficial Licensing Action (CBLA) Task Force to study how
CBLAs are handled and what changed should be made to the USNRC Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation (NRR) review process to improve the timeliness and efficiency of reviews of licensing issues.
The USNRCs intent being that placing additional emphasis on processing CBLAs would potentially
improve safety by allowing NPP operators (licensees) to shift resources from activities that have little or
no effect on safety to those that more significantly enhance safety. The CBLA Task Force interacted
with a wide spectrum of US nuclear industry representatives and the USNRC staff in order to gain as
much feedback and insight as possible. In December, 1993, the CBLA Task Force issued its report,
which included many recommendations for both the US nuclear industry and the USNRC staff. The
CBLA program and the implementation of the report recommendations is ongoing. The Task Force
found that CBLAs are not new and that over the years many NPP operators requests have sought to
modify or delete requirements that have little or no effect on safety and yet are costly to implement.
However, before the CBLA Program, there was no official recognition, guidance or priority attention
given to the identification, development, review and categorization of CBLA items. Although the CBLA
program is voluntary, the result of the CBLA program is that approximately two-thirds of the U.S.
industry licensees have submitted CBLAs to the USNRC. A large number of the remaining US nuclear
industry licensees are still developing CBLA programs or report that their licensing actions are being
adequately responded to by the USNRC without categorizing them as CBLAs. The USNRC
RRG/CBLA staff will continue to oversee the CBLA process and will semi-annually report the status of
the CBLA program to the USNRC EDO. Recent status reports, the most recent being March 17,1995,
indicate that CBLAs approved to date will result in an estimated industry lifetime savings of
approximately US $410 million. The USNRC issued USNRC Administrative Letter 95-02, February 23,
1995 to inform US nuclear industry licensees about the CBLA program, its background, the definition of
a CBLA, how the USNRC will treat CBLAs and the responses to a number of generic questions on
CBLAs. The USNRC conducted a public workshop to discuss the CBLA Program and Administrative
Letter 95-02 and the Technical Specification Improvement Program on April 13,1995.

Section 182.a of the United States Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (ACT) mandates the inclusion of
Technical Specifications in the licenses for the operation of production and utilization facilities. The ACT
further describes what types of information the Technical Specifications shall contain to provide adequate
protection of the public health and safety and that the Technical Specifications be made a part of the
license issued by the USNRC to operate production or utilization facilities. Technical Specifications
cannot be changed by licensees without prior USNRC approval. The USNRC promulgated 10 CFR
50.36, "Technical Specifications" to implement Section 182.a of the ACT on December 17,1968. The
rule delineated the requirements for the contents of the Technical Specifications. Specifically, 10 CFR
50.36 requires that:

Each license authorizing operation of a production or utilization facility of a type described in
50.21 or 50.22 will include technical specifications. The technical specifications will be derived
from the analyses and evaluation included in the safety analysis report, and amendments thereto,
submitted pursuant to 50.34. The Commission may include such additional technical
specifications as the Commission finds appropriate.
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The USNRC continued to license US facilities in the late 1960s until the mid-1970s with what is known
as "custom" Technical Specifications. That is, there were no standard requirements, but rather a facilities
Technical Specifications would probably be based on the Technical Specifications of the last facility
licensed and whatever changes the facility being licensed could justify. In 1974, the USNRC issued
Standard Technical Specifications (STS) as a means of attempting to standardize requirements by reactor
vendor type. These were used through the mid-1980s to license facilities in the US.

However, since 1969, there has been a trend towards including in Technical Specifications not only those
requirements derived from the analyses and evaluation included in the safety analysis report but also
essentially all other Commission requirements governing the operation of nuclear power reactors. This
extensive use of Technical Specifications is due in part to a lack of well-defined criteria (in either the
body of the rule or in some other regulatory document) for what should be included in Technical
Specifications. This has contributed to the increasing volume of Technical Specifications and to the
several-fold increase, since 1969, in the number of license amendment applications to effect changes to
the Technical Specifications. It has diverted both staff and licensee attention from the more important
requirements in these documents to the extent that it has resulted in an adverse but unquantifiable impact
on safety. This was especially true of requirements identified in the post-TMI 2 accident time frame.

In 1984, the USNRC and the US nuclear industry, recognizing the problems with the Standard Technical
Specifications, jointly established the Technical Specification Improvement Program (TSIP) to develop
Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) for each of the reactor vendor types. The criteria were jointly
developed for determining which requirements would be retained in the Technical Specifications and
which requirements would be relocated to licensee control. The criteria were issued in a Commission
Interim Policy Statement in February, 1987. The US nuclear industry applied the criteria and submitted
individual reports to identify which of their STS LCOs met the retention criteria. The USNRC reviewed
them and issued a "Split Report" in May, 1988. The US nuclear industry then developed their respective
ITS and submitted them to the USNRC in 1989. The USNRC completed its review and issued the ITS
NUREG in September, 1992. These ITS NUREGs were the culmination of a tremendous amount of
effort and expense on the part of the USNRC and the US nuclear industry. These ITS contain a great
number of individual CBLA items but also provide a significant overall improvement in the number and
type of requirements in the Technical Specifications. The conversion to the ITS results in a relocation of
approximately 35-40 percent of existing license requirements to licensee controlled documents. The
conversion to ITS is the USNRCs highest priority regulatory improvement initiative. The Commission
has stated that conversion to ITS is, in and of itself, an improvement in safety as it allows the NPP
operators to focus on only those requirements that are safety significant. Some of the more significant
improvements of ITS include:
1) Greatly increased clarity, conciseness, consistency, and accuracy of the ITS.
2) LCOs written with the focus being the reactor operator as the primary user.
3) More accurate representation of the facility design and licensing bases in the Technical

Specifications.
4) Reduced number of Technical Specification related violations due to clearer wording and format

of the ITS.
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5) Reduced testing of critical safety related equipment.
6) Reduction in Technical Specification Amendment requests needed to support plant operation.
7) Improvement in the safety awareness of the plant through the shifting of lesser significant issues

to departments external to Operations.
8) Increasing allowed out-of-service or action restoration times (AOTs).
9) Reduction in current surveillance testing requirements.
10) Reduction in outage conflicts and delays.
11) A major portion of the ITS conversion involves development of the significantly enhanced and

improved Bases.

While all the benefits of conversion to ITS are difficult to quantify, the US nuclear industry reactor
vendor owners groups have projected annual savings of between US $500 000 and US $1 500 000 per
site. Although the conversion to ITS is voluntary, US licensees for about 50 units are currently pursuing
conversion to the ITS. The USNRC conducted a public workshop to discuss the CBLA Program and
Administrative Letter 95-02 and the Technical Specification Improvement Program on April 13, 1995.

These four programs (MTS, RRG, CBLA and TSIP) have been and continue to be the USNRC's major
initiatives to eliminate requirements marginal to safety, reduce the regulatory burden, eliminate
requirements that have little or no safety impact, and allow the regulatory agency and the nuclear
installation to focus on the safety issues. This has allowed greater focus and resources to be applied to
truly safety significant issues thereby enhancing the safety culture of the nuclear installation.

The era of overly conservative, inflexible and prescriptive regulation is ending in the United States. The
lessons learned from this era and the initiatives and programs used to provide responsible and efficient
regulation can be applied throughout the international nuclear community to enhance the safety culture at
nuclear installations.

Responsible and efficient regulation is essential for the success of the world's nuclear community. The
regulatory process can be successful, and in turn, the regulated industry can succeed, only if the
regulatory process and its results are accepted by the public and by their representatives who mandate the
regulation. This acceptance hinges on the safe operation of the nuclear installation. Thus the regulation
must be responsible and efficient to assist the regulated industry to achieve the safety culture necessary to
succeed from a safety, political and economic standpoint.
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ABSTRACT

The path that nuclear energy industry has taken in relatively short period of time has been rather
difficult. It can be said that at present time nuclear energy has become a traditional way of
producing energy.

Nuclear energy experts are well aware of the very serious danger that exists there in the case of
nuclear power station severe accident. These crashes entail a harsh resistance to development as
well as to mere existence of what came to be known as peaceful nuclear energy production. This
reluctance is easy to understand after several crashes when radionuclei have been thrown out and
carried away for long distances. What is called radiophobia may well be just a way of struggle
for existence, regular response of a human being to a danger that is not under control d of the
sensorial system, it cannot be discerned according to level of risk and at large it cannot be pinned
down at all.

It is the awareness of this very fact that brought to life the concept of 'Safety Culture1 as
behavioral category.

There are several factors that determine how effectively problems of nuclear power plants can be
solved. It depends on how deeply one understands processes that are going on in normal regime
and in emergency situations, personnel skills in finding appropriate solutions for managing the
processes should they go out of control. That is, it is necessary to provide a high professional
level of personnel along all the way of nuclear power plant creation from fundamental solutions
in physics to buildings and equipment in order to create reliable engineering safety systems.

However, the actual safety level that is reached is determined by the standpoint of those who
create, build and maintain engineering structures. By their attitude towards NPP safety, by their
awareness of ultimate responsibility with regard to safety. And the way they form their own
intimate attitude towards safety as a problem that has the primary, most important priority
among all the diverse problems of nuclear industry.

Only sufficiently high moral level of a human being can serve as a firm base for formation of
this kind of attitude. Only this understanding of the interrelation between safety problems and
safety culture gives a reliable opportunity to build further work of utilization of the intranucleus
energy. Therefore, in order to provide safety of NPPs in the future, a necessary condition is to
reach a high level professional personnel and it is sufficient for the personnel to have a h i g h
moral level.

These two conditions are a refection of the human being's duality, if he/she is to be considered as

- l -
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a link in a chain of interactions on Earth. The duality of a human being is a consequence of the
special conditions of existence on Earth and its other facets can be detected in all aspects of
human activity.

A human being is a biologic being by nature, like other inhabitants of the planet, formed from
organic matter. The human being as a part of the whole is connected to other inhabitants and to
circumstances of its habitat. What draws attention though, is the singularity of human beings,
who, as opposed to so called 'our little brethren1, is not equipped to live on the planet in given
climactic and other geophysical conditions (gaseous constituents of atmosphere, temperature,
level of atmospheric pressure and limits of its oscillation, etc.) If really the human being would
be a product of evolutionary development under the conditions of the planet Earth, as we have
been taught, the human being as the highest link in the chain would be adapted to these
conditions better then all the rest. However as it can be seen very easily this is not the case.

Thus, not to follow the fate of the dinosaurs, human beings build real estate, develop
transportation, heating, light, communication networks, etc. This creates collective ways of
struggle for survival, and the human being necessarily become social being. Therefore, human
duality in this context is that the biological content takes up its social way of existence- There
appears at the same time a new facet of contradiction between individuality of a person and
collective concerns of the community, which include those of a person in as much as they
coincide with interests of community. Laws and other regulations are guarding social interests.
This always has an effect of some suppression of individual, restricting what does not fall into
community concern.

When a solid base for the nuclear industry in the society is to be created, protection of the
community's interests is the declaration of NPP safety as the highest priority in their
maintenance.

The prime priority necessitates giving it a way under all circumstances, even if this may
influence negatively production, spoil turn out plans, etc. It is very hard to make a personal
decision like this since it might lead to demotion. It is the very place where moral levels of
personnel and management, feeling of responsibility, their adherence to professional merit come
to play a leading role. The characteristics named above belong to the psychological portrait of a
person, which regrettably enough has not found its way into methods of personnel selection.

It seems highly desirable that new methods of selection of personnel should be designed, based
on two criteria: professional level and moral level. This is not a simple problem, but if soiled,
there would be a scientific way of personnel policy in the nuclear industry. The same method
would allow to set up a reliable team of experts for evaluation of new engineering projects,
check up of current reports, state of safety culture locally, etc.

High schools and universities should play a significant role in bringing about and educating of
prospective personnel. They should be given an incentive to set up departments and specialties,
which would prepare elite graduates for the nuclear industry, who will combine high
qualifications and high moral, profound sense of responsibilities for the outcome, impeccable
discipline and training.

Development of human civilization has created a so called 'anthropogenic culture'. This culture
feeding upon natural resources, leads to the extinction of these resources and correspondingly to
the end of civilization. Naturally this applies to fuel resources and minerals, but not exclusively.
Drawing useful matter out the planet, human kind dumps waste products, that are not assimilated
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and consequently are stored, thereby altering the ecological structure. This is true not only for
surface of the planet but also for its aerial and water environment. Humanity, therefore
resembles very much a hero of a well known LA. Krulov fable, who, feeding on acorns
undermines oak roots, that nurture the acorns.

It appears, that the only way to combine the interests of a constantly and unstoppable developing
anthropogenic culture and nature around, is by self-restraint of the antropogenic culture.
Therefore it seems that safety culture in the nuclear industry, is just the very beginning of a path
of human kind towards technological culture at large. It is not to be taken, naturally, to imply
high precision and quality in manufacturing consumer products. It should be an objective of
technological culture to preserve the environment, to make use of technologies, that not only
would decrease the speed of harming the nature, but would exclude it complete.

Without any question this task will require immense investments. To assess the feasibility of
investments in technological culture one has to take into account the losses from non
implemented projects, products that haven't come to see light, etc. When estimating investments
in safety culture in the nuclear industry, one has to assess losses from unbuilt NPP,
underproduction of energy and its underusage for new industries, from partial unemployment,
etc. One would think that investments in culture are always profitable.

Creation of safe nuclear power plants will testify the fact that nuclear scientists follow one of the
Bible Commandments from Sermon on the Mount:" Thou Shall Not Kill!".
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Human Factors Issues for Resolving Adverse Effects
of Human Work Underload and Workload Transitions

in Complex Human-Machine Systems

Thomas G. Ryan
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

ABSTRACT

A workshop was conducted whose specific purpose was to build on earlier work of the
United States National Research Council, United States Federal government agencies, and the
larger human factors community to: (1) clarify human factors issues pertaining to degraded
performance in advanced human-machine systems (e.g., nuclear production, transportation,
aerospace) due to human work underload and workload transition, and (2) develop strategies
for resolving these issues.

Recent history demonstrates that: (1) humans often react adversely to their diminishing roles
in advanced human-machine systems, and therefore (2) new allocation models and strategies
are required if humans are to be willing and able to assume diminishing and shifting roles
assigned to them in these systems, and are to accept new technologies making up these
systems. Problems associated with theses diminishing and shifting human roles are
characterized as work underload and workload transitions.

The workshop affirmed that: (1) work underload and workload transition are issues that will
have to be addressed by designers of advanced human-machine systems, especially those
relying on automation, if cost, performance, safety, and operator acceptability are to be
optimized, (2) human machine allocation models, standards, and guidelines which go beyond
simple capability approaches will be needed to preclude or seriously diminish the work
underload and workload transition problems, and (3) the 16 workload definition,
measurement, situational awareness, and trust issues identified during the workshop, need
resolution if these models, standards, and guidelines are to be achieved.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper presents the findings of a two-day workshop conducted in Idaho Falls, Idaho,
United States, among 20 experts in the areas of human factors and advanced human-machine
systems (e.g., nuclear operations, transportation, military). The Idaho Falls workshop built
on earlier work conducted by the United States National Research Council, United States
federal government agencies, and the larger human factors community. Its purpose was to:
(1) identify and refine human factors issues pertaining to degraded performance in advanced
human-machine systems due to human work underload and workload transition; and (2)
develop general technical approaches fGr resolving the issues. (Ryan, et. al 1994)tl] (Ryan,
1994)P]

The workshop affirmed that; (1) work underload and workload transition are problems that
will have to be addressed by designers of human-automation operating configurations, if cost,
performance, safety, and user acceptability are to be optimized, (2) human function
allocation models, standards, and guidelines, which go beyond simple capability approaches,
will be needed to preclude or seriously diminish the work underload and workload transition
problems, and (3) the 16 issues identified during the Idaho Falls workshop, need resolution if
these models, standards, and guidelines are to be achieved.

1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Research on issues unique to human workload allocation, particularly with regard to
advanced technologies is currently in its infancy. Historically, human factors designers have
employed straight-forward capability models to allocate tasks between humans and machines.
With the introduction of automation, this approach has led to a steadily diminishing human
role. Recent history also demonstrates that: (1) humans often react adversely to their the
diminishing roles, and therefore (2) new allocation models and strategies are required if
humans are to be willing and able to assume the diminishing and shifting roles assigned to
them in these new systems, and are to accept the new technologies making up these systems.
Problems associated with these diminishing and shifting human roles are characterized as
work underload and workload transition.

The Human Workload Allocation Problem, derived during the Idaho Falls workshop, states
that..." advanced technologies are increasingly assuming primary roles in complex high
reliability systems, roles formerly occupied by human beings. Humans all too often
experience chronic under-utilization (Work Underload) or a shifting between and coping with
under- to over-utilization (Workload Transition). This transfer of roles may be accompanied
by measurable declines in human and overall system performance. Socio-technological
systems, such as those anticipated in advanced nuclear production settings, are not adequate
for ensuring high levels of human acceptance and performance, or for ensuring good cost
benefit ratios."
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2. STATEMENT OF THE SOLUTION

In 1988, in'response to a request from the United States Army Human Engineering
Laboratory, the Committee on Human Factors of the United States National Research
Council, undertook a study to provide advice and guidance or. the effects of prolonged work
underload on the subsequent performance of critical tasks under abnormal or emergency
conditions, and on approaches that might be employed to off-set or compensate for
decrements in performance which may otherwise occur. Concern for this issue, in part,
grew out of transportation-related events in nuclear energy production (nuclear power
generation, waste transportation), commercial aviation, rail, shipping, and emergency medial
service, that have occurred in the recent past in system settings where automation and related
technologies have made ambiguous the role of the human-in-the-loop. The United States
National Research Council findings published in early 1993, under the title Workload
Transition: Implications for Individual and Team Performance, were the main inputs to the
Idaho Falls workshop for developing a workload solution statement. (Huey and WicMns
1993)P1

The Human Workload Allocation Solution derived during the Idaho Falls
workshop states that..."models, strategies, standardized criteria, and guidelines
which go beyond simple considerations of human versus mechanical
capabilities and which are based on empirical data, are required for static and
dynamic allocation of functions and roles of hardware, computer software, and
humans in systems involving advanced human-machine technologies. More
specifically, they need to be directed toward counteracting negative
motivational, attitudinal, and performance effects of Work Underload and
Workload Transition."

3. IDAHO FALLS WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS

The 20 participants in the workshop represented the interdisciplinary safety practitioner
community which included: consultant research, academia, United States National Research
Council (NRC), United States Department of Transportation, Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory (INEL), Battelle Human Affairs Research Centers (HARC), and Idaho
Department of Transportation (IDOT).

4. WORKSHOP METHODOLOGY

The Idaho Falls workshop built, in part, on the results of the recent study on workload
transition conducted by the National Research Council cited above (Wickens and Huey,
1993)P1. The workshop also built on recent workload research sponsored by the United
States Department of Transportation, other Government agencies, and academia (e.g.,
Dingus and Hulse, 1993W; Hill et al., 1992[5J; Kantowitz et al., 1993I6J; and Ng and Barfield,
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1993m). Their work focuses on information requirements and acceptability of new
technologies by humans in advanced human-machine system settings. The latter acceptability
of new technologies can be expected to be a major issue in workload determination.

The workshop followed a presentation-discussion-presentation format in order to achieve a
final list of work underload and workload transition issues capable of being studied/resolved
using human factors state-of-knowledge research and development approaches and
techniques. The workshop was divided into three sessions.

5. WORKLOAD DEFINITIONS

During the first session, workshop participants developed the following working definitions
of work underload and workload transition.

"Work Underload is a task characteristic in which substantially more human
resources are available to perform the task than the task requires."

"Workload Transition is a marked shift in task demand, or an abrupt increase
or decrease in workload."

6. IDENTIFICATION OF TECHNICAL ISSUES

During the second session of the workshop participants identified the following 16 workload
issues needing resolution for advanced human-machine systems.

[1] Operational definition of workload distinguishing between workload and task
load.

[2] Models of system operator attention, vigilance and monitoring.

[3] Factors influencing operator trust.

[4] Factors and measures affecting situational awareness.

[5] Factors affecting operator situational comprehension.

[6] Operator strategies for monitoring and changing his own workload.

[7] Levels and types of automation available.

[8] Influences of stress, fatigue, alcohol, drugs, and other fitness for
control factors.
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[9] Physical mechanisms (e.g., touch, voice).

[10] Factors affecting the mental models under differing operating
• configurations.

[11] Generalizability of the current state of knowledge concerning human-
machine interactions.

[12] Other human performance data required for fully exploiting human-
machine technologies in advanced human-machine systems.

[13] Cost trade-offs between safety and performance under differing human-
automation operating configurations.

[14] Safety and performance under differing human-automation operating
configurations brought about by display transparency.

[15] Factors distinguishing proximal, distal, and extraneous tasks.

[16] Effects of social factors, on human performance in differing human-
automation operating configurations.

7. CATEGORIZATION OF TECHNICAL ISSUES

During the third session of the workshop, participants assigned each of the 16 issues to one
or more of the general categories.

7.1 General Categories

Category 1 — Workload and transition measurement is a comparison of task requirements
(task load) through time and space, with task incumbent capabilities to perform the task
through time and space (task incumbent capabilities). Issue 1 was assigned to this category.

Category 2 — Situational awareness during normal operating conditions is that achieved
through application of automated and manual technologies, and combinations of the two.
Issues 8 and 13 were assigned to this category.

Category 3 — Trust in automated technologies for control, alerting, warning, and accident
recovery tasks. Issues 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 11, and 12 were assigned to this category.

Category 4 - Allocation of workload based on task load/incumbent capabilities measurement,
situational awareness, and trust. Issues 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15, and 16 were assigned to
this category.
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7.2 Definitional Refinements

To further describe the parameters of each issue category, workshop participants
having divided themselves up into four groups, each group corresponding to one of the four
issue categories, and addressed the following seven definitional refinement questions.

8.2.1. Operator Performance Affected

Table 1 presents the responses of the four working groups to aspects of the operators'
performance affected by work underload and workload transition. As indicated in the table,
the groups selected seven refinement options. Monitoring, information seeking, and
decisionmaking were selected for all four categories of issues; planning was selected for
three of the issue categories.

Table 1
Refinement Ouestion:

1. What operator performance
is affected?

Planning
Monitoring
Information Seeking
Decisionmaking
Control and Operation
Communication
Situational Awareness

Category/Group

1

X
X
X
X
X

2

X
X
X
X

X

3

X
X
X
X

4

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

7.2.2. Success Criteria

Table 2 presents the responses of the four working groups, as barriers to advanced human-
machine system technologies success. That is, will resolution of the workload question make
the technology:

• more practical,

• more acceptable to operators and/or users,

• more useful for making to overall advanced transportation system both
enhance safety, reliability, and cost-savings, or
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• a combination of practicality, acceptability usefulness benefits?

Table 2

Refinement Question

2. What are the Success criteria?

Practicality
Acceptability
Usefulness

Category/Group

1 2 3

X X X
X X X
X X

4

X
X

X

All four groups felt their category of issues would be impacted by all three criteria, except
usefulness in the trust category group. This refinement is an indication of the pervasiveness
of the workload issue in advanced transportation systems development, especially where
operator control prerogatives can be expected to be reduced.

7.2.3. Operators Impacted by the Issue Category

Table 3 presents the selections of the four working groups as to which operators in advanced
human-machine systems would be expected to be adversely impacted by work underload and
transition. The driver (or pilot) and controller (operator) were selected for all four
categories; the passengers (crew) as part of the workload measurement process and for
situational awareness.

Refinement Question

3. What system participants are

Driver (pilot)
Passenger (crew)
Controller (operator)

Table 3

impacted?
Category/Group

1

X
X

X

2

X
X

X

3

X

X

4

X

X
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7.2.4. Mediating Variables

Table 4 presents the selections of the four working groups to characteristics of the system
participants' that would be expected to impact the practicality, acceptability and usefulness of
a particular workload guideline or standard. As indicated in the table, age, training,
disabilities, and language barriers, were selected for all four categories of issues; all of the
remaining responses were identified for three of the four categories.

Refinement Ouestion

4. Mediating variables?

Age
Training
Experience
Disability
Language
System Designer

Table 4

Category/Group

1

X
X
X
X
X
X

2

X
X
X
X
X
X

3

X
X
X
X
X
X

4

X
X

X
X

7.2.5. Resolution Strategies

Table 5 presents the selections of the four working groups to general types of resolution
strategies each issue category might lend itself. This refinement question was considered
important as a bridge to the latter resolution strategy segment of the session, and as a bridge
to Issue Refinement Questions 6 and 7 discussed below, and because it focuses on the
technical approaches that could be used to resolve the issue. "Translate for designated user
(operator, designer)" was selected for all four categories of issues; "data gathering" was
selected for three of the issue categories. Translate for designated user is a technology
transfer question.

7.2.6. Workload Solution Formatting

Table 6 presents the selections of the four working groups to the forms of presentation that
work underload and transition information should take for transfer to advanced transportation
system operators and designers. No refinement options were selected for all four groups.
Models, that is, characterizations of human behavior in advanced transportation systems and
the mechanisms that might influence that behavior, and guidelines for applying these models
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in the design and operation of such systems, were selected for three of the four categories of
issues.

Table 5

Refinement Ouestion

5. Resolution strategies?

Needs Assessment
User Assessment
State of Knowledge Application
Data Gathering
Modeling
In-Process Testing
Controlled Experimentation
Translate for Designer Use
Technology Transfer
Field Testing

1

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

Category

2 3 4

X
X X X

X
X

X X X
X
X

Refinement Ouestion

6. Solution formatting?

Guidelines
Models
Standards
Criteria

Table 6

Category/Group

1 2 3

X
X

X X

X

X
X

X

4

X

7.2.7. Generalizability of Guidelines and Standards

Table 7 indicates that all four groups felt their category of issues would be generalizable to
any complex, high reliability system setting (e.g., military, industrial production and
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processing, radiological and chemical substances control). This generalizability of workload
issue solutions points both to the criticality of the issue, the potential safety, effectiveness,
and cost-benefit payoffs of resolving these issues.

Table 7

Refinement Ouestion

7. Generalizability of results?

Universal (to all human-machine
system settings)

Category/Group

1 2 3

X X X

4

X

8. SUMMARY

[1] Eleven, or 27 percent, of the 41 refinement options presented in Tables 1 through 7
were selected for all four categories. That number increases to 26, or 63 percent, of
the strategy options presented in the tables when three of four categories are included.

[2] All work underload and workload transition issues are expected to significantly impact
the practicality, acceptability and usefulness of any advanced human-machine
technology.

[3] Operator characteristics, including disabilities and other demographics, such as age
and experience, along with situational factors, such as work setting and language, all
mediators of workload, will impact system success.

[4] Workload guidelines and standards emerging from research and development can be
expected to generalize to other complex high reliability system settings involving
multifaceted human-machine interactions.

9. TECHNICAL ISSUES RESOLUTION STRATEGIES

Tables 8 through 15 below- present working group responses to each resolution strategy
question for the four categories.
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9.1 Rationale for Resolution Strategy

Table 8 presents the selections of the four working groups regarding the rationale for a
particular resolution strategy. As indicated by the table, the groups identified a variety of
rationales, not necessarily common to even two, let alone three of four of the categories.
The workload measurement group was primarily concerned with who (operators, designers,
both) needs to have the information. The situational awareness group was primarily
concerned with mediating factors such as operator demographics, and situational and system
variables. The trust group was primarily concerned with the varying allocation modalities.
Finally, the applications group was primarily concerned with allocations and workload
measurement.

9.2 Resolution Completion Time

Table 9 presents the selections of the four working groups as to times required to produce
usable results. Three of the four groups, except the trust group, felt that initial results could
be produced within 18-months. The measurement and situational awareness groups felt that
resolution of those issues would be an iterative and ongoing process over a estimated five
year period.

Table 8
Resolution Question

1. Goals of a particular resolution
strategy?

Who Needs to Know
State of Knowledge Confirmation
Data Base Expansion
Accommodate Differing Environments
Accommodate Differing Systems
What Allocation
When Allocation
How Allocation
Level Allocation
User Acceptability
Workload Considerations
Task load Considerations
Transition Considerations

Category/Group

1 2

X
X
X
X
X

3

X

X

X

X

4

X

X

X
X

X
X
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9.3 Technical Resources Required

Table 10 presents the selections of the four working groups as to the technical resources
needed to achieve results. As indicated by the table, all groups felt that the existing state of
knowledge is a key factor in meeting the 18-24 month goal. Additionally, three of the four
groups felt that simulators would be critical for affirming the current state-of-knowledge and
for testing new workload concepts, models, and guidelines.

Resolution Question

2. Time necessary to complete?

18 Months
2 Years
3 Years
5 Years

Table 9

Category/Group

1

X

X
X

2

X

X
X

3

X
X

4

X

9.4 Research and Development Setting

Table 11 presents the selections of the four working groups as to settings within which issue
resolution data might best be collected. As indicated by the table, laboratory studies
ostensibly using simulators, and demonstration projects, were selected by all four groups.
Case studies and sampled field studies were selected by three of the four groups.

Table 10
Resolution Ouestion

3. Technical resources required?

State of Knowledge
Simulators
System Reliability Data
Specialists in Fields

Category/Group

1 2 3

X X X
X X X

X
X

4

X
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Table 11
Resolution Ouestion

4. Research and development settings?

Sampled Laboratory Studies
Case Studies
Sampled Field Studies
Demonstration Projects
Incident Report Analyses
User Surveys
User Focus Groups

Category/Group

1

X
X
X
X
X

2

X
X
X
X

3

X
X
X
X

X
X

4

X

X

9.5 Data Sources

Table 12 presents the selections of the four working groups as to what data sources should be
relied on for solutions to workload measurement, situational awareness, trust, and
applications issues. State-of-knowledge and directly observed human performance data were
selected by all four groups. The other source options were selected by individual groups
based on the sources' particular relevance to the issue category.

Table 12
Resolution Question

5. Data sources?

State of Knowledge
Human Performance
System Performance
Incident Reports
Vehicle Performance
Failure Consequence Analyses
Simulator
Operator/User Need
Operator/User Opinion

Category/Group

1 2 3

X X X
X X X
X

X X
X

X
X

X

4

X
X

X
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9.6 Tasks Required to Resolve Issue

Table 13 presents the selections of the four working groups concerning tasks that need to be
accomplished in order to resolve the workload measurement, situational awareness, trust, and
applications issues. The situational awareness and trust groups selected analyses involving
operator/designer preferences. This is reasonable since operators and designers will be the
subjects of the workload guidelines and standards, the former as task incumbents and the
latter as decisionmakers in allocating workload.

Table 13
Resolution Ouestion

6. Tasks to perform?

Define Workload
Develop Workload Design Tool
Validate Results
Transfer Technology
Conduct Literature Review
Analyze State of Knowledge
Analyze Incident Reports
Analyze Operator/User Preferences
Do Prototyping
Conduct Field Studies

Category/Group

1

X
X
X
X
X

2

X

X
X
X
X

3

X
X
X
X
X

4

X
X
X

X

9.7 Data Treatment

Table 14 presents the selections of the four working groups as to the types of analyses that
need to be performed on the data to achieve a result. All four groups selected qualitative
analysis. This is consistent with earlier emphasis placed on the existing state- of-knowledge,
demonstration studies, and preference surveys among operators and designers. Much of the
data from these sources will not necessarily lend itself to quantitative treatment using
standard statistical techniques. Three of the four groups, however, do anticipate that
quantitative analysis can and should be completed on data collected by any or all of the
means listed in Tables 11 and 12.
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Resolution Ouestion

7. Data treatment?

Descriptive Analysis
Qualitative Analysis
Quantitative Analysis

Table 14

Category/Group

1
X

X
X

2 3

X
X X
X

4

X
X

9.8 Data Interpretation

Table 15 presents the selections of the four working groups as to how the results of their
studies should be interpreted. The measurement group was concerned with workload
measures comprehensibility and therefore its usefulness to the designer/operator. The
situational awareness and trust groups were concerned with a variety of information
processing and impacts on performance of alternative workload allocation strategies. The
applications group was primarily concerned with processing of information, especially in a
warning system setting, and the effects of medium for presenting information to the operator.

Table 15
Resolution Ouestion

8. Data interpretation?

Utility to User
How Information Processing
Occurs
Information Comprehension
Effects of Information Redundancy
Effects of Information Sequencing
Effects of Visual Presentation
Effects of Auditory Presentation

1

X

X
X
X

Category

2

X
X
X
X
X
X

3

X
X
X
X
X
X

4

X

X
X
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10. SUMMARY

[1] Seven, or 12 percent, of the 57 resolution strategy options presented in Tables 8
through 15 were selected by all four groups. That number increases to 25, or 44
percent, of the strategy options presented in the tables when three of four groups are
considered.

[2] Considerable credit is given to the existing state-of-knowledge as an important source
of data for resolving many of the work underload and workload transition issues
identified during the workshop.

[3] Workshop participants were ambivalent about inclusion of incident reports as a source
of information. In Table 11 it was only selected as a potential data gathering setting,
by the situational awareness group. Later in Tables 12 and 13, however, the trust
group also selected incident reports as a source of data for analysis.

[4] A second dimension to the issue resolution strategy, that must be considered, is the
role of the system operator on the one hand, and the role of the system designer on
the other hand. Workload allocation guidelines and standards perceived as practical,
acceptable, and useful to the operator may not be to the designer.
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POWER UNIT OPERATORS RELIABILITY

IN THE NUCLEAR POWER INDUSTRY
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RUSSIAN FEDERATION

ABSTRACT

One of the very important problems of nuclear power industry is the reliability of power unit
operators.

The Research Center of Nuclear Power Industry analyzed the causes of failures in power unit
operation connected with the errors made by operators. This research showed that the
psychological factor plays an important role in maintaining reliability and quality of nuclear
power plant (NPP) operation.

In normal function of NPP operation readings of the devices change slowly and the units
operation is steady. It creates monotonous actions and leads to the loss of vigilance. But at the
same time a unit operator is in the state of operation waiting which leads to psychological
tenacity. Each moment an operator must imagine how the power unit works and he must be
ready to operate the unit quickly.

At first, an operator must analyze the situation:

• what is the determine of the failure
• which group of equipment is out of order
• how will the process develop in this situation

• how will failure influence all the technological processes.

Then the operator gathers all the information and identifies the changes in the control unit.

Then the operator must come to the decision:
• it's necessary to fulfill a set of combinations and it will ensure normal functioning

of the NPP or

• there is not enough information, time is limited and it's necessary to make a choice
to do the right switching. The operator realizes a high degree of responsibility for
the right decision.

Thus, the operating activity demands some qualities of a person. And not each person endure
such a high psychological load.

For safety operation of NPP it's necessary to select people who have some professional qualities
and who will be able to acquire knowledge at the appointed time.

- 1 -
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Some power industry managers try to select power unit operators by their own experience. It 's
quite likely that their choice will be correct, but they do not take into account the changes in
personal behavior in emergency and conflict situations. In this case the choice and placing of
personnel will be mistakable.

The behavior of pretenders to the operating work can be predicted by research methods and in
short time.

Unlike other countries where this kind of work takes place as a part of medical examination, in
Russia the special services have been created in NPP and in the industry 's training centers.

Methods of professional assessment of the personnel and a choice of operating groups have been
developed and applied.

Our service is part of the Smolensk Training Center (STC). This Center prepares power unit
operators for their work at NPP with reactors of the 'RBMK' type. The specialist of the Center
have higher education, they have passed special training and got a certification. They are:

• psychologists
• physiologists
• psychiatrist
• cardiologist specialised in function
• nurses
• computers-operators.

The Psychophysiological Service of STC carries out research in two directions:

1. Psychophysiological accompaniment of the operator training at the Center. In this line we
fulfill the following:

• determine the level of professional qualities of students,which are necessary for
learning at the appointed time.

• carry out consultations with the instructors about peculiarities of their students to
optimize and individualize the learning process.

2. Determination of psychophysiological status and psychological structure of operators at
Smolensk NPP with a 'RBMK" reactor. The psychophysiological tests take place when a
person wants to be employed at the NPP and during every year's medical examination.

The psychophysiological status of an operator consists of a great number of characteristics that
are revealed during special written tests and apparatus methods. It 's well-known from practice,
that more often some properties rescue an operator in an embarrassing situation. They are:

• emotional self-control and deliberate self-control
• the ability to concentrate oneself in a critical situation.

During the monotonous work .(For example, when NPP equipment works in normal function) it
's of great importance, to have an ability to perceive a large volume of information, to retain it
for a long time, to distribute attention in an optimal way and to transfer attention in time when
deflections in operating parameters occur.

The characteristics of the intellectual status of a person are important for:

• acquiring professional knowledge at the appointed time
• the ability to make optimal and unmistakable decisions during technological

- 2 -
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process.

It's not the last thing for an operator to communicate with managers, subordinate personnel and
colleagues to come out of the conflict addictively, not to break norms of behavior, rules and
instructions. And the operator's motivation is of great importance too: if he wants to work at a
NPP and why: if he is interested in successful work; if he is indifferent to his work or not.

The negative factors that influence successful work are as follows:.

• low ability for logical analyses
• expressed yearning for domination, to become a leader, to produce favorable

impression by all means, including lie.
• disability to eject factors, causing alarm and long emotional experience. We have

watched this kind of operators could do anything in critical situation
• low level of activity and mood
• special individual approach to the situation, when a person is guided only by

himself without due regard to other people.

Additional clinical psychodiagnostic methods are implemented after making primary
psychodiagnostics to persons who have some signs of supposed mental health defects. These
investigations are carried out by doctors at the psychological service.

The individual talk takes place with an operator after the preliminary estimation of the results of
the psychophysiological and psychodiagnostic investigation. It's an additional way to determine
the professional fitness of the person for operational work.

During the talk self-appraisal, interests, the mode of relations with other people, behavior in
critical situations are revealed.

Then all the results of different tests are summarized and the expert's conclusion of professional
fitness is given, which has an non obligatory character.

Near 3 thousand operators have been tested at the Psychological Service at the STC. The results
were:

• 7% of the pretenders did not meet the requirements, they have not been accepted to work in
NPPs.

• The experts did not recommend to employ 16% of the pretenders or it's necessary to control
their work carefully.

• 77% of the pretenders have been recommended to operational work.

The future task is to maintain the capability of operators, conduct psychological correction and
prophylactic treatment.

Thus, the optimal psychophysiological status of an operator is one of the factors of human
reliability at the NPP. Some power industry managers have no doubts that the work of an
operator is very difficult and that he needs psychological help during his training, his work and
free time. One should not save money on power unit operators, their capability to work, their
health and reliability.

- 3 -
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Abstract

This paper presents two different but related topics related to the issue of how organizational
culture influences safety. These issues are driven by the concept that human behavior is strongly
influenced by culture, and that safety (for example, of nuclear power plants) is strongly influenced
by human behavior. The paper first discusses the issue of quantitative assessment of
organizational culture as it is manifested in behavior and behavioral norms. The paper then
discusses a logic model that provides a way for describing how behavior in organizations can be
related to the accomplishment of safety through performance of the various programs and
functions in the plant (such as maintenance, operations, and training).

Although culture has been described in the literature with various terminologies, there is
convergence on the following components of a definition. Culture is something that is shared by
members of an organization; it contains values (what's important) and beliefs (how things work)
as central components, and it encompasses behavioral norms and expectations that influence the
way members act. Shared values and beliefs underlie the organization's oversight and control
system and produce norms in people that provide a common reference point of how they should
and should not behave.

While the definitions of culture somewhat converge, the ways that culture is assessed vary
considerably. The different approaches to assessing culture can be categorized in terms of
quantitative and qualitative methodologies. While beliefs and values, being unconsciously held, are
difficult to assess without qualitative techniques, norms regarding how members should or should
not behave are far more accessible through quantitative measures.

The work underlying this paper has been performed in a number of different settings, including
nuclear power plants and aviation maintenance. However, across these different settings, there
appears to be a commonality of underlying issues and concerns. In terms of safety, behavior can
act as a "common-mode" influence on the performance of people in all parts of the technical
enterprise, be they power-plant operators, pilots, or maintenance technicians.
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1. Characteristics of Organizational Culture

Cooke and Rousseau [1] point out that while specific definitions of organizational culture differ,
they all tend to emphasize certain things: (1) Culture is something shared by members of an
organization; (2) values (what is important), and beliefs (how things work), are central
components of culture; and (3) culture encompasses norms and expectations that influence the
way members of an organization think and behave. They state that in attempting to measure and
apply the concept, it is useful to think of culture in terms of the shared values and beliefs that
guide the way organizational members behave toward each other and approach their work. This
description is representative of the many definitions of culture that have appeared in literature to
date (e.g., see Schien [2]).

2. Qualitative Versus Quantitative Assessment of Culture

While in many respects the definition of culture is consistent across organizational researchers, the
types of culture data researchers collect varies considerably (Cooke and Rousseau). Schein [3]
focuses on unconscious assumptions of organizational members. Martin and Siehl [4] examine the
values observable in rituals (such as subordinates picking top executives up at airports) and
artifacts (for example, standardized office furniture). Cooke and Rousseau address behaviors it
takes to fit in and get ahead in the organization (for instance, "don't make waves" or "appear to
work very hard"). These differences can be categorized with respect to qualitative (Schien, Martin
and Siehl [5]) or quantitative (Cooke and Rousseau) assessment techniques. The following
subsections describe these two methodologies and highlight some of the advantages and
differences between them.

2.1 Measuring Culture

Qualitative culture assessment methodologies involve analyzing the repetition and types of
responses, behaviors, values, and assumptions that are shared organizational members. Schien's
method of analyzing culture includes sitting in on meetings and examining shared assumptions.
Other approaches include observing office equipment, dress code, and communication. Historical
information such as company records, products, and annual reports are also often reviewed.
Reconstructing how a group solved major problems in the past and what solutions were succesful
in adjusting to changing market is an important step in the qualitative assessment process.

In sum, most qualitative approaches entail, to some degree, studying the physical setting, reading
what the company says about its culture, observing how the company greets strangers,
interviewing employees, observing how people spend their time, understanding the career path
progression for employees, analyzing turnover, instigating memo content and collecting and
analyzing anecdotes and stories that pass through the culture network (Rouseau [6]).

Quantitative approaches to collecting data on organizational culture consist of public, replicable,
standardized procedures for obtaining and scoring information on the elements within culture's
conceptual domain. Such methods include highly structured procedures, techniques, and
instrumentation, such as interview schedules, questionnaires, and Q-sorts. The essence of this
approach is a priori structuring of stimuli to which organization members are exposed during data
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collection. The common content participants respond to facilitates the application of uniform
categorization and scoring systems useful for data summary, comparison, analysis, and reduction,
as well as for replication and cross-validation (Cooke and Rousseau).

2.2 Advantages and Disadvantages of Qualitative and Quantitative Culture
Assessments

As reported by Rousseau, proponents for qualitative assessment of culture argue that culture is
most appropriately assessed by such processes because: culture reflects a social construction of
reality unique to members of a social unit, and that this uniqueness makes it impossible for
standardized measures to tap cultural processes (Louis [7]; Smirich [8]); and quantitative
assessment of culture conducted through surveys is inappropriate because it reflects conceptual
categories of the developers, not the respondents own, presuming unwarranted generalizability
(Schien, [3, 9]).

In support for quantitative assessment, Rousseau argues that the method appropriate to assessing
culture, be it qualitative or quantitative, depends on the elements the researcher chooses to
examines. She concludes, based on the literature on culture in organizations and other social
systems, that culture is a social process associated with a unit in which members share a common
set of elements. These elements span a spectrum comprised of assumptions and worldviews,
values, behavioral norms, patterns of activities, and material artifacts. Furthermore, these elements
vary in their accessibility to outsiders and in the degree to which members must actively provide
information and interact in their interpretation before outsiders can understand and represent
them. While assumptions being unconsciously held are difficult to assess without interactive
probing, characteristic patterns of behaviors, norms, regarding how members should (or should
not) act, are far more accessible through quantitative methods.

According to Cooke & Rousseau, as the elements of culture we are interested in become more
conscious (i.e., values, behavioral norms, observable artifacts) the more accessible they are to
both standardized and nonstandardized assessments. Standardized methods are particularly useful
for assessing behavioral norms that are an example of a social construction experienced by
members, requiring mutuality and sharing as a basis for their existence and indicative of what it
takes to fit in and get ahead within a social unit (i.e., "do things perfectly" or "fit into the mold").

Cooke and Rousseau point out that qualitative and quantitative methods are complementary
approaches to the study and assessment of organizational processes and attributes. The
advantages of qualitative methods include the use of the focal unit's own terms to describe itself,
the intensive and in-depth information that can be obtained about a unit, and the amenability of the
method for exploratory research on issues and processes about which little information exists. The
advantages of quantitative methods include the ease of cross-sectional assessments and
comparisons (across individuals, organizations, or sub-units), the replicability of the assessment in
different units and by other researchers or organizational development professionals, and a
common, articulated frame of reference for interpreting the data.

Although both qualitative and quantitative methods share the potential for producing cumulative
bodies of information for assessment and theory testing, quantitative approaches may be more
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practical for purposes of data-based change in organizations (Cooke & Rousseau). In light of this
advantage, the following discusses some of the issues associated with assessing organizational
culture quantitatively, specifically through surveys of individual response.

3. Issues in Assessing Organizational Culture Through Surveys

Before any meaningful comparisons can be made regarding organizational culture, assessed
through the use of a quantitative instrument (e.g., individual survey response), the importance of
evaluating whether an organizational level phenomenon is being assessed, cannot be overstated.
This type of investigation brings to light the significance of determining what level of analysis can
be employed by first ascertaining whether, for instance, an individual, departmental, organizational
or some other phenomena is being assessed by the quantitative method.

Cooke and Rousseau identify culture as something shared by members of an organization and
encompasses norms and expectation that influence the way members of an organization think and
behave. The relevant condition identified by this observation is that culture is shared by members
of an organization, which is indicative of a common understanding among culture researchers that
culture pertains to an organizational level phenomenon.

Given this common understanding several issues arise with respect to quantitative assessment.
The first issue relates to the appropriateness of aggregating individual culture data (as assessed by
a survey) to an organizational level. This issue identifies the importance of demonstrating
agreement before aggregating to a higher level. The second issue relates to whether selecting the
organization or some other level a priori, is justified. Both of thesed issues are discussed below.

Roberts, Hulin and Rousseau [10] report that a great deal of organizational research involves
aggregation of responses from a lower level (e.g., individual) to represent something more macro
(e.g., the organization). In their discussion of aggregation, they ask the question: "Should we
aggregate at all?" and claim that an initial problem is whether or not we should limit our research
to responses and concepts clearly attached to the unit of interest (individuals, groups, or
organizations). They raise the issue that from a theoretical viewpoint one can ask "whether a
concept developed to refer to individuals is equally applicable to higher-level units," such as the
organization.

While recognizing the benefit of utilizing individual responses to assess a higher level attribute,
Roberts et al. [11] further point out that use of aggregate data may obscure understanding when
steps are not taken to determine whether a variable or construct has surplus meaning beyond that
associated with its original level of assessment.

In support of aggregation, Kozlowski and Hults [12] report that only when aggregated to a higher
level, can the usefulness of a combined culture measure for understanding factors that influence
the normative response tendencies of an organizations members be observed. Consensual
agreement regarding aspects of culture is expected for individuals within the same organization.
Furthermore if consensus is not shown, aggregation is not justified, and culture cannot be
considered an organizational attribute (Cooke and Rousseau). Examining an organizational-level
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culture without consensus would be meaningless because to much variability would be attributable
to individual error (James [13]).

Another issue regarding the justification of aggregation has been brought to light by Joyce and
Slocum [14]. They point out that justifiable aggregation is not necessarily accomplished by a
priori groupings based on formal organizational groups. These a priori groupings neglect the
possibility that individuals within the same group perceive the work situation differently because
of differences in the nature of their specific jobs, differences in there relationships and interactions
with supervisors and subordinates, and other factors, such as position in the group.

The foregoing analysis of the assessment of culture is based heavily on recently published work by
Barriere [15].

4. Modeling the Influence of Culture on Safety

The previous section has discussed the representation and assessment of organizational culture by
how the organization and its various subunits behave, or at least set standards of behavior. By
shifting the focus to that of behavior, it is possible to relate directly this aspect of organizational
culture to safety.

Figure 1 presents, in a simplified form, a logic model to describe this relationship. The linkages in
this logic model can be used to develop a quantitative model that describe the relationship of
organizational culture to safety.

4.1 Logic Model

Figure 1 indicates a hierarchy of influences between the organizational behavior at the bottom of
the model and measures of safety at the top. This model, often termed the "Diamond Model" was
developed and applied in a U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission-sponsored project associated
with the integration of performance indicators, as described in Mosleh, et al. [16], and Wreathall,
et al. [17]. It purpose was to identify pathways by which different types of performance indicators
(such as frequencies of reactor scrams, numbers of ESF actuations, etc.) could be combined to
provide an overall perspective of trends in safety.

In Fig. 1, the general form of the model is shown centrally, with an example of the different layers
shown on the right. At the top of the model is the overall safety objective. In the case of a
commercial nuclear power plant in normal operations, this is perhaps best represented by the
avoidance of core damage as indicated in the example. This objective is met by successful
accomplishment of various safety functions, such as removal of decay heat, control of reactivity,
RCS pressure control (in light-water reactors), and so on. Another "safety function" implied in the
logic model is the avoidance of trips or other initiating events.

Each safety function is accomplished (for the most part) by operation of safety systems, such
operation of the high-pressure injection cooling systems as part of the decay heat-removal safety
function. Operation of the safety systems is through the performance of individual components
and items of equipment such as pumps and valves. The safety functions not directly associated
with the operation of safety equipment (such as the occurrence of spurious transients) can be
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represented by the performance of other devices or human actions. For each component, there are
several failure modes, including mechanical and electrical failures, non-restoration after test, and
so on. There may be different operating modes, each involving particular operator actions. These
could include standby/auto-start/manual start; operator actions would then correspond to status
checking for the standby/auto-start, and to starting the pump in the case of manual start.

At this point in the logic model, all the linkages, from failure and operating modes through to
safety objective, involve only hardware. Probabilistic safety analyses (PSA) can provide data (or
serve the basis for expert judgement) of the importance of a lower level in the, hierarchy to the
level above. For example, the relative importance of mechanical failures to the overall failure rate
of a high-pressure injection pump can be determined from the relative fraction of failures of
ttvpu.i'p from mechanical causes. By using one of several importance measures often calculated
by ?SA • •uantificatioT* techniques, the importance of a particular component, system, and function
to the tnemention of core damage can be calculated. Similar calculations can be performed for
initiating events, for examples.

From this point on, the activities represented in the logic model are human and organizational
factors. In these cases, the degree of interconnectedness of the various elements is greater than
that implied in the generic model, though each varies on an individual basis.

From the perspective of the equipment, the human-system interaction occurs with individual
components. These interactions are principally associated with performing maintenance testing
and repairs, and with operations. These are the principal activities that support the individual
items of equipment. The importance of influence of these activities with the individual failure
modes and operating modes can be assessed through the human reliability components for the
operator and equipment recovery actions.

The influence of programs and corporate policies on activities is a critical step in assessing the
manifestations of corporate culture. In order to do this a hierarchy of influences was developed
using an "Onion" model that represents the layers of influence of the organization on individuals
in particular work units. The concept of the Onion model has been described elsewhere
(Wreathall, et al. [17, 18]). As with the representation of the influences associated with the
hardware, the Onion model is hierarchical. At the highest levels are the features of the corporate
culture, followed by the corporate policies and practices. These are converted into the rules,
regulations, and resources for each plant site (e.g., different reactor sites and units) and each work
unit within each site. In addition, local cultural influences will influence how each plant site and
work unit apply the rules, regulations, and resources.

It is at this point that the approach to the quantitative measurement of culture describe earlier can
become integrated into the overall logic model. There is evidence based on several different U.S.
NRC studies (Haber, et al. [19], Nichols, et al. [20], Olson, et al. [21], Wreathall, et al.[17]), and
elsewhere that inferences can be drawn concerning the different levels of organizational behavior
on the effectiveness of work at the activities level. For example, Nichols, et al., described how
relationships between "organizational learning" can be related quantitatively to measures of safety
like safety equipment availability, which is directly represented in the logic model.
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Conclusions

This paper has indicated that the diverse issues of organizational culture and nuclear power-plant
safety can be related, not only in an indirect and intuitive sense, but also in a direct and potentially
measurable way. The discussion in the paper only describes two of the critical issues: can culture
be quantified, and can the influence of culture on safety be represented by logical interconnected
mechanisms. The answer to both (with some limitations) is yes.

However, even this qualified finding provides a basis for believing that, with further work, the
relationship between organizational culture and safety can be made more explicit and its analysis
more robust. Once this relationship can be described more explicitly, it would be relatively simple
to see how combinations of self-help programs, community inputs, and education can result in
increased safety with no a minimal increase in regulatory burden.
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SAFETY CULTURE IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS
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ABSTRACT

Data indicates that about one half of all errors are skill based. Yet, most of the emphasis is
focused on correcting rule and knowledge based errors leading to more programs, supervision,
and training. None of this corrective action applies to the "mental lapse" error. Skill based errors
are usually committed in performing a routine and familiar task. Workers went to the wrong
unit or component, or wrong something. Too often some of these errors result in reactor scrams,
turbine trips, or other unwanted actuation. The workers do not need more programs, supervision,
or training. They need to know when they are vulnerable and they need to know how to think.

Self check can prevent errors, but only if it is practiced intellectually, and with commitment.
Skill based errors are usually the result of using habits and senses instead of using our intellect.
Even human factors can play a role in the cause of an error on a routine task.

Personal injury also, is usually an error. Sometimes they are called accidents, but most accidents
are the result of inappropriate actions. Whether we can explain it or not, cause and effect were
there. A proper attitude toward risk, and a proper attitude toward danger is requisite to avoiding
injury. Many personal injuries can be avoided just by attitude.

ERRORS, based on personal experience and interviews, examines the reasons for the "mental
lapse" errors, and why some of us become injured. The paper offers corrective action without
more programs, supervision, and training. It does ask you to think differently.
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The error of not thinking

my senses tell me when something's wrong

Using your intellect to interpret information from reading is different from using your
intellect to interpret information from the senses (sight, smell, sound, taste, and touch).
When we feel that, "this is familiar, I know this place and I've done this before", we rely
on this comfortable feeling. We look and listen (senses) for feedback that will confirm
our feeling. This is perception (driven by the senses), and we sometimes let it have more
power than our intellect has in thinking. We are lulled into a feeling of security - lulled,
meaning we don't realize it is happening. This is not really knowing. To ensure you will
not make a mistake, one must use the intellect to think. We must use our eyes to read and
not just see, and we must use our mind to interpret what we read. It may be too late if we
wait until we are ready to perform an action before reading. We may be on the wrong
unit. Senses are useful in alerting us to what may be wrong. The senses should be used
to say, "something doesn't look right, or sound right, or smell right..."

habits

If we think about the causes of not performing an intellectual self check, we can find that
1) self checking has become a mere habit: not thinking of why I self check, and 2) relying
on the senses instead of relying on the intellect. Since self check is a learned reflex, it
may seem that learning is deficient, that we need more training. But, that is not the case.
If one is asked how and why a self check is performed, he can explain it. He just doesn't
always do it intellectually.

So, what do we do, so that individuals will intellectually perform a self check on the
simplest of tasks? We can try one-on-one coaching to explain what a reflexive habit is -
that it is an action performed without the awareness; something like tying one's shoe
laces. Something which has become so routine that it is only a habit. The act of self
checking is the habit. I reach down and tie my shoe laces in the morning and I never
think about the action being performed. Did I make the first loop in my right hand cross
over or under the second loop? I don't remember. For drivers, have you ever gotten
home from work but not remembered really driving there?

Or, have you ever pulled up to a stop street, stopped, looked both ways, and then pulled
out into traffic which you never saw? Note here, that the potential consequence of being
killed in an accident didn't have any effect on behavior. We did the self check, but only
out of habit. It was perfunctory, no thinking of what and why we were stopping and
looking. We do this in familiar situations. We do it from habit.

page 2
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'animal' factors

For many years some emphasis to prevent errors has been in a field called human factors.
Much of this work has been very helpful to operators in dealing with difficult situations.
Some of this human factoring though, has been to change colors, sizes, shapes, and
textures to help us in making correct choices. This kind of human factoring is more like
animal factoring - because these attributes deal with the senses. The human intellect is
ignored. The individual is conditioned to use his senses instead of his intellect, and he is
conditioned to use those senses to confirm that all is okay. Colors, etcetera, can. be
misleading because we are using them to confirm that things are okay. If I just use my
senses, I'm vulnerable to making an error. If I use my eyes to read and my intellect to
interpret what I read, I will not make a mistake even if sensible things are changed.

the intellect

Stop and think, what does self check mean? It means to check self. What does check
mean? It means to assume you (yes, yourself) are a trainee, and you explain to yourself
just what you are doing as though you are teaching/learning it for the first time. I think
about-my state of mind, and ask myself, "Where am I, why am I here, and what am I
doing? What is going to happen? How do I know this? What can go wrong? What then
do I do? How will I know the correct thing has happened? How will I know when I am
done?" Remember, most of our errors occur during routine, non-complicated tasks,
therefore, we must be vigilant, especially in these tasks. We have got to know for sure,
and to know for sure, really cannot be by using familiarity or senses as our reference.
Habits and the senses can lead us astray. We must read everything and use our intellect.

'it's human nature to make errors'

The impediments to establishing a culture which does not make errors on routine tasks,
are within us and our beliefs. If we subscribe to the statement that, "It's human nature to
make errors," that means we are accepting the errors we make. But, that is wrong. We
don't want to accept them, we want better. What coach of a sports team would tolerate
acceptance of errors? Who would want their children being taught that "You should
expect to make errors." If my child makes an error we talk about how we can do better.
We put it behind us and think we're going to do it perfectly the next time. If another error
occurs, we repeat the process always learning in a positive atmosphere. We never think,
"I might make an error doing this." We think, "I can do this right!"
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only human beings can prevent errors

This discussion is about errors occurring during routine tasks and how can they be
prevented. Actually, machines fail. We can count on machines to fail. Human beings
who perform actions do make errors. But, human beings can always prevent an error
and machines cannot always prevent an error! The human being can consciously and
deliberately ask, "Is this Unit one or Unit two and, how do I know this intellectually? The
human being can use the senses to "sense" that something is wrong, and then interpret the
information received. The human being can use intuition, the gut feel, that something is
not right. The human being can ask for help if they feel unsure. The human being can
stop and think about consequences. Only the human being can absolutely prevent an
error. It is within our power, our individual choosing to not make an error on a routine
task. We need an individual culture which says,"/ won't make an error!"

As we begin to think about finding a way to be aware of our actions so that we don't make
errors on routine tasks there may be other things which can help us. Each time we go out
to perform a routine (but important) task we say, "I know I will do this right because I'm
going to use my intellect." To help us in our pursuit, we should remind each other of the
pitfalls of non-thinking habits and the dangers of familiarity. We become our brother's
keeper.

what's the big deal?

Why is there concern over seemingly minor errors? Because this is a nuclear power
plant. It has the potential to destroy enormous amounts of life and property. Yes, they
are safer than other forms of producing power, but they are only safer, there is nothing on
this earth that is safe. If you don't feel the sense of responsibility we have in operating
and maintaining this power plan/, you should ask a neighbopwho doesn't work here if
they are concerned with our minor errors. If you find yourself trying to reassure them that
these errors are of no significant consequence, then it might help to give you their
perspective when you think how you feel about airline workers, doctors, bankers, lawyers
or others who make minor mistakes or errors and tell you, "don't worry." If you read the
story of Bhopal you. could understand how minor errors in a certain sequence can lead to
a catastrophe. Even the Chernobyl disaster wasn't caused by one major error but a
sequence. Minor errors must be taken seriously by each of us.

'we need a program to prevent errors'

I've heard it said that because errors are occurring across departments, that it is a station
problem and "therefore" a programmatic problem. How can a program be responsible for
my not thinking about what I am doing? How can a program correct the inattention of the
mind to consciously think about what one is doing?

p a g e 4
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An individual's will is the ONLY thing that makes a person's body perform. You can
threaten punishment or promise reward, but the individual chooses. So, programs, their
improvements and enhancements are not the answer. We, as individuals, and our ability
to think and to choose our actions, are the answer.

i am my brother's keeper

Okay, I know I'm vulnerable; however, I will forget most of what I read and will have no
particular reason to remember the important point: The error of not thinking. I am me
and will just go about my business because I haven't made an error on a routine task. Not
only that, but when I get a routine and very familiar assignment, that is the one thing"/
know" I can do. So, without the person who is handing me the assignment reminding me
of my vulnerability, I just won't think about it because it's a non sequitur - it just doesn't
follow that I will make an error on something I've done many, many times without an
error.

In my mind I go through the motion of doing this task because I'm so familiar with it. I
do not foresee an error. It's like travelling to a city in the west. I can see the place in my
mind-where I want and expect to be. What I don't know is that I'm travelling east. I need
my brother, handing me the task, to look me in the eye and say to me, "This is routine,
how do you know you won't make an error?" To have his boss or the Station Manager
say these things to me is not helpful. I need to be reminded when I'm about to perform
the task, not in some auditorium where it doesn't help me.

The only way we can prevent these routine errors is to make ourselves aware of our
vulnerability. The only people who count in doing this are the people handing out the
work. Will he get angry if I imply that he might make an error? Maybe, for a while some
might feel anger, "You don't trust me." We must understand that it is not a matter of
trust. It is a matter of being honest, sincere and caring. We have made routine errors.
Recognize this is being honest. I'm not joking when I point out your vulnerability.
Because of history, I believe this is how to prevent errors on routine tasks. I don't want
you to make an error because I care enough about you. I care enough to allow you to get
angry with me. Please, do the same for me.

how important is this to my boss?

We are here to make electricity, that is true. There are enough things to keep us busy all
day, every day, including the weekends. If I hear my manager talk about time clocks,
schedule, hit lists, backlogs, and meetings, then these are the things which are important
to him. Since I work for him, these are the things which are important to me. What he
talks about is what he thinks about. Or, what he thinks about, he talks about. What is on
his mind I don't know, until he starts talking.
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The manager's role is to emphasize safety and self ch(eck in the workplace. Better yet,
The manager's role in the workplace is to emphasize safety and self check (be there,
where the workers are), and emphasize it frequently. Without this, we will not have a
culture which thinks about safety and self check/We will have errors and injuries.

PERSONAL SAFETY

a respect fc/r danger

After fatalities from automobile accidents, falling has been the number one killer. Is
there anything more familiar than climbing? When we climb we feel that we are in total
control, but that is not true. We are obviously not in control much of the time. I said
falling was the number one killer after auto accidents. What about broken limbs and
other injuries from falling? Manra>f us think "I won't get hurt." Some of us have a
respect for danger and some of u/don't. Those who have a respect for danger usually
don't get hurt, and those who cWt have a respect for danger are more likely to be injured.
Those who drive slow and wftn caution on icy roads are usually threatened only by other,
less careful, drivers. Some^feople lose their fingers while using an electric saw. This
usually occurs after the individual has become familiar and accustomed to the saw.
Cutting has become roarane and I know the feeling of the saw. Tve done this so many
times I could do thisblindfolded." After many, many times of use, the potential danger in
using a saw exists the same as it did the very first day. It just becomes less'dangerous in
our minds because we want to use it and we want to use it productively. Being cautious,
as we first were, opposes productivity in our mind. We think, "I know this thing and how
it works and I don't have to do all those cautious things anymore because they take too
long." You've lost your respect for danger. Too often we either don't have, or lose
respect for danger and never think we will lose control. It's only when we cross that
threshold do we realize that "I shouldn't have done this." People who have a respect for
danger try to put added margin between their current situation and the threshold.

the risk taker

We have values regarding personal safety. Some of us place a high value on personal
safety. Actually, we don't think of safety, we think of danger. We think of the margin
between being secure and being injured. Some people do not think about being injured.
They only think of the risk they are taking. Sometimes we intentionally reduce the
margin of safety due to our willingness to place ourselves at risk because the gain is
worth more than the risk. That is the problem. We are thinking of the risk and not the
danger. Oh yes, the thought of danger might be present, but the thought of the risk is
dominant.
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When I think of risk taking, I'm thinking "If all goes well, this is acceptable." My choice
is not between "Do I want to be injured," and "Do I want to achieve something." My
choice is between "Do I want to try this," and "Do I want to achieve something." If you
think about this, these are very different paradigms. Notice I don't identify "risk takers
and non risk takers." We all take risks in our lives, but some people focus on danger and
some focus on the risk.

Risk takers can always justify the gain being worth more than the risk because a risk
doesn't do anything. Risks are benign. A risk is a chance - that I will make it or that I
won't make it and the emphasis is on the chance that I will make it. I'm thinking of
success when I know I'm taking a risk, that's why I take it.

We visualize the potential consequences. Some of the more serious aspects of a lack of
regard for personal safety is that Tm not concerned for your safety." There are a number
of fast drivers on the highway. The spouse may feel very uncomfortable not being able to
control their fate. The driver is in total control, but if the passenger feels he's out of
control it can be a stressful experience. "It won't be red for another second, if I step on it I
can make it." You see, "if I step on it..." implies I can do this and that there's only a little
more.risk involved. Then, "I can make it!" implies my thoughts are only of the gain I
want to achieve. Other risks we're perhaps familiar with begin with "I don't want to take
the time to..." In these situations I'm only thinking about the risk, not the consequences,
not the danger, and not the threshold where I lose control.

'i'm not hurting anybody'

When you are not at work, I guess the risks you take are your business. That's what risk
takers think, but cemeteries hold many innocent victims as well as risk takers. No one
likes to be cheated out of something, or stolen from. We can all say that "It's unfair." But
what is more unfair than injuring an innocent someone? When we come through the gate
to go to work, we absolutely must be safety conscious. It is not just your or my reputation
that is of concern. Injuries at a nuclear plant implies that it is unsafe. And just what is it
that is unsafe? The people! What could be more damning to us than to have the public
think that we are unsafe people? We cannot afford this. Each of us must change our way
of thinking. It is no longer "my business" in willing to take a risk. I have to change. I
must consciously think about and have a respect for danger, and the consequences, not
only for myself but for my brothers whose reputation I can affect.

Here, you don't have a right to take risks. Think about that. You don't have the right to
"Hurry up!" if it means a potential unsafe act. In fact, you have an obligation to try to
prevent injuries, to yourself and others.
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A way to empathize is to have a friend ask you to go for a ride with him in his new sports
car. "It's supposed to do 160 mph," he says, "and I'm going to push it this afternoon when
there's hardly any Interstate traffic. Wanna go?" At this point we will see many risk
takers suddenly have a respect for danger. An engineer might begin to remember that at
60 mph we're travelling at 88 feet per second, ergo, at 160 mph we're travelling about 235
feet per second! Even with ABS you know you're going to cover some ground before you
stop. Some will still probably go, but many will forgo the "exhilarating" experience.

think 'danger'

Well, what is it that you, the supervisor or manager, do at work which fosters safety in the
workplace? Do you tell people when you hand them a job to do, or at the briefing, to
"work safely" or "think safety"? If I'm the one going out on a job, that doesn't do
anything for me in terms of safety. If for some reason I'm a passenger in that car
travelling at 160 mph, believe me, I am not thinking about safety! It is better to tell
workers to "think danger" rather than think safety. I should be thinking about, and
looking for, potential danger in the workplace.

Supervisors and managers should go out on jobs to observe and ask the workers what's
unsafe, what could be a danger. While there, they could also ask about the quality of the
procedures they are using and if there are any problems which you might be able to help
them with. Ask about self check and has it helped them prevent errors or injury. When
you are with your people and you are frequently asking about safety, quality of procedures
and self check they will begin, with your repetition, to know that these are the things you
care about. Implicit in this care is your concern for their welfare. They will begin to
think that, "He really does care about us."

Those handing out jobs you should ask, "How do you know you won't get hurt?" and
"How do you know you won't make an error?" These are the things you want them to
think about. This is especially important if the job is routine. Remember climbing is
routine and so is a task I've performed over 50 times. This is where I am most vulnerable,
to make an error or get hurt. Reinforce intellectual self check, talk about it, frequently.
And what about those few non thinkers who are not risk takers and neither do they have a
respect for danger? Help them. You are your brother's keeper.
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COMMITMENT

hey, where's your emotion?

So, where do we stand with respect to our commitment to self check and our respect for
danger? What I'm asking about is your emotions, your personal dedication to these ideas.
Without this, you are still likely to make an error or get injured sometime.

Think of this, if your child was on the end of a life support system and you had to tum a
valve every hour, do you think you would make an error? Do you think that you would
ever get on the wrong valve? This is being emotionally involved. This is dedication.

Since we work at a nuclear plant, do you think that I ought to have some emotional
involvement on jobs which I perform? Would you ever worry about me making an error
if I had this kind of commitment? You see, being emotionally involved is different that
just using my intellect. While my intellect is vitally important to prevent making an error,
the heart adds that extra measure of attention, because when it is involved, it cannot and
will not be distracted.

One error is not okay. No errors and no injuries is the minimum acceptable. I would
never want to face your parents, spouse, or children and tell them that "we accept an
injury rate of such-and-such." Or, I wouldn't want to address the neighbors down the road
and explain that "I expect us to make some errors." But, as a manager, I can't prevent
errors or injuries, except my own. That's the way it is with you. To do this you must
change your thinking. With your heart and mind, you won't make an error, and you won't
be injured through any fault of your own.
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ABSTRACT
Maintenance of nuclear power plant systems and components is essential to assure
continuous safe operation. Although maintenance can be seen as a traditional activity,
methods and approaches to optimize maintenance from both the safety and the economic
standpoint only recently have been developed. Some of those approaches were adopted
from other industries like aerospace and outer space industry or are the extension of new
methods which have already been applied in the nuclear industry. In standard reliability
and probabilistic safety assessment modeling of nuclear power plant equipment, only two
states are considered: success and failure. Yet in many cases there is no immediate
transition from success to failure. Equipment may show significant degradation, indicating
a more serious failure to occur. Equipment degradation can, however, in many cases be
detected and corrected. Thus a total loss of function, a possible serious impact to plant
safety and reliability, can be avoided. With the inclusion of a degraded state, especially
scheduled, preventive maintenance activities turn out to have remarkable benefits
regarding equipment performance. In order to evaluate the benefits of maintenance on a
quantitative basis and to optimize preventive maintenance strategies, a numerical
simulation of stochastic processes has been developed for component performance and
reliability simulation of safety related nuclear power plant equipment. A three state
Markov model has been implemented, considering a degraded state in addition to the
operational state and the failed state. The application of the reliability simulation to safety
related pumps shows a possible approach to maintenance optimization, considering both
equipment reliability and availability.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the field of safety culture, maintenance activities are more and more considered to play
a major role. Material fatigue, embrittlement, the effects of high temperatures on
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components and deterioration of electrical and electronic equipment are among the main
problems of nuclear power plant reliability and safety. However, the past history has
shown that in many cases nuclear power plant equipment failures could have been avoided
with an appropriate maintenance schedule. Avoiding failures means not only an increased
state of safety, but also reduced costs accumulated due to forced equipment outage times
and repairs.

Another important issue regarding safety culture implications in the nuclear industry is the
increasing complexity of technology, which has led to a significant wide use of automation
in most nuclear power plants. Therefore, care has to be taken to ensure reasonable balance
between automation and human control guaranteeing both maximum safety and reliability.
The optimization of maintenance is an important part of safety culture to be implemented
not only in the nuclear industry, but also in any other large-scale industry to meet both
reliability and availability targets.

2. OBJECTIVES OF MAINTENANCE

Maintenance can be seen as the aggregation of all functions required to preserve and to
promptly restore safety, reliability and availability of plant structures, systems and
components. Maintenance is not only able to detect equipment failures through testing and
inspection, but is also able to respond to failures bringing the equipment back to the
required state and therefore to ensure their operability. In the last years the importance of
adequate maintenance activities has been recognized due to economic reasons and due to
the increasing necessity of plant safety, an issue also of growing public interest, especially
since the Chernobyl accident in 1986.

The three main maintenance impacts on safety are frequency, duration and quality of
maintenance. Main reasons for a high maintenance frequency are poor training, inadequate
procedures, inadequate checks after maintenance, equipment maintainability problems and
a high mherent equipment failure rate. Unacceptable long maintenance durations can be
caused by queues for spares, queues for tools, queues for personnel, poor training, poor
planning and unsatisfactory equipment maintainability. Maintenance quality refers to
appropriate maintenance procedures for each system or component, depending on the
functions and requirements. Maintenance quality also reflects the number of errors that
result in adverse influence on the plant. It may represent a variety of underlying causes,
including communication problems, incorrect training and a lack of management
monitoring.

2.1 Types of Maintenance Activities

In practice, three differrent kinds of maintenance activities are distinguished:

• preventive maintenance,
• corrective maintenance,
• predictive maintenance.

Preventive maintenance refers to maintenance actions to prevent a more serious condition
or a catastrophic failure from occurring. Preventive maintenance can be seen as a
scheduled periodic activity with the objective to repair any degraded or failed equipment
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and to assure the proper functioning of the equipment after it has been maintained.
Preventive maintenance activities are planned in nature. In most cases, preventive
maintenance triggers which initiate a preventive maintenance action are the equipment on-
line time and the number of duty cycles.

Corrective maintenance is undertaken to repair a degraded or catastrophic failure after it
had occurred. Corrective maintenance activities are unplanned in nature. Predictive
maintenance can be defined as a continuous or periodic monitoring and diagnosis in order
to give the condition or status of equipment degradation evolution prior to failure. The
following work addresses the evaluation of the benefits obtained by preventive
maintenance. In order to consider equipment degradation, a three state Markov model is
used to simulate equipment reliability performance.

3. THE THREE STATE MARKOV MODEL

The three state Markov model consists of the following three states:

• operational,
• degraded,
• failed.

The degraded state occurs when equipment performance degrades below some threshold
value defining normal designed performance. The definition of a degraded state is
necessary to quantitatively evaluate the benefits of preventive maintenance. As can be seen
in Fig.l, this three state Markov model allows not only the immediate transition from the
operational state to the failed state, but also the transition from the operational state to the
failed state through a degraded state. The transition probability from the operational state
to the failed state is denoted bypot, the transition probability from the operational state to
a degraded state is denoted by pod, and the transition probability from a degraded state to
the failed state is denoted by pa. It is of course possible that equipment will remain in a
degraded state, depending on the degradation mode.

Fig.l: A graphical representation of a three state Markov model with the states
operational, degraded and failed aimed at optimizing maintenance. The transition
probability from the operational state to the failed state is denoted by p*, from the
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operational state to a degraded state by /?od, and from a degraded state to the failed
state by p^.

3.1 Numerical Simulation of Stochastic Processes

In accordance with the theory of Markov processes, the probability of the holding time of
a system or component in state i is exponentially distributed

0)

with

(2)

Xjj being the transition rate from state / to state j . According to equations (1) and (2), a
pseudo-random number generator is used to simulate the holding time in the Markov
states and the probability to go from state / to state / In the numerical simulation of
equipment reliability performance, the Markov process is interrupted by scheduled
preventive maintenance activities, aimed at bringing the equipment back to the operational
state, no matter in which state the equipment was found at the beginning of preventive
maintenance. Fig. 2 shows a possible trajectory for equipment that undergoes regular
preventive maintenance with a predetermined preventive maintenance interval.

A

failed - -

degraded - -

operational

state of the process

PM PM

PM: preventive maintenance

PM PM time

Fig.2: A possible trajectory of equipment that can occupy the states operational,
degraded and failed is shown, interrupted by regular preventive maintenance
activities. It can be seen that preventive maintenance ensures equipment operability,
no matter in which state the equipment was found at the beginning of the preventive
maintenance action.
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3.2 Results Obtained by the Numerical Simulation

The equipment performance and reliability simulation was applied to nuclear power plant
safety related standby pumps. The data available from the maintenance records are the
total operating period, the number of catastrophic failures, the number of degraded failures
and the average repair time. The allowed preventive maintenance outage times were
assumed to be in the range of the average repair times.

In Fig.3 the operational state probability is shown as a function of the preventive
maintenance interval. The maximum indicates the optimum preventive maintenance
interval from the reliability standpoint, but it should be emphasized that not the accurate
maximum, but the width of the curve around the maximum is of importance. From Fig.3 it
can be seen that too much preventive maintenance leads to a lower operational state
probability, caused by the high frequency of maintenance outage times. On the other hand,
the inappropriate extension of the preventive maintenance interval results in a higher
probability of degradation or failure, thus decreasing the pump's operational state
probability.

Reliability Simulation
Fire Pump

—•— operational state probability

0,95 -•

state ° '9 -
probability °-85 ""

0,8 -•

0,75 •-
0 3 6 9 12 15

preventive maintenance interval [weeks]

Fig.3: The operational state probability of a fire pump is shown with varying
preventive maintenance interval. As can be seen, the curve has a maximum,
indicating the optimum preventive maintenance interval.

The degraded state and the failed state probability are graphically shown in Fig.4. As can
be seen, with the extension of the preventive maintenance interval the degraded state
probability increases more rapidly than the failed state probability, thus indicating the high
number of degradation observed during the pump's operating period.
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Rcliability Simulation
Fire Pump

• degraded state probability

—A— failed state probability .
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Fig.4: The degraded state probability and the failed state probability of a fire pump are
shown with varying preventive maintenance interval. With the extension of the
preventive maintenance interval, the degraded state probability increases more rapidly
than the failed state probability, caused by the high number of pump degradation
observed during the operating period.

One of the most important issues regarding maintenance optimization is the change of
availability with varying preventive maintenance interval. In Fig. 5 the pump availability is
shown as a function of the preventive maintenance interval. After a decrease of the
unavailability due to the lower frequency of preventive maintenance outage times, the
curve shows a slight increase due to the increased pump outage times caused by
undetected failures between the preventive maintenance interval.

Reliability Simulation

Fire Pump

unavailability

6 9 12
preventive maintenance interval [weeks]

Fig. 5 shows the pump unavailability with varying preventive maintenance interval.
After a decrease of the unavailability due to the lower frequency of preventive
maintenance outage times, the curve shows a slight increase due to the increased
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pump outage times caused by undetected failures between the preventive maintenance
interval.

Under certain circumstances it can be valuable to perform tests between preventive
maintenance actions. In most cases, tests are much easier to perform and less time
consuming than preventive maintenance activities and are therefore more cost-effective.
The inclusion of regularly performed tests may allow the extension of the preventive
maintenance interval, hardly affecting equipment reliability and availability. In our model,
tests are assumed to be capable of failure detection, but not of detecting equipment
degradation. Fig.6 shows a possible trajectory for equipment that undergoes regular
preventive maintenance with a predetermined maintenance interval and with tests
performed between each preventive maintenance activity.

A

failure - -

degraded - -

operational

state of the process PM: preventive maintenance

T:test

PM PM PM PM time

Fig.6: A possible trajectory of equipment with the states operational, degraded and
failed is • shown for a Markov process that is interrupted not only by preventive
maintenance, but also by tests performed during the preventive maintenance interval.
In our model, tests are assumed to be capable of failure detection, but are not of
detecting equipment degradation.

The most remarkable benefit obtained by tests performed between preventive maintenance
activities is the reduction of the failed state probability. This can be very well seen in Fig.7,
where the failed state probability is shown for two stategies: In case (a), no tests are
performed between preventive maintenance, whereas in case (b) tests are performed every
3 weeks.
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Reliability Simulation
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Fig.7: A comparison between two equipment reliability performance approaches: The
failed state probability for case (a), where no tests are performed during the preventive
maintenance interval, and for case (b), where tests are performed every 3 weeks. One
can clearly see that performing tests lead to a significant decrease of the pump's failed
state probability, which is hardly affected by the extension of the preventive
maintenance interval.

4. FUTURE OUTLOOK

A very important issue will be a comparison between scheduled and unscheduled
maintenance. It can be shown that planned maintenance activities lead to a significant
higher operational state probability than unscheduled maintenance activities, even if the
scheduled and the unscheduled maintenance activities have the same cumulative outage
time. This emphasizes the importance of establishing an appropriate regular maintenance
schedule for nuclear power plant equipment, which should be determined depending on
the equipment failure history over the past operating period.

Another interesting and also very important study is the dependence of equipment
reliability and availability on a possible detection of degradation through tests. Whereas it
can be assumed that a catastrophic failure will always be detected through tests, the
detection of degradation may not always be possible, based, however, on the degradation
mode. The inclusion of degradation detection probabilities through tests will play a major
role for equipment with high degradation rates.

5. CONCLUSIONS

With the help of a three state Markov model it can be shown that maintenance for nuclear
power plant equipment can be optimized. An optimization of maintenance means not only
guaranteeing high equipment reliability and availability, but also plant safety. The inclusion
of a degraded state in addition to the operational states and the failed state is of great
importance in evaluating the benefits of adequate, regular maintenance schedules. From
the numerical simulation of Markov processes, it can clearly be seen that too many
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preventive maintenance actions lead to an unacceptable decrease in equipment availability,
whereas a very long preventive maintenance interval causes low reliability, thus increasing
the risk of degradation and failure. Reliability and availability parameters clearly show
significant differences with varying preventive maintenance interval. Based on the
equipments' failure history, the inclusion of tests between preventive maintenance intervals
can significantly reduce the probability of failure.

In the future, the optimization of maintenance both from the safety and from the economic
standpoint will play an increasing role not only in nuclear power plants, but also in other
complex technical facilities, where the past history has shown that production standstill
and high repair costs could have been avoided with an appropriate maintenance schedule.
Maintenance of complex industrial installations not only significantly affects safety, but is
also essential to fulfill a specified production quantity. Recognizing that substandard
maintenance cause potential safety hazards, regulatory bodies worldwide are now trying to
increase the implementation of adequate maintenance procedures in the nuclear industry.
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Safety Culture Experience in the Field of Reactor Maintenance

KALMANBABOS

Mechanical maintenance

NPP-PAKS

HUNGARY

Abstract

• The place and role of maintenance in NPP's.

• The features of reactor maintenance at VVER - 440, V - 213 units.

• The use of the safety culture at different levels.

• The work performance evaluation system, a result of a ten - years investigation.

• Reliability increase by maintenance performance, practical examples.

• The place and role of the maintenance at NPP o

• Operation includes the generation of electric power and the maintenance activities

• Maintenance is an organical part of the NPP operation.

The operational safety and reliability also includes the maintenance activities. During

maintenance activities a special relationship between man and machine comes into effect: The

contact is much closer and tangible than during the operation.

Some features of reactor maintenance at WWER-440/213 units:

For refuelling the reactor pressure vessel must be opened every year. The reactor cover head

and the top of the reactor internals, the guide tube unit must be moved. Every four years for

the reactor pressure vessel inspection all internal parts must be removed from the vessel. All

these lifting and moving movements are performed using a " dry " transport system in a

protective cylinder. For the NPP Paks's four units this means that every year there is one

experiencing a long outage with pressure vessel inspection and the other three outages only

for refuelling. The reactor maintenance work is accomplished in three shifts continuously.

When analysing the work performance, it is clear, that the percentage ratio of the events

related to the human factor is high. The human factor in this case means the executive

personnel. Therefore it is very important to educate and train these people. The establishing

of a maintenance friendly environment has thus some importance. We have analysed exactly

these events that occurred during the reactor maintenance performance - disassembly and
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assembly, inspection and repair - over a ten years period, from the year 1984 to 1993. The

investigation has shown that 49 % of the events were related to personnel working in

maintenance.

Four levels using safety culture in reactor maintenance.

Four levels of possibilities exist when making use of safety culture elements in this field:

• The first is written procedures. (During elaborating the procedures, technologies it is

important to use questionnaires.)

• The second level is the worker.

• The third the on site control by the shift supervisor.

• The fourth the technical support system on duty and the work performance evaluation

system, which is working as a general feedback system.

Work performance evaluation.

It is very important to evaluate the work performance systematically. It is good practice to

separate the problems and failures into contributing human factor and technical factor. The

human factor evaluation shows the necessary educational and organisational requirements.

The technical evaluation indicates the way for the necessary technical development. The

experience shows that the using new technology and high - tech equipment exert a positive

influence on the human factor. Therefore I think the following could be a special, additional

field of investigation when judging a nuclear power plant:

• the existence of a maintenance work performance evaluation system

• the number of new - high - tech - maintenance equipment, tools

• the number of the technical modifications, development in the maintenance system

Some practical examples have been introduced at NPP Paks to increase the influence of the

safety culture and the reliability of the maintenance performance:

Using of written procedures (step - by - step, check - lists)

Today the maintenance performance documentation is carried out only with authorised

documents. All reactor maintenance procedures have been transformed into step - by - step

or check - list versions to provide for excellent qualify.
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Demand of qualified auxiliary materials (lubricants, cleaning agents etc.)

All auxiliary products used in maintenance are qualified corresponding nuclear classification.

Development of a laser operated measurement system for reactor internal parts

The laser operated measurement system has increased the accuracy of the positioning by one

order. Thus, the safety and reliability of one of the most critical maintenance operations - core

basket moving - has been improved.

Development of a cleaning machine for main flange thread holes

This is a remotely controlled machine, which saves time and reduces the irradiation dose level

of the personnel.

Development of a cleaning machine for bolts

The machine has a closed air circulation system, so the cleanliness of the immediate

environment is protected.

Development of a closed circuit television system for transportation supervision of the reactor

internals

This development has been based on the experiences of the first" long " outage. The remotely

controlled transport system has drastically reduced the irradiation dose level of the

maintenance personnel.

Development of a computer aided positioning system within the protective cylinder

With this positioning system the safety and reliability of the reactor internal's moving in the

protective cylinder was increased considerably.

Using a remote operated connection and disconnection of intermediate rods

The solution, operated from the refuelling machine, has increased the accuracy of the

operation and decreased the irradiation level of the personnel.

Using an elevator, settling into the refuelling basin

The elevator could be settled during the entire mounting period - except for the opening and

closing operation of the reactor main flange -. The degree of comfort has been considerably

improved and the danger of an accident has been reduced.

Decontamination device for the refuelling basin

The procedure - by which the reactor is closed with a special cover and the refuelling basin is

cleaned using a high pressure agent - has significantly improved mounting conditions.
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Every year fresh-up course for the reactor maintenance personnel is held before the outage

period

According to the mentioned investigation - 49 % of the events is related to the maintenance

personnel - it is an every year practice to take a fresh-up course to reduce adverse influence

on the NPP from human factors.
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SAFETY CULTURE IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

SAFETY CULTURE EVALUATION AND
ASSET ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS

DAVID OKRENT AND YONGJIE XIONG
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT LOS ANGELES, USA

ABSTRACT

This paper examines the role of organizational and management factors in nuclear power plant
safety through the use of operating experiences. The ASSET reports of thirteen plants (total thirty
events) have been analyzed in term of twenty organizational dimensions (factors) identified by
Brookhaven National Laboratory and Pennsylvania State University. For three plants detailed
results are reported in this paper. The results of thirteen plants are summarized in the form of a
table. The study tends to confirm that organizational and management factors play an important
role in plant safety. The twenty organizational dimensions and their definitions, in general, were
adequate in this study. Formalization, Safety Culture, Technical Knowledge, Training, Roles-
Responsibilities and Problem Identification appear to be key organizational factors which
influence the safety of nuclear power plants studied.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission has been carrying out a research program on the
influence of the quality of organization and management on risk for nuclear power plants for
many years. One effort is to study the characteristics of organizational factors and how they
influence safety through the use of operating experiences. The path we have chosen is to analyze
each of a large number of ASSET (Assessment of Safety Significant Events Team) reports [1]
in terms of twenty organizational dimensions (factors) [2, 3], identifying those organizational
dimensions which appear to play a significant role in the operating events chosen for detailed
analysis by the ASSET teams. Other significant occurrences discussed in the ASSET reports are
also examined. We look for patterns for each nuclear power plant (NPP) and correlations among
them. We found a considerable correlation between these dimensions and the management related
recommendations made by the ASSET teams.

These twenty organizational dimensions (factors) were proposed by Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL) and Pennsylvania State University as a comprehensive set related to the safe
operations of nuclear power plants. The definitions of these twenty organizational dimensions are
listed in Table 1. The ASSET program is offered by the IAEA to assist nuclear organizations
in their reviews of operating experiences. The teams prepare a written report [1] to the nuclear
installation,- a report which focuses on operational experience, the effectiveness of the
organization in correcting problems, and, in particular, the depth and adequacy of root cause
analysis.

2. ASSET ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS

ASSET reports follow the same structure, and more importantly, they perform root cause analysis
deep into the organization and management level; thus, they provide a very useful database for
the study. In ASSET reports, the team usually chooses one or more significant events to analyze.
This includes the description of the event, the logic of occurrences and their direct and root
causes. The team also gives recommendations and general lessons learned. In our analysis, we
try to examine the organizational and management relevant occurrences and their direct and root
cause with the twenty organizational dimensions taxonomy, thus identifying in which
organizational domains the weaknesses lie.

Two notes need be made here. First, Safety Culture is only one of the twenty dimensions in
BNL's taxonomy. Second, ASSET reports frequently suggest surveillance control or program
deficiencies as a root cause in many events. We interpret this to mean that the plant's activities
are not clearly defined and carried out, and attribute this to the dimension Roles-Responsibilities.

Thirteen plants and a total of thirty events are analyzed. The results are listed in Table 2. In the
table the numbers are relevant times of occurrences in each event. In the following, three event
analyses of three plant are given in detail. The words in italics are quoted from the ASSET
reports. Our choice of dimensions for each occurrence follows immediately below.

2.1. Leningrad (Russia) NPP Event Analysis [4]
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Event: Fuel damage followed by release of unfiltered gases outside the plant on March 24,1992
Brief Description of the Event: On March 24,1992, Unit 3 was operating at full power. The flow

of water to one channel decreased sharply suddenly. The channel tube ruptured and in
approximate by 5 seconds high core cavity pressure initiated a fast emergency reactor trip
and turbine generator shutdown, and closing of the flow of helium and nitrogen to the
core cavity. In addition, the fuel channel integrity monitoring system showed high
moisture levels in the core cavity.

Occurrence 1. Unexpected closing of regulating valve.
Problem Identification, Organizational Learning, Technical Knowledge

Direct cause of Occurrence 1:
(1) Deviation in the thermal treatment (manufacturing weakness). Cracks initiated.

Technical Knowledge
(2) Extra force applied to close valve (operating practices).

Formalization, Technical Knowledge, Organizational Learning, Training
Root cause of Occurrence 1:
(1) Inadequate detection of manufacturing weaknesses. Incorrect quality control.

Roles-Responsibilities, Problem Identification, Safety Culture
(2) Inadequate detection of valve cracks in service (surveillance program).

Roles-Responsibilities, Resource Allocation

Occurrence 2. Lack of logic system for this situation.
Technical Knowledge, Problem Identification, Communication-Interdepartmental, Training

Direct cause of Occurrence 2:
(1) The automatic switch over from air release to filtered vent was not actuated by the core

cavity overpressure signal (design).
Technical Knowledge

(2) The lack of logic system was not recognized by plant staff since start of operation.
Safety Culture, Problem Identification, Technical Knowledge

Root cause of Occurrence 2:
(1) The commissioning tests failed to check all the safety actuations that should work with

the core cavity overpressure signal.
Technical Knowledge

(2) (Inadequate policy of Surveillance) The operating experience feed back had no
opportunity to discover the lack of system.
Roles-Responsibilities, Communication-Interdepartmental

Occurrence 3. Procedures fail to give guidance for manual switch over to filtered vent.
Technical Knowledge, Formalization

Direct cause of Occurrence 3:
(1) Technological Procedures were not written to cope with failure or non-operation of

Localization System, thus resulting in delay of air release to filtered vent.
Formalization, Technical Knowledge

(2) The complex shift organization and divided responsibilities made it difficult to recognize
and act on problem.
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Communication-Intradepartmental, Roles-Responsibilities
Root cause of Occurrence 3:
(1) Operations staff were not aware that Localization System logic would not operate for a

channel rupture.
Technical Knowledge

(2) Lack of clear Design Basis document to clarify the systems operation, specifically for
channel rupture.
Technical Knowledge, Roles-Responsibilities

2.2. Fessenheim (France) NPP Event Analysis [5]

Event A: Incidental transient caused by automatic reactor shutdown due to steam generator level
control problems at reduced power level at Unit 1, July 29, 1986

Brief Description of the Event: The Unit was undergoing start-up. Main feedwater control was
in the by-pass (low-flow) regime, and, as power increased, there were repeated problems
in maintaining steam generator levels. At about 20% of nominal full power, transfer from
by-pass flow control to main (full-flow) control initiated. There followed a rapid rise in
steam generator level, 2 seconds later this reached the "very high" level and the turbine
tripped automatically. Shortly afterwards, steam generator levels fell to "very low",
producing an automatic reactor scram.

Occurrence 1. The operating procedure failed to give adequate guidance to the operator who
performed transfer from by-pass flow control to main (full-flow) control.
Formalization

Latent weakness / direct cause of Occurrence 1:
(1) The latent weakness was a failure in the procedure to properly alert the operator to the

problems which he may encounter with the feedwater control system.
Formalization, Resource Allocation

(2) Relatively speaking, the procedure effectively degraded during its lifetime since it had not
been sufficiently adapted to meet the well-known plant problems.
Formalization, Safety Culture

Root cause of Occurrence 1:
(1) The deficiency lies in the lack of a comprehensive system for review of Operating

Procedures, which should ensure that the operator is constantly reminded of potential
problem areas.
Formalization, Roles-Responsibilities

(2) Whilst there was good evidence of thorough investigation of incidents, the lessons learnt
do not appear to have been carried through by a process of automatically reviewing
procedures and constantly seeking to up-to-date them.
Safety Culture

Occurrence 2. The operator failed to perform the transfer carefully.
Technical Knowledge, Ownership

Occurrence 3. The calibration setting of the main feedwater regulator valve was not correctly
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adjusted.
Technical Knowledge

Occurrence 4. The regulator valve failed to perform as expected.
Latent weakness / direct cause of Occurrence 4:
(1) The latent weakness was the standard of the design, both of the feedwater system

generally and of the feedwater control system in particular.
Organizational Learning, Resource Allocation

Root cause of Occurrence 4:
(1) There was no deficiency in identifying the feedwater system design shortcoming, but

solutions were not quickly addressed.
Safety Culture, Resource Allocation

(2) There was no evidence of a strong policy to implement quickly and efficiently
modifications required to correct a design deficiency.
Safety Culture

Occurrence 5. The operator failed to control Steam Generator level.
Technical Knowledge, Training

2.3. Smolensk (Russia) NPP Event Analysis [6]

Event B: Mechanical debris introduced in the primary coolant circuit. Repetitive error during
refuelling on 12/6/91

Brief Description of the Event: During full power operation preparations were being made to
refuel channel 41-40. At 3:45 hrs during the unsealing of the channel, an additional
rotational load was applied to the seal plug. Following the elevation of the fuel elements
into the refueling machine, it was detected that the fuel assembly had become detached
from the plug and suspender bar. The reactor was manually scrammed in accordance with
regulations, and recovery operation initiated. Following the removal of the two elements,
debris was found in the fuel channel which was hypothesized to have passed into the
primary circuit during ECCS testing on June 91, and which had probably been introduced
during construction. A similar event took place 32 days later on channel 41-42. The
Commission failed to recognize the possibility of debris in primary circuit.

Occurrence 1. Procedure fails to achieve removal of all debris from ECCS during construction.
Formalization, Technical Knowledge, Organizational Learning, Safety Culture

Occurrence 2. ECCS not constructed to prohibit debris transfer into primary circuit.
Technical Knowledge, Problem Identification, Organizational Learning

Occurrence 3. Procedure fails to prevent refuelling machine operator from restarting unsealing
motor after it tripped.
Formalization

Direct cause/latent weakness of Occurrence 3.
(1) Procedure for unscrewing fuel channel plugs did not provide the refueling machine
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operator with adequate guidance.
Formalization

(2) Quality control of procedure to operate the refueling machine during the unscrewing of
seal plug is deficiency.
Roles-Responsibilities

Root cause of Occurrence 3.
(1) Inadequate detection of procedural shortcomings.

Safety Culture, Roles-Responsibilities
(2) Operational feedback of anomalies during refuelling operations not used in procedural

upgrading.
Safety Culture

Occurrence 4. Commission fails to recognize the possibility of debris in primary circuit and
recommends reactor start-up.
Technical Knowledge, Time Urgency

Direct cause/latent weakness of Occurrence 4:
(1) Inadequate investigation and in depth analysis by the Investigation Commission.

Technical Knowledge, Goal Prioritization
(2) Time constraint placed on Commission.

Time Urgency
Root cause of Occurrence 4:
(1) Current investigation methodology of event inadequate.

Technical Knowledge
(2) Management support for root cause analysis training limited.

Safety Culture

Occurrence 5. Operator failed to follow procedure.
Technical Knowledge, Training

Direct cause/latent weakness of Occurrence 5.
(1) Operator fails to follow new seal plug unscrewing procedure due to familiarity with

previous practices and inattention to detail.
Ownership, Safety Culture, Technical Knowledge

(2) Deficiency in training of operator in use of new procedure for unscrewing seal plug.
Training

Root cause of Occurrence 5:
(1) Inadequate detection of personnel proficiency.

Performance Evaluation
(2) Inadequate surveillance policy for personnel proficiency.

Roles-Responsibilities

2.4. Results

Though the number of samples is too small to give statistical data and to draw conclusions, the
study still sheds some light. First, The twenty organizational factors in general are an adequate
taxonomy. We are relatively satisfied with the definitions of the twenty organizational
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dimensions. We usually can relate the organizational weakness in the events to one or more
dimensions. Second, for essentially every plant studied, Formalization, Roles-Responsibilities,
Safety Culture, and Technical Knowledge played a role in each event. This is suggestive of a
pattern which might warrant: (1) greater emphasis on these dimensions, and (2) a spot check at
other aspects of the plant to see if these deficiencies are common. For a few plants (Kozloduy,
Fessenheim) training was a contributor to each event, which is possibly suggestive of a
deficiency. Problem Identification appeared frequently for Balakovo, Kozloduy, and Novoronezh.

3. CONCLUSION

From the study, we believe that the results are generally representative, although the samples are
small. The organizational factors do play an important role in reactor safety. The twenty
organizational dimensions and their definitions, in general, were adequate for this analysis.
Formalization, Safety Culture, Technical Knowledge, Roles-Responsibilities, Training and
Problem Identification appear to be key organizational factors which influence reactor safety in
essentially all the nuclear power plants.
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Table 1. Definitions of the Organization Factors
Centralization: Centralization refers to the extent to which decision-making and/or authority is localized

in one area or among certain people or groups.
Communication-External: External communication refers to the exchange of information, both formal and

informal, between the plants, its parent organization, and external organizations (e.g., NRC, state,
and public).

Communication-Interdepartmental: Interdepartmental communication refers to the exchange of
information, both formal and informal, between the different departments or units within the plant.
It includes both the top-down and bottom-up communication networks.
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Communication-Intradepartmental: communication refers to the exchange of information, both formal and
informal, within a given department or unit in the plant. It includes both the top-down and bottom-
up communication networks.

Coordination of Work: Coordination of work refers to the planning, integration, and implementation of
the work activities of individuals and groups.

Formalization: Fonnalization refers to the extent to which there are well-identified rules, procedures,
and/or standardized methods for routine activities as well as unusual occurrences.

Goal Prioritization: Goal prioritization refers to the extent to which plant personnel understand, accept,
and agree with the purpose and relevance of goals.

Organizational Culture: Organizational culture refers to plant personnel's shared perceptions of the
organization. It includes the traditions, values, customs, practices, goals, and socialization
processes that endure over time and that distinguish an organization from others. It defined the
"personality" of the organization.

Organizational Learning: Organizational learning refers to the degree to which plant personnel and the
organization use knowledge gained from past experiences to improve future performance.

Organizational Knowledge: Organizational knowledge refers to the understanding plant personnel have
regarding the interactions of organizational subsystems and the way in which work is actually
accomplished within the plant.

Ownership: Ownership refers to the degree to which plant personnel take personal responsibility for their
actions and the consequences of the actions. It also includes commitment to and pride in the
organization.

Performance' Evaluation: Performance evaluation refers to the degree to which plant personnel are
provided with fair assessments of their work-related behaviors. It includes regular feedback with
an emphasis on improvement of future performance.

Personnel Selection: Personnel selection refers to the degree to which the plant personnel are identified
with the requisite knowledge, experiences, skills, and abilities to perform a given job.

Problem Identification: Problem identification refers to the extent to which the organization encourages
plant personnel to draw upon knowledge, experience, and current information to identify problems.

Resource Allocation: Resource allocation refers to the manner in which the plant distributes its financial
resource. It includes both the actual distribution of resource as well as individual perceptions of
this distribution.

Roles-Responsibilities: Roles and responsibilities refer to the degree to which plant personnel and
departmental work activities are clearly defined and carried out

Safety Culture: Safety culture refers to the characteristics of the work environment, such as the norms,
rules, and common understandings, that influence plant personnel's perceptions of the importance
that the organization places on safety. It includes the degree to which a critical, questioning
attitude exists that is directed towards plant improvement.

Technical Knowledge: Technical knowledge refers to the depth and breath of requisite understanding
plant personnel have regarding plant design and systems, and of phenomena and events that bear
on plant safety.

Time Urgency: Time urgency refers to the degree to which plant personnel perceive schedule pressure
while completing various tasks.

Training: Training refers to the degree to which plant personnel are provided with the requisite
knowledge and skills to perform tasks safely and effectively. It also refers to plant personnel
perceptions regarding the general usefulness of the training programs.
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Table 2. Organizational Weaknesses of the Plants
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Table 2 Continued
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SAFETY CULTURE IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

EXPERIENCE OF DEVELOPING AND ASSESSING SAFETY CONSCIOUSNESS
20 YEARS INTO THE OPERATIONAL LIFE OF HUNTERSTON B AGR STATION.

I.Moir, Support Systems Manager, Hunterston B Power Station and
I.Carrick, Safety and Quality Division, Scottish Nuclear Limited, UK.

ABSTRACT

Alongside the mid-life plant refurbishment and review of the safety case at Hunterston B Power
Station, it was decided to review and improve Safety Culture. This led to the development of 90
Principles, based on international standards. Subsequently, Station engineers specified how they
complied with these principles, identifying any shortfall which had to be rectified.

An important step in consolidating the right attitudes was the adoption of a company Safety
Management System. Individual managers were assigned personal responsibility for improving the
measured performance in specific areas.

Safety awareness was enhanced throughout the work force, using team briefings, posters, displays
and videos. Interdepartmental teams were set up to identify means of improving performance and
safety. In order to learn effectively from a wide range of plant events, seminars on root cause
analysis were run for a broad range of staff.

Directors and senior managers made time to see the plant conditions and working practices at first
hand. A need to improve conditions and written procedures was identified leading to provision of
significant additional resources. Safety Representatives and middle management also established
regular safety inspection programmes.

Scottish Nuclear strongly support the UK, Nuclear Utilities, Peer Evaluation Programme. Already
twenty-five senior engineers from Hunterston have benefited from evaluator training, followed by
in-depth observation and analysis of practices at other UK Stations. Independent Evaluations have
been conducted at both Scottish Nuclear Stations.

Station Management are committed to an ongoing Safety Culture programme, including several
exchanges with utilities in the USA, France, Spain and the Ukraine.

Changes in Safety Culture are being independently assessed to ascertain whether observed changes
in culture may anticipate changes in safety performance.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Scottish Nuclear is Scotland's Nuclear Power Generating Company. The shares are held by the
Secretary of State for Scotland and the Company supplies all its electricity to Scottish Power and
Scottish Hydro-Electric. It produces over 40% of Scotland's total electricity requirements. The
Company owns and operates the Advanced Gas-Cooled Reactor (AGR) Nuclear Power Stations
at Hunterston on the Firth of Clyde and at Torness on the East Coast of Scotland. The first AGR
unit at Hunterston was commissioned in 1976, hence the plant has been in commercial operation
for over nineteen years.

The OS ART planned for the spring of 1994 brought to five the number of inspections and
reviews that would be carried out at Hunterston Power Station over the four year period 1991-
1995. These inspections were as follows:-

UK Regulator (Nil) STAR Review December 1991
UK. Regulator (Nil) STAR Re-visit February 1993
UK Utilities PEER Evaluation November 1993
IAEA OSART Review April 1994
IAEA OSART Revisit October 1995

Several problems had to be resolved by the Management Team to ensure that the inspections and
reviews achieved the result expected from a Company with goals of safety, quality and excellence.
The Management Team therefore set up a Project Team to assist Hunterston staff in meeting the
following objectives >

(a) Improve Station Documentation.
(b) Upgrade the Plant
(c) Schedule and prioritise the work programme
(d) Enhance the Safety Culture.

Although Hunterston Power Station had operated safely at high load factors for many years, the
above objectives were necessary because of the following factors:-

(a) The Regulator issued revised licence requirements.

(b) The IAEA were in process of issuing a revised edition of the OSART Guidelines.

(c) The IAEA International Safety Advisory Group (INSAG) had issued a document which laid
down new guidelines for Safety Culture in the industry (INSAG 4).

(d) The adoption of the International Safety Rating System as the basis of a Company Safety
Management System.

(e) The invitation by the Scottish Office to the International Atomic Energy Agency to carry out a
Osart Review at Hunterston Power Station in April 1994.
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2. SAFETY CULTURE FRAMEWORK AND STANDARDS

In 1991/92 Scottish Nuclear sought to clarify its nuclear operational standards with respect to the
numerous international principles, standards, guides etc.. A team including Station, headquarters
and contract personnel reviewed over 100 IAEA Safety Series papers and about 100INPO
Guidelines and support documents together with the current OSART and WANO Guidelines.
This review led to the production of 90 Safety Principles, 15 for Management, 7 for Training, 11
for Operations, 13 for Maintenance, 14 for Technical Support, 11 for Radiation Protection, 9 for
Chemistry and 10 for Emergency Preparedness. The document is basically an amalgam of the
requirements of the OSART and INPO Guideline documents specific to our Advanced Gas
Cooled Reactor Stations, presented as Compliance Arrangements.

Once the Principles had been established, each gave rise to a series of requirements relevant to all
the Station Departments, which then became involved in checking the detailed means of
compliance through Hunterston Station procedures. This was probably the most valuable exercise
as it thoroughly familiarised staff with international standards and identified the areas where
improvements were needed. Compliance statements and references were entered against all
requirements in the style recommended by the OSART Guidelines (IAEA-Tecdoc-635). This
document is known as the Scottish Nuclear Performance Objectives and Safety Criteria.

3. MANAGEMENT OF SAFETY

The approach to safety at Hunterston Power Station during the first fifteen years of operation had
been to concentrate heavily on nuclear and radiological safety rather than industrial safety. The
record on industrial safety over this period was average for heavy engineering sites in the West of
Scotland but little effort was expended to improve accident statistics. The post of Safety
Engineer at the Station was included as part of the Training Engineer's duties.

Following the vesting of Scottish Nuclear, the Company made the decision that equal weighting
should be given to nuclear, radiological and industrial safety matters, leading to the appointment of
a dedicated Safety Engineer at each station. An important early step in achieving the right safety
attitude amongst members of staff was the adoption of the ten level, International Safety Rating
System (ISRS) in the form of a Company Safety Management System.

The two key features of Scottish Nuclear's System are:

(1) A systematic safety management programme designed to improve performance.
(2) Regular monitoring of performance using structured auditing and comparison against
recognised standards.

A safety management programme to progress from level 1 at April 1992 to level 5 by April 1994
was produced at the station. A second feature was to ensure that the twenty elements of the
ISRS system were assigned to individual managers and supervisors to programme and control.
Hence responsibility was rolled down the structure to ensure that targets set would be decided by
the personnel who had the task of achieving these goals.
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The regular audits, which from the second key feature of the safety management system, not only
demonstrate the effectiveness of the programme but also provides guidance on how to improve it.
Should the answer to an audit question be 'no1, then by instituting the practice or procedure, the
effectiveness of the safety programme will be improved. The method by which the procedure or
practice is developed into the work pattern is the responsibility of the Element Manager and
associated Section Team. Hence a new culture was developed into Hunterston of utilising the
implementer of a work practice to draft and agree the method by which the work would be carried
out.

In 1991 it was recognised that managers needed an overview of all aspects of safety management,
clarifying policy, responsibilities and means of compliance with legislation. This led to the
publication of the Hunterston Management Handbook.

4. THE PROMOTION OF SAFETY CULTURE

The Director of Production initiated a programme to raise safety awareness throughout the work
force. It was accepted that there would be resistance to the changes from the staff since, in 1991,
Hunterston 'B' was in the top 10% of nuclear plant based on load factor and the general trend of
all safety indicators was favourable.

The initial staff package consisted of poster displays and team briefing to identify to staff the
objectives contained within INSAG-4. This was followed up by training packages based on
videos which were compiled by the Station Training staff. The first video was based on the
structure of safety culture (see Fig. 1) and it used examples of working practices on the station to
high-light the type of improvement that would enhance the culture at Hunterston. All participants
completed a short, 'Safety Culture Awareness1 questionnaire at the end of these video sessions, to
serve as a benchmark. The second video was based on explaining the ASCOT guidelines to the
staff as part of the preparations for the 1994 Osart Review.

During the two training sessions carried out in 1992 and 1993, over 85% of staff attended the first
seminar on Safety Culture and 75% of staff attended the second based on the ASCOT guidelines.
These video training packages formed part of a two day course for all staff. In addition, a
seminar on the ASCOT guidelines was organised by staff from the IAEA in Vienna. This seminar
was attended by Managers and Supervisors and prepared them to lead the "roll down" of safety
culture concepts to all levels of their staff. One method utilised was the involvement of staff in
analysing events which had occurred within the Department and allowing the staff to ascertain the
root cause of the problem.

Central to improving Safety Culture was the involvement of a wide range of staff. Scottish
Nuclear have developed a practice of bringing together various staff from different backgrounds
into "TOP TEAMs" to seek improved methods of working across traditional boundaries. Several
such teams were established to examine Good Practices from Stations which had been favourably
reviewed in recent OSARTS. The teams first compared current Hunterston practices with the
examples to identify practical improvements which were recommended to management.
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Subsequently, the recommendations suitable for a Gas Cooled Reactor were implemented to bring
Hunterston in line with the current best practices of the nuclear industry.

5. PLANT INSPECTIONS

One of the improvements gained from the adoption of the Safety Management System was the
requirement for Senior Managers, Middle Managers and Staff Safety Representatives to tour all
areas of the plant on a routine basis to carry out safety inspections. Previously, only a minimum
of tours required to satisfy United Kingdom legislation had been carried out.

1 Managers Tours

All Managers carry out a set number of tours each year as part of the Health and Safety
programme. There are three major objectives in this initiatives.
(i) for the Manager to be seen by staff on the plant.
(ii) to enable the Manager to discuss problems arising from current plant conditions with staff.
(iii) to ensure the Manager monitors the condition of plant.

2 Supervisors Tours

All Section Heads carry out three tours per year with the following objectives:-
(i) to ensure all Section Heads are personally aware of the condition of the plant,
(ii) to monitor the state of the plant.

3 Safety Representatives Tours

Regular tours of the plant are carried out by staff representatives to meet the following
objectives:-
(i) to ensure the Company fulfils the obligations under the Health and Safety at Work Act.
(ii) to ensure staff representatives monitor the state of the plant.

These practices ensure that the culture of discussing what was seen, instead of what was imagined,
has become the norm on the station. Management and staff have ensured that plant condition has
improved over the past three years through the inspection, logging and implementation of plant
improvement.

6. PEER EVALUATIONS

In 1991, nuclear operating companies in the United Kingdom set up a Peer Evaluation Function
which is currently based at Nuclear Electric's Headquarters at Barnwood, Gloucestershire. The
initiative was based on developments at INPO whereby the standards and culture of an operating
plant are studies and analysed by peers selected from within similar plants in the United Kingdom.
There is a rolling three year programme for reviews which are carried out by a 15 strong team
who are on-site for a two week period reviewing station proce-i;u-s and performance.
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This was a new concept for staff at Hunterston who had operated in a fairly insular mode
throughout over the fifteen year life of the station. It was a novel experience for staff to find their
work methods being scrutinised by peers who were familiar with the tasks being undertaken and
had the expertise to judge the quality of the output.

In fact Hunterston Power Station received an excellent report from the Peer Review Team. Part
of this was due to the fact that the Management Team at Hunterston Power Station had supported
the concept of Peer Review to a very high degree.

In 1992, a senior manager was seconded for two years to the Peer Evaluation Team including a
spell at INPO Headquarters in Atlanta, Georgia. The station provided 25 engineers over a period
from 1992 to 1994 to cover reviews at other stations. The normal resource anticipated by
Barnwood to support the initiative would have been 12 engineers taken over the period. Many
techniques employed on the station have been modified following adoption of ideas and practices
noted at other locations and imported to current work methods.

The influence of techniques learned from INPO or Peer Evaluations led to the creation of
"Principles" handbooks in all line Departments at Hunterston. These documents were prepared
to ensure that each individual within all line Departments fully understood how their efforts could
aid the achievement of excellence at the Station. The contents of the documents were developed
to provide first line supervisors, support staff, planners and craftsmen with management's
expectation for carrying out the daily work programme. These document were intended to serve
as a bridge between knowledge (that already possessed by professional staff) and procedural
requirements.

7. ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS

Since the appointment of two Operational Experience Feedback Engineers at Hunterston and the
establishment of a Site Incident Panel in 1990 staff have been made increasingly aware of the
potential to learn from events. It had always been a nuclear Site Licence requirement to report to
the UK Nuclear Installations Inspectorate (Nil) specified significant events, which are recorded in
the Site Incident Register. However, from 1990 onwards, much greater numbers of minor events
were considered, categorised in several ways and many investigated to determine appropriate
remedial actions.

The number of events thus assessed has risen from 9(incidents) to 111 to 171 to 194 over the last
4 years. It has been observed that various human performance problems contribute to about 60%
of all events and incidents, consistent with international patterns. So in 1993/94 a series of training
seminars were run for a wide range of staff (from Foremen to Shift Managers) on root cause
analysis, based on the Human Performance Enhancement System (HPES). Everyone gains a
deeper insight into likely contributory factors to events and accidents. Those reporting an event
are better able to seek out the most relevant information from those immediately involved.
Individual Departments can conduct effective initial investigations. Figure 2 illustrates the
distribution of root causes of events.
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The Feedback Section provide monthly reviews of significant external plant events. As staff have
become more aware of the benefits of event feedback the number and quality of event reports have
increased. Now it is expected that supervisors will have undertaken immediate investigation and
preliminary analysis by the time they bring an event to the monthly Incident Panel, chaired by the
Plant Manager.

Another initiative has been the introduction of the "Discrepancy in Safety Culture" (DISC) form.
Any member of staff may detail an event which, under different circumstances, could have led to
injury or plant damage. The Safety Engineer reviews all DISC forms and interviews members of
staff who submit a form. This ensures that potential problems are caught at an early stage before
they become an actual problem for the Station.

8. MONITORING AND INDICATORS.

Scottish Nuclear are committed to effective Self Regulation and hence the Company structure
includes an independent Safety and Quality Division employing a site inspector at each Station,
who reviews compliance with the nuclear Site Licence requirements and the overall standards of
safety achieved, particularly with respect to nuclear and radiological matters. Additionally, SQD
conduct external audits of significant Station activities and review standards of industrial safety.

Since well before the vesting of Scottish Nuclear in 1990, the company Safety Board has regularly
reviewed performance indicators for safety. With several initiatives to improve safety attitudes
already underway, the Safety Board questioned whether it would be practical to generate a
measure of safety culture which would indicate whether the company was indeed making progress
on this complex issue. Consequently, Scottish Nuclear have developed a pilot Safety Culture
indicator programme.

The following elements of the regular Safety Management System assessments are currently
available for processing as safety culture indicators :-

Management of Safety Employee Training
Planned Inspections Management Training
Accident Investigation Recruitment Selection & Development
Emergency Preparedness Engineering Controls
Organisational Rules Purchasing Controls
Personal Protective Equipment Health Control.

Figure 3 shows the progress in these areas from 1992, as measured by independent, external ISRS
audits.

Several simple numerical indicators are also being monitored including;

Number of Management Safety Tours.
Hours of Simulator Training for Shift Operators.
Number of Contamination Events arising (indicative of poor work practices).
Number of Incomplete Plant Modifications.
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Number of improvement Actions Implemented in response to Plant Events.
Average Time for independent Safety Assessment of modification proposals.
Percentage of Audit actions outstanding after 3 months.
Number of Event Investigations outstanding after 3 months.

So, a diverse range of objective, numerical, safety culture measures have been developed, which
are capable of application to many stations. All indicators are presented on the same scale of
percentage change. Resultant trends should encourage management and staff to keep improving.
The system is capable of evolution as new measures are identified and others become obsolete.
Collectively the system generates a Company Safety Culture Index which allows the Safety
Supervisory Board to overview the effect on safety culture of any changes the company is
experiencing. Equally the system could be used to demonstrate to the regulator what progress the
company is achieving across the broad spectrum of safety culture.

9 INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGES

Over the past three years, Station Management have encouraged an ongoing series of exchange
visits with utilities in the USA, France, Spain and the Ukraine. Further exchange visits are
programmed for 1995. One of the main features of this programme has been a new willingness
amongst station staff to look at different methods for carrying out the work programme and
critically examining current methods employed at Hunterston.

The current attitude of staff was summed up by the ISRS external assessor, who completed the
external audit in October 1994, as follows "The culture of the staff at Hunterston has improved
over the past 214 years since the Level 1 audit. I don't know what caused the change but I
certainly know there has been a change!

10. CONCLUSIONS

1 It is practical to raise safety culture on a mature station by managerial initiatives even where
there is no obvious imperative for radical change.

2 There has to be very clear commitment to the improvements at all levels of management.

3 As many staff as possible should be given an opportunity to contribute and participate in the
change process.

4 The Peer Evaluation process is an excellent medium for sharing experience and good practices.
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Some thoughts on Problems Associated with the Assessing and
Strengthening of Safety Culture ~ An Indian Experience

G. R. Srinivasan and R. K. Kapoor

Directorate of Health & Safety

Nuclear Power Corporation, VS Bhavan

Bombay 400 094

INDIA

Abstract

India has nine operating reactors, one under commissioning, six under construction and ten in

the planning stage. Of the nine operating Nuclear Power Plants, seven are PHWR type

reactors and two BWRs. India's reactors have accomplished more than hundred operating

reactor years with an extremely satisfactory safety performance. India gives top priority to

safety and there has been an overall increase in safety culture. However, it is recognised that

improvement of safety culture is a continuous process and many areas require streamlining.

The very name of 'culture' evokes strong emotions among Indians, as they feel they inherit a

good ancient culture. Basically the concept of culture covers everything learnt or inherited by

a society which is preserved and passed on to future generations. The word Safety Culture

however needs to differ from the above referred meaning due to fast technological

development which requires new safe methods to be developed and practised. In view of this

difference in the meaning attached to safety culture, developing parameters to measure the

same, devising techniques for its assessment and introducing programmes for strengthening

safety culture. Apparently, the task is not easy since it involves cultivating right safety

attitude and once achieved preserving and improving the same.

Since the ultimate goal of safety culture is to bring in change towards right type of safety

attitude of all concerned, it is important to realise that it is not an easy process. This is mainly

because the change in attitude is internal in nature as it consists of values, thoughts and

actions of an individual. Just by knowing the hazards of a process and also about the

technique of reducing the risks from the same is not enough since safety culture requires an

attitudinal change. The enormous efforts needed to bring in such a change can be gauged by

an example of designing and effectively executing a campaign to eliminate cigarette smoking,

which is known to everyone as a harmful habit.
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With some of the constraints mentioned above on various aspects of safety culture, it will

take quite some time to even work out a reasonable and practical size of programme for

assessing and strengthening safety culture.

This paper describes the work carried out in Indian Nuclear Power Plants for working out a

format for assessment of safety culture including developing quantitative and qualitative

safety culture indicators. It also describes some of the programmes considered for improving

the safety culture. The paper also discusses the difficulties likely to be encountered in

implementing this programme.

1. Introduction

Though, the term of "Safety Culture" was used perhaps for the first time by INSAG of IAEA

in 1986, a few other terms having somewhat similar meaning were advocated for use in safety

management much before IAEA introduced it. Some of these include terms like "Safety First

Movement", "Self Regulatory", "Safety Climate", "The Co-operative Compliance

Programme", "Safety Environment" etc. Various definitions of safety culture besides that

given by IAEA exist presently in the literature. Some of the key words, commonly used in

these definitions are values, beliefs, thoughts, attitude, behaviour pattern, perceptions etc.

The credit for introducing the concept of safety culture and promoting the methodology for

assessment and strengthening of safety culture goes to IAEA. The work in Indian NPPs on

creating awareness, assessing and strengthening of safety culture is given a boost by various

guidelines provided in IAEA publications, which include IAEA safety series No.75-INSAG-

4, 1991; ASCOT Guidelines, IAEA TECDOC-743, 1994 and proceedings of a Technical

Committee meeting held at Vienna June. 1994. These documents were helpful in presentation

of some of the papers on safety culture by NPC at seminars and conferences held in India

which basically were meant to create awareness on concept of Safety Culture. A seminar

called ASCOT seminar was also organised at Bombay in 1994 with the assistance from

IAEA. The seminar was attended by designers, operators, safety personnel, regulators,

training managers, etc. Work has also been initiated on preparation of a questionnaire for

assessment of safety culture. The draft of one such questionnaire was prepared with assistance

from the Atomic Energy Regulatory Board. This was widely circulated for comments to

different Indian nuclear installation sites. The questionnaire is being finalised in the light of

comments received and also based on certain recent publications (Reference).

A business plan (Figure) is also been prepared for assessment and strengthening of safety

culture. This business plan will be discussed in May, 1995 at a seminar on safety culture
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scheduled to be held at Tarapur Atomic Power Station. During the seminar, discussion would

also be held on methodologies to be adopted for bringing in right type of attitudinal changes.

The business plan details are discussed in the following sections.

2. Assessment of Safety Culture

A questionnaire is being prepared for assessment of safety culture in NPC using information

from following works

• Questionnaire prepared by Shri MSR Sarma, Retired Executive Director, AERB. This is a

brief questionnaire giving both qualitative and quantitative indicators of safety culture. It

has been discussed with a number of safety professionals in DAE.

• IAEA publications on safety culture viz. IAEA safety series No.75-INSAG-4, 1991 and

IAEA, TECDOC -743, May, 1994.

• Assessing safety culture by L. Ostrom, C. Withelmsen, and B. Kaplan, Nuclear Safety

Vol. 34, No.2, April-June, 1993, pages 163-172.

This questionnaire will be sent for comments to all the nuclear power sites of NPC and then

finalised. Since this questionnaire will be of the self assessment type, about five facilitators

will be appointed for each of the NPC sites. A training programme will be arranged on safety

culture for these facilitators, who in turn will assist the site personnel in answering the

questionnaire and clarifying the doubts, if any. Since the questionnaire will be different for

different disciplines of site personnel, one hour lecture cum discussion programme for these

different groups of staff will be arranged by the facilitators before answering the

questionnaire. It is proposed to conduct the safety culture assessment programme initially

only at two sites viz., a construction site and an operating station. The feedback from these

two sites on their difficulties in answering the questionnaire and their comments would be

utilised for modifying the questionnaire which subsequently will be used as the final

questionnaire for all the sites.

These questionnaires will be analysed for identification of good practises and hindrances. The

good practises will be circulated to all the sites for adoption. A list of hindrances will be

prepared and prioritised based on severity and wide applicability. Safety circles are being

formed in NPC for identification of unsafe act and unsafe conditions and for suggesting the

remedial measures. These safety circles will also analyse incidents, accidents and near miss

accidents for identifying the poor safety culture aspects.
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It is also proposed to conduct a safety culture audit along with ISROS (Internal Safety

Review of Operating Stations) team of (OSART Type).

3. Strengthening of safety culture

The various methodologies as suggested in the earlier section will be used in NPC for

assessment of safety culture. The analysis of the same will reveal the hindrances. This

assessment and analysis for all the sites of NPC will be completed by end of 1995. Action

plans need to be prepared to overcome these hindrances which may require certain innovative

methods. A guideline is provided for possible strategies for removal of some of the

hindrances in appendix 3 of the draft report of a technical committee meeting of IAEA held

in June, 1994 for preparation of a TECDOC entitled "Experience with Strengthening Safety

Culture in Nuclear Power Plants".

As an exercise for planning for a strategy to overcome hindrances, some thoughts have been

given in this paper for some of the apparent safety culture deficiencies. These hindrances are

given below :

• Lack of strict compliance for 100 % use of personal protective equipment particularly

safety helmet and safety shoes.

• Lack of hundred percent compliance for use of three-pin electrical top plug.

• For those cases where no corrective action is taken irrespective of repeated complaints.

• Lack of safety department to attract engineering talent and safety department becoming a

dumping ground for unwanted persons.

• Cigarette smoking in prohibited areas.

4. Action plans for removal of hindrances

In this section some thoughts have been given to the removal of some of the hindrances as

identified in the earlier section. This exercise is being done so as to gain familiarisation for

working out strategies for removal of various other hindrances which are likely to be

identified through a safety culture assessment programme.
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I. Use of Personal Protective Equipment

Safety helmet is one of the most important personal protective equipment to be used

particularly at a construction site. It is observed that at those sites where senior management,

and safety staff are personally taking interest in strict enforcement of use of safety helmet by

staff and by contract workmen, the compliance of this use is better than 80%. Whereas,

whenever such a management interest is weak, the use of helmet is mainly due to a few safety

conscious staff and the workmen of contractor of good repute. The other factors responsible

for lack of use of helmet are lack of safety awareness, inconvenience due to hot and humid

climate, the cost involved, lack of space for individual secured storage of helmet. Sometimes

due to economic considerations, contractors procure inadequate number and inferior quality

of helmets.

In order to overcome this widely existing hindrances, the following action plan for

strengthening of safety culture is suggested.

• Committed and visible senior management support

• Strict enforcement by Section Heads, contractors supervisors, safety staff.

• Audio visual methods for educating workers on the hazards of not using helmets.

• Providing space for each individual for secured storage of helmet.

• Selecting helmets having holes for ventilation to take care of hot and humid climate.

• Specific provision of cost factor for helmet in terms and condition of tender documents.

*• Specific design of helmet for those workers who carry load on their heads.

• Introducing legislation on safety of construction workers.

• Similar action plans can be worked out for use of other personal protective equipment.

II. Use of 3 pin electrical, top plug

Earlier some of the electrical appliances were employing 2 pin plug electrical connection.

This arrangement does not have a facility for earthing the appliance which may result into

electrical shock to the users. The current regulation requires the use of 3 pin electrical
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connection. On many occasions, it is seen that plug top is missing and bare wires are inserted

into electrical socket. Some of the reasons for this unsafe practice are frequent breakage of

the plastic plug top, non-availability of a spare plugs in stores, lack of arrangement of using

electrical cable fused with moulded plug top. Sometimes, when the safety inspector stops

such an unsafe practice, it is seen that the user continues to use the same unsafe practice

immediately after the safety inspector leaves.

The following action plan is suggested for overcoming the above referred hindrance.

• Educating the users about hazards of electricity.

• Availability of adequate number of durable and good quality 3 pin plugs in stores

• Use of electrical cable fused with moulded 3 pin plug

• Confiscation of appliances which are used without plug.

III. No corrective action irrespective of repeated complaints

It is seen in some of the organisations that due attention is not paid for the corrective actions

whenever safety inspector reports about the safety related deficiencies. Further, sometimes no

action is taken in spite of repeated reminders. This reflects a poor safety culture set up of that

organisation. Such a situation could be due to various reasons i .e. lack of top management

support to safety staff, unreasonableness in the suggestions made by the safety staff, lack of

safety awareness among the line management staff, comparatively lower importance given by

the Company to safety with respect to other functions of the Company.

In order to strengthen safety culture of such an organisation, the following action plan is

suggested.

• Enhance the commitment of top management towards safety by way of various actions

such as declaration of safety policy, its wide publicity and monitoring its compliance. -

Education of top management on principles of safety management.

• Appointment of a senior level technical person as safety chief who reports to the top

person of the organisation.

• Immediate follow up action by the concerned line management on the safety related

recommendations. Line management should promptly respond to safety management on
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those recommendations where difference of opinion exists. Periodic submission of

implementation status by the line management until all recommendations are

implemented. Top management to take serious view whenever line management does not

comply with this practice.

• Empowering safety management to stop the work until safety deficiencies are corrected

within a reasonable time according to seriousness of the deficiency.

IV. Safety department to attract competent professionals

Many times it is seen that the safety department is looked upon as a "dumping ground" for

non performers, difficult-to-get-on-people, spent force and the like. It is also seen that

talented engineers give lowest choice for joining safety section for various reasons such as,

belief that safety is more of common sense than of science and technology, general practice

of low probability of safety professional to reach to the top most position of the organisation

unless he moves to line organisations role, belief that safety is a hindrance to efficient

production, belief that safety means function of pointing out mistakes and deficiencies which

result in poor relationship with line management, tendency of management to select those

safety personnel who have compromising nature with line management. This is a serious

hindrance of safety culture. In order to overcome such a situation and perception, the

following action plan is suggested for strengthening or safety culture.

• Transfer only willing and competent persons to the safety section, who are interested in

safety.

• Arrange to get the safety persons qualified in safety by sponsoring them to standard safety

courses like Post Diploma course in Industrial Safety, ME Degree course in Industrial

Safety and to various short period specialised training programmes on different topics

related to safety.

• Arrange to provide training to safety professionals in some of the line management

functions of the Company.

5. Periodic review of status of safety culture

The earlier section gives only the action plans for removal of a few hindrances. Many more

such hindrances might be discovered after safety culture assessment is over. Well planned and

generally accepted action plans should be introduced to overcome as many hindrances as
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possible. This may be a long drawn process and possibility of reverting to hindrance also

exists. Further the effectiveness of the plans need also to be assessed. In view of these, the

periodic review of the assessment of safety culture should be made in order to strengthen the

safety culture.

6. Safety Culture Enhancement in NPC

Based on recommendations made by RISSDAEU Committee (Review of Industrial Safety

status of DAE units) of AERB (Atomic Energy Regulatory Board), a Directorate of Health &

Safety was established at the Corporate office of NPC in 1990. It consists of four groups viz.,

Nuclear Safety, Health Physics, Industrial Safety and Computer Systems. The Industrial

Safety Group (ISG) at Corporate level has 8 engineers who co-ordinate and guide the various

Industrial Safety Sections (ISS) at sites. The strength of ISS at each construction site and

operating station is 11 and 9 respectively. The 'Safety Policies' have been issued by the

Corporate office as well by sites separately. As a part of safety management procedure,

various sites of NPC have issued 'Safety Organisation Manuals' separately. Besides this,

many other safety manuals, training manuals and other safety related documents have been

issued separately by the sites. These are being reviewed and updated periodically.

The safety audits for NPC sites are being carried out periodically at internal, corporate,

regulatory, national and international levels. The external safety audits at the national level

have been carried out by 6 outside Committees whose members have been drawn from

national laboratories, defense laboratories, academic institutes and private electric power

utilities. The serious accidents like Narora fire, Kaiga Dome failure etc. have been

investigated by committees having members also drawn from external agencies.

A pre - OSART Review & ISROS review have been carried out for KAPS and NAPS

respectively. A number of national and international safety training programmes are regularly

organised within NPC. These include ASCOT (Assessment of Safety Culture Organisation

Team), ASSET (Assessment of Safety Significant Event Team), OSART (Operational Safety

Analysis Review Team) of IAEA and RCA (Root Cause Analysis) by WAN0,/INP0. A

number of safety promotional schemes exist in NPC. These include safety award schemes of

NPC and AERB. NPC units have been winning different types of safety awards of AERB

repeatedly since the inception of these awards. These awards include Industrial Safety, Fire

Safety and Green Site awards.

Periodic meetings of the safety staff of a l l the NPC sites are held for exchange of

information, discussion of safety activities and to workout the future line of action on matters
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related to safety. Similar exchange also takes place among safety professionals of all the

DAE's (Department of Atomic Energy) units at its annual meet.

As a result of the introduction of efficient management techniques, the frequency of industrial

accidents has shown a remarkably decreasing trend over the years reflecting the improvement

in safety performance at NPC sites. Similar improvements are also observed in nuclear &

radiological safety in NPC.
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SAFETY CULTURE IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

THE SAFETY CULTURE IN OPERATIONS
FEEDBACK FROM A FRENCH NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

THIERRY MESLIN
EDF- ST LAURENT DES EAUX NUCLEAR GENERATING CENTER- FRANCE

ABSTRACT

INSAG 4 report was introduced at the Saint- Laurent NPP at the end of 1991, as EDF was in the
process of implementing initiatives aimed at improving in depth safety in maintenance activities. At
the same time, the NPP management was preparing a 3 year business plan which was in line the
principles of INSAG 4 report.

In this context, it was deemed necessary to present the safety culture to all personnel, not as a
message imposed from above, but as a subject for discussion wich was consistent with ongoing
developments.

The paper shows one exemple of approach to presenting INSAG 4 report to NPP personnel in a
way wich reflects their own experience in the field. It underlines the difficulties associated with
this objective, and in particular, presents the prerequisites and the precautions taken before
pursuing this approach.

During the operation of the plant, incidents or lacks of quality are used as opportunities to discuss
the issues of safety culture and professionnalism.

Through this initiative, our aim was not only to present to the largest possible audience of the
INSAG 4 report, but also to trigger discussion by staff concerning their own attitude and our
organization. This work began in 1992 and is still being pursued today.
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1 - INTRODUCTION

Safety and competitiveness represent an essential challenge for the French nuclear generating
system. The progress still required can no longer be ensured by technical modifications, but
through changes in the behavior of both individuals and organizations.

This is a long-term challenge which can only be met through a number of coherent actions,
supported by clear policies and management leadership.

The central message of the safety culture and the INSAG 4 report is translated concretely in
the new management approach of EDF's Nuclear Power Plant Operations and is structured around
six progress initiatives.

Locally, at the St-Laurent nuclear power plant, we endeavored to combine the introduction
of the safety culture to our personnel with actions launched within the scope of our Strategic Site
Plan.

In particular, our goal was to explain the commitment of the plant management to following
the path of continuous safety improvement and to submit to each employee a specific safety policy.

2 - PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS

2.1. Integrating the culture of the operator

The extent to which the message of the INSAG 4 report is perceived positively depends on the
target group. Indeed, it may miss its target if certain conditions are not met.

First and foremost, it is important to identify the meaning and structure of the message; in
concrete terms, what the audience must understand. This can (and must) differ according to the
profile of the target audience. Ii is therefore crucial to clearly identify the nature of the audience
and, above all, the relevant areas in which progress must be made regarding the safety culture.

The predominant image and reference values prevailing among many Electricite de France
staff- including both younger personnel and management - is linked to the size of the company
and its founding principles.

These reference values must be taken into account. There is, for example, a strong
attachment to technical values (predominance of professional actions, distrust of subcontracting)
and the impression of belonging to an "infallible" organization. The success of the nuclear power
program, until now, also confirms the belief that safety matters are firmly under control.
However, this makes it even more necessary to examine one's own performance.

2.2. The safety culture within the general policies pursued by EDF's Nuclear
Power Plant Operations and the St-Laurent plant

A certain mistrust is sometimes displayed regarding documents or products defined outside the
company. The idea that external entities (consultants, international experts, etc.) can be called upon
is difficult for some people to accept.

We have taken several steps to make the safety culture an integral and legitimate part of
plant policy:

- underscoring how the safety culture was already integrated in the progress initiatives
implemented by Nuclear Power Plant Operations and the St-Laurent site before the publication of
the INSAG report (for example, in the "the Safety Handbook"),

- explaining the role and mission of the IAEA and the INSAG group of experts,

- reiterating the international context and the stakes for EDF when it comes to safety.
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2.3. Discrediting attitudes which undermine the safety culture

When there is a predominant idea that characterizes a group, it is impossible to convey a message
that runs counter to this attitude without first openly discrediting it.

For example, before addressing the notion of communications and decompartmentalization
with a department or a unit which operates autonomously and non-transparently within the overall
organization, an assessment must be made of this situation, detailing the undeniable dysfunctions
it engenders (significant incidents, loss of time, etc.). These matters must be discussed openly in
order to arrive at a collective awareness of the situation.

2.4. Positive references

The numerous components of the safety culture can be illustrated by concrete examples, which
clearly reflect the experiences of people in the field and which can be verified. Successes achieved
in terms of work quality and efficiency must be emphasized. It is then possible to refer to these
"success stories" as examples of a true safety culture.

3 - OBJECTIVES

3.1. Overcoming cultural differences

The main difficulty facing a document with such a broad scope as the INSAG 4 report (aimed all
levels of decision-making and execution in all countries which use nuclear power) is to ensure that
the message conveyed remains universal, yet, at the same time, offers an individual approach.

In the current case, we have emphasized the diversity of cultures involved, which have
clearly distinct origins (Anglo-Saxon, Latin, Asian, etc.,) and the extent to which a common
denominator could be identified. Conversely, concrete examples taken from the site involved make
it possible to personalize the content so that everyone feels that they have a part to play.

3.2. A universal message

Operating and maintenance personnel often challenge the fact that the need for a more inquisitive
attitude and cautious approach is particularly directed at them, calling into question their
professionalism more than that of their managers. They also protest that professionalism, in the
sense of mastering the skills of a trade, is not sufficiently integrated in the definition of the safety
culture.

It is said that we have not sufficiently presented the new management and organizational
approaches as being directly inspired by the INSAG 4 report, and thus that the different divisions
are fully committed to the safety culture. Managers must be present in the field and take a pro-
active role in explaining the meaning of a given action. In parallel, managers must more openiy
acknowledge the contribution made by the quality of work to the company's achievements.

Lastly, it is important to emphasize the two-fold scope of both the safety culture and
INSAG 4. Individual behavior, based on caution and conscientiousness, concerns the site
manager just as much as it does the operating technician. Similarly, the concept of
"organizational" applies once two or more people are involved, and all structures must comply
with the requirements of INSAG 4
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3.3. Nuclear safety, industrial safety and radiation protection - a single issue

The message conveyed by the safety culture applies equally to conventional industrial safety and
radiation protection. We use this message to consolidate the ALARA approach, which in turn
strengthens the message and confirms its legitimacy among personnel.

3.4. The safety culture as a common benchmark for ongoing progress

Several years ago, EDF's Nuclear Power Plant Operations launched a number of progress
initiatives, in particular based on experience feedback and specific incidents which had occurred.
These initiatives include:

- The Safety-Maintenance Initiative (development of risk analysis, organizing work on a project
basis, relations with outside contractors, etc.),

- The Operations Initiative (enhanced professionalism, the appointment of operations shift
managers, etc.),

- Site Engineering Teams (creation of highly competent teams of engineers).

These far-reaching actions have resulted in significant changes in the organization and work
methods of sites. Certain staff members have been unable to identify the link between these
actions, and even perceived them as additional constraints.

The presentation of the INSAG 4 report provided the opportunity to put these initiatives
into perspective and to emphasize the common thread running throughout.

This aspect of the presentation of the safety culture was often much appreciated by
personnel, who called on their managers to explain the reasoning behind the action.

At both the local and national level, a strategic plan has been drawn up in collaboration with
personnel for the period 1993-1995. This plan constitutes a guideline for site management and a
permanent benchmark for tracking, verifying and adjusting the parameters of our actions.

The lessons to be learned from the safety culture have been adapted to match the main
strategic orientations of the site. For example:

- The "Management and Organization" component of the plan focuses on management
commitment, a clear definition of responsibilities and assignments, and the clarification and
simplification of hierarchical structures.

- The "Human Resource Enhancement" component deals with training, industrial safety, behavior
and professionalism.

- The "Safety" component underlines the fundamental requirements and the need to respect them,
risk analysis led by a competent safety engineering team, and the priority given to relations with
the Safety Authorities.

Once again, when the INSAG 4 report was presented to the plant personnel, we tried to
underscore the parallel components in the local Strategic Site Plan.
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4 - PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE

> Presence of management in the field and personal involvement

A personal letter from the site manager was sent to each employee, presenting the safety
declaration made by site management, together with EDF's "Safety Handbook". This book makes
a clear reference to the concrete actions undertaken at the site.

This action was supported in the field by the most immediate representatives of the site
management: foremen and shift supervisors. The goal was to demonstrate the consistency
between the site management and implementation at each level of the commitment to safety.

> Presentation and group discussions of the safety culture

Furthermore, regular meetings and discussions on the presentation of the report have been
organized since 1992 by a member of plant management, responsible in particular for safety
issues, using a training document based on the INSAG 4 report.

The average meeting comprises 20 staff members from the same team (e.g., maintenance,
operating team, etc.).

The presentation lasts approximately one half-day and includes open discussions on the
safety culture with all staff present.

The most important aim is to encourage staff to discuss the way in which they relate to the
message conveyed, to ensure that they fully integrate it in their,actions.

5 - DIFFICULTIES AND OBSTACLES

Since the implementation of the Strategic Site Plan, several cultural and sociological difficulties
have been identified.

- An unfamiliar approach

The initial reaction, particularly among operating personnel, was one of surprise due to the
unfamiliar content of the approach: its dominant characteristic is no longer an emphasis on
technical matters, but instead the importance of behavior, attitudes and organizations. In some
cases, this has led to suspicion, concern or even disregard of the approach.

- Concern about clianges

The new management structure, implementation of initiatives by the Nuclear Power Plant
Operations and greater integration of competitiveness and safety have caused concern among many
employees, who fear lhat their status within the company and, in some cases, their professional
identity (change in the nature of their work) or even the future of the company are in jeopardy.

We must alleviate these fears by constantly explaining the meaning behind the action.
Employees will only accept this explanation if management is seen to be present alongside them in
the workplace.

- New responsibilities

In return for a greater assumption of responsibility and greater decentralization, employees are
today more accountable to the authorities which delegate these responsibilities. At the local level,
this means more internal inspections, an audit campaign which encompasses all aspects of
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operations, along with frequently updated and analyzed indicators and trend tables. While the
younger employees are well aware of these requirements, the same is not true of all personnel.
Again, it is extremely important to endorse the importance of these new responsibilities.

6 - LESSONS AND CONCLUSIONS

It is extremely difficult to evaluate the tangible effects of the safety culture on the company's
performance, and even more so to assess the level of safety culture at a site. At the local level, we
are not yet ready to undertake such a task.

A number of indicators (including the WANO indicators) are regularly analyzed and
interpreted by the plant Management Board. It has been found that the type of significant incidents
caused directly by the site have changed. There are fewer cases of non-compliance with
instructions; in contrast, the number of incidents reported spontaneously as "safety lessons to be
learned" has doubled and now accounts for half of all reported incidents. Unplanned capability
loss to due safety equipment failure has also improved in relation to the benchmarks defined in
probabilistic risk assessment studies, but these results do not yet seem conclusive.

However, it would be hasty to establish a cause and effect link between these (provisional)
results and the actions described in this paper. Nevertheless, there is a discernible improvement in
importance accorded by staff to safety matters. Safety engineers are increasingly consulted by
operators and assistant operators. Our efforts are indeed focused on better detection of events and
maximum transparency, both internally and externally.

Given these results, at the start of 1994 we launched weekly meetings for monitoring
safety, at which each job category is represented. These meetings enable personnel to openly
discuss any current safety issues at the plant with the safety engineers. We believe that through
this type of initiative, it is possible to foster the safety culture on a day-to-day basis.
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ABSTRACT

Nuclear Electric inherited an enviable safety record over a thirty year period from its
predecessor, the Central Electricity Generating Board (CEGB). However, the company has
not been complacent, and continues to recognise that there are still many opportunities to
improve Safety Culture within the company.

This paper describes two separate aspects of Safety Culture enhancement that are current
within the company. The first is a review of operational experience that has highlighted many
organisational characteristics and issues that can affect Safety Culture. Standard audit and
plant evaluation findings were aggregated and then assessed, leading to the identification of
common problems and underlying issues. The findings have confirmed that the programme
of change within the company, focused around Continuous Quality Improvement concepts,
embodies all the necessary elements to address the issues and enhance Safety Culture if used
appropriately. The challenge is now to ensure that each units business planning process
adequately addresses the underlying issues.

The second part of the paper presents just one example of specific developments at NE's
power stations. At Hinkley Point, there is a strong desire to enhance Safety Culture at all
levels on the station. Various safety awareness raising workshops that have been developed,
together with a programme designed to assist the team leaders (first line supervisors) foster
an improved Safety Culture within their teams. The first phase of the programme is coming
to completion, and appears to have had considerable effect in raising awareness of the issues
amongst team leaders and their line management. It has identified several key issues for the
senior management team to address. Methods of providing more detailed practical assistance
to the team leaders are being developed to assist the change in attitudes and behaviours
required to further enhance the station's Safety Culture.
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1. Introduction

When Nuclear Electric pic (NE) was created in 1989, it inherited an enviable safety record
over a thirty year period from its predecessor, the Central Electricity Generating Board
(CEGB). It also faced considerable new challenges arising from the very fierce commercial
environment created within the UK electricity generation and supply market. There was, and
still is, an urgent need to look for opportunities to become ever more efficient. This has lead
to a programme of major change within the company accompanied by significant reductions
in staff numbers; from 14,500 to 9,000 approximately over a 5 year period. Throughout the
changes to date, safety has always remained the company's number one priority, and there
have been significant improvements of many safety indicators across the company [Ref. 1].
However, the company has not been complacent, and recognises that there are still many
opportunities to improve Safety Performance and Safety Culture. The publication of the
IAEA's 75-INSAG-4 report on "Safety Culture" has helped to increase the recognition of the
impact of management and organisational issues on operational safety; the history and outline
of many current developments within NE are described in Gibson and Low [Ref. 1] and
Hughes [Ref. 2].

Two current developments are described in this paper. The first shows how organisational
and "cultural" influences are key areas to enable further significant Safety Culture
enhancement to occur; and how the company's overall change programme has the ability to
address them. To illustrate the many specific smaller scale initiative within the company, the
second part describes developments at one station to enhance its Safety Culture via its team
leaders (first line supervisors).

2. Review and Analysis of Company Peer (Plant) Evaluation and Audit Findings

NE operates a variety of "standard" safety monitoring and assessment processes [see Ref. 3],
including its own Plant Evaluation process (similar to INPO's), QA audits and a mature
Operational Experience Feedback system. Early in 1993 several major reports from these
processes coincided, and prompted the Generation Directors to review the current position.
The aim of the review was to ensure that the activities the company had put in place for
improvement were being effective, and tackling all the barriers to improvement. A small
working group was created to conduct the review.

2.1 The Assessment Process

The group's work focused on the findings raised in four "audit" reports produced in
May/June 1993. The four reports were:

(a) Plant Evaluation Summary findings (from 7 stations)
(b) QA Teamwork for Performance Task Force report findings
(c) the Corporate Quality Branch Interim Report on Quality Audits on Power

Stations
(d) the Baseline Fire Audit report

Items b, c and d, were for all NE's stations.
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2.1.1 Identification of Generic Issues and Underlying Influences

The detailed findings from the four reports were used as the main "inputs" to the group's
assessments. Although other information could have been taken, it was decided that these
formed a sufficiently representative dataset for an analysis of current quality and safety issues.
Together these reports produced 89 individual findings. These were then reviewed to
determine common elements between them; this enabled them to be condensed to 12 Generic
Issue (shown in Table 1).

Each generic issue was considered separately to identify the main underlying influences that
contributed to each issue. These underlying influences stemmed from consideration of aspects
covered in INSAG-4 "Safety Culture". They were grouped into three broad categories:

- individual attitudes
- management characteristics (both attitudes and "framework")
- policy and strategy issues (i.e generally any influence at higher levels)

The assessment identified over 50 underlying influences; these were further reviewed and
condensed to a final set of 33. An example of the correlation of the generic issues and
underlying influences is shown in Table 2. These influences are complex, that are inter-
related to some degree; they were chosen to give additional insights into the generic issues.

The majority of the underlying influences are directly related to people and organisational
matters. Many of these stem from "people" issues in management attitudes and behaviours,
which then influence or result in many of the individual "attitudinal" issues identified in staff
lower in the organisation.

There are several general factors that it was recognised can affect many of the Underlying
Influences:

i. People: ingrained and resistant staff behaviours and attitudes, particularly
middle management (middle management resistance to new ways of
working, empowerment etc; conscious and sub-conscious)

ii. Processes: excessively complex "core processes"

iii. Organisation: organisational problems (leading to conflicts, duplications, lack of
ownership and inappropriate participation, diffuse management)

These findings immediately explain why improvement is relatively slow. The exhibited
problems stem from complex underlying deficiencies, which themselves are highly inter-
related. Improvements require the relevant key factors ("people - processes - organisation)
to be progressed in a carefully co-ordinated fashion. There is too much "resistance in depth"
within the organisation for simple solutions, tackling only one area, to be very effective.
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2.2 The Company's Overall Change Programme—The Quality Improvement Process
(QIP)

Since its formation NE has been undertaking considerable change, and has developed an
integrated overall programme for change. All of the elements of change are co-ordinated and
integrated through the Quality Improvement Programme (QIP). This is a continuous
quality improvement programme supported under licence from the USA via Qualtec Quality
Services, a subsidiary of Florida Power and Light.

The elements of the QIP package, and initiatives developed by NE and now integrated into
the total QIP process, have the capability to tackle all the major deficiencies identified by the
assessments (described in 2.1 and 2.2). The key elements and initiatives are outlined below.

2.2.1 Key Elements of QIP

The Fundamental Principles

QIP within NE is built upon five key principles - customer satisfaction; respect for people;
unity of purpose; management by fact; quality in daily work (Plan Do Check Act). These
underpin all the other processes; they are easy to state, but require a marked shift in many
peoples attitudes and behaviours.

Objectives Management

Objectives Management is the process of ensuring that the whole company focuses on the
same key objectives for its business. The various customer and business requirements are
assessed; key priorities are selected by assessing where resources can best be deployed for
maximum gain, whilst ensuring that the business fundamentals are maintained. Safety is the
key fundamental.

All the company, including each of the power stations, then align their planning processes to
deliver the agreed objectives. Resources are prioritised to deliver the maximum benefits.
This is a marked contrast to the previous CEGB years where there was little co-ordinated
focus and planning.

Teamwork

Teams are an essential part of the success of QIP. The process uses a wide variety of cross-
functional teams to both direct the process, and to tackle individual problems. Teamwork is
breaking down many of the "them and us" attitudes and creating empowerment of all levels
of staff. This enhances ownership, and changes many engrained attitudes.

Process Management

Process management involves both monitoring the processes for doing work, and mapping
them. The aim is to make them more efficient and replicate good practices; this is embodied
in the Plan - Do - Check - Act (P-D-C-A) cycle.
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In the past, the organisation, both on individual stations and corporately, evolved with
insufficient regard to efficient work processes. This has led to some inefficient work
processes, and many of the interface problems and diffuse responsibilities reflected in the
assessment.

Flatter Structures

CEGB evolved into a highly complex organisation, with hierarchical structures and limited
areas of responsibility for any department or function. Power stations reflected this, with
Jong chains of command and communication between the station manager and those doing the
"hand-on" work.

It is recognised that this hierarchical structure severely restricts the empowerment of staff,
and that flatter structures give far wider spans of responsibility lead to increased involvement
and empowerment of staff. This, in turn, gives increased job satisfaction and improved
performance in both safety and output.

NE has embarked upon a four level structure on its power stations. The top level is the
station manager; the second is the function and section heads; the third level is the team
leaders (first line supervisors) and technical specialists; the fourth and final level are the plant
operators and maintenance teams. This four level structure provides far clearer reporting
lines, with improved communication between the levels and clear accountabilities.

Development of Staff

Many training and development initiatives are in place to change attitudes and lead to a more
"empowering" style of management. Additionally, there are several safety awareness raising
exercises being undertaken to heighten staffs understanding of safety deficiencies within the
company [see Ref. 2].

The staff development is being targeted at key groups, who will have most influence and
impact on others within the organisation. This enhances the changes occurring from the
teamworking naturally arising within QIP. Middle and senior managers are particularly being
addressed, as they can either stifle or stimulate the desired changes.

Business Process Re-design (BPR)

The QIP elements described above lead to incremental change, and do not always provide the
"drive" for more major company and corporate changes. BPR is a way of "standing back"
and considering the external challenges, and more dramatic possibilities for improvements.
It includes benchmarking exercises against world or market leaders.

Safety Monitoring is one of the key topics being chosen for BPR within NE. Some of the
organisational interface issues are likely to be effected by the outcome of the BPR exercise
currently in progress.
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2.2.2 QIP and the Assessment Results

The assessment gives a more detailed understanding of the "root causes" of the findings from
audits, plant evaluations, OEF etc. They show that the majority of these findings stem from
deficiencies inherent in the organisation; they are not localised issues. The results strongly
support the overall aims of the company's change programme.

Consideration of the QIP package, coupled with experience of its workings in other
organisations, indicates that it has the capability to tackle the fundamental deficiencies (people
- processes - organisation) in an effective manner. However, enhancement of Safety Culture
and safety performance will only stem from its careful use. Safety must continue to have the
highest priority; there needs to be a deep understanding of how safety and business issues are
related.

2.2.3 Safety Culture Enhancements

Several steps have been taken, and others are planned, in order to ensure that QIP adequately
addresses the issues identified.

Station Managers Priority Activity. Enhancing Safety Culture has become one of a suite
of 15 key activities that each station manager must address. The assessment findings have
enabled basic principles and approaches to be determined, for each station to follow. These
re-inforce the need to use QIP and Business Planning processes to achieve the enhancements.

Workshops. Three workshops, with several participants from all stations, have been held in
order to raise awareness of the issues and the proposed principles and approaches fro dealing
with them. Each station has sent a cross-section of staff to obtain views from all leveis of
the workforce. The findings, the relevance of QIP and business planning, have been
discussed; sessions have been held to pool experiences and generate ideas for enhancing
Safety Culture.

Each station is now using the knowledge and ideas generated from the workshops to help
develop effective ways of enhancing its Safety Culture.

The planning process will be used to provide integration of the relevant issues to improve
both safety and business performance. The problems to be addressed are all long term ones,
and will eventually lead to a significant shift in company "culture" and an enhancement of its
Safety Culture.

Although the QIP process will be the main vehicle for the "Safety Culture" improvements,
the assessment has also focused attention on several more specific areas. One important one,
has been on the findings arising from audits and other safety monitoring processes. It is
recognised that there needs to be more consideration of the "underlying issues" than has
previously been the case.
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Workshop Feedback and Follow-on. Feedback from the workshops has been provided to
the Generation Director and Station Managers. This has included both ideas generated during
the workshops, and concerns raised by the participants about the effects of changes within the
company. They have identified the need for continued active support; in particular, more
staff need to be given an overview of the issues to increase their understanding of the long
term nature of the problems.

The Generation Directors and Station Managers are actively considering various ways of
progressing the issues. Several stations have set up dedicated teams to assess how the issues
can be readily addressed locally. A small centrally co-ordinated group is being set up to
provide advice and assistance to the stations; this will comprise both specialist Human
Performance staff and selected station staff who have been active in pro-active safety
improvement activities. This group will help to replicate good ideas and practises amongst
all the stations.

3. Enhancing Safety Culture at Hinkley Point

This section describes one example of an initiative to enhance safety culture at one station
(Hinkley Point). It is intended to be illustrative of the range of such initiatives taking place
throughout the company.

3.1 Background

Hinkley Point is a two station site, each one with two units. It has one of NE's earliest
Magnox stations and an early Advanced Gas Cooled Reactor (AGR) station on the combined
site. The two stations used to be managed as separate stations, but now have come under a
combined management team. The workforce is nominally allocated to one of the stations (A
or B), but with resources pooled when ever required.

3.2 Recognition of the Need for Safety Culture Improvements

The need to improve "Safety Culture" has been recognised by the Hinkley Point management
team based on information from several different sources; although it must be stressed that
the Hinkley has a good safety record by international standards.

i. Peer Evaluation findings

Both the A and B stations have been subjected to NE's Peer Evaluation process
(similar to INPO or WANO Plant Evaluations). These have highlighted various areas
for improvement in work practices and attitudes e.g. written safety procedures,
adherence to Health Physics controls, understanding of the requirements of many
controls etc.
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ii. Operating Rule Breaches

Over the last 2-3 years there have been a number of breaches of the Operating Rules
and Identified Operating Instructions on both stations (these are equivalent to
Technical Specifications). Although none of the breaches has been of great safety
significance individually, they provide an indication that there is scope for further
improvement to "Safety Culture" at Hinkley. Additionally, the regulator (NO) has
expressed a desire to see positive measures taken to review and improve the situation
where found appropriate.

•
iii. Operational Experience Feedback Information

A review of operating experience over recent years has indicated that factors relating
to safety culture are major contributors to many plant and industrial safety events.
This general pattern is typical of NE stations and has allowed the company to target
specifically several key areas (work practices and procedures).

iv. Dose Record

Although significantly better than the world average, the average dose level for the
combined site is currently the highest within NE. Although this is primarily the result
of plant specific details, it has focused attention on dose levels and health physics
controls. This has led to a drive to significantly improve the overall site dose levels.

In addition to the above indicators, Hinkley has had to respond to the commercial pressures
and reduction in staffing occurring throughout NE. This places a greater need to ensure
safety, and enhance the existing Safety Culture. Within the company there has also been a
recognition of the benefits of increasing nuclear safety awareness for certain groups of plant
operators and maintenance staff.

A wide range of actions have been initiated over the past year to raise awareness and enhance
safety culture (e.g. poster campaign, near miss reporting, training/retraining of team leaders
and line managers as radiation protection supervisors, training to improve the management
of safety for contractor staff) as well as the tailored programme to enhance safety culture
described below.

3.3 Programme to Enhance Safety Culture

Hi .ikley Point is well advanced in introducing "flatter structures'' onto both stations. This is
changing the role of many managers and supervisors. One of the key groups with the new
structures is the "team leader". The role of team leaders (first line supervisors) now has
greater emphasis on team building and leadership, and providing more support and immediate
management of their teams. It was determined that this was the most influential group in
terms of enhancing the Safety Culture at Hinkley. The programme would be devised to assist
them in influencing both their own line management, and their teams. The station sought
advice and support from NE's Human Performance and Operational Feedback Section, who
had some experience in Safety Culture issues.
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The programme requires several distinct elements; the first was an awareness raising phase
that would target the team leaders and their line management. The line management are a
very important area, as they must understand the task of the team leaders and support them,
and realise how their own actions and decisions affect Safety Culture. The wrong actions,
or perceived messages could undermine the work of the team leaders. This initial part of the
programme was also used to generate ideas for practical assistance to aid the team leaders.

A second part of the programme is raising the understanding of many broad nuclear safety
issues amongst the team members (plant operators and maintenance staff). As indicated
above, this has been a "gap" within the company, but a dedicated training course has been
developed and piloted successfully. Hinkley has started a programme for its plant operators
and maintenance staff, which will be completed in the course during the next 12-18 months.

The third part of the programme, is responding to the direct requests from the team leaders
for practical assistance to help in changing attitudes, and raising standards.

3.3.1 Initial Awareness Raising

The initial awareness raising phase for team leaders and their line management has been via
a one day workshop (a series of 8 being run to accommodate approximately 100 staff, 48
being team leaders). The programme for each of these workshops has been developed from
ideas gained from successful workshops within the company. The basic content is as
follows:

i. - an initial syndicate session, allowing the participants to identify their views on the
current safety performance and Safety Culture at Hinkley, together with some thoughts
as to the causes of problems

ii. - a review of safety significant events and performance both within the company and
specifically at Hinkley (this includes some international comparisons)

iii. - an explanation of Safety Management and Safety Culture concepts, followed by a
review of the strengths and weaknesses of some aspects of NE's position

iv. - a brief introduction to human behaviour, errors and violations; attention is drawn to
the fact that the factors influencing errors and violations are readily managed

v. - a syndicate session where participants identify what could be done to enhance safety
performance and Safety Culture at Hinkley, and particularly what they as individuals
can do.

vi. - a review and discussion session to raise concerns, identify ideas for senior
management to address; identify possibilities for practical assistance to the team
leaders.

A vital ingredient has been the support of the senior management team to the workshops. A
member of the team always opens each workshop, stressing its importance, and then
participates in the final two sessions to hear and respond to the issues raised from the
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workshops.

3.4 Progress and Achievements To Date

The first phase (8 workshops) has now been completed, with over 100 staff participating, and
most members of the senior management team being actively involved. These workshops
have been successful, both in terms of raising awareness of the need for improvements and
in identifying ideas and issues that the senior management team are actively considering.
Some notable issues have been:

- mis-perceptions on safety and priorities between senior and lower grades of staff
- the need to improve lines of communication
- the need for visible and\or meaningful examples to create motivation for
improvement
- expectation of others to solve problems
- no blame policy in event investigation is regarded with suspicion

The workshops have generated various .ideas for the follow-on phase; i.e. more practical
assistance to the team leaders. One important area will be to generate motivation for
improving standards amongst the team members. Although statistics show that improvements
are possible, there is a strong need to provide far more immediate and "relevant" comparisons
to generate a real internal motivation for improvements. Many ideas have been generated that
may be used e.g. videos of best working practises within and external to NE, visits by teams
(drawn from all grades of staff) to international best performers (nuclear and non-nuclear).
The list of options is very long.

The immediate plans are to present the concerns and suggestions arising from the workshops
to the senior management team, to identify which suggestions will be implemented and how
some of the concerns can be addressed. The suggestions fall into several natural areas e.g.:

i. - housekeeping

ii. - training and awareness

iii. - work practices and processes

iv. - management issues

v. - use and training of contractors

vi. - communications

A small group of team leaders will also be used to identify what type of practical assistance
they believe will be useful, and over what timescales. Their ideas will be presented with the
workshop feedback to obtain management support to develop them further.
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The Future

The next phase of the programme will take place over the next 12 months, but the changes
to Safety Culture will take a longer time, and should continue after the formal programme
has been completed. It should have embedded a greater awareness and change in attitude
amongst the whole workforce at Hinkley Point. This work will form part of the overall
activities to enhance safety that the first part of this paper outlined. It is envisaged that many
elements of the programme being developed at Hinkley will be replicated at other NE stations
in the future.
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TABLE 1 - GENERIC ISSUES

1. Procedures use and commitment (includes procedure content, and general
paper-based controls)

2. Housekeeping and Material Condition

3. Understanding\awareness of reasons for requirements, constraints and working
arrangements (includes safety knowledge and awareness)

4. Controls and Record Keeping\Use of Formal Controls, Procedures and
Approval Processes

5. Addressing Known Problems\Concerns

6. Training Standards and Requirements

7. Management Culture and Awareness e.g:

- staff perceptions of "no-blame" environment
- management styles
- appreciation of management and organisational influences in problems
- reactive vs. pro-active management

8. Degree of "User" involvement in devising work instructions, policies and
strategies etc.

9. "Organisational LearningH\Effective Organisational Learning (from OEF,
Panels of Inquiry etc.)

10. Implementation of QA

11. Management Monitoring

12. Responsibilities — Clarity and Allocation
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TABLE 2 - EXAMPLE OF THE CORRELATION OF GENERIC ISSUESttJNDERLYING INFLUENCES

GENERIC ISSUES

1. Procedures use and
commitment to procedures

INDIVIDUAL
ATTITUDES

- attention\commitment to
use of procedures?

- sense of "ownership" by
end users?

MANAGEMENT LEVEL
CHARACTERISTICS -
ATTITUDINAL

- management emphasis on use
of procedures and controls?

MANAGEMENT LEVEL
CHARACTERISTICS -
FRAMEWORK

- totality of paper-based controls
and instruction?

- implementation of QA?

- clear strategy for types and use
of procedures?

- procedures designed to match
end-user needs?

- the tendency to
"formalise\proceduralise" too
many activities (i.e. replace
competence)?

POLICY LEVEL
INFLUENCES
(POLICIES AND
STRATEGIES)

- adequate policy and
strategy for procedure
production and use?
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SAFETY CULTURE IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

RELIABLE TESTING OF NPP EQUIPMENT AND PIPELINE METAL BY MEANS
OF COMPUTERIZED SYSTEM "METAL TESTING"
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Institute of Nuclear Power Engineering, Obninsk, Russia

A.K.PODSEKIN
Institute of Nuclear Power Engineering, Obninsk, Russia

A.V.RUDENKO
Institute of Nuclear Power Engineering, Obninsk, Russia

ABSTRACT

The problem of metal testing is one of important links in ensuring safe operation of
NPPs. The Institute of Obninsk Nuclear Power Engineering elaborated a computerized
system called "Metal Testing" to provide information for specialists in metal testing at any
stage of their work. This system allows to improve the safety culture in the testing metal
field.

INTRODUCTION

The task of metal testing involves the analysis of great volumes of various information.
This is the information about operating NPP equipment including individual structural ele-
ments (welds, bends, regulators, etc.), operational background and conditions, inspection
data, regulatory requirements, which actually present a great variety of documents to be
approved at different levels of authority, etc.

At Russian NPPs all this analytic work has been traditionally carried out manually. How-
ever, taking into account enormous data volumes, it seems rather complicated to provide
high-quality data analysis by man. With time the volume of operational data and regula-
tions increases rapidly which makes their manual processing still more problematic. This
fact as well as the development of computerized technologies caused the necessity of
creating computerized systems which would handle all documentation of NPPs metal
laboratories.Such a computerized system called "Metal Testing" has been developed at
the Obninsk Institute of Nuclear Power Engineering [1],

1. TRADITIONAL SCHEME OF NPP METAL MAINTENANCE TESTING

Annual maintenance testing of metal at Russian NPPs is carried out in accordance with
the accepted regulatory requirements. A traditional scheme is given in Fig.1.

It is based on various kinds of information including equipment description, regulatory
requirements, the results of the previous inspections, the data about the defects found as
well as different auxiliary data, for instance, information about the operating personnel,
devices and materials available in the metal laboratory. Only part of this information is
needed for daily analysis. Another part is sent to the archive. The archive consists of two
levels. The first level contains information necessary for current planning of testing. The
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Fig.1. Traditional scheme of NPP metal maintenance testing
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second one includes background data, such as inspection data drawn upon several years
ago. This information may be valuable when analysing thetests strategy and testing re-
sults over a long period of NPP operation.

Before carrying out any metal tests specialists work out test plans. They are usually of
two kinds: a long-term plan (LTP) for 6-8 years and working inspection program (WIP).
These two kinds of plans drastically differ from each other. The LTP is a rather formal plan
which lists all the equipment installed at the NPP and states at what time it should be
inspected according to the regulatory requirements. The LTP does not take into account
the actual condition of the equipment, the temporary regulatory requirements, etc. The
WIP, on the contrary, takes into consideration all these factors. This plan is worked out for
the next scheduled testing of the power unit, therefore it contains all possible details
about the inspection to be carried out. It includes information about the equipment to be
inspected and specifies exact place, the method, the volume and the parameters of in-
spection, as well as the needed preparatory work, etc. Thus, the WIP contains rather
detailed instructions for the testing of each kind of equipment covered by it.

The development of WIP is not a simple procedure. First, it is necessary to scan through
all the information about the installed NPP equipment and compare it to the regulatory
requirements. It should be noted, that different regulations may contradict each other,
therefore it is necessary to identify among them the one which is of higher priority and is
most relevant to the given kind of equipment. As a result the primary list of equipment to
be inspected is formed. Then one should look through the archive, analyse the previous
inspection programs and reports on their fulfilment in order to include into the new pro-
gram the equipment which was not, for some reason, inspected earlier.

Then the data on the equipment with previously located defects and the equipment with
replaced parts should be analysed. In the latter case the data of inspections may be
inaccurate, hence it will be necessary to turn to the original list and check out whether it
includes excess equipment. All this work results in a draft working inspection program.
This is sent for approval to those concerned: NPP chief engineer and heads of shops who
can correct the presented program at their discretion. The corrected program is finally
checked and approved. Upon approval the WIP becomes an official document to be strict-
ly observed in the following inspections.

Thus the procedure of drawing up a working program is an iterative process which is time-
consuming, tiresome, and not free from errors that might affect the entire NPP safety.

The program of inspection should be later completed with test procedure charts which
specify in detail technological parameters of testing. These charts are specific for each
kind of equipment as well as for each particular method of testing included into the WIP.
They are usually worked out by experienced specialists in testing since this procedure
calls for thorough knowledge of equipment, its operational record, methods of testing,
etc.

Upon inspecting the equipment in accordance with the program and the test charts the
results obtained should be analysed. The analysis is a multi-step process. First, the inad-
missible defects should be identified and the equipment should be repaired. At present
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this procedure is carried out according to the regulations which classify such defects as
inadmissible without taking into account the equipment performance record and its actual
condition. The judgement is passed on the basis of formal parameters such as detected
sizes of the defect or the number of defects per unit of area. This, certainly, results in
considerably increased NPP operation and maintenance costs.

The equipment with inadmissible defects is to be repaired and re-tested. If the testing
results are satisfactory one may proceed to the next step in the analysis. This step is
correction of the condition of objects under control which comes to the following. If any
equipment unit or its part was replaced in the process of repair or any decision was taken
to change the testing regulations, etc. all this should be added into corresponding data
files to keep information up-to-date. The next step of data analysis is writing of reports.
This includes protocols on inspections, summarizing reports on testing, information about
the defects detected, etc.

There are also some additional steps of analysis which are not obligatory for all Russian
NPPs but which are often quite necessary. These are predictions of aging and disintegra-
tion of equipment on the basis of some empirical or mathematical models and corrections
of regulatory requirements based on the prediction of equipment behaviour. This kind of
analysis would allow to avoid dependence on precedent and would serve as a substantial
scientific basis for planning of testing.

The traditional scheme of NPP testing has a number of serious drawbacks. First, in test
planning one has to analyse enormous data volumes, hence there is a high probability of
errors. Second, the planning procedure itself is based on formal methods. As a rule, the
frequency and volume of inspection are defined on the basis of the operating experience
with similar equipment at other NPPs. Often the requirements are not supported by any
practical experience. Third, the NPP maintenance costs are increased due to the formal
procedure of defects screening. On other hand, these formal rules can change for the
worse NPP safety if some kind of equipment to be inspected will be omitted for testing.
Fourth, due to the existing methods of inspection data analysis the testing strategy cannot
quickly take into account the actual condition of equipment. And finally, the preparation of
testing and the analysis of the results are extremely labour-consuming and tiresome. All
this makes it necessary to give up the traditional scheme of testing in favour of new
computerized technologies.

2. INFORMATION SCHEME OF THE "METAL TESTING" COMPUTERIZED SYSTEM

The information scheme of the "Metal Testing" computerized system is given in Fig.2.
It can be conventionally divided into two levels. The first level includes interconnecting
databases storing all the information about the NPP metal testing.

The most important part of the data is the information about NPP equipment. This
includes the equipment type, its constitution (with individual elements specified), passport
data, performance characteristics, information on replaced parts, etc. It is this set of data
that identifies the equipment subject to testing and, therefore, determines all further pro-
cedures, from test planning to results analysis.
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Another important data file is the regulatory requirements. It should be noted that they
differ greatly. The first to be mentioned are the unified regulations on testing (for example,
see [2]). They list types of NPP equipment and specify frequency, methods, volumes and
procedures of testing. The unified regulation is a standard document but sometimes at a
particular NPP there arises the necessity of changing its requirements. This happens in
case of deviations from the normal operation mode, for example, when particular defects
are found out. Then temporary decisions on testing are taken in the form of engineering
decisions. They are to be approved at this particular NPP. In addition, various inspecting
and supervising bodies can change the existing status by sending to the NPP's address
amendments and changes of a unified regulation which may also be of temporary charac-
ter. Besides unified regulations and similar documents the regulatory requirements in-
clude procedures of equipment testing by various nondestructive methods (for example,
see[3]), rules of testing, rules of writing reports, norms of labour costs and material ex-
penses, etc. These various requirements are compiled into corresponding data files which
are appropriately normalized. The third major data file is the inspection results. Upon the
inspection of every equipment unit by a nondestructive testing method a protocol of in-
spection is to be written. It includes testing parameters, the scheme of inspection, the
results - whether or not any defects were found out during inspection. Should any defects
be detected they are described in detail. The data file on the inspection results is growing
faster than other files. That is why the operational background data (inspection results of
the previous years) are removed from this file and sent to the archive. Its files store in
addition to the inspection results for the past several years, various plans of testing and
reports.

To make the operation of the "Metal Testing" system more convenient it is provided,
besides the above mentioned information files, with various auxiliary data. This is informa-
tion about personnel, devices and materials available in the laboratory of metals; recom-
mended parameters for using various testing devices, characteristics of the steels used in
the equipment to be inspected, etc.

All the information included into the first level of the information scheme of the "Testing
Metal" system is its basis, all other parts being oriented to this basis. The information from
the data files is carried over to the second level of the system for the solution of various
tasks of providing information for testing.

Among these tasks the following ones should be pointed out:

1). Writing the reports. This includes various kinds of reports on testing and protocols
of inspection in accordance with the regulatory requirements. This problem can be easily
formalized, and its fulfilment does not require any special nonstandard solutions.

2). Developing the procedure of testing. As mentioned above, this task is usually ful-
filled by an experienced specialist in testing. The task is labour-consuming, and it would be
reasonable to have it done by a computer. However, along with formal requirements the
instructions on the methods of testing require that the procedure of testing should be
based on the knowledge and experience of an expert specialist. So the above task can be
fulfilled with the aid of artificial intelligence, that is special expert systems [4].
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3). Test planning. It has been pointed out that the currently used procedure of planning
is rather complicated. Due to the necessity of repeated analysis of a great variety of data
the fulfilment of this work by man may result in errors at the planning stage. The task, as
it is presently formulated at the Russian NPPs, can be easily formalized. On the other
hand, the basic principles, especially the principle of relying on precedent, disregard the
actual equipment condition. This increases all kinds of expenses for testing and even
reduces the NPP safety as a whole. The high quality of planning the equipment testing
needs special recommendations which would characterize the condition of a particular
equipment unit at a particular period of time. To work out such recommendations on the
basis of the analysis of metal testing results is the task of a corresponding expert system.

4). Identification of defects. Upon the inspection of equipment the defects, if any,
should be identified. The sizes of the defects and their types should be determined. This
problem can be solved with the aid of artificial intelligence or statistical methods, methods
of stochastic geometry in particular [5].

5). Estimating of the defect tolerance. This problem is closely connected with the pre-
vious one. It can be solved satisfactorily only if the actual condition of the equipment is
taken into consideration and the data analysis includes the information about the detected
defects, the performance characteristics, operational background, the knowledge of the
processes of aging and destruction of the equipment. In other words, this problem can
also be solved by artificial intelligence with the help of a special expert system.

6). Prediction of aging and destruction of equipment. The solution of this problem with
the help of artificial intelligence will allow to create a solid scientific basis for test planning
without any noticeable increase of expenses for preparation and fulfilment of testing.

It should be noted that all these problems are solved by using the data from a common
integrated database. At the same time all these tasks can be formalized, tested, put into
operation independently. This allows to improve the quality of preparation of tests and
analysis of the results step-by-step, drawing on the modern technologies and thus in-
creasing the NPP's safety culture in the field of metal testing.

3. OPERATION OF THE "METAL TESTING" COMPUTERIZED SYSTEM

The "Metal Testing" computerized system is oriented to personal IBM-compatible com-
puters, interconnected, when needed, with the help of network. It is based on the technol-
ogy of databases using DBF or DB standard presentations of data and on hybrid expert
systems processing the information from these databases. This permits to simplify the
structure of metaknowledge considerably and to make the operation of the system more
convenient for user.

At present the first phase of the "Metal Testing" system is operated at the Ukrainian and
Novovoronezhskaya NPPs. It includes the tasks of writing reports, determining testing proce-
dure and, partially, test planning (the development recommendations on changing the regula-
tory requirements on the basis of predicted condition of equipment has not been included yet).

The application of the first phase of the system permitted to improve the safety culture
in the field of nondestructive testing. For example, with its help some deviations from the
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accepted regulatory requirements were found out at the Chernobyl NPP. The analysis of
inspection results carried out with the help of this system permitted to detect inadequately
performed inspections in the past. Now the specialist in charge for testing can quickly
check whether the results of current measurements correspond to those obtained in the
past and if the answer is negative he can take a decision about one more test. The super-
vising and inspecting bodies, the stuff of NPP chief engineer and all those concerned now
have the possibility of instantaneous sampling the required information on a flexible re-
quest.

Besides, sometimes before the system was put into operation the test protocols had
been written disregarding the accepted requirements. This resulted, for example, in proto-
cols (with the description of inadmissible defects as well) that could not be related to any
particular equipment. The application of the "Metal Testing" system excludes such inci-
dents because it became impossible to disregard the accepted regulatory requirements.
Now the specialist in testing is becoming free from laborious routine work on determining
the procedure of testing, comparing various data for test planning and sampling the data
needed for analysis.

Another phase of the system is being tested now. It includes task of determining whether
a defect is admissible on the basis of the model of linear destruction mechanics [6]. The
expert system approximates the real defect to the models, calculates the stress intensity
factor and on this basis concludes whether the equipment with this defect may or not may
be operated. The preliminary results of such calculations for many real defects of crack-
types showed that the accepted norms for defects screening according to their detected
sizes or according to other equally formal parameters are clearly overrated. These results
agree, for example, with experience in equipment maintenance at the Ignalina NPP. How-
ever they can be regarded as recommendations only. But these data can be submitted to
the inspecting bodies to change the formal regulatory requirements when sufficient statis-
tics of such deviations will be accumulated.

A subsystem for identifying the defects detected in the process of radiographic testing
with the help of stochastic geometry methods is ready for test trials. The process of de-
coding radiographic patterns is rather tiresome for man. Besides, it does not exclude the
probability of missing a defect or determining its parameters inaccurately. The subsystem
for identifying the defects detected is a software-hardware complex which by means of a
TVcamera carries over the picture of the tested object from an X-ray film into computer,
filters this picture, checks out for the defects in the tested object. If there are any defects
the subsystem determines its geometrical sizes, identifies the type of the defect and makes
corresponding amendments into the database.

CONCLUSION

Changing over from the traditional scheme of information support provided for nonde-
structive testing at NPPs to the application "Metal Testing" system allows to improve the
safety culture in this field.

The "Metal Testing" system developed at the Obninsk Institute of Nuclear power Engi-
neering confirmed the necessity of development and application of such system. In the
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process of operation the system uses database and expert system technologies. This
reflects the specific tasks requiring comprehensive analysis of large volumes of various
data, on the one hand, while, on the other hand, many testing procedures require the
participation of an experienced expert, his knowledge and intuition.

The first phase of the computer system operated at the NPPs of the former USSR has
already made specialists in testing much free from tiresome routine work and made test-
ing more impartial. The next phases of the system, when put into operation, will also raise
the safety culture in the field of testing at NPPs.
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Abstract

Safety culture is mainly the result of anticipating effort in hazard iden-
tification and prevention, i.e. hypothetical event sequences have to be
considered with special emphasis. This paper deals with plant designing
activities aiming at the reduction of risk from unsafe operator actions.
To support forecasting expert knowledge, event tree and fault tree methods
are recommended. It is demonstrated by cases from incident reports that
the effectiveness of a plant feature designed for the prevention of a given
error depends on the psychological cause of this error. The development
and assessment of such design features require additional research con-
cerning cognitive ergonomics. Concluding from empirical evidence is a
useful completion of forecasting expert knowledge supported by fault tree
and event tree methods. Such conclusions should be based on the Gestalt
tradition of psychology meaning that operator errors indicate design de-
ficiencies. Therefore, plant design should consider three feedback con-
cepts: (i) history feedback, i.e. incorporation of lessons learned from past
operator errors in comparable plants, (ii) living feedback, i.e. incorpo-
ration of actual plant-specific human performance data, and (iii) artificial
feedback, i.e. incorporation of lessons learned from simulator experience.
The main conclusion is that methods from probabilistic safety assessment
(PSA) have the power to assess and improve safety culture. Therefore
investigation on PSA method improvements should be continued, espe-
cially in the field of human reliability analysis.
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1. Introduction

The Institute for Safety Research and Reactor Technology at the Re-
search Centre Jiilich (KFA) is involved in investigations and applications
of probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) for complex technical systems. A
PRA is a predictive approach to obtain information about safety and risk
of such systems. And from our point of view, safety culture is the result
of anticipating effort in hazard identification and prevention, i.e. hy-
pothetical event sequences have to be considered with special emphasis.
The more complete and effective this effort is, the higher will be level of
safety culture. Such effort takes place on several levels of decision-
making; e.g.:

• funding of safety research (government),
• training of technical inspectors (authority),
• placing abrasion components repair-friendly (designer),
• backfitting additional safety features (plant management),
• communication about system status (crew),
• avoiding risky operations (individual).

This paper deals with plant designing activities aiming at the reduction
of risk from operator errors with special emphasis on emergency situ-
ations.

2. Operator errors indicate design deficiencies

The term 'error' is difficult to define. There are many contextual aspects.

Focusing on observable features of human behaviour, an error is an un-
safe response (intervention or no intervention) to the system. Unsafe
means that the probability of the system failure of interest will increase
due to this response. This definition makes clear that sometimes a de-
tailed fault tree analysis is needed to determine whether a given response
is an error or not.

Focusing on internal or psychological aspects of human behaviour, an
error is a more or less complex mechanism in human information proc-
essing which leads to an unsafe response (as defined above). Excellent
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summaries of those mechanisms are given by Hacker (1986), Reason
(1990) or Semmer (1994).

In a man-machine context, an error is the result of an interaction between
internal mechanisms of human behaviour and external features of the
respective system. These external features are closely related to the design
of a system. That means that the design of a system contributes to the
causation of an error.

Therefore, a design-oriented approach to safety culture should be based
on the principle that errors indicate design deficiencies. This principle
conforms to the Gestalt tradition of psychology (Levin, 1926). It is evi-
dent that an error likely occurs if there is a mismatch between natural
tendencies of human behaviour and the behaviour dictated by system
design; cf. Rasmussen (1980), Wehner & Mehl (1986) or Reer & Mertens
(1994). For example, given the requirement to perform a sequence of
actions, an error will be very likely if this sequence includes an action
which is isolated in some way from the total sequence.

Table I demonstrates that the design-oriented approach (outlined above)
is a very useful tool for the evaluation of incidents involving human er-
rors. Many incidents could be avoided by an improved design of the re-
spective technical system. Table I also demonstrates the positive aspect
of an error because latent design deficiencies become visible.
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Table I (part 1 of 2). Examples for error-indicated design deficiencies in nuclear power plants (NPI's).
BWR: boiling water reactor, I'WR: pressurized water reactor
INCIDENT
1) I'WR Obrighcim, Germany, February 03, 1972. Loss of coolant:
(07.45)(p.m.) Power operation. Personnel performed purging of prcssurizcr relief tank.
(07.52) A motor-operated drain valve (Till A10) opened inadvertently. The related
control was touched together with an adjacent control (Tl.il A32) for the planned
purging. The operators did not succeed in closing the valve because of the actuated
overload-protection of the valve motor. Thus, hot water from the primary circuit
under high pressure was forced into the low-pressurized sump tank.
(07.54) Reactor scram actuated by boiling limit value in loop #2.
(07.55) Charging pumps actuated by personnel.
(07.56) Safety injection and penetration isolation actuated by reactor protection sys-
tem.
(07.57) Reactor coolant pump #1 failed due to bursting of the sump tank (above).
(08.00) Personnel closed drain valve after bridging (inhibiting) the overload protection
of the valve motor. The loss of coolant was terminated. Given the absence of this
recovery action, the event would have been terminated by the designed safety injection.
(BMI, 1977; IRS, 1972; Hoffmeister, 1974)

2) BWR Wiirgasscn, Germany, April 12, 1972. Damage to the suppression chamber:
During the initial start-up test, a relief valve unintentionally opened. Steam flew
through the valve (...) into the suppression chamber - an abnormal system state. It
was possible to restore a normal state via scram. However, considering the thermal
load to be expected (due to the temperature gradient), the operators tried to reduce
power slowly (according to the plant procedure). Meanwhile, the temperature (in the
chamber) exceeded the allowable limit and caused pressure pulses (peaks) resulting in
a leakage at the bottom of the suppression chamber. After that, the reactor was shut
down via scram. (...)
(BMI, 1977)

HRROR

Drain valve opened

Scram not actuated

DESIGN DEFICIENCY

Poor layout of control
board, situation not cov-
ered by the locking system

Situation not covered by
the automatic scram actu-
ation system, written in-
structions inadequate
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Table I (part 2 of 2).
INCIDENT
3) BWR Browns Perry, USA, March 22, 1975. Cable fire:
Power operation of units 1 and 2. (The initial start-up of unit 3 was planned for 1976).
An operator used a burning candle for a closeness check of a cable shaft (leading to
unit 3). A leakage was indicated by the flickering candle light. After scaling the leakage
with foam, the check was performed again in the same manner. A sucking air stream
(caused by a remained leakage) set foam and cables on fire. This fire caused unavail-
ability of several safety functions. However, the event was controlled by available
safety functions and by successful recovery actions by the operators.
(Smidt, 1979)

4) I'WR Davis-Bcsse, USA, June 09, 1985. Total loss of feedwater:
(01.40)(a.m.) Power operation. Reactor and turbine scram at 80% power. Total loss
of main fecdwatcr.
(01.41) The shift supervisor instructed the secondary operator to start the auxiliary
feed water system (AFWS) manually before the automatic actuation (criteria: low
steam generator level) was expected to start. The secondary operator went to the re-
spective board of 6 pairs of controls. Me should have pushed the controls labelled SG
1-1 LOW WTR LVL and SG 1-2 LOW WTR LVL, however, he pushed the controls
labelled SG 1-1 LOW STM PRESS and SG 1-2 LOW STM PRESS. Thus both
steam generator (SG) inlets were isolated, and both AFW pump turbines tripped be-
cause of overspecd. AFW was unavailable. An attempt was made to reset the SG
isolation, but the related valves did not respond.
(01.42) Thus, the operators started to recover the AFWS failure.
(01.48) PORV opened 1st time and closed 3 s later. Pressure in both SGs below 960
psig (i.e. criteria in the plant emergency procedure related to the feed & bleed cooling).
However, operators did not initiate this cooling.
(01.50) PORV opened 2nd time and closed 3 s later.
(01.51) PORV opened 3rd time and failed to close. Operator received signal CLOSF,D
and failed to recognize the PORV stuck open. However, he closed the PORV block
valve as a precautionary action.
(01.53) Operators restored required AFW flow at SG #2. (...)
(NRC, 1985)

ERROR

Cable shaft ignited

SGs isolated

DESIGN DEFICIENCY

Inadequate spatial sepa-
ration of safety-relevant
cables

Poor layout of control
board, situation not cov-
ered by the locking system
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3. Human reliability analysis supports error prevention by design

Human behaviour is characterized by high flexibility. This flexibility re-
sults in a large variety of possible man-machine situations in a given
technical system. It is obvious that not all are covered by documented
operating experience. There is an unknown potential of hypothetical
man-machine situations.

For systems that could cause severe damages, safety culture by design
should also cover significant errors in hypothetical man-machine situ-
ations. To ensure this, forecasting expert knowledge is needed. Event trees
and fault trees are powerful tools to its support. Fault trees are used to
identify and quantify significant errors and their causes. Event trees are
helpful to identify and quantify those significant errors which play an
important role in subsequent accident sequences.

Fault and event trees need input from human reliability analysis (HRA).
An HRA should be based on a task analysis of the relevant performance
situation. For example, the Obrigheim incident (table I) could have been
predicted. An falsely opened drain valve is identifiable by a fault tree
analysis for a LOCA as TOP event. An HRA of the related performance
situations is able to show that the respective control is relatively likely to
be touched during initiation of the purging process. From this, system
improvements are obtainable according to the design deficiencies outlined
in table I.

In reality, an HRA is a more complex task. Nevertheless, the likelihood
of a significant error identified by HRA can be diminished by several
technical design features; e.g.:

• automation of safety functions,
• locking systems (for the prevention of undesired interventions),
• control boards in accordance with good ergonomic practices,
• displays which indicate the necessity of significant actions.

However, the effectiveness of a given error-preventing design feature de-
pends on the man-machine situation. An advanced HRA should check
by several attributes if each situation is covered by a given error-
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preventing design feature. For example, in the case of zero power oper-
ation of an NPP, it is obvious that automation is less effective.

The psychological cause of an error is another important attribute. The
likelihood of an unintended error (slip or lapse, an operator fails to exe-
cute a plan correctly) is significantly reduceable by those features outlined
above. However, given a decision-based error (mistake or violation, an
operator intends to implement an incorrect plan), error-preventing design
features are less effective; cf. Reason (1990):

BWR Oyester Creek, USA, 1979. The operators mistook the anulus
level (160.8 inches) for the water level within the shroud. The two
levels are usually the same. But on this occasion, the shroud level was
only 56 inches above the fuel elements. Although the low water level
alarm sounded 3 minutes into the event and continued to sound the
error was not discovered until 30 minutes later.

The problem of decision-based errors is recognized by the safety man-
agement of many NPPs. To overcome this problem, some approaches
have been developed; e.g.:

• additional personal redundancy by external intervention of a so-called
safety engineer (EDF, 1990),

• revised concept for the diagnosis in abnormal situations (Stadelmann,
1994).

In addition, advanced methods for HRA of decision-based errors should
be investigated. The results of such an HRA provides input to technical
solutions for the reduction of decision-based errors. Important subgoals
are:

• making the diagnosis of abnormal events as easy as possible, and
• avoiding situations with conflicting goals.

4. Feedback from empirical evidence

Concluding from empirical evidence is a useful completion of forecasting
expert knowledge supported by fault tree and event tree methods.
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Therefore, three feedback concepts should be included in the design
process of plants:

1. history feedback, i.e. incorporation of lessons learned from past op-
erator errors in comparable plants, cf. table I,

2. living feedback, i.e. incorporation of actual plant-specific human
performance data, cf. Eisgruber & Gröner (1994), and

3. artificial feedback, i.e. incorporation of lessons learned from simula-
tor experience, cf. Hoffmann (1989).

Living and artificial feedback is related to advanced anticipating design
activities; e.g. creating a system of error data collection from operating
experience of the newly designed plant, or designing simulator exper-
iments and their technical realisations.

5. Conclusions

The methodology of probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) is an estab-
lished tool to identify event sequences which are important for the risk
of NPP. Human reliability analyses carried out in this context are able
to demonstrate the dependencies between design deficiencies and human
errors. Undoubtedly, the quality of safety culture is connected with the
prevention of critical man-machine situations. Therefore, the investi-
gations on PSA methodology improvements should be continued, espe-
cially in the field of human reliability analysis. The evaluation of oper-
ating experience, the updating of human performance data and adequate
simulator experiments are benificial tools.
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The 'Safety Culture' concept in application to the Nuclear Industry contains bas:cally a
discrepant sense. Safety Culture is a field of culture, which is formed in the human society with
fixed norms, rules and standards. This field is rather conservative just because it is concerned
with human basic grounds and goals. Therefore a combination 'Safety Culture' in the nuclear
industry should not imply any special culture for this industry, but maintain the conservative
position, typical for the fixed structure in 'Safety Culture' of the society, despite the specificity of
this industry.

Successful solutions of the safety problem are possible only in the case of existence of areas of
stability - traditional general standards and security rules - on the professional consciousness of
specialists for nuclear industry.

Some observations and analysis of the specialists activities in the sphere of nuclear technology
imply the opportunity to reveal and classify regularities of change of a wide complex of mental
processes and virtues of a person in a process of professional activity as a specific psychological
syndrome, and as a complicated structured formation with varied internal corrections in the set
of anomalous features. By these features the particular quality of a negative display of "authism
of professional consciousness" syndrome is formed.

First of all, it's a problem of influence and role of the social regulation in forming and
functioning of mental activities, the problem of change of processes and virtues of mind in case
of a relaxation of personal disposition towards other people, in the present case - in the process
of concrete professional activity.

In the process of the solution of concrete social problems in spheres, bound up with emergence
and development of nuclear energetics, a specialists' selection in perception was worked out,

j appraisal and approaches to problems^ Such a selection made a fetish out of scientific and
^ practical purposes in the branch, permitting to exclude from examination a majority of problems,

the society is confronted with, including those, which emerge in the process of creation of new
potentially dangerous technologies. The personal-emotional sphere is changed under the
circumstances, exclusion of common emotional appraisals from the professional activity
becomes an everydays concern, professional "tumoff".

We can see specialist's modification of social emotions in the frames of professional activity.
This modification is caused by limiting the need for contract and change of a person's social
orientation. In different working situations there is a specialist's deficiency of active social
emotions, connected with influence and interaction, attraction of public's attention, establishment
of emotional contracts, emotional evaluation of the results of activity etc. The most evident
social emotions modifications are revealed in moral relativity, in connection with changes of the

- 1 -
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regulatory role of moral feelings, self-appraisals, self-estimation.

While carrying-out tasks and investigations in the frame of professional activity which are not
closely connected with the realization of learned special skills, peculiar interests, specific
professional abilities, specialists often manifest negative, inadequate emotions. More often such
problems imply high level of social regulation, orienting towards the partners, support on social
meaningful characteristics of the object.

The peculiarities of the inner structures a specialist's mental activity bind to a certain degree,
with interioribation of social attitudes, stereotypes, norms, estimations, which has been formed
into an ideology during the process of development of a nuclear reactor construction and the
nuclear branch as a whole. A particular influence on this ideology exerted the fact, that the
military industry complex was one of the foundations, on which nuclear energy production was
developed for peaceful uses. While planning for building exploitation of nuclear power stations,
not only technological and physical laws were used, those which were put into practice in the
process of making nuclear weapons, but the whole system when developing principles,
limitations, ideological priorities, motivations, systems of ideas. The scientific and practical
tasks are closely connected with political, ideological, social and psychological problems. The
nature of nuclear energy, - its monstrous power - determined the position, where -according to
ideology- investigations researchers and should be.

The atmosphere of ideological attitudes defined the social status of participations in these
projects. They became "heroes" and "geniuses", they were deprived the right to be exposed to
doubt, criticism, mistake. If there had been mistakes, these have been displayed as victories.
Simultaneously there was imposed a complete professional isolation, reserve and imitation of
professional field of the person's existence.

Besides, the social phenomenon of belief in unlimited potentials of the "peaceful atom" is built.
The scientific knowledge played only a minor role in it. Hope,- delight linked this system of
ideas.

It seems, that in exactly the same way the modern "myth of intelligence" appeared. It inspired
the professionals, it mobilized economics, it justified the specialists activity, but, at the same
time, it misoriented experts and the society, and that's important, because of the process of
artificial ideolisation on purpose the mechanisms of creative scientific search and comprehension
were blockaded. For this the main danger consisted in the combination of the technical-
professional approach with an ideological imperative. The peculiar thinking elaborated into a
special mentality - with systems of categories, implicitly reflecting the prevailing interaction
technosphere with nature and society. The attitudes and particular models of behavior were
formed, which can be identified as "ordinary(every day's) professional egocentrism".

The requirement of maintaining the branch completely closed was a stable norm for a long time,
taking over control of nuclear branch specialists activity. The contact, which touched upon
subjects, connected with professional activity, was excluded not only within the frames of the
professional group, but also even between specialists, solving different problems. In this
situation any scientific worker and expert was conceded limited responsibility only for the
solution of a concrete, narrow problem. The structure of ideal purposes was formed mainly by
means of "ritual" admittance to the branch.

Now, when total distrust was given rise by the whole field of professional activities liked to
nuclear energy, it's possible to discover the specialist's peculiarities of singleness of purposes in

- 2 -
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situations, concerned T'-concept.

In the situations, limited by professional frames, we can observe the specialist's' high level of
personal rigidness. In common situations adequate reactions on success and failure, the
professionals are different according to character of chosen purposes. Two types of reactions
may be distinguished. In the first case, the aims, practically coincided with achievements, are
located in the region of evident success (and characterized by short - term, tactical professional
interests). In other words - all the purposes are characterized by very high deviation from the
attained level which makes them practically unrealistic, but reflecting the ideal purpose image.
Both types of such singleness of purposes may be applied to non optimal protective behavior.
None of these types of behavior gives an opportunity for a man's personal realization. Such
behavior is directed to the image "I", because this situation contains a threat to self-appraisal of a
man as a professional.

The protective behavior of specialists reveals either in the singleness of purpose or lowering of
aims to the level of achievements, practically giving up the ideal purpose, or overstating of real
purpose to the an unrealistic level, which makes us believe its ideal, but contains refusal from the
real achievements. According to our observations, young scientists relate to the first group and
specialists and to the second relate - elder generation representatives, who": ideal purposes were
formed under the influence of ideological attitudes and peculiarities of history of development of
nuclear branch.

Adequateness of self-appraisal depends on a person's ability to correlate continuously to own
potentialities with demands, made by life, to raise real vital purposes to refuse from unmotivated
claims, actions, if their safety or danger becomes evident. Self-appraisal is social by its nature,
it's formed under the influence of many social factors. Self-appraisal cannot be purely subjective,
because it's necessary condition to compare behavior and its results with objective reasons,
public's and society's evaluations. Meanwhile, according to observations, in professional
surroundings of specialists of the nuclear branch the social interaction contacts, which allow to
react adequately on new social circumstances are blockaded.

The analysis of numerous problems of ensuring the safety of installations in the nuclear industry
determines the importance and necessity of social regulation of specialists' activity in the nuclear
branch. In this case the predominant meaning have questions of ensuring effective mechanisms
of communication. This deals with, first, specificity of the object itself. Just because physical
dimensions of radiation are inaccessible for direct man's perception, and, accordingly, direct
reaction to them, so people can react only on secondary information. Therefore, particular
importance is gained by the mechanisms of communication, with their help it may be possible to
form an adequate idea about latent consequences of actions (for example, in case of radiation
danger) and cause-effect relationship, exceeding the potentialities of direct human perception.
Under such circumstances it is psychologically necessary to develop different forms of
interaction and communication in the professional sphere. However, the specialists didn't
demonstrate the readiness for searching intercourse forms, which would provide the exchange
necessary for social information evaluation and modification of behavior. The structure of
awards and punishments in the branch is concerned, in the first place, with "inner" professional
motives and reasons. In this case the degree of reaction on expected appearance awarded events,
connected with tactical purposes (fulfillment of a plan, achievement of a concrete scientific
result and etc.), extremely excluded the reactions on events, the results of which were drawbacks
during the time from the specialist's actions readiness to accident, ensuring of safety).

- 3 -
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There is a tradition, according to which, specialists in the nuclear branch, as a professional
group, don't strive for broadening of social relations and contacts outside the professional field
(this is caused to a certain degree even by the isolated location of objects of nuclear branch). The
distances, separate them from other social groups, from living standards which influence or can
influence their activity, considerably exceed necessary for realization of close social relations,
contacts, interactions and social learning by means of social identification and acceptance of
mutual responsibility. This becomes apparent in the processes of proceeding of conflicts,
connected with functioning of nuclear installations, in peculiarities of attribution of causal
dependence of events (locus of control) etc.

Specialist's selective perception, absence of coordination of urgent professional thoughts with
various personal experience, complications of mutual understanding and acceptance of
motivated joint action with other groups (population, experts, journalists). Nonconformity as an
incapacity of mastering new social standards and priorities in the professional field, distorted
socialization, leaning on artificial fetishes, myths, a priori ideological priorities, reactions, which
are concerned, mainly, with inner professional motives and reasons, peculiar, miscoordinated
with social standards, system of professional norms and values and, at last, unprecedented
secrecy of this field - all these things, we can imply, the break of the complex of communicative
capacities of the specialists in nuclear industry, which one identifies as a symptom of "collective
professional authism".

Marked peculiarities of the "specialists personality" are located in the field of professional
activity, and as a rule it does not emerge in ordinary life. Therefore, there is no sense in speaking
about anomalous features inherent in collective specialist's consciousness, which determines
peculiarities of individual - professionals defined by professional limits modality. It indicates a
basic role of the environment's influence on the formation of the definite mental processes.

Mentalities are formed in human activity by means of complicated interactions of internal and
external factors. Therefore it's extremely important to distinguish motive forces of the specialists
activity and to correlate them with social needs, particularly, in the field of ensuring safety.

Regardless of common significant positions, apportionment of the universal provides not
monologue oriented, but dialog oriented thought.

Professional egocentrism, determination of thought, the symptom of "collective professional
authism" may be overcome in the system of social interactions by means of new more adequate
approaches.

- 4 -
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SAFETY CULTURE IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

SAFETY CULTURE AND QUALITY SYSTEM

JEAN-JACQUES COQUELLE
EDF- FRANCE

BERNARD CURA
EDFFRANCE

BERNARD FOUREST
EDFFRANCE

ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to present the findings of the study conducted by a group of experts
from EDF corporate departments on the conditions of the development of safety culture in the
French nuclear power plants

The recommendations included in INSAG 4 sound rather like requirements concerning both the
desirable attitudes of players and the operation of the organizations. The working group, referring
to corporate and French culture, has deemed that the major leverage for cultural development was
learning and understanding organization throughout its evolution. The quality system is one of the
tools.

Such a proposal should be placed against the background of some milestones of French nuclear
power plant history.

During the development phase, industrial challenge and safety requirements have led to putting a
premium on the principles of industrial quality, on structured methods, working procedures,
provisional risk and operating sequence analyses which resulted in effective mastery of technology
and process. Within this strategy of production organization, human behaviour has been directed
by strict guidelines and during this period, man has been perceived as a potential failure inducer.
Quality remains the outstanding feature of nuclear industry. Design and plant operations activities
as well as human behaviour are governed by quality requirements whose implementation methods
are described in the QA manual.

During this period, the stucturing logics have been implementation, deviation, error.

Currently, public opinion, safety authorities, government authorities, the nuclear industry itself are
stepping up pressure on safety requirements and we are exploring paths of progress in the
enhancement of human and organizational possibilities and resources. The ongoing in-depth
transformation of the organization concerns operating methods, stuctures and management mode.
A systemic approach should be a contributing factor to the reliability of this programme. This
paper will elaborate on its implementation more particularly as regards quality.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Safety is a central issue for the nuclear power industry. Safety, or rather the ability people have to
control it, is a key to the industry's long-term survival. During the two major periods in the history
of the French nuclear industry — development in the 1970s and '80s, and the optimization of the
1990s — it has focused on quality and shortcomings in safety management, in the wake of the
Three Mile Island accident in the US and Chernobyl in the Ukraine. The notions of quality and
safety have undergone changes. For the purposes of" this paper, these notions are to be adressed
within the scope of the recommendations made in the INSAG 4 report, that is to say the fostering
of a "safety culture" among all the players in the nuclear power industry.

2. DEVELOPMENT OF THE NUCLEAR POWER PROGRAM: 1970-1990

When the French nuclear power program was launched in the 1970s, the goal was to design
nuclear plants and ensure that they functioned under complete control. This first stage largely
consisted of enginering work. It included plant design, manufacture, assembly and startup tests. It
also encompassed the principles of industrial quality. The desire to control safety also led to the
definition of operating methods, operational scenarios and formally defined procedures for both
operation and maintenance activities.

In the workplace, people were perceived as professionals, and vectors of experience. Quality was
used to rationalize the use of this experience by formally defining actions as written procedures.
This led to the definition of the first Quality Organization Manual, which sets out the principle for
organizing actions:

- WRITE DOWN what is to be done
- DO what was written down
- WRITE DOWN what was done.

The implementation of this principle improved the traceability of activities, but also started a
division between planning and execution due to the difficulty professionals had in relating to
formal instructions (defined externally) and written procedures.

TMI triggered an awareness of human error and cognitive shortcomings. The measures taken led
to increased rationalization of both people and organizations. Humans were seen as the weak link
in the chain. Organizations were to be reworked in order to correct "errors", which resulted in the
implementation of additional organizational procedures, redundant checks and stronger
instructions.

The quality approach also integrated post-TMI developments, in reference to the Quality Decree
(August 1984) and the IAEA recommendation No. 50CQA. This led to changes in the Quality
Organization Manual, which was renamed the National Quality Organization Manual.

The new manual included a broadening of the scope of instructions to include methods, activities
and equipment. New activities were also implemented, notably experience feedback and
verifications performed by external entities on the operational line. Nuclear power plants were
given the possibility of adapting the requirements made in the national manual into local
procedures describing the prescribed formal organization.
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These provisions resulted in an organizational quality aimed at ensuring the reliability of actions.
However, because it was impossible to anticipate or imagine the reality perceived and experienced
by the people actually involved, discrepancies emerged between requirements, and execution of,
actions. A period of tension thus began between those involved in execution and those assigned to
preparation, as well as a conflictual relationship with quality, as perceived through
the recommendations.

3. THE 1990s: A DECADE OF CHANGE

The early 1990s were marked by the aftermath of the Chernobyl accident. In the eyes of the
public, this disaster confirmed that human error is possible and that it can have serious
consequences on the environment. The social legitimacy of nuclear power began to be called into
question. The Chernobyl accident also cast doubt upon the credibility of organizational methods.
Questions were raised about people's intelligence and creativity resources. Analyses have shown
that these cannot always be mobilized and that their deployment depends on management, on the
nature of organizations, and on people's commitment.

This period raised two issues. First, the limitations of the operating model, which was the product
of the design and development of the nuclear power program, began to emerge. Second, nuclear
power came under significant public pressure in the wake of the Chernobyl accident.

The discrepancy widened between the technocratic vision of the industry and the actual reality in
the field, along with the abstract perception of this reality used by staff to make decisions and carry
out operations. This resulted in malfunctions in maintenance activities, which in turn damaged the
public's image of plant safety, led to a significant decline in economic performance and spurred
persistent tension in working relations, primarily among plant operating personnel.

In response to this situation, the heads of Electricite de France and of the Nuclear Power Plant
Operation Division initiated both social and organizational changes. Based on the
recommendations made by the 1NSAG 4 report, these changes aim at giving people a larger role.
Humans are no longer perceived as the weak link in the chain; on the contrary, it is their potential
for active intelligence which is called on in complex situations. Operational methods are also
undergoing change. The goal is to foster synergies and complementary features among the
different activities, but also to render more transparent both human responsibility and the decision
process as well as their impact follow-up..

At the end of 1994, an initial assessment was made of the changes implemented, resulting in the
following observations.

The change process has proved to be highly complex. The intuitions of the industry's leaders,
although valid, are rarely applicable, due to the difficulty in imagining the complex reality of the
actual functioning of this socio-organizational system. The limitations of prescriptive actions in
changing operational behavior are being assessed and it has become clear that initiating behavioral
changes depends primarily on changing perceptions. The complexity of operations, made
necessary by the (multiple) requirements of operational quality, obviously results in varying
perceptions of the complex reality.
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4. CHANGE AND PERCEPTIONS

The changes under way are modifying the structure of the generating system in different ways. In
its development phase, the model can be described as technical and organizational, in the sense that
actions are pre-determined, and even overly-determined, by the organizational processes.
Perceptions based on this model are generated by logical, rational reasoning on the basis of
knowledge of technical and management aspects. The perception system remains stable, with a
single form regardless of the level considered; definition of this system is largely deductive.

Perceptions are a sort of mental imagery constituted by each player involved and used to guide
actions. Behavior is predetermined by perceptions, which in turn play an important role in
changing this behavior. Having a single perception of the model fosters understanding and
consistency among the different actors.

The changes undertaken since 1990 have reconfigured the model. People are seen as "subjects"
with the ability to act in, and with, the organization. The model now being constructed has a
technical and socio-organizational basis. Both perceptions (of the socio-organizational aspects)
and concepts are more transient because they refer to fields of knowledge not only in management
sciences, but also in social sciences. Operating activities have become more open, resulting in
perceptions and (experience-based) knowledge generated through adaptations made by actors in
the field.

This technical, socio-organizational model will be the crucible for the perception generation
process. The initial process, which is deductive, refers to scientific knowledge and concepts used
by designers, industry leaders, senior management and central "techno-structures". A second
process, now emerging in operating activities, is based on the abstraction of the functioning of
concepts of use and experience-based knowledge, which are effectively at work. These
perceptions shape the behavior of actors, the formation of the supervisory structure, and first line
management.

In other words, this model is the seat for two unsynchronized perception systems. Either these
two systems ignore each other, or else they face off to determine which one takes a dominant,
even dogmatic position.

The stability of the socio-organizational field is an absolute prerequisite to achieving operational
quality, and safety performance is a direct consequence of this stability. Therefore, if one accepts
these assumptions, we must act so that these two systems are familiar with, and recognize each
other (since each bears its own legitimacy), so that collaboration may exist between the different
groups of actors.

Based on this analysis, we can then envisage a safety concept, which is closer to the actual
perceptions, and thus consider a different type of safety management. However, this must not be
dissociated from further analysis of the quality concept to define a type of quality that more closely
matches the organization which is being shaped.
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5. THE COMBINED DEVELOPMENT OF SAFETY AND THE SAFETY
CULTURE

Today, safety is defined as the set of measures applied during all phases — design, construction,
operation and decommissioning of nuclear facilities ~ to protect people and the environment
against the release of radioactive products under all circumstances.

This widely-accepted definition, in fact, does not open the way to any dynamic; it is uniquely
descriptive. Like the concept of "zero defects" in the field of safety and accident prevention, it has
a symbolic value, but does not lead to constructive criticism. Thus, safety will only be "what we
do", aiming at an ideal condition.

And yet, this definition seeks to evoke an objective viewpoint: technology best sets the limits to
what we can do. But nothing is said about what may be against it, or what could be done
differently. Therefore, this definition only allows a negative assessment, by counting up
incidents. It takes into account states which are, de facto, always defective, and leads to a global,
and diffuse responsibility. This responsibility is symbolically concentrated in the "xx manager",
or, after analysis of the incident, assigned to a particular factor. By emphasizing risk, rather than
safety, we could give another, less negative meaning to work on these incidents. In short, the
present definition has a "cultural" sense, without any operational utility, except for setting things
right and sanctions after the fact.

Safety assessment exists. But this assessment is not as universal as it appears, and above all
it is socially determined. In the United States, for example, the apparently technical requirements
of society have undermined the competitiveness of nuclear power. Safety assessment is therefore
not a simple "objective" evaluation. It is also subjective, for a given society. Which means that
the current definition is insufficient. We should be aware for whom, and for what it is pertinent.

Since there is more at stake than technology in the field of safety, and since it is conflictual, we
must try to redefine it. We have to recognize dimensions that can be identified and evaluated
within the social field, according to circumstances.

In fact, the nuclear industry is the product of the traditional scientific culture and its techno-
bureaucratic extensions. Nuclear Plants are perceived as a world of objects which are fully
understandable and predictable, which can be manipulated, which are intrinsically rational, purely
or virtually deterministic — even if we acknowledge that there are indeed probabilistic aspects.
Plant personnel are, presumed capable of mastering the outside world by exercising reason. This
reasoning is based on Descartes' four principles: there are obvious facts, one must make —
exhaustive — lists of "causes"; causes and effects logically flow into a reality which is
essentially ordered, and the most complicated subjects can be analyzed in simple, comprehensible
parts.

The monopoly implied by this Cartesian vision of the world ~ or rather Descartes' methodology
~ must be surpassed. In very complicated situations, obvious facts are rare, and exhaustive lists
impossible. The perceptions we form of reality may be rational, but nothing proves that reality is
so -- as proven by recent developments in physics science. Finally, the simple, understandable
elements posited by Descartes do not exist; they remain complex. This does not mean that
perceptions assuming simplicity are not to a certain extent effective, but the end result of the
analysis is a choice.
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Finally, in the case of nuclear plant operations, the view implying that the human system be
separated from the technical-organizational system is today not sufficient to enable significant
improvements in safety.

On the contrary, the goal of the safety culture is to place man at the heart of safety. This culture
aims at perceiving the system through interactions between people — the players in both society
and the nuclear industry -- and machines. It is in contradiction with the disjunction created by the
Cartesian paradigm. However, the contradiction does not lead to the necessity of making a choice,
but rather a wider range of possible actions. This culture provides a better response to the
complexity of reality than the logical, linear and exclusive perception represented by a given
speech.

5.1. Safety as control of states

Today, there is no debate within our company on an acceptable level of risk. This is a subject that
is only brought up between operator and Safety Authority. Beyond that, (public) opinion is the
judge: in a way, the acceptable risk is handled externally. The Safety Authority, representing the
public authorities, takes responsibility. It sets the level of risk that is acceptable to the public
community, and expresses this in terms of basic requirements. The operator's level of
responsibility is expressed in meeting these requirements.

To function, of course, this system must maintain its legitimacy: it must prevent any serious
incidents, and convince public opinion that it is effectively capable of doing so. Therefore, the
operator's safety culture is a culture of conformity. In this context, controlling risk
means "controlling states".

This approach has naturally been integrated in the company's bureaucratic techno-structure. The
player is protected from risk by the strict application of rules. His actions are guided. Organization
quality ensures the reliability of physical actions. The reliability of decision-making actions
depends on directives, policies, instructions - all of which assigns responsibility a collective body.
The centralized elaboration of this rule is a response to the demand for reliability. The cultural
field is that of prescription, and managerial logic is based on application-discrepancy-error-
sanction.

Operation of facilities is based on the quality of physical actions. Quality is fostered by formally
defining a body of methods and operating procedures, and by setting operating limits, in order to
maintain the installations under acceptable risk conditions. This notion of safety is consistent with
the rational, deterministic and technical approach which held sway during the launch of the nuclear
industry. The basic hypothesis is that technical rationality allows the control of all aspects.

Thanks to this initial safety-quality approach, the number of incidents and anomalies was
significantly lowered. As predicted, it led to greater transparency and acceptance of independant
verification. But this approach has also revealed its limits, and produced certain untoward effects.
These result in people who, faced with the unexpected, with uncertainty, take less responsibility
and lose their motivation. The initial approach produced excellent results, but it cannot produce
any more, people being what they are: extraordinarily intuitive, adaptable, capable of
inventing solutions to new, unexpected situations, but also unreliable, stubbornly resistant to
conditioning, and always tempted to circumvent the rules if they think they can get away with it.
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5.2. Safety as control of acceptable risk

The advantages inherent in a company's human and organizational potential, and the development
of its quality system, are vectors for a socio-organizational opening. This opening, however,
automatically increases the complexity of the execution and management processes because of the
player's role in assessing and managing risk. It opens the door to a universe that is acknowledged
to be more "uncertain" that the world of conformity-based safety. And it reassigns a role to the
notion of risk.

Therefore, we must pass from a notion of guaranteed safety to the recognition that risk always
exists. We also pass from the — chimeric — guarantee based on reason, to guaraniee based on
work, vigilance and the responsibility of people who are worthy of trust. From exclusively
rational perceptions, to perceptions where the commitment of the players is very important. More
precisely, what is needed - alongside the former system, and as a way of adjusting it -- is to leave
room for a new system that allows liberating people's strengths, while recognizing their
weaknesses. Recognizing this fact is the path to progress.

Risk is the objective side of safety. We can identify risk, work to reduce it, define it. It allows
everybody in the company to act for the end-goal of safety: the protection of people and the
environment against the release of radioactive products, under all circumstances. This provides a
concrete subject for moral responsibility, which is the main component of our corporate culture.
And this makes it possible to take internal responsibility for the challenge of credibility and
confidence, in the face of public opinion. Players in the safety equation are no longer at fault in
relation to rules and procedures. They combat risks, which are identified by themselves or
someone else, by drawing not only on rules and procedures, but also on their own
professionalism, and on the quality of their teamwork with colleagues. Safety thus takes on a
more positive, value-enhancing role: it is also defined as the combat against risks that could call its
accomplishment into question.

5.3. Internal risk factors

The fundamental characteristic of nuclear-generated electricity is that it is an industry involving
technological, economic, political and social risks, and subject to a strong set of external
constraints. These factors, at any given moment, may cause destabilization and call into question
the safety of nuclear facilities. This is both a problem specific to the nuclear industry, and a central
problem for our company.

Internally, three systems carry potential risks: the technical system, the human and organizational
system, and the social system.

The first concerns the control of technological risk. This involves controlling "states",
guaranteeing a rationally controllable level of risk. The primary need is therefore to meet the basic
requirements.

The human and organizational system concerns the prevention of risks inherent to human
and socio-organizational factors. Which leads to a second requirement: enhancing the
quality of physical and decision-making actions, and of structures adapted to complexity.
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Finally, the social system leads to the implementation of provisions needed to prevent the risk of
internal and external disunity. This gives rise to a third requirement, which is maintaining a
climate of cooperation within the company, and of external trust.This approach is innovative in
terms of the three subsystems being of equal importance, and because of the special attention paid
to the links between them.

6. A GLOBAL, INTEGRATED APPROACH TO QUALITY

Quality, which has had a significant structural impact on safety management and the organization
itself, must progress. Quality is always a progress and of factor performance within the scope of
safety management, but it must also take on a form that is compatible with the progress goals
identified. The end goal of quality is safe operation of plants; to achieve this, we have recognized
that the different aspects and forms of quality have themselves changed over time.

At the time the plant was built, the subject of quality was the systems and equipment used and
verification of their conformity. During the first phase of plant operations, the subject of quality
became the actions which were rendered reliable by the application of formally defined procedures.
After Three Mile Island, the subject of quality expanded to include all organizational activities and
processes, becoming a sort of "insurance" designed to provide a priori guarantees concerning the
organization behind power generation.

Within the operational context that began to appear in the early 1990s, quality must again evolve,
both in terms of its form and in terms of its scope, or subject, given the increasing complexity of
operations. Both economic and social factors require that we assure operating quality capable of
delivering performance in multiple dimensions.

The context surrounding nuclear power in France in the 1990s is itself complex, comprising both
national and international dimensions. The requisite performance thus concerns economy, safety
and social factors (both social legitimacy and the stability of the internal social system).

Operating requirements lead to constraints and obligations to generate results in multiple
dimensions. Performance is therefore achieved thanks to operating quality — meaning
conformance to requirements ~ but it also entails the quality of actions involved in operations, as
well as management.

Widespread standardization of organizational structures has led to social norms creating a
conformity that is simply not adapted to the requirements of the nuclear industry. The quality
approach must take this situation into account. It must define the areas, nature and meaning of
what has become a compulsory conformity.

The quality of actions will depend on the process applied to define these actions, since quality is
viewed as the capability of actions to achieve operating performance.

The complexity of operations implies a systemic decision process, meaning a process that takes
into account all the various organizational processes and the inter-relation of all the different logics
found within the organization.
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In the operational model currently being developed, the players and the organization are, through
the organizational process, linked by close interaction. This means that the organizations and
actors are continuously changing and that their evolution depends on the quality of this interaction.
The organizational processes thus also change, given the ability of the players to exert critical
pressure on the processes. However, these processes are also factors influencing changes in the
players' behavior.

Quality is structured according to multiple dimensions, which can be identified as elements which
are all part of a quality system. This system includes industrial quality elements (produc*?.on
standards), to which appropriate control procedures are applied. It also includes compulsory
conformity requirements governing actions and organizational processes (procedures, instructions,
directives, methods, etc.), which must be strictly adhered to. And it includes systematic decision
processes which call on the critical sense of each player.

This form of quality requires mental initiatives by the players which are both closed (i.e., strict
application) and open (exercising a critical sense) in order to carry out an activity. Quality may be
perceived as contradictory - a thing and its opposite -- and as such is adapted to the complexity of
today's nuclear power industry.

This approach to quality calls into question existing perceptions. Socio-organizational learning
methods are currently being developed to render this approach to quality operative.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The INSAG 4 recommendations encourage a change in people's behavior and the characteristics of
organizations. Our history, our culture and our context lead us to believe that these changes are
possible, so long as they take into account the requisite changes in safety and quality. These levers
will constitute the actions needed to change the behavior of people and lead to the creation of an
innovative organizational processes, accompanied by the definition of organizational
configurations which continually match the context -- itself necessarily in evolution -- of the
French and international nuclear power industry.
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SAFETY CULTURE IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

FRENCH-RUSSIAN COOPERATION ON THE THEME "QUALITY -
SAFETY"

V.P. VOROBIOV
A.A. PERETOLCHIN

G.I. LUNIN
KURCHATOV INSTITUTE, RUSSIA

J.-P. CROCHON
S. SZKOLNIK

ELECTRICITE de FRANCE, FRANCE

1. INTRODUCTION

The subject of this co-operation is the development of a Quality Assurance Programme for all
activities related to design and erection of WWER Nuclear Power Plants located in Russia in
accordance with the international requirements in force.

2. OBJECTIVE

The objective is to establish a co-operation on Quality Management for Nuclear Power Plant
between EdF/CLI (Electricite de France/Centre Lyonnais d'Ingenierie) located 35/37 rue Louis
Guerin, 69100 VBLLEURBANNE Cedex - France represented by Monsieur CROCHON on the
one part and the RUSSIAN RESEARCH CENTRE "KURCHATOV INSTITUTE" located at
Kurchatov Square, 123182 MOSCOW - RUSSIA represented by Mr. GLEB L. LUNIN
Director of the Institute of Nuclear Reactor, on the other part.

Both sides have natural aspiration for uniformity in the methods used in the field of Quality
Assurance.

So, in February 1994, a protocol for the development of procedures related to quality
Assurance, was signed.

It was assumed that such a co-operation will generate dynamism and effectiveness in joint
activities dealing with quality Assurance and that it will be an opportunity to exchange
experience between Russia and a Western European country.

Taking into account ,the fact that Electricite de France (EdF) have significant experience in
Quality Assurance systems for the design, construction and operation of its Nuclear Power
Plants since the early seventies in France and later abroad. It was decided that EdF Quality
Assurance Organization will be taken as a basis for this co-operation called : "Joint efforts of
EdF/KURCHATOV INSTITUTE for Quality Assurance".

The idea was to adapt the quality Assurance system implemented in the WWER branch of
Kurchatov to the International Standard ISO 9001 with complementary requirements from
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Code 50-CQA-Revision 1 issued by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).

3. PROGRESS OF THE PROJECT

The project takes place according to the following steps :

3.1. Presentation of the Quality Assurance System used by EdF for the management of the
project.

EdF exposed the provisions made for the Quality Assurance Management for the Design,
Construction and operation of the 54 Nucor power plants in operation now in France...
EdF emphasized the fact that an effective Quality Assurance programme involves all
departments and functions, and needs the full participation and Co-operation of all those
concerned.

A programme that has been elaborated, discussed and agreed by everyone is much more likely
to be implemented than one that is imposed.

It is necessary, therefore, for the respective departments, laboratories and/or disciplines to be
involved in setting up the adequate Quality Assurance system.
EdF pointed out that the success of a Quality Assurance system is built on the respect for the
three actions described hereunder.

a) Definition of responsibilities and lines of communication

In many organizations person's responsibilities are not clearly defined, and that is the source of
many troubles.

All responsibilities shall be precisely described. One means to achieve this goal is a job
description which shall include as a minimum:

• the title of the position

• the way of reporting

• the responsibilities of the job

• the knowledge and experience necessary for the position.

When the job descriptions have been established, they are integrated in Organization Charts for
each of the departments or laboratories concerned.

But an organization chart cannot be established for individual departments only. There is always
a need to liaise with others, so the interfaces shall be clearly defined too and properly
documented.

b) all activities affecting quality are subject to written procedures.
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* The first task is to identify all activities affecting Quality
* and each activity is subject to a procedure developed according to a general structure which
could be split into six sections :

- purpose

- scope

- references

- action

- documentation

- it is important to always keep the same presentation without variation.

c) the implementation of the Quality Assurance Programme involves-everyone.
The best way to obtain the adherence of everybody is to communicate to all employees the
reasons for the implementation of a Quality Assurance Programme and the benefits to be
obtained.
Each employee shall be able to appreciate his actions as a part of the overall programme.
Moreover the work "audit" shall be plainly defined. It shall be made clear that "audits" are
carried out first to assess the adequacy of the system.

3.2. Conferences and talks

To achieve the aim described hereupon, at least two conferences have been held to explain the
reasons for the implementation of a Quality Assurance System in accordance with international
standards.
Moreover the Quality safety Group of Kurchatov had the mission to spread the Quality
Assurance principles throughout the personnel, by means of internal conferences or unofficial
talks with the employees.
This way of establishing a line of communication was successful.

3.3. Familiarization of KURCHATOV Institute Personnel to the standard ISO 9001 and the
additional requirements from GUIDE 50 CQA Revision 1

Several sessions have been organized to present the standard ISO 9001 to the personnel of
KURCHATOV. The auditees were essentially laboratory managers. The 20 paragraphs have
been presented and discussed with specific care given to the following subjects:

a. management responsibility

b. quality system

c. design control

d. inspection and testing
- 3 -
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e. control of non conforming products

f. quality audits

g training.

3.4. Establishment of the QA Manual

The Quality Assurance MANUAL is composed of 20 procedures related to the 20 requirements
of the ISO 9001. Each procedure is autonomous and can be revised separately.
The main goal of the Quality Assurance Manual is to give confidence to the potential client by
writing down:

a. the quality policy of the company signed by the chief executive, and by signifying
commitment to the quality principles.

b. the general organization for the management of the different projects

c. the provisions taken for the respect of Quality Assurance requirements,

and the Manual

* Constitutes the reference document to all personnel concerned

* presents the quality system to the client and external organizations and make the
verification of it's implementation easy

* helps commercial department in their negotiations allowing potential clients to comment
the Quality Assurance programme

* demonstrates that QA principles and procedures have been studied by the sole fact they
are written.

* establishes limits of responsibility and practice guidelines to personnel who take part in
performance of a contract.

3.5. Presentation of QA Manual to all concerned personnel

sessions for the presentation of the provisions made in the field of Quality assurance have been
organized.

They have the specific purpose of acquainting all concerned personnel with the established
routes.

These sessions were followed by a debate where various questions were answered, and at the
same time a line of communication was created.

3.6. Issue of additional procedures
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The additional procedures to the Quality Assurance Manual are planned to be written.
These documents give more details and answers to the following questions : Who, What,
Where, When, How and Why ?

Contrary to the QA Manual these procedures cannot be subject to external distribution because
they represent the "Know-how" of the Company.

3.7. Training of Auditors

It is planned to train several members of the Quality Safety Group of the Kurchatov Institute
for audit technique.

This training includes:

* a theoretical session describing the audit rules

* a practical session with the performance of an audit including :

- preparation of the questionnaire
- performance of the audit itself

- issue of the audit report

This training will take place in France and last two weeks.

3.8. Assessment of the Quality Assurance system

The Quality Assurance system will be assessed through an audit performed by qualified auditors
from EdF.
This audit will last five days and will involve auditors from Kurchatov Institute.

4. DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED

The difficulties encountered during one year of co-operation between EdF and the Kurchatov
Institute are these which could have been met with any other country.

a. it is not so easy, for someone to write down procedures when he is not trained to do it.

b. language is a barrier because the same words do not have the same meaning.

c.Russian part and French part had to deal with two different cultures, two different
backgrounds.

d. The principle of QA audit needs long time to be really understood.
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5. POSITIVE RESULTS OF SUCH A COOPERATION

a. the quality safety group of WWER Division of the Kurchatov Institute has increased it's
administrative status and has obtained a great notoriety.

b. the personnel of Kurchatov has gained new motivation.

c. Formal and informal lines of communication have been established through the personnel

d. the Authorities of WWER Division have become the active leaders in the implementation of a
management way according to the Quality Assurance principles

e. systematic training of personnel or quality assurance is held. In one word the way leading to a
Quality Assurance System in accordance with International standards is laid out.
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SAFETY CULTURE IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

FOUNDATIONS FOR QUALITY: ENHANCING THE CULTURE

William R. Corcoran, PhuD., P.E.
Nuclear Safety Review Concepts Corporation, USA

Richard N. Swanson, P.E.
Consumers Power Company, USA

ABSTRACT

Quality assurance programs have been part of the nuclear utility management process since the
publication of the draft of 10CFR50 Appendix B in the late '60's. The culture of nuclear quality
assurance organizations focused on compliance with federal regulations. Adverse experiences,
including operational events and extended shutdowns, prompted the gradual adoption of isolated
practices extending beyond compliance orientation. These practices have an orientation that
accommodates a definition of quality, a perspective of the role of nuclear quality assurance
organizations in the overall concept of defense-in-depth, a definition of the segments of the
nuclear quality assurance mission, and recent advances in the understanding of self-assessment.
Observation of these practices at various nuclear utilities resulted in a synthesis of practices and
approaches into a coherent quality-oriented nuclear quality assurance operating philosophy called
Foundations for Quality that is in use to enhance the quality culture at Consumers Power
Company Nuclear Operations Department. Commitment to Foundations of Quality including
training for most employees and the repeated articulation of the ideas of this paper has correlated
with more effective self-assessment by line organizations, more thorough correction of generic
implications of quality problems and their causal factors, more efficient auditing, and better line
management support of nuclear quality assurance efforts. In the line functions where similar
operating philosophies have been invoked performance has improved across most activities.

1. INTRODUCTION

Quality assurance programs have been part of the nuclear utility management process since the
publication of the draft of 10CFR50, Appendix B in the late '60's. The culture[l] of nuclear
quality assurance organizations focused on compliance with federal regulations. Adverse
experiences, including operational events and extended shutdowns, prompted the gradual
adoption of isolated practices extending beyond compliance orientation. These practices have an
orientation that accommodates a definition of quality, a perspective of the role of nuclear quality
assurance organizations in the overall concept of defense-in-depth[2], a definition of the segments
of the nuclear quality assurance mission, and recent advances in the understanding of self-
assessment[3].
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Observation of these practices at various nuclear utilities resulted in a synthesis of practices and
approaches into a coherent quality-oriented nuclear quality assurance operating philosophy called
Foundations for Quality that is in use to enhance the quality culture at Consumers Power
Company Nuclear Operations Department. Other United States utilities that have adopted related
approaches are Public Service Electric and Gas Company[4] and PECO Energy Company[5].

Foundations for Quality, as it currently exists is a seventeen page document that has been
reflects the thinking of the Consumers Power Company Nuclear Performance Assessment
Department (NPAD)[6]. What is provided here are the basic cognitive structures that support the
thought patterns of the document. This consists of four fundamental ideas:

1. Definition of Quality (Four Elements of Quality)
2. Levels of Defense of Quality (Four Barriers)
3. Mission of Nuclear Performance Assessment Department (Six Mission Segments)
4. Assessing Self-assessment

Definition of Quality

The adopted definition of quality enabled all accountable professionals to self-identify actual
and potential quality problems and avoid many of them. This definition was:

Quality is defining the right job;
Quality is doing the job right the first time;
Quality is adhering to all valid requirements; and
Quality is serving the needs of the client

Every condition adverse to quality violates at least one of the four elements of quality and
some violate all four. This definition of quality has been easier to implement than other equally
valid but less obviously encompassing definitions.

Levels of Defense of Quality

The role of the nuclear quality assurance organization in the overall concept of defense-in-
depth envisions four levels of defense of quality. These are: the individual worker and the work
group (the first level of defense of quality), management and supervision (the second level of
defense of quality), independent utility self-assessment (the third level of defense of quality), and
external assessment (the fourth level of defense of quality)[7]. Nuclear quality assurance
departments are in the third level of defense of quality.

Consumers Power Company provides its own contribution to the fourth level of defense of
quality in its Management and Safety Review Committee (MSRC) that reports to the company
president. The committee is made up approximately half-and-half of company officials at the
director, general manager and vice-presidential levels and experienced non-company members.
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The MSRC conducts its reviews in a manner consistent with the four levels of defense of quality.
It focuses on issues related to safety and management largely as a means for assessing the
capabilities of the lower three levels to find and respond to surprises and other shortfalls within
their own purview.

The concept of defense-in-depth placed even greater emphasis on the accountability of
individual workers for the quality of their products and services and the accountability of their
supervision and management for effective support including training, procedures, tools, and
oversight. Implicit was the observation that a condition adverse to quality (a condition that fails
the definition of quality on one or more counts) discovered at level N implies N-l potential self-
assessment deficiencies, where N is the number of the level of defense of quality[8].

The concept of the four levels of defense of quality recognizes that quality is a attribute of the
work itself. Quality is a responsibility of the individual worker and cannot be inspected into the
work by an oversight organization. Each worker must understand how the definition of quality
applies to the task of the moment and what needs to be done to achieve all four elements of
quality.

This has direct implications for determining nuclear quality assurance department
effectiveness. If quality is the responsibility of the worker then nuclear quality assurance
department effectiveness is measured by the impact that it has on worker performance. It is not
enough for the nuclear quality assurance department to measure performance against quality
standards. It must also influence the line organization to change the way it does business where
observations indicate that quality is lacking. Since management is the accomplishment of objective
through other people the nuclear quality assurance department's effectiveness is limited by its
ability to influence management.

Inherent in the concept of levels of defense of quality is the fundamental fact of competitive
performance: the most appropriate way that quality problems are surfaced is by self-assessment.
The sole success criterion of self-assessment is no surprises from higher levels of defense of
quality or from adverse events. These thoughts are consistent with regulatory thinking as
indicated by SECY-87-220[9] and by a speech of a USNRC Regional Administrator[10].

Mission of Nuclear Quality Assurance

Nuclear Performance Assessment Management found it useful to define five segments of
their mission in order to specify their roles effectively. These five segments are: advisory,
consultative, missionary, technology, and production. They noticed that in previous times the
production segment (performing audits, inspections, and technical monitorings) was emphasized
to the detriment of the other mission segments.
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The advisory mission segment has to do with informing management what it needs to know
about quality and about the current state of quality. The consultative segment includes assisting
the line organizations in self-detecting quality problems, resolving quality issues, and building
quality measures into processes. The missionary segment involves telling the story of quality
throughout the organization so that management can promote the understanding of quality by all
employees. The technology segment of the mission promotes the application of the most
appropriate technology within the quality assurance organization by promoting knowledge of the
state-of-the-art(what methods and techniques are available) and the state-of-the-industry (what
the most effective utilities are using).

At Consumers Power Company the Nuclear Performance Assessment Department (NPAD) is
contributing to its missionary segment by sponsoring the administrative procedure for self-
assessment and by actually producing and teaching the training program on self-assessment.
NPAD management feels so strongly about it missionary segment and about the importance of
self-assessment that it has requested and obtained management endorsement of its initial
leadership in these activities.

Assessing Self-Assessment

Recent advances in the understanding of self-assessment indicate that the most important
function of a nuclear quality assurance organization in its production mission segment is to assess
the effectiveness of line self-assessment. This means that the nuclear quality assurance audit (for
example) identifies conditions adverse to quality not so much for the sake of having those
conditions corrected but more to indicate the effectiveness of the line organization in its roles as
the first and second levels of defense of quality. Conditions adverse to quality are seen as
symptomatic of the cultural weaknesses that produced those conditions. Only rarely does the
nuclear quality assurance professional accept "random failure", "personnel error", or "isolated
case" as the final word on a condition adverse to quality. But rather the question is asked with
sincere professional curiosity, "What is it about the way we do business that prevented our
workers and managers from noticing the causal factors before they resulted in the current
condition adverse to quality?"

Conclusion

Commitment to Foundations of Quality including training for most employees and the
repeated articulation of the ideas of this paper has correlated with more effective self-assessment
by line organizations, more thorough correction of generic implications of quality problems and
their causal factors, more efficient auditing, and better line management support of nuclear quality
assurance efforts. In the line functions where similar operating philosophies have been invoked
performance has improved across most activities.

[1] We use the term culture in a manner consistent with Chapter 6 of A CARNINO, J-L.
NICOLET AND J-C. WANNER, "Man and Risks", Marcel Dekker, Inc., New York and Basel
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(1990)

[2] J. C. BRAUN, W. R. CORCORAN, ET AL., "The Application of the Safety Level Concept
and Related Aviation and Aerospace Concepts to Light Water Reactors" ANS Summer Meeting
1981, Bal Harbour, EL, Combustion Engineering TIS-6821

[3] W. R. CORCORAN,"Self-Assessment in Nuclear Utilities", Vol. 9, No. 2, Nuclear Plant
Journal(1991)

[4] PSE&G QUALITY ASSURANCE OPERATIONAL PHILOSOPHY, Rev.O, Public Service
Electric and Gas Company, Hancocks Bridge, NJ (USA), July 27,1993

[5] PECO ENERGY NUCLEAR QUALITY ASSURANCE, THE QUALITY GUIDE TO
10CER50, APPENDIX B, PECO Energy Company, Wayne, PA (USA), November 1994

[6] NPAD is a staff department that administers the classical 10 CFR 50, Appendix B Quality
Assurance Program for Consumers Power Company nuclear plants, Palisades and Big Rock
Point.

[7] For a different formulation see HELWIG, D. R.," Self-Assessment Process", Philadelphia
Electric Company Nuclear Group, Wayne, PA (USA), January 1989

[8] This is a special case of the principle that failure at one level mirrors failure at a higher level.
See JOHNSON, W. G., "MORT SAFETY ASSURANCE SYSTEMS", Marcel Dekker, Inc.,
New York and Basel (1980), page 13.

[9] STELLO, V.,JR., "Assurance of Quality", Policy Issue (Information), USNRC, SECY-87-
220, August 31,1987
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SAFETY CULTURE IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

THE MANAGEMENT OF SAFETY, QUALITY AND THE ENVIRONMENT
AN INTEGRATED APPROACH

RJ . Killick, Eur. Ing.
M.A., M.B.A., C.Eng., F.I.E.E., F.I.MechE,

F.I.Nuc E, F.B.I.M., C.Dip.A.F., Dip.M.
Director of Safety and Quality

(and with responsibilities for the Environment)
Scottish Nuclear Limited

SCOTLAND

INTRODUCTION

A truly integrated approach to the management of safety, quality and the environment must
have a common factor to balance effort between the various elements. This paper presents
such a factor - money - and shows how it can be used to quantify effort and work and
achieve an equitable spend to minimise the detriment to health and well being of both
workforce and the public.

The management of safety, quality and the environment requires a management framework
and one option is described in this paper - it happens to be the approach used by Scottish
Nuclear but it is firmly based on international standards in guidelines and best practices Isut
yet is simple with minimum paperwork. This aspect is a real challenge for the nuclear
industry, where the weight of paper to support nuclear operations has been loosely described
as greater than the weight of the reactors themselves!

The author believes that the functions of safety, quality and environmental concern fit very
neatly together, with common management systems being entirely appropriate. Costs can
be attributed to the detrimental effects of inadequate safety, quality or environmental
standards and these costs can be balanced against the costs of remedial work. In this way
the emotional arguments for an infinite spend to reduce an already low radiological impact
on the environment can be resisted with a logical approach. At the same time full
recognition is given to the public perception of certain hazards and the concept of weighting
detrimental values to allow for varying public perception is considered.
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1. THE MANAGEMENT OF SAFETY, QUALITY AND THE ENVIRONMENT

1.1 The Procedural Aspects

I want to start by addressing the paperwork aspects of management - but emphasising
immediately that safety, quality and indeed environmental impacts depend on people. In this
day and age however, quality management demands that procedures are followed and the best
we can hope to achieve is that our paperwork structure of management is as slim as possible.
Slim procedures may be read, fat ones won't.

Scottish Nuclear has recently become the first of the four main British nuclear companies to
have qualified to the British Quality Standard BS5750 - the International Standard ISO9001.
Our certification followed a couple of years of steady polishing of our paperwork systems,
identifying any gaps but the outcome was a totally clean unendorsed certificate with no
reservations whatsoever outstanding at the time of the issue of the certificate.

The Management System imposed by this Quality Standard matched closely that which we
already had. It was interesting though that we had a missing tier of documentation that the
Company had recognised informally by covering a few key topics with some instructions
called Corporate Directions - using the quality approach enabled us to formalise this tier of
documentation and extend it to provide a proper link from policy statements through to
detailed procedures.

So the management of nuclear safety hi particular already lined up fairly closely with the
management system defined in the Quality Standards. This also covered the management of
Industrial Safety if I may separate these two aspects of safety. Three years ago we embarked
on the International Safety Rating System to provide a more specific framework for Industrial
Safety Management Improvement and we found this system to be compatible with the Quality
System, and indeed it is so general that now both ourselves and Nuclear Electric are
expanding it to cover nuclear safety.

Safety is safety, be it nuclear or industrial.

On the environmental front, Scottish Nuclear has been meticulous in its attention to the
environment from a radiological point of view. It is a highly regulated operation, carefully
controlled and measured by ourselves, independently measured and assessed by the regulator,
with strict targets set. So on that front, all the arrangements were in place to satisfy virtually
any environmental management standard.

Then came along the draft British Standard 7750 for environmental management, and in
parallel was the proposed European Standard. Both these are now approaching the stage
where they can be put into effect - within a few months the British Standard will have bodies
accredited to issue certification. Pilot studies have taken place.

Scottish Nuclear then looked at its management system for environmental matters on the non-
radiological front. We carried out surveys to determine what other materials we use and
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discharge that have environmental implications and we chose a selection of those with
potentially significant environmental impact as a pilot scheme. We wrote the necessary
control paperwork, which amounted to very few pages, as an extension of our Quality
Management System. One additional Quality document covered the Environmental
Management System in five pages. Down from that an implementation document was
similarly commendably brief. Within the Stations detailed procedures have been modified
to form an auditable trail for the management of environmental effects.

So we haven't cut down another fifteen rain forests in order to set up an Environmental
Management System - rather a couple of branches from a rather small tree.

In summary therefore Scottish Nuclear has found that safety, both industrial and nuclear,
quality and environmental aspects all fit very neatly together under the same quality
procedural paperwork.

1.2 The Integrating Factor

Above, I have shown how the procedural and paperwork aspects of the management of these
three topics can be integrated. I could, and indeed should, go on at this point to talk about
the practical implementation of management systems - namely the involvement of people.
This is a topic of crucial importance, but I. have chosen not to deal with it in this talk, which
must be limited to 20 minutes. Others will be dealing with people - it is called Safety
Culture. I want to concentrate another aspect which may not otherwise receive much
attention.

The true and sole integrating factor by which the degree of attention can be correctly
apportioned between various aspects of a business that have the potential to cause harm to
people, both workers and the public, and the environment, is money. I want to show that
money can be used as a common factor, that all detrimental effects can be expressed broadly
in money terms, and clearly costs of doing remedial work can be expressed likewise. The
accuracy of the costs of doing work can be relatively precise. The costs of a detrimental
effect may be much less precise - at times we may not even be able to narrow it down to an
order of magnitude.

1.3 Relative Risk

There are also other factors to be taken into account. People may readily accept the risk of
dying through the activities of hillwalking and mountaineering and they may readily accept
the risks involved in driving a car. The public do not get very excited about people dying
from drug overdoses. People die in their homes through accidents or from electrocution or
fire. These are all sudden deaths and in very general terms are broadly accepted by the
people who indulge in these activities.

More subtle are those harms that are less visible. Radiation currently is one of these. If the
public were asked to quantify the detrimental effect of radiation, the chances are that for low
dose levels, with virtually no impact on quality of life or even a very short loss of life
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expectancy, that a public view would overestimate this effect by a factor of 100, 1000 or
even 10,000. Indeed in the U.K. we have known some regulatory bodies seek to impose a
discipline where the cost of the action sought exceeded the most pessimistic valuation of the
detriment by factors well in excess of 1,000,000. There is therefore a major public
perception problem associated with risks.

There is also the problem of scale. In any country, there is broad acceptance of a steady
stream of traffic deaths. But if an aeroplane crashes killing many people or a coach or rail
accident occurs killing many people simultaneously, the public reaction is proportionally
greater than to the same number of deaths occurring singly.

1.4 Cost Benefit

I therefore want to look at the cost benefit arguments associated with safety. I want to
examine the cost of safety, I want to examine the valuation put to detriment or harm caused
by various aspects. We need to be able to equate loss of life through a sudden fatal accident
with the more subtle concept of a loss of life expectancy due to a statistical probability that,
for example, radiation at a certain level may reduce life expectancy. We need to look at the
valuation of the detriment associated with a significant loss in the quality of life, through
loss of a limb or vision or hearing.

The legal profession and research organisations understandably have had a field day on the
medical effects of very low levels of radiation. It is the eternal problem, from the industry's
side, of proving the negative. Unless we can prove conclusively that radiation has no ill
effect, the assumption is, on a linear basis down to absolute zero, that all radiation is bad for
you. On the radiation front an infinity of research has been carried out, at a cost grossly
disproportionate to the actual harm caused to people. In many areas, that work is coming
to an end and I fear that electro-magnetic radiation in particular from electricity pylons and
high voltage cables, may take over for the next 10 years, until either it is positively proven
to have an effect or so much negative information is accumulated that it becomes most highly
improbable that there is an effect.

Proving the negative is incredibly difficult for industries and very profitable for lawyers!

The valuation of these detriments therefore needs particular attention, this being one of the
particular areas where public perception inflates figures quite dramatically, and the industry,
the engineer and the scientist, need to recognise this and find some acceptable compromise.

The problem that results from diverting from a strictly logical approach is very simple
indeed. The benefit or the reduction of harm to a population will not be maximised, with
monies being spent not in areas of maximum harm, but in areas where there may be
negligible detriment.

So, lets get down to the nitty gritty, lets put some figures to these ideals, some methods of
determining where that money should be spent. Or even not spent.
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1.5 Tolerability of Risk

I sometimes get criticised for being nice to our nuclear regulator. Does it indicate too cosy
a relationship? No - it doesn't - but nevertheless, with the greatest respect, Nil, may I
enthuse about one of your publications.

In the UK, a fundamental advance was made when the Nil published their Tolerability of
Risk in 1988, revised in 1992. This document suggested the principle that a tolerable level
of risk existed, Basic Safety Limit (BSL) with a further level of risk 2 orders of magnitude
away beyond which no further action should be pursued to improve the situation. This latter
level is called the Basic Safety Objectives (BSO).

TOR outlines these principles. The nuclear industry in UK has since being working to
quantify theses principles, to provide a base for a CBA approach, recognising as ever that
CBA includes the mathematical approach as but part of the total argument. I will argue that
it is a critical part.

We have sought to involve the Nil in that work and we have reached the stage where they
understand our methods, but as good regulators, of course they won't agree to its unqualified
use for everyone! We are now building up case histories involving these arguments.

Let me give you the result of this work - and say immediately that the results are logical and
seem reasonable.

An infinite spend is necessary to get below the Basic Safety Limit (BSL) of risk - or
alternatively if it cannot be made that safe, don't make it.

Crossing the BSL boundary, roughly £3m is available to improve any particular aspect of
safety, and at the Basic Safety Objective risk level, £30k remains for further improvement.

The As Low As Reasonably Practical (ALARP) Principle applies across the band between
the BSL and BSO, and the Regulator will seek to achieve BSO for all risks. For a new
design, especially, the fundamental principles must also be satisfied as defined in the Nil's
Safety Assessment Principles (SAP) - we cannot use the above figures to say £3m is the
maximum that need be spent on a new power plant. Yes, they do cost more than that.

So these figures apply specifically to Periodic Safety Reviews and other times when the
custodian of a Site Licence seeks to improve or confirm the safety of his plant.

I said these figures seemed reasonable - in practice costs in the nuclear industry are such that
not much can be achieved for £30k to improve safety, in terms of material improvements.
Remember also that the risk being protected against is the product of the probability of a
release times the consequences, considering primarily the high consequences, very low
probability accidents.
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1.6 Low Level Radiation

But what is the position for the routine discharge of low levels of radioactive material that
results in doses to local critical groups of people that are normally immeasurable against
natural background radiation, that can only be deduced by calculation using models, that
often can be very small compared to local differences in background level.

To quantify this in money terms, I need the dose to a critical group, the size of that critical
group, and a valuation of the harm caused by a man-Sv of dose. I could extend this to
include larger populations and extend it indefinitely in time, or truncate it at 500 years.
NRPB give UK guidance for the valuation of harm associated with dose. These figures
include an allowance for aversion to higher doses (equivalent to the aversion to large single
accidents to which I have referred earlier). For small doses, as received by a group living
adjacent to a power station, the valuation is £20,000/manSv. Let me show you a calculation,
and discuss the problems that arise.

Suppose an activity at a power station resulted in an additional dose of 10/nSv to a population
of 50 people. That is 500 man/^Sv - or a valuation of £10. That implies that £10 is the sum
available to reduce that discharge to zero, and taking my previous figure of £30k as being
the minimum cost of a modification, we are at once out of balance by 4 or so orders of
magnitude.

My friends in Nuclear Electric have a classic example, where to avoid exceeding an
authorised limit, they incurred a loss of several £100k's to avoid a harm costed at 22 pence.
This is roughly 6 orders of magnitude.

1.7 Public Perception

So we have a problem - Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) appear to give the wrong answer - or
does it? Broadening the population, or increasing the timespan, by the way, does not solve
the problem, even if we pessimistically assume that the effects of low level radiation are
linear right down to absolutely zero. Unproven, but it's difficult to prove the negative, in
spite of all the research into the effects of low level radiation. We have a Public Perception,
widely held, that radiation is very dangerous, at all levels, that zero is the only acceptable
radiation.

Public Perception therefore is the key. Politicians influence Public Perception and Public
Perception influences Politicians. Politicians, being who they are, will definitely play on
Public Perception. Thus the outcome can be - and is - that whole countries in the EU reject
any level of radiation, especially if they are not using nuclear power to generate electricity.
Zero is acceptable and effectively an infinite spend is justified to achieve this state.

I have the greatest respect for Public Perception. It is a very private matter for anyone, what
he believes. It is totally wrong to reject it - the way ahead \ :o provide honest information,
so that a rational person can form a view based on Ac:, For many their approach is
irrational, and that is the nuclear industry's greatest challenge.
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So, should we add an additional factor, a "P" factor, for Political inputs, or for Public
Perception. Interestingly a hospital could discharge radiological waste and raise no public
concern, but a nuclear power station doing the same would raise a howl of protest. So my
P factor would be industry related and in another paper I have suggested P = l for hospitals
and 10 for the nuclear industry. But even this factor, that will vary as Public Perception
varies over time, does not begin to solve the inequality.

1.8 Industrial Safety

Lets consider Industrial Safety. I sometimes cynically refer to this as real safety - people get
killed. The public accept the odd accident; the media might give it a few lines in the local
paper. National papers would not normally be interested.

How do we balance this now against minute doses of harm through radiation. If a couple
of people suffered an illness that could be linked to radiation, even though the known
radiation doses were trivial, national papers could run the story for months. Public
Perception becomes all important. The radiation doses might result in a loss of life
expectancy of a matter of days. In the industrial accident, somebody's life ended there and
then.

So Public Perception would demand that far more effort and money be spent investigating
and seeking to reduce to absolute zero the risk associated with this radiation dose, rather than
putting the same effort and money into reducing the likelihood of the industrial accident that
led to a death.

This contrast sums up my problem.

1.9 The Environment

Let me turn to environmental aspects. Often when environmental impacts are identified and
remedial measures proposed, there is a direct financial saving. Using less energy, less
water, less paper, can all save a Company money. Other things may be done because it is
perceived by the public that it is a "good thing to do". Recycling materials is a classic
example, where people may drive many miles in a car spending energy, to deposit some
glass bottles in a recycling bank. Companies may spend a considerable amount of time
identifying paper suitable for recycling, collecting it, and then finding disposal costs for
recycling may exceed direct burning or dumping of the waste.

Cost Benefit Analysis therefore needs to become an important part of the methodology of
deciding whether to pursue a particular environmental aspect. A Company however may
decide to spend disproportionally because it perceives a public that will view the Company
favourably for taking some action, and this then becomes a marketing tool. So effectively
my P factor comes in again.

There is one further aspect to briefly mention. An industrial accident may result in
immediate death. Radiation related diseases at the levels that we are interested in do not -
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there is a statistical probability of an eventual death by a small proportion of the population.
I find the simplest way to express this is as a loss of life expectancy of the whole population
concerned - and we then end up with figures for very low levels of radiation where the loss
of life expectancy may be measured in hours or days rather than years. Balanced against this
is the sudden death where the loss of life expectancy is the remaining years of life of that
person and typically this might be 40 years. Expressed in this way, the balancing of various
harms leads to the same conclusions - that the public perception is that radiation related
problems are weighted many orders of magnitude higher than more conventional accidents.

2. CONCLUSION

I have sought to show, briefly, that an integrated approach to the management of safety,
quality and the environment can be achieved through the use of two parallel tools. The first
is the paperwork side, where common procedural hierarchies of paperwork based on quality
standards are appropriate for all aspects of management of these subjects. They fit naturally
together and in Scottish Nuclear all three come under one Director.

Secondly, to balance effort spent in environmental.matters in radiological safety matters or
industrial safety matters one needs a common measure and this common measure is money.
To maximise the benefit to the population as a whole, money needs to be spent logically and
not infinitely, so that the calculated benefits of an inevitably limited resource can be equally
spread.

Only by using a logical scientific approach, moderated by a P or public perception/political
factor, can the resources of the world be used to maximise the benefit to its population.
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SAFETY CULTURE IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT METHODS IN THE NUCLEAR INDUSTRY

C. D. HEISING
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

The objective of this paper is to identify the use of continuous improvement methods
(KAIZEN) in the nuclear industry. Such methods include total quality management (TQM)
and business process re-engineering (BPR) techniques. The anticipated advantages of
extensive use of continuous improvement methods in the nuclear industry are increased
effectiveness and efficiency in virtually all tasks of plant operation and maintenance.
Important advantages include increased plant safety and economy. Recent practice indicates
the increasing interest in continuous improvement methods by the management of nuclear
utilities in the United States.
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Several utilities have benefitted greatly through use of continuous improvement methods. In
1981, Kansai Electric Power Company in Japan initiated a continuous improvement or
"KAIZEN" program (also known as Total Quality Management (TQM)) that focused on
supplying cheap, reliable power over a long time to its customers. Major issues included in
the program were safety, adequate expansion to meet future demands, economy and customer
needs. Since implementation of the program, sustained benefits, including significant
increase in availability, lower cost of power production and better safety, were achieved. A
Quality Improvement Program (QIP) for quality leadership in its services and products was
initiated by Florida Power and Light Company in 1981. Tasks from power production to
transmission to distribution were quality oriented. A variety of benefits such as zero billing
errors, $150,000 yearly savings in wire protection, and $4.3 million savings in fuel
management were obtained [1]. The Philadelphia Electric Company (PECO) attributes its
smooth relations with its financiers and regulators to its quality program. PECO's
commitment to quality is best exemplified by its active involvement with the Philadelphia
Area Council for Excellence (PACE). Savings of $150,000 in street light improvements,
$50,000 in billings are examples of the benefits achieved by the operating division of the
company.

A recent American Nuclear Society Executive Conference entitled "The Management
Challenge: Better, Safer, Cheaper Nuclear Power"-conducted work sessions to produce an
industry plan for self-assessment and management actions to make nuclear power better,
safer, and cheaper [2]. The problems impeding the nuclear industry from becoming more
competitive were observed to fall into one of three fundamental categories: non-competitive
cultural bias within and among utilities and other industry organizations, ineffective
organizational structures and communications, and ineffective problem solving systems. The
general consensus among the "How to Improve?" working groups at the conference was the
need for strong personal involvement of top management at every step to implement high
standards of quality. Xerox Corporation, a conference participant (which was 10 years ago
in a competitive squeeze not unlike nuclear power's today), advocated studying existing
quality improvement techniques in order to develop and institutionalize an industry-wide
approach to continuous improvement.

Another recent ANS Executive Conference entitled "Engineering Excellence: Engineer's Role
in Providing Technically Excellent Products in a Cost Efficient Manner" was designed to
provide executives and managers a better understanding of the various approaches being
taken to achieve the goal of engineering excellence. At Palo Verde Nuclear Generating
Station, the engineering organization started its quest for engineering excellence through an
"Engineering Excellence Program" that contained 14 major objectives [3]. The term
excellence was simply defined as engineering activities and products that are of highest or
finest quality. Bechtel's definition of engineering excellence was paraphrased "Applying
technical expertise to engineering tasks in a manner that results in products and services that
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cost-effectively meet or exceed customer expectations" [2]. Bechtel puts quality ahead of
schedule for the benefit of both its customer and itself. For example, for operating nuclear
plants, the tasks or deliverables on which its engineering quality metrics program focuses are
calculations, drawings, design change packages, specifications and studies. At the industry
level, expanded partnering was described as an effective means of establishing conditions that
will contribute to more cost-effective engineering and reduced operation and maintenance
costs. One speaker at the conference emphasized change in systems with quality problems as
a necessary step towards reduction in recurrence of engineering mistakes, errors and failures
[3]. The focus of self-assessment in the search for excellence must focus on the engineering
mission, quality achievement shortfalls, and general learning from one particular instance of
a quality program. The response to a condition adverse to quality should arise from the
nature of such a condition as shown in Figure 1.

North Anna Unit 1 underwent a steam generator (SG) replacement during 1993. The project
activities began as early as September 1991 and culminated in the SG replacement during
outage from Jan-Apr 1993. Some of the goals achieved are summarized in Table 1 [4].
How did they do that? The team's philosophy was "Quality is No. 1": Correctly specifying
technical requirements and doing things right the first time. The engineer was involved in
virtually all the related quality issues [4],

An example of application of a continuous improvement tool in the nuclear industry is
exemplified by Figure 2. This figure is an excerpt from a recent American Nuclear Society
Executive Conference [4]. A tentative schematic diagram of a computerized early-warning
and diagnostic system for a boiling water reactor (BWR) control room is shown in Figure 3
based on work done with the Duane Arnold BWR in Palo, Iowa [5]. The system has three
major stages of development. In the first stage, frequent abnormal events detrimental to
quality are identified. Continuous improvement methods are used to identify major
parameters that tend to go out of statistical control. The major parameters are divided into
classes according to the BWR system design. In the second stage, non-linear modeling
techniques are applied to identify causes of abnormal events. In the final stage, the results of
the non-linear models are interpreted* through an expert system. Research is continuing on
the application of neural networks combined with CUSUM statistical quality control charts
for continuous improvement of plant operations.
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I. North Anna Unit 1 Steam Generator Replacement Project [4]

Goals

ALARA

Radwaste

Schedule

Safety

Cost

Project estimate

500 manrem

11,334 ft3

120 days

<4.5 (OSHA recordable
rate)

$185 million

Achieved

240 manrem

3,600ft3

96 days

0

$125 million
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ANATOMY OF A CAQ
(CONDITION ADVERSE TO QUALITY)

REQUIREMENT,
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Copyright W. R. Corcoran, Reference ANS 1993b

Figure 1: The nature of a condition adverse to quality tells us what consists a thorough
response.
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THE BASICS OF QUALITY
A KNOWN DESIGNATED PERSON IS

ACCOUNTABLE FOR THE QUALITY OF

EACH ACTION, TASK, EVOLUTION AND

PROJECT.

THE FOUR LEVELS OF DEFENSE OF QUALITY

1st. Individuals and Work Groups 3rd. Independent Assessment
2nd. Supervision and Management 4th. External Assessment

THE FOUR ELEMENTS OF QUALITY
• Define the right job. • Do it right the first time.
• Meet all valid requirements. • Serve the needs of the customer.

MANAGEMENT EXPECTATIONS FOR CORRECTIVE ACTION
• People are expected to find their own quality problems.
• Quality problems get immediate permanent corrective action or prompt

interim compensatory measures.

• The causal factors generic implications are determined and corrected.

• The effectiveness of the corrective action is monitored.

TWO HUNDRED PERCENT ACCOUNTABILITY AT EVERY INTERFACE

• Every user is 100% accountable for the quality of Jie products and

services accepted.
• Every provider is 100% accountable for the quality of the products and

services provided.

by Bill Corcoran, NSRC Corp. 203-285-8779

Figure 2: An example of application of the Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle in nuclear industry for
achieving quality
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A Computerized Early-Warning and Diagnostic System for

a BWR Control Room
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Figure 3: Schematic of a diagnostic system for a BWR control room
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ORGANIZATIONAL SAFETY FACTORS RESEARCH
LESSONS LEARNED

Thomas G. Ryan

Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

ABSTRACT

This paper reports lessons learned and state of knowledge gained from an organizational
factors research activity involving commercial nuclear power plants in the United States,
through the end of 1991, as seen by the scientists immediately involved in the research.
Lessons learned information was gathered from the research teams and individuals using a
question and answer format. The following five questions were submitted to each team and
individual: (1) What organizational factors appear to influence safety performance in some
systematic way, (2) Should organizational factors research focus at the plant level, or should
it extend beyond the plant level to the parent company, rate setting commissions, regulatory
agencies, (3) How important is having direct access to plants for doing organizational factors
research, (4) What lessons have been learned to date as the result of doing organizational
factors research in a nuclear regulatory setting, arid (5) What organizational research topics
and issues should be pursued in the future?

Conclusions based on the responses provided for this report are that organizational factors
research can be conducted in a regulatory setting and produce useful results. Technologies
pioneered in other academic, commercial, and military settings can be adopted for use in a
nuclear regulatory setting. The future success of such research depends upon the cooperation
of regulators, contractors, and the nuclear industry.

Each in its own way can be expected to be a beneficiaries of the results. By regulators for
moving beyond educated speculation to assessments of plant safety performance that are not
only objective but instructive to both the regulators and the plant. By the licensees for self
improvement. By the contractors, especially the 12 universities currently involved in the
work, to collate and expand on the findings to the benefit of commercial, public, and military
operators of complex high reliability socio-technical systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper reports lessons learned and state of knowledge gained from an organizational
factors research activity involving commercial nuclear power plants in the United States,
through the end of 1991, as seen by the scientists immediately involved in the research. The
primary sources of information for this paper were 15 teams of people and individuals which
conducted a total of 14 organizational factors projects. More specifically, these projects
were staffed by 85 subject matter experts within two U.S. national laboratories, five U. S.
private consulting firms, 12 universities, two U.S. national research academies and institutes,
one foreign research institute, and industry based peer review groups.

This paper is needed and deemed timely to serve as one basis for future research in this area.
This paper provided the teams and individuals an alternative forum for presenting their
perspectives beyond those normally conveyed in formal project reports.

2. BACKGROUND

Abnormal events and accidents inside and outside the commercial nuclear industry, both in
the United States and abroad, have suggested that institutional or organizational factors play
an important role in the safe operation of complex high reliability socio-technical systems.
Recognizing this fact, a United States regulatory agency initiated a organizational factors
research program during the 1980s directed toward the development of: (1) analytic tools
and data to support both regulator and licensee initiatives in this area, and (2) a better
understanding of the factors that shape organizational performance as it pertains to safety.
Its primary products could include improved: (1) methods for modeling, gathering data, and
quantifying the influences of Organizational Factors on plant risk, and (2) indicators of plant
safety performance. Spin-offs of the research are believed to be capable of supporting other
licensing, inspection, and diagnostic evaluation activities within the regulatory agency.
Finally, potential products of this research could be useful to the plant operators in self
monitoring and optimizing their safety performance. This paper presents the lessons learned
from this research through the end of 1991.

Generally, organizational factors research is based on a belief that hierarchically related
groups, rather than individuals, operate and respond to off normal nuclear power plant
events. Therefore, the regulatory agency research focused on the total plant organization,
formal subdivisions of that organization down through the team level, technical support
programs such as maintenance and training believed to significantly influence overall plant
safety performance, and on selected functions and roles. Function and roles such as
management are also believed to significantly influence plant safety performance.

Through 1991, lessons learned and findings from the research were used to support a variety
of regulatory agency activities and programs including diagnostic evaluations, performance
indicators, and reliability assessment studies. Finally, these lessons learned and findings
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have been applied where appropriate, by the nuclear industry (participating plants), by other
U.S. federal government agencies such as the U. S. Department of Energy (DOE), and by
international agencies such as the United Kingdom Health and Safety Commission and the
Swedish Nuclear Inspectorate, due to their interest in improving safety performance through
organizational change.

Since the lessons learned presented in this paper often go beyond findings and conclusions
presented in individual published reports on the research, a list of the latter publications is
presented at the end of the paper without attribution to specific lessons learned. During the
period leading up to the end of 1991, several technical papers emerging from the research
were also presented to U.S. and international professional organizations.

3. METHODOLOGY

Lessons learned information was gathered from the research teams and individuals
using a question and answer format. The following five questions were submitted to each
team and individual.

[1] What organizational factors appear to influence plant safety
performance in some systematic way?

[2] In order to fully understand plant safety performance and the factors
influencing that performance, should organizational factors research focus at
the plant level, or should it extend beyond the plant level to the parent
company, rate setting commissions, or regulatory agencies?

[3] How important is having direct access to plants for doing organizational
factors research?

[4] What lessons have been learned to date as the result of doing organizational
factors research in a nuclear regulatory setting?

[5] What other organizational research topics and issues should be pursued in the
future to build on lessons leaned to date, that you believe are important to
plant safety and efficiency?

Respondents were asked to consider: (1) quantitative and qualitative analyses they had
performed as part of their research. (2) serendipitous learning they experienced interacting
with the plants and the regulatory agency while doing the research, and (3) perspectives they
brought to the research from their experience doing similar work in other industries and
environments.
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Responses from the 15 teams and individuals were analyzed for content and frequency of
response. Identical responses on individual issues provided by half more than half of the
respondents were considered primary lessons learned. Identical responses on individual
issues provided by less than half of the respondents are considered secondary lessons learned.

4. LESSONS LEARNED

Primary and secondary lessons learned, as represented by responses to the five questions are
presented below.

[1] What organizational factors appear to influence plant safety performance, and how
might this knowledge assist regulators?

Respondents concluded that there is no unitary organizational factor for explaining plant
safety performance. Rather clusters of factors (profiles) made up of the primary factors,
supplemented by situtationally determined combinations of secondary factors, best explain
performance.
Respondents also concluded that an extensive overlap may exist between organizational
factors which influence public safety, those which influence industrial safety, and those that
influence productivity and efficiency.

4.1 Primary Factors

Four organizational factors were identified as influencing plant safety performance in a
generalizable way. They are presented in descending order of priority.

• Communication (commonly understood organizational goals across and
between management and worker personnel, and the means to achieve those
goals)

• Organizational Learning (internalized mechanisms for achieving short and long
term organizational change with minimal disruption)

• Organizational Focus (management [significant other] attention and oversight)

• External Factors (parent corporation, parent utility, regulating bodies)

4.2 Secondary Factors

Nine additional organizational factors were identified as influencing plant safety in more
situationally determined ways. They are presented in descending order of priority.

Page 4
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Technical Ability of Managers
Resource Allocation by the Plant
Perceived Comment (or managers by workers)
Coordination of Resources (cost to benefit)
Organizational Structure (within context of a machine bureaucracy)
Management Stability (rate of changeover)
Incentive Programs
Standardization of Work
Formal Decisionmaking

*e>

4.3 Knowledge to Assist Regulators

Respondents cited the following activities as potentially benefiting from the findings and
products of organizational factors research. They are presented in descending order of
priority.

Data and methods for regulatory agency diagnostic evaluations
Guidelines for plant self assessment
Data and methods for HRA in PRA
Guidelines for regulatory agency examiners
Guidance to regulatory agency and industry senior management
Data and methods for regulatory agency SALP assessments
Basis for educating the engineering community on behavioral aspects of plant
performance

[2] In order to fully understand plant safety performance and the factors influencing that
performance, should organizational factors research focus at the plant level, or should
it extend beyond the plant level to the parent company, rate setting commissions,
regulatory agencies?

Based on current experience conducting organizational factors research in a nuclear
regulatory setting, all of the 15 respondents recommended that the future research consider
factors (entities) beyond the plant level in order to achieve more complete and accurate
assessments of plant safety performance. The majority of respondents recommended that
future research consider these external factors immediately. A minority recommend that the
research be allowed to mature further before expanding its scope to external factors.

Both groups recommend the following factors (entities) be included, now or in the future, in
a descending order of priority.

• Parent corporation
• Parent utility
• Public utility commission
• Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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• Local government agencies

[3] How important is having direct access to plants for doing organizational factors
research?

Based on current experience conducting organizational factors research in a nuclear
regulatory setting, all of the 15 respondents consider plant access as critical to the success of
their research. Organizational Factors research, unlike individual and small group centered
research, cannot be conducted in contrived or laboratory settings. The organization must be
studied in its natural environment, a plant setting. Regarding plant access, the following
experiences are reported. They are not presented in a priority order.

• The plant personnel for the most part cooperate if they believed the research
not threatening to them.

• If left to their own devices, researchers felt they could gain access without a
lot of problems.

• Poor performing plants should be included in the research.

• • The majority of the respondents considered the regulatory agency to be the
main obstacle to gaining access to the plants, that is, placing certain plants off
limits, involving too many regulatory entities in the process.

e Involvement of industry in the research to be very important. The majority
also felt that the regulatory agency is the prime hinderance in achieving this
goal.

[4] What lessons have been learned to date as the result of doing organizational factors
research in a nuclear regulatory setting?

Responses to this question focused on respondent perceptions of the regulatory agency and
the industry. They are presented in their order of priority ranging from 12 out of 15
responses down to 1 out of 15 responses.

• The regulatory agency has been a stumbling block for achieving a common
understanding of the research by itself and industry, and in the latter's
understanding of how it can be useful to them in achieving plant safety.

• The industry is suspicious, but wants to cooperate with the regulatory agency
in this research, however, its cooperation depends on whether or not it
understands how the research results can be useful to it.

Page 6
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0 There is a general lack of appreciation within the regulatory agency over the
scientific and regulatory goals of this research.

• The wide philosophical gap between engineers and behavioral scientists does
not seem to be closing very fast.

• The timeframe for conducting the research is very extended, especially in
instances where plant participation is required. This involves coordination
with the regulatory agency and plants in setting up working agreements, and
getting regulatory agency approvals.

• While the research is well organized and focused, it needs more long term and
predictable support from higher level regulatory agency management. There is
continuing uncertainty whether or not the regulatory agency will continue the
research.

• Research is hindered by a lack of teamwork, mutual support, and
understanding among units within the regulatory agency.

• The earlier that industry is brought into specific research projects the more it
will support their goals and objectives.

• While a wide array of plant performance data are available, documentation of
data is often inadequate, and may consist of idiosyncratic knowledge known
only by an individual.

• The regulatory agency research staff had been very supportive making clear
specific and general goals of the research.

• Research has attracted an exceedingly capable group of researchers. This
cadre provides a very rich and rewarding opportunity to learn from one
another.

• Success is failure. The better the research on the impact of organizational
factors (success), the more likely the industry will put pressure on the
regulatory agency to cut the funding for future research (failure).

• The farsighted approach the regulatory agency has taken to this work
potentially enhances the chances of its success.

• Regulatory agency contract administration is a severe hinderance in achieving
milestones in a timely manner.

• All regulatory agency research need not lead to regulation.
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• The impacts of the research will take years to observe because of the required
changes in management attitudes.

The following suggestions were made for dealing with some of the above perceptions. They
are presented in order of priority.

• The regulatory agency should clearly state to industry how it intends to use the
results of organizational factors research.

• The regulatory agency should coordinate/involve industry and its
representatives in all aspects of the research.

• "One-on-Onen workshops should be held between engineers and behavioral
scientists to overcome philosophical gaps in their approaches to plant safety
performance assessment.

• The regulatory agency should learn before it moves to regulation.

[5] What organizational research topics and issues should be pursued in the future to
build on the lessons leached to date, and which you believe are important to plant
safety and efficiency?

Respondents generally supported the scope and direction of the current organizational factors
research activity. In addition to their responses to other questions which can be used to
improve the activity, respondents offered the following additional suggestions for improving
the scientific credibility of the activity while at the same time enhancing the usefulness of its
findings and products to the regulatory agency and industry. Comments and
recommendations are not presented in priority order.

• A better operational definition of plant safety should be developed.

• Organizational groups (Sections Departments, Functions) larger than control
room crews, but smaller that the total organization, should be studied.

• External plant influences should be studied, as well as the causal aspects of
plant efficiency and productivity.

• Research should focus more closely on the technology transfer of products to
industry and regulatory agency users.

• Non- or negative results should be reported to the scientific and user
communities.

Page 8
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Efforts should be made to minimize overlaps in the research and to bring
closure to the results that have been achieved to date.

An integration report should be prepared, among other things, as a means of
defining future research.

A study should be done to assess the impacts of Diagnostic Evaluations on
safety.

A study should be done to assess the impacts of an aging work force on safety.

A study should focus on poor performing plants to establish a poor performing
plant profile.

Research should attempt to identify factors that allow good plants to remain
good plants. Why do good plants stay good?

Quantitative and qualitative validations of performance indicators should be
continued with "new" post 1987-88 data.

A resident inspector organization and management training curriculum should
be developed from the results of research conducted to date.

A study should be done to examine similarities and differences among
organizational factors bearing on industrial and public safety.

Research should focus on the technology transfer of current results to date, to
industry and regulatory agency users.

The activity should encourage and find new ways for engineers and behavioral
scientists to work together to solve Organizational Factors issues of concern to
the industry and the regulatory agency.

An in-depth study should be done on similarities and differences between
industry and the regulatory agency in the area of organizational factors and
safety.

Data from programs involving root cause analyses and effective spare parts
policy should be examined for use in developing leading indicators of
organizational performance.

Focus of the activity should be away from PRA and toward support to
licensing and diagnostic evaluation programs.
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• An organizational factors training course should be developed from results to
date, for general use in supporting the regulatory process.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Lessons learned to date from the research suggest that:

[1] No unitary organizational factor will explain plant safety performance, however,
collectively four primary organizational factors appear to explain that performance in
a systematic if general way. These primary factors include communication,
organizational learning, management [or significant other] attention, and the external
environment. Several other secondary and tertiary factors were also identified which,
individually and in combination, appear to affect plant safety performance in more
situationally determined ways.

[2] Technical knowledge gained from the research suggests that (a) a sociotechnical
system combining properties of a machine bureaucracy (standardized work, direct
supervision, vertical communication) with emergent processes (e.g, organizational
learning), is a reasonable descriptor of nuclear power plant organizational functioning
during normal operations, (b) research should extend beyond the plant level, (c) data
from currently mandated regulatory agency reporting systems are not adequate for
plant organization and management assessments, and (d) industry direct participation
in the research is crucial for its success.

[3] The majority of respondents recommended moving beyond the plant to better account
for overall variations in plant safety performance. Most frequently mentioned beyond
plant entities are the (a) parent corporation, (b) parent utility, and (c) public utility
commission.

[4] All respondents considered plant access critical to the success of the research. The
majority of the respondents consider the regulatory agency itself to be the main
obstacle to gaining access to the plants, that is, placing certain plants off limits,
involving too many regulatory agency entities in the process, and a less than
enthusiastic attitude of middle level management toward the research.

[5] Respondents presented 16 lessons learned from actually doing research in a regulatory
environment where an adversarial relationship is perceived to exist between the
regulator and the industry regulated. While a number of positive lessons learned were
cited, the three most frequently mentioned lessons learned were of a critical nature
which induce (a) industry suspicion of regulatory agency motives for doing the
research, and (b) lack of appreciation on the part of the regulatory agency concerning
the differences between the scientific and regulatory goals of this research given the
regulatory agency's regulatory and enforcement missions.
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[6] Respondents generally support the scope.and direction of the organizational factors
research activity, however, they offered at least 20 suggestions for improving its
value to the agency and industry. Included among the more frequently mentioned are
a need for (a) more explicit project/activity integration, (b) more explicit ties between
anticipated products and specific agency and industry applications, and (c) studies
identifying common organizational factors influencing public and industrial safety, and
productivity and efficiency.

A more general conclusion based on the material provided for this report is that
organizational factors research can be conducted in a regulatory setting and produce useful
results. Technologies pioneered in other academic, commercial, and military settings can be
adopted for use in a nuclear regulatory setting. The future success of this effort depends
upon the cooperation of regulators, contractors, and the nuclear industry. Each in its own
way can be expected to be a beneficiaries of the results. By regulators for moving beyond
educated speculation to assessments of plant safety performance that are not only objective
but instructive to both the regulators and the plant. By the licensees for self improvement.
By the researchers, especially the 12 universities currently involved in the work, to collate
and expand on the findings to the benefit of commercial, public, and military operators of
complex high reliability socio-technical systems.
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SAFETY CULTURE IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

THE DEVELOPMENT AND ENHANCEMENT OF SAFETY CULTURE WITHIN
AN EVOLVING ORGANISATION

C. P. PARTINGTON
BRITISH NUCLEAR FUELS, UNITED KINGDOM

H. S. RYCRAFT
BRITISH NUCLEAR FUELS, UNITED KINGDOM

P. A. CARVER
BRITISH NUCLEAR FUELS, UNITED KINGDOM

ABSTRACT

The paper discusses the use of the knowledge gained from reviewing safety culture and
conducting attitude surveys. The review of past safety performance and measures
taken to improve is also discussed.

The findings from the Safety Attitude survey conducted on the Sellafield Site in
1991, provided BNFL management with information to confirm that the changes to
the way safety was being managed were broadly correct, and that the commitment
of BNFL to total Quality Management was the correct strategy for improvement of
safety. It also provided the opportunity for management to think about safety as part
of the management process, rather than as a separate specialist subject or part of
nuclear design engineering.

Local Safety Culture Review were conducted, paying attention to the area's sub-
culture, how it interacts within the site, identifies its cultural strengths and weaknesses,
whilst at the same time involving the management and workforce, aiding them to
recognise their own organisation. Recommendations were then be written which the
plant/department managers agreed with, owned and were fully committed to
implementing.

The difficulty of changing attitudes and culture should not be underestimated. The
paper concludes that the direct involvement of the workforce and management, with
full control over the development and performance of actions required to improve
safety culture is vital to the success of the change process. It is important to fit the
solutions to the culture under development to gain improvement, and only by
demonstrating benefit to the workforce an the changes/enhancements be maintained.
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It was recognised that safety culture is inseparable from the organisation's, and so
should not be dealt with in isolation. For safety to be integrated within the business,
the participation of the workforce, should be automatic. BNFL has recognised that
many of the attitudes essential for good safety performance, are required for successful
performance in other areas of the business. Commercially successful companies often
excel at safety management. Attention to safety culture provides a strong way of pro-
actively developing safety management.

1. INTRODUCTION

BNFL in lipfe with most large Nuclear Operators have conducted analysis of incidents
throughout its history. From the mid 1980's the Sellafield site has paid attention to
identifying not only the root causes of these incidents, but also to underlying latent
failures or pathogens (Reason 1987). In common with the highly publicised accidents
of recent years (Chernobyl, "Herald of Free Enterprise", Piper Alpha) the overall
analysis indicated that management systems and personnel were the greatest
contributors to the events. People running the operations failed to do what they were
supposed to do, or failed to appreciate the consequences of their actions. They were
often not simple individual errors, but failures that were interwoven within the fabric of
the workplace social systems. Efforts over the lifetime of the nuclear industry to make
the engineered safeguards as safe as possible have been highly successful, but in line
with other industries the efforts to engineer faults out of the system have worked so
well that accident rates have, in many cases, reached a plateau.

The Sellafield radiological protection safety performance has shown significant
improvement (fig. 1) with a fourfold improvements in average exposures and halving
the collective exposures. Operations at Sellafield do not anticipate any difficulties in
implementing ICRP 60 when applied through national legislation in a revision of the
Ionising Radiation Regulations. The ways of achieving this improvement was not
obvious a decade ago, and the prospect of 15 mSv annual limit was seen as daunting
and expensive. The actions taken over this period have achieved this improvement
through the efforts of the people working on the site in tandem with technological
improvements. However, we cannot say whether the radiological safety performance
has reached the "low as reasonably achievable", or most cost effective.

The conventional safety performance improvement is less clear. The 'Lost Time
Accident1 rate (time off due to injury or illness caused by work per 100,000 hours
worked) was poor a decade ago and has also significantly improved (fig. 2). However,
other chemical industries have also improved during this time, and it is clear Sellafield
still has some considerable room for improvement in this area.

The described improvement in safety performance can be attributed to in-house
methods developed on the site, taken in many cases from adapting methods applied
elsewhere in both the nuclear industry and other industries. The best way to describe
this approach is by using the 5 step approach set out in the HSE report "Successful
Health and Safety Management" [1] viz
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• Set Policy
• Organise Staff
• Plan and sat standards
• Measure performance
• Audit and Review.

Some of the specific method used were -

• Clear responsibilities for safety management developed by working groups from all
levels.

• Training packages developed to increase ownership of safety performance.
• Team building
• Safety performance measures were well publicised in a non-personal non-

antagonistic manner.
• Improved communication throughout the site including monthly team briefs,
• Multidisciplinary teams examining radiation exposure and developing dose

reduction measures.
• Installation of Quality Assurance , "say what we do, do what we say, and check it".
• Use of auditing, both self and independent audit, to monitor and review. This

enabled the sharing of good practices and the elimination of poor practices.
• A system for analysing incidents/accidents to identify root causes and latent

pathogens [2]. This method has identified in recent years that the area to
concentrate on was management and management organisation to effect
improvement.

Many of these initiatives culminated in the decision in 1991 to adopt Total Quality
Management (TQM) as the goal for BNFL. Since then there has been many Quality
Improvement Teams established looking at problems both large and small and effecting
improvements in every aspect of management at Sellafield. In the field of safety there
are typically some two hundred joint management/worker meetings per year looking
solely at safety issues affecting the workforce and the workplace. This process also
provides the opportunity for management to think about safety as part of the
management process, rather than as a separate specialist subject or an exclusive part of
the of the nuclear design engineering.

2. IDENTIFICATION AND SHAPING OF SAFETY CULTURE

It was recognised that many of the safety improvement schemes were trying to change
the way people thought about, and behaved towards safety. The objective was to move
towards increased openness, increased trust between management and work force, an
increased safety awareness at all levels and increased safety commitment to continuous
improvement through a willingness to change. This was made explicit by the two main
groups of workforce onsite in their value/principle statements, see appendix 1. These
statements continue to part of the actions taken to shape the safety culture at
Sellafield.

To achieve the movement in the desired direction, it became clear that there was a
need to measure the existing safety culture. Only from these measurements could a
properly directed safety improvement programme be most effective.
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Two methods of identifying safety culture have been developed and used on the
Sellafield Site, the Safety Attitude Survey (1991) and Safety Culture Reviews (1993
onwards), as described in "The Identification and Review of an Existing Safety
Culture" [3]. These indicated the prevailing attitudes and perceptions to safety on the
Sellafield Site, and went some way to identify where efforts would be best directed.

In many respects the Attitude Survey confirmed that the way safety management was
developing was broadly correct and that the commitment to TQM was the correct
strategy for improving safety, through engendering involvement and ownership of
actions. In this way continuous improvement of safety management and the raising
awareness of safety could be fostered.

Sellafield is using the survey findings as a prompt to review performance and promote
change in the workplace. More specifically, the results of the more targeted Safety
Culture Reviews allowed a more area specific response to safety culture issues.

The Safety Culture Review pays particular attention to the area's sub-culture, how it
interacts within the site, identifies its cultural strengths and weaknesses, whilst at the
same time involves the management and workforce aiding them to recognise their own
organisation. This learning process can then be built on, to enable actions to improve •
the safety culture be derived using the sub-culture strengths whilst being mindful of its
weaknesses. Recommendations can then be written which the plant/department
managers agree with, own and are fully committed to implementing. The latter two
properties are most important, for without them there will not be the momentum to go
forward. Commitment in this context is seen to be more than statements of support,
commitment are the actions that carry out the recommendations, and working
demonstrably with the developed values/principles/policies.

Commitment alone will not bring about change, people will attempt to do things better,
but their interpretation of "better" may differ considerably and so the aims and
objectives of the actions to be taken to shape safety culture should be clear. In
addition, instant results will not be obtained and managers and the workforce should be
aware of this and constantly counselled to recognise this fact. Too often workforce and
management become impatient to see "results", even when they are unclear as to what
they expect to see. An external safety culture analyst can often inject vital
encouragement at the time when the 'change champions' feel frustrated by the lack of
progress.

Commitment by the senior management is vital to the success of any Safety Culture
change or maintenance. This commitment should also be highly visible by the
management decisions taken and the management statements made. Equally important
is the commitment and involvement of middle management. Too often have initiatives
found favour with the workforce and senior management, and yet have become
moribund by the inaction or resistance of middle management. This has often been due
to them not being involved in developing the initiatives, and yet being expected to
implement the changes at apparent inconvenience to them. Often such initiatives
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appear to challenge the past competence of the managers you wish support from.
Hardly the incentive for immediate adoption. In addition, in some cultures the middle
management have not received recognition for their past initiatives and efforts in this
area.

Strategies for culture change also included the use of existing management and worker
mechanisms for developing and implementing the desired changes. This strategy uses
established workforce relationships, integrates the measures with day to day tasks, and
removes to some extent the stigma of a 'new initiative' which can be a barrier to
successful implementation. One example of this was the use of Safety Committees
which have both worker and management representatives, to discuss ways of using the
attitude survey results. These committees may have been identified as a local strength
or weakness, either way their use will develop the function of the Safety Committee
and in so doing provide an opportunity for the safety culture to improve through
involvement.

During the BNFL Safety Culture Reviews it was found that the task was assisted by
the presence of a plant manager who was conversant with the concept of safety
culture, ideally having assisted with the Safety Culture Review, and so eventually acted
as a facilitator for the agreed actions to bring about the desired changes.

In any organisation there will also be "change survivors". These are the personnel who
have been with a company for many years and have developed their own style of
working which appears to have remained or "survived" past management initiatives.
They will often view efforts as "just another fad" and expect the current efforts to die
after a while. This is a self-fulfilling prophesy, in that without commitment from key
personnel, any actions or change efforts will not sustain the safety culture movement
required, and so the behaviours will return back to the safety culture inherent in the
working style of the "change survivors". Only by consistently repeating the vision for
the future organisation, how you wish the safety culture to change, identify their part
in this change, and by demanding their involvement in deriving the actions for change
or improvement, will the "change survivors" move towards the desired behavioural
changes.

The identification of the benefits from working with the 'new' culture is also necessary
to promote and maintain the successful changes. Consequently in a culture mindful of
costs, the presentation of changes in terms of money saved e.g. cost of accidents, can
assist the change in attitude towards accident prevention. The demonstration that you
can achieve these benefits by adopting the required safety culture, is the next stage in
the pr/cess. It is important to note that people's behaviour is influenced by the way
they have learned to feel and think about different aspects of the organisation, and this
in turn, is shaped by what 'rewards' they experience from the company. These should
also be reviewed for their effect on behaviour.

As part of the findings of one local safety culture review, a working group was set up
to explore the issues raised in the report and derived the programme to develop their
safety culture. In this particular culture, tolerance of long lead times for projects was
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low, and so some immediate action was required to promote interest in the changes
proposed. In the review there were some issues that could be tackled simply, i.e.
formation of a safety policy, and clarification of Housekeeping rules. Others, such as
communication, required a long term plan and was not guaranteed to succeed
immediately. By having actions that could be taken quickly, management's commitment
to safety culture was confirmed and the local cultures need to see "results" were
satisfied Other issues identified by the safety culture review were included in the TQM
topics as part of the specification for the TQM group to tackle. This had the
advantage of integrating safety culture issues with production and quality
improvements.

The visible successes brought about by worker participation has been found to be
essential for maintaining the culture change of worker involvement and ownership of
problems. Therefore close attention to communication is necessary to ensure feedback
on projects are available, timely, and appropriately presented. Communication has been
found to be a function of the workplace culture, so it is wise to fit the communication
style and method to the audience.

The use of safety attitude surveys and safety culture reviews will be necessary to
monitor the movement and development of a safety culture, to identify the successes
that need to be maintained, and the weaknesses or lapses that need to be addressed.
This is particularly important where an organisation has undergone major restructuring
with major reduction and/or movement of staff. Where this has occurred, the
restructuring plans should contain actions specifically to reduce the negative effects of
organisational change that can occur eg demotivation, anxiety, and affect the safety
culture in significant ways.

CONCLUSION

The difficulty of changing attitudes and culture should not be underestimated.
Knowing what culture and attitudes exist does not lead immediately to a recipe for
solutions. Time is needed for the organisation to review, discuss and accept that the
attitudes and culture identified really exist. Then the organisation's management must
believe that the desired changes can be achieved and be willing to commit to the
change process. This second step is often missed in the hurry to form a programme of
action. The process of change must involve all the organisation's personnel, even the
unwilling, and passengers are not allowed!

It should be recognised that safety culture is inseparable from the organisation's culture
as a whole, and so should not be dealt with in isolation. For safety to be successfully
integrated within the business, the participation of the workforce when dealing with
safety issues, should be automatic. BNFL has recognised that many of the attitudes
essential for good safety performance, are required for successful performance in other
areas of the business. Commercially successful companies often excel at safety
management. Attention to safety culture provides a strong way of pro-actively
developing safety management.
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APPENDIX 1

THORP Division's
16 Cultural Principles

Understanding and
commitment to common

goals.

Decisions are made by the
most appropriate person.

Self and system imposed
barriers are eliminated.

Support and encouragement
is given to all.

Individuals strive to work
together.

Everyone's views are valued.

Those most affected are consulted
in decision making.

People are enabled to reach
their potential.

Safety is never
compromised.

Information is shared.

Achieving high standards
through continuous

improvement.

Strive to exceed customers
expectations.

Individuals share
responsibility for their own

development.

Individuals are aware and
contribute to business

aims.

Individual skills are
identified and utilised.

Visible recognition of effort
and achievement.
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APPENDIX 1

UK GROUP VALUES

o We will all lead by example to encourage
behaviour which:

is trusting
is consistent with what we say
has the confidence to ask why, to admit
mistakes and to say "I don't know"

o We will create an environment where everyone
knows where they fit in, is able, willing and
trusted to perform and can fulfil their potential

o We work together in teams to achieve agreed
goals

o We continually question everything we do and
change to stay ahead

o We are outward-looking and face the realities
of the world in which we operate

Safety will not be compromised
Customers are important
Public and political acceptance must be
achieved
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ABSTRACT

The two general components of the safety culture are "the necessary framework within an
organization and the attitude of staff at all different levels in responding to and benefiting from
the framework." Also, the requirements from individual employees for achieving safety culture
at installations are "a questioning attitude, a rigorous and prudent approach and necessary
communication." Recent studies have highlighted the critical role of cultural factors in the safety
of nuclear power plants. This paper contends that an organization's safety culture, as a system
composed of behaviors, practices, policies, and structural components, cannot flourish or
succeed without interactions and harmony with its environment — the societal or national
culture. In other words, safety culture should be considered in the context of national culture.
All dimensions of national culture, (Power Distance, Uncertainty Avoidance, Individualism-
Collectivism, and Masculinity-Femininity), while interacting with foregoing general
components and requirements could either resonate with and strengthen, or attenuate the safety
culture. Questioning attitude (of operators) is greatly influenced by the power distance, rule
orientation and uncertainty avoidance of die societal environment, and the openness in the
organizational culture of the plant. A rigorous and prudent approach is moderated by power
distance and uncertainty avoidance in the culture; and is also affected by the sacredness of
procedures, the criticality of step-by-step compliance, and a definite organizational system at the
plant. Communication is a function of all the dimensions of national culture as well as the
organizational structure's hierarchy and rigidity. Thus, it is concluded that the necessary
conditions for creating and nourishing safety culture in a nuclear installation include (but are not
limited to): 1- A thorough understanding of the dimensions of the local national culture; 2-
determination of the extent of their match with those of organizational culture of the installation;
and 3- their compatibility with the prescribed requirements for safety culture.

1. INTRODUCTION

Human and organizational factors play a vital role in the safety of large-scale technological
systems [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. Fortunately, this fact has been almost universally
recognized by the nuclear industry around the world. Nevertheless, it was the accident at the
Chernobyl nuclear power plant which formally introduced the concept of 'safety culture' to the
vocabulary of nuclear safety. According to the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA),
"the term 'safety culture' came into use after the Chernobyl accident"[7]. Safety culture,
nowadays, is used quite extensively in the (nuclear) safety-related context. For instance, the
chairman of the US NRC, Mr. Ivan Selin, has referred to the "safety culture" as one of four
major sources of concern about the safety of the former Soviet-designed reactors [8]. This
concept has also been embraced by other industries [9], such as chemical processing [10] and
commercial aviation [11], [12].
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This paper contends that an organization's safety culture, as a system composed of behaviors,
practices, policies, and structural components, cannot flourish or succeed without interaction
and harmony with its environment — the societal or national culture. In other words, safety
culture should be considered in the context of national culture.

The objectives of this paper is threefold : a) to identify the element of a safety culture; b) to
delineate the interactions of national culture's dimensions with those of the safety culture, based
on a conceptual model, and to report an experimental study on how the safety and productivity
of US-owned manufacturing plants in other countries is affected by both the national culture of
the host country and the organizational culture of the subsidiary plant; and c) to identify
important culturally-based parameters affecting nuclear safety.

2. CULTURAL CONTEXT AND THE NUCLEAR SAFETY

According to Fujita [13], who compared Japanese with US nuclear power plants, cultural
differences play a significant role in determining the performance of operators. A recent seminal
study of nuclear power operations in US, Germany, France, Switzerland, and Sweden by
Rochlin and von Meier [14] has highlighted the critical role of cultural factors in the safety of
nuclear power plants. Their relevant findings concluded that: "cultural differences were central
and functional to operational safety and reliability" (p. 160) and that, "regulators almost always
insist that their actions are meant to encourage or nourish the safety culture, but many of the
operators we interviewed pointed out that awkward or clumsy regulation can also interfere with
the safety culiiore" (p. 181). Their suggestions included: "that the care must be given to the
group dynamics when designing computer-based control rooms; and because the dynamics of
the control room differ from country to country (and possibly from plant to plant), the design
must take cultural differences into account" (p. 175); and that regulations should be sensitive to
cultural norms; they also warned against the blind "transfer (of) US or other regulatory
approaches developed in a radically different technical and cultural context" (p. 181). In
conclusion, they raised an important flag of caution for the nuclear industry around the world
(p. 182):

"To tinker with staff and departmental organization, assignments of
responsibility, delegation of authority, operator discretion, or even control-room
design and integration without understanding the role of culture is to perform a
real-time experiment with possibly irreversible consequences."

3. SAFETY CULTURE, ITS DEFINITION AND DETERMINANTS

Since the Chernobyl accident, several studies of safety culture have emerged from the nuclear
industry around the world (e.g., [15], [16], [17], [18], [19]).

According to the IAEA, "the (Chernobyl) accident can be said to have flowed from deficient
safety culture, not only at the Chernobyl plant, but throughout the Soviet design, operating and
regulatory organizations for nuclear power that existed at the time....Safety culture ... requires
total dedication, which at nuclear power plants is primarily generated by the attitudes of
managers of organizations involved in their development and operation" [20]. In Safety
Culture, a report by the International Nuclear Safety Advisory Group of the IAEA, safety
culture is defined as "that assembly of characteristics and attitudes in organizations and
individuals which establishes that, as an overriding priority, nuclear plant safety issues receive
the attention warranted by their significance" [21].

According to US NRC, nuclear safety culture is a prevailing condition in which each employee
is always focused on improving safety, is aware of what can go wrong, feels personally
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accountable for safe operation, and takes pride and "ownership" in the plant. Safety culture is a
disciplined, crisp approach to operations by highly trained staff who are confident but not
complacent, follow good procedures, and practice good team-work and effective
communications. Safety culture is an insistence on a sound" technical basis for actions and a
rigorous self-assessment of problems [15].

3.1 Safety Culture and Organizational Culture

According to Pidgeon [22], safety culture can be characterized as the set of beliefs, norms,
attitudes, roles, and social and technical practices that are concerned with minimizing the
exposure of employees, managers, customers, and members of the public to conditions
considered dangerous or injurious. Also, the principal cultural unit within which a safety
culture is assumed to be located is that of the organization [23]. In other terms, safety culture is
a product of a larger concept of organizational culture [18]; an NRC-supported study has also
verified this assertion [24]. Organizational culture through its operative norms, significantly
affects system safety and reliability [25]. Furthermore, many factors, such as the "shared
experience" of the organizational members, aie formed and nurtured by the organizational
culture. According to Rochlin, La Porte and Roberts [26] this factor contributes to
organizational adaptability, "self-designing" and self-adjusting, and eventually results in higher
organizational reliability. Therefore, the organizational culture is a key determinant in the
formation of the safety culture of a technological system.

According to Schein [27], organizational culture is "a pattern of basic assumptions — invented,
discovered, or developed by a given group as it learns to cope with its problems of external
adaptation and internal integration — that has worked well enough to be considered valid and,
therefore, to be taught to new members as the correct way to perceive, think, and feel in relation
to those problems" (p. 9). Kotter and Heskett [28] contend that organizational culture has two
levels which differ in terms of their visibility and their resistance to change. "At the deeper and
less visible level, culture refers to values that are shared by the people in a group and that tend to
persist over time even when group membership changes...At the more visible level, culture
represents the behavior patterns or style of an organization that new employees are automatically
encouraged to follow by their fellow employees...Each level of culture has a natural tendency to
influence the other" (p.4).

Operationally, organizational culture is defined as a set of shared philosophies, ideologies,
values, beliefs, expectations, attitudes, assumptions, and norms [29]. Cultural norms refer to
the set of unwritten rules that guide behavior [30]. Use of this concept allows the capturing of
those dimensions of organizational life that may not be visible in the more rational and
mechanical aspects of the organization.

4. DEFINITION AND DIMENSIONS OF NATIONAL CULTURES

Culture, according to anthropologists, is the way of life of a people — the sum of their learned
behavior patterns, attitudes, customs, and material goods. According to Azimi [31], the culture
of a society consists of a set of ideas and beliefs. These ideas and beliefs should have two
principal characteristics or conditions: first, they should be accepted and admitted by the
majority of the population; and second, the acceptance of these beliefs and ideas should not
necessarily depend upon a scientific analysis, discussion or convincing argument. Also,
culture, in the context of technology transfer and utilization, could operationally be defined as
the 'collective mental programming of peoples' minds' [32].

This might be anathema to many scholars of "hard" sciences and other engineering-dominated
fields, but according to Stephen Jay Gould, the renowned Harvard University professor of
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geology, biology and the history of science, even scientific theories are strongly culturally based
[33]:

"Facts are not pure and unsullied bits of information; culture also influences
what we see and how we see it. Theories, moreover, are not inexorable
inductions from facts. The most creative theories are often imaginative visions
imposed upon facts; the source of imagination is also strongly cultural."

4.1 Dimensions of National Culture

Culture, defined earlier as the collective mental programming of the people, affects not only the
safety, but also the success and survival of any technology. National cultures differ on at least
four basic dimensions: Power Distance, Uncertainty Avoidance, Individualism-Collectivism,
and Masculinity-Femininity [34]. Power Distance refers to the extent to which a society accepts
the fact that power in institutions and organizations is distributed unequally. It is an indication
of the interpersonal power or influence between two entities, as perceived by the least powerful
of the two [35]. Uncertainty Avoidance refers to the extent to which a society feels threatened
by uncertain and ambiguous situations. It also refers to attempts to avoid these situations by
providing greater career stability, establishing more formal rules, not tolerating deviant ideas
and behaviors, and believing in absolute truths and the attainment of expertise. Individualism
refers to a "loosely knit" social framework in which people are supposed to take care of
themselves and their immediate families only, while Collectivism is characterized by a tight
social framework in which people distinguish between in-group and out-group; they expect their
in-group members (e.g., relatives, clan, organization) to look after them, and in exchange, they
owe absolute loyalty to the group. The Masculinity dimension expresses the extent to which the
dominant values in a society are "masculine," as evidenced by decisiveness, interpersonal
directness, and machismo [36]. Other characteristics of masculine cultures include
assertiveness, the acquisition of money and material goods, and a relative lack of empathy and
reduced perceived importance for quality-of-life issues. This dimension can also be described
as a measure of the need for ostentatious manliness in the society [35]. Femininity, the opposite
pole of this continuum, represents relatively lower assertiveness and greater empathy and
concern for issues regarding the quality of life.

The four cultural dimensions discussed above also have significant implications for nuclear
safety and control room operations. For instance, according to Helmreich [37] and Helmreich
and Sherman [38], there is evidence that operators with high Power Distance and high
Uncertainty Avoidance prefer and place a "very high importance" on automation. Furthermore,
it is known that the primary purpose of regulations is to standardize, systematize, and
impersonalize operations. This is done, to a large extent, by ensuring adherence to (standard
and emergency) operating procedures. On many occasions it requires replacing operators'
habits with desirable intentions which are prescribed in procedures or enforced by regulations.
However, according to several studies, an operator's culturally-driven habit is a more potent
predictor of behavior than his or her intentions; and there could be occasions on which
intentions cease to have an effect on operators' behavior [39]. This fact questions the
effectiveness of those regulations and procedures which are incompatible with operators'
culturally-driven habits.

4.2 An Experimental Study and its Implications for the Safety Culture in
Nuclear Installations

A major, though subtle, factor affecting the safety and performance of a technological system is
the degree of compatibility between its organizational culture and the national culture of the host
country. It is an inevitable reality that groups and organizations within a society also develop
cultures that significantly affect how the members think and perform [27].
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Demel and Meshkati [40] and Demel [41] conducted an extensive field study to explore how the
performance of US-owned manufacturing plants in other countries is affected by both the
national culture of the host country and the organizational culture of the subsidiary plant A
manufacturing plant division of a large American multinational corporation was examined in
three countries: Puerto Rico, the United States, and Mexico. Hofstede's [32] Values Survey
Module for national culture, and Reynolds' [42] Survey of Organizational Culture were
administered. Performance measures (i.e., production, safety and quality) were collected
through the use of secondary research. Results showed that while there were differences
between the national cultures of the three countries; there were no significant differences
between the organizational cultures of the three manufacturing plants. It is noteworthy that the
rank order of the performance indicators for these plants was in exact concordance with the rank
order of the compatibility between the organizational culture and the national culture of the host
country: Mexico had the highest overall cultural compatibility and the highest performance;
Puerto Rico had high overall compatibility and the next highest overall performance; and the
United States had the lowest cultural compatibility and the lowest overall performance.

5. IMPORTANT CULTURALLY-BASED ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIORS
AFFECTING SAFETY CULTURE

The following issues and examples attempt to demonstrate some important culturally-based
attitudes and behaviors affecting organizational functioning, technology utilization and, in
particular, safety culture in nuclear power plants (discussed in detail in [43]):

Risk Perception.
Attitude Toward Work.
Work Group Dynamics.
Attitude Toward Technology.
Attitude Toward Organization, Hierarchy, Procedure, and Working Habits.
Attitude Toward Time and Time of the day.
Religious Duties and Their Effects on Work.
Achievement Motivation and Orientation.
Population Stereotype (e.g., Color Association).
The "If it ain't broke, don't fix it" attitude.

For instance, according to Otway and von Winterfeldt [44], people's perceptions of
technologies and of risk, depend upon: the information to which people have been exposed, the
information they have chosen to believe, the values that they hold (including the religious and
ideological beliefs), the social experiences to which they have had access, the dynamics of
stakeholder groups, the vagaries of their political process, and the historical context within
which all of the aforementioned have taken place. The perception of the risk of a given
technology is also positively influenced by, among other things, whether the technology:
increases the standard of living, creates new jobs, enhances national prestige, and/or creates
greater independence from foreign suppliers. According to Douglas and Wildavsky [45], risk
perception is influenced or moderated by a "cultural bias" in the society which "elevates some
risks to high peak and depresses other below sight" (p. 9).

6. NATIONAL CULTURE: ATTENUATOR OR AMPLIFIER OF THE
SAFETY CULTURE?

Nuclear reactor operators responses to nuclear power plant disturbances is shown in Figure 1
[46]. The operators are constantly receiving data from the displays in the control room and
looking for change or deviation from standards or routines in the plant. It is contended that their
responses during transition from the Rule-based to the Knowledge-based level of cognitive
control, especially in the Knowledge-based level, are affected by the safety culture of the plant
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and are also moderated or influenced by their cultural background. Their responses could start a
vicious circle which in turn could lead to inaction, which wastes valuable time and control room
resources. Breaking this vicious circle requires 'boldness' to make or 'take over' decisions so
that the search for possible answers to the unfamiliar situation does not continue unnecessarily
and indefinitely. It is contended that the 'boldness' is strongly culturally-driven, and is a
function of the plant's organizational culture, reward system and the regulator}' environment.
Boldness, of course, is also influenced by operators' personality traits, risk taking and
perception (as mentioned before) which are also strongly cultural. Other important relevant
aspects of the national culture, in this context, include "hierarchical power distance" and "rule
orientation" [47] which govern the acceptable behavior and could determine the upper-bound of
operators' boldness.

According to IAEA [21], two general components of the safety culture are: the necessary
framework within an organization (whose development and maintenance is the responsibility of
management hierarchy) and the attitude of staff at all different levels in responding to and
benefiting from the framework. Also, the requirements of individual employees for achieving
safety culture at the installation are "a questioning attitude, a rigorous and prudent approach and
necessary communication" (p. 13 & 14). It should be noted that, however, other dimensions of
national culture, Uncertainty Avoidance, Individualism-Collectivism, and Masculinity-
Femininity, while interacting with these general components and requirements could either
resonate with and strengthen or attenuate safety culture. For instance, questioning attitude (of
operators) is greatly influenced by the power distance, rule orientation, and uncertainty
avoidance of the societal environment and the openness in the organizational culture of the plant
A rigorous and prudent approach which involves understanding the work procedures,
complying with procedure, being alert for the unexpected, etc., is moderated by power distance
and uncertainty avoidance in the culture; and is also moderated by the sacredness of procedures,
the criticality of step-by-step compliance, and a definite organizational system at the plant.
Communication which involves obtaining information form others, transmitting information to
others, etc., is a function of all the dimensions of national culture as well as the organizational
structure's hierarchy and rigidity (of the plant).

The nuclear industry shares many safety-related issues and concerns with the aviation industry
and there is a continuous transfer of information between them (e.g., [48]). Cultural and other
human factors considerations affecting the performance of a cockpit crew are, to a large extent,
similar to those affecting a nuclear plant control room crew. Therefore, it is noteworthy to
briefly refer to a passenger aircraft which, according to an investigation by the (US) National
Transportation Safety Board [49], cultural factors (within the cockpit and between it and the air
traffic control tower) contributed significantly to its fatal accident. The Avianca Boeing 707,
flight 052 (the Airline of Columbia) crashed in Cove Neck, New York, on January 25, 1990,
and as a result 73 of the 158 persons aboard were fatally injured. According to Helrnreich [50]:

"In a culture where group harmony is valued above individual needs, there
was probably a tendency to remain silent while hoping that the captain
would "save the day." There have been reported instances in other
collectivist, high power distance cultures where crews have chosen to die in
a crash rather than disrupt group harmony and authority and bring
accompanying shame upon their family and in-group" (emphasis added).
"High Uncertainty Avoidance may have played a role (in this accident) by
locking the crew into a course of action and preventing discussion of
alternatives and review of the implications of the current course of action.
High Uncertainty Avoidance is associated with a tendency to be inflexible
once a decision has been made as a means of avoiding the discomfort
associated with uncertainty" (p. 17).
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Figure 1: Model for Nuclear Power Plant Operators' Responses to Disturbances

(From: Rasmussen, personal communication 1992)
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7. CONCLUSION

Safety culture of a nuclear installation should be considered in the context of its local national
culture. It is concluded that the necessary conditions for creating and nourishing safety culture
in a nuclear installation include (but are not limited to):

1- A thorough understanding of the dimensions of local national culture;

2- Determination of the extent of their match with those of organizational culture of the
installation; and

3- Their compatibility with the prescribed requirements for safety culture.
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ABSTRACT - We postulate that,
• another serious nuclear power reactor accident will have a disastrous impact on

the future of nuclear power as a whole,
• in the public view, probabilistic safety assessment results are often primarily understood

to answer the question of "how many accidents can be expected in the future".
The intention of this paper is to give an "objective" estimate of the probability of another
serious power reactor accident within the next years,

• as a function of past commercial nuclear power plant operational experience, and
• as a function of past operational and probabilistic safety assessment experiences,

and to compare the results. "Objective probability" stands for involving a minimum number of
statistical assumptions in the course of the estimation process. The impact of including industry
average probabilistic safety assessment experience in the estimation gives an indication on the
appropriate way how to use this method. We conclude that it is highly qualified as an internal
tool to identify and evaluate possible areas for further improvements in safety and/or operating
performance. Using its results primarily as compact single-number arguments to convince the
public on the high safety status of the nuclear power industry is, however, nothing but a waste
of time and money.
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1. MATHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENT

1.1 Conceptual Framework

We intend to derive an objective industry average probability of another serious commercial
nuclear power reactor accident within the next years. Here, "objective" stands for involving a
minimum number of statistical assumptions; "serious reactor accident" stands for a serious core
damage event, which is due to the importance of such an event in safety assessments as well as
due to its tremendous psychological consequences on the public. We assume this event to be
governed by the Poisson law, depending on a single parameter X describing the intensity of the
process ("occurrence rate"). Thus, our approach follows the assumption that all presently
operating commercial nuclear power plants share a common X and that the accident events are
independently distributed through time. This is what we mean with "industry average" rates
and resulting industry average probabilities.

The number of serious core damages N, occurring in a total operation time T, given the
average occurrence rate X, is modelled by a Poisson distribution (likelihood function):

L(N/A,T)=^-e^ ; tf = 0,1,2,...

(1)

The conditional probability of n accidents in a future operation time t, given the past
operational experience of N accidents in a past operation time T, can be derived by simply
combining a Poisson type likelihood function L(n | X,t) and a conditional probability density
function p(X | N,T), as follows:

P(nlt,NJ) = J L(n/A,t)p(A/N,T)dA .
o

(2)

p(X I N,T) dX, describing the conditional probability that the (unknown) "true" value of the
occurrence rate X is in the infinitesimal interval dX, given the past operational experience of N
accidents in a past operation time T can further be evaluated by using Bayes' theorem:

L(N12.J) p(X) dl

(3)

L(N I X,T) is the above likelihood function of a Poisson process, while the prior density p(X)
reflects the available a-priori knowledge on the occurrence rate X. Of course, expressions (3)
and subsequently (2) are readily evaluated - given the prior, p(X). In a physics context, it is
usually assumed that X is a-priori known (e.g. in a nuclear counting experiment); in a risk
assessment context, X is an unknown parameter. Of course, it is desirable to select a prior on a
sound technical basis so that subjective initial assumptions are reduced as much as feasible. The
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problem is to estimate the prior in a way which reflects the given prior information in a "most
unbiased", "least subjective" and thus "objective" way.

1.2 Probability Expression Based On Operational Experience Only

Let us first assume that we do not have any appropriate a-priori empirical evidence knowledge
on the occurrence rate parameter X. Yet, to quantify the above expression (3), an estimate for
the prior p(X) has to be included.

We learned from the previous section that in our model the occurrence of accident events is
governed by the Poisson sampling distribution, expression (1). This distribution has a single
parameter, X, which can be interpreted as the reciprocal of the mean time between events, x.
Our prior knowledge of X is entirely equivalent to that for x = l/X, i.e., our state of knowledge
is that of complete ignorance. Invariance requires that for these scale parameters

p(X) dX = p{r)dx
(4)

and the "non-informative" solution is of the form

, n ,, dX

(5)

Non-informative priors are selected such that - regarding the information manifested in the
posterior distribution obtained from Bayesian updating - the contribution of the likelihood
mnction dominates that of the prior. This choice is reasonable here, since the introduction of
an informative prior would raise questions of subjectivity.

Using prior (5) in the above expressions (3) and (2), we get the following expression for the
mean probability P of n accidents in a future operation time t, given the past operational
experience of N accidents in a past operation time T:

(AT+»-!)! TN t"
(N-\)\n\ (7

(6)

P(nlt,N,T) = ,„ ___, _

The mean probability of one accident is:

(7)

Note that this result is based on specific nuclear power plant past operational experience only;
no generic prior evidence, e.g. from reactor safety analyses is included. One of the essential
purposes of a Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) for nuclear power plants is to estimate
the probabilities of various postulated undesired events and consequence states, taking into
account all relevant plant-specific as well as generic information (both speculative and factual)
[1]. As a consequence of this complex amalgamation process, it could be argued that PSA
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results should be interpreted as subjective arguments constructed and adopted by the nuclear
community, rather than as objective "revelations of truth" in the classical statistical sense [2].
However, since it is always reasonable in science to try to benefit from all available knowledge,
generic PSA results, such as industry average probabilistic estimates on core damage, represent
appropriate prior information for further Bayesian inferences.

1.3 Probability Expression Based On Both Operational and PSA Experience

In a second step, we want to include industry average PSA experience in the form of a 90%-
confidence interval on the value of an important nuclear risk-related quantity, the Core
Damage Frequency (CDF). Of course, the internationally available CDF estimates result from
individual PSA studies that are based on different plant types, plant "safety cultures", PSA
modelling approaches, scopes of analysis and different understandings of what an individual
CDF model shall include. It is also for this reason that an application of our "industry average"
estimates to a particular plant would be inappropriate.

We use a "credible" industry average CDF interval (to be defined in Section 3) as our a-priori
available PSA-based world experience on the occurrence rate A, of a core damage. For the
purposes of our Bayesian modelling, this confidence interval represents our prior accumulation
of knowledge on CDF that comes before any observation on real operational experience. All
we know to that point about the underlying prior distribution are the values of its lower and
upper limits (i.e., the A,5o/o and A.95o/o values); no further information, e.g. on the values of mean
and variance or on the type of distribution is available. - Now, how can we estimate a "most
unbiased", "least subjective" and thus "objective" prior CDF distribution from this limited
information?

A frequently used method for choice of objective distributions subject to available empirical
evidence constraints is based on the principle of maximum information theoretic entropy,
originally suggested by Jaynes [3]. It permits the construction of a probability density function
over the space in which a random variable £, of interest lies, given only constraint inputs of
limited quantitative structure. In information theory, the entropy H is a measure of uncertainty,
and for a probability density function p(^), it can be written in the form

+00

H = - \p{4) ln(p(0) d£ .
—00

(8)

H is a measure of the information content implied by the function p. Now, the idea is to
maximise this measure, introducing the available pieces of information (either observed data or
values otherwise determined) as boundary condition, which results in the distribution with
maximum uncertainty from the set of distributions subject to the given constraints. The
determination of such a distribution is a problem of variational calculus, which can easily be
solved by using, for instance, the method of Lagrange multipliers [3-5].

In our example, maximising expression (8) for \ = A. in the interval a < X < co subject to the
three empirical evidence constraints,
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= 0r05

= 0,05 ,

(9)

results in a function for p(X) of the form

(10)

with

In \422*\
for

° ' 0 5 > for X95% < X < ©
1In

Next, this prior distribution, representing our a-priori knowledge in an objective way, is
modified on the basis of operational experience and a new one, the posterior distribution, based
on both PSA and operational experiences, is obtained. Taking the limits a—>0, co-»oo (under
the assumption N + n > 0) and substituting the result in expressions (3) and (2) yields the
following expression for the mean probability P of n accidents in a future operation time t,
given the past operational experience of N accidents in a past operation time T and the
percentile type industry average PSA experience for CDF, X5o/o, X95o/o:

tn

(ID
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with

y=0

.7

y=o

7=0

y=o

(12)

Thus, the effect of introducing PSA information is multiplying the "no PSA" expression (6)
with a factor <f> which contains this information.

The mean probability of one accident is:

T Q(T,t,N,n = l,

(13)

2. AVAILABLE PAST OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE

In a statistical sense, nuclear power plants have so far not been given much time to express
their "probabilistic safety performance" in a significant way; the world experience for
commercial nuclear power reactors is about thirty calendar years. This experience is, however,
not all with one type of reactor, plant size or "safety culture"; yet, it originates entirely from
plants with "traditional" engineering safety design (if anything goes wrong, human or computer
intervention is required to shut down the reactor safely). Of course, we know that such
industry averages are not "representative" for a particular plant; nevertheless, for the purpose
of deriving the probability of a generic event whose occurrence would have a disastrous impact
on the future of the nuclear industry as a whole, such experience is an appropriate type of prior
information.

At the end of 1993, according to the IAEA data file [6], there has been a total operational
experience of T = 6902 reactor years (RY) for commercial nuclear power reactors in the
world. This value could be reduced by taking into account an average power plant availability
of 0.75; - however, we will not do so, since "there is evidence that plants are at risk whether
they are generating power or not as the U.S. industry news [Inside NRC. July 16, i990] and the
recently published French safety studies [Nuclear News: July 1990] indicate. The French study in
particular states that one third of the plant risk occurs during shut-down period." [7]. At this
target date, 430 commercial nuclear power plants were in operation in the world. During these
6902 commercial nuclear power reactor years, there have been two serious core damage
accidents - Three Mile Island (1979) and Chernobyl (1986): N = 2. No military reactor
accidents are taken into account.

In summary, based on past operational experience only, our prior knowledge on serious
commercial power reactor accidents is that within 6902 RY two such events occurred.
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3. AVAILABLE PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ASSESSMENT EXPERIENCE

Since the meanwhile classical 1975 U.S. Reactor Safety Study [8], more than 100 PSA studies
on the safety of nuclear power plants have either been performed or are still under way and the
corresponding results on some important risk-related quantities, e.g. the CDF vary widely,
typically from 10'3 /RY to 10"7 /RY for the mean value with large uncertainties around [1,9].

However, in the view of a large majority in the PSA community, the extremely low numbers
below 10"6/RY are considered not credible [9]. Factors which argue against such very low
numbers include: plant design and construction errors, potential for common cause failures,
human response and incompleteness of the study. In a recent review paper, [7], it is proposed
that for presently operating nuclear power plant designs the following range of industry
average CDF results can be considered "credible":

X5o/o = 10"5 /RY ; X9So/o = 10"3 /RY .

4. QUANTIFICATION

Based on our preceding considerations, objective industry average probabilities of another
serious power reactor accident within the next years shall be estimated. Let. the future time
period of interest be 10 calendar years; recalling from Section 2 that 430 nuclear power plants
are currently operating in the world, our future operation time of interest becomes t = 4300
RY.

Two cases, which differ in the amount of information included, are considered:

Case I: Estimation of the probability of another serious power reactor accident
within the next 4300 RY, based on past operational experience only. Using the
data of Section 2, expression (7) gives the mean probability

i

= 0,291 .

Case II: Estimation of the probability of another serious power reactor accident
within the next 4300 RY, based on both past operational and PSA experiences.
Using the data of Sections 2 and 3, expression (13) gives the mean probability

p / / ( n = l / r = 4300i?7,^ = 2 , r = 6902/?}',/l5o/o=10-5/«}',/l95%=10-3/^y) = 0,294 .

In other words, the "chance" that another reactor accident could happen in the next 10
calendar years is in both cases (without PSA, with PSA) about 29% (under the presumably
realistic assumption that during this period the total number of operating commercial nuclear
power plants remains constant; i.e., that none of the currently operating plants is shut down
and no new one comes on line). The uncertainties associated with these results are quite large:
In case I, the 90%-confldence interval encompasses a probability range from 0,118 to 0,367; in
case II from 0,129 to 0,367.
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For the two cases considered, the following figure, Fig.l, shows the values of the conditional
probabilities of the occurrence of another accident, Pjj](n = 1 /...), given different future
operation time periods t (expressions (7) and (13)). For small t values, these probabilities have
a steep increase, reach a maximum at about t = 3500 RY and decrease smoothly for larger t.

A comparison of expressions (7) and (13) explains O as a "correction factor" indicating the
change in the conditional probability if prior PSA experience is included. As can be seen from
Fig. 1. this effect is quite small (3>(t) < 1.01); in other words, the inclusion of the given PSA
experience does not significantly change the probabilities. A variation of the prior PSA
experience to other "realistic" 90%-confidence intervals of, say, (10-5,10"2), (lO^lO'2),
(lO^lO"3), (lO^lO'2) is without any relevant impact on this result ($(t = 4300 RY) < 1.07).
"Unrealistically" narrow intervals, such as (10"3,10-2), (10-5,104), (lO^lO'5), (lO^lO4),
would obviously have a more significant impact on the posterior.

To allow a comparison of the conditional probabilities of different numbers of future accident
events n, given some future time periods t, the values for Pj(n = {0,1,2,3}/...) are depicted in
Fig.2 (a similar situation results for Pjj(n = {0,1,2,3}/...)). As can be seen from this figure,
the probability that no accident will occur in the next 10 calendar years (= 4300 RY), Pj(n =
0/...), is slightly less than 0,4.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Recalling the quantitative results of the previous section, we can conclude that it does not take
sophisticated approaches like PSA to simply end up with the statement that there is an
uncomfortably high probability of another serious reactor accident within the next years (29%
"chance" in the next 10 calendar years). We have shown that practically the same result can be
derived from past operational experience only without taking into account any PSA estimates.
Therefore, using PSA results primarily for such "absolute numbers" purposes is nothing but a
waste of time and money. Of course, the true importance of PSA can be found in identifying
the weaknesses and vulnerabilities of a plant's safety and/or operating performance ("relative
number" results). Nevertheless, absolute numbers, such as CDF or the probability of another
serious accident, are the only results of interest for the public.

What is really necessary to secure the future of nuclear power is not so much to verify that
PSA-based CDF values have been lowered from, e.g. 10"4 /RY to values below 10"5 /RY and
that "safety" has consequently been improved from 0.9999 to values greater than 0.99999.
Engineers might then feel safer, the public not. Only plants which use principles of an
inherently safe design ("passive safety") have a chance to be clearly acceptable for the general
public without any need for more or less ivory-towered probabilistic justification.

It is important to note that this paper's line of reasoning did not follow technical arguments
concerning the realisation of passive safety principles in a plant. What we mean by "passive
safety" is simply this: if anything goes wrong, the laws of nature (having a success probability
P = 1 !) will shut down the reactor safely and no human or computer intervention is required.
The public risk is consequently reduced to what the public solely seems to accept - zero. Man
will be in charge of normal operation; nature will be in charge of safety.
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ABSTRACT

There has been a widespread acknowledgement of the significance of organisational,
management and socio-technical errors in the etiology of accidents. This paper describes an
approach to assess the organisational, managerial and socio-technical influences on the Safety
Culture of socio-technical systems such as nuclear power plants. A review of the Human
Reliability Assessment (HRA) approach to risk evaluation and current Safety Culture
evaluation methods has led to the development of a prototype Safety Culture Failure
Mechanism (SCFM) approach.

The SCFM framework is structured by drawing on a parallel approach used in HRA. Hence
there are the Safety Culture equivalent of Psychological Error Mechanisms (Safety Culture
Failure Mechanisms or SCFMs), Performance Shaping Factors (Safety Culture Influencing
Factors or SCIFs) and External Error Modes (Safety Culture Error Modes or SCEMs). Also
the approach uses Safety Management Error Modes (SMEMs) which show the particular deficit
in the safety protective system or function of the organisation. Examples are shown of the
application of the SCFM framework.

It is suggested that this type of approach is a relatively unexplored avenue in Safety Culture
research and the possible relation of the approach to PSA and HRA in an assessment
framework is described.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Organisational, management and socio-technical errors are now acknowledged as being very
significant in the etiology of accidents, and these factors are said to account for 70-80% of the
pre-conditions for technological disasters [1]. Official enquiries into a number of large scale
socio-technical systems disasters, especially Chernobyl, make reference to errors committed at
the management and individual level, combined with a mixture of general organisational
failings. These organisational failings included the competency and training of certain
personnel; inadequate communication and fault reporting systems; maintenance of equipment
not carried out; safety equipment deemed too expensive an outlay; and so on. Such
management, individual and organisational errors were said to have been indicative of poor
Safety Culture.

This paper describes a methodology under development whereby Safety Culture factors are
explicitly linked with the organisational, management and socio-technical components of the
system. The methodology attempts to engender an understanding of how Safety Culture may
fail, and in turn what the principal influencing factors are. The safety management system is
also described so that the vulnerable points in the system [where failure is likely to occur] are
identified and efforts can be made to decrease such vulnerability.

Before the methodology is described it is useful to briefly define Safety Culture for the context
of this paper and also how the influence of Safety Culture factors on the safety of socio-
technical systems is currently evaluated.

2. SAFETY CULTURE

A number of landmark IAEA reports [2], [3], [4] and [5] form the basis for the ACSNI [6]
definition of Safety Culture. The study group defines Safety Culture as;

" the Safety Culture of an organisation is the product of the individual and group
values, attitudes, perceptions, competencies, and patterns of behaviour that determine
the commitment to, and the style and proficiency of, an organisation's health and safety
management. Organisations with a positive Safety Culture are characterised by
communications founded on mutual trust, by shared perceptions of the importance of
safety and by confidence in the efficacy of preventative measures."

The ACSNI definition is used as the working definition of Safety Culture in this paper.

3. ASSESSING SAFETY CULTURE

It has only been relatively recently that risk assessment practice has moved 'upstream' in an
attempt to include the actions of designers, managers and other decision makers [as well as
individual operators] in the overall risk evaluation There has been recognition of the increased
need to evaluate the more 'subtle organisational pre-conditions to failure' [7]. The most recent
developments in understanding and assessing these subtle organisational pre-conditions to
failure has been with the arrival of Safety Culture evaluation methods. The risk evaluation of a
system from a Safety Culture perspective would need to assess the set of beliefs, norms,
attitudes and social and technical practices which are concerned with minimising the exposure
of individuals, within and beyond an organisation, to conditions considered dangerous or
injurious [8].

Within Probabilistic Safety Assessments (PSAs) the human contribution to risk has
traditionally been assessed via a Human Reliability Assessment (HRA) approach. HRA has
been reasonably successful at identifying, quantifying and reducing execution errors (slips and
lapses), and has become better at dealing with certain cognitive errors [9]. It has however been
less successful at addressing other forms of human error. In particular management and
organisational failures have not been incorporated within the error assessment boundaries of
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HRA [10]. HRA does not achieve the assessment of these error types nor in fact does it
actually claim to being able to do so at this time.

For these reasons Safety Culture assessment methods have tended to develop outside HRA.
The techniques for Safety Culture assessment are in the form of frameworks for organisational
safety performance, audit tools for safety performance and checklists/prompt lists [11].
However the area of Safety Culture assessment in general is still somewhat under-developed.
There is little in the way of established theories nor well proven methods.

Furthermore, many reasons for Safety Culture failing are clearly human-centred in their origins
and propagation and hence such factors could technically fall within the 'province' of HRA.
The central question is not whether Safety Culture assessment should be within HRA or not, it
is whether such methods can adequately protect against Safety Culture failures. What this
paper argues however, is that HRA suggests an approach to Safety Culture assessment which
does not yet appear to have been tried.

4. ADEQUACY OF SAFETY CULTURE ASSESSMENT METHODS

Currently the means of assessing risk in potentially hazardous installations may be qualitative
(in the form of audits) or quantitative (via such methodologies as PSA). In either case, the
treatment of human-related failures needs a theoretical framework or model to tell us what can
go wrong, why it can go wrong and how it can impact on the system, and how to prevent it
With respect to many human errors, this can be achieved qualitatively and quantitatively via the
partnership of HRA and Ergonomics (or Human Factors). However, for the phenomenon of
Safety Culture, the theory and technology to assess such failures is in its scientific infancy.
Many of the currently available approaches have not been derived scientifically based on the
psychology of organisational behaviour (or for example attitudes to risk), nor have they been
based on a model of safety management. Instead a series of quasi-empirical checklists have
been developed with which to enter the organisation and, via audit and interviews, assess the
overall health of the system.

Such approaches are not necessarily wrong (though none appear to have been scientifically
validated), but they focus on indicators of Safety Culture performance, which may or may not
correlate with the actual safety performance for the particular organisation being assessed. This
is counter to the philosophies of PSA, HRA and Ergonomics, which rely on detailed modelling
of a situation to determine what can go wrong. Such latter approaches address the mechanisms
by which failures occur, as well as indicators or influencing factors.

Modelling is essential to show the 'mechanics' of the influence of Safety Culture on the
management of safety. Also modelling allows the identification of areas of safety management
where there is no systematic knowledge of Safety Culture influences. When aware of such
areas, attention can be made to bridging these knowledge gaps. Current Safety Culture
evaluation methods tend to tell us something that we already know. With the risk of using a
cliche, what is needed is an approach which tells us something we do not know.

Philosophically, therefore, there appears to be a missing avenue of research in the field of
Safety Culture. Safety Culture Failure Mechanisms (SCFMs) are suggested as one of the
concepts missing from Safety Culture research. These SCFMs are regarded as being the
potential means of showing an explicit linkage between Safety Culture, safety management and
accidents.

5. THE SCFM FRAMEWORK

The SCFM framework is structured by drawing on a parallel approach used in HRA. In HRA
there are firstly error modes, the external manifestation of what happened or is predicted to
happen (e.g. close wrong valve). The Safety Culture equivalent might be, for example, failure
to transmit information across a shift boundary. In HRA there are secondly Performance
Shaping Factors (PSFs), such as training, and the Safety Culture equivalent might be, for
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example, workload near the shift handover period. Thirdly HRA uses Psychological Error
Mechanisms (PEMs), such as memory failure, which explains what happens inside the head of
the operator (the internal failure mechanism), and this is in particular what is apparently
missing from current Safety Culture applied research. Such Safety Culture equivalent
mechanisms might entail, for example, shift team cohesiveness, or inter-team rivalry.

What is interesting is that many of the checklist approaches aimed at evaluating Safety Culture
point indirectly and sometimes directly to these mechanisms (as well as the equivalent of Safety
Culture PSFs), but a taxonomy of Safety Culture Failure Mechanisms (SCFMs) has not been
distilled as a result. If such SCFMs are derived, then one can begin to truly model Safety
Culture failures. Such modelling entails having a detailed operational knowledge of the safety
management structure of an organisation, including informal safety management aspects, and
then applying the SCFMs to the dynamic tasks of safety management. The output is a set of
task or safety management area vulnerabilities. These vulnerabilities are not vague concerns
about safety management practices, but are specific definable problem areas that can be tackled
and rectified by management, based on an understanding of why the problem exists.

6. DEFINITION OF TERMS

The following definitions are useful in understanding the SCFM apf oach. The four following
components comprise the 'SCFM framework.1

6.1. Safety Culture Failure Mechanism

A Safety Culture Failure Mechanism (SCFM) is a behavioural entity based on an attitude, norm
or belief which results in a behaviour or decision (including not to behave and not to decide).
It can be cognitive or heuristic in nature and is thus considered to be equivalent to the
Psychological Error Mechanisms (PEMs) used in HRA. SCFMs are rooted in the
organisation's safety management infrastructure and normal working practices rather than in
the external task demands or situational factors.

6.2. Safety Culture Influencing Factor

A Safety Culture Influencing Factor (SCIF) is a contributing factor to the SCFM, directly
comparable to Performance Shaping Factors (PSF) used in HRA. SCIFs only lead to the
Safety Culture Error Mode (SCEM) when combined with the SCFM as SCIFs are factors that
are not behavioural constructs, entities or events. In general SCIFs can be said to influence the
SCEM likelihood of occurrence.

6.3. Safety Culture Error Mode

A Safety Culture Error Mode (SCEM) is equivalent to an External Error Mode (EEM) used in
HRA (e.g., omission, commission etc.). SCEMs are more specifically rooted within a Safety
Culture context than EEMs.

6.4. Safety Management Error Mode

The Safety Management Error Mode (SMEM) shows where the line of safety defence is
defeated in the system. Therefore it is considered to be the explanative term for the failure in
the safety protection system or function of the organisation.

8. DEVELOPING THE SET OF SCFMs

The information used to compile the set of SCFMs came from various sources such as the
questions contained in Safety Culture audit tools e.g. [5] and checklists e.g. [6] as well as
sources such as incident and event reports.
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The work into developing SCFMs is still ongoing, but Table I gives examples from a glossary
of SCFM terms from the SCFM approach. Certain ascribed organisational, management and
socio-technical errors from the Chernobyl, Challenger and Clapham Junction accidents have
been decomposed and put into categories of SCEMs, SCIFs, SCFMs and SMEMs. This is
shown in Table n. In addition, Table IE shows the generic application of the SCFM
framework for three key Safety Culture areas: the refationship between production and safety;
safety meetings; and safety training.

9. USING SCFMs IN AN ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK

At the time of writing this paper the glossary of SCFMs is being expanded via further reviews
of accidents and Safety Culture audit questions. This list or taxonomy will then be refined and
'stratified' if appropriate. Such a set of SCFMs can then, in theory, be used in a similar way to
Hazard and Operability Study (HAZOP) key words. This would follow an inductive and
group-based approach to assessing Safety Culture vulnerabilities and actioning their resolution.

Just as HAZOP 'operates' on Piping and Instrument Diagrams (P&IDs) and Engineering Flow
Diagrams (EFDs), and HRA operates on task analysis information, this SCFM approach will
have to develop a safety-system-modelling upon which to operate. The next phase of work
will therefore involve developing a rapid way of representing a specific safety management
process. This would include the dynamic aspects of the safety management process which
would then be amenable to a HAZOP-type analysis using the SCFM keywords. Since HAZOP
often focuses on process 'flows', and safety management often functions via the 'flow' of
information and resources, this approach is at least philosophically plausible and worth
pursuing.

If successful, what this would offer is indeed an alternative avenue of assessment. This type
of assessment would not focus overly on paper-based safety management systems and careful
policy wording, but would focus instead on the very human-centred root causes of Safety
Culture failures. Ultimately the former is dealing with safety management failures. The
derivation of an exhaustive and incisive set of SCFMs may be one useful step towards dealing
with the rather more difficult latter area, helping us to understand the actual mechanisms of
Safety Culture failures.
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Table I. Examples from the glossary of SCFM terms

SCFM

• Risk negation

• Risk responsibility clouded

• Risk responsibility diluted

• Invulnerability

• Risk recognition avoidance

• Risk tolerance

• Risk recognition failure

• Implicit sanctioning

• Violation norm

• Non ownership

• Personnel conflicts

• Low standards

• Low expectations

• Inter-group competition

• Conflict of interests

Explanation

The risk issue is passed off as being either not present or
extremely negligible so as not to merit further attention, despite
evidence of the risk from formal sources. These sources are not
believed.

The individual or group responsible for addressing the risk is not
clear from the role allocation in the organisation. No one is sure
who should act.

The responsibility for a certain individual or group to address a
particular risk is decreased to a point where effective action is
unlikely.

The individual or group form a "this can never happen to us'
perception of the risk.

There is realisation from the individual or group that the risk is
present, but they actively avoid facing the issue, although the
risk is believed.

A known risk is allowed to continue as the individual or group
have become immune to its existence - an (externally)
unacceptable risk level is accepted by the workforce.

An individual or group fail to recognise the presence of the risk.

An individual or group deviate from the prescribed procedure for
managing risk but management turn a blind eye to this practice.

The way that an individual or group manage a risk is contrary to
the prescribed procedure, but this is taken by the workforce as a
'normal method' of doing things.

No individual or group want to take responsibility for a
particular risk issue.

The relationship between individuals and groups is antagonistic
and this affects working practices and decision making.

The general level of safety practices and procedures is at an
unacceptably low standard. Low standards of safety become a
'self-fulfilling prophecy'.

An individual or group do not have expectations that would
aspire them to perform safely. Similar to low standards but
occurring at an individual/team level rather than a corporate level.

Competition between different groups (and individuals) results in
safety trade-offs via lack of communication, competition in
levels of production etc.

An individual or group of individuals have conflicting safety and
production interests. E.g. a regulatory authority with a duty to
protect the public and the industry interests.
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• Vested interests

• Group dynamics (negotiation)

• Horse-trading safety issues

• Group polarisation

• Group think

• Playing the game with regulators

• Protectionism

• No commitment

• Importance underestimation

• Reluctance

• Defensiveness

• Lack of commitment

• Competence overestimation

• Entrenchment

Similar to conflict of interests except that the individual or group
hold a certain view with respect to their own personal gain, e.g.
relating to their own department or 'empire'.

Different groups are made up of different individuals and this will
affect how a particular safety position is negotiated. E.g. a viable
safety argument may be over-ruled due to popularity or
aggressiveness of an antagonist

A form of collective bargaining on a safety issue so that all
individuals or groups concerned perceive that they have secured a
personally satisfactory outcome, but wherein safety issues have
been 'traded' against production issues.

The phenomenon that occurs when individuals in a group take up
two differing (extreme) positions, often resulting in radical
decisions.

The phenomenon that occurs when a group adopts a common
(narrow) perspective on a particular safety issue, due to members
of the group reinforcing each others' position, which can then
lead to safety oversights and to invulnerability.

Problems are addressed superficially to appease the regulators
rather than getting to the root of the problem, due to the belief
that the regulators don't understand the real issues.

An individual or a group have a particular philosophy or role that
they will not allow to be modified, e.g. defending their theory, or
personnel, or design to a non-rational level.

Similar to non ownership except that responsibility has been
clearly allocated to the individual or group but they are not
motivated to address the issue.

A risk has been recognised but the individual or group do not
appreciate its potential significance or urgency.

Similar to non-ownership except that the issue is not addressed,
due to the effort required to address it

An individual or group are highly defensive with respect to
criticism or suggestions about their philosophy or role on a
certain issue

Similar to no commitment except some effort has been made to
address the issue, but not enough to resolve it

The skills or abilities of an individual or group are perceived as
being higher than they actually are and are needed to be

An individual or group are so stuck in their thinking or roles that
it is almost impossible to modify their position. 'It has always
worked before...'
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Table II. The SCFM approach applied to three major accidents

Accident

Chernobyl

Challenger
Space Shuttle

Clapham
Junction Rail
Crash

SCEM

Errors of
commission
(associated with
safety systems
etc.)

Wrong decision
(to launch)

• Check fails
• Errors of

commission

SCIF

• Time pressure
• Motivation
• Poor procedures
• Competence
•Bureaucracy

• Political and time
pressures

•Time of day effects
on decision making

• Motivation (elitism)
• Safety not
paramount

• Fatigue
• Competence

SCFM

• Risk negation
• Risk responsibility
clouded

• Risk responsibility
diluted

• Invulnerability

• Risk recognition
avoidance

• Risk tolerance

• Risk recognition
failure

• Risk recognition
avoidance

• Implicit sanctioning
• Violation norm

SMEM

• Lack of organisational
control

• Training and staffing
inappropriate

• Procedure formulation
poor

• Lack of organisational
learning

• Incorrect decision
criteria

• Inappropriate
resourcing (problem
will go away)

• Lack of organisational
learning

• Training Inappropriate
• Check rule violation
• Staff inappropriate
•QA check LTA
• Information not acted

upon.

Notes on Table II

In all the accidents SCFMs refer to various actual errors in the accident sequence. In the
Chernobyl accident the team was highly motivated to achieve a successful test result but their
knowledge of reactor physics was inadequate for the task. Risk negation refers to the fact that
other plants had apparently refused to carry out similar tests on safety grounds, and the
bureaucracy surrounding this test plan appears to have both clouded and diluted responsibility
for the plan and its safety. It has also been suggested that the group-psychological
phenomenon of invulnerability was evident with the Chernobyl team, such that their behaviour
was riskier than would otherwise be the norm.

Political and time pressures were strong influencing factors in the Challenger accident These
were to an extent compounded by the decision to launch (even though the launch conditions
were outside normal limits) being made via meetings held in the early hours of the morning.
There was recognition of the cold launch conditions and also the 'o'-ring problem but these
factors were not addressed fully. Problems with the 'o'-ring were allowed to continue for
years prior to the accident as new designs were apparently on their way.

The re-signalling work at Clapham Junction was carried out at the weekend by a technician
who did not have a full appreciation of the work he was given to undertake. There was a
failure on the part of management to see the implications of such working practices, especially
when the procedures that had been developed for the job were often not followed. Supervisory
staff were aware that good practice was not being followed but apparently turned a 'blind eye'
to these actions.
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10

Table III. The SCFM approach applied to Safety Culture areas

Area

1. Safety and
production
relationship

2. Safety
meetings

3. Training

SCEM

• Wrong decision
• Decision delayed

• Wrong decision
• Decision delayed

Performance Errors

SCIF

• Safety not
primary

• Time pressure

• Production and
safety conflict

• Project time
pressure

• Adversarial
relationship with
regulators

• Low priority of
training

• Economic
pressures

• Workload on
attendees

•Trainee
throughput rate

SCFM

• Risk recognition
failure

• Risk recognition
avoidance

• Non ownership
• Personnel conflicts
• Low standards
• Low expectations

• Intergroup
competition

• Conflict of interests
• Vested interests
• Group dynamics

(negotiation process)
• Horse-trading safety

issues
• Risk recognition
avoidance

• Risk negation
• Risk recognition
failure

• Risk tolerance
• Group polarisation
• Group think
• Invulnerability
• Playing the game

with regulators
• Protectionism
• No commitment

• Importance
underestimation

• Reluctance
• Defensiveness
• Lack of Commitment
• Competence
overestimation

• Entrenchment

SMEM

• Decision taken at
wrong level

• Wrong people
consulted

• Incorrect decision
criteria

• Consultation
process LTA

• Inappropriate
personnel present

• Insufficient time
allowed

• Inadequate chairing
• Inadequate recording
• Consultation
process LTA

• Discussion process
LTA

• Meeting
formalisation LTA

• Training programme
not reviewed

• Review criteria LTA
• Reviewed at wrong

level
• No training policy
• Resources LTA
• Feedback system

LTA
• Training access

LTA
• Training methods

LTA

Notes on Table III

Using the safety and production relationship as an example, a conflict between the two can lead
to the wrong decision being made. This is particularly the case if there is time pressure and
safety is secondary. This can be allowed to happen if the risks are not recognised, or their
reality is avoided/ignored (disbelieved), or because it is not believed to be that person's
problem or domain of responsibility (non-ownership). This can lead to a failure in the safety
management system via wrong people being consulted, or in fact nobody being consulted at
all.
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ABSTRACT

This paper builds on the principal themes addressed in previous Accident Prevention Group
(APG) papers on the subject of Nuclear Safety Culture: Nuclear Safety Imperatives including
the Human Dimension, IAEA Safety Culture Initiatives, a U.S. Utility Safety Culture and
Integrated Risk Management. It recognizes that the safety culture in the U.S. nuclear utility
settings has been achieved in many instances with costly solutions. The U.S. National Energy
Act, signed into law by President Bush, began deregulation of the electric utility industry
creating a competitive climate heretofore never known and in particular affecting those utilities
with large imbedded costs from nuclear generation units. The authors perceive that there are
three major ingredients or a tripod for a survival strategy for the nuclear power plant option in
the U.S. as a part of larger energy security strategy: (1) Integrated rather than fragmented Risk
Management by nuclear utilities; (2) Risk Based Regulation by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission to free up resources for more productive uses in nuclear safety regulation, and (3)
Due emphasis to be placed in Operational Risk Management on controlling swings in the Core
Damage Frequency with time by virtue of building an effective operational risk model. The
paper makes an attempt to raise awareness regarding the human dimension component in the
operational risk model. It concludes that the proposed tripod is achievable only if accompanied
by a swift shift to a risk culture which is introduced in a conceptual form.
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1. BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION

The first Accident Prevention Group (APG) paper on the theme of nuclear safety culture was
presented at the 1992 Monterey IEEE Human Factors Conference [1]. The paper highlighted the
following subjects: (a) Four nuclear safety imperatives including the human dimension; (b)
IAEA's International Safety Advisory Group (INSAG) initiatives including a definition of the
nuclear safety culture [2]; (c) A U.S. utility safety culture; and (d) The APG's Integrated Risk
Management (ERM) concept.

APG's second paper on the theme of safety culture, presented at the IAEA sponsored
Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) Budapest conference later in the year [3], explained a
relationship between safety culture and the PSA. The third paper, presented at PSA'93,
emphasized the theme that the risk management process is incomplete unless it explicitly
accounts for organizational factors [4].

Safety culture in the U.S. nuclear utility settings has been achieved in many instances with very
costly solutions. The nuclear utilities operated in an essentially monopolistic, but regulated
market environment, with bulk of the so called O&M (operational and maintenance) costs passed
on to the rate payers. The U.S. National Energy Policy Act (NEPA), signed into law by
President Bush shortly before leaving the office in 1992, began deregulation of the electric utility
industry creating a competitive climate heretofore never known. This new environment
particularly affects those utilities with large imbedded costs from nuclear generating units. The
leaders in the industry realize that the thinking that got the field where it is today is not the
thinking that will lead the industry to where it needs to be in the future.

Four business imperatives apply to for any industry or organization to be able to compete today
and survive in the future which are to be: (1) customer driven, (2) cost effective, (3) fast and
flexible, and (4) continuously improving [5]. In the nuclear industry one overriding imperative
must be added: an effective nuclear safety culture. To quote Mr. P.R. Clark, Chief Executive
Officer (CEO) of General Public Utilities Nuclear (GPUN) : "A culture in which nuclear safety
is never compromised. The public deserves and will accept nothing less" [6].

This paper builds on the principal themes addressed in the above referenced papers while
attempting to address the business environment referenced above. The authors perceive that there
are three major ingredients or a tripod of a survival strategy for the nuclear power plant option
in the U.S. as a part of larger energy security strategy : (1) Integrated rather than fragmented
Risk Management by nuclear utilities; (2) Risk Based Regulation by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission to free up resources for more productive uses in nuclear safety regulation; and (3)
Due emphasis to be placed in Operational Risk Management on controlling swings of the Core
Damage Frequency (CDF) with time by virtue building an effective operational risk model. The
paper makes an attempt to raise awareness regarding the human dimension component in the
operational risk model.

It concludes that the proposed tripod is achievable only if accompanied by a swift shift to a risk
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culture which is introduced in a conceptual form.

2. NUCLEAR SAFETY IMPERATIVES

There are four nuclear safety imperatives or "4Ms": machine (Hardware, Design, Quality
Assurance), milieux (Operating Conditions, Environment, Natural Phenomena), man (Human
Reliability) and management (Organizational and Management Influences). Nuclear safety
evaluations as well as evolution of its most powerful tool, PSA, followed chronologically the 4M
constituents. The nuclear industry worldwide, and the nuclear safety regulators in particular,
have been preoccupied with the first M with belated and only intuitive interest in the third and
fourth M (human dimension). Human factors or ergonomics in the nuclear industry was an
afterthought. Human reliability was essentially born in the aftermath of the Three Mile Island
(TMI) accident. Impact of organizational factors on nuclear safety is only in the early stages of
research and development (R&D).

In the aftermath of TMI, which was not so much with hardware as with how the hardware was
employed or not employed, thousands of hardware changes were proposed and many of
peripheral public risk impact implemented costing the rate payers billions of dollars. In the
aftermath of Chernobyl, which was not so much with design flaws as with lack of safety culture,
the western world perceives RBMKs as hopelessly flawed in design, construction and
maintenance amounting to a view that "a good RBMK is a dead RBMK". The western world
perceives even Soviet built 440MWe WERs as inadequate despite their outstanding inherent
safety characteristics and a remarkable operating record.

This is not to suggest that the nuclear industry and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
did not react to the lessons learned from TMI and Chernobyl [7]. The nuclear industry
established INPO which gave dignity to nuclear operations as a separate discipline. The NRC
instituted inspection programs as well as a regulatory activity named Systematic Assessment of
Licensee Performance (SALP). With the basic research belatedly initiated due to hardware
preoccupations, both INPO and the NRC developed approaches, such as SALP, which were
essentially intuitive rather than based on established research in the field of behavioral sciences.

The facts are that from the standpoint of risk reduction potential, the western nuclear industry
has reached essentially a nuclear safety plateau with regard to existing Light Water Reactor
(LWR) hardware configurations. The existing hardware, if maintained properly, is good enough.
A quantum jump can only be achieved with a new generation of plants such as Advanced Light
Water Reactors (ALWRs) or even better with High Temperature Gas Cooled Reactors (HTGRs).
This is not to suggest that the plants should not be modernized. However, it is suggesting that
the human dimension enhancements at this stage of development have much greater cost/benefit
ratios.

3. HUMAN DIMENSION

Since TMI, readiness of operating crews to handle complex accident scenarios in the U.S. has
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been greatly enhanced. Simulator training and emergency operating procedures (EOPs) are
probably the most instrumental in this success story which is believed to have reduced risks by
1-2 orders of magnitude. However, there is absolutely no room for complacency. Complacency
should be viewed as the mortal enemy of safe nuclear operations [8].

There is preponderance of evidence, in the form of statistics and more convincingly so in the
form of investigations and analyses of catastrophic nuclear and non-nuclear accidents, to suggest
that the human contribution to accidents may amount to as high as 90%.

In the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) funded ORE (Operator Reliability Experiments)
project [9], with participation of six U.S. nuclear utilities, Electricite de France and Taipower
in Taiwan which amounted to simulator data collection and analyses of hundred plus operating
crews, measurement techniques have been developed and applied. These techniques have a
potential of conclusively closing still open issues of man-machine interface such as operator
readiness, training effectiveness, optimal crew composition, etc. Regretfully, inertia (resistance
to change) associated with institutional obstacles such as reluctance to accept measurements
rather than educated guesses or not invented here syndrome, have thus far prevented wider use
of these techniques for both training and PSA/IPE applications [10].

Organizational factors are not yet explicitly modeled in PSAs/IPEs.

4. IAEA SAFETY CULTURE INITIATIVES

INSAG considered safety culture as having two components in its manifestation: the framework
within which people work; and the attitude and response of individuals. INSAG took the view
that while style and attitude are generally intangible they do lead to tangible effects. Noting that
prior IAEA services such as OSART and ASSET cover the more tangible aspects of safety,
IAEA developed guidelines known as ASCOT (Assessment of Safety Culture and its
Optimization Team) to examine factors such as morale, attitudes, motivation and commitment
[11]. Using ASCOT guidelines, the assessment team gains insights into the perceptions and
experiences that contribute or detract from optimum safety performance. With contributions
from nuclear safety experts from around the world (including the authors), the ASCOT
guidelines can be used for a) independent assessment or b) facilities who wish to conduct their
own assessment.

It is interesting to note that the Kurchatov Institute reported a successful and insightful
application of ASCOT at a Russian nuclear plant [12]. The Institute developed a computerized
version of the ASCOT guidelines which were employed by the plant personnel in a quantitative
self-assessment of human reliability and organizational factors. The computational algorithm
uses inputs from ASCOT reviews and expert judgements in a probabilistic model of the quality
of the NPP operating staff, which they treat as analogous to the risk function.

The Russian experience suggests that computerized assessment tools like ASCOT can be
integrated into an IRM and, with modification, can be extended into a tool to assess risk
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culture, as well.

5. A U.S. UTILITY SAFETY CULTURE

The authors have studied the experiences of GPUN which constitute a basis for statements
below.

Safety culture, being part of the organizational culture within a utility can be broken down into
corporate culture, nuclear operations culture, nuclear plant culture and employee attitudes. In
the case of a strictly nuclear utility, corporate culture and nuclear operations culture are one and
the same.

In any human endeavor the manner in which people act is conditioned by requirements set at a
top level, i.e., CEO. Policies promoted at a CEO level create the working environment and
condition behavior of individuals in the trenches. A safety policy statement can declare a
commitment and constant focus to excellent performance in all areas important for nuclear
safety, making it abundantly clear to all employees that nuclear safety has the utmost priority,
overriding if necessary the demands of production and schedules.

An effective way of communicating the CEO's message is via clearly defining the company's
mission/objectives/core values and maintaining consistent emphasis on safety as the highest
priority, and remaining constant and unchanging with time. The set of core values consisting
of, say, the following components: integrity and trust, respect for nuclear technology,
accountability, teamwork, cost effectiveness, respect for the individual and excellence clearly
demonstrate publicly asserted commitments and stance of corporate management in relation to
the social responsibilities and willingness to be open in nuclear safety matters.

In addition to ensuring that reward system stresses safety, procuring sufficient funding for all
safety related tasks such as necessary equipment, facilities, supportive technical infrastructure
and creating the work environment conductive to the effective performance of safety duties, the
CEO needs to explicitly endorse and be active in various safety culture initiatives.

Powerful examples of a commitment to nuclear safety are the existence of an independent safety
oversight or risk management group directly reporting to CEO, and a requirement for submittal
of annual nuclear safety assurance reports. Such a report typically consists of three parts:

1) Nuclear safety performance indicators,
2) Each corporate division's assessment of operations, including organization, people,

design configuration, operational features, operating experience and human performance.
3) Independent safety oversight group assessment of the affairs and scrutiny of division

reports from the standpoint of both positive and negative trends, coupled with their
assessment of plant and corporate performance from a human, equipment and
organizational perspective.
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6. INTEGRATED RISK MANAGEMENT

Managers of nuclear utilities must balance conflicting pressures for public safety, personnel
safety, economic performance, personnel productivity, public and political relations, and
regulatory impact. The authors have introduced the concept of IRM which not only involves
integrating the activities of diverse organizational units within a utility but also involves an
integration of the engineering science of risk assessment and management with the managerial
sciences. This concept has been described elsewhere, e.g. [10].

IRM cannot be fully successful unless the utilities can achieve regulatory relief and attendant cost
savings in an environment of risk based regulation (RBR). RBR emphasizes risk based
approaches and thus should eliminate requirements marginal to safety in the existing nuclear
safety regulations.

IRM cannot be fully successful unless it provides full understanding of plant operations and
operational risks. There we need to know more than just the integral CDFs which appear to be
low enough. We need to know about the impact of plant configurations on possible swings in
the CDF vs. time or dynamic CDFs. There appears to be a strong correlation between many
high risk configurations and precursor events [13].

Some progress should be reported here. Southern California Edison (SCE) has implemented a
safety monitor system. The system is designed to provide plant personnel with an estimate of
dynamic risk and advice regarding what equipment should be returned to service.

Even more importantly so, we need to know about the impacts of the human dimension on the
operational swings in CDF. In other to raise awareness this subject is briefly discussed below.

7. HUMAN DIMENSION IN OPERATIONAL RISK MODEL

For illustration purposes, we consider the use of a model based on simulator data where the
probability of crew errors is derived from plant specific data collected routinely at the NPP
simulator. It is noted that three forms of data can be assembled from simulator exercises: (a)
Time response data that quantifies the proficiency of each crew in responding to plant cues; (b)
Numbers of deviations from a preferred recovery strategy or procedure made by each crew; and
(c) Observations on the crews' team skills, safety knowledge, attitude, morale, etc.

We believe that routine collection and analysis of crew reliability data at the simulator is an
essential part of dynamic risk management to quantify risk spikes or trends due to changes in
human reliability. Whether or not a simulator-based HRA model has been used in the baseline
PSA, simulator data supplemented with other training and re-qualification scores, should be used
dynamically to periodically re-calibrate the HEPs in the HRA model used. A technique,
developed by APG, for such routine data collection and analysis is described by Welsh [14].

Applications of time-reliability curves derived from the EPRI-sponsored ORE program have been
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described elsewhere [e.g. 15]. Such data have shown, among other insights, that time-reliability
curves measured of crews at as plant are sensitive to global (or systematic) influences that affect
the performances of all crews at a plant as well to the existence and performance of outlier
crew(s) or crews and to the effects of alternative response strategies among crews.

We illustrate the application to ORM for the risk significance of an "outlier crew". Figure 1
(after Molden [16]), illustrates the effect of an "outlier crew". The Crew "X" illustrated was
observed in an entire series of accident scenarios to be consistently slower and less accurate that
all of the other crews at the same plant, irrespective of whether the characteristic time for the
response was a few seconds (as illustrated) or several minutes, as in other situations.

Curve A illustrates the fit of a time-reliability (TRC) to data for all crews ("probability of non-
response", PNR, versus response time). The effect of including the outlier crew is to shift the
curve to the right (toward a longer median response time) and round out its shape. The resulting
curve represents the average TRC for the crews of the plant, representing the rotation of the
eleven crews among duties at each of the two reactor units. Without taking explicit account of
which crew may be on duty at some random time when an accident might initiate, and given that
measures have not been taken to eliminate the outlier, the average TRC is appropriate for use
in the baseline PSA.

Curve B, however, represents the TRC for all crews excluding Crew X. The curve shifts to
shorter median time and becomes steeper because of smaller variance among crews. As a result,
one may illustrate that the risk of the plant is actually lower most of the time but higher when
Crew X is on duty.

Figure 2 (hypothetical) illustrates the baseline CDF of lE(-4) which is appropriate for the
reliability associated with the average crew at the plant (which includes the outlier crew). When
the outlier crew is excluded from the sample, the average CDF is reduced by 0.086 to 8.6E(-6).

Through applications of the ORE/HCR correlation, estimates can be made of the Vm associated
with individual crews. If the data described by Molden were more complete, it might be
possible to show an overall performance ranking among the crews. For illustration, assume that
"Crew A-l" or "Crew B-2" were observed to be consistently faster and to commit no or few
deviations during simulator drills. The CDF can be adjusted in proportion to the reliability
factor associated with each crew. Such effect are depicted by the "spikes" (bar chart) in Figure
2; these are analogous to risk spikes resulting from configuration changes in plant systems.

8. RISK CULTURE

Instituting new attitudes, new management techniques and new cost effective methods will not
succeed unless the underlying culture is also changed. As a part of this shift, the authors
perceive a need for a gradual but swift shift from the traditional solid nuclear safety culture,
such as briefly discussed earlier in the paper to a risk based culture. The risk culture in this
context is defined as the safety culture per INSAG definition plus expanded use of PSA; human
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reliability analysis (HRA) and organizational factors or behavioral sciences techniques. Risk
culture yields insights that permit balanced safety vs.cost decisions to be made thus enabling the
above proposed tripod solution to become a reality.

The following comparison illustrates some features of the risk based culture:

The "As-Is" Culture

Top down, hierarchical, close control and
supervision

Many detailed procedures

Procedures for most activities

Operate "by the book" only

Detailed record keeping

Many levels of approval, many signatures

Frequent tests and inspections

Detailed support and paper trail for all
decisions and changes

"Risk" Based Culture

Individual empowerment and
accountability; supervisory oversight

Fewer procedures, less detailed

Procedures for Risk Significant Activities

Operate on fewer procedures and more
intensive education

Record keeping focused on Risk Significant
Actions and Data

"One-on-one" signatures based on
accountability

Tests and inspections statistically
determined for Risk Significant SSCs

Detailed support and paper trail for Risk
Significant SSCs only

Currently, a deep knowledge of risk assessment and risk management is confined to small
specialized groups within the nuclear utilities, the regulatory staff and mostly lie in the
consulting organizations. Instilling risk culture amongst the utility and regulatory management
personnel should become a part of management training. Furthermore, every employee of a
nuclear power plant should receive a proper dose of risk training. Ideally, each one should
understand how his/hers job effects nuclear safety and what events transpire if they err.
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SAFETY CULTURE IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

HOW ORGANIZATIONAL, TECHNICAL, AND CULTURAL

PROCESSES WORK TOGETHER FOR SAFETY

Constance Perin, PhD
Sloan School of Management

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
USA

Global principles of "safety culture" have to become embedded in the local policies and
implementing practices of hundreds of "plant cultures" around the world in order to affect
their safe performance. Through self-analysis, nuclear organizations can understand how they
currently respond socially, culturally, and technically to such system characteristics of
complexity, density, obscured signals, and delayed feedback in order to assure their capacities
for anticipating, preventing, and recovering from threats to safety. To be carried out by
executives, managers, and employees and across all functions, self-analysis has three steps:
Developing "activities analyses" of operations and maintenance work, using that analysis to
create a "gap map" of needed but missing relationships and communications, and using the
evidence revealed in both self-studies to understand details of their local safety culture and
acknowledge differences in priorities, values, and assumptions among specialists.
Organizational safety policies need to foster respect for differences and ways of managing
conflict and diversity. Nuclear organizations can use their self-studies as the basis for
discussing safety management strategies with peers and with organizational researchers and
safety scholars and practitioners.

The first priority of safety management is to strengthen or change the collective conditions
under which people understand, organize, and carry out very complicated, potentially
hazardous work. When the men and women operating and maintaining nuclear installations
change their approaches to their work in accordance with their activities analyses and the new
understandings their gap maps provide, their active participation in self-studies is likely to
also change their attitudes and make them more aware of their own proclivities to error and
misinterpretation, hence of their need to learn. Such motivational and cognitive changes are
also likely to be more enduring when organizational safety policies support their diversity and
value their different contributions and their initiative.
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HOW ORGANIZATIONAL, TECHNICAL, AND CULTURAL

PROCESSES WORK TOGETHER FOR SAFETY

1. INTRODUCTION

The safety systems designed into nuclear installations represent sophisticated engineering
strategies for reducing the risk of reactor core damage and its consequences. To maintain
these systems so that they perform as designed is the task of the men and women who
manage, operate, and maintain them. The same kind of proven engineering knowledge used
to design reactor safety systems is not available, however, for designing strategies for safe
performance. The principles of safety management may be well known [1], but to turn them
into strategies for daily practice, each organization has to integrate them into its ways of
working, and in the process, change itself. The global principles of "safety culture" have to
become embedded in the local policies and implementing practices of hundreds of "plant
cultures" around the world in order to affect their safe performance.

Understanding the ways one's own nuclear organization goes about its work is, then, a
precondition to updating and strengthening safety management strategies. One aim of this
paper is to provide executives, managers, and employees at all levels with ways of
understanding their local organizations explicitly rather than intuitively. I outline ways of
systematizing and deepening their own observations and understandings of the relations among
their technical, social, and cultural systems, and I suggest the kinds of evidence this self-
analysis requires. Nuclear organizations can use these as the basis for discussing safety
management strategies with peers and with organizational researchers and safety scholars and
practitioners.

As valuable as outsiders' observations are — and this approach is applicable as well to safety
audits or evaluations - they are no substitute for insiders' knowledge, experience, critical
faculties, and their motivation and commitment to sustain good safety performance and to
improve less than good performance. Unfortunately, the larger industrial culture has
developed a tradition of overvaluing outsiders' and undervaluing insiders' critical observations
and recommendations. One of the most important elements of a local safety culture is its
balance between valuing what others say and being willing to listen to what its members say.

2. CRITERIA FOR SAFETY MANAGEMENT: ACKNOWLEDGING THE
CHARACTERISTICS OF HIGH HAZARD ORGANIZATIONAL SYSTEMS

The defense in depth and redundancy strategies of nuclear safety engineering generate unique
organizational characteristics. The technology supports highly interdependent production
processes and requires complex subsystems of components and operating procedures. The
systems' density can obscure signals from the safety boundary and delay system feedback [2,
3]. These and other characteristics of technological systems give rise to similarly complex
organizational characteristics, which are defined largely by the variety of specialists needed to
maintain their safe operations. Moreover, the external institutional context (political,
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regulatory, economic) can be a source of unexpected conditions to which this already
complicated internal system must respond, and divided organizational attention can itself be a
source of threats to system safety. These characteristics and situations of high hazard
organizations define the technological, social, and cultural conditions that safety management
strategies have to anticipate and be prepared to cope with.

Through self-analysis, nuclear organizations can understand how they currently respond
socially, culturally, and technically to such system characteristics of complexity, density,
obscured signals, and delayed feedback that can threaten safety in order to assure their
capacities for anticipating, preventing, and recovering from threats to safety. Self-analysis
has three steps: Developing "activities analyses" of operations and maintenance work, using
that analysis to create a "gap map" of needed but missing relationships and communications,
and using the evidence revealed in both self-studies to understand what their local safety
culture is and what organizational policies are needed to maintain and strengthen it.

3. THE ACTIVITIES MODEL: HOW WORK GETS DONE

How are activities now designed to anticipate and cope with organizational characteristics that
can threaten safety? Most plant organizations in the nuclear industry are conventionally
defined in terms of specialist functions and tasks — operations, mechanical maintenance,
radiation protection, safety review, design engineering, and so on. Task analysis has been
well addressed in human error studies [4, 5], but how discrete tasks work together is less well
understood [6]. Those working on separate tasks must collaborate, coordinate, and cooperate
with others; these social processes are built in to all technical work. They are represented at
the activity nodes depicted in the "Activities Model" in Fig. 1.

It is not that nuclear organizations are not addressing questions about how work gets done,
but rather that relationships between social and technical processes are not usually described
and analyzed in their own right. Schedules show what is to be done, when, and who has
responsibility; activities models specify who does what and how they manage their
cooperation, coordination, and collaboration in order to take account of technical and social
complexity, the volume and density of tasks, the possibilities of missing signals, the effects of
delayed feedback, and the consequences of miscommunication.

The first step to self-analysis is to develop site-specific activities models showing who is
involved in each program and operation, breaking down large programs such as "outage" and
"configuration management" into its different phases of activity. The models identify the
groups involved, what they are doing, and how they conduct their relationships. Models can
be developed at any scale — for designing prototypical outage activities, for example, or as
another strategy for pre-job briefings. Activities modelling is one way to implement a
fundamental recommendation of the UK Health and Safety Executive report, "Organising for
Safety." The report calls for an "evolutionary approach" to safety management that identifies
a "series of relatively small discrete safety issues which need attention in their own right" in
order to accustom organizations to integrating safety principles "in small, discrete and
manageable parcels" [7].
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Activities modelling can help organizations to evaluate the appropriateness and effectiveness
of their reporting systems and trend analyses, their balance between centralized and
decentralized decision making, their capacity for learning from their own and other's errors,
the nature of their technical and organizational redundancies, alternatives for handling
interdependencies, their interpretations of ambiguous information, and so on.

4. THE GAP MAP: BUILDING BRIDGES

The Activities Model provides the foundation for a "Gap Map," the second step in self-
analysis. Cooperation, collaboration, and coordination are bridges joining the specialties
responsible for particular parts of systems, but they can be missing or in poor repair. Then
there are gaps that, the activities model will have pointed out, need to be bridged. A Gap
Map is not evaluative, it is diagnostic: It is a vehicle for finding out the location of gaps,
why they exist, and how best to fill them. Or whether to fill them, as some "gaps" may be
needed — for example, a quality assurance department that is mandated to act independently;
slack built into maintenance schedules allows time for thorough and safe work. Developing a
Gap Map is a way of analyzing systematically information and events that may otherwise be
treated anecdotalry.

Gaps come in many shapes and in many locales; there are conceptual, administrative, and
operational gaps. There are gaps between intentions and results and between expectations and
outcomes. When a procedure needs to be rewritten because of changes in regulations or in
components, there is a gap between past and future routines; or when task forces reconsider
how to improve a particular activity, a gap between practice and aspirations is being
acknowledged. When safety systems need to be modified, there is a gap between designers'
intentions and how they prove themselves in operation. Every incident review is filling the
gap between what was expected and what happened.

Bridges between functions, management transitions, shifts, operating cycles, and life cycle
phases are likely to need constant repair. Operational errors and equipment failures that
threaten the design basis can be associated with such gaps when they prevent transmission of
information about the state of the system. Shift turnovers, for example, can become "gaps"
when one crew does not take enough time to brief the next one.

4.1 . Gaps to look for

Like activities modelling, gap-bridging is always occurring as an expectable but usually
informal process. For example, every time a task force or committee is formed, it represents
a felt need to build bridges across interfaces, whether they are organizational or technological.

4.1.1. Knowledge gaps
Several major accidents have been shown to be structured by a gap between detailed and
general knowledge: Executives did not have the same knowledge as plant-level managers did.
Top level management located far from the plant controls system design, while function
managers at the plant keep abreast of the technical details and activities that can put the
system in danger. Although we conventionally believe that detailed functional knowledge is
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"foreign to the normal management tasks" of upper management, only that management level
can maintain a systems overview for detecting the "potential for a catastrophic combination"
of these threats [8].

4.1.2. Gaps between short- and long-term perspectives

On grounds of cost and/or efficiency, managers may delay decisions on preventive
maintenance expenditures that later turn out to be implicated in incidents with significant
safety consequences. When top management allocates resources to safety enhancement and
safety improves, it must be careful to avoid creating a future gap: Managers need to resist
the temptation to think that the same results can be sustained in future with fewer resources
[9]-

4.1.3. Gaps between safety and production goals

Corporate or plant operations and financial strategies may not explicitly articulate safety
goals, which managers may see as the function of regulators. Safety activities may then be
seen as add-ons (and burdens) rather than as integral to plant activities. When safety goals
are set apart from production goals, more bridges become necessary to coordinate them,
which, by adding to complexity and redundancy, may paradoxically reduce efficiency and
complicate effective safety management.

4.1.4. Transitions between operating and life cycle phases

The life cycle of nuclear installations creates fissures and bridging activities as well. In
newer plants, department heads may be the same people who were involved for years in their
design and construction. They live through a transition from relying on global knowledge to
accumulating the local knowledge needed for operations. Then, as plants age, an organization
designed for steady state operations has to bridge to new concerns making different demands
on skill repertoires. Filing these gaps and smoothing these transitions is a major challenge to
managing effective coordination of information and cooperation among specialists.

5. THE STRUCTURE OF LOCAL SAFETY CULTURES

Activities modelling and gap mapping are prime sources of information about local
organizational culture. The social processes of relating across specialties, functions, and
hierarchies reveal the cultural processes that are involved: the assumptions that people work
from, the different priorities they assign to the same goals, their philosophies about human
relationships, their images of their work and that of others, the ways they respond to different
points of view, how they listen to each other, how they interpret events, how they respond to
uncertainty and ambiguity, and what they expect and what disappoints them. In short, in the
process of analyzing work activities and relationships, details of culture become explicit. For
example, these are prevalent beliefs about safety:

- beliefs in the inevitability of accidents: "this work is just plain dangerous," "people
are incorrigibly fallible," Murphy's law, etc.
— beliefs in the superiority of technical fixes: "automation will solve our problems,"
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"people cannot be changed, so let's concentrate on the hardware."
- beliefs in unicausality: "there is always one root cause of an accident which will
make everything OK if we remove it," often coupled with a search for someone to blame
for the accident.
— a static view of safety, a belief in "one right answer" which can be formulated in rules
which will cover all eventualities [10].

But "culture" is always plural, for within any single organization there are different cultures -
- different priorities, assumptions, values, interpretations. These crystallize around each
specialization and each type of job. This variety makes organizations generally robust and
vital, and, specifically, the diversity is essential to the complex activities needed for operating
potentially dangerous technologies. Up and down organizational ranks and across
specializations, many eyes, many questions, and many ideas are needed to locate the
boundaries of safety and maintain their integrity.

Safety management strategies should create organizational structures that facilitate and support
these many cultures and their different views of the same questions. Imposing a single safety
culture — as a single viewpoint, or set of priorities, or ways of interpreting — will not
adequately meet the challenges of safety in complicated organizational and technological
systems: technical and social complexity, the volume and density of tasks, the possibilities of
missing signals, the effects of delayed feedback, and the consequences of miscommunication.

Managing safety effectively makes it safe for people at all levels and in every job to question
the culture directly: Why didn't we learn from the last mistake? Why doesn't operations
listen to maintenance? Why do we put a higher value of the schedule than on taking time for
pre-job briefings? Why are so few near-misses being reported? Why was this outage so
successful in reducing incidents and injuries?

Managing safety effectively recognizes the potential for both creative and destructive conflict
between points of view and values. Safety management strategies include developing
organizational agreements about how to disagree agreeably, proposing rules for negotiating
differences, and developing policies that reconcile organizational contradictions (e.g.,
rewarding individuals while supporting the value of collaboration). That is, local safety
culture has to be embodied in organizational policies that explicitly foster respect for
differences, ways of reconciling viewpoints, raising questions, and continuing self-analysis.
These policies must also acknowledge the presence of competition for resources and the
politics of prestige, recognition, and turf, which can inhibit free information exchange,
thorough incident analysis, and a long-term, systems view of safety [10].

6. CONCLUSION: INDIVIDUALS IN STRUCTURES

My view of how organizational, technical, and cultural processes work together for safety is
structural not individualistic. I see the first priority of safety management to strengthen or
change the collective conditions under which people understand, organize, and carry out
complicated, potentially hazardous work. When the men and women operating and
maintaining nuclear installations change their approaches to their work in accordance with
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their activities analyses and the new understandings their gap maps provide, their active
participation in self-studies is likely to also change their attitudes and perceptions and make
them more aware of their own proclivities to error and misinterpretation and their need to
learn. Such motivational and cognitive changes are also likely to be more enduring when
organizational policies support their diversity and value their different contributions and their
initiative.
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ABSTRACT
Plants with troubled histories frequently find it difficult to sustain improvements. "Get well
programs" and "culture change programs" intended to improve operational performance
disappear under new problems and new programs. Our typical way of thinking about
improvement, successful as it was in the past, is also limiting the range of understanding and
action available. To overcome these obstacles, there is a need for more comprehensive and
systemic understanding of plant operations and improvement. In this paper, I propose some
new conceptual "lenses" that provide new questions for plant staff to ask about their operating
experiences and new actions to take to sustain improvements.

The underlying culture of technological organizations emphasizes the importance of fixing
problems. There is a presumption that organizations are like machines whose problems can
be decomposed into parts, the causes identified, and fixes put in place. An alternative
approach focuses on learning from problems. In this viewpoint, the goal is not to identify the
correct "root cause" and to fix the problem, thus returning the system to its perfect, designed
status. Instead, the goal is to learn as much as possible from an occurrence, and this
understanding is dynamic, nonlinear, and contextual.

A useful model of learning distinguishes four activities in a learning process cycle carried out
in sequence and across individuals, groups, organizations, and institutions: (a) observe, (b)
reflect, (c) create, and (d) act. Each activity requires resources such as time, information,
tools, and procedures that are continually developed, depleted, renewed, and changed.

A learning approach to safety culture emphasizes error recovery and understanding near
misses, puts priority on making invisible cues and signals more visible, develops new kinds of
conversations across specialties, keeps asking "why?", and discusses the importance of
investments in learning even without quantifiable improvements in performance outcomes. In
this way, nuclear power plant staff not only complete tasks, but also enhance know-how and
know-why, increase organizational competency, and learn how to sustain improvements.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Many nuclear power plants have "get well programs" and "culture change programs" that are
intended to improve their operational performance and the organizational features that support
good performance. These programs may include "empowerment", "total quality
management", "self-assessment", or "communication skills." Although these programs are
introduced with great enthusiasm and careful timetables, they frequently have no noticeable
effect or only a short-term impact, and then disappear under new problems and new
programs. Plant staff develop a cynical attitude toward the "Program of the Month."

Plants with troubled histories frequently find it difficult to sustain improvements. A few
years of progress are interrupted with an incident that sets the plant back and demoralizes the
work force. "Corrective actions are then taken to get the plant operating and fix whatever
problems have been identified. After some apparent progress, another seemingly-unrelated
incident occurs and the cycle begins again.

The habits of mind and ways of thinking and acting that have helped create and improve the
nuclear power technology now limit its improvement and sustainability. To overcome these
obstacles and build a safety culture, there is a need for actions based on a more
comprehensive and systemic understanding of plant operations and improvement. I propose
some new conceptual "lenses" that shift the emphasis from "fixing problems" to "learning"
and thereby provide new questions for plant staff to ask about their operating experiences and
new actions to take to sustain improvements.

1.1. An Example — Total Quality Management

The problem of "sustaining" is experienced in many industries: for example, consider the
current enthusiasm over total quality management (TQM) programs. Despite this popularity,
Ernst and Young found that firms in a wide range of industries who pursued TQM grew no
faster and were no more profitable than comparable firms who did not [1]. The U.S. General
Accounting Office found that finalists in the Baldrige Award competition substantially
improved their quality, but they had virtually no improvements in business indicators [2].

One particularly revealing example is the experience of Analog Devices, Inc., a manufacturer
of chips for the computer industry [3]. During the late 1980s, they moved aggressively into
TQM and effectively doubled their manufacturing capacity and dramatically increased quality,
while simultaneously their share price lost 2/3 of its value. Although their implementation of
TQM was successful, they failed to recognize that their new programs would interact with the
existing organizational structures and processes to create unanticipated side effects. Increased
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productivity without increased demand for products led to layoffs that undermined
commitment to quality improvements. Pressure to fix things that are easily measurable and
quick to show results led to a focus on shortening product development time, which took
attention away from breakthrough products that take longer to develop.

A study [4] of total quality programs at three nuclear power utilities showed that their
experiences with TQM were quite varied: "TQM" can consist of many different components
implemented in different ways, which interact with managerial strategy and existing
organizational resources, practices, and culture. Along with beneficial effects there were also
rigidities in the TQM process, overemphasis on "polishing the charts", underestimates of the
time and resources needed for implementation and the difficulty of changing work, habits,
overemphasis on short-term results, and viewing TQM as another "program" with a defined
end rather than a continuous process for doing business. Companies that had embraced TQM
were stepping back and rethinking their approach.

1.2. Other Examples of fixes that Fail

In any industry, well-intentioned, commonplace solutions can fail to help, have unintended
side effects, or even exacerbate problems. "Fixes that fail" are an organizational pattern that
emerges when systemic relationships are not understood [5]. Figure 1 gives a simplified
representation of how solutions to problems in nuclear power plants may have unintended
consequences: (a) blaming and disciplining particular individuals, intended to encourage
accountability, can create an environment in which people do not report problems. For
example, when the FAA provided immunity from prosecution for pilots who reported near
midair collisions, the number of reports tripled; when immunity was retracted, the number of
reports dropped by a factor of six [6]. Under such conditions, problems cannot be addressed
early, trending is incomplete, and the result can be more problems; (b) Increased procedural
detail and monitoring of compliance, intended to ensure the quality of work, can be perceived
as mistrust and regimentation. This may result in loss of motivation, blind compliance to
procedures that may still be incomplete, more workarounds, malicious compliance when
workers know the right thing to do but also know that only rote compliance is safe from
disciplinary action, and the departure of skilled workers who find more interesting work
elsewhere; (c) equipment upgrades, intended to decrease system and component failures (but,
perhaps, also to keep engineers excited about doing "real engineering", [7]), may drain
resources away from activities such as preventive maintenance, create added complexity
through layers of equipment and monitoring, and place demands on other departments that
must upgrade procedures, retrain, and adjust to the new equipment; and (d) regulatory
attention, intended to identify problems and force necessary corrective actions, also places
tremendous stress on plants to write reports, attend meetings, shepherd regulators through the
plant, and otherwise serve the regulator rather than the plant (this may also lead to increased
staff size that may create cost pressures).

2. FIXING PROBLEMS

The underlying culture of technological organizations emphasizes the importance of fixing
problems. There is a presumption that organizations are like machines whose problems can
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be decomposed into parts, the causes identified, and fixes put in place. The "fixing"
orientation looks for linear cause-effect relationships, simplifies problems by decomposing
them into well-understood components, applies technical solutions and specialized knowledge,
and believes that any error is avoidable through engineering design and managerial controls.
This is most clearly represented in Probabilistic Safety Analyses (PSA) which vividly reveal
the expectation that events are enumerable, predictable, and additive, like a complex wiring
diagram. Although extremely useful for some purposes, PSAs do not mirror the actual plant:
for example, serious accidents nearly always involve being outside the design basis or
modelling assumptions in PSA (Rasmussen, 1990). Rochlin and von Meier [9] associate these
assumptions and ways of thinking with the engineering subculture, in contrast to an operating
subculture that has a less formal, more organic, and more dynamic view of the plant.

The fixing orientation is supported by American managers' desires for certainty and action.
People are not encouraged to look at the linkages among problems and issues, because it
creates a feeling of overwhelming complexity and hopelessness in the face of pressure to do
something quickly. For example, one engineering executive at a nuclear power plant
commented that, "it is against the culture to talk about problems unless you have a solution."
The question is whether this approach works successfully with complex, organizational and
cultural processes, or whether a different approach is needed.

The frustrations around sustaining improvements emanate, in part, from an idealization of the
"fixing" approach that leads to myopic problem identification, overly-narrow solutions that fix
the wrong thing and create unintended side effects, and continually disappointed expectations.
Carroll [10] describes four common errors and biases in how plant staff learn from operating
experience: (a) root cause seduction — the desire to trace a problem back to one (or a very
few) "root" causes. This false sense of certainty reduces the opportunity to learn about
multiple causes that interact over time; (b) sharp end focus — the tendency to identify causes
at the place where trouble came to the surface, such as the equipment, procedures, and
especially the people handling the hazardous process; (c) solution-driven search — seeking to
analyze surprises and disappointments into problems with known solutions (e.g., "good
practices"), which can turn out to be "band-aids"; and (d) account acceptability — guiding
analysis by what an audience wants to hear, such as attributing problems to procedures rather
than people because the Public Utilities Commission disallows recovery of costs due to human
error, or blaming maintenance rather than engineering because engineering is higher status.

Because the fixing approach focuses on discrete categories of problems and solutions and
specific expertise held by distinct groups, it tends to ignore issues that involve
interdependencies and contributions to knowledge from unexpected sources. For example, at
one plant, proposals from the mechanical crafts for design improvements were rejected
because the craft were believed to lack expertise. Similarly, reports from other plants were
considered irrelevant because they had different equipment. Experienced safety review staff
may see a wide range of organizational conditions that have contributed to operations or
maintenance staffs' mistakes, but they feel limited in their interpretations to the INPO "cause
codes." Indeed, the value of incident reviews lies not only in identifying "the" cause of an
incident so it can be addressed, but also in legitimating discussion and action on a wider set
of issues and concerns among a diverse group of plant employees. As one plant employee
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said in an interview, "sustaining must involve everybody; the old management style of top
down, pound away, is not enough."

3. LEARNING FROM PROBLEMS

An alternative approach focuses on learning from problems. In this viewpoint, the goal is not
to identify the correct "root cause" and to fix the problem, thus returning the system to its
perfect, designed status. Instead, the goal is to learn as much as possible from an occurrence,
and this understanding is dynamic, nonlinear, and contextual, in the manner of people and
other complex systems. System behavior cannot be entirely predicted from component parts,
and human behavior is not reducible to a mechanical performance. Indeed, no complex
system can be perfectly designed, error-free, and static; the organizational and management
systems of nuclear power plants change and grow with flexibility and resilience — both the
physical equipment and the human culture that shapes and works with the equipment. This is
why there are so many calls for enhanced safety culture, questioning attitude, intelligent
compliance, and so forth. Complementing the fixing orientation with a learning orientation
could support new analyses and new actions.

I have found it useful to think about organizational learning as a set of four ordered activities
that take place within and across individuals, groups, departments, organizations, and
institutions. These four activities are:

1) Observing - noticing, attending, heeding, tracking
2) Reflecting - analyzing, interpreting, diagnosing
3) Creating - imagining, designing, planning
4) Acting - implementing, doing, testing

This learning process cycle takes place at individual, group, organizational, and institutional
levels as information and interpretations are shared across levels. They can be seen, for
example, in self-verification, plan of the day meetings, incident reviews, outage critiques,
peer visits among plants, exchanges of good practices, and so forth. Each activity requires
resources — such as time, information, tools, and procedures — that are continually
developed, depleted, renewed, and changed. Figure 2 is a graphical representation of this
multilevel learning process.

3.1. An Example

One example of the value of a learning orientation comes from DuPont Chemicals [11].
Reminiscent of nuclear power plants, their chemical process plants were plagued with
equipment failures. In the context of company-wide cost-reduction efforts, a benchmarking
study showed that DuPont spent more than its competitors on maintenance, yet had worse
equipment availability. A culture of reactive fire-fighting had developed, with workers
regularly pulled off jobs to do corrective maintenance. Responding to the benchmarking
study, a series of cost-cutting initiatives were undertaken that had no lasting impact. Finally,
one team questioned the basic assumption that reducing maintenance costs could help reduce
overall manufacturing costs; they thought that the effects of maintenance activities were
tightly linked to so many aspects of plant performance that no one really understood the
overall picture.
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DuPont was able to improve maintenance only after a collaborative conceptual breakthrough.
An internal team developed a dynamic model of the system of relationships around
maintenance (a "modelling for learning" exercise [12]). The systemic lessons of this exercise
could not be transmitted through ordinary means; instead, the team created an experiential
game in which plant employees play the roles of function managers and discover new ways to
think about plant activities, share their experiences and ideas, and test programs and policies.
Having a broad range of employees with a system-wide understanding of the relationships
between operations, maintenance, quality, and costs laid the groundwork for a successful
pump maintenance pilot program.

3.2. New Questions and New Actions

The learning approach suggests new questions that can be asked about work practices and
processes and new actions that can be considered. For example, we can look beyond
particular individual actions and specific incidents to ask what organizational features underly
them. It is not sufficient to blame an operator who misses a step in a procedure; there may
be important concerns for which this is a symptom or outcropping. Are procedure steps
being missed frequently but workers catch themselves before mere are consequences? Are
workers being asked to work faster, with more stress and overtime? Are procedures being
changed so frequently that workers are losing skill? What happens when a worker tries to
question a procedure or even stop the work? Are rewards being given to those who cause the
least commotion, keep their heads down and workaround any problems, or to those who
question everyday practice and make suggestions? Does a concern with error, blame, and
status interfere with the flow of information and suggestions? Do workers feel free to act
responsibly and even challenge authorities, or are they being discouraged from doing so by
the same people who wonder why workers are not "accountable" and why the "safety culture"
is not stronger?

Whenever an improvement is made, is attention focused only on how it will fix a prior
problem, or do people imagine how it will create unintended side effects? For example, one
utility is reorganizing its maintenance and engineering modification process to have
multidisciplinary teams organized around major component types. The motor operated valve
team will have planners, scaffolding, mechanical, electrical, and instrumentation skills in
order to do many jobs from start to finish without clumsy handoffs from workgroup to
workgroup. Although this reorganization would address the inefficiencies of the old system,
it also has implications for information flows across the new groups, the nature of expertise
and career paths, and the difficulties of having supervisors with enough training to manage
such teams. As the VP-Nuclear for this plant said, we are "not just changing work control,
but the whole company. We don't know what we're changing to." This implies the need for
a learning (together) orientation and consideration of different kinds of contacts among groups
and different human resource practices along with the reorganization.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The shift from fixing to learning focuses attention on knowledge generation and sharing rather
than knowledge ownership by distinct expert groups. The implicit meaning underlying these
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suggestions is that plant employees should not be perceived as machines doing work [13] or
sources of error that interfere with the proper functioning of machines, who must be
controlled by management. Instead, employees at all levels and in all specialties are the
critical resource for identifying opportunities, understanding operations, and improving
performance.

Thus, nuclear power plant staff could find a valuable complement to their existing strategies
in a different approach to understanding problems, analyzing their sources, designing
solutions, and implementing change. This approach emphasizes error recovery and learning
from near misses, puts priority on making invisible cues and signals more visible, develops
new kinds of conversations across specialties, keeps asking "why?", and discusses the
importance of investments in learning even without quantifiable improvements in performance
outcomes. In this way, nuclear power plant staff not only complete tasks, but also enhance
individual know-how and know-why, increase organizational competency, and learn how to
sustain improvements.
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SAFETY CULTURE IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS
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ABSTRACT

The definition of safety culture adopted in the context of the nuclear industry
following the Chernobyl incident focused upon administrative requirements for a safety
culture. Successful implementation of such requirements, however, depends on wider
changes requiring managerial awareness of characteristics of the context of nuclear safety
management.

A self-sustaining safety culture needs genuine commitment from each employee in an
installation. To promote safety culture successfully, managers need to understand the more
subtle aspects of cultural phenomena. To meet this requirement managers need to be sensitive
to the development of a set of norms, beliefs, roles, attitudes and practices concerned with
minimising the exposure of employees and others to injurious conditions, and with
reinforcing an attitude of care. A range of managerial factors need to be taken into account in
attaining an appropriate level of managerial responsiveness to the contextual features of a
safety culture. A strong safety culture is fostered by: management concern and example; by
appropriate recruitment policies; by rewards reinforcing caring attitudes; by the constructive
use of employee's innate concerns; by the provision of appropriate information and the
discretion to make use of it; and by fostering group pressures which can enhance care. Also,
since protecting others from harm has moral implications, in-company arguments in the
moral sphere are also relevant. Management strategies, however, need to be set in the context
of both a consistent set of organisational policies and an appropriate form of organisational
rhetoric.

Options for shaping in-house features of company policy in relation to safety culture,
outlined above, are separate from factors beyond the reach of most individual managers. The
regulatory environment, visibility and public susceptibility of the industry to safety concerns
and the incidence of high-profile negative incidents all pose dilemmas for the individual
promoting safety culture.
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Safety Culture Management: Safety Culture and its Context

Barry A.Turner

1. Introduction

Culture is an argument.1 It is an argument about 'the way that we do things around
here'. It is a continuing debate, which has to be renewed every day, as we consider whether
or not we should shake hands or embrace when we meet, whether we should dress formally
or informally for work and which tool or technique we should use for our regular morning
task. Accordingly, safety culture is a continuing argument about the way in which issues
relating to safety and danger, to care and alertness are normally handled 'around here'. It
follows from this perspective that managers cannot simply 'install' a culture. They have,
instead, to argue for a particular set of norms, attitudes, values, roles and practices. They have
to back up their arguments with action, with power and with rhetoric, and they have to assist
sympathetic members of their organisation by supplying arguments which are convincing in
the context of that particular organisation. Viewing safety culture as a continuing debate
makes it clear that it is a process and not a thing; that it is dynamic and needs continuing
support; and that it deals intimately with symbolic and rhetorical matters, crucial matters
which are also subtle and difficult to control. From this perspective, we can now examine the
issues facing managers in nuclear installations as they seek to strengthen the safety culture
associated with their operations.

2. The definition of safety culture

The definition of safety culture which was adopted in the context of the nuclear
industry after the Chernobyl incident focused upon the administrative prerequisites for the
development of a positive safety culture. [1-3] In order to implement such requirements
effectively, however, managers in the nuclear industry need to be aware of a wider range of
characteristics of the context of nuclear safety management and of other changes which they
might need to consider. The present paper reviews some of these additional elements, in the
context of wider social scientific notions of culture.

The emphasis upon culture has emerged as it has come to be realised that adequate
assurances of safety, especially within complex, high risk industries, cannot be provided by
technical means alone. [4] Safety provision must be extended to the social and organisational
elements embedded within any technological set up, and these should also include a positive
'safety culture', which encourages people to care about adverse outcomes for themselves, for
others and for their environment.

However the successful installation and management of an appropriate safety culture
is not a simple process. As we would expect if culture is to be understood as a continuing
debate, culture within industrial settings is not unitary, so that cultural elements are typically
competing and often mutually incompatible. [5] Difficult and elusive processes are involved
in obtaining full commitment to cultural change from both management and workforce. The
little data there is about the operation of safety culture in workplaces suggests that people see
campaigns for safety culture as not involving them, as the latest in a series of management
fashions which will pass. Finally, culture highlights the extent to which management itself is
a symbolic process. An ironic acceptance of the ideas of safety culture, for example, may

1 I must here acknowledge and thank Professor Mary Douglas for the provision of this insight during seminar
discussion at the London School of Economics.
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produce only the appearance of control over the 'hearts and minds' of those in a company
regarding safety matters.

Future development requires careful and more extensive examination of existing
configurations of work and industry cultures which relate to safety, together with attempts to
gain wider recognition by management of the complexity and delicacy of the processes
involved, and of the importance of demonstrating good faith in relation to adopted safety
policies.

3. A self-sustaining safety culture

As clarification, it might be helpful to offer here a view of the desirable outcome
which we could look for from the debate. A positive safety culture would arise from a
sustained resolution of debate which encouraged people to care about adverse outcomes for
themselves, for others and for their environment. Work groups and organisations which are
able to develop and uphold this common expression of regard about safety will encourage
their workers and their managers to show both a concern about what their actions do to the
physical world and a solicitude about the consequences of their actions for other people.

Regarding culture as an ongoing argument also reminds us that cultural issues cannot
be expressed or sustained by a single individual. The family of ideas embodied in a culture
draw from and refer to the shared world which people inhabit, to the shared assumptions,
beliefs, practices and artefacts which make their particular conjoint world distinctive. Safety
culture also has a technical aspect which derives from shared ideas about and understandings
of potential physical danger or injury within soeio-technical systems, systems with both
social and physical components.

Once developed, a work or an industry culture which supports particular values and
practices is a powerful, pervasive weapon. When a strong work culture of a given kind is in
place, the rhetoric which it generates will normally have a self-sustaining quality, whether it
supports old-established views or champions new ones. Prevailing attitudes and ways of
doing things will exert a powerful influence on new recruits, moulding them to accepted
ways of thinking and behaving. Although cultural forms are essentially mobile, once a
culture is strongly enough installed, its proponents are likely to be able to keep 'winning' the
argument for its continuance. When a majority of workers in a group or a department comes
to hold the view that 'normally, as a matter of course', a particular set of safety practices
should be followed, they will defend their view and exert control over those who do not
follow the path they advocate.

Making these observations, however, is not to underestimate the difficulties involved
in the successful installation of a positive safety culture. The enthusiasm of general managers
for developing 'corporate cultures' over the past decade [6] has taught us just how difficult it
is to intervene effectively in order to change these potent but elusive features of industrial
organisations. Since cultures, in the last resort are symbolic constructions, like all such
constructions they are open to interpretation and misinterpretation. Even when a group of
employees conforms to specific requirements and expresses support for them, it becomes
difficult for their managers to determine how far this conformity is genuine and how far it is
a mere acting out of what is thought to be the current desired attitude.

The problem for a manager is thus to discover just how to displace arguments
supporting existing cultural patterns lacking an appropriate concern with safety, and to find
ways of replacing them with new, self-perpetuating justifications which show a greater
degree of care.
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When the cultural debate achieves a degree of stability, what features of the cultural
environment should the aware manager be attending to? For present purposes, we can suggest
that the emerging culture is a collection of norms, beliefs, roles, attitudes and practices
sustained by a given group or organisation. Against this general background of cultural
features, the idea of 'safety culture' is the narrower and more specific set of norms, beliefs,
roles, attitudes and practices which express care, concern and solicitude and are thus
concerned with minimising exposure of employees, managers, customers, suppliers and
members of the general public to conditions considered to be dangerous or injurious.

4. Managerial factors in relation to the context of a safety culture.

A range of factors can be called upon to support the debate in fa^\ r of the
development of a strong safety culture: an appropriate degree of management u r.cern and
example; the adoption of appropriate recruitment policies; the use of rewards to reinforce
caring attitudes; the constructive use of employees' innate concerns about non-harmful ways
of working; the provision of appropriate information and the discretion to make use of it to
enhance care and safety; and the encouragement of those group pressures which can enhance
care. We can now turn to look more closely in turn at each of these elements which are
summarised in Table I. [7]

Managerial concern and example. Effective changes in relation to safety are unlikely
to be promoted if senior managers do not themselves show convincingly that they believe in
the desirability of such change. Staff are extremely sensitive in sensing whether a particular
policy is being supported genuinely or not and for this reason, senior managers' self-
assessments of their views on safety should lead them to be seen to be using their authority to
set a caring example.

Selection/presocialisation. Building a safety culture is greatly helped by recruiting
the right people, hiring employees and managers who are predisposed to displaying a caring
attitude in their work. If an organisation fosters an appropriate image, the recruitment task
will be helped because those with compatible attitudes and expectations are likely to seek out
the company, coming to it partly because of what they know of its responsible stance. With
the right image, the company will attract those who have the attitudes, beliefs and priorities
which it wishes to encourage.

Use of rewards to reinforce caring. As with any policy, the development of a safety
culture is unlikely to be effective if the company merely pays lip-service to it, or if managers
seem to say one thing but to do another. The reward systems of the organisation can offer
powerful material and social support in cultural debates and they need to be used to reinforce
carefulness. Praise, promotion and rewards of cash and status all need to be allocated in
accordance with a managerial policy which gives safety a high priority alongside other key
company goals such as profit, quality assurance and long-term survival. To pass appropriate
messages, it is also desirable to resolve conflicts within the company in ways which
demonstrate a priority in favour of concern and solicitude, as against other pressures upon
company employees.

Harness people's natural concern. The manager who wants to promote safety and to
develop a safety culture should realise that most people, though admittedly not all, have an
innate concern with safe, non-harmful ways of working. [8] Few are comfortable with the
feeling that their work-life has destructive rather than constructive implications, and these
preoccupations can be taken into account by providing individuals with affirmative
information about their work activities and about the positive and negative consequences of
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different ways of working. To affect safety, information has to be made available to those
who can best use it, to those working at that point in the nuclear process where their actions
can influence potentially dangerous outcomes. And it goes without saying that people cannot
choose to behave in a caring, safety-conscious manner unless they have the possibility of
changing their own actions to improve matters. It makes no sense to ask people to take care if
they have neither the power or the discretion to do so.

Use collective pressures to encourage care. One of the most potent ways of
influencing behaviour is through arguments expressed in a group context, so that managers
are wise to identify and support any work group sentiments, attitudes or practices which
advocate safe working. Conversely, the manager who ignores such currents of group opinion
is likely to find them working against his or her policies.

Develop a caring rhetoric. All organisations foster their own way of looking at the
world, their own way of talking about it, their own favoured arguments. Policies wh"'Jh run
counter to the prevailing rhetoric have a hard job not to be undercut by it. Accordingly
attention paid to the style of argument, to the way of talking about the issues of danger,
hazard and injury in a nuclear context and to ways of handling them is likely to be helpful to
the organisation concerned about its safety culture. Too often, discussions of safety are
sabotaged because they have been conducted in a false or insincere rhetoric. In this, as in
other key areas of management, phoney statements are readily seen for what they are.

Make justifications for taking care available to people. Within any organisation there
are always differences of view. Managers and operators who would like to follow company
policy, in safety as in other matters, find it helpful if they have arguments to hand to justify
their intentions. Making information and arguments available to show that concern about
damage and injury makes sense assists those who need to explain or to justify their actions or
their attitudes. It is sensible to make available within the culture arguments concerned with
quality, with effectiveness and its wider cost implications, with company image, and with the
workers' and managers' sense of self-worth in the job. Also, since protecting others from
harm is an issue which has many moral implications, arguments in the moral sphere should
not be neglected.

Foster beliefs, symbols, myths and stories which stress care, concern and solicitude.
This is one of the most difficult aspects of the task of influencing culture, for any element of
insincerity will undermine such accounts, and give them ironic or subversive meanings. But
the stories and anecdotes prevalent within a company reflect aspects of its prevailing culture,
as do the symbols to which people naturally refer. [9] There is no secure way of affecting
such subtle aspects of the way in which people communicate their priorities and their values,
but at the least a concerned manager would be sensitive to such indicators of company
culture, if only to be able to diagnose their favourable and unfavourable aspects.

Encourage an open learning atmosphere. Studies of 'high-reliability organisations' in
the United States [10] show that a key cultural element in ensuring reliable performance is
the fostering of an atmosphere in which mistakes, errors and near-misses can be discussed
openly and without fear of blame or recrimination, so that they used as learning
opportunities. Too often, accidents and blunders which could be corrected in the future are
covered up, only to be rediscovered when they have produced far more serious consequences.
Once it has been recognised that many accidents and dangerous practices are as much
system-induced as they are matters of individual culpability, the incidence of failures can be
treated as opportunities for promoting positive problem-solving, perhaps assisted by devices
such as anonymous, no blame, near-miss reporting systems.
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Provide appropriate back-up for a safety culture. An organisation which develops a
positive safety culture will benefit because all of its employees and managers will be
prepared to think about the consequences of company actions and activities and will be
committed to ensuring that operations are carried out with concern and solicitude. But this
'hearts and mind' obligation needs, of course, to be backed up with the full range of more
conventionally recognised safety practices. A positive safety culture does not remove the
need for safety policies to be devised, implemented, monitored and enforced. Standards for
safety need to be set, and resources have to be provided to ensure that they are met.

Few of the comments offered above are likely to be unfamiliar to managers in the
nuclear industry. The industry has developed a particular awareness of and a commitment to
such issues after many years of concern over safety. The successful advancement of the
debate promoting a good safety culture, though, serves to underpin these concerns and
commitments in the most positive and constructive manner.

5. The Context of Management Strategies.

So far we have argued that the development of an effective safety culture depends
upon the development of a consistent, sincerely expressed set of organisational policies
expressed through a form of organisational rhetoric which aims toward the same end. Both
policies and rhetoric, appropriately applied, should enhance both company image and the
employee's sense of self-worth as well as contributing to the establishment of a self-
sustaining safety culture.

However, there are clear limitations to what can be attained in a single company or
organisation. A manager or a group of managers can influence and shape to a greater or
lesser degree a range of accessible, in-house features of company policy. Other issues,
though, will also exert a strong pull on safety culture and these are likely to be beyond the
reach of most individual managers. This is particularly the case in companies or in industry
segments where there are extreme competitive pressures, or where there are battles over
scarce resources or a combative atmosphere relating to norms of compliance. Also the
presence of a regulatory environment is a key factor, as is the extent to which rules and
regulations about safety influence not only a given company but also its competitors. The
mechanisms for implementation and enforcement of regulatory guidelines are also, clearly,
crucial.

Nor does the individual manager have much possibility of controlling cross-cultural
influences upon organisational beliefs and practices. Even within quite tightly controlled
clusters of technical requirements in nuclear settings, operational strategies have been found
to vary significantly across different national cultures. Provided that regulatory requirements
do not go against "deeply ingrained social and cultural standards and norms", operators and
managers of'good' PWR plants in France, Germany, Sweden, Switzerland and the US have
been shown to be able to adapt to a wide range of regulatory approaches within the
perspectives of their own distinctive safety culture. [11]

Finally, we may note that different kinds of technical enterprises are susceptible to
different pressures to improve their safety procedures. Industries in which failures are highly
visible, but limited, self contained, and correctable-next-time-round face strong pressure to
improve safety performance, and need to succeed in doing so if they are not to go under.
Technically complex but largely self-contained systems like passenger aircraft fail in a very
dramatic, visible manner, in circumstances which generally leave little doubt about
responsibility and which provoke strong calls for corrective action.[12] Within the chemical
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and the nuclear industries, public and dramatically tragic, rapid-onset incidents like
Flixborough, Bhopal, Three Mile Island and Chernobyl provoke similar pressures. However,
many other kinds of incidents with which both the nuclear and the chemical industries are
involved are long term, gradual onset matters in diffuse and extended systems, difficult to
draw a clear line around. Such incidents become bound up with long term disputes about
detection, causation, responsibility and compensation, rather than with calls for immediate
correction of a clearly defined safety deficiency. Indeed, where managers inherit a legacy of,
for example, long term inadequate disposal of hazardous materials, [13], responsibilities may
be ambiguous, correction may be difficult to achieve and issues of immediate compensation
become delayed because they are embroiled in long-term political struggles.

6. Conclusion

Safety has always been a key element on the management agenda of the nuclear
industry, and growing community pressure and increasing employee sensitivity to the
potentially harmful consequences of poor practice will inevitably keep it that way. Within
companies, it has been recognised for many years that appropriate regulation, resourcing and
monitoring of safety practices is essential. Only recently, though, has there been a realisation
that there is a very strong need for formal directives about safety to be supplemented by more
subtle approaches which make central the caring attitudes and beliefs of executives and
operators. The development of an effective safety culture is not something that can be tackled
in a superficial or a casual manner. The argument about what constitutes a satisfactory safety
culture needs to be made and won each day and this can best be done through an authentic
commitment to the goals of safety and a genuine policy of openness in discussing the
complex range of issues which arise when a company attempts to demonstrate care, concern
and solicitude for the results of its actions. There are, however, genuine rewards to be gained
by companies which are able to tackle this problem by growing and encouraging a self-
sustaining safety culture.
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TABLE I

MANAGERIAL FACTORS SUPPORTIVE OF THE DEBATE
ABOUT SAFETY CULTURE

• Use authority to set a caring example.

1 Attract and select employees and managers with appropriate attitudes,
outlooks and beliefs.

1 Use company rewards of praise, promotion, status and money to reinforce
caring.

1 Resolve conflicts within the company in ways which show that concern and
solicitude have comparable priority to other company goals.

1 Encourage collective pressures for safety.

1 Harness people's natural concern; inform them about the consequences of
their performance to enable them to correct it. Provide appropriate
responsibility and allow the use of discretion.

• Develop an appropriate company rhetoric.

1 Develop and use in-house justifications for taking care and promoting safety,
relating them to quality, cost effectiveness, company image and workers'
sense of self-worth.

1 Foster beliefs, symbols, anecdotes and myths which stress care, concern and
solicitude. Identify "heroes" and "heroines" who exemplify these
characteristics.

1 Encourage an open learning atmosphere.

1 Provide appropriate back-up for your safety culture.

Adapted from [7]
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SOME CULTURAL FLAVORS OF SAFETY CULTURE
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Abstract: Safety culture has got a wide acceptance in nuclear power operation. The concept is closely
related to issues of management and organization. Safety culture is not a universal concept, but it has to
be related to a national context and given anchoring in the specific environment of a nuclear power plant.
In spite of its relativity it should still be possible for outsiders to assess manifestation of safety culture.
The paper discusses aspects of safety culture with a special emphasis on the use of the concept as a
management tool. Further development of the concept is also discussed. A conclusion of the paper is that
safety culture needs further development and proper connections to management sciences and
organizational theory.

1. INTRODUCTION

Safety culture is a concept that has got a wide acceptance in nuclear power operations. IAEA has
been instrumental in developing the concept with detailed guidelines for international reviews of
safety culture. Safety culture is thought to be expressed through a commitment to safety on all
organizational levels. Individual commitment within nuclear organizations is a crucial issue of
safety. Safety culture and its manifestations seem however more ambiguous. A generality of the
guidelines should be a goal, but assessments should be adapted to the environment where they are
to be applied. This adaption goes beyond simple translations of of questions and should also take
stand on conformity of practices with local requirements.

The concept of safety culture got a social requisition in the Chernobyl accident [1]. Even a
superfluous analysis makes it apparent that a deficient safety culture contributed to the accident.
To what extent this insight can be used to prevent new disasters is another question. The inherent
ambiguity of the concept tends to shift the difficulty of assessing safety practices to the problem
of defining safety culture. A simplistic interpretation of the concept may propose the use of a
technically oriented definition to which conformity can be checked. Reality is richer. Safety culture
cannot be decoupled from its cultural anchoring in values, attitudes and practices and these may
vary between plants. A simplistic application of the concept may even do more harm than good.

Even if it is assumed that safety culture can be assessed objectively, it is difficult to find means to
improve it An assessment of the level of safety culture within a specific organization is based on
indicators. Improving the indicators without impact on safety is evidently not the intention. To
achieve a permanent improvement can also be difficult [2]. An orientation towards continuous
learning is an important component of safety culture [3]. To get the full benefit of assessing safety
culture it is necessary to dig deeper into the concept and its causal precursors. Only then safety
culture and therefore also nuclear safety can be influenced by conscious management efforts.

2. THE CONCEPT OF SAFETY CULTURE

Safety culture,was introduced in the aftermaths of the Chernobyl accident [4]. The concept got an
immediate interest and many people asked for additional clarifications. The work of IAEA:s
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International Nuclear Safety Advisory Group (INSAG) continued and a more thorough report was
written [5]. Work was carried on and IAEA is now offering missions for assessing safety culture
by international teams (ASCOT). Lists of questions have been developed to support these
missions [6]. Safety culture has got a good acceptance within the nuclear community. The success
can be attributed to an implicit need that has been given an explicit anchor in the concept.

Safety culture is defined as "that assembly of Table 1. Safety culture defined as
characteristics and attitudes in organizations and commitment of people.
individuals which establishes that, as an
overriding priority, nuclear plant safety issues policy level commitment
receive the attention warranted by their statement of safety policy

.-. „ „ - , . - . . , management structures
significance. Safety culture is further said to resources
consist of "two components. The first is the self-regulation

necessary framework within an organization and m ~ ^ d S S 5 i P o n * i M «
is the responsibility of the management hierarchy. definition of control and safety practices
The second is the attitude of staff at all levels in qualifications and training

„ . „ . , „ rewards and sanctions
responding and benefiting from the framework. audit, review and comparison
The safety culture concept relies also on a individuals commitment
definition of commitment to safety by all persons rigoST
involved (Table 1). communication

Lessons from Chernobyl and other spectacular
accidents (TMI [7], Challenger [8], Bhopal [9], Piper Alfa [10]) demonstrate that human errors and
organizational deficiencies have a crucial influence on the sequence of events. The lessons learned
show that accidents are caused by a combination of simple disturbances that are aggravated by
numerous hidden deficiencies in the systems. An understanding of the course of events can be
obtained only through an analysis within a technical, organizational and personnel perspective [11].
There have often been earlier warnings in incidents with similar initiating events as the accident.

Safety culture, as it has been defined, is not explicitly concerned with organizational and
management issues, although these are implicit in many questions. One early project on safety
implications of organization and management in nuclear power was carried out 1982-85 within the
Nordic Research Programme on Nuclear Safety [12]. IAEA has been involved in a few meetings
on organization and management [13] [14]. The importance to address cultural aspects of
organizations was pointed out in a recent study [15]. Efforts have been spent to create a framework
for including organizational factors in the probabilistic safety analyses (PSA) [16].

In spite of its success the concept of safety culture can be criticized. It does not seem well anchored
to mainstream research of management science. The concept is inherently vague which makes it
difficult to draw firm conclusion for actions of improvements. Is it possible to force all important
aspects of safety into the concept or not? It is also difficult to specify the view to be taken in an
assessment. Should it be the view of corporate management, plant management or regulators? If
the concept is intended to identify weak signals of deteriorating performance, questions should be
more specific. There is also a danger that international review teams will make an assessment too
dependent on the assessors' own cultural frame. The safety culture concept seems to overemphasize
nuclear safety without stress on a successful balance between conflicting requirements of safety and
economy.
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3. MANIFESTATIONS OF SAFETY CULTURE

A manifestation of safety culture should be
apparent in all the work at a nuclear power plant.
As has been argued earlier that safety precautions
can be expressed in the simple model of Figure
1 [17]. Safety goals and targets are fed to a safety
analysis that is providing a predictive planning
instrument. This is acting as a feed forward
control path determining plant design and
operational practices. The collection of operational
experience provides a feedback path for assessing
possible deviations from the predictions and thus
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Figure 1. The model of safety precautions,

places where actual practices and used prediction models should be improved.

A regulatory agency plays an important role in the model above. It is assumed that safety
requirements can be defined and demonstrated in the interactions between the regulator and the
plant operator. The regulator can be seen as the representative for the public in ensuring that a plant
is acceptably safe. Regulation is anchored in national legislation. Approaches in various countries
are still very similar due to efficient international exchange of information. Relationships and
interactions between the regulator and the nuclear utilities are very important for a continued safety.
The nuclear utility should accept and support the regulatory efforts and the regulator should never
get too close to operational decisions at the plant.

The level of safety culture has to be measured by
indicators, because no direct measuring method
exists. In assessing performance indicators it is
important that they express appropriate characte-
ristics (Table 2, [18]). In using performance
indicators it is important also to understand that
they may become ends in themselves. A too large
emphasis should thus not be put on some specific
performance indicator, because priorities may
shift. In specifying a set of performance indicators
it is important to be prepared to change them at
regular intervals. This need is also connected to
the need of performing regular reviews of opera-
tional practices.

Table 2. A set of ideal characteristics of
performance indicators.

Close relationships to risks and/or safety,
Data readily available,
Quantitative (show range of performance),
Unambiguous,
Unlikely to cause undesirable actions,
Significance should be understood (objective and fair),
Industry wide applicability,
Not susceptible to manipulation,
Physical results,
Independent indicators essential,
Manageable set,
Worthy goal.

One important component in the manifestation of safety culture is a strive for excellence.
Operational excellence is however not connected only to safety performance, but also to economic
and technical performance. The definition of performance brings the need to find a proper balance

• between safety and economic performance. A good economic performance gives larger margins for
plant improvements and will therefore have a positive influence on safety. Too large weights on
economic performance may however jeopardize safety.
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In searching for manifestations of safety culture the ambiguity of the concept is important. The
ambiguity may even be used to hide problems with safety implications. Available guidelines
provide support for a self-assessment of safety culture, but their literal use without understanding
may direct attention in wrong directions.

4. SAFETY CULTURE IN VARIOUS CULTURAL SETTINGS

A major question is to what extent the concept safety culture can be applied to a large variety of
organizations. The word culture stresses the connections with family, language and communication,
religion, government and politics, education, transformations and technology, society, economic
structures and activities [19]. Reluctance should therefore be present in transferring considerations
from one country and one plant to another. Cross-cultural comparative studies have been carried
out within management sciences [20]. A recent issue of the journal Management Science stressed
the importance of transferring concepts and models between cultures [21].

Nuclear plant vendors are international companies with customers in many countries. Technologies
and corresponding safety approaches are exported from one cultural setting to another. The adaption
of the technologies has usually been made only with little consideration for cultural questions. Some
countries have acquired plants from two or more vendors which have forced them to create safety
concepts encompassing very different approaches. International exchange of experience has on the
other hand tended to make these approaches to converge.

There is evidence that a disregard of cultural difference may introduce problems. Deficiencies
leading to the Bhopal accident were at least partly caused by cultural differences not accounted for.
Anecdotes from the offshore field in the North See also suggest the need for a reconsideration of
cultural roots of operation when a technology is moved from environment to another. According
to results from business organizations the most problematic situations emerge if there is an
incongruence between underlying core values in two different cultural settings [22].

The Nordic model of managing nuclear power divides into Finnish and Swedish models. The
development of these models has been supported by views of Danish and Norwegian experts
through safety research funded by the Nordic Council of Ministers. The Finnish model has a further
subdivision into BWR and PWR culture at the TVO and Loviisa plants. This is not to say that one
model is better than another, but to stress that the cultural environments of the plants have to be
considered. Only then it is possible to enter constructive talks on the transfer of good management
principles. In admitting the cultural relativity of management theories, one should however not
make the mistake to believe that everything is relative. Such a conclusion would actually assume
that learning over cultural borders is impossible.

Cultural variety pose interesting questions in the transfer of nuclear technology from one country
to another. What are the specific considerations that have to be changed? Will the cultural
differences make it necessary to make changes also in the technical design, or is it enough that
•documentation is translated to the language of the host country. To what extent the nuclear
technology presumes a certain culture and how could this be created in the receiving country?
These questions have to be given far more consideration than has been done so far.
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The proposed approach for assessing safety culture is to utilize international teams. This is certainly
correct for an exchange of good operational practices. To what extent the experts should understand
the cultural environment of their mission country is another question. Again it seems difficult to
carry out such missions disconnected from local culture. A certain humbleness in the assessments
should always be present. Similarly it is necessary to be explicit enough in expressing concerns to
make sure that important messages are crossing possible language and cultural barriers. Last it is
always important to remember that even scientists have a cultural background that may introduce
unconscious biases [23]. Culture brings in expectations for things to be and those expectations may
color what we see.

5. SAFETY INDICATORS AS A MANAGEMENT TOOL

The ideal use of the safety culture concept is as a management tool. This means that managers
should react on a bad safety culture. To select proper reactions can however be extremely difficult.
Safety culture is assessed through a number of indicators, but it is not enough to improve just them.
In selecting proper actions it is necessary to use the full spectrum of rethorics, collective pressure,
praise, promotion and rewards to influence norms, beliefs, roles, attitudes and practices of the
organization [24]. In selecting actions it is important to remember that people are extremely
sensitive to genuineness in messages sent.

Any assessment should use both objective and subjective indicators. Subjective indicators can be
based both on self-evaluation and evaluations by outsiders. Interviews and questionnaires can be
used. Interviews are time-consuming, but can give more in-depth results. The assessments can be
restricted to only a few key persons within the organization, or it can be a complete organizational
review covering all organizational levels and most of the people. There are various reasons for
entering an organizational review. If not for other reasons, organizational reviews should be carried
out at regular intervals. One reason for initiating an organizational review is when some incidents
give indications of problems. A review can also be connected to some outside activity providing
a reason to measure the "temperature" of the organization.

An organizational review should be tailored to Table 3. Five major variables to be assessed
specific needs. It should be restricted with respect in organizational reviews,
to used resources and time. Despite its scope it
Should assess all major variables that are goals, definition and communication of goals,
important for safety. Table 3 gives a proposal for commitment to goals, checking achievements of goals

a list Of important variables to be Checked. orientation, approaches towards work, typical problem
"Definition, Communication and Checking Of goals solving strategies, spectrum of used actions

are a part of the strategic planning process that is r e s o l v j n g c o n t r a d i c t i o n S i con t r ad i c to ry requirements.
important for Systematic operation. The resolution of contradictions, instructions and procedures
orientation variable measures approaches to work

. , , , . . • . _ . . . operational planning, planning systems, commumca-
and Used problem solving Strategies. Contradicting tion and implementation of plans, changes in plans,
goals are present in any activity and the variable follow up systems
would measure the extent these contradictions organiza,ionai structure, task division, cooperation,
have been resolved and Communicated. communication, formal and informal organizations,
Operational ^planning refers to a variable reporting
characterizing the degree of systematics in the
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operational work. The final variable organization structure carries an assessment of the coverage
of organizational design and the efficiency in handling emerging informal practices.

Withdrawal. If a problem is conceived as a threat the
person withdraws, or expresses reluctancy to make a
decision.

Routine. Problems are tackled using instructions and a
situation without instructions may be felt as a threat

Individual initiative. Implicit expansions of tasks are
taken and the possibilities to improve task execution
are made overt.

Systematic development. Further expansion of
regular tasks are taken to search for better ways of
establishing organizational structures.

The variables above are covered at least to some Table 4. Four basic orientation types,
extent in most questionnaires. The orientation and
contradictions' variables are perhaps not as well
documented and may therefore need some
clarifications. Orientation was originally used as a
variable in a study on flexible manufacturing
systems [25]. The concept was further elaborated
in [26] and used in a study of maintenance
personnel at a nuclear power plant [27]. In that
study individual orientations where typed accor-
ding to Table 4. An organization is assumed to
carry better abilities for a continued improvement
with orientations of individual initiative and
systematic development. The routine orientation
may in this formulation not seem to stress compliance to instructions, but a slavish unthoughtful
following of instructions does not comply to a good safety culture.

Orientation is also connected to span of control. A systematic development orientation implies that
persons use their whole span of actions for achieving defined goals. The plant manager should for
instance understand and make operational the operative, tactic and strategic dimensions of his/her
decisions [28]. Operative decisions have typical reaction times of 1-3 years and include definition
of ambitions, outage planning, technology utilization, transient management, housekeeping, etc.
Tactical considerations may include approaches to safety, involvement as architect-engineer,
creation of favorable motivational climate, maintaining international information channels, careful
analysis of operating disturbances, honesty in communication, maintaining the right to make errors,
good training and licensing system, continuous plant improvements and practical QA system. Some
strategic concerns may be outside the immediate influence of the management such as educational
systems, technological traditions, status of power engineering, communication between main actors,
union cooperation, public acceptance, competent suppliers and solid utility economy.

The need for addressing contradictory require-
ments has been brought forward in several
[29] [30] studies. Popular bestsellers have made

the observation that successful business organi-
zations can simultaneously manage apparent
ambiguity and paradox [31]. Nuclear power is
similarly bound to resolve contradictory goals and
allow them to coexist. The most important of
these contradictory requirements is the need to
balance between.economy and safety. On a lower
level the contradictions of Table 5 should be
understood, resolved and communicated.

Table 5. Contradictory requirements within a
high-reliability organization.

A healthy self-esteem • accept outside advice
Formal - informal rules for assuring safety
Accept errors - require errorless performance
Centralized - distributed decision making
Managing details - maintaining the overview
Search for information - avoid information overload
High specialization - generality of roles
Cooperation - competition for resources and power
Monitoring and reporting - confidence and trust
Move from past strategies - enforcement of roots
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The will to improve has to come from the inside the organization. Outside pressure may initiate a
process of change, but actual improvements have to originate from the organization itself. One can
actually say that the organization should have a proactive orientation towards improvements. This
implies listening to weak signals of emerging problems. By an analogy these can be heard only if
the listener is tuned to the problems. This is another way of saying that any review should, to some
of its parts, be tailored to situational needs as felt by the management. It is also necessary that the
review is decided at a level having the highest authority for the part of the organization where the
review is carried out. There is a benefit of using a combination of outsiders and insiders for the
reviews. It is also beneficial to combine both technical and human factors experience among the
interviewers. The review should as far as possible be treated as an internal affair of the reviewed
organization.

6. SUGGESTIONS FOR THE FUTURE

Safety culture is an important concept, but it should be blended with ideas from management
science and organizational theory. The cultural component of safety culture, i.e., the extent to which
it is influenced by local and national cultures should be investigated. The concept of safety culture
should be merged into a theory of safety oriented or high-reliability organizations. Evidently
management practices in a safety oriented organizations are different from business organizations
and governmental bureaucracies, but the difference may not be that large. There are other safety
oriented organizations such as civil aviation, chemical industry and offshore production, with which
nuclear industry could exchange experience on safety matters. This kind of technology transfer does
not seem to have been very efficient in the past [32].

The close consideration of human factors issues and organizational deficiency has brought still one
additional requirement onto the management of nuclear power plants. It is apparently not enough
to have technical skills, but they should be combined with managerial skills. Managers should in
addition be able to understand subtle issues of behavioral science. Obviously adding more
requirements will narrow down the possibilities to find and train individuals for managerial
positions at the nuclear power plants. If research can come up with methodologies and systems for
supporting managers as well as their selection and training processes important work has been done.

There is an evident benefit of an efficient exchange of international experience. It is not only
regular conferences and meetings that should be supported, but also exchange and missions that are
exposing managers to other practices and ways of thinking. The OSART, ASSET and lately the
ASCOT missions of IAEA provide to this kind of exchange. Only by using the operational
experience of all reactor-years, it will be possible to maintain a continuing safety of the nuclear
power plants in the world. In that intensified exchange of information there is however still a need
for assuring a plurality in approaches.

The largest single threat towards nuclear safety seems to be the defacto moratorium on nuclear
power. The industry has been forced to cut down in personnel and spending and have been
•concentrating on a strategy of survival. This strategy may not be successful if no new openings can
be ensured. Nuclear industry seems to have entered a vicious circle where an absence of public
confidence and trust makes it harder to maintain a level of safety warranting this confidence and
trust.
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It seems necessary to ceate an international research agenda addressing safety oriented
organizations. Such research would address also some remaining problems. One is the handling of
a crisis period that typically causes changes of decision locus where decisions migrate between
hierarchical levels within the organization [33]. Another problem is connected to the inclusion of
organizational factors in the PSA:s [34]. This research should be directed to survey cultural
components of safety. An unbiased comparative study of good operational experience is likely to
provide important answers. It may not be optimal to involve the international organization directly
in this work, because they are sometimes hampered in their actions due to political reasons. The
most attractive possibility is to involve academia in a truly international project. The necessary
funding for such an endeavor may however be difficult to find.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Safety culture is an important concept. The ambiguity of the concept has both pros and cons. It is
easy to adapt to various cultural environments, because everyone will read their own fads into the
concept. It is more difficult to use as a norm for developing methods for assessing and improving
the level of safety culture. The use of the word culture contains an implicit relativity that never
should be forgotten. Safety culture has an important anchor in organization and management that
should be supported. Research results from management science and organizational design should
be used in this process. Results should be adapted to practical needs of safety oriented
organizations.

Theories and research instruments to assess cultural influences are less universal than we would like
to believe [35]. This applies also to the concept of safety culture. It has been argued that scholars
in organizational theory should extend their research to incorporate a cultural context in their
research. In that cross-national comparisons would provide a new basis for collaborative
efforts [36]. This conclusion is most appropriate also for nuclear power.

One of the most difficult questions managers at a nuclear power plant are faced with is the
allocation of resources for safety improvements. Good economics of the plant makes it easier to
agree on sufficient investments in safety. One tool for supporting these decisions is plant specific
living PSA:s. This tool should however be better tuned also to questions concerned with
organization and management.

A question on an international level is to how support plants where improvements are necessary,
but the economic situation make improvements difficult. Nuclear is a really international technology
where "An accident anywhere, is an accident everywhere". Because the whole industry is judged
by its worst performers, it is in the interest of everybody to ensure that all plants can be operated
safely. How this can be achieved in an increasingly competitive climate is another question.

19.1.1995
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LEADING THE WAY TO SAFETY

A. David Rossin
Rossin and Associates

Los Altos Hills, California USA

ABSTRACT

The approach to safety has evolved over the years as nuclear science and technology has
grown. Back in the "research era" if any individual, from Project Director to instrument
technician, had doubt about the safety of what was happening, he could shut the system
down, and had the Laboratory Director's guarantee that he would not be penalized for
doing so.

This philosophy is not fully acceptable in commercial nuclear power in the 1990's. There
are basic differences, and the world has changed. The chain of command is defined. The
responsibilities include reliable and economical operation of a huge plant, the operation is
well understood, safety procedures are clearly written, and the entire staff has extensive
training in their assignments and in safety.

There are many pressures on management in nuclear power. In addition to safety and
keeping the plant operating reliably, there are startup dates to be met, competition for
performance between utilities and individual plants, budgets that cannot be exceeded, union
rules which must be adhered to, and also, other quantitative measures of performance.

Performance Indicators provide a very useful set of management tools for those responsible
for operation of nuclear power plants. However, they cannot replace leadership in the
pursuit of safety. In fact, the main danger that the nuclear industry should be on the watch
for is "Management by Indicator".

Indicators are not figures of merit in themselves. Management's job is to achieve safe,
reliable and economical performance over the life of the plant. To succeed, management
must also provide Leadership. Safety is the necessary condition. The competitive
economy in America makes it clear that safety is not sufficient. Management must balance
its application of resources.

These serious considerations have lessons for how the West should respond to questions of
continued operation of older Soviet-design reactors.
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LEADING THE WAY TO SAFETY

A. David Rossin

1. LEADERSHIP AND RESPONSIBILITY

1.1 The Research Era

The approach to safety has evolved over the years as nuclear science and technology has
grown. At Argonne National Laboratory in the 1950's, the Director of the Laboratory set
the tone himself. He laid it out clearly to his Division Directors. He spoke to group
meetings of the scientists and engineers who were carrying out the research. His message
was crystal clear:

If we stop an experiment, we can try it again another time. We can do risky experiments,
provided we have considered the risks carefully and reviewed them. If an unexpected
accident occurs, the consequences could be extremely severe. Therefore, if any individual,
from Project Director to Instrument Technician, has doubt about the safety of what is
happening, he can shut the system down, and I guarantee that he will not be penalized for
doing so.

He also made clear that in the event of a "scram" or of an actual accident, we would
investigate it thoroughly, find out what went wrong, understand it, and take the necessary
actions to change the design, change the people, change the experiment, or stop the
program. It was clearly understood that, even in the atmosphere of secrecy under which
we worked, no information would be withheld from the Atomic Energy Commission, and
they would have to decide what would be reported to the public. But the key message was
that no worker would be punished for acting to maintain safety.

It was understood that safety was everybody's responsibility. But even that principle needs
clarification. Certainly the project team was responsible for safety, starting with its leader.
The point was that every individual was responsible for safety. He or she could take action
if it appeared to be the right thing to do, and do so without fear of retribution.

1.2 From Research to Commercial Obligations

This philosophy is not fully compatible with commercial nuclear power in the 1990's. In
fact, the luxury of the research philosophy cannot be extended in its pure form to huge
electric power plants or naval propulsion reactors. This is the challenge leadership is faced
with: How can safety be sustained while at the same time meeting the needs for energy on
which peoples' lives and livelihoods depend?

There are basic differences between the two areas of commitment, but also, the world has
changed. The chain of command is now defined in detail. The responsibilities include
reliable and economical operation of a huge plant. Many responsibilities are routine, the
operation is well understood, safety procedures are clearly written, and the entire staff has
extensive training in their assignments and in safety. At least, it is recognized that this is
how it should be. One is not permitted to try experiments in licensed American nuclear
power plants without extensive safety review and justification. The era of research is
history.
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How well safety responsibilities are carried out, and how operators will deal with the
unexpected, remain the ultimate test of the system, the technology, and those individuals
entrusted with leadership responsibilities. But that is far from the whole story. Survival of
the plant and the technology also depends on the level of performance.

There are many pressures on management in nuclear power. In addition to safety and
keeping the plant operating reliably, there are startup dates to be met, competition for
performance between utilities and individual plants, budgets that cannot be exceeded, union
rules which mu^ be adhered to, and also, other quantitative measures of performance.

2. DOES IT HAVE TO BE REGULATION VERSUS MANAGEMENT?

2.1 Measuring Performance

With regard to such familiar subjects as highway safety or airline safety, we can count
numbers, study trends, and bemoan the inability of society to eliminate fatal accidents. For
each serious nuclear plant accident, there are a number of books, in addition to the myriad
studies, reports and articles.

The nuclear industry could never dare to demand the kind of zero defects program that
characterized the U. S. space program, only to find that it was neither realistic nor cost-
effective,, and that in spite of all the quality assurance demanded of its participating
organizations, the program did not prevent catastrophe.

One alternative is to measure what one can, and try to draw meaningful conclusions from
what is learned in order to improve safety. The theory is based on experience which tends
to show that a plant which performs well is likely to maintain a better safety record.
Certainly the downside has been found to be true: when there is evidence of carelessness,
sloppy work, slow performance of maintenance, unclear assignments of responsibility, etc.
there have been accidents.

2.2 Management by Indicators

The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission has developed rating systems to evaluate
regulatory performance of nuclear power plants. These ratings are translated into
numerical values in the familiar SALP Reports. State public utility regulatory agencies
which control the rates utilities can charge for electric service, and thus have tremendous
power over utility decisions, have in recent years used NRC's SALP reports as inputs to
their process of setting electric rates. Obviously, a low SALP score can result in great
economic penalties to a utility company.

Within the last year, the NRC has begun a formal process of reconsidering its use of
quantitative rating systems to see if they might have any negative impact on safety.

The Institute of Nuclear Power Operations has developed a set of Performance Indicators.
Each of these reflects an important aspect of plant safety and operation. INPO Indicators
provide a valuable gauge for INPO evaluators. They also provide a very useful set of
management tools for those responsible for operation of nuclear power plants. Their other
role is to provide a simple set of numbers that can be reviewed quickly.
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How do they contribute to the achievement of a successful safety culture? I believe that
performance indicators are management tools and should be used as management tools. I
do not believe that they can replace leadership in the pursuit of safety. In fact, I believe the
main danger that the nuclear industry should be on the watch for is "Management by
Indicator".

Indicators are not figures of merit in themselves. Management's job is to achieve safe,
reliable and economical performance over the life of the plant. To succeed, management
must also provide Leadership. Safety is the necessary condition. The competitive
economy in America makes it clear that safety is not sufficient. Management must balance
its application of resources.

It must ensure safety while achieving performance. To do this, people must feel that their
management does not manage by indicator, or just by compliance with NRC regulations,
but by leadership that draws the best out of every person in the entire organization.

"Regulation by Indicator" can be even more insidious. The regulator is a step further
removed from operations, and can choose to look at only a narrow slice of the subject at
any given time. This can breed distrust and misunderstanding.

Nuclear power operation in the United States has demonstrated a high degree of safety,
and performance has steadily improved. But one can see that costs have been high,
perhaps high enough to put the future of the technology in doubt. Regulation has become
a highly prescriptive process. Compliance has replaced the kind of individual responsibility
that characterized the research era.

3. IS THERE AN ALTERNATIVE?

3.1 Risk-Based And Performance-Based Regulation

(This section is based on extensive discussions with, and several papers written jointly by,
Dr. George Sauter, LLNL.)

Risk-based regulation and performance-based regulation are answers to two different,
fundamental questions about regulation in design and operation:

First: What should regulatory attention be focused on?

Risk-based regulation can provide an answer. It can help set priorities and can assist in
making more effective use of resources, both of the regulator and of the licensees.

Second: How should regulatory activities be conducted? or.. On what basis
should regulators take action?

Performance-based regulation can help here, if the regulatory agency can agree on
performance objectives, and then be satisfied ifthey are met, rather than just how specific
activities are carried out.

By this time, there is an extensive literature and legal history on the purpose or the
objective of the NRC. Many experienced people have provided analyses, definitions and
guidance. Rather than try to summarize what would likely grow into a lengthy book, I
think it is safe to say that its objective is safety. Entire ANS conferences and countless
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hearings have explored the concept of "How safe is safe enough?" If there is some kind of
operational consensus, effective regulation can proceed.

The Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards has conducted many sessions on this
basic concept that underlies safety regulation and political acceptance. The Commissioners
of the NRC, and of the AEC before them, have welcomed this debate, and are considering
recommendations on how regulatory practices can be improved.

Can the two emerging approaches of risk-based regulation and performance-based
regulation be used to help NRC to achieve its objective, and perhaps improve its
effectiveness and efficiency? Can the safety culture that has been built thus far become
even more effective if regulatory practices are changed to permit more use of these new
approaches?

3.2 Risk-based Regulation

By minimizing or eliminating regulatory efforts that are not significant contributors to the
attainment of adequate protection, the regulatory system can be more efficient and cost-
effective. Focusing attention on the most significant contributors to risk, and on cost-
effective ways to reduce these risks is exactly the concept of risk-based regulation.

Further, at any level of risk, risk-based regulation can help identify opportunities for
additional risk reduction. Costs can be analyzed to determine if cost-effective reductions
can be made without undermining power plant economics.

Thus, by focusing on what most deserves attention, risk-based regulation can serve both
the NRC's and the licensee's objectives. This is a familiar restatement of one of the
principles of quality assurance: "Focus on the critical few, rather than on the trivial many."
However, this premise carries the obligation to screen all the evidence, and in a technically
supportable way, to identify the critical few.

Setting priorities in this manner, with participation and understanding of the people
involved in design and operations, is consistent with building a safety culture. It gives
leaders the opportunity to lead, and managers and operators who are intimately involved to
set jrorities.

3.3 Performance-based Regulation

To discuss performance-based regulation, one needs to contrast it to methods currently in
use. It is referred to as prescriptive regulation. The Tech Specs, as well as Regulatory
Guides, Branch Technical Positions, form a prescriptive framework. There remain
opportunities for flexibility. NRC has, to its credit, been working hard to expand these
opportunities. However, all are familiar with the pressures under which NRC operates, so
the burden of proof generally lies with the industry to push the envelope. Critics view joint
efforts to assure safety by NRC and licensees as grounds for charging complicity and
conspiracy. Can there be more flexibility while NRC maintains its full regulatory
responsibility? Perhaps performance-based regulation offers that opportunity.

Performance-based regulation can only operate in a framework which already exists. This
consists of licensed designs and extensive experience. But by definition, where
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performance-based regulation is applied, it is in place of prescriptive regulation. One could
argue that the hybrid exists now, since the licensee can propose alternative ways to meet
tech specs or regulations, and if it can make its case, NRC will approve the change.
However, performance-based regulation, by definition, changes the fundamentals of the
process.

The most challenging step is to establish a performance criterion that constitutes safe
performance. If this can be done, then the regulator can measure performance against that
criterion. Under performance-based regulation, however, the regulator does not have
control over how it is done.

Can this be permitted? In the U. S. we have come part of the way with the application of
Section 10CFR Part 50.59. This rule provides a mechanism that requires the licensee to
evaluate the safety of a proposed change, and make a determination as to whether or not it
is within the Tech Specs. If it is, he can make the change, document it, and inform the
NRC, but does not have to ask permission first. Performance-based regulation would go
beyond that, extending the opportunity to more extensive areas of operation, control,
hardware and design.

How this would work in the future with standard designs is not at all clear. But experience
suggests that without compromising the safety of a plant or its operation, there is a
potentially useful role for areas in which performance-based regulation can be applied.

Performance-based regulation and risk-based regulation can operate effectively together.
They are responses to two different, fundamental questions. Performance-based regulation
and prescriptive regulation are different, and both may operate, but in specific areas, one or
the other will control. It would be desirable to take advantage of the best aspects of both.

What performance-based regulation actually does is place the NRC more in the role of risk
assessor, rather than risk manager. The licensee could write his tech specs, and the NRC
can assess the performance. As long as performance lives up to its goals, the regulator
should be satisfied.

But here is the critical point: Does performance-based regulation offer the regulator and
the licensee enough assurance that what works well now will continue to do so? I am not
speaking here of particular things like aging of components.

Experience shows that accidents happen because a number of unlikely things combine to
produce the unexpected. We are out in that tail of the probability curve. In that region,
risk is dominated not by random events, but by low probability events that may coincide by
a combination of mistakes, statistically related events, auJ things that people call bad luck,
Murphy's Law, or people doing things that they would not if they were living up to the
aspirations we have for a successful safety culture.

4. IMPLICATIONS FOR THE SAFETY OF SOVIET-DESIGNED REACTORS

The Chernobyl accident was nine years ago. (I was preparing for the Senate Committee
hearing on my DOE nomination at the time!) In 1986, discussions began in the nuclear
industry and INPO that led to the formation of the World Association of Nuclear
Operators (WANO). But it was the momentous changes that occurred in the Soviet
Union, the role the Chernobyl accident played in affecting those events, and the
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combination of openness and economic collapse that have raised worldwide attention to
safety to its current level of importance.

In Russia, Ukraine, Lithuania, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary and Bulgaria there is
scientific expertise, engineering capability and operating experience. There is a
technological base, and it can be very strong. And yet, problems remain.

Safety is absolutely essential, but even safety involves matters of degree. We have had
innumerable debates on how safe is safe enough. Every nuclear plant in the U. S. has an
environmental impact statement. Along with safety and environmental impacts, there is a
little section about the need for the energy the plant is to produce. As our regulatory
structure matured, people began to recognize that there were trade-offs when resources,
investments and precedents were involved. Safety can become an open-ended goal, and
can be carried to extremes. We were doing it! Prudence requires a balancing of costs,
risks and benefits. (In the US, we are beginning to recognize that environmental and health
risks deserve similar, in-depth evaluation.)

SAFETY PHILOSOPHY SUMMARY

- SAFETY IS THE MOST IMPORTANT CONSIDERATION

- BUT SAFETY DOES NOT EXIST IN A VACUUM

- WE HAVE DONE PRA's AND UNDERSTAND RISK

- WE DO NOT DEMAND THAT "ANYTHING THAT CAN BE DONE TO INCREASE
SAFETY MUST BE DONE"

(We did this in the early years, and learned that we were wasting resources for marginal safety
benefits, while not tending to other priorities that could affect safety. Overemphasis on large, but low
probability accidents, led to less attention to problems that led to TMI and to loss-of-emergency-
power sequences that had more potential importance.)

- WE NOW WEIGH RISKS ALONG WITH COSTS AND BENEFITS

- DOWNSIDE RISKS OF ENERGY SHORTAGES MUST BE WEIGHED ALONG WITH
SAFETY

- WE LEARNED THAT SHUTTING DOWN REACTORS BECAUSE IT APPEARED
POLITICALLY ATTRACTIVE CARRIED SEVERE LONG-TERM ECONOMIC AND
ENVIRONMENTAL COSTS

(German example: Old E. German WER-440's were shut down, but power needs
have to be supplied by burning more brown coal at higher cost, while other similar
plants have been upgraded and continue to operate with good economics.)

Every nation considers it prudent to make safety improvements when they are necessary or
when they are found to be cost-effective. However, it is not in the world's best interest for
Americans to say that we have shut down nuclear plants in the U. S. and survived, implying
that it is all right to do the same elsewhere. True, we have shut some nuclear plants,
generally for the wrong reasons. But the U. S. is still relatively rich, and we can survive.
For others, the trade-offs are most certainly more stressful. It is very clear that there are
strongly-held reasons why others do not wish to shut their nuclear power plants down any
time soon.

The reasons are several, but the most immediate is recognition of the downside risks to
people and their struggling economies that would become realities by crippling electricity
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supply and district heating. In some regions loss of nuclear heat would leave no alternative
backup during long, severe winters, a situation that should not be tolerable politically or to
Western observers.

There is a mindset which seems to have been accepted as a given by some G-7 nations, and
is now part of the rhetoric from the U. S. Administration and DOE. I find it hard to accept
the premise, as often articulated: "The highest priority is the shutdown of these high-risk
reactors." I have seen no well-qualified, peer-reviewed technical analysis that concludes
that the risks of continued operation of any of these plants, in the interim while near-term
technical fixes are being installed, or for years to come, is great enough to justify their
shutdown.

Why should there be a quid pro quo to shut down Buhonice, for example, as a condition
for receiving funds for safety improvements. Why?

IN THE VIEW OF RUSSIA AND OTHER EAST EUROPEAN STATES:

- MORE ELECTRIC ENERGY IS AND WILL BE NEEDED

- IN LOCAL AREAS, DISTRICT HEATING DEPENDS ON NUCLEAR PLANT
OPERATION

- THE DOWNSIDE RISKS OF EARLY SHUTDOWN ARE NOT POLITICALLY
ACCEPTABLE

- THE CHERNOBYL ACCIDENT IS EXPLAINABLE

- WESTERN EXPERTS DO NOT APPRECIATE THE SAFETY RECORD OF RBMK'S AND
WER-440'S, OTHER THAN THE CHERNOBYL ACCIDENT

- ALL ENERGY SYSTEMS HAVE RISKS, AND RISKS OF OPERATING RBMK'S AND
OLDER WER-440'S ARE NOT UNREASONABLE

- THE PREMISE THAT W E R 230'S AND RBMK'S WERE "BUILT TO OBSOLETE
SAFETY STANDARDS" DOES NOT MATCH THE INTERNATIONAL NUCLEAR SAFETY
COMMUNITY'S VIEWS.

(They are different machines. Whatever the standards, it is recognized that it is possible to operate
them safely, but that risks do exist which are greater than those considered acceptable in western
designs today.)

- WE SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO MAKE OUR OWN DECISIONS ON SAFETY

- SHUTTING DOWN REACTORS FOR POLITICAL RATHER THAN TECHNICAL
REASONS COULD JEOPARDIZE OPERATION OF OTHER REACTORS

On every safety ground and motivational ground, shutdowns for political reasons are
wrong. As we've seen with Ukraine, forced promises for shutting plants down must give
way when the needs of the people and the plants themselves force them to be operated, and
everyone knew that before the deals were imposed.

American nuclear utilities have worked very hard on motivation. We believe that people
want to take pride in their work. Our utilities, working together and with INPO, use top
trainers and consultants, and train their managers in the principles of teamwork and
motivation, and the pursuit of excellence. We believe this is very important to safety, and
we, as others around the world, talk about the importance of building a safety culture. It
isn't easy. On the other hand, it does not take much to undermine even the best of such

8
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efforts. Insensitivity, arrogance, failure to communicate, or failure of leaders to assume
responsibility and lead, can blow away years of team-building.

KEY FINDINGS ABOUT SAFETY AND PEOPLE

- SAFETY DEPENDS ON WHAT PEOPLE DO

- GOOD SAFETY DESIGN CAN PROTECT AGAINST MANY POSSIBLE ERRORS, but

- IF PEOPLE FAIL TO MAINTAIN SYSTEMS, SAFETY DESIGN IS UNDERMINED

- WE WORK VERY HARD TO MOTIVATE PEOPLE

- WE REWARD GOOD MANAGEMENT, LEADERSHIP AND RESPONSIBILITY

- FAILURE OF LEADERSHIP CAN UNDERMINE MOTIVATION

- IT IS TOUGH TO MOTIVATE PEOPLE WHO ARE NOT BEING PAID

- IT IS EVEN TOUGHER TO MOTIVATE PLANT PEOPLE WHO ARE TOLD THAT
THEIR PLANT IS UNSAFE, MAYBE UNNEEDED, OR CAN BE REPLACED BY
CONSERVATION, WHEN PEOPLE ARE COLD, HUNGRY AND UNEMPLOYED

I cannot imagine anything more destructive to motivating nuclear plant workers and
managers than uncertainty about their facility and their future. One thing is clear:
shutdown is a one-way street. Restart is difficult if not impossible. Note the situation in
Armenia. The shutdown of certain plants does not increase public acceptance or political
support for the remaining plants or future plants. To the contrary!

What is not clear is the domino effect. If a plant of a certain type is shut down for basic
safety reasons, why should the political apparatus not demand the shutdown of all similar
units? And then more!!

CRITICAL CONCERNS

* THE WEST HAS TOLD PLANT MANAGEMENT AND WORKERS THAT ANY HELP
MUST BE TEED TO COMMITMENT FOR PREMATURE SHUTDOWN

* POLITICAL LEADERS FORCED TO MAKE PROMISES FOR SHUTDOWN THAT THEY
DO NOT BELIEVE AND KNOW THEY CANNOT KEEP

* THERE IS LIKELY TO BE INCREASED NERVOUSNESS AND INSECURITY OF WORK
FORCE BECAUSE OF FEAR THAT ANY MISTAKE, REGARDLESS OF REASON, COULD
RESULT IN PERMANENT SHUTDOWN

* THERE IS DISTRUST OF NATIONS (e.g. U. S.) THAT REJECT NUCLEAR POWER FOR
THE LONG-TERM FUTURE

* THEY DO NOT WANT TO AGREE TO ACTIONS THAT WOULD UNDERMINE THE
LONG-TERM CONTRIBUTION TO THEIR ENERGY SUPPLY THAT THEY EXPECT TO
GET FROM NUCLEAR POWER.

* CURRENT LEADERS ARE WILLING TO REFUSE HELP IF TOO MANY ONEROUS
CONDITIONS ARE TEED TO IT

If a plant is safe enough to operate now, what is the technical justification for shutdown at
an arbitrary future date?

There are risks to continued operation. East European nations have made their own
determination that the downside risks of closing plants are greater than the risks of
continuing to operate. They have made a "How safe is safe enough?" determination. It is
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driven by a cost-risk analysis, which includes the stark realization that they do not now
have the economic resources to pay the costs of eliminating all the risks they might wish to
deal with. Perhaps it is a luxury even to be able to talk about priorities.

5. SAFETY CULTURE AT ALL LEVELS OF SOCIETY

The most challenging concept facing the leadership at Soviet-design reactors is how to
develop a safety culture at the highest level. This important insight was suggested by
speakers at the ANS Workshop in Washington, Nov. 1994. It is a different challenge from
the level of operators and managers. It involves building an understanding of what safety
means, that safety in the future is never absolutely sure, that things do go wrong and
accidents can happen, but that dedicated people can and will work hard to reduce risks to a
practical minimum. It also means convincing political leaders that the downside risks of
inadequate energy, now or at future times, are greater than the risks of operating nuclear
power plants.

It means understanding that independent safety regulators are essential, and that they have
to have the authority to act, along with the experience and courage to act responsibly.
Strong regulation does not mean just the authority to stop operations to penalize operators
or to look powerful. It means the strength to make technically sound and responsible
decisions in the face of pressures from all corners. That is the way to build mutual respect.

A safety culture among a nation's leaders and political forces would mean an understanding
of the basis for safety decisions. It does not mean that the President or Prime Minister
needs to be a nuclear physicist, or even to study technical matters. It means a culture of
trust, and of confidence in people who are trying to do their jobs well. It would enable
leaders to have the courage to support difficult decisions.

I can think of no greater challenge to come out of our deliberations than to try to build a
safety culture at the highest levels of civilized society.

10
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INTERNATIONAL TOPICAL MEETING
SAFETY CULTURE IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

HILTON Stadtpark, Vienna, 24 to 28 April 1995

TASKS IN THE FRAMEWORK OF STRENGTHENING
SAFETY PROJECT

presented by Judit Bacs
Paks NPP, HUNGARY

Abstract:
After the ASSET mission was held in 1992, Paks NPP developed a well organized
project. The project is fundamentally designed for sustainability constituting the
increase of management awareness of and involvement in NPP personnel training,
the introduction of systematic approach to training, the establishment of a
maintenance training center and improvements in safety and quality culture.
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"TASK IN THE FRAMEWORK OF STRENGTHENING SAFETY
PROJECT"
by Judit Bacs

The general attitude of Hungarians to nuclear energy is characterized more by
accaptance than over support as was shown in the nationwide 1994 opinion poll
results.
One fact is however certain. At present nuclear represents 42.4 % of the country's
electricity production.
Paks NPP according to its performance indicators is among the best of PWR
performers.
To conserve this position, the essential need is to improve in some areas which have
already been recognized.

We know that safety performance depends not only on the design but on the safety
practice of the utility operating the plant.
Those organizations which perform well and have high standards, procedures of
safety are often the most successful. The common thread running through these
organizations is the application of the principles of sound and effective management
agenda.
Of course, there is no single way to operate nuclear plants and neither is simple,
universal recipe. Styles of management which might be ideal in the American or
Japanese culture might be entirely inappropriate to the traditions of Hungary.
That's why we have to develop a tailored safety culture.
But across many cultures with different histories we are discovering a common
interest in "doing our work right, doing it right first time and knowing we have done
it right first time."

The key factors of safe operation on plant level are the following:
- First of all the top management' and the operation staffs attitude to

safety matters
- Organisation of work performance
- Good procedures and documentation
- Good maintenance strategy and execution
- Condition monitoring activities
- Feedback of experience and lessons learned
- Training and qualification of personnel, use of simulator
- Periodical independent evaluations (e.g: OSART, WANO, ASSET)

There are also clear obvious moral and legal reasons to assure good safety standards
and there are also financial reasons.
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Analysis of the contributory causes of incidents indicate that about half can be
attributed to equipment failures and the other half to the management, the
organizational and personnel failures. These are the so called human factors.

The ASSET mission, carried out in 1993 showed deficiencies in the area of
instrumentation and control that has initiated or contributed to challenge the safety
systems relatively consistently throughout the years of operation of Paks NPP. In
spite of the fact that the equipment failure has dominated, the experts noted that
human performance contributed to the occurence of safety significant events. For
example human errors resulted in unavailability of safety systems or undue
challenges to safety functions and inappropriate actions by personnel due to neglect
of existing procedures or due to lack of procedural guidance. They also discovered
quite a number of safety significant events resulting from cumulative improper
personnel activities in the earlier years of operation.
So the most important findings of the ASSET mission were the following:
- Lack of vigilance, inattention to procedures
- Lack of procedural guidance
- Lack of operational feedback

The recommendations were made for the followig fields:
1. Recommendations to enhance personnel performance:
- To ensure, that shift personnel perform plant tests and operations only in
accordance with plant written procedures.

2.. Recommendations to prevent degradation of personnel proficiency:
- To provide training to unit shift supervisors so that they can assess operator
performance
- To provide more comprehensive training to assure that personnel remain aware of
instrument malfunction effects.

3. Recommendations to improve personnel proficiency through the use of
experience feedback:
-Plant management should develop an effective surveillance programme to detect
weaknesses and assure that personnel proficiency is maintained as an enhancement to
their periodic psychological testing programme.
-Plant management should develop an effective surveillance programme that will
encourage a new safety attitude that can be used to disseminate and enforce plant
safety culture.
-Plant management should increase their vigilance of personnel error occurences and
develop a systematic root cause analysis for these occurences.

4. Recommendations to optimize and enhance plant operating procedures:
- To review all test procedures to ensure that the stated test conditions are adequate
for proper test performance.
- To include check lists in further development of detailed procedures.
- To establish a trending programme that includes the history of safety system
performance.
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^Recommendations to prevent degradation of procedure adequacy:
- To review the procedure quality verification and validation programme.

6. Recommendations for upgrading procedure effectiveness through the use of
experience feedback:
- To develop a surveillance programme to detect the adequacy of procedures dealing
with the testing of safety systems.
- Continue to concider equipment ageing and degradation in the development of test
procedures

On the basis of the mission findings a great number of recommendations and
comments on changes were suggested which have been done in this area.
After this mission a team work had started and identified the underlying factors
within the organization which contribute to safety and described how to set up a
project to achive a healthy safety culture.
What should be done to improve the management of safety?

Organising safety that is mentioned above argues to imply a policy that defines goals
and objectives and sets up a plan for action. The problem areas require a
comprehensive improvement program which focuses on the:
- Need for systematic and comprehensive approach to education and training
( SAT ) to attain the required competence of Paks NPP personnel-management,
operations, maintenance and technical services.
- Need for NPP maintenance training facilities for Paks NPP
- Need to develop or enhance safety and quality cultures

The International Atomic Energy Agency due to its nature is the best ever framework
for accumulation of best international practice, knowledge and experience in the
worlwide nuclear industry. With these properties the Agency has always been on the
stage to support and co-ordinate any development works, new projects that aim to
achieve best possible results of enhanced nuclear systems, operations and
maintenance improvements which in general contribute to overall nuclear safety for
which each nuclear operator strives for. The inputs requested are success criteria to
best possible results.

The Model Project is fundamentally designed for sustainability constituting the
increase of management awareness and involvement in training of NPP personnel,
the introduction of systematic approach to training, the establishment of a
maintenance training center, and improvements in safety and quality culture.

The project is relatively large and is of national scale. Due to its nature it is supported
both by the Government of Hungary and the Board of Directors of Paks NPP and
great importance is assigned to the project via overall supervision of its
implementation.
A full time project manager was assigned for the execution and co- ordination of the
project and there were about 30 professionals involved directly in one of the three
areas covering establishment of a maintenance training center, SAT and safety
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culture, some of them foil time ( in particular those involved in the maintenance
training center) and others part-time according to the needs.
The management approach is dinamic and highly flexible and includes special
attention to the continuous monitoring of the development of the project and the
quantitative and qualitative assessment of the results obtained and impacts achieved.
Indirect beneficiaries are considered as potential sub-contractors and also institutes
are involved such as the Institute of Ergonomy of the Technical University of
Budapest or the Institute of Electric Power Research.

The immediate objective is to reach good results in the improvement of the safety
and efficiency of Paks NPP.

In the field of safety culture the following detailed results are expected:
- Enhanced authority- operator relationship
- Enhanced safety culture ,with regard to commitment of the operational staff,
management and of individuals, leading to priority of safety considerations.
- Re- enforced public and employee acceptance, trust in nuclear energy and the safe
operation of the NPP.
- Enhanced analysis, development and improvement of the safety of Paks NPP.
- Safety and quality cultures integrated into operational activities and operations staff
behavior.
- Contribution to improvement of safety culture in other NPPs of the same type via
distribution of followable methods and methodologies in addition to reports of
achieved results, and transfer of experience.

Participants involved in the framework as below hereunder:
- co-ordinator from the Hungarian Atomic Energy Comission, 1 person
- representative of the Regulatory body, 1 person
- project manager, 1 person
- leader of the Safety Culture working group, 1 person
- working group members, 5 persons

Involvement of the NPP and other organizations is to be based on actual plans.
V/e hope the achievements in safety culture be assessable and measurable in
Authority and NPP activities and human behavior on every level of the hierarchy.
The first step on this path to improvement must be commitment by senior
management, but all later steps must be taken by involving everybody in the
decisions and giving foil play to suggestions .

These steps are:
- First to review the existing safety culture through a survey and a status report and
discover the factors which may have impact on assessing present situation and
improving upon it.For example:

The percepcions and attitudes of staff and the importance of finding out
what people think by using a comprehensive survey.
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The variability in people's risk perceptions and attitudes and their effects on
accident rates.

-Second, to decide the aspects that have the highest priority for change.
- Third, to decide on actions that may change those aspects, and to launch those
actions.
- Fourth, to repeat the previous three steps indefinitely and review the progress.

From the literature there are a lot of specific features of techniques known to offer
help in inproving them. These techniques form the basis for action..

Actions taken in 1994 :
• Plant safety policy and Safety Culture Guiding Principiles were determined and
approved by the general manager. This material is used as a training material.

• Operation and safety indicators were summarized and explained dealth with
WANO indicators to help people think over the possibility of extending and using
them in their everyday work. The material can also be used as a training material.

• Workshop on Safety Culture was organized by the IAEA . The participants
represented the plant management and staff as well as the Regulatory Body and the
involved institutes.

• Safety culture team work was organized to identify the status of the ASSET
mission findings. The report was approved by the safety manager. On the basis of the
report further notices were made to prepare the follow-up ASSET mission.

• Initial establishment of knowledge base through training packages was preprepared
for chosen jobs as maintenance shift foreman and shift supervisor.
Trainig material will include examples of good safety culture practices and the signs
of understanding the job.

The main aspects are the following:
- knowledge of risks and consequences
- what clearly defined work means
- self assessment and checking
- awareness / alertness to deviations
- follow procedures / respect rules
- event, non conformance and error reporting
- responsibility for safety during the job performance
- the importance of briefing on site before starting the work
- mutual trust and respect within the team
- what questioning attitude means during job performance
- what sort of communication skills can be used
- actions which encourage good safety culture practices

The trainin material for the selected topics will be ready this year.
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• Safety culture survey was carried out in December.The questions of the survey are
based on the INSAG-4 adaptation on the operation, radiation protection,
maintenance and engineering background

- to analyse employee perceptions and attitudes in respect of hazards,
risk, safety procedures and their effects on plant safety,

- to use the survey findings to decide the aspects that have highest
priority for change,

- to decide on actions that may change those aspects and to launch those
actions.
This work in under way now.

The immediate objective is to reach goog results in the improvement of the safety
and efficiency of Paks NPP via establishing practical training center for maintenance
personnel and comprehensive training system for NPP personnel based on SAT.

Thank you for your attention.
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SAFETY CULTURE IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

DEVELOPMENT AND FORMATION OF A SAFETY CULTURE

M. W. J. MERRY,
BRITISH NUCLEAR FUELS, UNITED KINGDOM

H. S. RYCRAFT
BRITISH NUCLEAR, FUEL, UNITED KINGDOM

ABSTRACT

The Thermal Oxide Reprocessing Plant (THORP) is the largest project ever
undertaken by British Nuclear Fuels pic (BNFL) and its success is important for the
future of the company. The company recognised at the planning stage that to be
profitable, THORP had to operate both safely and with a smaller workforce. The
establishment of an appropriate culture which saw safety and productivity as essential
and complimentary at the beginning of the life of the plant was therefore vital for the
future success of THORP.

The key factors in the THORP Culture formation were :
• The recruitment policy
• The training policy
• Measures taken to ensure participation from the workforce.
• Teamworking support
• Communication initiatives.
• Clear statement of Cultural Principles
• Clear and demonstrable leadership

The current stage of evolution has seen some positive results namely:
• A clear commitment to involving all personnel in problem solving and task

organisation, including safety..
• A confident workforce with an improved ability to communicate.
• The capability of the majority of the workforce to work as a team.
• Safety awareness of the workforce is generally high along with an awareness of

environmental, commercial and (political) external issues affecting the THORP
business.

• A commitment to continuous improvement.

The development of the safety culture within THORP has also had challenges, some as
a result of the composite nature of the workforce, and others as side effects of the
culture shaping measures. Management have recognised these, and using the results of
attitude surveys, are working with the workforce to overcome their effects. Clear
recognition has been achieved that the establishment of positive behaviours is a key.
step in generating the culture required.
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Summarising, there is recognition that the design of safety management systems and
improvement programmes, should be based on the principles of human psychology
and behaviour, which includes wide participation by the workforce.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Thermal Oxide Reprocessing Plant (THORP) is the largest project ever
undertaken by British Nuclear Fuels pic (BNFL) and its success is important for the
future of the company. The plant was designed using modern technology and contains
one of the largest distributed control systems in the world. THORP will reprocess
irradiated fuel from advanced gas cooled reactors (AGRs) and Light Water Reactors
(LWR) from reactors in the UK and overseas. When fully operational, the average
direct employment supported by THORP's future operation will be some 2,100. In
terms of financial importance to BNFL, the THORP plant capital costs run to some
£1.75 Bn (1989 mvs), and will earn BNFL a profit of £500m in the first 10 years of
operation. Reprocessing business has already been obtained for the second decade of
THORP's operation.

The company recognised at the planning stage that to be profitable, THORP had to
operate with a smaller workforce relative to that traditionally employed in other plants
located at the Sellafield Site. In conjunction with this, the company also recognised the
paramount importance of safety in THORP operations, which could only be achieved
through a participative approach by all THORP employees. The establishment of an
appropriate safety culture-afcfche-at the beginning of the life of the plant was therefore
vital for the future success of THORP. Many of the attitudes essential for good safety
performance are the same attitudes and behaviours required for successful performance
in other areas of the business, and it was therefore considered essential to generate a
culture which regarded excellent safety performance as synomenous with excellent
business performance.

A significant proportion of the workforce were recruited from outside of the company,
and the rest were from the workforce already on site. This posed a double challenge in
that the external recruits needed to be assimilated into a new evolving plant culture i.e.
no pre-existing experience or rules, whilst the internal recruits entered a culture which
was trying to organise and work in a different way from the rest of site. The
opportunity of trying a different approach to managing a nuclear plant, therefore, also
had to recognise the cultural changes the workforce was going to have to undergo.

2. KEY FACTORS IN THE FORMATION OF THE THORP SAFETY
CULTURE

The technology of the plant had an obvious impact on the capability and skills of
personnel required to both commission and operate the plant. In response to that need,
but also recognising that recruited personnel were required to work in a new and more
flexible way, the personnel recruitment policies were derived using personality
profiling
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(psychometric testing) and other tests of ability before interviews took place. This
covered not only technical ability but the ability to learn, and the capability to act as a
team member. Job profiles were developed before the interviews with person
specifications for the job.

The planning and co-ordination of training for THORP personnel was developed early
in the organisation's life. All THORP recruits attended a core training programme,
which was developed and given by THORP personnel. Training modules to cover the
requirements of the different areas of plant were also developed. The training aimed to
launch people in the organisation from the same starting point and deliver a portfolio
of training in a timely and structural fashion. Safety courses formed part of the core
training programme.

To support team working, workshops were developed to assist multidisciplinary teams
form an effective team, appreciative of each others skills and role within the tasks
assigned to them. This was particularly important for workers coming from the rest of
site, as their experience was primarily working with teams of their own trade or
function, with demarcation of function being prevalent. Additional workshops were
also developed to support the concept of flexible working, where team members, in
tackling tasks, were trained to integrate skills previously carried out by dedicated skill
teams.

Team building methods became part of the personnel development activities. All
THORP personnel were trained to tackle problems and tasks using a structured
approach to task management introduced with the support of the Coverdale
Consultancy organisation.. This method, developed in the 1970s is a way of
task/problem solving in a team environment. This enabled all personnel to have a
common approach to structuring their team interactions from shop floor to top
management and assumed workforce involvement from the very beginning of THORP
life. This common training has proven beneficial to worker groups who traditionally
have problems with presenting information or their arguments to management.

Total Quality Management tools have also been used from the beginning of the
organisation's life and is the accepted normal practice for problem solving, again with
involvement from all personnel.

Recognising that communication is an important 'key stone' to any successful
organisation, THORP has been innovative in trying to look at new and improved ways
of presenting and distributing information. This includes electronic information
retrieval and multimedia technology. One example of this, is a video that is produced
regularly, which has information on the progress of THORP commissioning
highlighting personnel involved, and other topics of interest such as an interviews with
a THORP customer or supplier. The video is produced by THORP personnel and
distributed throughout the plant. These are ongoing and developing projects which
have achieved some success bearing in mind the volume of information and official
documents requiring to be produced, distributed and recorded. From the point of view
of safety culture, availability of information is crucial when attempting to raise the
safety awareness within a workforce, or ensuring the smooth operation of a safety
management system.
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The THORP management has also tried to adopt a self auditing style, backed by
independent auditing, which examines the readiness for operation, and assists managers
to develop its safety management systems from a self regulation stance. In this way a
more pro-active style of safety management can develop, which may eventually reduce
the need for regulator audit.

The organisational measures described above are shaping a culture which has within it
a pro-active, highly aware, learning safety culture, working within an effective safety
management system.

3. CURRENT STAGE OF EVOLUTION

From a safety culture point of view the planning and organisation of the THORP
workforce appears to have positive results, namely:

• A clear commitment to involving all personnel in problem solving and task
organisation, which including safety..

• A confident workforce with an improved ability to communicate.
• The incapability of the majority of the workforce to work as a team.
• Safety awareness of the workforce is generally high along with an awareness of

environmental, commercial and political issues affecting the THORP business. (The
workers joined in the campaigns to gain political acceptance of the plant through
the efforts of the Trade unions).

• As personnel are seen to be involved within the plant improvement process,
personnel have the expectation of being able to raise issues and develop
resolutions. This leads to a continuous improvement culture.

o Clear recognition by management of their responsibilities to lead and facilitate the
safety culture.

The THORP management approach to safety is anchored on the belief that good safety
performance will only be achieved by ensuring that the workforce have a positive
attitude towards safety and that their behaviour is consistent with that required to
achieve the desired level of performance. Many of the attitudes essential for good
safety performance are the same attitudes and behaviours required for successful
performance in other areas of the business. Some of the indicators of the general health
of an organisation are:

• the degree of confidence of taist amongst employees
• the extent to which people are enabled to solve problems in their local areas
• the extent of information sharing
• the extent of employee participation
• the recognition of accomplishment

The above are particularly important when endeavouring to improve safety, and
develop the organisations safety culture.
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THORP has also developed 16 cultural principles on which they wish to build the
organisation (see appendix 1). Working practices and management policy are regularly
examined by groups of workers in the different areas to see how they support and
mirror the principles. The principles were developed by a team of people early on in
the organisations life, which included senior management, (indeed the Divisional
Director participated as a member of the team that developed the 16-cultural
principles).

Senior management have clearly stated their views on the importance of safety, and
hold an annual conference which examines aspects of safety and employs workshops to
identify further safety improvements. One output of these conferences has been the
Departmental Safety Plans, and the development of safety action schedules. The
conference also serves to broaden the workforce's appreciation of safety issues, as
pvternal speakers from the regulators and other industries are brought in to speak on
'.|>r,r experiences T!-.; outcome has been to reinforce ownership of safety as an integral
panc-f everybodys job.

The organisational culture formed gave the opportunity for all personnel to become
actively involved in developing and shaping the safety management on the plant, as it
carried out commissioning. The culture continues to exhibit a proactive style in which
ideas have a formal framework for consideration. The culture also developed a style of
meeting which tries to recognise successes as well as identifying improvements. This,
in theory has led to a more supportive working style, and openness in communications
with personnel within THORP. From the point of view of safety culture, this
encourages freer communications of lessons learnt and a willingness to tackle complex
problems involving managerial and organisational factors. The opportunity for
involvement from the workers also encouraged the "questioning attitude" desired by
the IAEA INSAG-4[1].

In all management processes there is the need to monitor and review. Similarly with
respect to safety culture, management need to know whether they are achieving their
objectives in the area of safety attitude and meeting their cultural principles. In 1991 a
Site wide review of safety attitudes [2] was undertaken, which had been initiated by
THORP management. This study was and remains the largest review of safety attitude
in an industrial organisation using a questionnaire technique. The findings also served
to demonstrate that there were still areas in which the organisation needed to increase
efforts towards attitude change. Since this time other reviews have been undertaken
including a corporate survey. Individual departments within THORP also conduct
their own culture reviews. The results are used to target THORP efforts to develop in
line with the 16 cultural principles and departmental safety plans.

The development of the safety culture within THORP has also had difficulties, some as
a result of the composite nature of the workforce, and others as side effects of the
culture shaping measures. These are described below:
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There is still a strong current of functionalism that can impede progress of flexible
working
THORP has to work within the centralised pay negotiation arrangements which
can impede progress in changing working practices.
The influence of external safety cultures, particularly the parent company, can have
a significant effect on the developing THORP safety culture.
Other external safety cultures such as Regulator cultures, can also impact on the
THORP safety culture. For example, the attitude towards self regulation can affect
the workforce attitude towards, and the management's relationship with the
regulator. There are signs that the regulators are starting to take a greater interest
in safety culture, and the development of effective self-regulation.
With the participative style of working, the expectations of the workforce are
raised, and so can be disappointed by slower progress or occasional lapses into
inappropriate styles of management.
Strong teams can sometimes become over competitive, which does not engender
co-operation between teams, and can also create almost a 'THORP brand' culture
which can encourage an elitist attitude. This latter attitude can affect the
development of the working relationship with the rest of site.
Common training in approaching iasks or problems can sometimes lead to 'group
think', and stifle innovative solutions.
The shear intensity of the commissioning programme of the most complex plant
has at times stood in the way of developing culture at the desired rate.

4. THE FUTURE

THORP is an evolving culture which has put into place a number of cultural shapers in
an attempt to develop a culture able to compete successfully whilst balancing business
needs including safety, and quality. The work force must be the equal of the challenges
to ensure success.

The immediate future challenge is to ensure that the safety culture is sufficiently
developed and resilient to support a smooth transition from commissioning into
operation. This smooth transition will be assisted by continuing to emphasise the role
of safety culture in meeting the business needs of THORP. The attributes of a good
commissioning team are not necessarily the required attributes of an team that is
responsible for routine operations. The review process should assist this move into
operation by identifying the areas of difficulty, and with the strong foundation of
workforce involvement, the safety culture should be able to adapt to the new working
requirements.

Summarising, there is clear recognition of the requirement to move into a new era of
safety management where the design of safety management systems and improvement
programmes are based on the principles of human psychology and behaviour, which
includes wide participation by the workforce.
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APPENDIX 1

THORP Division's
16 Cultural Principles

Understanding and
commitment to common

goals.

Decisions are made by the
most appropriate person.

Self and system imposed
barriers are eliminated.

Support and encouragement
is given to all.

Individuals strive to work
together.

Everyone's views are valued.

Those most affected are consulted
in decision making.

People are enabled to reach
their potential.

Safety is never
compromised.

Information is shared.

Achieving high standards
through continuous

improvement.

Strive to exceed customers
expectations.

Individuals share
responsibility for their own

development.

Individuals are aware and
contribute to business

aims.

Individual skills are
identified and utilised.

Visible recognition of effort
and achievement.
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SAFETY CULTURE IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

SAFETY CULTURE IN THE REACTOR VAULT

G.H. Williams
Ontario Hydro, Canada

ABSTRACT

For several years Ontario Hydro has been striving to improve safety, and other
aspects of its operation, through the involvement of workers, supervisors, and
managers in making decisions.

At the time of the recent reorganization of Ontario Hydro a "Business Improvement
Process" was established, based on several quality improvement processes used
before the reorganization. This process is jointly sponsored by management and
the two main employees' unions. One part of the process supports the formation
of multidiseiplinary teams to solve defined problems. This paper describes the
success of one such team ("The Dose Busters") in reducing radiation dose to fuel
handling workers at the Bruce B Nuclear Generating Station.

The team had been formed several years ago, with members from mechanical
maintenance, control maintenance, operations, and engineering support, led by a
mechanical maintainer. It had made some improvements that reduced dose but its
members felt limited by the lack of a structured problem-solving process. The
team was revitalized through training in structured problem solving provided as part
of the Business Improvement Process. This process leads the team to a clear
definition of the main problem to be solved. After getting support from their
leadership team to solve the problem, the team develops a good solution,
implements their solution, and checks its effectiveness, making further corrections
if needed.

Analysis of dose data showed that the greatest opportunity for improvement was
by reducing work time for repetitive jobs on the reactor face. The team devised
and implemented improvements expected to save a total dose of 36 Rem (0.36 Sv)
over the station life.

An important secondary benefit has come from the team's careful analysis of their
own work practices. They discovered and corrected other industrial safety
problems that normal practices had not detected. This has helped keep the
enthusiasm on the team high as the members could see they are directly
contributing to making their workplace safer.
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SAFETY CULTURE IN THE REACTOR VAULT

Ontario Hydro began a "Quality Improvement" initiative several years ago to
improve its performance by emphasizing the use of teamwork and worker
involvement. Many teams were formed but very few were as successful as
anticipated. Analysis showed improvements were needed to equip the teams to
define and solve problems more effectively. In particular the teams needed better
techniques for solving problems and for managing meetings. This paper describes
the work of a team that successfully used these improved methods to reduce
radiation dose in the reactor vault.

The "Dose'Busters" was one of the first teams to be involved in Ontario Hydro's
Quality Improvement initiative. Its purpose was to reduce the radiation dose to
Fuel Handling personnel at the Bruce"B Nuclear Generating Station. The team
members were workers and supervisors from the Mechanical Maintenance, Control
Maintenance, Radiation Control, and Operations groups. Although the team
members had a common interest in reducing their radiation dose they were not
being effective in doing so. Thus, when the company developed a formalized team
process, this team asked to have it applied to them.

The first task for the team was to select a team leader. The leader then attended a
five-day training program with two objectives: learning a structured
problem-solving process, and learning to manage effective meetings (e.g., agenda
setting and group dynamics skills). The team was also provided with the support
of a "process facilitator" whose primary role was not to participate in decision
making but to help the team use the structured problem-solving process
effectively. The facilitator and the team leader then trained the team members in
the use of the process. The team was also required to have a sponsor - a person
with the organizational authority to remove barriers that prevent the team from
being effective. The sponsor also serves as a liaison between the problem-solving
team and the Leadership Council (the senior managers of the generating station
and representatives from the two main Unions). The Council's primary roles are to
establish teams and to ensure they are effective. This means requiring the teams
to adhere to the problem-solving process, and providing whatever support is
needed. The Council also approves the recommendations of the teams and
ensures those approved recommendations get implemented (usually the team itself
is empowered to do this).
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The first step in the process is to identify an "improvement theme". The Dose
Busters had already defined this as "reduce radiation dose to fuel handling
personnel".

The next step for the team was to break the theme into its component parts so
that each could be examined in turn and a series of small manageable problems
solved one at a time. It is an essential part of the process that problems be
defined with measurements and facts rather than with feelings or opinions. At this
point, the team gathered data on various aspects of dose expenditure. By charting
dose records of each work group in the fuel handling department they found that
Mechanical Maintainers had the highest average dose.

Even though narrowed to "reduce fuel handling mechanical maintenance dose", the
problem was still too large for the team to address. The team attempted to list
"high" dose jobs that fuel handling Mechanical Maintainers routinely perform. This
was a very difficult task as dose committed for individual jobs was not being
tracked effectively at the station. Difficulty in finding relevant data is a problem
faced by many problem-solving teams.

Eventually the team was able to produce a list of high dose jobs. One recurring job
with a high dose was the installation of portable "fall arrest equipment" in the
reactor vaults.

A short description of a CANDU reactor vault is needed:

A CANDU reactor contains fuel in horizontal pressure tubes. The fittings on
the ends of these tubes form two "reactor faces" visited by remotely
controlled fuelling machines in the course of routine on-power fuelling.
When the reactor is shut down, people can work on the reactor faces via
moveable platforms that ride on an elevating device at each face, called a
reactor bridge. Since this work carries a risk of falling 10 metres or more
the workers must use fall arrest equipment.

The equipment itself is a retractable lifeline system, anchored to one of four
anchor beams installed for that purpose at the top of each reactor vault.
Installing or removing it requires a worker to climb stairs to the anchor
points near the top of the reactor vault, where there are typically radiation
dose rates of several mSv/h. Doing this more than once per outage causes
unnecessary expenditure of dose. The lifeline is connected to a
shock-absorbing lanyard attached to a harness worn under the individual's
plastic suit. (Air-supplied plastic suits are routinely worn in CANDU reactor
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vaults for protection from tritium in air.) The system leaves a worker free to
move around, but if he or she falls the fall arrest equipment detects the
increased acceleration and locks preventing any more line from being let out
(much like a seat belt in a car).

The team chose this particular problem, needless installation and removal of fall
arrest equipment, for several reasons. First, it is a high dose-rate job that is
performed frequently. Second, the team felt this was a manageable size of
problem for its first attempt at using the structured problem solving process. The
team was also aware from its own experience that installing and removing the fall
arrest equipment was an awkward job that also presented non-radioactive safety
hazards so there was a potential for other safety improvements if this work could
be done differently.

The team now faced drafting a problem statement in terms that would allow
measurement of its solution. This is one of the most difficult tasks for any team
and the Dose Busters was no exception. A good problem statement must be
quantified so the team can evaluate the effectiveness of its recommendations after
implementation. After considerable effort it produced a well-focused problem
statement:

"Fall arrest equipment is installed and removed more than once during
a shutdown."

To better understand the non-radioactive safety hazards caused by the chosen
task, the team formally surveyed the other workers who perform it, and found:

• 68% of the people surveyed had not been formally trained to install fall
arrest equipment.

• 55% of the people surveyed had problems installing fall arrest equipment
that led them to spend extra time doing this work.

• 44% of the people surveyed felt they were not physically capable of
installing fall arrest equipment.

• 83% said they did not use a breathing air supply hose to their plastic
suits when carrying fall arrest equipment inside the reactor vault.
(Carrying the heavy fall arrest equipment up several flights of stairs in the
vault while in a plastic suit is extremely difficult. Some people were
choosing to increase their tritium exposure to avoid the extra safety
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hazard of dragging a long air hose up the stairs.)

For the project to be a success the team realized it would need to address the
concerns found in this survey.

The team then performed an analysis of the problem and found:

• Fall arrest equipment was sometimes being overhauled during outages,
just when it was needed most.

• No records were being kept of when or where fall arrest equipment was
used. This resulted in unnecessary entries into reactor vaults for visual
inspections.

• There was not enough fall arrest equipment to be left installed in all the
places it would be needed during an outage. As a result, it was
frequently being moved from one location to another and back again.

• The station work planning process did not integrate the installation and
removal of fall arrest equipment with other maintenance work. This
often resulted in removal of the equipment before all the work for which
it was needed was completed.

• Operators frequently had fall arrest equipment removed before they
moved a reactor bridge as they incorrectly believed the equipment would
interfere with the bridge.

The team then began to generate lists of possible remedies to these problems, and
of possible corrections to the shortcomings identified in its survey. From these
large lists of potential solutions a shorter list of feasible and practical methods was
chosen for action.

The team recommended:

• fabrication of a storage cart to contain the fall arrest equipment. The
cart, anchor beams, and fall arrest equipment would all be colour coded.
As long as the equipment was installed in its correct location, the system
would tell workers at a glance which equipment was in use and where it
was installed.
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• the purchase of additional fall arrest equipment to avoid the need to
move it from one location to another.

• inclusion of correct reactor bridge operating limits in the fuel handling
operating manual. This would limit the removal of the equipment to
times when it would in fact interfere with the operation of a bridge.

• recognition of the installation and removal of fall arrest as a distinct job,
incorporated in the station's work planning process.

• improvements to the inspection and maintenance program to ensure the
fall arrest equipment is kept in good condition and is available during
outages.

• improvements to the installation procedure to ensure the job is done right
the first time, and to schedule the entry into the reactor vault at the
highest point, to avoid needless climbing

• creating an in-house training program for the installation and use of fall
arrest equipment. A scale model was also produced for training new
users before they enter the reactor vault.

• updating the equipment with several manufacturer-approved alterations
to make it easier to install and remove.

The team presented its recommendations and rationale to the Leadership Council,
along with a detailed implementation plan. An integral part of Ontario Hydro's
structured problem-solving process is to empower teams to implement their own
recommendations whenever possible, as this ensures continuity of the project from
initiation to completion. The Leadership Council approved all the recommendations
and the team successfully implemented all of them.

The next task for the team was to monitor the results of its improvement efforts.
In the following outage fall arrest equipment was installed only once. The dose
saving compared to the previous outage was
600 mRem (6 mSv). The team estimates that during the life of the station these
changes will result in at least 36 Rem (0.36 mSv) of dose savings.

The team calculated the cost of the improvement effort. The purchase of
additional fall arrest equipment cost $CAN 9500. A total of 204 hours of staff
time was spent in meetings and another 200 hours implementing
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recommendations.

In an effort to ensure the problem does not recur, the team initiated actions to
entrench the new work processes. These include ensuring activities associated
with fall arrest deployment are part of future outage plans and records of fall arrest
training are kept. The team will continue to monitor future outages to ensure
continuing good performance. The team communicated its findings to Ontario
Hydro's other nuclear stations as the improvements are directly applicable there.

There were some unexpected benefits from the investigation of this work process.
The team discovered that neither the training program nor some parts of the fall
arrest equipment in use at the station met government standards. It also
discovered that little of the required maintenance and inspection was being
performed on the fall arrest equipment. Discovery and correction of these
problems by the team is a clear example of how a proactive safety culture works.
It also demonstrates some of the benefits that occur as a by-product of using a
team approach: better planning, better communication between work groups, and
improved conventional safety practices.

After the team had completed its mandate it did a comprehensive evaluation of
itself and its task and made numerous recommendations to the Leadership Council
to improve the process for future teams. The main factors important to the
success of the team were:

• giving the people directly affected by a problem the power to define and
solve it

• following a formal problem-solving process, with enough training and
support to make this possible

• support and encouragement from managers and supervisors

The Dose Busters team is still active and has chosen another reactor vault work
process for improvement. Even more dramatic dose savings are expected from this
initiative.
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U.S. ASSISTANCE ENHANCING SAFETY CULTURE IN
COUNTRIES OPERATING SOVIET-DESIGNED REACTORS

by

James G. Guppy,
William C. Horak and

Ann W. Reisman
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, New York, 11973 USA

ABSTRACT

The United States Department of Energy (USDOE) is managing the International Nuclear Safety
Program (INSP), which is aimed at providing assistance to enhance safety at commercial nuclear
power plants (NPPs) in Russia and Ukraine, as well as Central European countries (CEC). The
funding for this program has been provided by the US Agency for International Development
(AID). Brookhaven National Laboratory has been assisting DOE in certain portions of this
program.

The enhancement of safety culture is one of the most important goals of the joint International
Nuclear Safety Program. In terms of the INSP, safety culture is comprised of two major
components; 1) an environment that is a function of regulations, management sensitivity and
structure; and 2) an individual commitment to safety in the day to day execution of activities in
terms of thought and accountability. The long term impact of the INSP activities can only be
measured by the effectiveness of strengthening safety culture within our partner counties. The
strengthening of this culture will manifest in reduced risk of a nuclear accident long after other
evidence of the INSP activities has disappeared.

One area within the INSP, which has already led to a number of successful specific projects, is
under the plant safety upgrade activities. Here, the US and the partner countries jointly identify
specific target areas for the INSP efforts. Each identified area has a major component involving
safety culture enhancement. With any direct involvement in the particular assistance activities,
areas are identified to include a need for training. As technical experts and management from the
partner country are assisted in addressing the identified needs, the training programs are provided
which will not only address the specific need at hand, but will also teach skills which can be
applied to different, but related needs that may exist or develop.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The United States Department of Energy (USDOE) is managing the International Nuclear Safety
Program (INSP), which is aimed at providing assistance to enhance safety at nuclear power plants
(NPPs) in Russia and Ukraine, as well as Central European countries (CEC). The funding for this
program has been provided by the US Agency for International Development (AID). Brookhaven
National Laboratory has been assisting DOE in certain portions of this program.

The enhancement of safety culture is one of the most important goals of the joint International
Nuclear Safety Program. In terms of the INSP, safety culture is comprised of two major
components; 1) an environment that is a function of regulations, management sensitivity and
structure; and 2) an individual commitmsnt to safety in the day to day execution of activities in
terms of thought and accountability. The long term impact of the INSP activities can only be
measured by the effectiveness of strengthening safety culture within our partner counties. The
strengthening of this culture will manifest in reduced risk of a nuclear accident long after other
evidence of the INSP activities has disappeared.

One area within the INSP, which has already led to a number of successful specific projects, is
under the plant safety upgrade activities. Here, the US and the partner countries jointly identify
specific target areas for the INSP efforts. Each identified area has a major component involving
safety culture enhancement. With any direct involvement in the particular assistance activities,
areas are identified to include a need for training. As technical experts and management from the
partner country are assisted in addressing the identified needs, the training programs are provided
which will not only address the specific need at hand, but will also teach skills which can be
applied to different, but related needs that may exist or develop.

With time, it is envisioned that the process of addressing specific needs will, in conjunction with
the training programs, assist in the increased awareness of safety culture at both the Ministry level
and the power plant level. It is also anticipated that as this safety environment grows at a
management and regulatory level it will also begin to spread to the individual level. Individuals
who will work within the aforementioned environment will begin to internalize the safety aspects
of the new environment.

In this paper, specific instances of assisting in safety culture development are illustrated using the
following examples:
• Sealing of confinement at the Kola NPP in northern Russia.
• Special worker protective clothing for RBMK operating environments.
• Improved ultrasonic equipment and techniques for testing primary loop piping and group

distribution headers at RBMKs.
• Improved fire protection capabilities at the Smolensk NPP in Russia.
• Improved fire protection capabilities at the Zaporozhye NPP in Ukraine.
• Fire trucks to Kozloduy NPP in Bulgaria
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• Portable diesel generators to Kozloduy NPP in Bulgaria
• Communications equipment to Ignalina NPP in Lithuania

2. EXAMPLE PROJECTS

2.1. Improving Confinement Leaktightness at Kola NPP

As part of an integrated program to improve the retention of potential radioactive contaminants in
older WERs, a Project is being accomplished to improve the confinement leaktightness. This
Project is being conducted on Units 1 and 2 of the Kola NPP in northern Russia (WER-
440/23 Os) in a systematic approach to confinement leakrate reduction. The effectiveness of the
confinement barrier is a basic principle of defense-in-depth.

This Project is part of an integrated effort to improve the retention of airborne radioactive
products within confinement should an accident occur. The overall program consists of four
Projects; i.e., 1) improvement of confinement leaktightness, 2) provision of modern confinement
isolation valves, 3) provision of radiation monitors within confinement to inform reactor
operators, and 4) design and installation of a post-accident confinement ventilation system.

This specific Project involves providing US products and applications technology to seal liner
weld seams and plug through-wall penetrations. Russian teams were trained in the US as well as
on-site in the specialized technology needed to properly apply the liner and penetration materials.
The on-site US presence at Kola was completed at the beginning of December, 1994, when the
US team demobilized. Sufficient materials have been provided to the Russians, such that they will
complete the confinement leaktightness improvements to Units 1 and 2 themselves during the
Spring 1995 outage. Also, a team of technicians from the W E R plant in Armenia assisted and
received training during this on-going work.

2.2 Special Worker Protective Clothing

This Project provides special clothing in the form of high temperature protective garments, which
represent advanced, state-of-the-art equipment available from US sources for Russian technicians
who, in order to conduct certain safety inspections, may enter a very hostile environment at
Russian RBMK reactor NPP sites. Samples of state-of-the-art equipment from US suppliers have
been provided to the Kursk NPP in southern Russia.

This equipment includes; kiln suits, in-suit cooling system, self-contained breathing apparatus, and
two-way radio system. A trip to the Kursk NPP in Russia to demonstrate this equipment was
accomplished in mid-May, 1994. Procurement of a modified suit is presently underway, with a
trip to Kursk scheduled for the first quarter of 1995. The modified suit will be demonstrated, and
Russian concurrence on the suitability of this equipment will be obtained, and then multiple
equipment will be procured for Kursk NPP. Training on the use and maintenance of the suits will
be provided, as well as purchase of sufficient suits so that a safer, team approach can be utilized.
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2.3 Ultrasonic Test Equipment

This Project provides state-of-the-art ultrasonic test (UT) equipment of US manufacture to assist
the Russians in inspecting primary loop equipment and components (in particular the group
distribution headers) in RBMK reactors for potential impending degradation and leak pathways.
The Project will provide manual and, eventually, automated equipment.

Procurements of manual equipment are targeted for the Kursk NPP in southern Russia. Delivery
of the manual equipment to Kursk NPP is scheduled for the first quarter of 1995. The equipment
will be demonstrated and Russian technicians will be trained in its use and maintenance. The
equipment manuals have been translated into Russian. It is anticipated that Russian engineers and
technicians will eventually attend training courses in the US to become familiar with the ultrasonic
testing techniques and approaches to safety via nondestructive testing, utilized here.

2.4 Fire Protection at Smolensk NPP

A limited fire hazards analysis was conducted previously at the Smolensk NPP in western Russia.
Based on that limited analysis, recommendations were made for potential applications of available
US technology to reduce the fire hazards at the plant. The initial focus has been on improvement
of the basic fire protection capability. The areas of fire detection and suppression on a plant-wide
basis have been addressed first. The specific equipment provided includes:

100 fire protection suits
50 hose nozzles
150 self-contained breathing apparatus units, complete with 2 compressors to recharge air
bottles
300 automatic sprinkler heads
11.4 cubic meters (3,000 gallons) of floor covering material
300 heat detectors
Material to seal 1,000 penetrations to prevent fire spread.
500 fire doors

The provision of the floor covering material is safety significant, since it obviates the need that the
Russians had to utilize thick plastic sheets (a fire load and fire spread potential) in reactor building
hallways due to degraded concrete flooring. In addition to the equipment, and training in its use
and maintenance, Russian engineering and fire protection professionals have received training in
Western fire fighting techniques as practiced at NPPs in the US.

2.5 Fire Protection at Zaparozhve NPP

A limited fire hazards analysis was conducted previously at the Zaporozhye NPP in Ukraine.
Based on that limited analysis, recommendations were made for potential applications of available
US technology to reduce the fire hazards at the plant. The initial focus has been on improvement
of the basic fire protection capability. The areas of fire detection and suppression on a plant-wide
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basis have been addressed first. The specific equipment provided includes:
50 fire protection suits
50 hose nozzles
300 automatic sprinkler heads
5 centralized fire detection panels for control room
Self-contained breathing apparatus units
Sealant materials to close penetrations to stop fire spread
500 fire doors

In addition to the equipment, and training in its use and maintenance, Ukrainian engineering and
fire protection professionals have received training in Western fire fighting techniques as practiced
atNPPsintheUS.

2.6. Fire Trucks for Bulgaria

During the Spring of 1994, modern firefighting equipment of US manufacture was provided to the
Kozloduy NPP (site of six WERs) in Bulgaria. This equipment provides a rapid response
capability that did not exist previously to deliver various fire suppression agents to high points at
the Kozloduy plant site.

The two brand new trucks included a 5.7 cubic meter per minute (1,500 gallon per minute)
pumper and a crash truck with a chemical and foam system. Associated equipment also provided
included communications and radiation protection gear. In addition to the equipment, and
training in its use and maintenance, Bulgarian engineering and fire protection professionals have
received training in Western fire fighting techniques as practiced at NPPs in the US.

2.7 Diesel Generators for Bulgaria

A portable diesel generator was delivered to the Kozloduy NPP in 1994. The new generator has
a capacity of 1,000 kw (6,000 volts). It will be used to provide emergency electrical power to
safety related equipment in the event that a fire, or some other event, prevents other means of
providing electrical power. In addition to providing the physical hardware for the plant,
technology was transferred to the Bulgarian engineers and technicians to acquire, install, and
operate the equipment in a manner consistent with Western nuclear safety practices.

2.8 Communications Equipment for Lithuania

This Project provides communications equipment to improve on-line information transfer
capability (voice and data) for the Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant during normal and emergency
operating conditions. This work has been given the highest priority by the Lithuanian Ministry of
Energy. Safety officials do not now have on-line, reliable information from which to monitor
operations and plan and decide on emergency actions, if needed. Due to the disperse locations of
the organizations involved, there is an important safety need for this capability.
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In addition to providing the physical hardware for the plant, technology is being transferred to the
Lithuanian engineers and technicians to acquire, install, and operate the equipment in a manner
consistent with accepted nuclear safety practices.

SUMMARY

One of the main goals of the International Nuclear Safety Program, being managed by the
USDOE, is to reduce the risks of Soviet-designed nuclear power plants by working cooperatively
with host countries to strengthen their indigenous capabilities and upgrade their nuclear safety
cultures and supporting infrastructures.

The overall objective of the plant safety upgrades element of the program is to transfer needed
technology to countries operating Soviet-designed nuclear power plants, enabling them to
upgrade the safety of these plants. This is achieved through the transfer of techniques, tools and
equipment, standards, education and training, such that the countries have the technological
capability to make safety improvements. Various training courses have already been conducted at
many facilities, both in the recipient country and in the US. In recipient countries, the exposure of
managers, engineers, and professionals to US plants and the US approach to safety has produced
a growing cadre of adherents to improved safety culture.

In most instances where the safety improvement involves a hardware backfit, a pilot plant
approach is being taken in which hardware is provided to a single plant as a demonstration. In
addition to providing the physical hardware for one plant, the technology is transferred to the host
country to acquire, install, and operate the equipment in a manner consistent with the nuclear
safety culture.

Technical exchanges between U.S. and host country nuclear organizations are an integral part of
each project to encourage private enterprise relationships and improvement in safety cultures
through professional interactions.

Thus, the objective of the INSP is the comprehensive improvement in safety culture, power plant
operation and physical condition, and infrastructure in countries operating Soviet-designed
reactors. This objective is achieved by:
• cultivating an attitude towards nuclear safety that existing in Western countries;
• developing and installing equipment and methods which will improve the plant safety; and
• enhancing indigenous capability to evaluate safety and make decisions, consistent with an

improved safety culture.
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ABSTRACT
The NRC has determined that organizational performance is a major contributor to
safety significant events at nuclear power plants. License holder organization and
management performance continues to receive frequent attention in Diagnostic
Evaluation Team reports, Incident Investigation Team reports, Augmented Inspection
Team reports, regular inspections and Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance
reports. Development of even more systematic, reliable and accepted methods of
evaluation might have a large safety payoff. What is needed most are methods that are
predictive. Namely, methods that can give the NRC confidence that, poor performing
plants are, in fact, improving their performance; that plants currently exhibiting good
performance are not likely to become problem plants; and that the trending is stable.
Within this context, the paper describes past and present research, potential applications,
and a vision for future, long-term research. Particular emphasis is given to safely culture,
how it can be defined, and how it can be measured, with recognition that safety culture
is just one of many organizational dimensions that contribute to safe nuclear power plant
operation. Research related to how to reflect the quality of organizational performance
in plant Probalistic Safety Assessments is also presented.
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1. PAST RESEARCH

The NRC has determined that while poor organizational performance can be a major
contributor to safety significant events, there is a need for an improved technical basis to
more objectively assess organizational performance. In response to specific user needs
from NRC Program Offices(NRR and AEOD), the Office of Nuclear Regulatory
Research(RES) began a small research effort in 1987. During 1988-1991, the research
was expanded to a program involving universities, private companies, and DOE National
Laboratories. Some projects were successful in developing information which we felt was
usable for future regulatory efforts; some less so.

In late 1991, we initiated efforts to terminate some projects and to integrate others into a
cohesive whole. In 1992, the results and products of the research program were reviewed
by senior agency management. The research had explored: (1) organizational dimensions
important to plant safety performance, (2) measurement methods, and (3) application of
these methods to inspection, diagnostic evaluation, and senior management review of
plant performance. The products at that point included: (1) interview procedures, rating
scales, and checklists for assessing twenty (20) organizational dimensions, and (2) interim
methods for integrating the organizational dimensions into Probabilistic Safety
Assessment (PSA). We also developed and evaluated a self-administered, survey to
assess organizational culture at two nuclear power plants, but concluded that this method
was not appropriate for regulatory use.

Senior agency management concluded that: (1) the interim research products could
possibly be used in inspections and diagnostic evaluations, (2) progress had been made in
developing methods to incorporate organizational performance into PSAs, and (3) that
we should continue to coordinate within the agency any need to further develop the PSA
application. Also, in 1992, we continued our efforts to attempt to correlate the
organizational dimensions with candidate performance indicators. We evaluated the
robustness of the correlations and results developed during earlier research using agency
performance indicator data for more recent years. Some relationships were stable, but
many were not. This suggests that continued efforts to correlate organizational
dimensions with performance indicators may have limited value as a nexus to safety has
not as yet been established for the identified organizational dimensions.

In 1994, senior agency management, based upon a series of interactions with agency staff
during 1993, decided to continue the research through 1997. The motivation for
continuing the research is largely a function of a disconnect between some Individual
Plant Examinatiori(IPE) results and more deterministic evaluations of
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plant organizational performance. That is, some plants whose IPEs show a low
probability of core damage have been identified as plants which need increased
regulatory attention, based upon the agency senior management evaluation of
organizational performance.

2. CURRENT RESEARCH

The objectives of the current research (1995-1997) are to: (1) further refine the
organizational dimensions based on data already available to the NRC, (2) refine the
rating scales, and (3) further develop methods to reflect organizational performance in
PSA. The refined organizational dimensions and rating scales will also be field-tested for
future use in inspections and diagnostic evaluations. The PSA application will use the
ratings on the organizational dimensions as input.

Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) is currently developing and testing a
methodology to extract information related to twenty (20) organizational dimensions
from related NRC documentation. Included in the testing is an evaluation of interrater
reliability. Pennsylvania State University and Purdue University are assisting BNL with
this work and are refining the rating scales to measure these dimensions. (The authors of
this paper refer you to the paper presented at this Topical Topical Meeting by Haber,
Shurberg, Jacobs, and Hofmann for greater detail, including a definition of each of the
organizational dimensions.)

Figures 1 and 2 provide a pictorial view of what the current research is attempting to
provide and how various pieces fit together. It should be noted that in each case the goal
is to better focus regulatory attention. JBF Associates, Inc. is conducting the research for
the PSA application. They are building on a previously published approach [1], using
cause-defense matricies for common cause failure analysis. Table I shows an example
matrix. Since the cause-defense approach is at a very low level, it is crucial that an
explicit, scrutible model be developed to help tie each organizational dimension to plant
safety performance. Qualitative relationships must be established, prior to quantification.
We are planning to conduct a pilot demonstration of the PSA application at a plant this
spring—hopefully, we will be able to give you an update at the Topical Meeting.

We are currently defining Safety Culture as "the characteristics of the work environment,
such as the norms, rules, and common understandings that influence plant personnel's
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perceptions of the importance that the organization places on safety; it includes the
degree to which a critical, questioning attitude exists that is directed to§2ant
improvement." The current rating scale for measuring Safety Culture is show below:

EXCELLENT

AVERAGE

POOR

Individuals in the plant believe safety is the number
one priority and that perspective is reinforced by top
management.

Procedures and processes are regularly reviewed to
ensure that all safety precautions are being taken.

Plant management reflects a delicate balance of
emphasizing safety, while at the same time, making it
clear that they have a need to keep the plant
operating.

At times, the interests of the stockholders seem to
take priority over concerns regarding the safe
operation of the plant.

Questions regarding safe operations are not welcome.
Management's message is to keep the plant at power
and turning a profit.

This scale is known as a Behaviorally Anchored Rating Scale because each point on the
scale has a defined "behavioral" anchor to facilitate the user's interpretation
of excellent, average and poor.

Figures 1 and 2 show Safety Culture as one of four dimensions of a "factor"
we call "Culture." Because it was considered impractical to work with a large number of
dimensions in the variety of applications for which the research was geared towards, the
dimensions were grouped into "factors." We currently consider "Culture" as a "higher
order" factor which cannot be incorporated into PSA, using the cause-defense matrix
approach shown in Table I. In contrast, the dimension 'Training" may be incorporated
more easily. The assessment of Culture and its dimensions is more appropriate in
inspection and diagnostic evaluation applications.
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3. FUTURE RESEARCH

If we are successful in validating the methods used in the current research by the end of
1997, it may be possible to extend the research to more predictive methods. Ultimately,
methods are needed that can provide early warning of poorly performing plants or
confidence that well-performing plants are not likely to degrade. We must first find
reliable and repeatable measures of the effect of management and organization on plant
operational safety.

How might the NRC, the nuclear industry and others use the results of such research?
The findings could be used to improve PSA analysis methods, thereby reducing
uncertainty. They could also provide more objective methods to assess management and
organizational practices for use by both licensees and the NRC. At this time it is
difficult to estimate the time necessary to achieve validated results, since it is clear that
the research is still exploratory.
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ABSTRACT

The scope of safety in the nuclear industry in France places safety in an institutional
context marked by the tripartite relations between the operating of a complex, high-risk
process, regulatory authorities and ergonomists providing technical support to these
authorities.

This is the particular context in which the ergonomists responsible for the human factor
safety assessment have been led to develop intervention methods which incorporate,
among other things, the fact that the request for an assessment is issued by the safety
authorities and not by the utility, which remains the actual subject of the assessment

An illustration is given of the approach followed by the ergonomists, based on the
particular case of a safety assessment of plans to reorganise operations teams in nuclear
facilities in France.

The authors go on to show that it is important for the human factor safety assessment
not to take place at the "back-end" of the process, but to respond to a dynamic process
of shadowing intended to encourage the utility's project. This approach, based on an
attempt to negotiate a compromise between the various partners involved in the
assessment has led to a shift of attention from the final result to the stages and the
resources needed to achieve it.
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INTRODUCTION

Consideration of the human factor in safety assessment is a specific approach involving
the use of ergonomics. The description of this approach is based on the particular case
of the assessment of a proposed reorganisation of the operating teams in nuclear
installations in France.

1. ASSESSING SAFETY FROM THE POINT OF VIEW OF THE HUMAN
FACTOR

1.1. Constraints associated with the institutional context of the safety assessment

In France, safety assessment comes within the institutional framework which exists
between the utility, who is responsible for the safety of its nuclear installations and for
the methods which must be followed, and the government authorities (safety authority
attached to the ministers for industry and the environment) which set the safety
objectives and check that these objectives are met.

In view of the safety stakes associated to the use of nuclear energy and in addition to the
internal management systems and self-checking specific to the utility, the safety
authority (an external body not involved in the generation of electricity) procures the
means, through an independent analysis, of evaluating the measures taken by the utility
to ensure safety. Safety assessment can cover purely technical aspects, but also aspects
located at the interface between the technical field and the human factor (organisation,
training/competencies, man-system interfaces). The ergonomists' work falls within this
field, since they contribute to the expert appraisal forwarded to the safety authority.

The field of constraints set down by the french regulatory context existing between the
utility and the safety authority places the ergonomists responsible for assessing safety
from the point of view of the human factor in a very unusual position. Normally, all
ergonomics work is negotiated directly between the ergonomist and the entity who
issues the request. The safety assessment which comes under the tripartite relations
existing between the utility of the nuclear facilities, the safety authority and the expert
appraisal organisations which employ the ergonomists, can seem rather odd compared
with conventional practice in ergonomics: the assessment is requested by the safety
authority and not by the utility who is after all the subject of the assessment.

For an assessment to be effective, it must have the approval of the subject. In this light
and in view of the safety assessment imposed on the utility it is time that frank and
constructive discussions were held between the different sides involved in the
assessment (utility/safety authority/ergonomists). This collaboration is all the more

1 Nuclear safety can be defined as the set of technical and organisational measures to be taken to ensure
that the operation of a nuclear facility entails a risk which is slight enough to be acceptable to the
personnel, public and the environment. The ultimate aim of nuclear safety is to protect man and his
natural environment by mitigating the dispersion of radioactive products under all circumstances.
(J. Libmann) [1].
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necessary since the ergonomists cany out a job analysis as part of the assessment; this
presupposes, as G. De Terssac reminds us (1992) [2], an agreement between the
interested parties "to talk together about the job" and the use of fieldwork to objectify
the working situations.

1.2. Assessment problematics

The assessment can usually be defined as "a checking procedure entrusted to an expert,
in other words someone who has the skills to gather and process the information,
highlight any deviations from what the projected official objectives and their
implementation" (P. Richard, 1992) [3]. The purpose of the assessment is to highlight
any deviations from the initial objectives: it also contains an explicit or implicit
reference to the norm. While in the technical fields, the expected criteria can generally
be quantified (strength of materials, physical parameters etc.), the norm is more difficult
to determine when the assessment deals with men and organisational structures.
Therefore, in the context of assessments carried out from the point of view of the human
factor, the expected objectives are often general and more difficult to bring into
operation, thereby preventing easy direct measurement of any deviation. The
assessment is not standardised, the criteria on which is has been based are not explicit
(E. Enriquez, 1976) [4],

However, as C. Lemoine (1987) [5] pointed out, the poor definition of the criteria and
the lack of clarity concerning the various aims in no way detract from the actual
assessment. This then supposes a need to clarify objectives and extend the notion of
assessment to a "shadowing of the prospective action" (P. Richard, 1992) [3].

In this light, if the safety assessment takes place only at the "back-end" of the process (a
posteriori), it could become similar to a "inspection/judgement" type of assessment
which would cover a finalised dossier without having any front-end input or effect on
the structure of the utility's project.

The approach we adopted to assess the proposed reorganisation of the operating teams
is intended to show the importance of incorporating the safety assessment into a wider
process of shadowing, which tends to seek out "changes" to the utility's proposed
solution. This process of shadowing was mostly based on an ergonomic understanding
of work (F. Guerin et al., 1991) [6], intended to assess the ability of the new
organisational set-up to motivate the various actors to perform their duties.

2. SPECIFIC CASE OF AN ASSESSMENT OF THE PROJECT TO
REORGANISE THE OPERATING TEAMS IN NUCLEAR FACILITIES IN
FRANCE

2.1. The main points of the plans

The organisational, set-up adopted to operate nuclear facilities, until now very
schematic, was based on an operational line of command consisting of the operations
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team (on shift) and a team leader, presented as the manager of the team and responsible
for the generation of electricity in real time. At the same time, removed from the
operations line of command, a safety engineer (on shift) was given the sole
responsibility of ensuring redundancy as regards monitoring safety at the installation.

The utility competencies to use the project to reorganise the operations teams and
improve their safety skills: the aim is to increase the safety culture within operating
teams. This decision resulted in the institution of an operations shift manager who is
both team leader responsible for generation and in charge of ensuring the safety of the
installation. In the belief that the simultaneous presence of an operations shift manager
and a safety engineer could bring about confusion over who was responsible for the
various aspects of safety, the utility decided to change the way in which the safety
engineers carry out their work, taking them off shift and making them follow new
working methods during normal office hours. This new organisational set-up applies in
the different operating situations (normal, incident and accident).

2.2. Framework of the project assessment from the point of view of the human
factor

The utility submits his project to reorganise the operations teams to the safety authority:
the utility's project was in the form of dossiers setting out the principles of the new
organisational set-up and reassigning duties and responsibilities to the different actors,
as regards the set-up during both normal operation and in accidents. Before applying the
new organisational set-up to the entire population of nuclear plants, the utility plans to
validate the organisational set-up at two pilot plants (during normal operation) and by
means of operations tests on a simulator (during incidents and accidents).

In view of the importance of the safety stakes together with the withdrawal of the safety
engineer from the shift structure and the dual responsibility of the team leader for both
generating and safety, before making its final decision on the utility's project, the safety
authority called for an expert appraisal covering the human factor to assess how the new
organisational set-up affected safety.

The economists' assessment of the organisational set-up proposed by the utility will
take place in two stages:
- helping to fine-tune the validation context,
- helping to fine-tune the utility's initial plans.

2.3. Helping to fine-tune the validation context

Before carrying experiments out at the plants and on the simulator, the utility had to
obtain the safety authority's approval for the principles set forth and for the validation
framework put forward.

2 The safety engineer (a post created following the nuclear accident at Three Mile Island) does not belong
to the same line of command as the operations team, he provides redundancy and diversity in human and
methodological terms for monitoring a nuclear installation.
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At this stage, the ergonomists1 safety assessment first consisted in a comparison, from
the point of view of safety, of the present and future organisational set-ups, carried out
by studying the documents submitted by the utility. This analysis proved difficult owing
to the purely abstract nature of the future organisational set-up. To obtain the needed for
the projections and to question the future organisational set-up, the ergonomists needed
access to "objective" data on the work of the actors in the reference situation of the
organisational set-up then in place and thus to have a "snapshot" of the current system.
These objectives served as the basis for the first round of negotiations between the need
for the ergonomists to access the utility's site to 'fine tune' their questions and the
possible benefit to the utility from incorporating this questioning as early as possible
into its own analysis.

This fact-finding analysis (documents, compendiums of data on the current system)
allowed the ergonomists to state their opinion on the principles underlying the reform,
but also to extend their investigation to assess projections of the likely effects on safety
of actually implementing this reform at the plants. The ergonomists1 analysis consisted
in identifying the questions which they felt to be relevant to safety concerns, which
should be answered during the experimental stage at the plants. In this way, this first
stage of the assessment led the ergonomists to gradually draw explanations from the
utility regarding the scope and conditions for validating the new organisational set-up.
Initially, the utility suggested validating its new organisational set-up at the pilot plants
using a review based mainly on quantitative indicators (number of incidents, number of
hours of training etc.). The safety assessment carried out by the ergonomists led to
certain requirements as regards the nature of the validation criteria adopted. It made it
possible to focus the validation not only on the quantitative criteria initially proposed by
the utility, but also to incorporate indicative data of a qualitative nature taken from the
actual work of actors in the new organisational set-up. For instance:

- the utility implemented specific measures for making observations at the pilot plants
to compile factual data on how the organisational set-up functioned (drafting of
questionnaires filled in at regular intervals by the different actors),

- the utility adjusted his observations according to the different types of installation.

As far as the effects of the new organisational set-up on operating during accidents are
concerned, the ergonomists' fact-finding analysis was based on the compilation of
"expert judgements on operation" which were used to formulate requirements
concerning the application of accident procedures and to postulate hypotheses on the
ability of the new organisational set-up to satisfy these requirements. This analysis led
to specific requests regarding the experimental conditions in which the tests were
carried out on the simulator, such as: incorporating different time scales in the different
test scenarios, involving whole teams, making provision for different batches of tests to
take into account the different types of logic underlying the accident procedures,
including an "emergency drill" type scenario more representative of an actual situation
in the scenarios proposed, improving the quality of the test analysis form.

2.4. Helping to fine-tune the utility's initial plans

Once the safety authority had given its approval, the utility implemented the new
organisational set-up in experimental form.
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The ergonomists must procure means of independent access to data concerning the
activity of the various actors in the new organisational set-up, as regards both normal
operation at the pilot plants and accident condition operation by monitoring simulator
tests. However, the fact that the utility did not request the assessment presupposes that
negotiations will be necessary to enter his facilities and gain information on the
objectives and means for compiling data (definition of an observation protocol). This
observation is independent from that carried out by the utility and specific (focused on
safety-relevant aspects), and is intended to allow the ergonomists to:

- have their own indicators for analysing the final report submitted by the utility,

- have the particular requirements regarding the specific nature and processing of data
required for the analysis,

- to question the utility about any difficulties which became apparent when observing
the organisational set-up in operation, especially regarding the conditions in which
the actors involved perform their new duties.

The independent view the ergonomists bring to the reality of the new organisational
set-up led them to identify what they deemed to be relevant questions about safety
concerns and to redirect and modify the utility's initial project in response to the
questions raised.

For example, with respect to accident operation, the utility specified the conditions for
shift change-over in procedures and beefed up the training courses on this subject With
respect to normal operation, the utility specified the conditions governing intervention
by the safety engineer during normal office hours, the conditions requiring mandatory
call-out of the operations team leader and the safety engineer, the measures adopted to
resolve conflicts of opinion between the team leader and the safety engineer.

This modification to the initial project was made thanks to discussions with the utility
who carried out iterative negotiations to arrive at "requirements acceptable to both
sides". The advantages of this approach were that it co-ordinated the safety diagnosis
and the utility's consideration of safety requirements to reduce the number of
disagreements and produce a final report which the safety authorities could pass
judgement on. This sort of assessment could be termed an "evolution" assessment.

CONCLUSION

The approach adopted by the ergonomists leads us to consider the meaning and the
scope of the assessment from the point of view of the human factor in a broader sense,
especially in an institutional context marked by tripartite relations between the utility of
a complex, high-risk process, the regulatory authority and the ergonomists acting as the
authority's experts on the human factor. Ergonomics practice, within the specific
context of the safety assessment, is leading ergonomists to develop a process of
negotiations which must make allowance for the fact that it is not the utility who issues
the assessment request, although it is the utility who initiated the project and who owns
the nuclear plants.
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In the specific case of the assessment of the proposed reorganisation, the negotiated
quest for a compromise in the body of mutual constraints (utility/safety authority)
resulted in the modification of the initial framework put forward by the utility to one
which would provide a more precise answer to safety questions. Thus, the ergonomists1

safety assessments dealt not only with the objectives and principles of the project, but
also with the means the utility made available for attaining these objectives.

This sort of "dynamic assessment" (J. Fraisse et al., 1987) [7] brought about changes in
the final project submitted by the utility. In this way, the assessment can therefore no
longer be viewed only as a particular value judgement, but rather as a "tool for change"
in a continuous and interactive process.

This approach aims to show that the regulatory interface with the operating organisation
can significantly affect the achievement of a good safety culture in the operating
organisation.
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ABSTRACT

The Key Section of INSAG-4, as has been noted in this International Atomic Energy Agency
document concerning safety culture, is section 3.3 ' Behavior of Individuals'. A formulatiorlhas
also been given there what the behavior should be for. It is a justifiable way to pose the problem,
since all Safety Culture is turned towards human beings. It is the change of the behavior that one
relies on to get positive results. However practically speaking the problem is much more
complex:

1. Individuals at a power plant are comprised of management, operating link, repair staff and
etc. They will have different approaches and results will be different.

2. Behavior of 'individuals' and their influence on safety will be different on different stages
of technological development of a power plant (site selection, development of TEO, as well
as of structural projects, of separate equipment and design of a NPP, manufacture of
equipment, building and installation, set up, quality control, etc.)

Psychological motives of human behavior in different situations (except emergency) underlie all
these questions. INSAG-4 quite specifically describes the situation that should be created to
encourage actions directed to increase safety of operation. There is however a stipulation:
compatibility of work conditions and psychology of employee.

Question: Why as qualification of personnel, its experience and skills increase, the number of
accidents and emergencies due to personnel faults doesn't decrease, but goes up? (statistical data)
answer (incomplete): It appears that qualification is not the whole story.

These are the factors of psychological pressure on operating personnel of conventional industrial
power plants:

1) perception of the degree of danger and damaging consequences of a crash (as an
example- accidents in USA, Canada);

2) high pressure of vapor and water, high voltage;
3) moving machinery;
4) vibration;
5) higher temperature and lower humidity;
6) monotony of situation;
7) slow changes in readings of instruments;
8) evenly-paced regime; Consequences: are increased by psychological strain, absence
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of alertness, mental disorder-

Statistical data:

1) from 7 to 36% of emergencies occur due to personnel faults;
2) 73% of which because of unfavorable psychological characters of the individual.

Analysis of accidents on BelGlavEnergo gives similar results: psychological reasons- 49.1%;
socio-psychological- 21.8%; mixed-22.7%; technical-4.3%; other- 2.1 %.

Power plant operators experience even higher strains:

1) higher personal responsibility;
2) risk of radioactive radiation;
3) risk of area contamination in case of accident.

According to psychologists there are two groups of characteristics in professional training:
knowledge and skills as well as psycho-physical, socio-psychological such as resistance to stress,
endurance, honesty, responsibility, ability to work in a group. Published data show that a
majority of personnel does indeed satisfy this complex criteria. However here, it appears, one
needs 100% compatibility of personnel, since it is unknown who will have to find a way out of a
critical situation.

We should not forget about the socio-psychological side of human reliability in circumstances of
political tension in the society (worries of the outside world becoming a risk factors for the
power plant when a ' troubled' operator is in charge). The whole of intricate influences on a
human being , in charge of potentially dangerous equipment is shown on the picture. All this
having been said, we note that different people may have different motivations for professional
behavior: cognitive interest, respect to occupation, perception of responsibility, carrier
orientation, pecuniary approach (salary).

Here is safety culture invading this mottled picture with its requirement of an individual: to
assure safety, a person has to assess critically any everyday situation and his/her place there
('critical position'), responsibly and meticulously carry out duties ('highly regulated and
weighted approach') and to top that all up to tell everybody about own mistakes ('communicative
skill'). Each one of these new qualities one has to develop is being fully elucidated in "Safety
Culture".

Presence of these qualities considerably influences, if it doesn't determine, the very possibility to
carry out a safety culture programme. This point has to be elaborated, since it is a matter of
principle.

As we hope to have shown in the above, the operator is under heavy psychological stress. Is it
going to prove effective to require to develop new qualities? Moreover, a person is pretty much
shaped up psycho-physiologically by the end of his adolescence. After iirat some qualities may
get lost or altered, but only few business-like qualities can be acquired. This is first. Secondly.
The technological chain 'nuclear power' plant is quite long, a lot of participants. Oversights of all
participants pile up at the instrument panel. An operator works under least favorable
circumstances, heaviest pressure and has to make up for everybody in preceding links of the
chain.

We deem it more realistic to shift the weight of safety culture to designer, engineering, research,
installation and other links, i.e. to all the rest of the creators of power stations. Personnel there
works under much less stress than those at power plants and it would be fair if they were to
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make it easier for operators. To do that we have to develop specific documents for every
participant, taking into account particular details.

At the same time this methodology will allow, - having been applied in other industries -, to
pave a way on which mankind will acquire a new quality of being on Earth and will free itself
from pressure of antropogenic culture.

- 3 -
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SAFETY CULTURE IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

I; "BELIEVE YOUR INDICATIONS11 AS PART OF CONSERVATIVE DECISION
MAKING AND SAFETY CULTURE

{ William R. Corcoran, PhD., P.E.
i. Nuclear Safety Review Concepts Corporation, USA
# Richard N. Swanson, PJE.
I Consumers Power Company, USA

i ABSTRACT

\ "Believe Your Indications" has been a well-known principle of nuclear power plant operational
'A safety from the very beginning. It is the foundation of conservative decision making and is a vital
| component of a strong safety culture. Unfortunately, this principle is apparently not uniformly
;y honored. "Believe Your Indications" is also strongly related to the avoidance of "rosy

assumptions". Multiple actual examples indicate widespread applicability. Executive action to
support incorporating this idea into the safety culture is indicated.

4 1. THE IDEA
f
| "Believe Your Indications!!]" has been a well-known principle of nuclear power plant operational
|; safety from the very beginning. It is the foundation of conservative decision making and is a vital
?| component of a strong safety culture. Unfortunately, this principle is apparently not uniformly
'$• honored.

$
| | "Believe Your Indications" means that operating personnel are to base their actions on the most
| | adverse unrebutted implication of what their data tell them. This means to look at all relevant

reasonably accessible indications and act as if the most adverse unrebutted indication is in fact
backed up by adverse process conditions. (An adverse unrebutted indication is one that is not
countered by available credible favorable or normal data.) If a single adverse indication is rebutted
by other credible favorable indications one looks for further evidence in support of either
possibility.

For example, a low lubricating oil level alarm and an unavailable level indicator would prompt
action based on the assumption that the oil level is low, not that there is something wrong with
the level alarm circuit. A turbine vibration alarm would prompt action based on the assumption
that the dynamic balance of the turbine has changed, not that the vibration monitoring equipment
has changed.
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The principle of "Believe Your Indications" is related to what is sometimes known as the "loaded
gun principle" and to the principle of not making rosy assumptions. The loaded gun principle tells
us to act as if a situation is as dangerous as it could be based on what we see until we have
determined that it is safe. A gun is assumed to be loaded until both the magazine and the chamber
have been checked. The principle of not making rosy assumptions tells us to avoid assuming that
things are safer than the data supports. When backing a vehicle we don't just assume that the area
behind the vehicle is clear, we check.

2. CONSERVATIVE DECISION MAKING

Conservative decision making is a sub-category of rational decision making. No irrational
decision can be conservative. Rational decision making is based on facts, experience, cognitive
(mental) models and expected outcomes giving due consideration to uncertainties in the foregoing
and the generally probabilistic nature of technical and human matters.

Conservative decision making is rational decision making that is risk-averse. A conservative
decision is weighted in favor of risk control at the expense of cost. Non-conservative decisions
are generally weighted in favor of cost control at the expense of risk. It does not seem meaningful
to apply the term non-conservative to an irrational decision.

3. GENERAL APPLICATION

Usually "believe your indications" applies to decision making in the face of an apparent anomaly.
An anomaly is a perceived conflict between an observed condition and an expected condition.

Conservative decision making involves five steps in such a case:

Corroborate the anomaly by alternative information sources, if necessary and possible1.
Articulate the nature and magnitude of the anomaly.
Determine all of the marginally credible causes for the anomaly.
Determine the worst physical implication of a reasonable combination of causes.
Generate an action plan based on the most adverse credible hypothesis that a) will gather
evidence of the actual causes of the anomaly and b) will not result in further damage even
if the worst hypothesis is true.

*In the case of the radiation postings (below) corroboration is neither necessary nor
possible, by personnel without radiation survey instruments. In the case of the reactivity anomaly,
criticality can be corroborated but the anomaly could only be corroborated if there were an
alternative core physics method. Li the other cases cited the corroboration step may have
eliminated the need for the other steps.
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Such an algorithm is applied interatively, i.e., the action plan will result in refinement of the nature
and magnitude of the anomaly (the conflict between the observed condition and the expected
condition), frequently until there is no anomaly and decision making can revert to ordinary
processes.

4. PRACTICAL APPLICATION

In practical application of "believe your indications" the details of the operator actions, including
the nature, sequence and timing of steps, must be consistent with the engineering practicalities of
the situation. Unnecessary radical actions that actually increase the probability of adverse
consequences are not part of "believe your indications".

For example, one reactor protection system channel out of four indicating a problem would not be
cause for an immediate scram. It would be cause to corroborate the problem by investigating the
other three channels as well as the anomalous one.

As another example, even a large reactivity anomaly at zero power would not, by itself, be cause
to disassemble the reactor, but would be cause to check (among other things) power distributions
at intermediate power levels to make sure that the reactivity anomaly was not accompanied by a
commensurate power distribution anomaly. The rationale for actions should include avoiding the
worst consequences of the implications of the adverse indications based on the most adverse
unrebutted information then known.

5. EXPERIENCE

The following examples are based on actual occurrences at actual power stations. These
examples can be used to illustrate how "believe your indications" could have been applied
differently. The names of the power plants are made-up names.

5.1. Transformer Fire Narrowly Averted

At Appletop Atomic Power Station, the operators in the control room received an alarm on the
main station transformer. Earlier on the shift, they had received this same alarm and had
investigated it. They determined that the alarm was spurious and did not indicate a problem with
the transformer.

Later in the shift, when the same alarm appeared, the operators again ordered the outside operator
to investigate it, but indicated that it would be acceptable for the outside operator to perform
some other duties first. When the outside operator eventually got to the main transformer, it was
found to be red hot.
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The alarm indeed had been valid and the transformer was severely overheated. If the outside
operator had not arrived when he did, there is a good chance that the transformer would have
been destroyed by fire.

5.2. Equipment damage and personnel injury averted by circumstances

Also at Appletop Atomic Power Station workers opened the wrong high voltage disconnects in
the switchyard. Fortunately the current through the disconnects was a small fraction of the rated
current and no equipment damage or personnel injury occurred.

Through a series of conditions adverse to quality the workers got to the wrong disconnects and
thought that they were the right ones. There was a padlock on the operating equipment for the
disconnects. The keys that the workers had for the right disconnects would not open the
operating equipment for the wrong disconnects. "Believe your indications" would have caused
the workers to suspect either that they had the wrong keys or they were on the wrong
disconnects. Investigation of that anomaly would have probably surfaced the problem.

Contrary to "believe your indications", the workers assumed that the lock was "frozen". They cut
off the lock and opened the wrong disconnects. If this had happened under other conditions it
could have resulted in equipment damage and personnel injuries.

5.3. Core power oscillations inspire unnecessary conservatism

It had been known for some time that in certain power-flow regimes certain boiling water reactors
could develop power oscillations that could, under narrow circumstances, result in fuel damage.
At two nuclear power stations, Packard Nuclear Plant and Columbia Bend 2, power oscillations
did occur when both recirculation pumps were stopped with the plant at power. Despite the
adverse indication (power oscillations) and despite management directions to scram the plant if
power oscillations occurred neither crew acted in accordance with "believe your indications."

This prompted the NR.C to extract a commitment from boiling water reactor owners to scram
when both recirculation pumps are lost regardless of whether or not the plant is thereby placed in
a regime of instability. This later resulted in the "light bulb scram" at Sonnet Generating Station
as explained below.

5.4. Main turbine generator damaged

At Shalom Nuclear Station, as a part of the regular post-outage re-start procedure, operators
tested the turbine overspeed trip solenoids from the control room. This was one set of steps in a
long procedure.
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The operators did not receive the results specified in the procedure. Rather than (correctly)
interpreting this as indications that both redundant overspeed trip solenoids were inoperable, the
control room crew managed to interpret the issue as a procedure problem. They rationalized
away the anomaly. They made the rosy assumption that was needed to allow the process to
continue. The preferred (functional) crew behavior would have been to stop the process until the
anomaly was resolved by someone qualified and accountable to do so.

Later the turbine was subjected to an overspeed challenge. The solenoid valves did not work to
protect the turbine and it was severely damaged.

5.5. Unnecessary plant scram

At Sonnet Generating Station, an operator was asked to "bump" a stator water cooling pump
motor to confirm correct direction of rotation before the pump was re-coupled to the motor.
When he arrived at the motor control station, he noted that the control power indicating lamp was
not illuminated.

Rather than (conectly) interpreting this as indicating that the control power was not energized, he
hypothesized that the indicating lamp was burned out. In the process of investigation, he
damaged the indicating lamp on the operating stator water cooling pump, completing the trip
circuit, which eventually resulted in the loss of both recirculating pumps. This, as explained
above, required a plant scram (nearly coinciding with record load conditions on the grid).

5.6. Loss of feed water scram

At Puritan Nuclear Power Station, there was some oscillation of one of the two feedwater
regulating valves. The staff got out the vendor manual for the feedwater regulating valve in order
to plan troubleshooting.

When they arrived at the valve to do the troubleshooting, they noticed major differences between
the actual installation and the valve as described in the vendor manual. Rather than to believe
their indications and hypothesize that they had the wrong manual they continued the
troubleshooting process.

A short time later, the valve went shut, interrupting reactor feedwater, causing a decrease in
reactor water level and a subsequent reactor scram. Investigation determined that the valve shut
as a direct result of the troubleshooting and that the defective troubleshooting was a result of
using the wrong vendor manual.

5.7. Recombiner room hydrogen explosion

At Rebwick Steam Electric Station, while work was proceeding on the swing (common)
hydrogen recombiner, control room operators noted a "spike" on the recombiner pressure
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indications. They interpreted this as a result of a •worker's tool strike on the recombiner or its
connecting piping.

Sometime later, when grinding was recommenced on the swing recombiner, a hydrogen explosion
occurred, which, fortunately, did not injure any workers. It was later determined that the pressure
spike was probably from a previous but smaller hydrogen explosion. If the earlier pressure spike,
regardless of it actual causes, had been properly interpreted as an anomaly to be resolved, the
larger hydrogen explosion could have been avoided.

5.8. Early criticality

At Sonnet Generating Station, while coming back from a re-fiieling outage, the reactor went
critical substantially before it was calculated to go critical. Operational and management
personnel relied on shutdown margin technical specifications to make decisions regarding the
significance of this reactivity anomaly.

They did not pursue the substantive implications of a large reactivity anomaly, but only
concentrated on the implications for shutdown margin. They did not act as if they knew that
reactivity anomalies do not occur by themselves. Reactivity anomalies, if they are real, are almost
always accompanied by power distribution anomalies.

Fortunately, the problem was calculational in nature. If the reactivity anomaly had been caused by
the absence of local neutron-absorbing materials in the core, it could have been accompanied by
large local peaiing factor increases, which would have put the integrity of the fuel at risk.

5.9. Feedwater sparger crushed

At Rebwick Steam Electric Station the steam separator assembly had just been lowered into the
reactor vessel. Plant staff noticed that the steam separator assembly was not seating completely
into the reactor vessel. Without looking at prints to determine what it could be hung up or taking
other steps that resolved the anomaly they hoisted the steam separator assembly a short distance
and dropped it to assist in its seating. It went a few inches further in but still did not fully seat.

At this point they removed the steam separator assembly and found that the feedwater sparger had
been crushed by dropping the steam separator assembly while it was not properly aligned. It was
later determined that there were means for determining proper steam separator alignment before
lowering it. The outage was extended by a few weeks.

5.10. Personnel electric shocks

At Rebwick Steam Electric Station, mechanical worker.; n--^sembling the generator exciter were
subjected to a mild electric shock. The supervisor interpreted this as "static electricity" and
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directed the workers to continue.

Another worker received a shock. The reaction this time was to install a grounding strap.

In the process of installing the grounding strap, another shock was received and the ground alarm
in the control room actuated. The shift supervisor commanded the work to stop. An
investigation revealed that the circuits in the exciter were energized and that the workers had been
at risk for more serious electric shock.

This one provides at least two major learning opportunities. The first is, of course, "believe your
indications": the supervisor should have assumed that the circuit was energized (possibly because
the tag-out was wrong).

The second is the principle of three strikes and you're out. The first time that a safety anomaly is
encountered in a job (strike one), the anomaly is resolved and the department head is notified
before proceeding. The second similar anomaly (strike two) gets shift management approval
before proceeding. The third similar anomaly (strike three) gets a stop work order with site
management attention.

5.11. High radiation area postings violated

At Appletop Atomic Power Station during an intense Unit 2 outage, two groups of workers were
required to enter a Unit 2 steam tunnel while Unit 1 was in operation. There was an area of the
steam tunnel that carried radioactive fluid during Unit 1 operation, otherwise the steam tunnel was
not a high radiation area.

The health physics technician who gave the radiation safety briefing to two groups of workers
relied on his memory and did not actually review the high radiation area posting records and did
not walk down the job. He told the two groups of workers that it was not a high radiation area.
He prescribed protective measures that were fully appropriate, except to mention the high
radiation areas associated with the operating unit piping.

The two groups of workers at two separate times entered the steam tunnel and noted the high
radiation area posting that the radiation protection technician had not told them about. They
assumed that the posting was wrong because of the briefing given to them by the health physics
technician. Later developments revealed that both groups of workers had violated the high
radiation posting and that their pre-entry briefing was in error.

If the workers had been properly indoctrinated in the concept of "believe your indications," they
would have realized that the high radiation postings should have been respected. Also, this
anomaly between what they saw and what they were told should have triggered a report back to
the health physics technician to resolve the anomaly.
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6. THE ROSY ASSUMPTION

In most, if not all, of the cases mentioned personnel fell victim to the rosy assumption. A rosy
assumption is an assumption that facilitates the assigned task but is not based on fact. They
concocted an explanation for an anomaly. Their explanation supported the decision that they
wanted to make. Their explanation facilitated the task that they had been assigned or it
supported not interrupting the task for resolution of the anomaly.

The rosy assumption was not based on fact, was not corroborated and in many cases was openly
or passively condoned by management.

Unfortunately, many rosy assumptions turn out to be correct or inconsequential: the anomaly was,
in fact, caused by the situationally trivial problem it was attributed to or it didn't matter for some
other reason. "When this is the case the schedule is not impacted, the task moves forward and an
unpleasant confrontation with management or with an interfacing activity has been avoided. In
these cases rosy assumption making is reinforced. Success resulting from a making a rosy
assumption on job N encourages making a rosy assumption on job N+l. The net result is that
dysfunctional behavior is encouraged as a cultural norm.

If management wants to attenuate the culture of rosy assumption making it can take four types of
action:

• Provide enhanced cues for the behaviors of detecting and properly responding to
anomalies.

• Provide favorable consequences for the behaviors of detecting and properly
responding to anomalies, even when such behavior turns out later to have been
unnecessarily conservative.

• Eliminate cues for making rosy assumptions.
• Provide adverse consequences to personnel who make rosy assumptions, even

when the rosy assumptions turn out to be correct or non-consequential.

7. THE MESSAGE

The message is very simple. Acting as if the most adverse unrebutted assumption is true is the
prudent and businesslike practice. Making rosy assumptions regarding what information the
system is sending is frequently a pathway to costly events.

Personnel training, including simulator training and on-the-job training should uniformly advocate
"believe your indications". Instructions, procedures and operator aides that provide direction in
response to the detection or annunciation of anomalies should uniformly require action consistent
with "believe your indications". Management, as well as oversight organizations, should be alert
to examples of personnel and directives not fully supporting "believe your indications" in an
intelligent and business-like manner.
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Equipment abnormalities and performance problems that encourage operators to disbelieve their
indications are contrary to good behavioral technology. They should be resolved promptly. Li
order to get operators to believe their indications the indications must be generally credible and
operators must be reinforced by management for believing their indications, especially when the
consequences of believing the indications are counter to managements short term objectives.

Multiple encounters of similar safety anomalies on the same task often indicates seriously deficient
cognitive models, i.e., the team does not know enough about what it is working on. When this is
the case it is hazardous to proceed.

8. EXECUTIVE ACTION

Executive management should direct that key policy directives and key procedures be checked to
determine the extent to which they appropriately address "believe your indications". This should
include controls on self-assessment activities, reactivity management, conduct of operations,
conduct of maintenance, conduct of chemistry operations, alarm response requirements and
event/condition investigative analysis. Equipment abnormalities and performance problems that
encourage operators to disbelieve their indications should be targeted for prompt resolution.
Safety policies and manuals should incorporate the "three strikes and you're out" rule.

But at the executive level the implications of "believe your indications" are even more profound.
Not only must executive management demonstrate its commitment to plant operators believing
their indications in day-to-day evolutions, managers and executives must observe this principle in
a strategic sense or suffer the inevitable consequences. These indications are not limited to plant
parameters such as unanticipated scrams, heat rates and safety system unavailability. They also
include information to answer the following questions:

Has management established clear performance expectations?

Do plant workers understand management's expectations?

Does worker behavior meet those expectations?

Are individual worker and work groups finding and correcting their own problems?

Is management getting accurate information upon which to base decisions?

Is the management level of surprise in response to plant and personnel performance
acceptably low?

How credible are the answers to these questions?
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Just as operators may, by not believing their indications, conclude that a situation is safer than the
evidence supports, managers may also, by not believing their indications, err in concluding that
performance is better than it really is. This kind of wishful thinking by management has played a
role in virtually every case of a U. S. plant being place on the USNRC's so-called "troubled plant

The helpful comments of Messrs.!. P. Brannin, Florida Power and Light Co., D. J. Fitzgibbon,
Consumers Power Co., Robert A. Fenech and K. P. Powers, Consumers Power Co. are gratefully
acknowledged.

[1] W. R CORCORAN, et al.," The Principles of Nuclear Power Plant Operational Safety",
published by Tenera, L. P., Berkeley, CA (USA), March 13,1993

[2] J. CROCKETT, Ed., "Excellence in Nuclear Operations: An Assessment of Lessons Learned
from Problem Plant Indicators, Attributes and Symptoms", An industry white paper prepared by
Tenera, L.P., Berkeley, CA (USA), April 1990
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SAFETY CULTURE IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

THE USE OF ACCIDENT ANALYSIS SEMINARS: "RISK AND MEN "

J.L. NICOLET
EURISYS CONSULTANTS, FRANCE

Today, human error is one of the major concerns of our industrial societies. Several times a
year, dramatic accidents, the consequences of which we tend to forget about, occur, reminding
us of this. Analyzing these different accidents shows that, in most cases, human error, not to be
confused with fault, is at the origin of the disaster.

These risks are growing every day owing to increasingly complex technological systems which
are harder and harder to understand, hence to control, by those operating them.

In order to get a better understanding of how a human being may fail, we shall take the example
of an accident having occurred in the oil industry, human error in this case being due to a situ-
ation in which the various participants did not have the necessary information to analyze and
control the risks they were supposed to dominate.

On July 6, 1988, the production platform PIPER ALPHA was destroyed by a series of explo-
sions. 167 people were killed in this catastrophe and production was shut down for several
months while pollution continued, adding an ecological catastrophe to human disaster.

(But let's take a look at what happened...)
/:
' A more thorough analysis of this accident revealed a number of malfunctions in the system or-

ganization, such as:

- a lack of interconnection between elements,

- unsuitable distribution of documents,

- inadequate team changes.

These malfunctions, in which the participants were trapped, resulted mainly from the human
factor not having been taken into account when the organization was set up.

By analyzing accidents of this type, we were led to think that it was necessary to propose a
training seminar on human reliability in order to maintain, or even develop, the awareness of
engineers and those in charge of operation of the importance of the human factor in the man-
agement of complex systems.

To present this seminar, we shall consider the following points:

- the goals targeted,

- 1 -
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- the populations concerned,

- the main subjects dealt with,

- the various accidents analyzed,

- the teaching method used.

TARGETED GOALS

• Help industry control their risks. This means:

- identify the risks and perceive the difference between normal operation where redun-
dancy and adjustment loops allow for minor incidents, and degraded operation in which
the slightest incident may lead to a catastrophe,

- understand that all accidents result from the chain reaction or accumulation of minor
malfunctions, which normally have no impact on the system when they are isolated,

- accept the fact that risks come not only from one element or another in the complex
system (whether technological, informational, or the human element), but most often
from poor control of the interface between these different elements.

• Initiate a real change.

For several years now, the notion of a highly product-oriented quality culture has appeared,
supported by the setting up of standards. It now proves necessary for this culture to also be-
come a security culture since the malfunctions that lead to poor quality are the very same as
those that affect security and safety.

• Develop a common language; concepts, methods, tools

This may seem obvious, but there is still a long way to go for people working in the same com-
pany to understand each other, to speak the same language, to use tools and methods that are, if
not common, at feast consistent.

• Break down the legislator/operator barrier

More and more, the in-house documents of a company (standards, instructions, procedures,
etc.) are becoming legal points referred to by judges to construct their firm conviction in the
event of an accident. Therefore, it is no longer possible to have some people write down what
others are to do. We can no longer write how we would like things to be done, but only how
they are done in practice.

• Develop feedback from operation

It is clear that all the events that occur during the lifetime of a system provide information and
enable system operation to be improved.

POPULATION CONCERNED

With these goals in mind, it clearly appears that the population concerned covers all the com-

- 2 -
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pany personnel, from General Management down to operators, and the notion of risk control
should be fully shared by everyone in charge of system operation.

The fact that this target is so broad explains moreover that the training must be modular both in
content and duration, each module being adapted to the profile of the participants and to the
company's specific concerns.

Lastly, feedback from operation being one of the basic elements of risk control, this seminar
may be and has been offered both intra-company and inter-company, so that those in charge of
different systems can swap their experiences in risk control.

MAIN SUBJECTS DEALT WITH

Taking into account the system approach mentioned above and the necessity to analyze all the
components of the systems and their interfaces, a certain number of major themes w A. selected
and, in particular:

- Communication: it is known that a large number of accidents result from a poor under-
standing of information, from a lack of precision in instructions given or from a differ-
ence in the interpretation of a message by two people.

- Procedures: these are often useless, unusable or unused for various reasons ranging from
their complexity to their lack of consistency or integration into the whole of the docu-
mentation governing the operation of the system.

- Organization: most often adapted to normal system operation but not adapted to de-
graded mode operation.

- Design and modifications which, while improving an operating aspect of the system and
taking new requirements into account, neglect the risks controlled at the start.

- Technical and media crises which generally do not occur at the same time, making them
difficult to manage.

- Feedback from operation which, as mentioned earlier, is mandatory to improve the sys-
tem and which must take all experience into account, whether positive or negative.

- Audit, a continual improvement tool which allows potential malfunctions to be detected
along with their causes and the necessary corrective action to be implemented.

- Ergonomics, both physical and mental, which takes into account the way the human be-
ing thinks, the way in which he perceives information, decodes it, interprets it and acts
on it.

- Structure, Management that, as we have seen, also has a significant share in risk control.
Indeed, as it evolve on emerging risks but must keep control over all risks.

• Accidents Analyzed

To deal with all these subjects, a number of accidents have been analyzed, giving priority to one

- 3 -
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theme for each accident. It appears however that each theme brought up earlier occurs in each
accident. Indeed, in each case, we are faced with the problem of operating a complex system.

• Teaching method used

The teaching method used in this training is presented in the form of an arch making it possible
to go from the concrete to the abstract before coming back to the concrete.

Based on the observation of an accident sequence, experienced by the participants through a
film tracing the events, an on-the-spot analysis of the various elements, having combined to
cause the catastrophe, brings out the general information that can be drawn.

Analysis methods and tools are then presented and, as the case may be, gone into more thor-
oughly through exercises enabling the participants to check their applicability. These exercises
may, moreover, be done either on the case presented or on specific cases pertaining to the com-
pany, which sets the participants within the frame of their own concerns.

CONCLUSION

To conclude, this seminar, offered for some time now in an inter- or intra-company context, has
enabled us to see that, although provided originally in an essentially nuclear context, it is also
well suited to any risk-environment whether chemical, oil, transport, etc.

Furthermore, we have ascertained its impact in companies on the acquisition of a common lan-
guage, common methods and an initiation of the feedback from operation which, through train-
ing and information, has made it possible to enable organizations and information systems as
well as technological systems to progress.

- 4 -
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RN 940660

MANAGING FOR SAFETY ON THE SELLAFIELD SITE

An Overview Paper On Some Aspects
Of A Dynamic Safety Culture

JAMES A COOTE
HEAD OF SAFETY, BNFL SELLAFIELD,

UNITED KINGDOM

ABSTRACT

In this paper an overview of the elements of the safety cultures identified and
addressed by BNFL at its Sellafield Site are introduced, and their inter-relationship
described. Sellafield is BNFL's largest site and comprises magnox reprocessing plants,
the new thermal oxide reprocessing (THORP), waste treatment and storage facilities,
and four of the Company's Magnox Reactors. Given such a large and complex site, the
safety culture is necessarily a dynamic process with both the formation of new cultures
in newly formed teams, and the development/shaping of safety cultures within existing
teams taking place and interacting one with the other. The paper describes how the
'shape' of our safety cultures have been established, and the practical ways in which
that knowledge has been used to reshape our safety culture, with the objective of
achieving continuous improvement in safety performance through and by people.
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INTRODUCTION

BNFL provides a total, integrated, nuclear fuel cycle service to a wide range of
customers both in the UK and overseas. The key services are undertaken at a
number of installations in the North of England (Fig 1).

Sellafield is BNFL's largest site and has fuel receipt and storage facilities,
reprocessing plants and waste management facilities supporting reprocessing of
both magnox and water reactor fuels. The magnox facilities have operated
successfully for some 30 years, whilst the Thermal Oxide Reprocessing Plant
(THORP) commenced active operations in January 1994. In addition to
reprocessing and associated support facilities the Site is also home for Calder
Hall's four Magnox Reactors. The Site, employing some 7000 people, is
therefore a large industrial complex which has developed over many decades
and developments will continue into the future (eg Mixed Oxide Fuel
Fabrication). Finally note must be taken of a major, and growing,
decommissioning programme on older (50's vintage) plants.

MANAGING FOR SAFETY AT SELLAFIELD

Arrangements for the management of safety in BNFL have evolved over the
years since the formation of the Company in 1971. However, the key features
of those arrangements have always been present, evolving to meet the changing
needs of our business. The current Safety Management System is outlined
schematically in Fig 2. Key features to which I would draw your attention are:-

o safety is an integral part of the management function and is not to be
separated out from other business activities.

o review of our safety experiences (good and bad) is an essential tool
through which we commit ourselves to a process of continuous
improvement

o the system is "action centred", with safety improvements identified and
implemented locally.

and o coherence and direction is given to such local improvement initiatives
through a process of centralised "strategic guidance".

The outcome of this structured approach may be seen through improvement
across a wide range of "key performance indicators", some examples of which
are given in Figure 3.

The safety improvements shown over the last decade have come about not by
chance but by the application of very significant resources directed towards
issues considered to need improvement. The focus of attention has moved
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with time, driven by both internal and external pressures. Although the areas
demanding improvement have changed, the means through which improvement
has been achieved have focused on:-

o Improving plant and equipment (either through provision of new plant
and/or refurbishment of existing plant and equipment)

o Improving managerial control systems

and o Improving the awareness and attitude of people at all levels, and across
all disciplines, to safety issues.

Although improvements have always contained an element of each type of
initiative, there has been over the years a shift in emphasis from "plant and
equipment" to "control systems" and more lately to "people" issues. Thus
although the design and maintenance of plant and the managerial control of its
operations must (and does) continue, there is evidence that increasing emphasis
on the human behavioural aspects of safety will yield worthwhile returns. This
is clearly seen in our analysis of the relative contribution of key factors to
accidents at Sellafield (Fig 4).

It may be seen that factors relating to people account for about V* of all
accidents. This includes 'systems of work' which is also a 'people based'
activity, and indeed is primarily a management responsibility. The key to
improving safety performance therefore rests with people, including
management, and the organisation within which they work.

THE WAY FORWARD

As with all major investment decisions, at Sellafield we believe that safety
improvement initiatives should be based on firm quantitative foundations. A
necessary precondition therefore of any initiative to improve safety culture was
to assess the structure of existing risk perception and attitudes towards safety
amongst our employees, in order that we could address change where it is
needed.

The primary tool for such quantitative measurement of our safety culture was a
safety attitude survey devised jointly by BNFL and the University of
St Andrews (Prof T Lee et al Ref 1). The outcome from that survey provides
focus and direction to our safety improvement initiatives. The remainder of
this paper gives examples of such initiatives and shows how they link into an
integrated approach to safety improvement through people. A schematic of
that approach is given in Figure 5, key features of which are given below and
cross-referenced to papers to be given later in the Seminar by colleagues from
Sellafield:-
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Paper Ref: 940662; The identification and review of an existing safety
culture (Rvecraft et aO

This paper deals with the experience of conducting two major safety culture
surveys on the Sellafield Site. The two methodologies were different yet
complementary in that one examined culture on the basis of the individual, and
the other through examining teams and roles. The first was the site-wide
attitude survey referred to earlier and was undertaken across the entire
workforce using questionnaire based analysis. The second was a safety cultural
audit of a major operating department where irradiated fuel is received and
stored. Here the technique used targeted interview based analysis.

It is demonstrated that the prevailing culture of an organisation can be
determined both on a macro scale (the whole site) and on a smaller scale (a
targeted group). Both methods have advantages and difficulties but can be
used in a complementary way to target appropriate focused action to
strengthen and shape the safety culture.

Paper Ref:940661; Development and Formation of a Safety Culture
within a large new plant fMerry et al)

The challenge of organising a new workforce and creating a new organisation
is second to none, and with this challenge comes the need to pay attention to
the evolving safety culture of the emerging organisation. At Sellafield the
newly built THORP complex required the organisation of the commissioning
team and the recruitment and development of the new operating teams. The
task of commissioning a large complex plant holds its own unique hazards, and
also requires a safety culture that can respond rapidly to these changing hazards
and risks, using established personnel and temporary staff. It is in these
formative days that the future safety culture is given shape and direction (for
better or worse!).

This paper explores the successes and difficulties experienced in the THORP
organisation to develop a safety culture that would be able to grow with
THORP and respond to the changing legislation and business environments.
Our ability to develop an exemplary safety culture will affect our business and
operations well into the 21C.

Paper Ref: 940663; The Development and Enhancement of Safety
Culture within an Existing, but Evolving, Organisation (Partington et al)

This paper develops the theme of using the knowledge of characteristics of an
existing safety culture to identify the actions and processes that can assist in
strengthening the safety culture, and eliminate or neutralise the weaknesses.
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The paper explores the importance of involving all individuals in developing
and shaping the safety culture of the organisation/team within which they work
in order to ensure the strengthening process is effective and lasting. It is
argued that only by ownership of the processes can a safety culture grow and
the advantages of an 'evolutionary' as opposed to 'revolutionary' approach is
discussed.

The paper illustrates the importance of the direct involvement and control over
the actions taken by the culture requiring maintenance, improvement or change.
The attention to communication and ensuring that feedback is available, timely
and appropriate leads to the concept of a 'learning culture' with the ability to
evolve without direct intervention. The importance of fitting solutions to the
culture under development is also discussed, along with the difficulties of
maintaining the changes/enhancements achieved.

Paper Ref: 940664; Cultural Encounters - The Nuclear Legislator
(Polmear et al)

The Sellafield Site, as a large, complex and diverse nuclear site, enjoys the
attention of many branches of the government's enforcement/legislative arms.
One of the major involvement's of people on the Site is with the Nuclear
Installations Inspectorate. Such interactions take place on a day by day basis.
Individual inspectors are tasked with inspecting defined areas of responsibility
and teams of inspectors conduct audits and investigations. These activities
interact with the workforce at all levels and with differing levels of formality.
These interactions were examined as part of the safety culture audit referred to
earlier in order that the impact of the external inspection process on our safety
culture could be assessed.

The results were complex, but indicated that the actions taken by inspectors
can have significant impact on the attitude of people towards legislation and the
inspecting organisations. A review of the legislators culture also revealed a
shift which was reflected in their interactions with the licensee. This in turn had
shaped the organisational response to the legislation.

SUMMARY

This paper has traced BNFL'S commitment to the continuous improvement of
safety performance through and by people. That development has been built
upon a firm quantitative base provided through the mechanisms of safety
culture audits/reviews. Application of the outcomes of those studies to the
practical enhancement of safety culture on the Sellafield Site has been explored
in both mature management organisations and newly emerging organisations
developed as the Site expands its business activities. The importance of
external encounters in shaping internal attitudes have also been briefly
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reviewed. Details of these programmes are given in in latter papers to be
presented by colleagues.

BNFL recognise that we have taken only a few steps of a very long journey,
but one to which we must remain committed if our goal of continuous safety
improvement is to be maintained. There is no 'quick fix1!

REFERENCES

[i] Lee et all "Perceptions of Risk and Attitudes to Safety at a Nuclear
Reprocessing Plant".
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Figure 1 : BNFL Facilities in the UK -
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SAFETY CULTURE PROCESSES - FIGURE 5
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TRAINING THE NEXT GENERATION OF NUCLEAR ENGINEERS
IN SAFETY CULTURE

Madeline Anne Feltus

The Pennsylvania State University
Nuclear Engineering, 231 Sackett Building

University Park, PA 16802 USA

ABSTRACT

This paper presents how undergraduate and graduate nuclear engineering students
at the Pennsylvania State University are trained to develop a safety ethic or "culture"
during their coursework. This safety culture is instilled in terms of nuclear safety analysis,
design, and licensing issues. Various aspects of reactor safety are described either
directly or indirectly in each Penn State nuclear engineering course by the development
of particular theory and practical applications. A graduate level reactor safety course
serves to tie in all the student's previous knowledge into a focused study of safety
analysis, licensing, and accident scenarios.

With each Penn State nuclear engineering course, there is a focus, and an
expected tevel of understanding of the impact of analysis and design on reactor safety.
Foundational to all courses is the knowledge of atomic, health, and reactor physics,
mathematics, and general engineering principles. This paper describes the progression
of courses related to reactor safety in the Penn State curriculum. The objectives for each
course is given in terms of its importance in reactor safety.

A detailed description of the graduate level reactor safety course is given to
demonstrate how to assemble safety topics into a course that directly addresses safety,
licensing, and accident analyses. This safety course serves to provide students with an
comprehension of the current "safety culture" in the United States, and hopefully, instills

• a proper understanding of safety issues and ethics.
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INTRODUCTION

How can employees and managers at nuclear power plants be taught a "safety
culture" ? Each nuclear installation has its own "culture" or particular approach to safety
issues. Moreover, how can nuclear engineering students be taught to have a
fundamental understanding and respect for nuclear safety concerns. This paper
describes how to build an undergraduate and graduate level curriculum that teaches
reactor safety topics within nuclear technology and physics courses, and how to develop
a course specifically focused on reactor safety.

It is important for trained nuclear engineers to comprehend the impact of their
assumptions made during their analyses on overall reactor safety. When nuclear
analyses are performed, a sufficiently conservative approach must be used so that plant
safety will not be jeopardized or reduced. These analyses include the areas of fuel
design, core thermal-hydraulics, plant systems interactions, reactor transients, and
dynamic response. Although each discipline can and usually is the focus of a single
course devoted to that topic, nuclear reactor safety should also be addressed as a
comprehensive subject, allowing students to understand how all the pieces fit together.

DESCRIPTION OF PENN STATE NUCLEAR ENGINEERING COURSES

Table 1 gives a list of the major nuclear engineering courses given at Penn State.
Although other courses are available for nuclear engineering students and students
outside the major, Table 1 gives the primary ones involving nuclear technology and
theory, both at the undergraduate and graduate level. The course numbers are given for
information, and indicate the level of the course. Undergraduate nuclear engineering
students must take those courses marked with an asterisk (*). Two courses, NucE 31OW
and 431W, also have technical writing as part of their requirements, to meet Penn State's
writing-across-the-curriculum mission.

Other nuclear engineering courses, not listed on Table 1, are also available to
nuclear engineering students for special or independent studies and to sharpen their
mathematics and physics knowledge. Some classes are taught to students outside the
department, as electives.

The 300 level courses are taken by juniors. Both undergraduates and graduates
take 400 level courses, but only graduate students take 500 level courses. The table also
shows whether safety, ethics, and licensing issues are addressed as a topic within the
course. Some additional information is given in Table 1 about some of the courses to
clarify their content or placement in the curriculum.
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NucE 31OW gives Penn State undergraduates an introduction to issues in nuclear
engineering, safety, licensing, etc., with a focus on clear, written communications.
Various topics and feature lectures are given to prompt students, early in their studies,
to consider safety, and learn "safety culture" in a manner that they can articulate it for
the non-nuclear engineer and layperson.

NucE 301, 302, and 403, required for all undergraduates and graduate students
coming into nuclear engineering from other majors, provide students with three semesters
of nuclear science and reactor physics, using standard textbooks [1]. Two laboratory
courses, NucE 450 and 451, give the students "hands on" experience with radiation
detectors and experiments focused on nuclear phenomena and reactor physics. These
courses, required for undergraduates, do not directly relate to nuclear safety, but provide
the theoretical basis for the other required courses, NucE 430 and 431W, which do
address safety topics. NucE 460, 430 and 431W, and the other courses with safety
topics, are discussed in detail next.

The nuclear systems risk assessment course, NucE 460, teaches students about
probability concepts, distributions, failure data, reliability and availability of simple
systems. Fault and event tree analysis, risk concepts, and nuclear power risks are taught
to students using WASH-1400 and the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC)
Fault Tree Handbook [2].

Light water reactor (LWR) technology is taught in NucE 430, Design Principles of
Reactor Systems, and the concept of departure from nucleate boiling (DNBR) and critical
heat flux (CHF) is expounded and computer analysis is used to provide a feel for how
reactor fluid flow and heat flux interact. Details about Pressurized Water Reactors
(PWRs) and Boiling Water Reactors (BWRs) are described so that students are familiar
with the differences and similarities in design, and how these impact reactor safety. In
NucE 430, the events at Chernobyl, SL1, Three Mile Island, and other reactors are
described so that students have a detailed understanding of reactor accidents, and
systems interactions.

The Nuclear Reactor Design Synthesis course, NucE 431W, as the "capstone
design" course [3], provides the students with the practical experience of designing a
PWR reactor core from scratch. This approach serves to teach design concepts on a
focused, integrated project where students develop scaled-down versions of pressurized
water reactors, that must comply with the same design requirements and safety
constraints imposed on actual reactors. Students perform thermal-hydraulics, reactor
physics, fuel depletion, core performance, and economic analyses to demonstrate that
their design concept is not only safe, but also feasible and economically competitive with
full-scale cores.
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The NucE 431W course structure and content revolves around the design project
[3] to give a straight-forward, logical flow path for an inherently iterative design process.
New theory, e.g., core fuel management and core burnup, is presented as a natural
outgrowth using realistic vs. simplistic assumptions. Theory presented in prerequisite
courses (i.e., NucE 301, 302, 403, and 430) is reviewed for its impact on the design
process to stress how nuclear reactor design must be integrated in terms of technical,
safety, and economic issues.

In this undergraduate reactor design course, which is the NucE 431W "capstone"
design course, the students use all of the courses in the major and other basic
engineering courses to synthesize theory and applications to design a reactor core that
is safe, efficient, and economic. The students must apply theory from prerequisite
courses and new theory which is introduced in this course by using various computer
programs and platforms. New theory is brought into the course lectures according to the
current design aspect and nuclear safety issue being taught. Since the design project is
the final product of the course, the process of designing a safe, but economic, core is the
focus, and this process is inherently iterative in nature. This means that the students
must go from theory to practical calculations in steps that may need to be repeated, as
new safety and design requirements are met. This approach allows students to see how
safety parameters are changed by slight or major core design modifications.

The relationship between theory and application in NucE 431W is synergistic, in
that tying them together provides a mnemonic device for students to remember both sides
of the coin. This "hands on" approach allows students to understand the limitations of
simple models, and when more sophisticated models are needed. By evaluating the
results of current industrial programs against solutions given by their simple calculations,
the students can get a feel for what are realistic, reasonable, and accurate answers.
The practice of engineering is essentially problem solving, and builds on previous theory,
applications, calculational techniques. By using practical, but safe, nuclear engineering
design criteria, students can see when simple assumptions must be used or replaced by
more sophisticated numerical analyses and models, to understand how their assumptions
impact safety analysis parameters.

Reactor systems interactions and advanced thermal-hydraulics topics are covered
in three graduate level courses, NucE 470,501, and 597B, which use the TRAC, COBRA,
and FRDEM thermal-hydraulics computer codes. NucE 470 provides the basic
knowledge needed for power plant simulation, and thermal-hydraulic modelling using the
NRC's TRAC code. NucE 501 and 597B focus on thermal-hydraulic fundamentals,
COBRA and FRDEM subchannel analyses, and two-phase flow heat transfer. Nuclear
reactor safety is addressed in terms of fuel rod and LWR design criteria, uncertainties
analysis and systems design.
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The graduate level fuel management class, NucE 512, focuses on in-core fuel
management in terms of core reloads, static physics analysis, optimization, and design
economics. The course uses LEOPARD and the Penn State Fuel Management Package
[3] as a first teaching tool, and then features the CASMO-3/SIMULATE-3 codes [4,5]
This approach provides a means to demonstrate the impact of fuel design on safety
constraints. In the graduate fuel management course, computer programs and codes are
use to give "hands on" experience with simple methods and actual industry codes such
as SIMULATE and CASMO [4,5].

Although simple instructional programs could have been used exclusively, the
LEOPARD and PSFMP instructional programs [3] are used to demonstrate simple
numerical solutions. This serves as a bridge to introduce the "real tools" of the nuclear
industry, CASMO and SIMULATE. The students are exposed to the various fuel
management codes and the historical progression of their development in this approach
[6]. The students must design a first cycle and equilibrium cycle core, that meets the
reactor safety criteria imposed by current PWR designs, which use burnable poisons rods,
burnable absorbers, and moderator temperature coefficient constraints.

A graduate level reactor kinetics and dynamics course, NucE 597K, featuring the
QUANDRY-based [7] STAR three-dimensional kinetics code [8], concentrates on reactor
power response, kinetics analysis, and the impact of thermal-hydraulics on reactor power.
This kinetics course allows students to study and actually model coupled thermal-
hydraulics and kinetics transients, that are important to safety, such as control rod
ejection, withdrawal, and ATWS events. This course uses point reactor kinetics theory
and standard dynamics texts [9,10] to teach the fundamentals and to develop student's
understanding of coupled, three-dimensional neutronics.

Finally, a graduate level reactor safety course, NucE 597D, has evolved to teach
students the NRC licensing process, design basis for reactors, Final Safety Analysis
Report accident scenarios, severe accident analysis and management strategies. This
author proposed in 1991 that a graduate level safety course be given at Penn State,
based on the apparent need for one in the curriculum, and because the need for such a
nuclear engineering course was evident, as a result of her 14 years of industry
experience. The safety course is described in detail in the next section.

Additional courses in radiation shielding, radiological safety, reactor transport
theory, radioactive waste control, instrumentation and control, radiation detection and
measurement, reactor experiments, TRIGA operations, and nuclear systems risk
assessment are available for the students to focus on particular theory, skills and
concepts. These fundamental courses are used as prerequisites or corequisites for the
safety-related courses (i.e. NucE 430, 43-JW, 501, 512, 597B, 597D, 597K, as indicated
on Table 1). The safety-related courses focus on reactor safety and design and serve
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to train Penn State students to have an overall understanding of nuclear safety and
develop in them a "safety culture."

DESCRIPTION OF THE GRADUATE LEVEL NUCLEAR SAFETY COURSE

Using Abramson's Guidebook [11] and Lewis' textbook [12] as guidelines, this
author proposed a list of subjects to be included in a graduate level reactor safety course,
NucE 597D. This course, which is now taught by three full-time Penn State faculty,
including the author, and one adjunct professor who works for a reactor vendor, serves
to give an overview of analysis techniques, licensing process, and regulations for nuclear
reactor safety. Each professor lectures within his/her particular area of experience and
expertise, so that the graduate students can ask in-depth questions, as required.
Students are also given assignments in each major topic, and timely safety issues are
investigated. For example, external events were addressed specifically in 1993 and 1995
in terms of the hurricane Andrew in Florida in 1993, and the severe earthquake in Kobe,
Japan in 1995, both of which were extreme external events.

Table 2 gives an outline of the topics covered in the reactor safety course, NucE
597D. First the licensing process is reviewed in terms of current U.S. NRC regulations,
charter, purpose, organization, and its interface between vendors and utilities. Light
Water Reactor (LWR) design criteria is described in terms of single failures, requirements
for defense in depth, and core thermal-hydraulic limits. Standard accident classifications
for PWRs and BWRs are taught, as well as safety systems, containment structures, and
operating conditions.

Transient analysis methods are described in depth so that students understand
what design models, codes, and types of analyses are required. Codes such as
LOFTRAN, RETRAN, BISON, RAMONA, and TRAC are reviewed for their capabilities
and limitations. Loss of Coolant Accidents (LOCAs) and design basis accidents are
described in terms of what types of analysis methods are required for the traditional
Appendix K LOCA and best-estimate LOCA thermal-hydraulics approaches. The lectures
involving safety analyses provide students with the history of development of the
methods, and an understanding of how and why these analyses are done for current
LWR designs.

Actual accidents and reactor events are described in great detailed (vs. NucE430)
in terms of their history and reason for their occurrence. The SL-1, TMI, Chernobyl, and
LaSalle events are specifically addressed to show how they have impacted safety
analysis requirements, and reactor design changes. Severe accidents and those beyond
the plant design basis, are studied in terms of risk analysis, Individual Plant Evaluation
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and Probablistic Risk Assessment documentation requirements (e.g., WASH-1400,
NUREG 1150) for class 9 severe accident analysis.

Finally, advanced reactor design concepts are taught for the General Electric
Simplified and Advanced BWR designs and Westinghouse AP600 and APWR designs,
in terms of how these new and evolutionary designs enhance safety or mitigate accident
consequences. Eastern and Soviet designs are described because students may have
to perform safety assessments and analyses as part of their future employment.

SUMMARY

Both undergraduate and graduate nuclear engineering students at the
Pennsylvania State University study particular subjects that deal either directly or
indirectly with reactor safety. As part of their training, they must be exposed to safety
issues in terms of reactor design, analyses, and technology. The current curriculum
serves to develop in each student, a safety ethic or "culture" that can be carried with
him/her after graduation into the nuclear power industry. This safety culture is instilled
in terms of understanding the history behind reactor designs, nuclear safety analysis
techniques, regulations, and licensing issues.

Various aspects of reactor safety are described either directly or indirectly in each
Penn State nuclear engineering course by the development of particular theory, exposure
to physical experiments, and by practical applications. A graduate level reactor safety
course serves to tie in all the student's previous knowledge into a focused study of safety
analysis, risk assessment, severe accidents, licensing, and actual reactor events and
postulated accident scenarios.
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Table 1 Penn State's Nuclear Engineering Courses

Course #

301 *

302*

310 W*

403*

408, 420

409, 597F

428

430*

431 W*

442, 443, 445

444

450*

451 *

460

470

501, 597B

505, 597E

512

521,525

597 D

597 K

Course Title, Description

FUNDAMENTAL OF REACTOR PHYSICS

INTRO. TO REACTOR DESIGN - second course in reactor
physics

ISSUES IN NUCLEAR ENGINEERING - societal, technical,
ethics, public acceptance

ADVANCED REACTOR DESIGN - third course in reactor
physics

RADIATION SHIELDING, RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY

NUCLEAR MATERIALS

RADIOACTIVE WASTE CONTROL

DESIGN PRINCIPLES OF REACTOR SYSTEMS -Nuclear
technology, thermal power cycles, heat removal

NUCLEAR REACTOR CORE DESIGN SYNTHESIS -
Technical, economic optimization of nuclear systems, core
physics, T/H design

NUCLEAR REACTOR CONTROL, DATA ACQUISITION,
DIGITAL INSTRUMENTATION

NUCLEAR REACTOR OPERATIONS LABORATORY

RADIATION DETECTION AND MEASUREMENT

EXPERIMENTS IN REACTOR PHYSICS

NUCLEAR SYSTEMS RISK ASSESSMENT

POWER PLANT SIMULATION - Computer simulation of
reactor systems, thermal-hydraulics, TRAC

REACTOR ENGINEERING, ADVANCED THERMAL
HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS OF LWRS - T/H analysis of power
reactors, fuel, two-phase flow in channels, DNBR,
subchannel analysis

REACTOR INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL

NUCLEAR FUEL MANAGEMENT - Core reload, physics
analysis, optimization, economics

NEUTRON TRANSPORT, MONTE CARLO METHODS

NUCLEAR REACTOR SAFETY - Details, Table 2

NUCLEAR REACTOR KINETICS AND DYNAMICS

Safety

NO

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

YES

* Courses required for undergraduate students
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Table 2

Topics Discussed in Penn State's Nuclear Safety Course

The Licensing Process:
NRC Charter, purpose, organization, NRC interface between vendors, utilities,
CFR 10 Parts 21, 52

Light Water Reactor Design Criteria:
General design, criteria, single failure, defense in depth approach, core thermal-
hydraulic limits

Accident Classification for PWRs and BWRs

BWR Safety Systems, Containment Design, Setpoints, Operations

PWR Safety Systems, Containment Design, Setpoints, Operations

PWR Transient Analysis Methods:
Goals, Concerns, Design Models, LOFTRAN, RETRAN, core limits, setpoints

BWR Transient Analysis Methods:
Goals, Concerns, Design Models, BISON, RAMONA, TRAC

PWR Design Basis Accidents:
LOCA (Small, Large), Traditional App. K methods, New App. K rule change, best-

. estimate methods

BWR Design Basis Accidents:
LOCA (Large, Small) methods, models, results, future directions

Accidents and Events, History and Reasons:
SL-1, TMI, Chernobyl, LaSalle, others

Accidents Beyond Design Basis:
Severe Accidents, NUREG 1150, Class 9 Events

Risk Analysis, Probablistic Analysis Methods:
WASH-1400, IPE, PRA overview

Advanced Reactor Designs:
SBWR, ABWR, AP600, APWR

Eastern European, Soviet Plant Designs

10
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SAFETY CULTURE IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

THE IMPACT OF WORK MANAGEMENT
ON OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURES AT NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

Dr. Edward N. LAZO
OECD Nuclear Energy Agency, France

ABSTRACT
The impact of work management actions on occupational exposure is a subject which has been
greatly discussed, and there are many examples of case studies showing various aspects of the
application of work management approaches to reducing worker doses. For example, the OECD
Nuclear Energy Agency held a workshop on the subject of work management in February 1992,
and produced a workshop proceedings document discussing the case studies presented. In spite
of this large body of case studies, however, there is currently no generic guidance as to how to
quantify of the impact of ALARA measures.

In a practical sense, given the competitive electricity production market place, all expenditures
at nuclear power plants must be "justified" to gain the approval of plant operational management.
Thus to justify the implementation of a work management technique to reduce worker's
occupational exposures, radiation protection personnel must also demonstrate that the technique
will save time or money or both.

To assist in this process, an NEA Expert Group is currently preparing a "Handbook of Good
Practices". In each of seven areas, this Handbook cites specific case studies which illustrate the
techniques used to quantify the impacts of work management actions in that particular area.
Generic guidance as to how to approach the quantification of impacts in each area is also
provided. The areas addressed by the Handbook are; 1. Work Management Policy, 2. Regulatory
Constraints, 3. Worker Involvement, 4. Work Selection and Planning, 5. Work Preparation and
Scheduling, 6.Work Implementation, and 7. Assessment and Feedback. This "how to" report is
intended to be of practical use to radiation protection personnel at nuclear power plants. Some
of the quantification techniques discussed are also applicable to other portions of the fuel cycle.
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THE IMPACT OF WORK MANAGEMENT
ON OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURES AT NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

INTRODUCTION

As we near the beginning of the 21st century, the industrialized world continues to change.
More and more, in all facets of modern industry, economic pressures have made productivity and
cost competitiveness essential concepts to the very survival of companies. In response to these
pressures, many companies have adopted a very global approach to their work, stressing the
importance of approaching jobs from the multi-disciplinary team perspective, and of following
jobs completely through the stages of conception, design, planning, preparation, implementation,
and follow-up. By focusing such attention on jobs, their successful completion - on schedule,
within budget, with a sufficient level of quality, with minimum cost, and with a maximum chance
of fulfilling the originally desired goal - can be assured. This multi-disciplinary, start-to-finish
approach to jobs can be broadly termed Work Management.

The nuclear power industry is experiencing the same economic pressures as most other
modern industries, and is working to increase revenues and to reduce costs, all while maintaining
a sufficient margin of safety for the public, and while reducing the risks to which its workers are
exposed. In the case of the nuclear power industry, increasing revenues means maximizing the
operation time (or minimizing the outage time) of nuclear reactors. Reducing costs means
lowering expenditures for maintenance during normal operation and during refueling outages.
While these two goals may at first seem to be in conflict with the goals of maintaining a
sufficient margin of public safety and reducing risks to nuclear workers, thirty years of nuclear
power plant operation have demonstrated that the application of the above mentioned Work
Management principles in the nuclear power industry can simultaneously fulfill all these goals.

To further study the process of the application of work management techniques in the
nuclear power industry, the NEA, in February, 1992, sponsored a Workshop titled, "Work
Management to Reduce Occupational Doses". During this workshop, radiation protection
personnel from around the world presented numerous case studies showing how the application
of work management had saved them time, dose, and money. It was widely felt that work
management practices were slowly diffusing throughout the nuclear power industry, however, in
conclusion, it was felt that further work should be performed in the area of quantifying the effects
of work management practices. The Workshop's recommendation, as published in the NEA
Workshop Proceedings document, is as follows:

To continue along the same lines, it was considered of great interest to try to develop some
guidance on the quantification ofALARA measures. If one is able to present quantitative
evidence, in the form of gain in time, money, and dose, for example, by introducing dose
reduction measures, it would be much easier to make the case for such measures and get
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them accepted. It was therefore recommended that the NEA set up an ad-hoc group to
study the question of quantification of "work management" actions.

Based on this recommendation, in 1993 the NEA formed an Expert Group on the Impact
of Work Management on Occupational Exposure, and charged this group to produce a study on
"the quantification of the impact of key work management factors on worker doses and
operational costs". To this end, a "Handbook of Good Practices" is being prepared which
attempts to provide a comprehensive review of work management practices, and to provide for
each of several broad areas of work management, application techniques for the quantification
of impacts. In the Handbook, quantification techniques will be illustrated with actual case
studies.

The objective of this report, and of the Handbook of Good Practices, will be to focus on
the application of Work Management principles to the reduction of occupational exposure, which
is only one part of one of the goals of Work Management mentioned previously. However,
because the reduction of dose is often accomplished by the reduction of the number of workers
in the radiologically controlled zone, by the reduction of the time spent by workers in that zone,
and by the reduction of the amount of rework (due to faulty design, planning, preparation,
implementation, or follow-up) the goals of reducing.costs, as well as classical safety risks, and
the goal of minimizing the time required for an outage, can often also be simultaneously fulfilled.

This report is intended to be a brief summary of the Handbook of Good Practices. To
accomplish this, several broad areas where Work Management can be applied in the nuclear
power industry, which are presented in the Handbook, will be discussed. The specific aspects
of Work Management applicable to each of these broad areas will be illustrated.

Work Management Policy

As with the implementation of any initiative, success depends upon motivation and support
originating at the highest levels of the organization. Work Management is no exception to this
rule, and requires that plant management be willing to support, in policy and budget, the idea that
multi-disciplinary teams will be required to plan, schedule, implement, and follow-up jobs. A
type of "customer / client" relationship, in other words a service oriented relationship, should be
fostered between these teams and the plant.

Management commitment to any project is always demonstrated by management presence.
Management policy should thus encourage managers to make frequent visits to the work site(s),
and to have first-hand knowledge of project status and problems. This can be facilitated by the
appropriate delegation of authority, which will free managers time somewhat to allow such sit
visits.
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In addition, management policy can require that work be performed within specified limits
(dose, man-hours, time, etc.). This can be implemented via contractual requirements for
contractors, and by management's willingness to fund, in terms of money and personnel, the
projects necessary to meet the assigned goals. The communication of these goals, and of
management's commitment to them, to all workers is also very important.

Regulatory Issues

Although not having such direct influence on the application of Work Management as plant
policy, regulatory policy indirectly effects the way that Work Management is applied. Recent
trends in regulation have been more towards "performance standard" type rules as opposed to
more prescriptive type rules. For example, a performance standard type rule would require that
secondary side water contamination concentration remain below a certain limit or constraint,
while a prescriptive rule would require systematic steam generator tube inspection during every
refueling outage. The former type or regulation fulfills the regulatory authority's obligation to
protect workers and the public while leaving the operator free to optimize work to obtain the best
results from his/her standpoint. This is an example of regulatory application of Work
Management.

In addition to regulatory limits on occupational exposure, regulatory authorities also use
constraints and operational restrictions to assure that as limits are approached measures will be
taken to prevent the passing of these limits. In Sweden, while the recommendations of ICRP 60
have not been enacted into law, the Authorities now have imposed an individual dose Operational
Restriction of 100 mSv over 5 years. Also, for the year each unit must remain below the
Operational Restriction of 2 person-Sv GW'1. Switzerland is the first country in the world to
adopt into law the recommendations of ICRP 60. As of the beginning of 1995, an individual
annual dose Operational Restriction of 20 mSv, and an annual Operational Restriction for each
unit of 2.5 person-Sv have been imposed (Loi federale du 22 mars 1991, and Ordonnance du 22
juin 1994). It should be noted that the Swiss Restrictions were identified in 1991 such that plants
had several years to adjust their programmes for compliance. In the U.K. the annual individual
dose limit is 20 mSv, and the regulatory investigation level is 15 mSv. Further, 2 mSv/yr is
considered to be de minimis.

While these regulatory constraints and restrictions do not carry with them civil or statutory
punishments, as do regulatory limits, they do carry sufficient regulatory weight to assure that they
will be complied with appropriately. In a Work Management sense, this non-prescriptive type
of regulation leaves the utilities with a certain flexibility to optimize their operations within the
applied constraints, while at the same time fulfilling the regulator's role of protecting the worker.
It is likely that more and more national authorities will adopt this type of performance based
constraint and operational restriction system into their national regulations.
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In terms of revisiting existing regulations, many utilities are now interested in applying this
same Work Management approach in order to demonstrate to regulatory authorities that some
rules are too restrictive. For example, in Germany, it has been suggested that work on redundant
safety systems should be allowed during normal operation as opposed to only during refueling
outages. In the U.K., two to three year operation cycles have been proposed. In the U.S., limits
on the purging of the containment of noble gasses, based on calculated public doses, have been
questioned with regard to measured doses received by workers.

The influence of the Work Management approach is thus seen on both sides of the
regulatory fence.

Worker Involvement

A topic which influences many of the stages of a job is worker involvement. By engaging
the worker in the task being performed, the worker is more likely to be motivated to perform the
job to the best of his/her abilities. This will be reflected in lower job doses as well as in higher
job quality.

Worker motivation can take many forms. In the spirit of Work Management, the worker
should be involved as much as possible in the multi-disciplinary job team which performs the
task planning, scheduling, training, implementation, and feedback.

In that most jobs are performed by contractors, the possibility of worker involvement in
planning and scheduling is somewhat limited because contractor workers are normally not
physically present on the site much before the beginning of work. However, for specific jobs
it is clear that the plant and the contractor must work together during the planning and scheduling
stages to prepare the job. The use of contractual clauses specifying dose goals can be effective
at this level. It is also clear that contractors must be present on the plant site for some job/plant
specific training before the task, and for the job review after the task. Triggers such as collective
dose, individual dose, critical path person-hours, etc. should be chosen to select those tasks which
require such special treatment.

By "planning" for the unexpected, that is, by leaving a certain flexibility in the work
procedures, the "expert judgement" of the worker can be allowed to function during the training
for and performance of the task. This will allow for the most effective completion of the task
within whatever circumstances exist at the time and place of task execution. It should be noted
that by contractually specifying the required worker qualifications, which often will result in
higher personnel costs, the use of high-quality personnel can be assured, thus theoretically
resulting in more effective completion of the job.
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During the training and execution of tasks, worker involvement is exceptionally important
In addition to the flexibility of procedures and contractual goals mentioned above, the use of
goals for the workers can be motivational. Such goals as job collective dose, daily dose,
individual dose, total man-hours, etc. can encourage workers. Linking these goals to
competitions, such as prizes for the best teams, or comparisons to results at sister-plants or from
previous outages, can also be effective. It should be noted, however, that these goals must be
challenging but realistic, and should be based on solid ALARA analyses and on previous "good
practice". Goals must also be clearly stated and should be reinforced visually by posting charts,
graphs and/or results on a periodic basis. It should also be noted that the success of such a
system rests partly on having and assigning sufficient radiation protection staff to correctly
perform the work.

The radiation protection "suggestion box" can also be a useful motivational tool. This
generally requires some sort of a periodic prize (best suggestion of the week, month, etc.) to draw
the attention of the workers.

Finally, in terms of the job training and implementation phase, the support and participation
of senior management in motivating workers is also essential. Simple things such as motivational
training sessions for workers, where goals and means for achieving these goals are spelled out,
and visible senior management presence at the job sites are very encouraging, and show the
workers that they are not the only ones participating in the process and that management will
listen to their suggestions.

The last stage of a job, the post-job review, is important for all jobs, but is most important
for tasks which will be repeated. This can include such routine, non-specific tasks as scaffolding
assembly and disassembly, pipe insulation removal and replacement, decontamination and
shielding, which can account for 15% to 30% of a plants outage collective dose, as well as
specific tasks such as reactor vessel head removal and replacement. For all such reviews, it is
very important to keep contractor employees at the work site so that their direct input can be
obtained and fed back into the next task planning stage. And as mentioned above, this requires
the management commitment to pay contractors for their review time, as well as to maintain site
task review and feedback teams.
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Work Selection and Planning

The objective of work selection is to identify those tasks which are "necessary". Work
which can fall into this category includes regulatory requirements, work related to the reliable
operation of the plant, and work associated with refueling. Unfortunately, not all jobs are
obviously "necessary" or "unnecessary", and it is here that the concept of Work Management
must be applied to appropriately select jobs to be performed. Once jobs have been selected for
performance, the process of planning begins, and again the multi-disciplinary Work Management
team approach should be applied.

As part of work selection, one technique which has proven effective in some countries
(Finland, Sweden, Germany) has been to defer tasks to longer, future outages (5 year outage, 10
year outage). Although this does not alter the amount of work to be performed, postponing work
can allow the regrouping of similar type jobs, or jobs on the same equipment or system, into a
single outage, which, if properly scheduled, should result in time and dose savings. Postponing
work can result in a reduction of work if, for example, annual jobs (inspections, calibrations) are
performed only every other year.

Another technique which saves outage time but not necessarily dose, is to reschedule work
from the refueling outage period to the normal operation period. This is, of course, not always
possible due to physical and regulatory constraints, however if the option is available it should
be considered.

Finally, although it is difficult to identify generic selection criteria, the appropriate selection
of work to be performed can significantly reduce the duration and dose of a refueling outage.
The necessity to perform each job should be questioned systematically, as mentioned above, and
should be based on plant condition - is the proposed job necessary to make the plant safer, more
reliable, or more efficient? It should also be noted that such questioning should continue, based
on changes in schedule or other work to be performed, until the job is actually begun.

In terms of planning, Work Management would require that a multi-disciplinary team be
used to plan jobs, including representatives from plant management, scheduling, maintenance
engineering, safety, and radiation protection, as well as from the contractor as applicable. This
approach will assure that all appropriate measures are taken into account during the preparation
of procedures. In order to completely apply this approach, however, detailed information
regarding the number and type of workers, and the number of work hours (staging, performing
work, post job cleanup) is necessary.
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Work Preparation and Scheduling

As witfr,the other areas ofWork Management implementation, two of the keys during work
preparation an&J scheduling are multi-disciplinary communication, and simplicity of training and
worker instructions.

In order t§ maximize the efficiency of a refueling outage, it is necessary that all
participating disciplines contribute to the scheduling process to assure that all disciplines' needs
are optimized. By^ising "area-based" planning, spacial conflicts can be avoided, efficient reuse
of equipment (tentsji scaffolds, removal of insulation, etc.) can be assured, and multiple jobs on
the same piece of equipment can be optimized. By also incorporating "resource-based"
scheduling, the use oft ventilation equipment, shielding, scaffolding, insulation removal, etc. can
be properly factored injo the schedule to avoid costly delays and/or excessive doses, both due to
a lack of proper equipment. This process will also contribute to limiting the number of workers
necessary, and to limiting the length of critical path work.

\
\

Once scheduled, thê  preparation for the outage is also very important. Worker training,
using such aids as work station mock-ups, photographs, surrogate tours, etc. can be very useful.
Often, however, this type bf training is only effective for large and/or complicated tasks. It
should be noted that as little^ as 25% of a worker's time is actually spent at the work site, such
that even the best training wî l only save a limited amount of scheduled time (although this may
be important for critical path ĵobs). Also, in order to facilitate and appropriately manage work
at the same time, the use of radiation work permits (RWPs) and/or work permits (WPs) can be
very effective. If properly constructed, these permits will guide workers efficiently through all
required authorizations such thaj: all the parties involved in a job will know what they have to
do, and plant personnel will know what is going on in the plant, preventing delays and job
conflicts. \ \

It should also be noted that ALARA review^ and dose estimates, the level of which should
be based on job dose (collective, individual) cut-off points, are important and should be discussed
with workers prior to the start of work. This assures that all workers are aware of their goals,
as discussed earlier, and that the radiation protection staff is prepared to offer work support as
appropriate. Actual doses, as compared with dose, estimates, can then serve as one of the
indicators of the effective implementation of Work lOlanagement.

\

Work Implementation \

The most important concept for the implementation of Work Management during the phase
of work implementation is the control of work and the work environment.

\
\
\
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To effectively control work, supervisors must spend sufficient time at the work sites to be
aware of progress and problems. To resolve any problems encountered, inter-service
communications must be quick and efficient. To this end, the French have experimented with
the use of a full time reactor building chief, who is the central contact point for any problems
encountered, such as lack of electric current, problems with elevators, questions about permits,
etc.

The control of access to and time spent in the controlled zone is also important. The
Americans have experimented with a "reactor building gorilla" who is responsible for assuring
that all workers entering the reactor building are properly authorized and will not stray from their
appointed tasks. To minimize transit and "waiting time" doses, the Finnish have installed break
rooms (where eating, drinking, and smoking are allowed) within the controlled zone.

Finally, it should be noted that operational dose-rate control is also important. This can
be accomplished only with efficient communications. For example, the effective control of
"transient" high dose rates, from hot spots in piping systems, requires hot-spot identification
(workers and/or radiation protection) followed by line flushing or hot spot shielding. In that
these hot spots are, by nature, transient, follow-up surveys are also necessary.

These simple examples illustrate the importance of maintaining control, in all senses, of
the work being performed. Again, communications and multi-discipline coordination are the keys
to successful implementation of Work Management.

Work Assessment and Feedback

The final stage of work is that of assessment and feedback. However, when applying the
Work Management philosophy to jobs, this is also the first stage because, in essence, the process
is continuous. As with the other stages, the multi-disciplinary approach is stressed.

In terms of work assessment, the indicators used to assess work, and the bench marks
against which these indicators are judged, must be multifaceted. For example, collective dose
and individual dose distribution must be joined by other indicators such as person-hours, number
of workers, work duration, rework required, delays and problems, etc. For such bench marks and
indicators, data from pre-job ALARA analysis, historical data and data from other sites is
essential.

Feedback should be as direct as possible. That is to say, the workers having performed
the work should directly provide their suggestions as to how the work could have been improved,
or how the problems encountered could have been better addressed. This may involve paying
the contractor to remain at the site after the completion of the work.
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To "close the Work Management loop", a mechanism for assuring the implementation of
the job feedback is necessary. Such formalized systems as suggestion tracking lists, or more
informal systems such a simply maintaining the Assessment/Feedback team in tact for the
preparation and planning of subsequent work, have been utilized.

Finally, the entire system of Work Management implementation should be audited
periodically to assure that it is functioning properly. Again, many systems, from very formal to
very informal, have been tried.

Conclusions

Work Management is a holistic, start-to-finish, multi-disciplinary approach to jobs. The
objective of Work Management is the optimization of work such that its successful completion
- on schedule, within budget, with a sufficient level of quality, with minimum cost, and with a
maximum chance of fulfilling the originally desired goal - can be assured. The attainment of this
objective requires the active participation of everyone involved in the work. It is hoped that the
"Handbook of Good Practice", which will be published by the NEA, will be a useful tool for
Work Management implementation.

10
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SAFETY CULTURE IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS:

PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES "ETHOS" AND "RADIATIONAL
ANOMBE"

M.I.BOBNEVA

IPRAS-Institute of Psychology
Russian Academy of Sciences

Director of Centre of Consulting and Practical Psychology.
RUSSIAN FEDERATION

The variety of topics and issues, which are to be discussed at the meeting, and also IAEA earlier
publications indicate, that investigations on Safety Culture in Nuclear Installations become a
special trend, and determine the development of the Nuclear Branch.

The importance of this fact can hardly be exaggerated. There is nowadays no trend in
investigations more important for the existence of the Nuclear Branch, for its recognition by
society, as well as for the development of society on the basis of achievements, connected with
effective and safe (i.e. "cultural") use of nuclear energy.

But it is just the social importance of this trend that justifies the attention payed to the
methodological subjects in this field. I mean recognizing the traditional approaches specificity,
possibility and necessity of a new approaches developing, evaluations of subject priorities,
forming of new orientations, foundations and specializations of projects, specification and
verification of ideas, methods, and techniques, propose aims and problems. I would like to
submit some questions in this field and draw the experts attention to them.

There is no doubt, an idea in Safety Culture in Nuclear Installations and the whole Nuclear
Industry was developed under the influence of a vast number of investigations on Human
Factors in complex systems, ergonomics, human engineering, engineering psychology and lately

j also research on organizational behavior. Such an influence at one time was beneficial just
because that necessity of accounting for Human Factors was realized in a variety of cases of
specific technological problem solutions and for introduction of the Safety Culture concept.

But, unfortunately, disciplines, which would represent Human Factors in such research, have
been oriented for many years exclusively to a "machinery-minded", technocentric approach to
the man-machine systems.

Under such circumstances successes were achieved. The data of ergonomics are enlisted, when
technological complexes are designed. The quantitative dimensions of operator's performance
are used usually in accounting complex system reliability. On the basis of formal data of human
behavior technical aids are designed for protection against human errors. With regard to
quantitative data on some features of organizational systems for personnel are improved, etc.
Even industrial design and industrial art are included in these projects.

The list of achievements of these disciplines consists of many volumes. Naturally, in this
traditional field not all problems are solved, and data of these disciplines are indispensable for
Safety Culture development. But it's possible, that just in this new field the limitation and
invalidity of technocentric, "machinery-minded" approach to many problems of Human Factors
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in Nuclear Branch becomes especially explicit.

For example, the validity of some Safety Culture problems solutions would be discussed in the
frame of the technocentric approach. I suppose, at least, it is a useless opportunity - on the basis
of accounting for some (not accurately defined) dimensions of Safety Culture - to create an
effective Human Factors management system at the Nuclear Branch enterprises. But exactly that
approach is proclaimed by some representatives of the applied science in this field in our
country. It's significant, that even such controversial proposals for some technical approach
adepts are taking into account some special new problems (for example, "management of Human
Factors"). But it's evident, that it's difficult to solve such problems within traditional
technocentric requirements. There is an important question:whether it's possible to create the
Human Factors management system on the basis of formal quantitative data exclusively.
Naturally, I do not deny the necessity of some quantitative data concerning all dimensions of
Human Factors and Safety Culture. But I suppose that a formal account and quantitative data
only could not help us to recognize the special complex human and social problems, that are
connected with Human Factors and Safety Culture in the Nuclear Branch nowadays.

For some years working with accessible mass media information, concerning the reasons for
accidents, extreme situations and cases of emergency in the nuclear branch, evaluating the
peculiarities of social, economics, political, legal, technological conditions, in which the nuclear
branch exists nowadays, especially in our country, carrying out the preliminary research in the
field of radiation safety, working with the surveys of experts and different samples of specialists,
carrying out investigations in the Chernobyl zone of the case-study in extreme situations etc. we
come to the conclusion, that we should to change qualitatively the problems priorities in the
sphere of Human Factors in the Nuclear Branch and also in Safety Culture.

i

/ According to the analysis of collected data (at least under the social, economical, legal,
/ psychological conditions of our country), for ensuring the nuclear installations safe functioning
i and effective personnel and management systems work, it's necessary to take into account the

extreme importance of factors resulting from a complex of psychological, social-psychological
; and social factors.

The distinguished groups of social-psychological factors characterize the professional
performance of the staff and personal of nuclear objects, their social-psychological status, the
peculiarities of a modern stage of development of the Nuclear Branch in~ our country- the
principles of the personnel working in this branch, the interactions with the public movements,
population and mass media, interaction with the government persons and administrators of
different levels, etc.

j The following social-psychological factors-we consider the most actual:
i

( • factors, ensuring professional competence, personal interests, reliability, and

; • responsibility of the personnel and staff of nuclear installations;
• socio-psychological orientations and attitudes to the safe performance and nature

guarding activity;
• the system of values, preferences, the professional group and society norms and

standards, connected with the ensuring of safety of nuclear installations;

• socio-psychological peculiarities of perception and evaluation of radiation and ecological
risk and radiation safety danger by different groups of professionals
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(specialists),personnel and the staff of nuclear installations;

• factors of occupational and social status, prestige, perspectives of professional and
personal activity and career;

• social, group and professional norms and standards, which regulate the professional and
organizational behavior and activity of personnel, their attitudes towards administrative
and occupational normatives, instructions, requirements of safety engineering;

• evaluation and attitudes to socio-economic situation in the country, economic labor
condition and perspectives of economic development of the branch;

• legal and normative regulation of the development of the branch and professional
activities of different groups of specialists, personnel and staff of nuclear objects;

• factors, connected with the reorientation (under conversion, closing, dislocation etc.) of
nuclear objects and the staff;

• factors, ensuring social-psychological adaptation of the personnel, staff and different
groups of specialists to socio-psychological stresses, willingness and dispositions of
specialists to work under new conditions;

• stressors, influencing and raising social and psychological tensity in different groups of
specialists and the staff;

• the social pressure factor, connected with the protest movements, ecological and public
activity, influence by the massmedia, etc.

The analysis of such factors (and the factors characterizing perception and attitudes to the
development, location, exploitation of nuclear energy, discussions on perception of nuclear
danger and radiation risk, also processes of interaction of branch specialists with population and
regional administration, etc.) allows to outline some special measures and ways of improving of
Nuclear Branch Safety by the use of social-psychological approaches and opportunities.

I support that the situation is so significant, that it is necessary to found a special social-
psychological service for support of the personnel and staff of the Nuclear Branch for
psychological consulting, social-psychological rehabilitation, psychological work with the
personnel, e.g. T-group, psychological correction etc. (A special social-psychological study must
be done to ensure the interactions with the population, administration, mass media, public
movements, government bodies on different levels etc.).

Evidently a study in this sphere cannot be carried out in the frame of techno- or systemo-centric
approaches. So, the question is about a change, and more exactly, introduction of a new "Model
of Man" (I use the category of H.A. Simon) in Nuclear Branch.

Certainly -"operator as a servosystem" (and so on)-, non traditional approaches are useful as
models for a certain level of abstraction, if it is relevant to specific problem. But the new Model
of Man, humanitarian and social oriented, should represent the personality, endows with
complex high mental and social-psychological features, including norms-values person systems,
social status qualities, moral dispositions etc. Before we defined such a model as a "Model of
civic (civic-minded) Man"(may be "Status Man", as a participant of social interactions, endowed
with social roles and personal attitudes etc.).

In the context of the new orientation and new "Model of Man", it's possible and valid using the
working out in humanitarian and social branches, the "Culture" definition as a system of norms
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and values, established in the society, learned and used by a person. Under such an approach
there are some social and social-psychological problems on any level of a regulator system
creation.

Work as the expert with the projects of legal acts (laws), preparing for ensuring a legal ground to
the Nuclear Branch's existence and development in our country, showed, that in such statements
either there isn't any model of man (there isn't man as a subject of legal relations, rights, duties,
status, responsibility, etc.) or there is one using of the traditional machinery "Model of Man".

Modern social-industrial professional organization of operational-line personal and managers
(i.e. macro-socio technical system) in the Nuclear Branch as well as in other branches, designed
according to the standard type of "fabric organization", doesn't suppose activity of a man as a
civic-minded person, as a personality. These circumstances and additional social and ideological
factors are limits to the designs of law projects.

As an analysis of prepared legal statements shows the only legal norms, which concern man in
operational-line or in management systems, in it's essence either extremely repressive(for
example, norms of punishment of person for acts of terrorism at installations) of "heroic
sacrifice" by declaration (for example, which are prescribed the personal-thought, of course, "in
consent", to sacrifice of life and health for the "minimization" of damage in any accident at the
installations. Factually, outside such "repressive-sacrifice" legal normative system, professional
activity field was given up only the technological regulative systems [administrative,
organizational, safety engineering etc.], which are designed according machinery type
regulations. I suppose that the actuality of social-psychological problems of "Human Factors")
and high accident rate in Nuclear Branch are determined in many cases by ineffectiveness of
such a type of regulatory systems. I suppose it's necessary in all professional tasks and functions
to present opportunities to realization persons into full social, legal, professional, personal
interactions with other subjects of law. That's why I give great importance to the following
concept of "Safety Culture" as a system of societal, civic norms and values, as high regulatory
system for human social behavior and evaluations.

In this context "Safety Culture in Nuclear Installations" correlates with such concepts as
professional societies "Ethos" and "Mentalitat" (Mentality) of communities, groups and
individuals. "Ethos" of science (first of all, in nuclear physics) was elaborated by a former
generation of scientists and.sociologists and includes unwritten, (informal), but strictly shared
social norms and rules, standards of professional activity, responsibility, "scientific Honor
Code", obligatory for each scientific society's member.

Acquaintance with the problems of maintenance of safety in nuclear installations shows that
standards, norms and values, professional "Ethos", and "Mentalitat" of the staff, professional
association and society as a whole, are the extremely important factors for maintaining the
necessary level of nuclear and radiation safety.

According to such recognition of "Safety Culture" all works in the traditional field of Human
Factors Research in the Nuclear Branch receive a new orientation and importance. Their tasks,
purpose, priorities, should be connected with the perfection of machinery and technological
systems, technological regulators, and design improvements so, that man would be released as
much as possible from machinery, technological functions, that his "technological" activity
would be unloaded from machinery functions and operations and so on.

Certainly, to some extent such a problem statement is Utopia. But I introduce it as a limit for an
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approximation. Our group undertook the first step in this direction, it just prepared the part on
"Human Factor in Ensuring Safety" for the National Programme on the Safety of Atomic Energy
and Industry.

I suppose that giving to a man societal, civic rights and duties, a field for personal activity in any
(even insignificant) task or interactions, we can change the social-psychological personality's
sphere, modify the personality's social behavior, transform dispositions and attitudes. I suppose,
this is an effective way for the formation of an adequate social, civic-oriented and different from
machinery', "isolationistic" and artificial concept, designed as "bacteriological culture" notion
(see Webster's New World Dictionary). The necessity of a wide, humanitarian, civic and social
oriented concept of Safety Culture in Nuclear Installations becomes evident also in these cases,
when such a regulative-evaluation system does not exist.

Some specific phenomena in this sphere are still obscure, for example, "radiational anomie". As
early as 1991 at the conference of the Nuclear Society of the Soviet Union we tried to pay
attention to the nuclear associations representatives to cases of non-controlled diffusion of
radioactive materials and "waste" by means of "inspecific" channels, unforeseen by established
norms and rules of nuclear safety). Under the "radiational anomie" we mean the special state of a
society, a special form of "Mentalitat", when declared norms are not virtually shared. According
to massmedia and another sources of information, concerning the cases of "radiational anomie",
any norms - administrative, operational, legal, moral - become ineffective. We appealed to
investigate the state of "radiational anomie" mechanisms of development and to work out means
of its restriction (i.e. exposure of critical points of materials loss, interruption of processes of
"irradiation" etc.).

We suppose that there is a close link between the phenomenon of "radiational anomie" and the
radioactive materials "irradiation", that produces the negative attitude towards nuclear branch. In
maintaining Safety Cuture in nuclear installations, we suppose, the extremely significant
meaning must acquire such forms of social control like professional behavior codes used under
international professional licenses, sanctions and normative control.

For discussion and contact:
Address: Bobneva Margarita,
129366, Russia, Moscow, Yaroslavskaya str., 13,
Institute of Psychology Russian Academy of Sciences
Director of Centre of Consulting and Practical Psychology.
Tel. 7 (095) 282-7221; 7 (095) 487-1911
Fax: 7 (095) 282-9201
E-mail: wbob@ipras.msk.su
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I INTRODUCTION

To ensure these technologies are safe to run, what objectives should we be aiming to
achieve? What damage is caused by an accident or may occur during normal operation of
a nuciear power plant? What should the present generation transmit to future generations
to lessen the consequences of environmental pollution caused by radioactive waste (or
other types of toxic waste)? How can our generation settle the debt it owes to the
future? Isn't it true that because of economic developments in certain fields (such as
atomic energy production, extraction of mineral resources and other potentially
dangerous technologies) the heritage of entire peoples is being plundered without them
even being aware of the fact? Isn't this doing irreparable damage to these people?
Doesn't this mean that the resources of future generations are also being plundered?

A nuclear power plant at a standstill isn't dangerous at all, but also has no reason to exist.
Nevertheless, this is what some populist fractions of the French Green party want. The
reason power plants exist is not in itself to ensure safety, but to produce electrical energy
without endangering the environment, and therefore in the most profitable way from the
economic point of view.

It is assumed that the specialists in charge of developing complex technologies, requiring
painstaking research and study, know about every aspect of these technologies in the
tiniest detail, including the potential danger they represent. However the Chernobyl
accident demonstrated that safety measures can be insufficient. The physical damage
caused by such accidents can amount to several billion dollars, and the ecological
damage they cause can be on a world-wide scale. Clearly then, to ensure safety it is
totally insufficient to just follow working procedures and instructions to the letter. They
are often not capable of faking into account all the possible variations in the way
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processes function and indicating the action to be taken in each case, not to mention the
anomalies that can always arise. There is no proof that the operator would remember the
instructions when he reads the information displayed on the control console. Neither is it
possible to guarantee absolute reliability by using computers and computerized control
methods, in particular systems based on analyses of forecasts and diagnoses by
processing information as linguistic symbols or images. In addition the specialists must
have the right attitude, so that they implement (or do not implement) the appropriate
solutions. The concept of a Safety Culture also applies to population groups who favor
the use of electrical energy generated by nuclear power plants but do not want them to
be built near their homes, without any thought for others. The same reasoning processes
are entirely valid for the concept of Quality Culture.

H WHAT IS QUALITY CULTURE ?

We are going to illustrate quality culture via a list of mistakes we have noted in
day-to-day working situations:

1. Every manager, whether good or bad, has his own ideas about Quality Management.
Because he is unsure about it or just wants to follow the trend, he calls in specialists,
but only with the aim of confirming that everything is OK in the company. In this case
the manager is the victim of a bad habit which consists in imposing his opinion on his
colleagues and mistakenly thinking that it is unique and infallible. In his naivety, the
manager thinks his subordinates object because they want to undermine his authority.
What he wants to do is have a specialist quickly establish a set of "concrete"
instructions (this word is always used when people don't really know what they want)
without changing the way the company is organized or its Quality Culture. He also
thinks that by establishing a set of instructions and regulations the quality (and
security) in the company will improve dramatically.

The manager in question does not understand that Quality Management is his job. A
specialist can just help him to move in the right direction and avoid many mistakes.
This type of reasoning can also be applied to specialists who each work on a specific
task. Nobody must explain to them what their job is about, but they need help to
organize their work better and ensure better quality.

2. "It's easy to achieve a high level of quality. (Just make checking more strict, by force if
necessary)".

A manager who says this does not have any Quality Culture.

3. In another case, the manager always finds something more urgent to do whenever
someone raises the subject of quality.

This manager does not know anything about Quality Culture.
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4. The other mistake occurs in departments or services whose managers don't understand
what the concept of Quality is, and don't want to understand it.

Because of pressure from their superiors or to follow the trend, they do something
about quality, but in a totally absurd way. They delegate the task to people who may
be loyal and dedicated, but have so far failed to find their true place in the company.
These "specialists" spend their time defining general concepts, but when their work
has to deal with practical problems if will be easy to quickly reveal their apparent
position as a "boss" and demonstrate their incompetence and lack of any real desire to
work in a serious manner. Quite clearly, given the lack of any real motivation, the
existence of a Quality Management System 'in itself, would not be justified.

Managers of this type do not have any Quality Culture.

5. "Because of the current recession, the main objective is maximum profits. Quality can
wait a while".

In fact, only companies in good health, and that includes quality aspects, can achieve
regular steady profits. If a company neglects quality, it will end up bankrupt and
customers will remember that.

A manager who does not understand this does not have any Quality Culture.

6. "A consumer's object in life is to complain about quality. It's better to put him in his
place right from the beginning".

A manager who thinks in this way does not know anything about the Quality Culture
concept, because complaints, even vague and imprecise ones, always contain a grain
of truth. The attention paid to the customer will pay off even if it just a question of
humoring their bad temper, because it gives the company a good reputation and
contributes to its development.

7. "Deficiencies or defects in production are always the fault of the workers (or
operations personnel)".

Defects in manufacture occur when the Quality Management is badly organized. It is
the managers who are responsible. In the vast majority of cases, it is the managers
who make the mistakes, and then blame their subordinates.

Managers of this type do not have any Quality Culture.

8. "The defects in manufacture are caused by incorrect functioning of the Technical
Inspection department. Inspections must be more strict!".
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Unjustified intensification of inspections just makes the other departments band
together to fight the inspectors.

A manager who doesn't understand this knows nothing about Quality Culture.

9. "We are doing a high qualify job, but our advertising isn't up to much"

Usually this is just not true. If the Quality System is working properly it's easy to put
effective advertising into action.

In either case, Qualify Culture does not exist in the company.

10. "We are doing a high quality job, but the inspection department is too tough"

The inspector can be compared to a pathologist rather than a therapist. When the
Quality System works properly, the Technical Inspection Department has much
more freedom to act with precision and in compliance with the Quality Management
strategy applied in the company.

11 ."Quality is already ensured by the good reputation of our company".

Quality Culture requires not only good quality, but also the guarantee of constant
quality.

12. Here is a frequently observed mistake:
"As long as the Quality Management documents are written correctly, there won't be
any problems".

However effectiveness will be zero if:

* the overall attitude of the personnel, especially managers at all levels,
has not changed in tune with current aspects of Quality Management
concerning production, organization, social problems, and the philosophy
of strategy,

* a short and long term Quality Management strategy in the form of a
System of priorities has not been defined,

- a structure to organize Quality Management has not been created,

- cyclical planning of Qualify Management has not been organized,

- professional vocational training of personnel in the Quality domain has
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not been envisaged. This is vital in order to achieve real progress and
development,

- Quality Management is unable to act as a mechanism making it possible
to centralize the efforts to improve each type of product,

- Quality Culture is not present in the company.

13. "The Qualify Management System and the Quality Management Programme are one
and the same. They are differentiated because of an incorrect translation of the
foreign terms."

This is a very widely held view, even amongst people who consider themselves
specialists when it comes to Quality. They do not know what the Quality Culture
concept comprises, because they are unable to see Quality Management as an entity
made up of several component parts.

14. "People don't want to learn how to work properly and guarantee the quality of their
work, and so they have to be forced (to do it), since quality is very important."

This statement not only shows complete ignorance of the idea of Quality Culture,
but also represents a fight against it.

15. "Quality Management is only required for contracts where the corresponding
administrative and book-keeping documents have to be established. As for the so-
called training courses, they are just theoretical discussions and a complete waste of
time".

This habit of creating the apparent instead of the concrete not only shows complete
ignorance of the concept of Quality Culture, but also represents a fight against it.

16. "There's no point in planning Quality Management. All that's needed is to follow the
established instructions and procedures".

Above all, Quality Management is about planning. It's thanks to planning that quality
is a dynamic force and has its own Culture. Quality Management is a process of
constant improvement, i.e. a process of regular planning. Otherwise, there will
inevitably be a drop in the quality level.

17. "To ensure Quality Management you have to know about all the innovations in the
fields concerning organization of work, technical standards, financial management,
material encouragement (payment of bonuses), work automation, the psychology of
work, ergonomics, recruitment policy, network planning, comparative analysis of
expenditure and profits. Just invite the right specialists and success is guaranteed!".
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Well, Quality Management isn't just a series of innovations. It consists in using
progress in the fields of science, technology and organization in a common-sense
way in order to implement the Quality and Safety Policy. It is not sufficient to just
create a new service or department. All of the company's personnel must gradually
have access to the Quality Culture.

18. Department managers use their right to co-ordinate and add to documents
concerning quality, in order to put pressure on their colleagues using the pretext of
closely monitoring the work. This so-called "Quality Policy" comprises a whole
series of serious mistakes:

a) Misunderstanding of the very nature of quality

Quality Management documents do riot have to be obeyed compulsorily. They do
not modify or replace current documents defining technical standards or professional
relations. Their aim is to help personnel act correctly in certain situations, reveal
faults in production process organization and management. It is unreasonable at the
very least to hold up documents in order to exert pressure on colleagues or obtain
some persona] advantage, and clearly shows that the manager in question has
absolutely no Quality Culture. The quality documents must reflect the state of affairs
at a precise moment in time (i.e. it fixes the status quo), and all modifications
concerning production or organization wilJ be taken into account the next time these
documents are issued. First of all it is necessary to organize inspections, revisions
and audit procedures concerning some of the company's activities.

b) Delaying issue of the documents on the pretext that they are incorrect.

It is always a good idea to improve the documents, but a delay in issuing them may
interfere with Quality Management. This may put the company in an awkward
position with regard to its competitors. The way out of this situation is to make the
proposals for the next issue of the document as soon as the current issue is approved
and confirmed.

c) Delaying issue of the documents to produce a "definitive version".

It is always possible to quibble about the content of documents about quality. They
will never be definitive, and it is not acceptable to delay their release, especially if it
is the first issue.

d) "The Quality Programme does not correspond to the policy of the company
directors".

It is not always easy to recognize one's own faults. This is often because the director
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has not brought together the managers of the departments concerned at the right
time, to set them concrete and precise objectives.

19. "The quality of our products is so poor that there is no point in defining so-called
quality documents. First of all we need to create the quality itself.

Quality Management documents do not contain results. Instead they describe
manufacturing processes, while other documents will be concerned with the level of
quality. However, a product always has a certain level of quality. The first step in
organizing Quality Management effectively is to realize the real situation with regard
to quality. Write down what you see. Don't write down what you don't see. Do what
you have written. Don't do what you haven't written" The same applies at. each
successive level of Quality". These are the elementary principles (the ABC) of
Quality Management. The step to define the first document concerning quality is a
great step forward, but you must not stop half-way through.

Ill SAFETY CULTURE

3.1 Definition of Safety Culture

The INSAG-4 report gives the following definition:

Safety Culture is a set of characteristics and attitudes prevalent in organizations and
individuals, ensuring that matters concerning safety in nuclear power plants are given top
priority and benefit from the attention they warrant due to their importance.

3.2 Evolution of safety: the lessons from experience.

There are three stages in the story of safety in nuclear power plants:

a) The seventies

This decade was devoted to technical reliability centered around the quality of
equipment and procedures. Design work was predominant.

In the seventies, the emphasis was on the quality of design, on the quality of
equipment, and on procedures.
The various precautions taken during the design stage to prevent accidents and limit
their effects made it possible to believe that everything had been thought of and that
the aim for the operator was to maintain the installations at the designed Safety
Level.

The procedures were drawn up to eliminate the risk of human error, but they
minimized the role of the humans whose main task it was to apply them.

b) The eighties
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This decade was devoted to taking human error into account and compensating for
it by organization. This was the first attempt to improve human reliability and make
it more effective than in the initial system of applying procedures. Followed the
accident at THREE MILE ISLAND (TMI).

c) The nineties

This decade has seen the emergence of the safety culture concept, a way of
improving safety that is being developed at the present time. Follows the accident at
CHERNOBYL (1986).

The drawing below clearly shows that safety culture is a result of everybody making
a commitment: personnel, site directors, national directors. Safety culture constitutes
a state of mind with regard to safety: the value we attribute to it, the priority we give
it, the interest we show in it. This state of mind determines attitudes and behavior.

In other words, Safety Culture is not just a question of professionalism and
thoroughness. It is also linked to behavior, and behavior is determined by each
person's interactions with his or her colleagues. Safety culture is as much a question
of personal or collective attitude as it is a question of structure or type of
organization. Safety culture manifests itself in two major areas:

Managers must create the conditions to encourage individuals to behave responsibly,
via concrete acts of management. Their commitment to safety must be clear and
publicly expressed.

Individuals show their sense of responsibility by their commitment to safety:
thoroughness, capacity for self-questioning, circulation of information.

Safety culture only spreads if each level fulfills the requirements linked to its own
responsibilities.
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Commitment of directors, defined by INSAG-4:

The national directors must:

• define a safety policy that gives guidelines for personnel, sets out the company's
objectives, and demonstrates the directors' commitment to safety,

• define responsibilities for safety,

designate departments outside the hierarchical structure whose task it is to monitor
activities connected with safety,

• assign sufficient and competent personnel to tasks relating to safety.

The site directors must:

• define responsibilities: it is easier for an individual to act responsibly when
hierarchical links are clearly defined and single,

• define and verify working methods,

• ensure that the personnel is trained and qualified,

• encourage praiseworthy attitudes to safety and define penalties for attitudes that
threaten safety. Personnel should not hide errors because they are afraid of being
penalized, but if errors are not penalized this may lead to a state of mind detrimental
to safety,

• implement audits, examinations and comparisons that go beyond quality assurance
measures and for example include regular examinations of training programs,
personnel nomination procedures, working methods, document verification and
Quality Assurance Systems.

Commitment of individuals defined by INSAG-4.

* Concerning individuals, the striving for excellence in all matters relating to safety
must be demonstrated by:

* an attitude of systematic re-examination, a refusal to make do with the results
obtained, a determination to go beyond the strict application of instructions,

* carefulness and thoroughness, self-discipline, high personal standards, quality and
reliability of operations, individual responsibility,
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* care taken with communication and transparency, detection of errors, feed-back
from experience.

This is true for all levels of the hierarchy, all personnel, all external operators.

Safety is the result of a commitmenf on everybody's part to think and act "SAFETY".

Quality culture aims to remove bureaucracy and incompetence in any shape and form
from all areas of production, and thus also demonstrates the priority it has over Safety
Control. The inherent dynamism of Quality Systems is incompatible with the tendency
towards rigidity characteristic of operating codes and regulations issued by bureaucratic
inspection bodies, including third party public bodies. Quality Culture represents a
constant and uninterrupted activity for all personnel members. It seeks to improve all
aspects of production, including the economic factors, as well as reliability and safety.
Procedures, regulations relating to production and organization, computer programs and
algorithms always improve when they are based on the results of experiments and
scientific and technical performance. This improvement is also brought about by
systematic searches for deficiencies and defects in the technological processes and
products in order to eliminate their causes. All personnel members are concerned by
Quality and Safety at every work position regardless of their direct responsibilities, but
only the nominated persons are authorized to take decisions. In other words, the main
basis for Quality Management is its moral and ethical aspects.

The field of atomic energy is fertile ground for Quality Culture. From the ecological
point of view, nuclear power plants pollute less than other power plants. By
implementing Quality Systems it is possible to prevent deficiencies and incidents during
operation, and to satisfy ecological requirements during unplanned Shutdowns which
may arise. In general, the most worrying problem is storage of radioactive waste, but
thanks to existing waste storage technology and the improvements achieved by
implementing Quality Systems, it is now possible to state that the negative effects of
nuclear power plants are less serious than the damage caused by power plants using
other energy sources. Claims that they are ecologically clean are subjective and not based
on scientific estimates. The only reasonable alternative to nuclear power plants is a total
refusal to consume energy or a very considerable reduction in energy use. Electrical
energy produced by nuclear power plants has the best parameters. For example it has the
lowest coefficient of harmonized interference components, which is extremely important
for highly robotized energy production. It is certain that if a good Quality Culture linked
to a comprehensive and effective Quality Management System at all stages from design
to operation had existed at Chernobyl, the accident there would not have taken place.

"From superior quality of goods and services to superior quality of life". Quality
Management has become a production management tool especially with regard to safety,
following the development of technical progress. It is based on methods aiming to totally
control economic aspects of production and safety, to constantly improve the
characteristics of products and therefore the consumer indices, and to reduce prices
directly or indirectly by improving the quality of products.

- 11 -
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IV FEATURES COMMON TO QUALITY CULTURE AND SAFETY
CULTURE

Basically, Quality Culture and Safety Culture can be boiled down to the concept of
"responsibility". Can an experienced specialist infringe a regulation for the sake of safety?
What will his attitude be in the event of an accident? Will he take responsibility for his
actions or will he be afraid to be treated as a fool who is going against administrative or
piofessional regulations? Which is the biggest fault: to continue operating the reactor
with excessive xenon poisoning, or to ignore orders from the all-powerful bosses who
have no idea there is an iodine hole? How can you use instructions written by people
who have never considered the possibility that the reactor could be operated under such
conditions?

Quality Culture and Safety Culture have complementary roles, and presuppose that the
decision-takers and operatives intervene in all the design stages and up to the final "green
light". These moral and ethical concepts are rather difficult to grasp, founded on the
concept of responsibility in the face of physical damage and possible moral losses. To
ensure it is used impartially as an element contributing to production, culture must be
formalized. The first step in this process is to choose the basic priorities set out in the
diagram below. This is not a series of concepts leading on from each other, but rather a
series of problems. When they are solved at the top of the ladder they are therefore
solved at the bottom.

IN ADDITION:

1. The same moral and ethical principles govern the activities of directors and operation
personnel with regard to their responsibilities and mandates.

2. The same methodology applies to both cultures.

3. Quality Culture and Safety Culture are the foundation for effective business
management. The principles of the "Control and Surveillance system" and the
principles of the "Co-ordination of responsibilities and functions from top to bottom
and vice versa" are applied to both, but the latter principles are preferred. In the final
analysis, both these cultures must be founded on the common principles of
Management Quality, which (according to Frank Nixon) are the same whether they
apply to optimum management of five multinationals or of five house painters.

4. Exceptional punctuality and precision are needed to comply with the instructions,
codes and procedures concerning the two cultures. However, this does not exclude a
certain creativity, and even requires it.

5. Both cultures are based on common sense and to a large extent their strategies have
the same objectives. They presuppose that personnel possess the maximum amount of

- 12 -
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useful information in order to have the same visions of problems and the same
approaches.

6. Both cultures aim to avoid and completely exclude human mistakes, by constantly
seeking the defects and causes of deficiencies.

7. The lack of sufficient culture explains the fact that considerable resources are assigned
to improving Quality and Safety at the operational level, whereas it would be more
profitable to invest them in the design and engineering stages.

8. Both cultures comprise three main components which must be strictly preserved;
production, organization and the social aspects. The latter also includes the principle
of the specialists' social responsibility, which when applied to Quality Culture is more
varied in character.

9. Quality Culture and Safety Culture presuppose that if personnel make professional
mistakes they are not punished in the accepted sense. This is because punishment
encourages people to hide mistakes and deficiencies, increasing the negative
consequences of the mistakes. In departmental memos and orders from above this
principle is often ignored, since bureaucracy is only preoccupied with the inspection
process in isolation, caring little about the results. The concept of punishment takes
on a different meaning within the framework of Quality Management and Safety
Control. This new meaning requires the engagement of moral responsibility for the
prejudice caused to the company or the population. The analysis of the question under
examination is in direct relation to Quality Culture and Safety Culture.

10. The objectives of Quality Culture and Safety Culture consist in gradually
transforming a culture of individual behavior into a culture of collective behavior
respecting the interests of each individual.

11. To a great extent, the two cultures determine the company's recruitment policy. They
are based on one of the models for human nature described by MacGregoire. The
improvement in Quality Culture and Safety Culture reflects the evolution of
approaches to the study of human nature, from the models of Taylor to more modern
models such as the creative potential model.

12. Both cultures require a generalized effort of scientific reflection, which ought to be
extended on a nation-wide scale so as to draw up a uniform system of
recommendations and create a national climate favorable to the nuclear energy
sector.

13. Both cultures are of considerable importance to the economy, even though it is very

. - 13 -
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difficult to define the criteria and characteristics to be the subject of checks.
Therefore, it is all the more vital to draw up valid methodologies making it possible
to estimate the economic effectiveness of Quality and Safety Management.

V SYNTHESIS

The component parts of Quality Culture and Safety Culture

Quality Management "Qc " and Safety Control "Sc" can be presented as the logical
product of the following components:

Q c S c = P x O x S

where:
P = production technology component,
O = organization component,
S = social activity component.

The production technology component "P" encompasses all the instructions, descriptions,
procedures, technologies and resources associated with production of goods, and with
procurement within the framework of the adopted Quality and Safety strategies.

The organization component "O" encompasses all the instructions, descriptions of
administrative structures, mandates and functions of management and operations
personnel, definitions of other activities, of procedures, of processes and of resources
necessary to put in place the adopted Quality and Safety strategies.

Lastly, the social activity component "S" encompasses all the knowledge, convictions and
intentions of individuals and of the entire personnel concerning the adopted Quality and
Safety policy and strategy. These two policies are determined by the state of mind, the
social situation characterizing the country in general, and the sense of responsibility
shown by the managers and operations personnel. They are also determined by the
human behavior model and human nature model adopted by the company directors.
Quite logically, this division into components is fairly conventional in its presentation
since there are many interfaces and interactions. The aim of this presentation is to
demonstrate that even the most remarkable progress achieved by using one or two of
these components will be reduced to nothing if other components do not follow, or if
they are not implemented at all.

Quality Management is often restricted to the definition of functional instructions relating
to control only (component "P"). These instructions are certainly vital, but in the absence
of Quality Culture (component "S") they can be considered an inevitable evil, despite
their excellent level of professional expertise. In other words, in this case the words
(contents of the instructions) don't correspond to the actions and have no effect (effect
zero). There are even cliches to illustrate this situation, such as the universal DIY man

- 14 -
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who has managed to do everything without deigning to look at the instructions, and the
pedantic conservative trying to put a spoke in his wheel. The absence of Quality Culture
greatly affects the collective state of mind, and can do great harm in the event of an
accident. At Chernobyl, nobody was capable of saying the right thing at the right time to
avoid a catastrophe. There were many occasions when somebody should have said
"That's enough ! It's prohibited by the regulations!" If Quality Management has not
become a culture, the component "S" is virtually equal to zero, which reduces all the
other efforts to zero as well. If all hopes of improving safety rely solely on the
strengthening of administrative measures (component "O"), i.e. if the social activity
component of Safety Control is close to zero, the only result that can be expected is
zero. Specialists are well aware of this. They have a feeling of unease and misgiving at
the thought that administrative measures may not be sufficient. If the consequences are
damaging, the bureaucrats at the top will place all the responsibility on the shoulders of
the operations personnel. The operations personnel will try to call into question the
orders and instructions, and the real culprits will never be found. What's worse is that the
causes of the deficiencies will remain a mystery. This was clearly the case at Chernobyl
before the catastrophe, and can also be observed on other sites where Quality Culture
and Safety Culture do not exist, i.e. where the logical component "S" is close to zero.

The role of managers (component "O"): This part of the component is linked to the
principle of self-criticism that can be adhered to or not. Having analyzed the deficiencies
of Quality Management and Safety Control, a manager must not try to conceal them to
save face. Neither should he fear criticism or financial losses. On the contrary, he must
make known the deficiencies and defects so that they can quickly be eliminated by
implementing all the resources of the collective Quality Culture.

VII CONCLUSION

QUALITY CULTURE AND SAFETY CULTURE ARE INSEPARABLE IN
ORDER TO RESPOND TO THE OBJECTIVES OF A NUCLEAR OPERATOR:

PRODUCTION OF NUCLEAR ENERGY AT THE LEAST COST, WHILE
GUARANTEEING THE PROTECTION OF PEOPLE AND THE
ENVIRONMENT.
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Realization of Safety Culture into a Reactor
Plant-4S(Super Safe, Small and Simple)LMR

S. Hattori, I. Ikemoto, A. Minato

Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry, Japan

ABSTRACT

International Nuclear Safety Advisory Group(INSAG) defines Safety Culture as the
following;

Safety Culture is that assembly of characteristics and attitudes in organizations and
individuals which establishes that, as an overriding priority, nuclear plant safety issues receive
the attention warranted by their significance.

While such Safety Culture is certainly a critical element of nuclear safety assurance, it is
important to design nuclear power facilities as friendly to operators as possible with minimum
dependence on human factors.

From the viewpoint of ensuring supply in our global society, it will be necessary to have
multiple approaches to further promote the use of nuclear energy worldwide despite various
social and cultural restrictions. It should then be considered, as prospective options, to disperse
small nuclear power plants throughout the world under technical, social and cultural conditions.

Under this circumstance, we have quested for and now propose a scheme of assuring
sheer safety of nuclear power plants by implementing operator-friendly nuclear reactors
virtually free from human errors. The scheme specifically includes the measures for improving
reliability through fabricating more compact reactors with a continuous in-factory production
system, simplifying maintenance and inspection of the reactor system using passive systems
and further relieving operators of burden of labors.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the 21st century, we will be confronted with how to solve some very serious problems

which have not been faced by mankind in the past. That is the so called trilemma problems,
that is energy security, environmental protection and socio-economic development which
conflict against each other.

Nuclear power appears to have the potential to help to solve these problems. However, to
make it a reality, it is necessary to improve nuclear power technology to make it more
applicable to a greater variety of utilization and locations.

To achieve this target, the following key items are essential.
1. Enhancing the efficiency of nuclear power utilization
2. Increasing the flexibility of nuclear power siting
3. Assurance and improvement of safety and reliability
4. Improving the economics
5. Promoting public acceptance of nuclear power
6. Nuclear power utilization in developing countries
7. Improving the fuel cycle and waste management
8. Providing the high proliferation resistance

To satisfy the specific key items 3, 7 and 8, the following safety features have been
focused to carry out the plant design.

1. Elimination the melting of fuel and the voiding of coolant at all anticipated events.
2. Confinement of nuclear material in a reactor for a long time.
3. Using the recycle process with high proliferation resistance and confinement of

plutonium inside reactor plant.
4. Unattended reactor with easy operation

II. BASIC CONCEPT
Based on the requirements, one of the most promising nuclear reactor designs is a small

or medium size modular type nuclear reactor with high inherent safety and passive
characteristics. It is preferable that the following features are taken into considerations; greater
simplicity, easy to maintain, inspect and operate, less influence of human factors, high
reliability, improved availability and capacity, design standardization, easier to construct,
quicker to construct, more flexibility in siting, lower initial investment and better adaptability
to electrical grid management. In addition, the need to improve the fuel cycle, waste
management and nuclear proliferation resistance, requires special design characteristics and
fuel management provisions.

Our design efforts to satisfy these conditions have resulted in the development of the
Super Safe, Small and Simple (4S) fast reactor with an electric power output of 50
MWe.[i].PM3].l4],[5] The 4S has the following safety features:

(1) Higher safety can be achieved by designing all reactivity feedback coefficients including
coolant void reactivity to be negative and by controlling neutron leakage from the core by an
annular reflector. The potential for super prompt criticality, particularly during start up, is
completely excluded by using metallic fuel. A fully passive heat removal system is
employed in the 4S so that the auxiliary support system for the safety system can be
eliminated, thus improving the reliability of the safety system.
(2) In order to keep strict control over the plutonium used, the 4S incorporates a new
concept by using metallic fuel which significantly helps to achieve the non-proliferation,
goal; a large amount of fuel can be confined for a long time in the reactor vessel without
refueling. During the initial start up, the reactor is sealed in the presence of IAEA authorities
and the IAEA maintain long-term control over operations to ensure non-proliferation.
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Containment

Reflector drive
mechanism

(3) Improving the fuel cycle and waste management is most important for future nuclear
systems. A fast reactor technology using a metallic fuel cycle(pyroprocess of spent fuel
appears to be a most promising approach.^! The technology is valuable because it has the
potential to simplify reprocessing, fuel fabrication process and nuclear waste disposal, and it
includes actinide recycling which is important from the viewpoint of resource utilization. It
also reduces the fuel cycle cost dramatically.

III. SAFETY FEATURES
(1) Core and Power Control System

4S employs a burnup control
system with annular reflector in place of
the control rod and its driving
mechanism, which requires frequent
maintenance service. Replacement of
the reflector is not required for the entire
plant life. Burnup control by vertical
movement of the annular reflector
eliminates necessity for complicated
control rod operations.

Figure 1 shows 4S reactor
assembly. The diameter and length of
the reactor vessel are 2.5m and 23 m,
respectively.

When the length of sub-assembly
is restricted to 7m at maximum from
view point of the present manufacturing
process of it, thermal power of the core
should be less than about 125 MWth.
Under these restrictions, the core of 4S is
specified to have thermal output 125
MWth, active length 4m and equivalent
diameter 83 cm.

Table 1 shows the breakdown of
reactivity of the 125 MWth core with
metallic fuel at 350°C of the primary
coolant temperature, accompanying
changes in the coolant inlet temperature
and the inserted reactivity required for
100% change in output. With metallic
fuel which has small Doppler
coefficient, the core output reaches
100% with the core AT of 130°C. The
output can be controlled through control
of core inlet temperature only in case of
the metallic fuel. Taking this advantage,
it was decided that the start-up of 4S's
core is done by increase of water flow,
which caused changes in core AT, after
rising system temperature.

Fig. 1 4S Reactor Assembly

Annular
electromagnetic
pump

Core

Decay heal removal
coil

Annular
intermediate heat exchanger

Neutron absorber

Annular reflector
(Speed 1 mm/day)

Inner shield
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Table 1 Feedback Temperature Coefficients

FUEL ( ™ )

STRUCTURE jXEfj

COOLANT p ^ 1 )

CORE SUPPORT ( ™ - )

DOPPLER (T"jj|)

BOL
(BARE)
(0 YRS.)

-S.87X1O-*

-1.62xl(H

-6.03X10-6

-8.34X10-6

-1.83X10-3

BOL
(REFLECTOR)

(OYRS.)

-8.23X10-6

-1.30X10"6

-5.22x10-*

-7.87X10"6

-2.22X10-3

MOL
(4-6 yrs.)

-7.37X10"6

-0.42X10"6

-2.87xl0-«

-6.84x10-6

-2.79X10-3

EOL
(10 yrs.)

-7.29x10-*

-0.50x10-*

-3.23X10"6

-6.70x10-*

-2.80X10-3

(2) Inherent Core Safety
There are two generic approaches to reducing void reactivity. Reducing the core height

is one popular approach and a core with a small diameter is another effective method. In 4S,
making the core diameter small is the preferred approach because this reduces the vessel
diameter and enhances the value of the reflector reactivity. By reducing the core diameter,
neutron leakage is enhanced in the radial direction so that negative void reactivity is
maintained during the entire core life time. The void reactivity depends on the diameter and
fuel volume fraction. For the selected core, the void reactivity of the total core is -1$ at the
end of life based on the transport calculation. Other temperature feedback coefficients are all
negative as shown in Table 1.

It is essential for the safety of the reactor to exclude the possibility of super prompt
critical state at all time. This requires that the inserted reactivity at potential events should be
below 1$ under conservative conditions, neglecting reactivity feedback coefficients.

The largest reactivity change occurs during plant start-up. The reactivity decrease from
criticality at zero power under cold temperature conditions to full power is generally above 1$.
The worst case is reactivity insertion under cold temperature conditions.

At plant start-up, the system temperature is raised to 350°C by heat input from the
electromagnetic pump before lifting the reflector. This procedure greatly reduces the reactivity
temperature swing. The reactivity to be inserted to increase the power is about 860 shown in
Table 2, which causes the following reactivity effects; thermal expansion of fuel, structure,
coolant, core support grid and Doppler reactivity. Because metallic fuel is employed in 4S, the
reactivity is small compared with 150°C for MOX fuel in the same size of 4S core, mainly due
to its small Doppler coefficient.

The basic dynamic characteristics of the core under various reactivity insertion
conditions are shown in Fig. 2. The power transient reflects the super prompt critical condition
when a large reactivity insertion occurs. On the other hand, the power transient is small for 4S
during potential reactivity insertion at the plant start-up.
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In 4S core, all reactivity
change is controlled by the
reflector. This neutron
leakage control system has a
decisive advantage compared
with control rod system from
the safety point of view.

The active length of the
core is 4m, which is
surrounded by a 1.5m long
reflector. The reflector is
separated into 6 azimuthal
parts, each of which can move
from the bottom to the top of
the core along with the core
burn-up. If an uncontrolled
lift of each part of the
reflector occurs, the core
criticality cannot be sustained.
The new geometry of the
reflected region causes
negative reactivity insertion
because of the enhanced
neutron leakage.

Figure 3 shows that
lifting up parts of the reflector
gives strong negative
reactivity except lifting up all
parts of the reflector.
Although the figure shows
negative insertion, a small
positive insertion up to ten
cents may be possible if each
parts of the reflector moves up
a small distance from the
original position. The
maximum is -4$ when three
parts are lifted up. This
geometry gives the minimum
criticality which maximizes
neutron leakage.

Thus, the inherent core
safety against partial
movement of the reactivity
control system is assured for
the 4S core.

Table 2 Reactivity Swing from Cold to Hot Temperature
(350°C Heat Balance at Full Power)

Fuel
Structure
Coolant
Core Support
Doppler

T o t a l

-52 0
- 30
-110
- 10
-19 £

-86 0

1010

108

[ 106

S 104

o

Iff*

p=100$/s
w/o doppler

Ap=5S
p=100S/s
with doppler

Ap=O.86S
p=100S/s
with doppler

0.000 0.010 0.020

Time [sec]

0.030 0.040

Fig. 2 Reactor Power Transient for Various
Reactivity Insertion with p =100$/s
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Fig. 3 Reactivity Insertion when Lifting Partial Segments of Reflector up to 1.5 m

(3) Passive Safety Features
The reactor concept of 4S is designed to enhance passive features shown in Table 3,

which include passive safety system. In addition to these features, special attention is focused
on excluding the reactivity insertion during plant start up.

At plant start up,
uncontrolled withdrawal of
control rods causes severe
reactivity insertion accident in
a conventional reactor. In 4S,
the system temperature is
uniformly raised before start-
up. By this procedure,
negative reactivity is inserted
and rapid insertion of the
reflector does not cause the
reactivity insertion accident.
As the magnitude of the
reactivity insertion does not
depend on the function of the
active system, other than the
pre-heated system temperature,
this design feature can be
classified to passive safety
feature.

Table 3 Passive Design Features of 4S

I

• Core Control System

• Primary Pump
• Primary Flow after Shutdown
• Cavity Cooling
• Containment Cooling
• Secondary Pump
• Emergency Room Cooling
1 Safety Features
Reactor Shutdown
Shutdown Heat Removal

S p e c i f i c a t i o n

Annular Reflector Movement
(Nearly Passive)
Electromagnetic Pump
Natural Circulation
Natural Circulation
Natural Circulation
Electromagnetic Pump
Heat Storage System

Inherent Core Safety
Natural Circulation
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The reactor shutdown system consists of a neutron absorber and reflector. The reactor is
shutdown by inserting a neutron absorber into the core or moving down of the annular reflector
which surrounds the core. Only two types of plant protection system are provided to work
these shutdown system, the neutron detector installed at the outside of reactor vessel and the
core outlet temperature detector in the reactor vessel.

In addition to two diverse active systems, 4S has inherent safe core characteristics.
Temperature reactivity feedback coefficients and all coefficients are negative as shown in Table
1. This characteristics effectively mitigates hypothetical accidents such that both active
shutdown systems would fail to function.

The shutdown decay heat removal system consists of PRACS(Primary Reactor Auxiliary
Cooling System) and RVACS(Reactor Vessel Auxiliary Cooling System). The PRACS system
has decay heat removal coil in the upper part of the intermediate heat exchanger(IHX). The
RVACS system is natural air cooling system which removes the decay heat from the guard
vessel. 4S does not have pony motor. When the reactor shutdown, natural circulation flow of
the primary coolant is expected to 10% of the rated flow.

(4) Safety at Plant Start-Up
The accident of uncontrolled withdrawal of reflector at start up is especially important.

The cold to hot reactivity swing of 4S in shown in Table 2. Rapid withdrawal of the reflector
at cold shutdown leads to reactivity accident. In order to moderate this condition before start-
up, at first the system is raised to 350°C by the primary pump heat entering. At the system
temperature below 350°C, the neutron absorber cannot be withdrawn by the self-connected
mechanism^ based on the difference in thermal expansion of the stainless and Cr-Mo steels.

The reflector is lifted by the hydraulic
system to reach the critical state at 350°C.
Then, the reflector is periodically lifted,
which motion is pre-programmed in the
hydraulic system. The reactor power
gradually increases by this motion and the
increase of feed water flow in the turbine
system.

Failure of hydraulic mechanism that
causes the reflector move upward, includes
failure of the speed adjustment valve.
Should this failure takes place, reactivity of
5 0/sec at maximum is inserted. The low
power trip level of neutron detector is not
set in 4S for simplicity, but the trip signal is
generated by 116% high power trip level
only. When the trip signal is generated, the
neutron absorber drops. Should the neutron
absorber does not work, the hydraulic
scram circuit causes the reflector to drop in
a delay of lsec, then the reactor shuts
down. Should both systems do not work,
the core inherent characteristics in Table 2
leads the reactor inherent shutdown state as
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(5) Safety During Power Operation
Severe accidents for conventional reactor design during power operation are events

without scram and steam generator accidents with total break of heat transfer tubes. The safety
policy of 4S is to remove the safety concerns for this two kinds of events.

All the negative feedback coefficients are taken into consideration for the analysis of
events without scram.

Radial expansion of core caused by the increase of temperature is the most effective
negative feedback effect in the range of short period of the safety analysis!7!.

The following initial events with assumption of failure of reactor shutdown system are
analyzed.

• Reactivity insertion and loss of offsite power under horizontal earthquake
• Reactivity insertion by sudden temperature change of core Inlet due to flow
increase of secondary loop or water system

• Loss of load
• Sudden loss of EMP(Electro Magnetic Pump) function
• Total loss of electric power
The largest temperature rise is caused by a horizontal earthquake accompanied by

simultaneous insertion of reactivity and loss of flow under assumption of without scram.
Temperature of the fuel cladding rises up to 850 °C but it drops in a short period of time
without causing cladding damage by eutectic reaction and fuel is not melted.

Extreme assumption of the steam generator accidents is:
• Break of all heat transfer tubes without credit of water dump.
We do not expect for the protective action of water dump under accidental condition of

the water steam system as it is a non-safety grade.
Therefore, we expect only the sodium-water production release system by broken rupture

disk for the safety action. In this system, two 24B (0.6 m0) piping are installed into the steam
generator to release the pressure and sodium-water reaction products. The maximum pressure
remains lower than 0.8 MPa and the boundary integrity of IHX is maintained.

(6) Safety During Shutdown
For the total loss of all station power, a fast reactor is known to have large safety margin

because of its natural circulation heat removal capability. More severe and extremely unlikely
accidents respected to decay heat removal capability are examined.

Accidents with extreme loss of decay heat removal capability include:
• Total loss of all station power in a very long time
• Destroy of PRACS by large aircraft falling and destruction of RVACS stack
When the offsite power does not recover for a long time, sodium in the secondary loop of

PRACS is frozen at two days after the reactor shutdown and decay heat is removed only by
RVACS.

After ten years, the sodium in the reactor vessel is frozen and the decay heat is removed
by thermal conductivity. No specific heat entering is required.

Assumption of the destroy of PRACS by fallen large aircraft and the destruction of
RVACS stack is the most severe condition. We assume the stack length of 10m of RVACS is
with function under such accident, because this part is contained in the concrete building. After
forty hours, the peak temperature becomes 600°C, but dose not affect the structural integrity of
the reactor vessel.

IV. OPERATION
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One of the excellent features of the 4S is that it is simple to operate. There are no
feedback control systems and no human intervention is required. All reactivity control is
performed by the automatic movement of the reflector.

Regular power operation is attained by moving the reflector upward at a constant speed
of 1 mm/day to compensate for the reactivity decrease due to the burn-up of the core. Since no
feedback system or control system are used, the reflector speed remains constant and the
electric output is adjusted by varying the feed water flow rate to control the core inlet
temperature. The controllable range of the power level by the water flow is ±10% at the rated
power, which is limited by the steam generator heat balance. Beyond this range, a back-up
control mechanism to adjust the reflector position is installed in the driving mechanism.

To follow the load, the core inlet temperature is changed by controlling the water flow so
that the generator output coincides with the load-following control, thus causing the reactor
output to follow.

As mentioned above, elimination of all feedback control systems from the reactor and
secondary heat transport systems makes the 4S plant control system very simple and economic.

V. PROLIFERATION RESISTANCE
(1) Long Confirmation of Nuclear material in Reactor

4S is one wherein a long core with small diameter is surrounding by annular reflector to
control the burning and enhance the safety of the core. Its lifetime is set at ten years to
eliminate the need of complicated refueling work. The fuel being a nuclear material is also
sealed for ten years and subjected to a rigorous control by IAEA. The reactor is highly resistant
to nuclear proliferation since no one is allowed to make any access to the fuel.

(2) Integral Nuclear Power Plant Concept
In order to confine the

plutonium and minor actinide
in reactor plant, we would
propose a integrated nuclear \
power plant concept with a
high nuclear safety based on
the 4S (50MWe) plant and a
metallic fuel cycle facility
with pyroprocessing of spent
fuel.

Figure 5 shows the
nuclear power plant with fuel
cycle facility. The total
electrical output is lOOOMWe
with 10 modules of two 4S
units(50MWe x 2). and one
turbine system The capacity
of the fuel cycle facility is 20
ton/year and is able to
reprocess the spent fuel from
4S for ten years. In this plant
concept, plutonium and
minor actinide will be
confined in the facility.

Fig. 5 Nuclear Power Plant Concept with 4S-Units

Turbine
Generator
FacllltyUOOOMWe)

Fuel Cycle
Facility
(20t/y)

Radioactive
Haste Facility

Reactor Facility
(50Mwe 2)
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The system still retains several advantages of the 4S as follows;
1 Nuclear proliferation resistance
1 Inherent safety of the core
1 Easy operation and less maintenance

The spent fuel discharged from the reactor after ten years of operation will be treated by
type reprocessing as advocated by ANL, so that it can be re-used as reactor fuel, while

the long half-life wastes will be confined within the fuel cycle.
Thus, we could establish a self-supporting system in which plutonium is safely contained

for a long time until more energy is needed, while covering the management cost with by
revenues from power generation.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
Nuclear energy is considered to be the most useful source of energy to address the

demand for energy resources growing across the whole world including developing countries in
the coming 21st century. Besides, with a credibly forecast shortage of natural uranium,
development of fast reactors will be a key factor for efficient use of this material.

We have thus developed a scheme of specially designed small fast reactors which is to be
implemented by improving reliability with a continuous in-factory production system;
simplifying maintenance work and inspections of the reactor system using passive systems;
relieving operators of burden of labors and enhancing their working safety; and ensuring
operator-friendliness with minimized human errors.

For the worldwide introduction of nuclear reactors in future, we believe firmly that a
number of actual reactor designs incorporating the safety philosophy herein suggested should
be proposed by other scientists and engineers, with growing aggressiveness toward the Safety
Culture which could encourage a wider use of such reactor.
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SAFETY CULTURE IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

SAFETY CULTURE AS AN ESSENTIAL CONDITION FOR
THE CREATION OF NEW GENERATION NPPS

F.M.Mitenkov
OKB Mechanical Engineering, Russia

ABSTRACT

Creation of a practically safe reactor and the entire NPP presumes availability of a
developed and verified by practice system of views on safety problems, methodology
and organization of work during development of projects and their implementation, which
in its essence, goes far beyond the framework of norms and standards. And this system
represents the gist of the so called "Safety culture".

As any branch of culture, it can be, in the full scope, the subject of the effective control
on the part of regulatory bodies. It should be a deliberate and well mastered "standard
of behavior", at least for all liable and leading performers of the project.

The report defines the components of "Safety culture" in a sufficiently manner in the
phase of design including experimental studies and the equipment tests.

The report presents also principles, which a "cultured" designer should follow in
development of the documentation defining and regulating procedures, maintenance and
other characteristic features in operation of NPP during its entire lifetime.
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1. SAFETY OF NUCLEAR POWER. GENERAL PRINCIPLES

Experience accumulated up to the present in peaceful application of nuclear energy does
not allow to believe that engineering decisions used for creation of first nuclear power
plants (NPPs) provide in full extent for the necessary level of safety.

Accidents in TMI and Chernobyl have shown the necessity of global revision of views
on the safety problem,, of methods for safety ensuring and understanding both efficiency
and sufficiency of the safety provision means established to that time. Great deal of
analytical work done by community of nuclear scientists and specialists allowed to
formulate the main safety principles and criteria which new NPPs designers now adhere
to.

But proclamation of the principles and criteria does not solve the problem of safety
ensurance at least because of the fact that technical realization of these principles, as
a rule, is not unambiguous and the estimation of design decisions validity in each case
represents a plant specific task. The design process is especially rich in such tasks which
not always give way to formalization and standardization. Therefore, additional measures
are required which could compensate for practical impossibility to gain in practice formal
solutions and thereby promote the qualitative provision of safety.

The very these stipulations in a considerable extent determine the specific performances
of enterprises involved in designing NPPs, their activity features, behaviour of responsible
executors and their staff in general.

These features in total constitute what is reflected in the term "safety culture". From
designers of NPP systems and equipment important to safety not only high qualification
is required in their field of activity; as it is stressed in International Nuclear Safety Advisor
Group INSAG-4 report they must have "an all pervading safety thinking allowing... a
commitment to excellence and the fostering of both personnel accountability and corporate
self-regulation in safety matters..." [1].

It should be considered not as a desire, but as one of necessary conditions to provide
safety of nuclear power on all phases of NPPs life cycle beginning from designing to
decommissioning. Actual content of a safety culture (as well as any other culture) can
not be invariable; it will be complemented, rectified and changed in the course of nuclear
power development.

INSAG-4 pays main attention to NPP operating utility organization while safety culture
aspects concerning design and research organizations were only indicated in the report.
Designers of reactor plants and nuclear stations determine the level of NPPs safety not
in the less extent than operating organization by selection of engineering decisions, by
development of design and operation documentation and by quality assurance when
developing and fabricating equipment and systems.

During long-term activity in the field of nuclear reactor plants creation OKBM has worked
out a number of obligatory principles which in essence are specific presentation of various
aspects of safety culture mainly related to design stage and determining a role and
significance of design organizations in activity in providing safety having the high priority.
Allow me to dwell on some of these aspects.
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2. SAFETY CONCEPT.
ORGANIZATION OF DESIGN PROCESS

Background: NPPs will be potentially hazardous objects of high complexity independently
on engineering decisions used. Therefore, the most important task for a designer is
searching such design decisions which allow to exclude practically potential of dangerous
situations.

In such formulation the following problem has been put before OKBM in 70-th: to design
a safe nuclear district heating plant (NDHP) with the account of its situation in close
vicinity of a city [2]. Critical review of experience accumulated to that date in NPPs
design, of pertinent design alternatives enabled to formulate the necessary stipulations
for enhanced safety provision determining a concept of the AST-500 NDHP project.

Main provisions of the concept are as follows:
- integral PWR with high heat-accumulating capacity, absence of large diameter pipelines
in a primary system, compactness, simple circulation circuit;
- reactor should meet the requirements of power self-regulation and inherent self-
protection in virtue of negative reactivity feedbacks;
- natural coolant circulation under all operating conditions, separate means for heat
removal from the core, elimination of complex transients;
- application of a guard vessel preventing fuel melt at reactor vessel loss-of-tightness
accidents;
- emergency protection and emergency decay heat removal systems are passive, because
they are actuated without operator intervention and do not require external power sources
for operation;
- protection system should take into account a potential of erroneous operator actions
which can initiate or deteriorate an emergency situation;
- radioactivity confinement system should be sufficient to exclude unacceptable releases
of radioactivity at any technically probable accidents;
- three-circuit flow diagram with pressure barrier is used for heat transfer to provide
heat consumer radiological safety;
- flow-scheme and structural design decisions should be as simple as feasible and allow
to provide their experimental development in laboratory, if necessary.

It must not be thought that these design principles and their significance for safety were
realized by OKBM specialists only when designing the AST-500. These principles have
been used in previous OKBM - designed reactor plants in some or other extent. Suffice
it to say that reactor power self-regulation concept had been implemented in all marine
reactor plants beginning from the nuclear ice-breaker "Sibir".

But in the case of the AST-500 design these principles were for the first time brought
together into a single system which was considered as a necessary obligatory- constituent
of the design concept. The fact that the world community of nuclear specialists after
the TMI and Chernobyl accidents has come to the similar principles, additionally
supported our decisions: to follow the above mentioned principles for safety provision
in all new designs under development following the AST-500.

It was important that designers apprehended these principles not as ordinary instruction
from top management but as deep-felt and deliberate necessity, neglect of which may
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have far going consequences, not only administrative but moral ones.

It was OKBM initiative to carry out IAEA Pre-OSART mission for the AST-500 design
safety review (1989). Within the framework of international cooperation fruitful exchange
of opinions and discussions with leading world nuclear specialists were held what
promoted safety culture enchancing in OKBM activities.

Validation of optimal options and quality of proposed engineering decisions, their
sufficiency from safety point of view as well as their economic acceptance are the matters
of principal importance because technical realization of the safety provision principles
is a priori ambiguous. These issues investigation is a field of activity where experience
of specialists and their general technical culture (particularly the safety culture) display
themselves significantly.

Taking into account the complexity of an object being under design, as well as large
quantity of designers involved each having a specific relatively narrow task with its own
optimization criteria one should provide a priority of safety requirements. Each designer
must be filled with conviction that it is forbidden to improve any other characteristics
including economical ones at the expense of safety deterioration.

Practice shows that multi-level control of proposed design decisions gradually cultivate
responsible approach of designers searching appropriate engineering solutions and
initiative to make self-dependent analysis with due account of the safety principles.

Explanatory work on the necessity of system-level approach when designing NPP
promotes greatly to this effect.

NPP is a single system and it is impossible when designing some of its constituent parts
even if it is a reactor, to disengage yourself from this integrity. Even in cases when
the task for a component design contains seemingly all interrelations between "a part"
and "a whole" there is a risk of incorrectness or incompleteness of the data.

When designing it is also important to analyze the whole set of tasks that must be solved
during the entire life of a NPP from its creation till decommissioning to take them into
account at selection and optimization of equipment design decisions. Realizing this
principle results in significant corrections in organization of design activities.

Fostering in a staff the system-level approach at NPP designing allows to reach so-
called "corporate self-regulation in safety matters" mentioned in INSAG-4.

3. EMERGENCY MODES INVESTIGATION

A process flow diagram both for a reactor plant and a power unit in general is by no
means determined by requirements dictated by normal operation modes only. For this
case it would be extremely simple in terms of quantity of equipment and their functions.
In practice, a reactor plant flow diagram is determined mainly by emergency modes.
All manifestations of NPP-specific potential hazard are associated with deviations from
normal operation modes. Generally speaking, mechanisms of emergency modes are plant-
specific. Respectively, accident prevention and protection means, as well as severity of
accident consequences may differ.
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Existing classification of emergency modes (design basis accidents, beyond design basis,
hypothetical ones) even not reflecting all these features being limited to initial events
ascertaining, allows however to compare different designs in respect to their safety level.

Optimization of protective means and methods, development of recommendations for
accident process management, technico-economic optimization of a NPP design are
impossible without analysis of accident situations. Their investigation represents a complex
dynamic problem, involving in each case development of mathematical models of processes
and respective computer codes, as well as their verification, etc.

Regulatory requirements do not determine unambiguously the criteria for accident modes
progress and their allowable consequences. OKBM specialists when analyzing accident
situations in framework of regulatory directions proceed from the following principal
propositions:
- probability of similar accidents in different designs of the same level of safety may
differ significantly;
- probabilities of possible accident conditions in the given NPP may differ in many orders
of magnitude;
- an assertion proceeds from the aforementioned statements, that though safety of NPP
is undoubtedly an essential feature, it must be (and can be) provided by different methods
and means in a framework of technico-economic optimization;
- design basis accidents, including maximum one, must not result in off-site radiological
consequences exceeding the allowable sanitary limits established for normal operation
of NPPs;
- at beyond design basis accidents distinct from design ones by additional failures (faults)
radiological impact on the environment should not exceed the allowable sanitary limits
set for accident conditions;
- at hypothetical accidents caused by multiple failures of independent systems and
accompanied by severe damage of a core (involving its melt) radioactivity release
probability derived from PSA should be less than 107 per reactor-year; in this case
evacuation of population beyond the sanitary-restricted area boundaries should be
excluded.

4. EXPERIMENT IS A NECESSARY CONSTITUENT OF DESIGN PROCESS

Experimental activity includes:
- study of processes (neutronic, thermal-physical, hydraulic, material behaviour, etc.);
- testing of separate items of equipment to develop and perfect them;
- equipment production technology development;
- testing of equipment;
- life-time tests;
- investigation to verify calculation codes.

Because lack-of-knowledge fields exist always when more or less complex systems being
designed what does not allow to limit validation of design decisions by theoretical methods
only, experimental investigation should be considered as the necessary constituent of
design process. Experiments to validate design decisions for systems and equipment
important to safety are of special significance.

Representativity of experimental investigation, i.e. necessary correspondence between
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experimental and actual working conditions is the most important requirement for an
experiment. Due to the fact that complete correspondence not always can be attained
in practice not simple problem arises to validate both possible deviations and methodology
of experimental results carry-over on the actual conditions.

OKBM adheres to the rule that equipment and systems important to safety, as well as
equipment determining the plant reliability performances should be tested under conditions
imitating real ones in terms of process parameters and a model of operation. It applies
to fuel assemblies, steam generators, circulators, control rods and their drive mechanisms.
In a number of cases the rule restricts a designer in selection of design decisions. It
refers primarily to large capacity steam generators and heat exchangers because testing
them in a laboratory is practically impossible or too expensive. This is a reason why
OKBM widely uses modular designs for this equipment, which allow in principle to obtain
representative results for SG or HX in general on the basis of testing a single module
or several ones.

5. SAFETY VALIDATION

Validation of sufficiency of means provided for NPP safety and their efficiency is the
most important part of final phase of design process.

Implementation of safety culture principles in validation of safety for NPPs under
development in OKBM is provided in framework of a system approach which embraces
all phases of plant operation, accounts for all operating conditions of a reactor and related
safety-important equipment, considers comprehensively the interdependence and mutual
influence of reactor plant systems and support/auxiliary ones and external impacts as
well.

The design validation should meet not only the requirement of the system approach
and scientific-technical logic, but it must include materials confirming validity of
mathematical models used, software means and adopted assumptions, as well as the analysis
uncertainties evaluation.

All possible design conditions characteristic of the reactor plant normal operation should
be considered, as follows:
- potentially hazardous plant assembly activities;
- tests of separate systems;
- reactor startup and bringing to minimum power level;
- reactor heating and power rising;
- reactor shut down and cooling;
- preparation for refuelling;
- refuelling;
- maintenance and repair;
- decommissioning.

In these states a system of protective barriers may undergo changes. Therefore, at safety
validation should be shown that in all operational states the necessary level of safety
is provided.

One of the design decisions optimization criteria is provision of equal level of safety
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for all the plant operational states mentioned above.

The OKBM staff is of opinion that sufficiently deep insight for a NPP safety can be
gained only on the basis of combination of deterministic and probabilistic approaches
supplementing each other. A designer may have difficulties in probabilistic assessment
of frequency of various emergency situations due to incorrect initial information or its
incompleteness. In such cases a qualified specialist finds a way out in using deliberately
conservative premises which moderateness depends on his experience.

When validating a NPP safety a comprehension is also important that safety and reliability
are not synonyms at all. In principle, even a highly reliable NPP can not meet the
safety requirements. Therefore, such arguments as high load factor, small number of
unplanned scrams in prototype NPPs, generally speaking, are illegal and may not be
considered as one of the proofs of safety provision.

Combination of deterministic and probabilistic approaches, of reasonable conservatism
and realism in the frameworks of system-level validation of safety are supported
additionally by expert opinion, what requires from specialists of different disciplines and
from technical managers proper competence, knowledge of previous experience, ability
to single out "weak points" and to comprehend a problem in general.

6. QUALITY ASSURANCE CONTROL

The need of comprehensive quality assurance system embracing all phases of a NPP
creation and operation is beyond doubt. It is important for this system to be practical
and effective. Content and efficiency of such a system reflect not only qualification of
its designers but also general safety culture of respective enterprises. Here, however,
the differences in manifestation of safety culture must be accounted for, e.g. in design
and operating organizations. If for operating organizations the safety culture indicator
is understanding by personnel of the necessity of obligatory fulfilling of regulatory
requirements, procedures and programs prescriptions, for design organizations the
respective indicator should be "the atmosphere" which stimulate striving managers and
responsible designers for critical study of experience available, for knowledge and
qualification improvement, for search and perfection of optimal in all respects decisions
ensuring a NPP safety.

Despite the fact that there is a considerable fraction of formal requirements in quality
control system it can not be allowed the form to mask the essence of the task being
under control. This requires that the development of quality control system and respective
programs should be headed by highly qualified specialists having experience in design
and operation of equipment subjected to control.

One of effective elements of quality control system for projects under development widely
adopted in OKBM is the infra-firm review of designs performed by specialists of
departments non-involved in the design what allows already on the early phases of the
design development to eliminate the unjustifiable subjectivism, reveal weaknesses, timely
to undertake the necessary organizational measures.

The interested participation of designers in the development of guides, procedures and
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means for accident management as well as of information support systems for NPP
operator ensures the succession of safety culture from design process to operation.

7. CONCLUSION

Purposeful stimulation of safety culture fostering of managers and executors involved in
the development of nuclear power plants is necessary for nuclear power future and requires
great organization efforts.

High concentration of scientific, technical and economic potential intrinsic to nuclear
power is a promoting factor.

The safety culture forming in nuclear power will find its application also in other
potentially dangerous industries which our civilization is so rich in.
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Abstract

How does an organization assess its safety culture? Various organizations have tried different
means to assess safety culture. One way is to ask every employee what their safety concerns are.
This is a very desirable system because it gets all the employees involved in the process. Also
needed within the organization is a means of measuring and comparing improvements or
decrements in safety culture. A standardized written survey instrument can and should be used in
addition to informal employee interviews to gain a broader understanding of the safety culture.
This paper presents a methodology for successfully developing a safety culture survey instrument.
The survey instrument serves as a tool to not only find out what the safety norms in an
organization are but also as an aid to help elucidate weaker areas so they can be improved.

Introduction

As found in NUREG/CR-6088, Summary of 1991-1992 Misadministration Event Investigations
[1], the safety culture of the organization involved was found to contribute in several events
investigated. The most significant event caused a patient death. In this particular event there were
multiple safety culture problems, including: lack of adequate training, incorrect perceptions
concerning hazards and use of equipment, and a tendency on the part of the staff to believe that
nothing they were doing could result in any harm. Overall, the investigation showed that safety
culture was an important contributor to accidents. Therefore, organizations should be more
proactive in understanding their safety culture in order to improve it, and thereby, reduce the
potential for accidents.

Figure 1 of this paper shows an overall safety survey flow sequence. This paper will discuss the
shaded blocks and the remaining blocks will be discussed in Ostrom and Wilhelmsen [2]. It is
proposed that organizational climate, when op^rationalized and validated as stated in this paper, can
serve as a useful tool in understanding occupational behavior.

a. The views and conclusions in this paper are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect
the policies of the U.S. Department of Energy. This work was prepared for the U.S. Department
of Energy under DOE Idaho Field Office Contract DE-AC07-76IDO1570. Neither the United
States nor any agency thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, expressed or
implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or
usefulness of any information, apparatus, produce or process disclosed or represents that its use
would not infringe privately owned rights.
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Definition of Safety Culture

The concept of safety culture developed in the aftermath of the Chernobyl disaster [3]. However,
the concept that the organization's believes and attitudes, manifested in actions, policies and
procedures, effect its safety performance is not new. In fact, Heinrich's Domino Theory
developed in the 1930's was based on the premise that a social environment conducive to accidents
was the first of five dominos to fall in an accident sequence [4]. The other four dominos in
sequence were the fault of person (personal traits), unsafe act, accident, and injury. This theory is
now 60 years old and much research has been done since in this area, however, from our
discussions with managers and safety professionals there is still a lack of understanding as to what
safety culture is or how to assess it.

A culture is comprised of norms, or patterns of perceptions, speech, and even building design
features that make the culture what it is. It is difficult to understand a culture in total, but it is
possible to study and understand individual norms. A social norm is defined as an unspoken rule
of behavior which if not followed will result in sanctions. In an organization, a norm might be that
managers wear suits. In this organization, a manager who shows up to a meeting in casual clothes
might be teased or reprimanded. If he consistently failed to wear a suit, he might be considered
unprofessional, not showing the company image, and face severe sanctions, including loss of his
position.

What constitutes a safety norm, then? An example might be that in a company, employees receive
special recognition for reporting accidents. This could be considered a positive norm. Another
example of a norm might be when individuals no longer seek solutions to safety concerns and stop
looking to their safety professionals for help because they expect them to be unavailable. This
might be considered a negative norm.

Pidgeon [3] says that a "good" safety culture is hard to define. Part of the reason for this is that
each organization's culture is somewhat unique. Despite differences, good safety cultures do have
things in common. Good safety cultures have employees with particular patterns of attitudes
toward safety practice. Since it is impractical to establish formal, explicit rules for all foreseeable
hazards, norms within the organization are required to provide guidance in particular
circumstances. In a "good" safety culture employees might be alert for unexpected changes, and
ask for help when they encounter an unfamiliar hazard. They would seek and use available
information that would improve safety performance. In a "good" safety culture, the organization
rewards individuals who call attention to safety problems and who are innovative in finding ways
to locate and assess work place hazards. All groups in the organization participate in defining and
addressing safety concerns and there is not one group imposing safety on another in a punitive
manner. The result is an overall positive attitude toward safety.

Organizations with a "good" safety culture are also reflexive on safety practices. They have
mechanisms in place to gather safety related information, measure safety performance, and bring
people together to learn how to work more safely. They use these mechanisms to not only support
solving immediate safety problems, but also learning how to better identify and address those
problems on a day-to-day basis.

What is acceptable in a company regarding safety must be defined and practiced if a corporate
culture that values safety is to be created [5]. Ideally, employees should know all the risks
associated with their jobs, what is required for safety, and take responsibility for themselves. In
other words, develop a norm in which employees are aware of all the risks in their work place or
are continually on the lookout for risks.

Assessing Safety Culture
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How does an organization assess its safety culture? A plan called the Safety Outreach System
developed by John Thirion, corporate safety director at Johnson & Johnson, emphasizes asking
employees what their safety concerns are and then responding to those problems Minter [5]. "You
start asking every employee, every visitor, every contractor, What worries you the most about
your safety? What hazards do you see here in the work place? Where is the next accident going to
occur? To Whom? What can we do to prevent it? What I do is create the most real time safety
agenda that any management can have," says Thirion. This is a very desirable system. Also
needed within the organization; however, is a means of measuring and comparing improvements or
decrements in safety culture. We have found that a standardized written survey instrument can and
should be used in addition to informal employee interviews to gain a broader understanding of the
safety culture.

Bailey and Petersen [6] concluded that a safety perception survey is useful because: 1) The
effectiveness of safety efforts can not be measured by traditional procedural-engineered criteria like
safety reviews, audits, and inspections, 2) The effectiveness of safety efforts can be measured with
surveys of employee perceptions, 3) A perception survey can effectively identify the strengths and
weaknesses of elements of a safety system, 4) A perception survey can effectively identify major
discrepancies in perception of program elements between hourly rated employees and levels of
management, 5) A perception survey can effectively identify improvements in and deterioration of
safety system elements if administered periodically. We agree with Bailey and Petersen's
conclusions. In addition, a properly developed survey instrument can be a valuable tool to
compare against a company's accident/illness record or to use the results in safety meetings and
cover real safety concerns that employees have. A survey can enable an organization to compare
the results from a certain department or company to another in a standardized, structured manner
and help to target efforts in light of limited safety budgets.

Currently, there are very few safety surveys cited in the literature. Bailey and Petersen [6] discuss
the use of a perception survey to assess safety system effectiveness among four railroads. The
survey instrument they used, however, was not presented in the article.

Survey Development

In Fig 1., Survey Development 1 represents the first step in survey development. Here you
interview employees from all groups in your organization. You talk to other companies or
industries to see what is working for them and conduct a literature search for recent information on
safety culture. Management concurrence is probably the success/failure criterion. You need
management concurrence from the beginning and throughout the entire process. Not only their
concurrence, but their involvement. Survey Development 11 is the second development stage.
This is the phase in which all of the background information is put together to form the questions.
The questions should be completely agreed upon. A scale should be agreed upon (i.e. ABCDE,
Strongly agree to strongly disagree.) Issues such as formatting, printing, and how the information
is recorded (i.e. computer score sheets) are also a part of this development stage. Survey Team
Formation and tasking breaks out the responsibilities of the survey team. A good break out of who
should be- on the team should include a Human Factors Engineer, a Human Resources person and
a Safety person.

A safety norm survey was developed for EG&G Idaho, Inc. in 1989. The development process
included three techniques. The first technique involved interviewing 86 EG&G Idaho employees,
including managers, professionals, office workers and laborers from various facilities at the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). The individuals were asked three interview questions
addressing safety and procedure compliance at EG&G Idaho. These questions were:

1. Suppose that three years from now, our company had become a national leader in safety.
What would you see people doing with regard to Safety?
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2. For each of the major areas named, how far do you think we have to go from the way
things are now?

3. For each area rated, what do you see going on now, or not going on now, that makes you
say we have that far to go?

The first of these questions was designed to elicit desired future norms, the second question was
intended to have people consider and compare the present with the desired future, and the third was
designed to elicit current norms. Results of the interviews were content analyzed and used to
generate several of the items in the survey.

The second technique used to generate survey items involved holding an all-managers' meeting in
which managers were asked to write down a personal safety credo: what they say they believe
about safety that they would like each of their employees to understand. An example of the
managers' credos included:

I believe . . .
...That safety is everyone's personal responsibility. It begins with a strong and aggressive
management involvement and commitment. I believe it takes daily suggestions and interactions
with the work force to remind, improve, enhance, and reinforce the company's commitment to
protect employees.

The credos were content analyzed and sorted into themes or categories of norms according to their
subject matter. The categories developed were: Individual Responsibility, Safe Processes, Safety
Thinking, Safety Management, Priority of Safety, and Safety Values.

A third technique was used to assure comprehensiveness of the survey instrument This technique
involved querying other sources of information, such as previous interview data concerning a
recent organizational climate survey, a literature review, and previous personnel opinion surveys,
for possible norms. Possible safety norms suggested by these sources were selected for inclusion
in the new survey instrument. Review of the literature concerning organizational climate,
organizational norms, safety climate, and safety norms provides a conceptual framework into
which items might be organized. Of particular importance in this sorting was the research of
Litwin and Springer [7]. The categories of safety norms ultimately selected were very similar to
their categories of social norms, except that ours were particularly adapted to safety. The data
gathered were sorted into the following categories:

Safety Awareness, Teamwork, Pride and Commitment, Excellence, Honesty, Communications,
Leadership and Supervision, Innovation, Training, Customer Relations, Procedure Compliance,
Safety Effectiveness, and Facilities.

A total of 84 statements, divided among the categories, were included in the original survey.
Statements on the survey instrument presented had bom positive and negative wording. In
general, positive wording was selected when interview data suggested a positive norm, such as
"people work safely, even when the boss isn't looking." Negative wording was selected when
interview data suggested a negative norm, such as "We hesitate to report minor injuries and
incidents." An attempt was also made to have a reasonable balance between both positive and •.
negative wordings. The completed survey instrument was then administered to 121 employees in
1989.

In December of 1990 the Department of Energy (DOE) decided to conduct a safety culture survey
of the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). The DOE selected the EG&G Idaho, Inc.
survey instrument for this purpose. The survey was modified to include four additional
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statements. These statements were included in order to determine specific pieces of information
desired by the INEL contractors. The survey was administered during the month of January, 1991
to approximately 4000 employees of DOE-ID and its eight contractors. A statistical sampling
method was used that specified the number of employees needed to be surveyed in order to have a
95% level of confidence in the data. The results from the survey pointed out both the strengths and
weaknesses in the safety cultures of the organizations. The survey was recently modified by
Wilhelmsen and Jerry Harbour, Ph.D. for use in helping to assess the safety culture at the Rocky
Flats DOE site.

To determine the survey's reliability the Cronbach's Coefficient Alpha test was performed on the
data from the 1991 administration of the survey. For further information on this please refer to
Ostrom, Wilhelmsen and Kaplan [8].

Although it is difficult to determine whether the perfect balance of positively and negatively worded
statements was made during the survey development process, the Pearson product-moment
correlation coefficients [9] for individual questions with the total survey, for all questions except
number 21, ranged from r = 0.40 to 0.67, indicating reasonable correlations. The correlation
coefficient for question 21 was r = 0.15 indicating a poor correlation. The range of Pearson
correlation coefficients for individual questions within a group of questions (i.e., the safety
awareness grouping) ranged from r = 0.63 to 0.83, indicating good correlations. These results
indicated that overall questions fit well into the survey as a whole and within the individual groups
of questions.

We feel the EG&G Idaho safety norm survey has merit for use by industry outside the DOE
system. Therefore, the instrument is available in Ostrom, Wilhelmsen and Kaplan [8].

Summary

By assessing its safety culture, an organization can determine where efforts need to be focused.
Optimally, every employee should be involved, determining and addressing their individual safety
concerns. However, this is not always possible. A properly structured survey instrument has
been shown to be a very effective tool for assessing safety culture in organizations [6].

Safety professionals should play a lead role in administration and analysis of the survey data. To
achieve results, however, an organization needs to find ways to get the people who were surveyed
to engage in reflection on what the data means and what actions they can take to address the
problems identified.
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Abstract

INSAG-4 by IAEA [1] urgeed for the method which would deal with the organizational
factors strongly affecting safety culture. ASCOT Guidelines [2] introduced the approach for safety
culture assessment. By following it one can get general overview of the organization's safety
culture, however the problem identification and problem solution, are not adequately addressed.

The reason for new method development is based on the fact that we have to be prompt and
very specific in order to find and fix the problems which originate in organization. We believe that
this is the major disadvantage of all the proposed methods available. In addition, these methods do
not use the results of the previous analyses performed.

Different approach was taken for the proposed method based on the knowledge generated
by the Probabilistic Safety Assessment. The main objective is to focus on the components which
have the greatest impact on safety regardless if they are classified as safety related or not. There
are two distinct importance rating methods of components within PSA: Risk Reduction Worth and
Risk Achievement Worth. Our method concentrates on the second, RAW list, indicating
components which should be closely watched in order to maintain the achieved level of safety. By
concentrating on risk significant components method follows the definition of safety culture as
defined by the INSAG4 IAEA.

The further development of our method was governed by following rules: it should be
simple and it should incorporate the results of the previous analyses so that it is possible to upgrade
these by taking into account the organizational factors which influence strongly the performance
of the systems as a whole.

In the qualitative part of the method expert meetings are organized similarly to sessions for
performance of Hazard and Operability Studies by adopting the use of the specially developed guide
words for particular application under leadership of the independent session leader. The method
concentrates on finding if there is clear division of the responsibilities among the personnel which
interacts with risk significant components and also on organizational factors like: redundancy,
communication, procedures and control. The results are input in specially designed form where also
the suggestions for actions are given. There is no need to reach consensus among the experts as
difference in opinion gives the clue for possible problems which have to be fixed.

The quantitative part of the method uses the RAW factors as weights for the assessed
organizational factors evaluated by the participating experts and inputed into different form.

As the result we see level of safety culture and pinpoint which organizational factors are to
be improved substantially and the information on the risk significant components which then serves
as basic guidance for allocation of improvements and resource.
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1.INTRODUCTION

Studying descriptions of old major accidents lead us to conclusion that in many cases
problems arise much earlier than the accident. Progression of a problem into an accident is due to
the organization as a root cause if it does not cope with the precursors timely although the trigger
or direct cause is in many cases human related error.

Contemporary hazard identification methods [3,4,5] can reveal many hardware problems,
less human errors and least organizational problems connected with the process [7], Nevertheless,
the accidents do occur inspite all of the efforts and analyses [9]. The completed analysis is not the
end of the safety improvement process, but is rather the beginning of it, focusing our attention on
the important components of the systems where improvements are needed the most.

A qualitative upgrade for finished quantitative part of the safety analysis has been developed
based on the list of the critical components. These critical components are main contributors to the
plant risk and are common points for many activities of different staff groups in plant (managers,
professionals, supervisors, operators, test & maintenance people, contractors, etc.) and are also the
subject of Operating, Abnormal and Emergency procedures, Technical Specifications etc. Normally
the operators as highly trained personnel are aware of their importance for the safe operation but
this is not always true for the rest of the people which interface with the components.

Problem with the procedure coordination is not always obvious. In the beginning there is
normal reaction that everything is in order and no need exists for additional control. Thorough
examination of the precursors of accidents reveals such problems, so rather strict coordination and
verification is needed to avoid problems with procedures.

Probabilistic safety assessment of a complex system like NPP is usually long and tedious
work within which key human actions are identified and evaluated in the light of their impact on
the accident mitigation as well as their impact on the latent failures done during test and
maintenance activities. During logical modelling we do not pay too much attention to the
organization and coordination of the work on the systems during normal operation and during
accidents, that is why the studies show [7] that about 60% of the hardware problems, about 49%
of the human errors and only about 30% of organizational problems are identified. This led us to
the conclusion that some method should be developed to cover this problem.

Further we reason that the method should be simple and it should incorporate the results of
the previous analyses not to start once again from the scratch and to upgrade them in the sense of
taking into account the organizational factors which influence strongly the performance of the
systems as a whole. Our aim was not to repeat the analysis which in our opinion would not lead
us to any new quality. As Reason [6] has pointed out we are facing the organizational errors if we
have courage to admit it.

To be efficient in finding the problems and removing them we have to know where to look
and this is the major thrust behind our new method which incorporates the results of probabilistic
safety assessment, the philosophy of safety culture definition defined by the INSAG-4 IAEA [1]
and uses the principles and methods of the Hazard and Operability Studies by adopting the expert
meetings under leadership of an independent session leader.

2. METHOD DESCRIPTION

The main objective of the method is to concentrate on the components which have the
greatest impact on safety. There are two distinct importance rating methods of components within
probabilistic safety assessment. They are defined by Vesely and are called Risk Reduction Worth
and Risk Achievement Worth. The former gives the list of components worth improving, while the
later supplies the list of components worth closely watching. For the former the normal methods
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for improvement should be applied. Our method concentrates on the second list because it is the
list of components which should be closely watched to maintain the achieved level of safety.

The quantity of risk important components is usually much lower than the quantity of
components which are used in the logical models and also the percent of the contribution is usually
accumulated in the group of the first few tens of components from the list. If we also take into
account connections between these components we see that if we cover the group of components
which have contribution over 1 % we can do this work relatively quickly. We can continue the
process to the point where we cannot uncover any new issue. In the Figure 1. activities connected
with the critical components are presented together with the information flows which are affected
by communication.

The process starts with the sessions attended by the members of the staff who have direct
or indirect influence on the status of the components in question and who use same written material
like procedures, manuals, checklists etc. or have power to direct other people to do some work in
connection with these components. From each influence group at least one participant should attend
the meetings. For all these professionals critical components are common point of interaction and
from the past experience we can claim that organization of interactions over critical component
if not proper can cause serious problems. Our interest is who and how interacts with these
components and also the fact if everybody knows and also understands the written material the
same way. To be able to find this, session is led by independent session leader whose resposibility
is to ask the special guide words [Table 1.] in connection to the components in the critical failure
mode. The answers are then put in short in the table [Table 2.] which was designed to pick up the
essential information regarding the organizational factors which in our opinion have great impact
on safety and they constitute safety culture. In this respect the process is similar to the Hazard and
Operability Study with the exception that we do not need consensus over the issues and that lack
of consensus means existance of problems in organization and in understanding of the
responsibilities of different groups of participants. With this approach we can find out if the
responsibilities are clearly defined if there is any form of needed redundancy, and if the
communication between the groups and within the groups is defined and adopted in the proper way
to avoid ambiguity and misleading information flows.

2.1 REVIEW TEAM SELECTION

Here we have to take into account plant staff who have responsibilities in operation, test and
maintenance and who make safety evaluations of the changes, modifications on the equipment and
on the procedures and technical specifications, because these people can with their actions introduce
(organizational) changes which can have drastic impact on the plant operation.

They should be able to inform all the participants at the session about their work and
interfaces of their work and in this regard represent their working environment.

Members of different groups have different attitudes towards the critical components. Some
of them operate them and are fully aware of their importance for the safety while the others see
them only when they have to maintain them or test them during outage period so their
understanding can be quite different. No matter what kind of the role the people have they should
be acquainted with all the relevant procedures for particular equipment and also with the results of
the safety assessment done. From the procedures they should be aware of their own and also of the
responsibilities of the others to react properly if something goes wrong. With this respect
communications should be defined in the procedures and thought during training sessions.

Training personnel is also an important link in the organization while its knowledge and
beliefs are the ones of the operators, maintenance and test personnel. Through training the people
should become aware about what their work means to the end user.

The quality of the training staff has direct impact on the safety culture in the organization.
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Continuous training of these instructors guarantees improvement of safety culture.

2.2 GUIDE WORDS

With the use of chosen guide words we tried to achieve two things. The first is to find out
if there is any overlapping in who will find out what is wrong with the equipment and if there is
any procedural redundancy for detecting the problem. The second question is who has the authority
to react and if the responsibilities are clearly defined. Both are connected with the communication
which is in many cases the bottleneck during onset of an accident. The aim of the guide words is
to identify all possible persons who will detect problems with the equipment and to identify the one
who is responsible for action which is not always clear.

All members of the influence groups connected with the components are sitting arround the
same table. They can find out with the help of the independent chairman if everything is clear to
all of them or if any of the procedures or training have to be changed or improved with respect to
comprehensiveness and safety improvement.

The changes in the procedures should involve coordination with other procedures and
include the need for communication within the group and between the groups. The changes in the
procedures should be reflected in the training of the staff.
Any procedural change has to be verified for its possible safety implication.

During sessions several interesting details are revealed and the people who participate in the
process will make benefit from it as well as from data which are documented in the tables from
which the conclusions can be driven for improvement.

Table 1. Guide words

Guide Word

Who

Who shall

Other

Is there a conflict

Meaning

Who observes, finds deviation during Operation, Accident,
Check, Tests, Maintenance, Modification, Training

Who takes, performs action during Operation, Accident, Check,
Tests, Maintenance, Modification, Training

Other relevant questions related to the previous answers

Is there a conflict in taking action regarding procedures,
understanding etc.

2.3 TABLE OF THE RESULTS

The results of the assessment are written in the table form which was designed to contain
the minimal information on the item discussed and in the same time giving the reason why the item
is critical and where the improvements should be done.

In the Table 2. there are the following headings: component, guide word, activity, group,
location, redundancy, communication, procedure, control, action. Organizational factors identified
in the table 2. are the ones which we identified during the analyses and verified through the
backfiting process after the analysis is done, so they emerge from our experience and not by
elicitation.

We fill the table with the data for the Component where we are considering the critical
component in the critical failure mode. In the next column we put the Guide word we are using.
The Activity (Operation, Maintenance, Test, Shutdown etc.) shows us in which activities the
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component is critical. In the column Group we identify group and members of the groups who
interfere with the critical component and who are responsible for its operation in all conditions. For
the groups we identify the location where they interfere with the component or they are overseeing
it or checking the status on the instruments. The next column Redundancy gives us the information
about ones possible knowledge or the automatically given status of the component or the
information about it. Column Communication holds the information how the information of the
status is being transferred to the person and who has authority to react. (From test personnel to
maintenance department)

Under the header Procedure we are interested in what procedures are the group members
using and if they understand them in the same way or if they have different opinions about their
aim, meaning and application. Here we can compare different procedures and their coordination.
In the column Control we put the information on any form of controling the activities of the group
members in a form of Q/A or any other regulation. In the last column we put down the Action for
improvement if needed.
(For example: procedures for setting the equipment and procedures for checking the settings)

The verification should be employed to ensure cross-control and performed in consistant yet
urepetitive fashion.

All the procedures should be checked in-situ before putting into operation. In the procedures
all formal verifications if they can be outsmarted or ignored should be avoided.

2.4 ACTIONS TAKEN

The mistakes which cause latent weaknesses are mostly slips and less often errors because
the people who commit them more or less know what needs to be done and they just react in the
wrong manner. Deliberate mistakes are not to be found in such a environment but even though they
should not be a-priori excluded.

Reason to put such an emphasis on these issues can be find in the results of the INPO
research [6] where main part of the human failures were latent failures due to organization and only
small part of them was described as active failures. The major portion was attributed to the
procedures and documentation 43%, lack of knowledge 18%, deficient planning or scheduling 10%,
miscommunication 6% etc. From this it is evident that the accidents are most often "prepared" in
advance and as such we have the opportunity to prevent them if know how to reveal the problems.
In this part there is need for resource allocation and investment because all the actions do not need
big investments.

The problems with this kind of latent failures is that they stay hidden for the people who
should reveal them. In other words one cannot find his own mistakes while he can easily find
somebody elses mistake. The same goes with this latent failures. If we can assure that the work and
the status of critical equipment is being checked by various people which communicate in an
organized way without too much formalism but with the healthy attitude and using better procedures
there will be much less hidden problems. With this kind of approach we try to compensate the
different circumstances which can cause occurrence of hidden problem and its camouflage within
the system.

Reason [6] has stressed the urgent need to develop better understanding of the organizational
accidents and to devise more effective calculus for assessing plant risks. Understanding and
knowing what we are fighting against them can always help us to be in a better position. Assessing
plant risks is not enough. When we have identified the risk we have to take actions to eliminate
them and to make sure that there are no similar problems in different location.
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NJ

Component Guide
word

Activity •

....V;.- '.•_•;. ;•. ;

Group Location Redundancy Communication Procedure Control Action

Component
Guide word
Activity
Group
Location
Redundancy
Communication
Procedure
Control

•Action

- Critical component (in critical failure mode)
- Who, who would, other applicable, conflict (based on previous answers)
- Operationj Check, Testj Maintenance, Modification, Training
- Operators,-Maintenance (Electricai,:Mechanical, I&C), Testing
- Main Control Room, On site,: etc.
- Another person (Checker) prbcedurizedj Automatic action, possible not procedurized;
- Directive, for••passing information^ I / : .'.'• ?••,•• /
- Procedurized actions or self evident acHbhs '
- Control in form of Q/A activity or ipther form
-Recommendations .

Table 2: Form for inputting the gathered information
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Example for the use of the method

Component

AFT pump

control valves
(air operated)
AF system

Guide
word

who

who

who
will

who

who
will

conflict

Activity

Transient
SBO

Transient
SBO

Transient
SBO

Transient
SBO

Transient
SBO

Group

Operator

Local
operator

local
operator

Operator

local
operator

local
operator

Location

MCR
Locally

locally

locally

MCR

locally

locally

Redundancy

Conditional

no

no

Conditional

no

Communication

No specific
demand

no specific
demand

no specific
demand

No specific
demand

no specific
demand

Procedure

EOP
ECA-0.0

EOP
ECA-0.0

No step in
procedure

no step in
procedure

Control

Step 4

Step 4

Trip of
the pump

trip of
the pump

No step in EOP procedures to send the local operator to maintain AF flow to SG manually

Action

Improvement of
training Develop
procedure

Improvement of
EOP ECA 0.0
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2.5 EXAMPLE FOR THE USE OF THE METHOD (comment of the table on the previous page)

From the results of PSA for particular NPP it was revealed that turbine driven auxiliary
feedwater pump is one of the most important components, because of its necessity during Station
Black Out initiating event which has high contribution to the core melt frequency. The importance
for the pump was calculated from the basic event: "Turbine Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Failure to
Start and Run". The problems associated with the pump are the following: after half an hour there
is assumed shortage of instrument air because the compressors have no alternative power supply
resulting in need for local operators to control the flow valves manually to prevent the pump from
overspeed trip. After the two hours into the accident the batteries are depleted and the operators
do not have the ability to read the plant status. All this information is obtained from the PSA level
I analysis. Now we apply our method to the turbine driven auxiliary pump to see :<r we can trace
additional information or if we can locate any more problems associated with the * ^eration of the
pump.

We have seen that for the operation of the turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump
instrument air is needed indirectly while the air tanks which are connected to the components
deplete in short period of time. In the Emergency Operating Procedures there is no direction for
operator to send the local operator to manually control the control valves to prevent the overspeed
trip of the pump. Even though the operator might send local operator he does not have procedures
nor training to do that especially when the batteries are depleted and operator does not have the
readings about the status of the plant.

As a result of the exercise we can see that there is no specific step in EOP procedures which
would direct operator to send local operator to control the flow manually. In addition the local
operator if sent has no previous training to do the job and after depleting the batteries he has no
indication and no way of communication with the Main Control Room. The work connected with
the Turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump could be improved by adding specific step in EOP
procedures, to develop new procedures for local operators and to train the local operators how to
perform throttling of the control valves on the auxiliary feedwater lines. All of this would be
improved even further by adding the request for communication between the operator and the local
operator as it is done for control of the status of batteries.

3.QUANTIFICATI0N OF THE SAFETY CULTURE

To quantify safety culture we do not have very reliable source of information on the
parameters which form or constitute it. In this regard we have to rely on the expert opinion of the
experts participating in the qualitative process. Within the complex system such as process plant
or nuclear power plant there is a vast number of opportunities for failures to stay hidden in the
system. With the constant screening of the systems we can reduce the probability for accident of
such a cause.

The quantitative process goes along with the qualitative process. After each component is
assessed the experts are given possibility to rate the four factors recognized during the qualitative
process. The experts put down on separate form their estimates (between the 1 and 10) of the
organizational factors from the result form (redundancy, communication, procedure and control).

In the end the estimates form the matrix of four parameters and N lines, N being equal to the
number of experts. For these data we calculate Kendall coefficient of concordance showing the
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agreement of experts ratings. This is the meassure how much can we trust the experts.
On the Kendall coeffient of concordance basis we can see to what level agreement exists

between the experts what is the level of safety culture.
The most important components have higher importances. In this regard we can set the

weights so that the factors for more important components get higher weights then the ones for less
important components. To differentiate between the important factors and less important ones. The
problem with setting weights is following: importance measures obtained by PSA differ by several
orders of magnitude. The most important component has according to this gradation several orders
of magnitude higher impact on safety than the ones from the back of the tail.

Not to exaggerate the importance of the the first few components which contribution to risk
is important, we decided to group the the components into several groups related to the orders of
magnitude of their importance meassures. The first group are the components which have the
highest importance meassures. According to the definition of the safety culture these components
deserve the most of the attention possible to be able to perform their mission when called upon.
If we found out that this is not the case there is certainly problem with safety culture no matter
what is the status in the other parts of the plant.

On the other hand also the not so important components deserve some attention. In this
respect we have to distinguish them from the first group in order to see whether the problems with
these components are similar to the first group or there is specific problem related to them. With
this kind of approach we can trace the problems in different groups of components which have
similar importance measures. There should be no major differences between the groups. If there
would be major difference we should investigate the reason and find out what are the causes.

At the end, we add individual estimates for components and normalize the sum with respect
to the maximum possible value to be able to compare the safety culture between different plants
or different systems to found out which one needs more attention in comparison to the others.

4. RESULTS

With suggested guide words approach connected to the critical components different
viewpoint on safety attitudes is defined. This enables the identification, judgement and
improvements of the most vulnerable places in the plant. Any potential overlapping of the duties
and points where clear split of the responsibilities is needed is thus revealed. Also, the need for
communication between and within different groups becomes evident.

In the quantitative part we grade organizational factors which influence safety culture in two
ways for the plant as a whole as well as for each component or group of components. The
differences in estimates and in Kendall concordance coefficients give us the alarm that some
improvements are needed prompting urgent action.

Final result is normalized to be comparable with other plants which apply the same
methodology.

5. CONCLUSIONS

There is a lot of things which affect safety. Safety analysis for itself cannot be useful if the
results are not widely disseminated and used through the organization with the subsequent actions
taken for safety improvement. With the help of the process and the results of the process we must
make people aware of their importance to the safety and their contribution to it. This process should
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be continuous so it would reflect the latest state of the systems and organization. In order to do this
it should be repeated on the points where the changes in hardware and software were made and
when there is so many changes that it is productive to assemble the team again.

The idea is that we can defend only against those hazards which we have identified. Our
proposed method of assessment of the organizational factors by the group of experts from the plant
under the coordination of an independent session leader would help in this direction by pointing out
the organizational problems which are spread through the organization and which can produce
hidden latent problems in the systems. The time needed for such an assessment is very much
shorter than classical safety assessment so we hope that it would be useful for a number of potential
users.
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ABSTRACT

INSAG has emphasized that safety culture has two general components: the organizational
framework and the attitude of the staff. To develop a structured approach to the assessment of
safety culture, we propose that the highly formalized nature of Nuclear Power Plant organizations
be exploited. The prime coordinating mechanism of NPP organizations is the standardization of
work processes, where a work process is defined as a standardized sequence of tasks designed
to achieve a specific goal (an example is the maintenance work process). The predictable nature
of work processes is exploited by the Work Process Analysis Model (WPAM) to conduct a
systematic analysis that identifies the desirable characteristics of work processes and develops
performance measures for their strengths and weaknesses. These can provide a set of tangible
characteristics of a good safety culture.

It is argued in this paper that the analysis of normal power production and investment protection
and the analysis of safety cannot be separated when culture is investigated. The organizational
dependencies are too strong for such a division. It is proposed that the plant should be viewed
as an integrated sociotechnical system and that the broader concept of quality culture should
replace the more limited one of safety culture.
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1. Introduction

The International Nuclear Safety Advisory Group (INSAG) has defined the concept of safety
culture as "that assembly of characteristics and attitudes in organizations and individuals which
establishes that, as an overriding priority, nuclear plant safety issues receive the attention
warranted by their significance" [INSAG, 1991]. They emphasize that "safety culture has two
general components. The first is the necessary framework within an organization and is the
responsibility of the management hierarchy. The second is the attitude of staff at all levels in
responding to and benefiting from the framework." INSAG goes on to recognize that "such
matters are generally intangible" and to state that "a principal requirement is the development of
means to use the tangible manifestations to test what is underlying." This paper proposes a
framework that contributes to the development of such tangible manifestations.

Nuclear power plant (NPP) safety can be addressed by the three familiar questions [Kaplan and
Garrick, 1981], namely, "what can go wrong?", "what are the consequences?", and "how often
does it occur?" It is now taken for granted that one knows both how each (hardware) system
works and how it interacts with other systems. In assessing the NPP safety culture, however, two
additional questions need to be addressed: "how does the NPP organization work?" and "how
well does it work?" The former addresses the issue of organizational structure and the latter the
issue of attitude and response. We begin by discussing the NPP organizational structure.

2. Work Processes

Two basic elements determine the structure of an organization: the division of labor and the
coordination of effort [Galbraith, 1973]. The division of labor allows an overall task to be
decomposed into subtasks that can be performed by highly specialized individuals (or groups).
The coordination of effort integrates these subtasks into a single effort, so that the overall goal
is achieved.

NPPs, like many other industrial facilities, exhibit in many respects the characteristics of what
is known in organizational theory as a machine bureaucracy, namely, "highly specialized, routine
operating tasks, very formalized procedures in the operating core, a proliferation of rules,
regulations, and formalized communication throughout the organization, large-scale units at the
operating level, reliance on the functional basis for grouping tasks, relatively centralized power
for decision making, and an elaborate administrative structure with a sharp distinction between
line and staff1 [Mintzberg, 1979].

The prime coordinating mechanism of machine bureaucracies is the standardization of work
processes, where a work process is defined as a standardized sequence of tasks designed within
the operational environment of an organization to achieve a specific goal.
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Figure 1 shows the flow diagram of the corrective maintenance work process. After a
maintenance work request is issued, it is reviewed to determine its significance and the required
priority. The request is reviewed by several individuals. Following these preliminary reviews,
the work request is forwarded to the responsible department for planning. The main function of
planning is to assemble a work package that addresses all issues related to the proper execution
of the job. Scheduling and coordination of maintenance activities ensure that maintenance is
accomplished in a timely manner. Concerns over the work are discussed during scheduled daily
meetings. Once the work is scheduled, a field work package is assembled, which includes all
the work permits, procedures, drawings, and instructions. The execution phase begins with the
control room operators tagging out the necessary components and the technicians starting the
field work. Depending on the situation, the work may be executed in the presence of health
physics and/or quality control personnel. Upon competion of the job, the leadman describes the
work in the work tracking form, which, in turn, is reviewed by the department supervisor, who
forwards it to the work control center. The WCC supervisor reviews the work package and
determines whether post-maintenance testing is required. After the tests, if any, are performed
satisfactorily, the return to normal line-up takes place followed by documentation.

This very brief description (many of the actual details vary from plant to plant and have been
omitted) of this work process helps to illustrate the highly standardized nature of the work
processes in nuclear power plants. In addition to maintenace, there are work processes related
to operations (plant start-up, power operations, shutdown, and system line-ups); engineering
(technical and engineering support of plant activities); and, plant support (radiological controls,
fire protection, et al). It is evident, then, that the work processes must play a prominent role in
any investigation of, what INSAG has called, the structural characteristics of NPP organizations.
However, this description must also include the organizational dimensions in order to be
complete. These are discussed in the next section.

3. Organizational Dimensions

Jacobs and Haber [1994] propose five general categories of organizational dimensions (factors):
administrative knowledge, e.g. organizational knowledge, formalization; communications, e.g.,
external, interdepartmental, and intradepartmental; decision making, e.g., goal prioritization,
organizational learning; human resource allocation, e.g., performance evaluation, technical
knowledge; and, culture, e.g., ownership, safety culture.

As examples, we consider the definition of organizational learning: "the extent to which plant
personnel and the organization use knowledge gained from past experiences to improve future
performance." Goal prioritization is defined as "the extent to which plant personnel understand,
accept and agree with the purpose and relevance of goals" [Jacobs and Haber, 1994].

Other groups of dimensions have also been proposed. Thus, Ostrom, Wilhelmsen, and Kaplan
[1993] consider a set that includes safety awareness, teamwork, pride and commitment, and so
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on. Montmayeul, Mosneron-Dupin, and Llory [1994] consider three groups of variables, i.e.,
those referring to the psycho-social climate (culture), "ambivalent" variables, and those that "do
not appear in the appraisal of the psycho-social climate but which are referred to for the safety
climate." An example of the latter is training. Clearly, these sets of dimensions overlap
significantly.

The important point is that the work processes and the organizational dimensions provide the
basis for answering the question "how does the organization work?" The search for "tangible
evidence" of a good safety culture that INSAG seeks must be conducted in the context of these
two defining elements of the NPP organizational structure. What we have not done yet is answer
the question "how well does the organization work?' which, of course, is another way of referring
to the question of tangible evidence. We investigate these issues in the next section.

4. The Work Process Analysis Model I (WPAM I)

The predictable nature of the WPs suggests that a systematic analysis can be conducted to
identify the desirable design of a given process and to develop performance measures with
respect to the strengths and weaknesses in the process. WPAM I [Davoudian, Wu, and
Apostolakis, 1994] consists of a mostly qualitative analysis of a WP, including an assessment of
the importance of the role of organizational dimensions in the overall quality and efficiency of
that WP.

WPAM I utilizes a three-step procedure to investigate systematically the types of failures that
may occur within a WP, the potential breaches of defenses, the organizational dimensions that
may bring about these failures, and the relative importance of these dimensions. The three steps
are: i. the performance of a task analysis of the WP; ii. the development of the organizational
factors matrix; and iii. the determination of the relative importance of the dimensions for each
task.

Task Analysis

The task analysis focuses on understanding the following three elements of the WP: the tasks,
e.g., planning, that are involved; the actions in each task and their failure modes, e.g., identifying
incorrect procedures during planning; and, the defenses or barriers relevant to each task, e.g., the
various reviews.

The products of the task analysis are a flow diagram for the process, a cross-reference table, and
a design/implementation checklist. The flow diagram shows the tasks involved (Fig. 1). The
cross-reference table (Table 1) identifies the personnel, departments, and actions involved in each
task. Finally, the checklist contains a series of questions aimed at comparing the design and
implementation of tasks (Table 2).
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Organizational Factors Matrix

This is the second step of WPAM I. Its purpose is to show the organizational factors that may
impact on the safe performance of each rask. As expected, one organizational failure may cause
several unsafe acts; for example, communication affects all tasks. This matrix helps in
localizing the problem areas and to guide the direction of the analysis (for an applicaton to root-
cause analysis, see Tuli, Wu, and Apostolakis, these proceedings).

Relative Importance of Organizational Factors

The organizational factors matrix tells us which dimensions may impact the various tasks of the
WP, but it does not prioritize them. This can be achieved by employing the Analytic Hierarchy
Process (AHP) which allows us to utilize expert judgment and prioritize. For example,
Davoudian, Wu, and Apostolakis [1994a] give as an example the following ordering of the most
important dimensions for the task "prioritization" of the maintenance WP: formalization,
technical knowledge and time urgency, and interdepartmental communication.

5. A First Set of Tangible Manifestations of a Good Safety Culture

The process flow diagram, the cross-reference table, and the design/implementation checklist
provide basic information about the operation of the organization, that is, how the organization
is supposed to operate. In particular, the design/implementation checklist can provide some basic
indicators regarding the quality and efficiency of task performance. For example, from the
ergonomic point of view, the physical location of the work control center with respect to the
control room may be of interest. Similarly, the number of items on the maintenance backlog is
an indication of the quality of the plant safety culture.

While this analysis does give us an indication of the organizational structure at the plant, it does
not tell us how well this structure is implemented. To check this we need to work more with
the organizational dimensions, as explained in the next section.

6. How well does the Organization Function?

As stated earlier, the INSAG report identifies as the second (besides organizational structure)
component of a safety culture the attitude of the staff at all levels. Pidgeon [1991] proposes "a
working definition of culture as the collection of beliefs, norms, attitudes, roles, and practices
shared within a given social grouping or population."

It is important to bear in mind that the actual beliefs, norms, and attitudes are not necessarily as
prescribed in management directives and procedures. Montmayeul et al [1994] report the results
of the analysis of data collected on full-scale simulators by Electricite de France (EDF). They
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find that "the operations performed do not always correspond exactly to what is indicated in the
instructions, not that deviations from them are necessarily errors." This confirms once again what
has been known for a long time, namely, that an informal structure, in addition to the formal one,
exists in organizations; their members constantly adapt to their environment and unofficial
relationships may develop within a group.

It is evident that to answer the question "how well does the organization work" we need to
employ the dimensions that have been mentioned in Section 3 and to devise scales that would
allow us to "measure" these dimensions. These "constructed" scales are, in fact, utilized in one
form or another by the cited references. Furthermore, methods need to be devised to capture
the actual culture (the mix of formal and informal cultures). These include interviews and
behavioral checklists. While there will be a great deal of subjectivity involved in these
assessments, this is unavoidable.

Of particular interest are the Behaviorally Anchored Rating Scales (BARS; Jacobs and Haber,
1994). These scales provide examples of poor, average, and high behaviors for the assessed
dimension and these are developed by expert groups that include plant people familiar with that
dimension and with industry practices. Okrent et al [1993] have applied these scales to the
dimension "deep technical knowledge."

Developing BARS for all the dimensions and the work processes at a plant is simply unrealistic.
The prioritization of dimensions is discussed in the next section.

7. Prioritizing the Dimensions

Various schemes may be devised to limit the number of dimensions that need to be analyzed in
detail. As stated in Section 4, one can use the AHP to prioritize the dimensions within a work
process in a generic way, i.e., without specific reference to a particular maintenance act. The
selection of the WPs that deserve this treatment will have to be based on the judgment of experts.

A more systematic way of prioritizing, but also more time consuming, is to utilize WPAM II
Pavoudian et al, 1994b]. This part of WPAM provides the link between organizational factors
and Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) parameters. The quantitative impact of the
dimensions of a WP on the core damage frequency could be used to identify the important
dimensions. Unfortunately, the quantitative part of WPAM II is still in the development phase.
Nevertheless, there are qualitative insights that WPAM II provides that may be immediately
useful.

If a PSA for the plant is available, one can use WPAM II to identify the work processes that may
have a significant impact on the major accident sequences. In particular, the model focuses on
potential organizational dependencies of dissimilar events, such as human errors and Diesel
engine performance (this is in contrast to the conventional common-cause failure analysis that
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is concerned with nominally identical components only). These work processes, then, can be
evaluated as before.

8. Safety or Quality Culture?

The concept of safety culture is very actively being investigated these days and rightly so given
its tremendous significance to the operation of NPPs. It is timely to ask, however, whether this
very focused approach to culture is, in fact, proper. The purpose of building NPPs is to produce
power. Traditionally, the probabilistic analysis of reliable power operation (plant availability and
so forth) and that of accidents have been separated by the large differences in the frequencies of
the sequences that dominate the two regimes. Sequences leading to plant unavailability are
much more frequent than sequences leading to core damage.

When the subject is culture, we must question the wisdom of separating safety culture from the
culture that exists with respect to normal plant operation and power production. The
dependencies between them are much stronger because they are due to common work processes
and organizational factors. For example, the maintenance work process is as important to
operations as it is to safety. Experience has also shown that protection of the investment and
safety cannot be separated. For example, the investigation of the Davis Besse loss of main
feedwater event [US Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1985] has led the NRC investigators to
state that "the shift supervisor appreciated the economic consequences of initiating make-up/high
pressure injection (MU/HPI) cooling." In an integrated approach to culture, such priorities would
have been analyzed under a number of organizational factors, such as goal prioritization, training,
and technical knowledge.

It is evident, therefore, that it would be more appropriate to broaden the concept of safety culture
and talk about the quality culture at a plant. This would allow us to investigate the NPP as an
integrated system (a sociotechnical system), thus taking into account the full complexity and
interdependencies of the plant organization.
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Figure 1 The flow diagram for the corrective maintenance work process.

Task Action/Barriers Department Personnel

Prioritization

Planning

Scheduling/Coordination

Execution

Return to Normal Line-Up

Documentation

Prioritization
Reviews

Planning
WCC Review

Engineering Reviews
Responsible Dept. Review

Scheduling/Coordination
Meetings

Responsible Dept. Review

Execution
Self Verification

QC
Post-Maintenance Testing

Return to Normal Line-Up
2nd Verification

Documentation

Work Control Center (WCC)
WCC/Operations

Maintenance/I & C
WCC

Engineering
Maintenance/I & C

Planning Dept.
. Various Depts.

Various Depts. (Operations
for system tagging)

Maintenance/I & C
Maintenance/I & C

Quality Control/
Quality Assurance

Maintenance/I & C/WCC

Operations
Operations

WCC (Nuclear Plant
Reliability Data)

WCC Supervisor
Shift Supervisor

Planner
WCC Supervisor
System Engineer

Mech./Elec./I & C Engineer

Scheduler
Variable

(Operations for Work
Authorization)

Mech./Elec./I & C
Mech./Elec./I & C

QC/QA Engineer

Mech./Elec./I & C
Control Room Operator
Control Room Operator

Clerk

Table 1 The cross-reference table for the corrective maintenance work process
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DESIGN/IMPLEMENTATION CHECKLIST EXAMPLE

Design Checklist:

1. Is there a central organization (planning department and work control center) in charge of
coordinating planned work?

2. What is the organizational relationship of the planning department and work control center to
other departments in the working core; i.e., operations, maintenance, and instrumentation and
control departments?

3. What are the barriers built into the system to correct errors made in the scheduling or
coordination of maintenance work? And what are their functions?

4. What is the standard process for the scheduling and coordination of a maintenance work?

Implementation Checklist (Normative):

1. Where is the work control center located?

2. What is the information transfer mechanism used in the work tracking system?

Implementation Checklist (Behavioral):

1. How many items are on the maintenance backlog?

2. How many items on the maintenance backlog are of PRIORITY 1?

3. How many equipment deficiency tags are on the main control panels?

4. Does the plan-of-the-day schedule reflect the ongoing work?

5. Does scheduling reflect prioritization of work with respect to safety impact?

6. What is the management philosophy in scheduling; i.e., which type of wo± is usually
assigned higher priority?

7. Does the shift superintendent need to review most of the work packages?

8. Are technicians often allowed to "negotiate" with the shift superintendent regarding assigned
work?

9. Does the planning department communicate well with other departments?

10. Does the daily meeting on scheduling and coordination show conflicts among departments
regarding scheduled work?

Table 2 A sample design/implementation checklist for scheduling and coordination
of maintenance work.
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SAFETY CULTURE IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

THE IDENTIFICATION AND REVIEW OF AN EXISTING SAFETY CULTURE

H. S. RYCRAFT
BRITISH NUCLEAR FUELS, UNITED KINGDOM

ABSTRACT

The paper deals with the experience of conducting two major Safety Culture surveys
on the British Nuclear Fuels pic Sellafield Site. The two methodologies were different
yet complementary, in that one examined culture from the basis of the individual, and
the other from the basis of the team and roles. The first was a site wide Attitude
Survey across the entire workforce using questionnaire based analysis, the second was
a Safety Culture Review of a major operating department of Sellafield, where
irradiated fuel is received and stored, using a targeted interview based analysis.

The main conclusion is that the prevailing culture of an organisation can be determined
both on a macro scale (the whole of site) and on a smaller scale (a targeted group) by
using Attitude Survey methods and Safety Culture Review respectively. Both methods
have their advantages and difficulties, but the understanding of the prevailing culture is
essential to enable appropriate actions and processes to be undertaken to strengthen
and shape a Safety Culture.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper will deal with the experience of conducting two major Safety Culture
surveys on the Sellafield Site. The two methodologies were different yet
complementary, in that one examined culture from the basis of the individual, and the
other from the basis of the team and roles. The first was a site wide Attitude Survey
across the entire workforce using questionnaire based analysis, the second was a
Safety Culture Review of a major operating department of Sellafield, where irradiated
fuel is received and stored, using a targeted interview based analysis.

BNFL Sellafield recognised that the object of many safety improvement schemes was
to change the way people thought about and behaved towards safety. The company
was also in the process of trying to move the whole culture towards an increased
openness, and increased trust between management and worker at all levels in the
organisation. Organisational action had already taken place to increase the commercial
awareness and worker/management flexibility and adaptability. It was recognised that
there was a need and desire to foster a better understanding of safety at all levels and
increase the commitment to safety by continuous improvement through a willingness to
change. In other words the management of Sellafield was trying to enhance and change
the Business Culture of Sellafield and in the process develop the Safety Culture to
meet the challenge of a changing organisation and a turbulent business environment.
From this situation it became clear that it would be very helpful if not essential, to
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measure the existing Safety Culture at Sellafield, to determine the existing perceptions
and attitudes of the work force and management, to all aspects of safety. Only from
such measurements could a properly directed Site wide improvement programme be
developed for maximum effectiveness.

2. SAFETY ATTITUDE SURVEY

With the above in mind, two objectives for the survey were formed, namely:
• To analyse perceptions and attitudes in respect of risks, hazards and safety

procedures so that.
• The findings could be used to develop plans for further improvements in safety

performance and develop a strong safety culture.

The survey was devised jointly between BNFL and the University of St Andrews and
was conducted in four main phases;
• Focus groups whose discussions were used to construct a questionnaire,
• A pilot study,
• The full study where about two thirds of the site population (5295 people)

completed and returned questionnaires, and finally
• The analysis, and dissemination of results, and the development of uses of the

results.

2.1 Methodology

Before embarking on such a survey, full co-operation from the management and Trade
Unions was sought and unreservedly given. Five 'focus' groups were assembled,
composed of a mixture from all levels of management and workers, and a
representative range of skills.

These 'focus' group discussions generated lively debate where conflicting points of
view often emerged, revealing a wide range of attitudes, perceptions and beliefs. A
loose framework of topics ensured that five broad areas were covered by the debates,
namely:

• Organisation and relationships
• Personnel
• General management
• Risk Management
• Accident reporting and investigation, and Emergency procedures.

Each discussion lasted two hours and could have continued much longer.

The proceedings were recorded in full and the transcription used to draft the first
questionnaire. Care was taken to use the same forms of expression used within the
discussions when phrasing the questions. These questionnaires were then completed by
those who had taken part in the 'focus' groups, and an open meeting was held to
discuss shortcomings and possible amendments.

MISC/VIENNA6
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The next stage was the pilot survey of personnel drawn randomly from the employee
records. A total of 161 questionnaires were completed.

The final questionnaire was a Likert-type 7 point scale including 172 positive and
negative statements about safety on site. The simple standardised form using highly
generalised terms (eg your job, your place of work), was designed to ensure that every
Sellafield employee could complete it sensibly within the same framework of questions.

The 172 statements allowed attitudes to be expressed about the individual's job, the
risks involved, the performance and commitment to safety of other roles in the
organisation, the nature of understanding of safety rules and instructions and
emergency arrangements, and the need and use of the "permit to work" system.

2.2 Results

The 172 statements were divided into nine subject domains, see table 1, with 19
underlying attitudes(factors) identified. These were postulated as being the framework
and foundation of the Sellafield safety culture.

Principal Components Analysis (with Varimax Rotation) was applied to each domain
in order to identify those items that grouped together and which appeared to represent
meaningful attitudes. The analysis identified that all factors in a domain (table 1) were
independent of one another

These attitudes may be characteristic of a Western industrial organisation, which share
similar cultures.

The 'good' or 'constructive' pole of each scale, was usually self evident with regard to
safety culture, but some were equivocal and required further thought.

Three factors with eigenvalues greater than 1.0 were extracted from the 16 attitude
statements relevant to perceived risk ; RISK I Cautious-Incautious, RISK II low-high
risk perceived, RISK III less control-more control. A 'discrimnant' function analysis
was then undertaken, in which all factors were used to find the best weighted
combinations for predicting respondents who had experienced an accident, against
those who had not. More details of the analysis may be found in ref. [1]. Some main
findings are presented below.

RISK I found that employees became more cautious with age, and women more
cautious than men. There was the tendency for the longer serving employees to be
more cautious, but a reversal in the 40 year plus service group who were the least
cautious.

Shift workers were found to be less cautious than day workers, and senior manager
and supervisors more cautious than process and craft workers.
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RISK II found the youngest age group (16 to 20) and the oldest (40 to 70) consider
the risks to be less than the middle group (21 to 39).. Line management and
supervisors saw the risks as higher than the laboratory and office workers, whilst
process workers saw the risks as low in comparison with the craft worker who
perceived the risk as medium high ( one of the few attitudes on which these two
groups differed).

RISK III found the short service (0-5 years) and longest service (41 plus) have lower
confidence of being in control of their safety, than the 10 to 40 year group. Females
were less confident than males. Day workers less confident than shift workers, and
management/administration less confident than craft and process workers. Supervisors
were found to be closer to the process and craft worker.

Strong evidence was found to show that attitudes towards risk was a valid predictor of
accident likelihood. Their inter-correlations with the range of safety and job
satisfaction scales strengthened further the assertion that employee attitude are the key
to an enhanced safety culture.

Further work has been undertaken on the results of the questionnaire since 1993,
including the use of alternative statistical techniques. These results have served to
strengthen the original analysis conclusions. In addition, a project funded by the UK
nuclear industry during 1994, developed a shorter question set whilst retaining the
framework and relationships between the different attitudes. This will increase its
usability and acceptability with respondents and make a repeat attitude survey more
acceptable to management. Further attitude surveys are planned to be undertaken at
suitable intervals.

3. SAFETY CULTURE REVIEW

The Site wide Attitude Survey results, although useful for site wide programmes for
safety attitude improvement, were limited when trying to identify action for an
individual department's overall plans for Safety Culture change. In 1993 therefore, a
Safety Culture Review was conducted in large operating department on the Sellafield
Site. .The review methodology was developed within one of Sellafield's safety
departments, taking the IAEA's INSAG 4 [1] and ASCOT methodology as a starting
point, but the final methodology was for application in a small plant or organisation i.e.
a sub-culture of the site.

3.1 Methodology

Targeted interviews of teams and individuals with particular roles were conducted by a
review team. In many respects, the objectives of the review were the same as the
survey, except the methodology was specifically aimed to identify strengths and
weaknesses of the operating department under review, in order to tailor
recommendations to their culture.
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The reviewers obtained information by interview of both individuals and groups of
people. Questionnaires were not used, as the workforce had been subject to a number
of questionnaires, and it was doubtful whether the respondent rate would be
acceptable. Over 90 people were interviewed making up approximately 14% of the
plant's workforce. Groups external to the plant, but associated with their operation
were also interviewed in order to obtain an "outside looking in" view of the way the
plant personnel approached safety. This included interviews with the regulator. Care
was taken during the group interviews to prevent suppression of views eg because line
managers were present, or by individuals dominating the discussions, by using a trained
and experienced interviewer for these sessions. Useful information was also gained by
the observation of the interaction between different groups and roles eg health
physicists with operators. Advantageously, it was found that personnel in this
particular culture did not hold back if they held an alternative view to their colleagues.
A full list of the groups interviewed may be seen in table 2. A guarantee of anonymity
of the individuals taking part with respect to any recorded statement, was given, and
apart from identifying the type of group or individual, no names were taken. In fact,
attributable statements were not important to this type of review, as the dominant
attitudes and themes were looked for, and so one person's attitude in isolation would
not be significant. Exceptions to this were the consideration of the senior manager and
to some extent the assistant senior managers. Their management style, the attitudes
they display and voice, and their choice of incentives and personnel control systems,
were considered to have a significant affect on the plant's culture, and safety culture,
and so have to be considered individually. Considerable care was taken to involve the
management in the review's preparation, to ensure they knew exactly how it was to be
conducted and what form the findings would be presented. This was necessary, as
recommendations would not be given in the review report, as they would have to be
derived through working with the workforce. This would be different from the
managers usual experience.

The interview questions were built around a common framework and the questions'
were modified in practice to fit the management level and role of the person(s) being
interviewed. The exact question set was not predetermined as topics raised and the
odd remark could be usefully followed through by additional questioning. Also some
testing of understanding could take place and 'reflective' questioning introduced i.e.
where a topic was important in one interview but did not arise in the current interview,
the topic could be raised to judge reaction and attitude. Each question was phrased to
avoid leading the interviewee and the majority were open questions to try and
encourage the interviewees to talk about the subject and express their opinions and
impressions. In this way the reviewers gained a view of the plant's world. Each
interview lasted 1 hour to avoid interview fatigue, and to minimise the impact on the
plant's working day or shift. During the course of the interview the interviewer and
reviewers avoided all statements of their own opinion, overt reaction to the statements
given, and correction of fact This was to prevent the interviewer affecting the
behaviour and stated opinions of the interviewees.

The interviews were recorded and then the data was split into topics and themes. The
statements were compared and the dominant themes, common attitudes, divergent
attitudes, and discontinuous attitudes were identified for further consideration. These
were presented to and tested by an independent person to reduce reviewer bias.
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Tangible evidence of attitude and behaviour was also sought from various sources,
which included a detailed analysis of past incidents and accidents, minutes of safety
committee meetings, observation of workplace environment eg notice boards,
housekeeping standards, and the actions completed via workplace improvement teams.

The presentation of the results was the next stage of the review, and it was vital that
this encouraged the culture, and was received in a way to induce a constructive
reaction. Consequently the presentation took the form of positive statements
identifying the strengths of the organisation, and the weaknesses in a form identifying
the associated unwanted behaviours. The results were made available to all the
workforce, and the reviewers made themselves available to present the findings to
different worker groups, or to individuals as required.

A working group was set up to study the safety culture review and start to make
recommendations to enhance and maintain the strengths, and nullify or remove the
weaknesses. The group included management and workers, and was assisted, at first,
by one of the reviewers.. This group had to discuss, and be comfortable with, the
findings before making recommendations.

3.2 The Review Results

The detail of the results are not presented in this paper, as they are unique to the plant.
However a number of findings generic to the methodology are of interest.

Paradoxically the plant's major cultural strength of pro-active 'action now' values, was
found also to lead to a weakness. The 'action now' culture was intolerant of long lead
times, so that any delay in carrying out recommendations was perceived as "lack of
interest" and management inaction. This in turn led to a perception that sometimes
management did not value the operators input, and management felt that workers
failed to recognise limited resources. This clash led to a barrier to effective
communication. One obvious recommendation was to increase and ensure timely
effective feedback of project progress, with an overview of prioritisation. This
paradox, where a strength leads directly to a weakness, has been seen again in other
studies.

A discontinuity of attitude towards an issue was identified, which warranted further
investigation. During the interviews, an issue was raised by all the worker and service
groups, and yet did not feature and was not raised by the management groups. In
addition the tangible evidence did not support the perception of the workers, and
management felt the issue had been resolved. A clarification of policy was required to
remove the uncertainty. However, it is interesting to note that this issue has recently
been raised and required urgent attention by management. Maybe during the review
the workers were acting as a form of early warning?

The working group realised that to gain support from workforce and the management
from this culture, they needed to have early visible progress and benefits. This was
planned for by tackling simple recommendations. It was also necessary to develop an
infrastructure for the change process, involving everyone from the organisation. This
included
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• a steering group to focus on the process, including continual review and evaluation
against objectives.

« One or more facilitators to keep the process going and on track
• improvement groups to tackle the detail of specific changes
• communication and consultation with the workforce on all improvement areas
• an iterative process for tackling improvement areas in their perceived order of

priority.

The operational culture has a large influence on the way a Safety Culture Review is
performed, reported/presented, and its findings implemented. If these are ignored then
it is likely to fail as it will not engage the co-operation of the workforce nor engender
acceptance and ownership of the findings.

4. DISCUSSION

Both types of safety culture evaluation methods have their strengths and weaknesses.
The safety attitude survey has its strength in providing measurable statistical
relationships between the different attitudes, perceptions, and factors such as
demographics and accident experience. It is a powerful tool for examining the
organisation as a whole and the prevailing attitudes towards safety. The large scale
nature of the questionnaire causes the administration and data analysis to be daunting,
and this can cause delay in the publication and review of the findings from the data.

Safety Culture Review also has its strength in examining a culture's behaviour at work,
and by allowing the formulation of safety culture enhancers, and improvement actions
to fit the culture.. To carryout the review requires skilled interviewers and again the
scale of the data collected needs to be planned for. Unlike the attitude survey, the
findings can be relayed to the plant personnel more quickly, and the workforce are
involved at each stage of the review. Because there is no measurement function,
tangible evidence must be identified to assist in the validation of results. Care must be
taken in choosing the interviewee numbers and groups, or the findings may be rejected
by individuals on the basis "it doesn't cover my area".

5. CONCLUSIONS

The main conclusion is that the prevailing culture of an organisation can be determined
both on a macro scale (the whole of site) and on a smaller scale (a targeted group) by
using Attitude Survey methods and Safety Culture Review respectively. Both methods
have their advantages and difficulties, but the understanding of the prevailing culture is
essential to enable appropriate actions and processes to be undertaken to strengthen
and shape a Safety Culture.
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Table 1 - Subject Domains and Factors Extracted

172 "Attitude Statements" grouped into:
9 Subject Domains
19 Underlying Attitudes (Factors)

1. Safety Procedures
1. High/low confidence in safety procedures

2. Riste
2. Cautious/incautious attitude towards risks
3. Low/high perception of the level of risks at work
4. Low/high perception of the control over risks

3. 'Permit to Work' (PTVV)
5. PTW is efficient/inefficient
6. In favour of/opposed to PTW
7. PTW is unnecessary/necessary

4. Job Satisfaction
8. Interested/bored by the j ob
9. Contented/discontented with the job
10. Job has good/bad working relationships
11. Receives praise/does not receive praise for job well done

5. Safety Rules
12. Rules are understood/not understood
13. Rules are complicated/clear

6. Training
14. Training is satisfactory/unsatisfactory
15. Selection is effective/ineffective

7. Participation
16. Perceives sources of safety suggestions to be predominantly with

management /workers

8. Control
17. The source of safety-related action is predominately others/self
18 Control over safety is exercised by self/others

9. Design of Plant
19. Uncritical/critical of plant design
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Table 2

Personnel Interviewed

Representative personnel from the management, operators, support groups, external
support groups, and the regulators were interviewed. A generalised list follows:

Works Manager
Assistant Works Manager
Shift Managers
Assistant Shift Managers
Plant Managers
Assistant Plant Managers
Days Supervisors
Shift Supervisors (operators and services)
Days Operators
Shift Operators (operators and services)
Secretarial & Administration personnel
Quality Assurance, Technical Support, & Engineering Support personnel
Training personnel (PE & central)
TQM Facilitators
Safety Representatives
HP&S personnel (managers, team leaders & monitors)
Nil Inspectors (Nuclear Installations Inspectorate)
Management Safety Committees (Site Licence) Independent Members
Plant Modification Committee Independent Members
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Utilizing the Results of a Safety Culture Survey
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Abstract

When assessing safety culture all available forms of data should be collected and analyzed.
For example, accident statistics, safety performance data, record of employee and
management concerns, and other measures of product quality and organizational
performance are good indicators of safety culture. A safety culture survey instrument is
also useful because: 1) Traditional safety audits often fail to determine the effectiveness of
safety efforts, 2) Employee perceptions need to be considered when determining the
effectiveness of safety efforts, 3) A survey can effectively identify strengths and
weaknesses of elements of a safety program, and 4) A survey can be used to help track the
effectiveness of safety efforts. In addition, a properly designed survey can be a valuable
tool to compare against other safety and quality indicators to help provide an overall picture
of the safety culture of an organization. This paper discusses how best to administer,
analyze, and distribute the results of a safety culture survey in order to extract the maximum
benefits. Examples are presented on how to use and interpret the results of such a survey.

Introduction

As was discussed in Wilhelmsen and Ostrom [1], safety culture is a component of many
accidents. Using a safety instrument can help an organization understand its safety culture
in order to improve it and, thereby, reduce the potential for accidents. Figure 1 presents an
overall process for successful assessment of an organization's safety culture. This paper
will discuss the shaded blocks on Fig. 1. Wilhelmsen and Ostrom [1] discuss the other
blocks on this diagram.

Scheduling and Administering a Safety Culture Survey

The context of survey administration is crucial. Research has shown that constructive
changes only come about when feedback, analysis, and action planning are integral parts of
the data collection and the reporting process. The first step in die administration process is
to decide who should be surveyed. Three questions can be asked to help make this
decision. They are: 1) What level of statistical confidence is desired in the data?, 2) Will
employees feel neglected or become angered if they are not included in the sample

a. The views and conclusions in this paper are those of the authors and do not necessarily
reflect the policies of the U.S. Department of Energy. This work was prepared for the
U.S. Department of Energy under DOE Idaho Field Office Contract DE-AC07-
76TDO1570. Neither the United States nor any agency thereof, nor any of their employees,
makes any warranty, expressed or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility
for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, produce or
process disclosed or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights.
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population and the survey is not administered company wide?, 3) Are the people expected
to take action on the results included in the survey sample?

A statistician should be consulted to help answer the first question and an informal survey
of employees can be conducted to help answer the second. Those individuals who will
have to take action on the results of the survey should always be included in the survey
sample in the same ratio as the rest of the working population. If any problems with
administering the survey to a sample of the work population are detected, then the survey
should be administered company wide.

The survey task team members discussed in Wilhelmsen and Ostrom [1] should be
involved in the scheduling and administration of the survey. The employees who will be
given the survey should be informed approximately a week before the actual survey
administration. At this time they should be told the purpose of the survey and the survey
process. The facility for completing the survey should be near to the employees actual
place of work, with adequate space for writing, bathroom facilities, and quality lighting.
Also, there should be special provisions for employees who are physically handicapped
and/or reading impaired. The survey should be given in groups of employees large enough
so that employees feel anonymous, but not so large an employee who needs help is not
overlooked.

In conducting any type of research it is desirable to find out how each group of subjects
responded, to the lowest subdivision of the organization as possible. In this type of
survey; however, individuals might bias their responses more positively or negatively if
they felt a'manager could determine what their personal responses were. If for instance,
the survey asked what your job title, supervisory level, years in service, department, and
educational level were, it would be possible to pick out who that individual was.
Employees know this and might answer their survey differently. In order to get good data
it is better to restrict the demographic questions to broad categories, such as department and
supervisory level. The employees will feel more comfortable taking the survey. The
company will benefit by getting better, more honest data.

The directions on the survey should again state clearly the purpose for the survey and how
to complete it. The directions should also ask respondents to answer each statement for the
company/organization as a whole, or the part of the company/organization with which they
are most familiar. They are specifically asked not to evaluate their own manager or work
group. The purpose of this broader focus is to assure the objectivity and reduce the
defensiveness. It is also assumed that employee perception of norms in these broader
settings would have significant impact on local settings.

Analysis of the Survey Results

Each statement in the survey instrument should be foD w e d by a scale. A Likert scale [2]
should be used and attached to the questions in the survey in order to aid the analysis. The
^ point scale allows respondents to indicate the extent to which they agree or disagree

each statement.

The 3 (or middle value) on such a five point scale states that the person neither agrees or
disagrees with a statement. The interpretation of this response is not as obvious as the
other points on the scale. If an employee responds with a 3 they are saying they are neutral
in their response to the statement. This does not mean the item does not pertain to them,
they are saying they do not have an opinion either positive or negative concerning an item.
This is a legitimate response for an employee to have. The instructions should say that if a
statement does not pertain to you, then do not answer it. The data generated from
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individuals not responding to statements is also of significant value. The percent non-
respondents for a statement, can give an indication of the employees' ownership of safety
for those questions that pertain to them. Sutton [3] says that non participant data is
important because it can give an indication that individuals (1) have never been asked to
participate in the process being investigated or (2) cannot or are not willing to participate in
the survey process. Therefore, the reasons why individuals did not respond to statements
should be investigated further.

All available forms of data should be collected and analyzed before making judgments
about the safety culture of an organization. In addition to the questionnaire itself, data
gathered should include accident statistics, safety performance data, records of employee
and management concerns, and other measures of product quality and organizational
performance.

Another important source of input to the analysis process are the explanations and
interpretations given by those surveyed. Ideally, each group surveyed should be given an
opportunity to review and interpret their own results, and to provide input to those trying to
draw inferences across many groups and organizations.

The following describes how the data can be used by itself or in conjunction with other
information in order to get as complete of an understanding of the safety culture of an
organization as possible.

Descriptive statistics is a collection of methods for classifying and summarizing numerical
data [4]. Descriptive statistics include mean, median, percent non-respondents, and
frequencies of response. These can be displayed both in numeric form and using graphics,
such as bar graphs. For the results of a survey such as this, graphical presentation of the
data is the most logical. Someone looking at the results can rapidly scan the data and from
this determine what topical categories, departments/organizations need attention. The
following discussion pertains to the graphical portrayal of the data. Please note in these
examples, the results of the negative statements have been reversed, so that the desired
response is now 5. Please note that these examples are based on real data, but do not
reflect any one company's results.

. Figure 2 shows the type of bar charts that can be developed. This chart shows the means
for the statements within the Safety Awareness Section of the survey presented in Ostrom,
Wilhelmsen, and Kaplan [5]. The following are the statements that make up this section:

1. In our company, the employees are aware of their part in safety.

2. In our company, people think safety concerns do not relate to office
workers.

3. People are well aware of the safety hazards in their area and are careful to
minimize and avoid them.

4. Around here, people don't think much about safety.

It is evident looking at the responses to statements 1,2, and 4 that employees are seen to be
aware of their part in safety. Therefore, an intervention designed to increase safety
awareness would not be indicated. However, Statement 3 indicates that employees may
not understand all the hazards in their work area and might be seeking information about
the processes in the work area. It would now be the time to interview the employees to
find out what in their work processes they do not understand. Their concerns might be that
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they do not understand the magnitude of a chemical, physical, biological, or radiological
hazard.

Figure 3 shows how a group of departments responded to Statement 9, "Safety personnel
are unavailable when we need help." Departments B and E results appear less positive than
the other three departments. This may be a flag indicating the perceptions about the safety
personnel in departments B and E are negative. Figure 4 shows the corresponding
normalized accident statistics for those departments. Comparing these two figures, it
appears that Department E may have a problem with their safety personnel and this problem
could be having an impact on employee safety.

Can one conclude that Department E has a problem with its safety personnel? The best
people to answer this question are the people in Department E, and the safety personnel that
support them. Other people in the company who have been in a position to have observed
Department E over time could also make a significant contribution to answering this
question. Getting all these people involved, especially those who would be needed to
•design and implement a successful solution might be a logical next step. By getting them
all into one room to talk together about the issues might be the strongest move the safety
professional can make to help understand and improve this situation.

Further diagnosis with the parties involved may show, for example, that it is not a problem
with the safety personnel, but with the number of personnel or a lack of pertinent
experience or with the degree of hazard associated with the tasks in Department E. When
making these comparisons it is important to compare only departments that perform similar
types of work. A department that does only office work should not be compared with a
warehouse operation.

Ostrom, Wilhelmsen, and Kaplan [5] presents several more examples of how this
information can be used.

Inferential statistics, such as, student-t test, chi-square goodness of fit test, and correlation
analysis, can also be used to analyze the results of the survey. Although, these are
powerful tests and help to further elucidate the results of the survey, they are also much
more difficult to interpret and, in this context, provide management with little more data

. than do the descriptive statistics.

Report Writing and Upper Management Presentation

The report containing the results should be structured and written to the needs of the
intended audience. Top level management may only be interested in an overview of
specific results and major problem areas. Mid-level and direct line management may only
be interested in the results that pertain to their departments. The employees may only be
interested in the results that pertain to their immediate work areas and individual concerns.

1 Those writing the report should consult with the intended audience prior to writing the
report in order to meet their needs.

A presentation on the results should be presented to upper level management The
presentation should contain a summary of the overall results, major problem areas, major
good areas, and some suggestions for improvements. This presentation is most effective
when the results are presented in a constructive way.
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General Dissemination and Action Item Resolution

As with all other aspects of a business, employees need to be involved with helping to
interpret the data. Survey responses, at best, provide only an indication of what employees
views might be. Properly presented, it can stimulate a focused discussion and exploration
among employees, and between employees, their management, and interfacing
organizations. Survey responses can help the parties involved to identify for themselves
some of their most important safety questions, and can be used to stimulate productive
inquiry into how to bring about improvements. A first step in this direction is to assure that
the results of the survey are communicated to the employees as soon as possible. The
results should be communicated during small work group meetings in which the employees
have the opportunity to comment and interpret the results. Doing so will provide
management with information they can use to begin to improve the safety culture.

A process which ensures action items generated as a result of the survey are corrected as
per their priority should be implemented. Responsibility should be assigned for ensuring
the action items are completed. Ensuring the items are corrected is a major first step in
improving a safety culture of an organization.

Summary

By implementing the safety culture survey process as discussed in Wilhelmsen and Ostrom
[1] and in this paper an organization can effectively improve their safety culture. However,
this process will fail if organizations do not effectively get the employees involved in the
process from the start and provide the commitment to correct deficiencies found as a result
of the survey.
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ABSTRACT
While social environment surrounding the nuclear power generation is changing

domestically and internationally, a work of assessing management system is
indispensable to improve further overall performance of nuclear power plants, and at
time being groped internationally for a pathway of ensuring nuclear safety this work is
very important and significant from the view point of international collaboration.

The purpose of this paper is to answer a series of the following questions; 1) why
is top management of Japanese utility generous for investment of management
resources for attainment of high reliability?, 2) what are Japanese utility's management
style and its distinctive features? and 3) how does "management culture" contribute to
safe operation of nuclear power plant?. This work has been examined from the
viewpoints of socio-culture and organizational behavior through review of literatures,
case study (scram reduction program) and questionnaire survey. In this study we define
the term "management culture" as a combination set of the values, norms and behavioral
patterns consciously or unconsciously shared by the people engaged in nuclear power.

Through our observations, we concluded that high safety performance of plant
operation in Japan has been attained probably by synergistic effect of excessive
adaptation to society syndrome (i.e. zero defect obsession) and morale and
management practices of utilities and manufacturers. And management style of nuclear
power department of Japanese electric utilities may be called a spontaneous and
synergistic type, which is characterized by the following features; 1) big picture goals
(equivocal vision), 2) attaching great importance to tacit or experienced knowledge, 3)
middle up-and-down management system, and incentive-based compensation system.
In connection with safe and reliable plant management, this management style
facilitates a positive commitment toward big goals (safety comes first, stable power
supply) and puts double-loop learning in practice, and then fosters safety culture.
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•1. Background and Purpose

Relativizing our own experiences, speaking out by placing them in a broad or a
highly universal framework have become important tasks for our country today, as the
globalization of social/economic activities is advancing. This is naturally indispensable
also in the area of nuclear power.

Nuclear power in Japan started with technology imported from the United States
and has made spectacular progress through unremitting efforts of the people engaged in
nuclear community of Japan. As a result, it can now boast a superior safe and reliable
operation record among the advanced countries in nuclear power. Looking ahead into
the future, however, the nuclear industry is facing such difficult tasks as securing
competent human resources and accommodating to increasingly stringent social
environments, and therefore, efforts in building a highly transparent management system
are required of the industry so as to gain higher public trust by assuring the safety before
everything else.

Turning our attention to the world scene, in the meantime, pathways of ensuring
nuclear safety are being internationally groped for, as represented by the efforts of the
IAEA to develop the Convention on Nuclear Safety. In view of this movement, we believe
it is also necessary for us, to make self-evaluation and continue our efforts to convey
messages to the next generation, without limiting them to those on the technical side, on
our experiences and knowledge essential to foster and build such intangible assets as
the atmosphere and attitudes of organizations and their constituent members which align
them toward the common objective of securing safety, which is called safety culture
(These assets may be called an intangible factor.).

In consideration of the above background, for the purpose of developing a well-
defined principles of safety operation, and of preparing them in a describable form and
applicable ones in a different cultural society, the objectives of the study are to analyze
the features of the nuclear power management system of Japanese electric utilities, the
mechanism of its molding and functioning, and the merits and problem areas of the
system from the organizational science viewpoint, and to examine the issues to be dealt
with to make further improvement of total performance of nuclear power plant operation
possible under the changing environments surrounding nuclear power in the future.

2.The approach of the study

For assuring a safe and reliable operation of nuclear power plant, conservative
design, careful manufacturing, good construction, deep-careful operation and
maintenance, and recurrent personnel training are all prerequisites, and simultaneously
in parallel, a positive attitude and consciousness on the part of the management and
staff in discharging their responsibilities, so-called intangible factor, are very important.
Underlying these factors, we believe, are the method of management and the cultural,
social and institutional factors, which are closely connected to them and have a tacit
effect.
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We, therefore, call in this study that which consists of a combination set of the
values, norms and behavioral patterns consciously or unconsciously shared by the
people engaged in nuclear power "management culture", and conducted a preliminary
analysis, which was from the viewpoint of electric utilities, as to how this culture has
effected the safe and reliable operation records of nuclear power plants [1-2].

The approach of our study is: first to confirm the actual situation of operational
safety performance of Japanese plants through the international comparisons of
unplanned outage frequency, capacity factor and so on. Accordingly, we made document
survey of scram reduction programs [3-5] and conducted a questionnaire survey to
managers of nuclear power department of electric utility, by which we have made an
analysis on the points listed below. In addition, we have investigated the characteristics
of the values, norms and mentalities prevailing over in post-war Japan through review of
literatures.
1) Why was top managements of Japanese electric utilities generous for investment of

management resources for attainment of high reliability?
2) What is the management style of Japanese utility (nuclear power dept.) and what are

its distinctive features?
3) What kind of norms, thinking patterns and mentalities do the constituent members of

the nuclear group have in performing their work?
4) How does the management culture contribute to safe operation of nuclear power

plant?

3. Present situation of safety performance

The safety performance of Japanese nuclear power plants is the fruit of the
technical and organizational efforts made by the industry through comprehensive quality
assurance activities undertaken by electric utilities and manufacturers. The TMI accident
(1979) and the Tsuruga accident (1981) triggered this effort. This is clearly shown in the
international comparison of unplanned outage frequency and unplanned capability loss
factor of power plants [6]. The capacity factors of Japanese plants, however, have almost
reached the utmost limit due to the regulatory requirements for periodic inspections and
are not necessarily on high level internationally. This situation can be more plainly
illustrated by a comparison of the unplanned outage frequency vs. its outage duration
profile of U.S. (St Lucie NPS of FP&L, Oconee NPS of Duke Power, Peach Bottom NPS
of Philadelphia Electric.) and Japanese plants (Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS of TEPCO)
shown in Figure-1 [7-9]. According to Fig.1, the unplanned outage frequencies are
higher but their outage durations are shorter for the U.S.plants. On the other hand,
although the unplanned outage frequencies are lower with Japanese plants, it takes a
longer period for them to resume operation once they are shutdown. A plant is not
allowed to resume operation until the root cause of its event is thoroughly investigated to
meet the requirements of the regulatory authorities and local governments, thus showing
a tendency for prolonged outage durations.
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It may be interpreted from the above that what has brought about the low
unplanned outages of Japanese plants are the thoroughness of components and
equipments in satisfying their design specifications or the high level of hardware quality,
and careful preventive maintaenance activities during the periodic inspection period,
and these are demonstrated by their performance. On the other hand, it is certain that it is
an inevitable situation in response to and in order to deal with the political and social
conditions surrounding nuclear energy in Japan.

4. The management culture of Japanese electric utilities

Permitted to operate with exclusive business rights in their respective territories,
with electricity rates authorized by the government, in the cause of their mission to
assure the stable supply of electricity, Japanese utility companies expanded their
business scale during the period of high economic growth and have grown into stable
giant business organizations that are no match for other businesses.

Why was top managements of Japanese electric utilities generous for investment
of management resources for attainment of high reliability? We believe the following
three points are the reasons. Firstly, the introduction of nuclear power was chosen as
part of the government's policy on energy, among executives in this business, and, there
has been a sense of having an entrusted mission to carry out such national policy.
Secondly, because nuclear power, which had been counted as a base-load power
supply to meet the rapidly growing power demand, had to satisfy the need for improving
plant availability as part of the overall productivity improvement of electric utilities, a
management judgment was made to give priority to investment for stable operation of
those plants, overriding short-term economic incentives. Thirdly, as the electric utilities
are leading companies in the Japanese economy, there exists a consciousness among
management people that they should like to avoid losing face due to deteriorating
operation records.

Furthermore, during the period from the latter part of the 1970s through the 1980s,
oil prices soared and remained unstable. Therefore, we suppose there must have been
a management judgment that the financial investment in nuclear power would not
handicap nuclear power by causing it to lose its economic advantage over thermal
power. There also must have been the additional incentive for the utility industry to
benefit in dealing with the practical problem of acquiring sites for future plants by
demonstrating stable and trouble-free operation records. Particularly in Japan, there are
practically no economic measures, such as electricity rates or dividends on shares,
unlike the U.S., by which the performance of electric utilities can be measured by the
public or consumers, and the only occasion on which nuclear power is recognized by the
public is when failures or troubles take place at plants. It is believed, therefore, that the
efforts of the industry have been directed almost towards implementation of
thoroughgoing measures for improving reliability, such as trouble elimination and quality
control.
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What are the management style of Japanese utility (nuclear power dept.) and its
distinctive features?The guiding principle of the Japanese nuclear power management
can be summarized in the following three points. The first is to maximize the outcomes
through teamwork and a mutually complementary system supported by the positive
commitment of the constituent members of an organization in the activities directed
toward "big goal". The second is to maintain and intensify the vitality of an organization
by encouraging each member to define their own job responsibilities with a broad view
of things. The third is the belief that the safety comes first, which leads eventually to a
dominant position in long-term economic performance.

To implement and get this guiding principle functioning, the following factors
become important organizationally: 1) consideration for the diversity of individuals; 2)
offering -elective incentive to the constituent members of the organization; and 3)
encouragement of information sharing among the constituent members.

The nuclear power business has developed a teamwork-type approach among
mutually complementary members for 1) above, and has structured and operates
organizations instilled with excellent morale by properly combining various incentives
relating to evaluation by the people surrounding an individual, satisfaction of ideas, and
self-actualization for 2) above. As for factor 3), the level of sharing information among
individuals and relevant organizations are improved through continuous business
dealings (partnering), countless meetings, both formal and informal, reflections on
experienced troubles (horizontal expansion) and joint R&Ds among electric utilities and
manufacturers. This guiding principle has been very effective in maintaining and
enforcing the superior quality and reliability of installations in the hardware aspect,
particularly. It has made possible, in the software aspect, developing investment plans
through evaluation of strategic significance from the long-term point of view and the
relationship with the growth potential of the company, which have also made it possible
to secure highly qualified human resources.

Another important point to be made for the safe operation of nuclear power plant
is the interactive effect of learning from experiences and learning about the essential
qualities of affairs, so-called double-loop learning. This means to intensify, in a spiraling
process, the objectives of the organization with equivocality and ambiguity (stable power
supply and safety assurance for social life), essential ideas, such as those induced by
the critical eye of society on nuclear power (what is it to secure safety? what kind of work
is to be done for that?), and learning from experiences. In Japan, this process is put in
practice on the level of individuals through questions asked by top managers or middle
managers during group activities (middle up-and-down type) [10]. As a result, this fosters
the positive commitment of the constituent members of organizations and leads to an
offer of incentives for being appreciated (the incentives induce desires for social
recognition), building welcome circulation of feeling.

From what we described above, the management style of nuclear power in Japan
may be called a spontaneous and synergistic type, as illustrated in Figure-2.

Then, from what kind of elements is the core section of this management system
composed, from the viewpoint of organizational control and operations? According to the
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.questionnaire survey conducted on managers in the department of nuclear power of
Tokyo Electric Power Co. Inc. (at head office, power stations and construction office), the
first factor is represented by the fact that the opinion that a leader had better not give
instructions in minute detail was dominant as a whole. Even top managers give allusive
or equivocal suggestions only without offering any specific targets or giving instructions
and intervening in actions in most cases. Namely, there exists the value to respect the
autonomy of the constituent members of organizations. Secondly, there exists ambiguity
in the scope and distribution of authority and responsibility within an organization. That
is, however low in rank is the person in direct charge of some work, the scope within
which he can use his own discretion is broad and he can apply solutions to problems for
his own satisfaction. Thirdly, a tendency is clearly observed that people set teamwork
before leadership. They have a sense that responsibility lies with teams rather than with
individuals. Fourthly, there is a strong tendency that the decision making process is
governed by the philosophy of valuing harmony highly so that a conclusion preferred by
all the members is chosen as far as possible when there are divided opinions. Fifthly,
conveyance of information through the atmosphere of meeting places and by perception
have an important role beside explicit communication. Sixthly, even rank and file workers
have a good knowledge of the movement of the whole organization, as the sharing of
information is encouraged. Seventhly, incentives for self-actualization, appreciation and
ideas are effectively offered. Finally, senior and middle managers have been provided
with a double loop learning process; learning by practicing in their early years, followed
by learning about the essentials of affairs under big picture goal or equivocal vision.
Through this process, tacit knowledge and knowledge gained through experiences
accumulated at the group level within an organization are continuously converted into
explicit knowledge, such as that expressed in manuals.

Then what is the premise, organizationally, that has fostered this spontaneous and
synergistic-type management system and the factors supporting it? The first is that the
electric utilities have constituent members with a high-level of morale and motivation in
their nuclear power department. The second is that nuclear power department have, at
least until today, been the expanding organizations. The third is, we believe, that the
department has been functioning as organizations with a high degree of independence
and autonomy within electric utilities due to the characteristics of their operations and the
peculiarity of nuclear technology.

What kind of norms, thinking patterns and mentalities do the constituent members
of the nuclear group have in performing their work? We have so far discussed the
features of the management of nuclear power department of Japanese electric utilities.
However, there must be values and mental characteristics specific to the Japanese
existing behind what makes those features possible to function. Then, what are those
characteristics?

According to the questionnaire survey, as the direction of consciousness which
determines their thinking and behavioral patterns we can find the axes of; 1) the priority
of the norms of a group vs. the priority of the norms of individuals; 2) dependence of
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people on ambiguity vs. definitive systematic thinking, and 3) passive and dependence
vs. active and independence. Furthermore, what can be observed as the characteristic
mental features are the following three. The first is the existence of a solid consciousness
of a corporate community. The second is the existence of "Zero Defect Obsession".
Namely there is a tendency to prize an order excessively or to adapt oneself to things
excessively. On the other hand, there is a tendency of talking in ambiguous or loosely
defined terms or with abstract expressions, which is the third point.

The inclination for excessively prizing an order and excessively adapting to things
is conspicuously observed as ineradicably infiltrated into the thinking and behavior of the
constituent members of the organizations surveyed. Why does such consciousness exist,
then? According to our review of literatures [11-12], we believe that it has originates from
the policy of the Meiji government designed to convert our nation quickly into a modern
nation after the Meiji Restoration. That is, the Japanese were forced to adapt themselves
swiftly to the new order and notions through the education and military systems during
the Meiji era, and at the same the people are believed to have reacted excessively to
western notions themselves. Also, in Japanese society there have long been notions of
valuing the mastering of an art highly and of finding beauty in the mastering of an art
itself, not to mention a traditional sense of beauty in being obsessed with details. These
conditions have combined, we assume, to produce the mental inclination for an
excessive sense of order and excessive adaptation.

5. Concluding remarks

The excellent safe operation records of Japanese nuclear power plants may be
said to be a result of the synergistic effect of the excessive adaptation to societal
pressures, the management system, and the morale of the people concerned, which has
made possible the thoroughgoing measures of trouble prevention and quality control by
utility companies and manufacturers, and the economic conditions that have allowed the
electric utilities to provide generous investment funds so far. It is not because of the
safety culture only that the level of safety of a plant is high. Safety culture is not primary
goal but a measure of nuclear safety.

The management system that supports nuclear power in Japan is structured
extremely ingeniously under the given environmental conditions. It is a system under
which every member gives the other members a helping hand, removes defects and
improves things by uncovering defects through very flexible and voluntarily motivated
teamwork. This system, however, has to have a certain tolerance so as to be able to
function smoothly. This is because the system inherently has a tendency of loading work
unevenly and overdoing things. It also has undesirable aspects of unduly relying on tacit
knowledge because the enforcing power of the norms of the group is strong. Although
the system has effectively functioned through the age of catching-up on nuclear
technology, it will be required to be adjusted or reformed in the future social environment.
Looking ahead to the future, it has become clear that the social environment will change
drastically because younger generations with different values and mentalities are
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emerging and the electric utility business will be exposed to a new competitive market by
the deregulations. To manage nuclear power safely and stably under these
circumstances, it will be important to define reasonable safety by always raising the
question "How safe is safe enough?", and to design a reasonable management system
by making intelligent judgments as to which features of the existing system are to be kept
and which are to be modified.
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SAFETY CULTURE IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

TRAINING PEOPLE IN THE SAFETY APPROACH
AND SAFETY CULTURE.

WHAT SHOULD THE KEYNOTE BE?

JACQUES LIBMANN

INSTITUTE FOR PROTECTION AND NUCLEAR SAFETY - FRANCE

4
ABSftACT
A speaker with the task of providing a general outline of the safety approach can consider that he is
disseminating information and food for thought which will help to induce safety culture attitudes in
all persons concerned (operators, designers, inspectors and analysts).

What then should he choose to say in a short space of time? .In the ten years in which I have been
giving speeches on this subject, both in France and abroad, I have come to view the following topics
as essential:
1 - To show how the safety approach has been developing during the last 25 years by taking into

account progressively new elements and new information. An inquisitive and questioning mind is
therefore a constant necessity.

2 - To show that human actions have an important contribution not only to the initiation and
development of incidents or accidents but also to their control. To show also that human errors
do not necessarily mean that the individual who performed the last action was at fault.
Development of incident and accident analyses involving human factors is essential so that their
findings can be published to ensure that the traps into which workers have fallen can be avoided
by others.

3 - To show that openness is essential for all those involved in safety so that they can be aware of
any problems which may arise and that safety organizations may have a key role to play in
promoting such openness. This means that the concept of punishing errors must be handled with
extreme caution.

There will never, however, be a sure-fire way of saying that a particular speech prevented a specific
incident. This is preventing speakers from complacency, which is another sign of the safety culture.
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Training people in the safety approach and safety culture

What should be the keynote ?

"Culture is what is left when all has been forgotten".
This adage by a French politician in the early part of the century can be applied perfectly to

safety culture and must be kept in mind in training matters.

Any training activity is structured, whether consciously or unconsciously, around one or more
objectives expressed by the transmission of knowledge, know-how, and behavioural control. A safety
culture is demonstrated by individual attitudes and behaviour. But in fact, behaviour cannot be
learned directly even though it implies among other things a certain amount of knowledge.

A speaker with the task of providing a general outline of the safety approach can, quite
justifiably, consider that his activity should contribute to disseminating information and food for
thought inducing safety culture attitudes in all persons concerned (operating organizations,
designers, inspectors, analysts of safety organizations).

What then should he choose to say in an always short space of time ? It is always a personnal
decision. A poor choice will result in an ineffective speech or in the fact that he will be replaced by
another speaker. In both cases, the effect is difficult to assess.

In over ten years of training practical experience, both in France and abroad, I have come to
view the following topics as essential to induce, in addition to knowledge, attitudes characteristic of
a safety culture dissemination :
1 - To show how the safety approach has been developing during the last 25 years by taking into

account progressively new elements and new information.
2 - To show that human actions have an important contribution not only to the initiation and

development of incidents or accidents but also to their control. To show also that human errors
do not necessarily mean that the individual who performed the last action was at fault.

3 - To show that openness is essential for all those involved in safety so that they can be aware of
any problems which may arise and that safety organizations may have a key role to play in
promoting such openness.

These topics are developed and illustrated in this paper by internationally known examples. In
real training actions, they must be supplemented by other examples less complex but often of more
frequent occurrence, derived from the trainees' everyday practice. This will enable them to have the
greatest possible numbers of reasons to feel concerned.

1. SAFETY APPROACH AND DESIGN PRINCIPLES DEVELOPMENT

The first French pressurized water units were ordered at the turn of the seventies on the basis
of an American design. The safety approach adopted for these installations was then essentially based
on a concept of defence in depth. The value of this approach which was characteristic of a certain
modesty was proved many times. However, it has developed significantly since that time. The
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defence-in-depth concept remains essential but the number of defence levels was raised from 3 to 5
and each level increased in surface and independence.

Operating experience was another way to observe the safety of installations, whether in the
case of everyday minor events or in the case of the few major reactor accidents which occurred all
over the world.

The conventional safety approach was progressively backed up by additional probabilistic
assessments which were at first partial then overall. It is both in the way to consider possible multiple
failures and in the search for more consistent safety provisions that this contribution was the most
significant. The estimated frequency of some scenarios involving multiple failures not considered in
the initial conventional approach proved to be higher than that of the most significant accidents
contributing to the installation design, whereas such scenarios are likely to cause considerable fuel
damage.

The accident which occurred in 1979 at Three Mile Island 2 dramatically confirmed that
material and human multiple failures could lead to core meltdown whereas much more spectacular
accidents like those considered until then in the framework of the safety approach were to cause only
limited fuel damage.

The large-scale developments induced by the lessons drawn from this accident are known.
They cover man-machine interface as well as operator training, the need for good-quality
maintenance operations and the need for severe accident management preparedness.

The Chernobyl disaster in 1986 more particularly led to a more realistic knowledge of
conditions and consequences of significant releases (diffusion and fall-out in most directions and
interactions with precipitations resulting in contaminations here and there, like a leopard's spots), and
of their health, economic and social effects. It also led to a more general consideration of the most
suitable organization and distribution of responsibilities and power to contribute to an adequate
safety level.

But it also led to try to find possible reactivity accident scenarios which would not have been
identified. Analysis work carried out jointly by the constructor, the operating organization and safety
organizations resulted in 1989 in the "discovery" of a scenario which was potentially a cause for
concern, with a probability estimate sufficiently high to impose on all partners the need for specific
preventive measures. This scenario provides for a reactivity accident which would be caused while
the reactor is shut down, by the rapid introduction of several cubic meters of non-borated water into
the core. As for the Three Mile Island accident, such a scenario implies a sequence of several events
but their simultaneous occurrence is not unlikely. This explains, on the other hand, why it had not
been identified by the initial approach dealing with single initiating events associated with other
conventional events.

Furthermore, operating experience has shown that shutdown situations could lead to
simultaneous unavailabilities likely to turn minor incidents into more serious situations. Owing to the
low level of automation of the protection and backup actions in shutdown situations, operators are
almost entirely held responsible for responding to incidents. The Probabilistic Safety Assesmments
carried out in France deal with these shutdown stages. They confirmed that the calculated core
meltdown annual probability could be approximately equivalent for shutdown states and for power
states even though shutdown periods only represent about 10% of the time.

An improvement programme has of course been undertaken.
Lastly, French or world-wide operating experience sometimes still reveals more or less directly

scenarios which had not been identified until then. Concrete examples would require some technical
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descriptions which have no reasons for being explained here but on the contrary which are essential
in training courses.

Such a description of the successive "discoveries" is not at all intended to be discouraging. On
the contrary, it shows that a continuous questioning attitude is essential in all workers, whether they
are designers, constructors, operating organizations or involved in safety organizations. It calls on
operators' vigilance while taking care not to destabilize them.

Indeed, considering that the installation where he is working is perfectly safe may be reassuring
for the worker but it is certainly demobilizing. He is then no longer inclined to have a questioning
and inquisitive attitude.

Conversely, to be aware that unexpected events may occur, which could not be handled
adequately by the machine alone is a strong incentive to attention. This also causes more or less
latent stress which is not favourable to well-thought initiative.

The necessary compromise is all the more difficult to find since the point of equilibrium
certainly varies according to the individual.

2. INCIDENTS ANALYSIS AND HUMAN FACTORS

Real incidents and accidents or probabilistic safety assessments show that human actions play a
positive or negative part in most accident scenarios.

Setting out the Three Mile Island or Chernobyl operators' actions as well as a number of
commonplace incidents makes it possible to show that erroneous human actions are more often than
not the result of a series of errors or inadequacies which do not involve only the individual who
performed the last action.

Of course, the Three Mile Island 2 operators should not have stopped the safety injection
system. They had not detected the presence of a breach in the pressurizer's steam phase but they had
not learnt to deal with such a situation and no simple and reliable means of diagnosis were available
to them. All this is well known.

Of course, the Chernobyl 4 operators should not have performed the scheduled experiment at
an initial power much lower than that which was planned, while the control rods were abnormally
removed from the reactor core and the automatic reactor shutdown system was inhibited during
isolation of the second turbine generator set.

But it seems that they were not familiar with core instabilities at low power in spite of at least
one iniating event (Sosnovy Bor, 1975). They would not have understood why the control rod
removal level should have been limited despite, here again, an intiating event (Ignalina, 1983). Lastly,
they were used to inhibit safety actions and the experiment programme provided for the inhibition of
the safety injection and automatic shutdown systems. This practice was therefore approved by the
plant management and at least implicitely by resident inspectors.

It is thus exceptional not to find in the sequence of root causes, problems of organization,
training, checking to make sure that the workers have the necessary skills, quality and therefore
monitoring of procedures, available resources, human factors or even competence or authority of the
safety organizations. If all these aspects are not identified and corrected, the trap is still set to other
operators even after identification and elimination of the "guilty" worker(s).

It is not here a question of preventing operators, maintenance staff, auxiliary operators and all
those performing visible tasks from being aware of their responsibilities. On the contrary, their
attention, their involvement, their questioning attitude are essential.
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But the objective is to show that they are not the only ones to be responsible for their actions,
their decisions, their influence. Every worker must question himself about the effect of his activity on
safety and has to work along this line.

The extreme example of an incident which would lead to reveal an error due to the obvious
incompetence of a worker and his lack of implication must lead to raise, among others, the following
questions : what was he doing at this workstation ? what was the procedure for his selection,
training, appointment, qualification and monitoring ? Were there no precursors ?

The objective is well to develop the exercise of responsibilities but not exclusively the
operators' responsibilities.

3. OPENNESS, SANCTIONS AND SAFETY ORGANIZATIONS

The INSAG 4 overall scheme puts emphasis on the need to attach importance to
communication between individuals.

This need is in fact quite general. A good assessment and efficient management of safety at all
levels and by all those involved will be achieved only with the greatest possible openness inside and
outside the operating organization.

It is not necessary to lay stress on the concept of precursor events and the need for their
diffusion. It should be just recalled that commonplace but frequent human errors may themselves be
a significant precursors.

The communication and the wide dissemination of essential information are however
considerably hindered by the fear of punishment which may directly lead to conceal any error which
does not have any visible consequences. In such cases, there is no longer any possibility of analysis
and corrective measures for procedures, training, organisation, workloads, available resources, etc.
which often contribute considerably to the errors in question.

In fact, "punishing the guilty worker" is a frequent human reflex which is often accompanied by
the feeling that the problem is thus settled. In this context, it is in general the "underling" (i.e. the
worker who performed or who ordered the last action) who takes the blame, clearing all the others.

INSAG 4 deals with this problem with caution, by recognizing the risk of concealment and
highlighting the importance of rewards.

The overall chart is obviously rougher.
Following a gradual change in mentality, this is no longer a significant problem in France,

although the operating people themselves are not always of this opinion.
This is not the case quite obviously in some other countries where the individual who

committed an error is legally responsible.
In fact, as already mentioned, an error may be quite unintentional. Insofar as the initital error is

obvious, concealing this error is on the contrary a conscious and voluntary act.
Application of legal sanctions only to cases of concealment, whether it is due to the worker or

its management hierarchy, would be, on the contrary, a way to foster greater openness.
A number of safety authorities seek the way to promote safety culture in operators. It is their

responsibility to promote this culture through their own attitude. If these safety authorities were to
slacken these laws, they would provide proof of their committment to all safety-related aspects and
in particular greater openness.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

The concepts covered by what is called safety culture can be summarized by the following
excerpts and the chart taken from the INSAG 4 report:

Safety culture is that assembly of characteristics and attitudes in organizations and
individuals which establishes that, as an overriding priority, nuclear plant safety issues receive the
attention warranted by their significance.

Safety culture refers to the personnal dedication and accountability of all individuals
engaged in any activity which has a bearing on the safety of nuclear power plants, an all pervading
safety thinking which allows an inherently questioning attitude, the prevention of complacency, a
committment to excellence, and the fostering of both personal accountability and corporate self-
regulation in safety matters.

In any important activity, the manner in which people act is conditioned by requirements set
at high level. The highest level affecting nuclear plant safety is the legislative level, at which the
national basis for Safety Culture is set.

Within an organization, similar considerations apply. Policies promoted at a high level create
the working environment and condition individual behaviour.

It is the responsibility of managers to institute such practices in accordance with their
organization's safety policy and objectives.

(Excerpts from the IAEA report, Safety Series No 75-INSAG 4, paragraphs 6, 7, 16, 18 and
35, published in 1991).

Such a presentation is intended to motivate all individuals who perform an activity affecting
safety to:
- Their personal accountability in the context of well defined responsibilities at all levels in their

organization.
- A systematic questioning attitude.
- A rigorous and prudent approach.
- Openness and communication.
- Conviction that safety is a major concern for their management hierarchy and the safety authority.

The choice for this presentation is the result of a long practical experience and conviction derived
from responses observed in audiences.
There will never, however, be a sure-fire way of saying that a particular speech prevented a specific
incident. This is preventing the speaker from complacency, which is another sign of the safety
culture.
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SAFETY CULTURE IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

AUDIT FINDING CLOSEOUT AS A CULTURE ENHANCING PRACTICE

William R Corcoran, Ph.D., P.E.
Nuclear Safety Review Concepts Corporation, USA

Richard N. Swanson, PJE.
Consumers Power Company, USA

ABSTRACT

An organization's culture is affected by the way problems are permitted to be left. When
organizational leaders require systematic attack on the problem structure learning takes place and
the culture changes in such a way that similar problems occur less frequently. Otherwise learning
does not take place and problems recur. Certain attributes of a problem closeout process
contribute to organizational learning and to confidence in the cost-effective improvement of
conditions that caused the problem. The focus is on the closeout of an audit finding but the
principles are more general.

1. OBJECTIVE

An organization's culture is affected by the way problems are permitted to be left. When
organizational leaders require systematic attack on the problem structure learning takes place and
the culture changes in such a way that similar problems occur less frequently. Otherwise learning
does not take place and problems recur.

Frequently problems are attacked by removing only the obvious symptoms, thereby leaving the
underlying causes including cultural dysfunctionalities. Problems include those identified by work
groups and individual contributors, those discovered by management and supervision, those
discovered by independent assessment, those discovered by external assessment and, finally, those
self-revealed by adverse events. Some problems are of de minimus significance or represent
residual risk that is not worth pursuing.

In this paper we focus on cases for which rigorous corrective response is appropriate and use for
example an audit finding, an official determination of a condition adverse to quality by
independent assessment, the third level of defense of qualityfl]. (The first level of defense of
quality is the person doing the work. The second level of defense is the worker's management.
The third level is people doing independent assessment.) Although the approach outlined here is
expressed in terms of an audit finding it is equally applicable to any type of adverse event or
condition adverse to quality, be it self-revealing (like an alarm condition or an accident) or
detected by active human observation.
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2. PRELIMINARIES

Li order to close out an audit finding effectively the person accepting the close-out should
determine the extent to which accountable management has fully addressed the adverse condition.
Accountable management decides which problems require a complete close-out. The wrong
choice will be revealed by the problem recurring or generic implications of the problem being
identified by consequential events.

3. THE NATURE OF A CONDITION ADVERSE TO QUALITY

Conditions adverse to quality, differences between what is and what should be, have features in
common. They have generic implications (what caused this one could have caused others or this
problem could have tainted other items).

They have quality and safety impact (consequences and significance). Consequences are the tangible
adverse effects. Consequences include deaths and injuries, radiation and chemical exposure, apparent,
hidden and latent damage to equipment, discharges to the environment, monetary loss such as lost
generation or replacement power, discredit to the organization such as regulatory exposure.

Significance is the meaning of the situation for the future. Some conditions adverse to quality have
significance out of proportion to their consequences. These highly significant non-consequential
conditions adverse to quality include precursors and near misses, conditions indicative of
management weaknesses, conditions indicative of weak corrective action processes and conditions
indicative of weak causal factor analyses.

Conditions adverse to quality are almost always brought about by multiple weaknesses. Conditions
adverse to quality are almost never the result of a single "root cause"[2].

Their causal factors frequently have generic implications. Just as the initial condition adverse to
quality had generic implications, its causal factors may have generic implications as well.

Conditions adverse to quality usually involve some self-assessment deficiencies, which reveal cultural
dysfunctionalrties. Conditions adverse to quality exist because someone accountable to detect them
and/or their causal factors did not do so.

The investigations of conditions adverse to quality frequently uncover other conditions adverse to
quality, not all of which were causal factors of the ones being investigated. These "side issues" are
called extraneous conditions adverse to quality and sometimes Imve significance comparable to that
of the condition adverse to quality being investigated.

4. CORRECTIVE RESPONSE

The basics of effective problem closeout are the following:
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First: When corrective action is delayed interim compensatory actions are deployed[4]. Interim
compensatory actions prevent further loss, damage or risk while the final corrective actions are being
formulated or deployed. If interim compensatory actions are not deployed the condition adverse to
quality is likely to result in further problems. The interim compensatory actions must be continued
to be effective. They should be made subject to the change control process.

The remainder of the corrective response follows from the nature of conditions adverse to quality.

Second: The condition and its effects need correction. If this is done alone, it leaves behind insidious
conditions that constitute set-ups for future problems.

Third: Next in an effective close-out is the extent to which the causal factors of the condition
adverse to quality have been identified and corrected. This involves making sure that there is a
sufficient set of causal factors to explain the occurrence of the condition. Included in the causal
factors are the underlying causal factors found on the steps down the "Why Staircase".

Fourth: The extent to which management has sought out and corrected the generic implications of
the condition adverse to quality is an important aspect. Generic implications are of two types:
l)other instances of the same problem and 2)problems caused (items tainted) by this problem. Other
instances of the same problem can be in other units, other trains, other programs, and the like.
Problems caused by the condition under review can involve all of the products, processes and services
that the condition could affect.

Fifth: Identification and correction of the generic implications of the causal factors is next. These
include the similar causal factors whose existence is implied by the causal factors that were identified
as well as those conditions adverse to quality that were created by the identified causal factors.

Sixth: Corrective response also includes the extent to which accountable management has corrected
the self-assessment weaknesses that prevented their detecting the condition adverse to quality or its
underlying causal factors, thereby leaving it for the third level of defense of quality to find. Pursuing
self-assessment deficiencies means responding to the question:

What is it about the way business is done that prevented, impeded, or discouraged
accountable workers or their management from finding the problem or its underlying
causal factors before the third level of defense of quality found it?

This question generally reveals cultural dysfunctionalities.

The correction of self-assessment weaknesses, especially those associated with grass-roots, on-the-
job, everyday self-assessment, is the most cost-effective part of corrective action. This is because it
prevents innumerable future conditions adverse to quality.

The untimeliness of detecting a condition adverse to quality by previous audits indicates opportunities
for improving the effectiveness of independent assessments. Such weakness are frequently part of
the causation of consequential events.
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Seventh: Finally the close-out authority checks that follow-up measures have been instituted to
confirm that the corrective actions have been implemented as committed to by management, to
determine the success of the corrective actions in preventing similar problems in the future and to
detect the onset of unanticipated adverse effects of the corrective action. This last item is vital since
experience indicates that previous problem solutions rank high among the causal factors of later
problems.

5. CONCLUSION

Systematic examination of the completeness of problem closeout will enhance organizational culture
by promoting appropriate learning from adverse experience. The seven parts of a problem closeout
are necessary considerations for all significant conditions adverse to quality. This paper can be used
as a check list for problems of all types to prevent the inadvertent neglect of a necessary aspect of
problem closeout, including action on cultural dysfunctionalities.

[1] W. R. CORCORAN,"Self-Assessment in Nuclear Utilities", Vol. 9, No. 2, Nuclear Plant Journal
(1991)

[2] SVENSON, O., "The Accident Evolution and Barrier Function (AEB) Model Applied to Incident
Analysis in the Processing Industries", Risk Analysis, Vol. 11, No. 3,1991 (499-507)

[3] A. CARNTNO, J-L. NICOLET AND J-C. WANNER, "Man and Risks", Marcel Dekker, Inc.,
New York and Basel (1990), pg. 22

[4] The USNRC Rule, 10CER50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, sentence 1, requires, in part, that
conditions adverse to quality be promptly corrected. Compliance with this rule would involve interim
compensatory measures when it is not possible to correct the condition "promptly."
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ABSTRACT

Information on problems at domestic and overseas nuclear power plants have been used as a
basis for an active preventive maintenance program which has resulted in excellent operating
performance including high capacity factors for Japanese nuclear power plants.

Since the first unit began commercial operation in 1966,48 units have started commercial
operation (January 1995). For nuclear power plants which have been in operation for a rela-
tively long time, periodic safety reviews have been initiated to assess the status of incorpora-
tion of operating experience and recent technical knowledge in preventive maintenance
programs.

Cases where problems have occurred prior to the implementation of preventive maintenance
which have lead to demands for "Raising Safety Consciousness".

Along with nurturing safety culture and achieving excellent operating performance, electric
utility companies have implemented active programs to increase the understanding and public
acceptance of nuclear power plants.

International exchanges with neighboring countries are being pursued to support the nurturing
of safety culture.
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1. Introduction

Since nuclear power involves the handling of radioactive materials, adequate care in the man-
agement of radiation and an attitude placing the highest priority on safety has been constant
factors in Japan's nuclear development program from the beginning.

Furthermore, the root causes of events that have occurred to date have been investigated and
the results used to implement preventive measures. The lessons learned have been applied to
cumulative improvement of facilities. Priority has been placed on discovering the causes of
problems at the bud stage and implementing preventive measures.

Learning from past experience is a major tool for conducting preventive maintenance pro-
grams. From this standpoint, collection and analysis of event information from the United
States and other countries that have preceded Japan's domestic nuclear power program has
been conducted to develop improvements.

After the Three Mile Island Nuclear Power Station Unit 2 accident in March 1979,52 points
were identified for adoption in Japan. In addition to being taken into account in regulations and
design, 22 points related to operating management were implemented with high priority to
raise safety consciousness and further improve nuclear power plants.

The Chernobyl accident in the former Soviet Union in April 1986 stimulated the acceleration
of systematic efforts by the government and private sector to address human factors issues.
Also, the Tokyo Center of the World Association of Nuclear Operators (WANO) was estab-
lished on the grounds of the Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry's Komae
Research Laboratory to further the expansion of safety culture through international
exchanges.

From an organizational standpoint in addition to stringent safety regulations, the electric utility
industry has established nuclear power plant operations training centers to improve the quality
of training of operating personnel, maintenance training centers for training operation and
inspection maintenance of equipment. Each utility company has designated in-house quality
assurance responsibles and adopted other measures to achieve high quality.

Recently, measures to deal with severe accidents and plant aging have been actively imple-
mented.

2. Nuclear Power Generation in Japan

As of January 1995, there were a total of 25 BWRs (total 22,000 MWe), 23 PWRs (18,200
MWe), and 1 GCR (166 MWe) operating in Japan. 4 LWRs (3 BWR, 1 PWR) are under con-
struction which are scheduled to enter commercial service by 2000. Figure 1 plots the trend in
generation capacity.

Figure 2 shows the conceptual approach to nuclear power safety that the government and pri-
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vate sector have taken in Japan from the research, design, construction, and operating stages
emphasizing preventive maintenance that has lead to improvement in operating performance
based on raising economy and reliability. The results of this effort have lead to raising the level
of the technology and public acceptance.

The achievements of this effort include:

• Maintaining a capacity factor greater than 70% since 1983. This is especially high when
the loss of approximately 23% of output due to government mandated inspection outages is
taken into account.

• Maintaining a low frequency of unplanned reactor shutdowns of 0.4-0.6 per reactor year.

Contributing factors include:

(1).Thorough investigation of the causes of events and implementation of measures to prevent
recurrence.

(2). Thorough efforts to implement preventive measures based on domestic and international
event information.

(3). High professionalism of plant employees and excellent performance maintained by skill
training.

3. Effective Use of Domestic and International Event Information

The electric utilities established the Nuclear Information Center (NIC) at the Central Research
Institute of Electric Power Industry to serve as a central information center with the objective
of effective use of nuclear power plant operating and maintenance information. In regard to
domestic information, NIC collects information on operating status, events (quick reports and
detailed reports) from each utility. This information is compiled and distributed to all utilities.
The distributed information includes the results of thorough investigation of the causes of
events and preventive measures conducted by the utility and serves as a reference for other
utilities.

NIC collects overseas information via the INPO and WANO nuclear information networks.
This and other information is reviewed by NIC and material judged to be relevant to Japan's
LWRs is translated into Japanese. The translated material is distributed to the electric utilities
in the form of periodic publications. This information is screened at electric utility company
head offices, the necessity for specific countermeasures or detailed investigation is considered,
and forwarded to the power stations for detailed review and implementation as appropriate.
The technical staff at the power stations conduct investigations and implements countermea-
sures with respect to equipment and operation for each unit. Along with this distribution, about
200 reports are entered annually by NIC into its database as important information. The utili-
ties can access the database using terminals located at head offices and power stations (Figs. 3
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and 4).

In addition, NIC conducts assessments of the collected information for trends and synthesizes
the information for reference by utilities in the development of preventive maintenance mea-
sures.

4. Preventive Maintenance Measures for Older Plants

Based on the national regulatory system, electric utility companies are conducting periodic
safety reviews and compiling reports for each plant in order of operational start-up year for
plant aging countermeasures. The reports review the status of incorporation of domestic and
overseas operating experience including responses to problems and application of important
technical knowledge relevant to light water reactor safety and contribute to preventive mainte-
nance.

Furthermore, based on risk assessment, the government and private sector have compiled a
report on preparations for severe accident management as part of efforts to further improve
safety.

NIC has compiled a database on component failure rate for domestic plants. Comparison of
domestic plant component failure rate with overseas data showed that the failure rate for
domestic plants was an order of magnitude lower.

5. Preventing Weakening of Safety Culture

When Kansai Electric Power Co. replaced the steam generators (SG) of the Mihama Unita

which suffered a steam generator tube rupture on February 9,1992, the failed SG was placed in
a see-through room to display it for visitors who can see the circumstances of the accident.
This also serves to strengthen safety culture by keeping the lessons of the accident fresh in the
minds of employees. Human error examples are displayed along with related facilities at main-
tenance training facilities to effectively use this negative heritage.

6. Introducing Nuclear Power Plants and Their Safety Culture

Each power plant has a visitors center on the plant grounds or nearby to assist in the under-
standing of nuclear power plants. In addition to the visitors centers, recent power stations (Ohi
Units 3 and 4, Kashiwazaki Kariwa Units 3 and 4 have glass visitors galleries in the radiation
management zone where visitors in street clothes including handicapped persons can see the
fuel pit, turbine generator and main control room. These facilities allow visitors see the situa-
tion at nuclear power plants with their own eyes and are part of the effort to increase familiarity
with nuclear power plants.

a. The rupture of the heat transfer tube in the steam generator resulted in the operation of the ECCS and
was classified as a Level 2 accident on the International Nuclear Event Scale (INES).
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7. Conclusion

The TMI and Chernobyl accidents clearly showed that nuclear power safety is not just a prob-
lem for a single country but is an important problem requiring international cooperation to
secure. Thus, in addition further nurturing domestic safety culture, it will be important to sup-
port the development of safety culture in the nations of the former Soviet Union, China, the
nations of Eastern Europe, and the Asian countries where nuclear power development is antic-
ipated. International exchanges such international meetings, exchange visits, etc.a are actively
being promoted.

8. References

[1] Nuclear Safety Committee, Nuclear Power White Paper, December 1994.

a. For example, nuclear power plant operation management international training program (Training for
1000) is being conducted for East European and Asian countries.
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Fig. 1: Total Generation Capacity Trend (Gross MWe)
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Fig. 2: Nuclear Power Safety and Related Factors
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Fig. 3: Use of Event Information
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Fig. 4: NICS Network System and Terminals
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ABSTRACT

The SRRC Occupational Health and Safety Plan including policy, objectives, responsibilities,
and software and hardware structure have been described. The implementation of the safety program
with more emphasis on the safety issues specific to the SRRC and on the measures with larger safety
effect was presented. Some experience obtained from the development of the SRRC safety program
was provided.

also affiliated with Department of Nuclear Engineering
National Tsing Hua University, Hsinchu
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1. INTRODUCTION

SRRC (Synchrotron Radiation Research Center ) in Hsinchu •-..-•..•.;._:.•;;. • «s a third-
generation synchrotron radiation facility with design specifications of 1.3 GeV electron energy and
200 mA stored beam current and has about 200 staff members. SRRC started installation in May
1991, performed commissioning test, and has been put into commission since January 1994. The
Radiation Safety Group (RSG) was founded within the Technical Component Division in the middle
of the preparation stage in 1987 with the assigned task starting from radiation shielding design and
then the design of radiation monitoring system and interlock system for access control. During the
initial stage of commissioning test the main task of RSG was the radiation safety regulation and
control and the role of RSG is equivalent to the health physics department in a nuclear power plant.
Under the strong suggestion of foreign experts of synchrotron facility, RSG was assigned also to
take care of the general safety job. By the assistance of the outside consultant[l] the SRRC Safety
Manual[2] has been worked out which describes the goals and the organization structure of the
SRRC safety program, defines the responsibility of each level of staff members for the safety
problems, and sets up detailed procedures for conducting a variety of safety issues including safety
inspection, safety review, occurrence reporting, safety training, etc..

The SRRC Safety Analysis Report[3] has been worked out and approved by the
regulatory authority before the facility was put into commission. A reorganization proposal of SRRC
has also been submitted, where a safety division ( Division of Radiation and Operation Safety)
directly under the director of the center has been planed, and is now waiting for legislative approval.

2. ESTABLISHMENT OF THE SAFETY PROGRAM

2.1. Safety Policy and Objectives

It is the responsibility and commitment of the SRRC management to establish environmental,
safety and health standards, and to provide a trained professional safety organization to implement
the Occupational Health and Safety Plan. The policy for guiding the establishment of the
Occupational Health and Safety Plan consists of:

1. Provide a safe and healthy work place for its employees, guests, and visitors.
2. Control environmental harmful emissions for the benefit of the general public.
3. Protect SRRC buildings and equipments from damage and not interrupt research programs due

to accidents.
The objectives of the Occupational Health and Safety Plan are the following:

1. The SRRC shall operate in conformance with the Safety and Health Standards and all approved
government regulations.

2. All future construction or significant modifications to the injection system, storage ring,
experimental beam lines and buildings shall be reviewed for occupational health and safety
before construction or modifications begin.

3. Radiation exposures of staff and visitors, and areas at the perimeter of the site shall be
monitored and all readings above acceptable levels shall be investigated. Also, accidental
discharges of the pollutants to the atmosphere and ground will be investigated and remedial
action taken.

4. Injuries or illness to the staff or visitors from occupational accidents or health hazards will be
reviewed to lower the risk of occurrence.
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5. All staff members, guest scientists, and contractors will receive training appropriate to the
hazard that may be encountered. This may range from the knowledge of emergency
evacuation of a building to the understanding of potentially dangerous procedures.

6. The SRRC shall plan experiments and maintenance so that exposure to radiation and
environmental release are kept to a reasonable minimum.

2.2 Safety Responsibilities

The SRRC Director has direct responsibility for the safe operation of the center. Division
Leaders are responsible for safety and occupational health within their groups. Ultimately, it is each
staff member who must be knowledgeable and responsible for his or her activities. The SRRC
Director has delegated the responsibility of implementing the Occupational Health and Safety Plan to
the Leader of Safety Division (Radiation Safety Group ). This group will be responsible for
upgrading safety and health standards, monitoring and auditing activities for compliance to these
standards, training of personnel, and maintaining appropriate records. The SRRC Director will
appoint one or more standing safety committees to review new construction and modifications, beam
line designs, interlock systems, Occupational Health and Safety Standards, and Standard Operating
Procedures.

2.3 Software of the Safety Program

There are three specific documents that form the basis of the SRRC Occupational Health and
Safety Plan. The SRRC Safety Manual consists of rules of practice and serves as a general guide for
design, operations, and maintenance in such areas as general safety, industrial hygiene, radiation
safety, fire protection, environmental protection, etc.. Table I shows the contents of the SRRC
Safety Manual. The SRRC Operations Manual is comprised of a set of procedures specific to SRRC
operations and includes such topics as standard operating procedures, emergency plan, and securing
of hazardous equipment and radiation areas. The SRRC Safety Analysis Report is a document
specific to the SRRC that identifies such hazards as radiation, electrical fire, laser, industrial hygiene,
environmental, etc. in terms of severity and likelihood to occur, and the means to limit unacceptable
occurrences.

2.4 Hardware of the Safety Program

Among other safety facilities, the major installations or systems related to radiation safety will
be mentioned here. Concrete shielding with thickness from 30 to 90 cm were installed all around the
injection system and the storage ring. An access control system with sophisticated interlock devices
has been established to secure the high radiation areas. A real-time radiation monitoring system
consisting of neutron and gamma-ray monitors were installed around the shielding wall. Using
sophisticated display software and network connection the radiation level information can be shown
or retrieved from any PC monitors everywhere in the center. A personal dosimetry system which has
passed the laboratory accreditation program were used to monitor personal doses received by people
working in the radiation control areas.

3. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SAFETY PROGRAM

3.1 The ALARA Principle
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In SRRC hazardous radiation is produced in places where highly accelerated electrons loss.
Since there is no radioactive material release, it is simpler and easier to install radiation barrier. The
ALARA (as low as reasonably achievable ) principle was specially emphasized at the beginning of
the design of radiation shielding in SRRC. The design criteria for annual radiation dose limit for
working personnel was set at 2 mSv instead of 50 mSv required by the regulation. Concrete
shielding from 30 to 90 cm was installed all around the injection system and the storage ring. Figure
1 shows the statistics of the annual personal radiation doses in SRRC since commissioning test in
1992. The personal dose data shown in Fig. 1 verifies that the ALARA principle has been
successfully applied in SRRC.

3.2 Strict Safety Requirements and Operating Procedures

Since the most serious radiation hazard will be happen when people stay inside shielding barrier
and machine starts operating, in order to control the access to the high radiation areas inside
shielding barrier an access control system with interlock devices designed by the assistance of outside
expert[4] which comply with the following strict safety requirements has been installed: 1. It shall be
fail safe; 2. Redundant and independent design shall be applied; 3. It shall not be used as a routine
shutdown mechanism; 4. It shall be testable; and 5. An independent review of the design shall be
required. Some audible and visual warning devices, status indicators, and cross-talk apparatus have
also been installed inside the shielding barrier to facilitate the evacuation process. Incorporated with
a strict operating procedure consisting of broadcast and search this access control system should be
able to prevent the accidental stay in the high radiation areas.

3.3 Prevention Is Better than Rescue

Since prevention is better than rescue or after care, the implementation of safety programs
related to accident prevention such as safety inspection and occurrence reporting have been given
higher priority. The purpose of the safety inspection program is to find out the unsafe situation or
behavior before accidents take place so as to prevent the occurrence of the accidents. According to
the SRRC Safety Manual safety inspection was held every quarter by temporarily organized
inspection teams. Since same drawbacks were often found in successive inspections, an automatic
inspection program is being planed where inspection will be performed by the group responsible for
the device according to a predesigned check list and the Radiation Safety Group will play only
auditorial role. The occurrence reporting program is important because on the one hand prompt and
accurate reporting of accidents, near-accidents and abnormal occurrences on equipment is the basis
of risk analysis and on the other hand records of this type can be analyzed for trends and can be lead
to preventive and remedial action. At the beginning people were hesitate to follow the occurrence
reporting program because they were afraid that the report might be evaluated for responsibility
attribution or punishment. Repeated explanation on the open occasions has finally led the program to
successful operation.

3.4 Providing a Clear and Confident Working Place

In the experimental hall radiation hazards among others is one of the major safety concern.
Periodical radiation survey with published radiation survey map as shown in Fig. 2 provides radiation
level information which serves more as a relief to being anxious of radiation hazard than to ensure
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radiation safety. The real-time radiation monitoring system installed around the injection system and
the storage ring as shown in Fig. 3 on the one hand provides real-time radiation level as well as
radiation level history around shielding barrier and on the other hand serves as a device to
automatically shutdown the abnormal operation to ensure radiation safety.

3.5 Safety Meetings

The Safety Committee appointed by the SRRC Director meets once per month to review SRRC
Safety Manual, operating procedure, personal radiation dose record and the implementation of the
safety program. Beam Line Safety Review and Experiment Proposal Safety Review subcommittees
were approved in the safety meetings to perform safety review of the beam line design and
experiment proposals, respectively. Recently the organization of the Safety Committee was modified
partly to meet the requirements by the regulation and partly in an attempt to operate the safety
meeting more effectively. The new Safety Committee will meet once every quarter and begin from
1995.

3.6 Safety Training programs

Safety training is an indispensable part of the implementation of the safety program. A
Compulsory safety training on radiation safety and later on including also general safety has been
held once every year. Special safety training such as first aid, fire protection, control of toxic
material, operation of overhead cranes, etc. were arranged for responsible persons, however, all staff
members were encouraged to attend most of the safety training.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Safety culture, like environmental protection, is closely related to the living standard of a
society. In the developing countries, such as Taiwan, normally, health and safety as well as
environment are often sacrificed or neglected in order to pursue rapid achievement or economical
prosperity. From the development of our safety program we have demonstrated, however, that in a
newly established nuclear installation it is possible and also not difficult to cultivate a safety culture
with a rational balance point among safety, cost, and achievement.

From our experience the following points are important for the development of a rational safety
culture in a nuclear installation in developing countries:

• The director must show clearly the strong will for implementing the safety program.
• An organization structure for implementing safety program with the executing division directly

under the director must be established.
• A complete safety manual must be worked out and a variety of safety equipment must be set up.
• Intensive safety training and correct understanding of radiation and radiation protection are

necessary.
• The influence from an advanced safety culture will be highly helpful.
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Table L The Contents of SKRC Safety Manual

1. SRRC Safety Policy & Plan
2. General Safety

2.1 Safety Inspections
2.2 Occurrence Reporting
2.3 Accident Investigation Program
2.4 Design Reviews
2.5 Safety During Construction
2.6 Guide for Preparing Safety Analysis Report and Operational Safety Procedure
2.7 Compressed Gas Cylinder Safety
2.8 Pressurized Systems
2.9 Electrical Safety
2.10 Lockout/Tagout
2.11 Overhead Cranes
2.12 Equipment & Piping System Identification
2.13 Personal Protection Equipment
2.14 Cryogenic Safety

3. Industrial Health & Safety
3.1 Hazard Communication System
3.2 Chemical Hygiene Plan
3.3 Respiratory Protection
3.4 Toxic Exhaust Systems
3.5 Laser Safety
3.6 RF & Microwaves

4. Radiation Safety
4.1 Radiation Shielding
4.2 Radiation Monitoring System
4.3 Radiation Survey
4.4 Personal Dosimetry System
4.5 Access Control Systems

5. Fire Protection
5.1 Fire Safety
5.2 Means of Egress
5.3 Flammable/Combustible Liquids
5.4 Welding and Cutting

6. Emergency Plan
7. Environmental Protection

7.1 Waste Disposal
8. Training Programs
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SRRC Radiation Survey Map
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Fig. 3 Installation Locations of the Real-Time Radiation Monitoring System
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THE ROLE OF ATTITUDES IN THE SAFETY CULTURE

TERENCE R LEE
SCHOOL OF PSYCHOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF ST ANDREWS,

FIFE, SCOTLAND

ABSTRACT

The UK Advisory Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations has recently published a
comprehensive review of the organisational variables shown by research to be associated with strong
safety cultures. A pervasive theme is that favourable attitudes towards, for example, the safety
regulations, line management of safety, risk taking, team working, job satisfaction etc are
quintessential features of a healthy safety culture.

An attitude is a relatively enduring predisposition to behave safely in a very wide range of situations.

This paper reports an extensive empirical study in support of this argument. It is claimed that what
we need to do, now that so many potential accidents have been engineered out of the system, is to
address the hearts and minds of the workforce. It is the diffuse inefficiencies, mistakes, lapses and
violations on the part of management and workers that now lie behind the large majority of
remaining accidents.

The study was carried out in the Sellafield nuclear reprocessing plant. A series of focus groups was
held with all levels of the workforce in order to elicit the main issues and concerns affecting safety at
the plant. These were incorporated in a draft questionnaire that was piloted on a representative
sample. The final version included 172 statements covering every aspect of safety, with which
respondents were invited to agree or disagree on a 7-point scale.

The questionnaire was designed to be answerable, in the same form, by employees at every level in
the organisation. A final sample of 5,297 was obtained, about 85% of the workforce.

Principal Components Analysis resulted in 19 subscales. The most critical finding relates to the
validation of these sub-scales. It was found that 17 of the attitudes discriminate, at high levels of
significance, between those who have had an accident at some time while working at the plant and
those who have not. Further analysis reveals differences between departments, shift versus day
workers, 'active area' workers versus others, length of service, age, gender, type of work and level.
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1. Introduction

The nuclear industry has generally regarded first-rate engineering practice as the pre-eminent way of
ensuring safety. No-one would question this priority, given that the nuclear process presents us with
low probability, high consequence risks.

However, following the exhaustive enquiries into major accidents in other technological industries in
the UK, there is now a growing realisation that engineering has achieved so high a standard that
contemporary frailties in the system are more commonly attributable to the people who control
them. These people not infrequently fail to do what they are supposed to do. The Institute of
Nuclear Power Operations in the US has concluded that seventy per cent of all untoward events are
mainly attributable to human failings. BNFL have reached a similar conclusion in respect of the
Sellafield site.

There have been many similar demonstrations that the 'root-causes' of accidents are 'complex and
latent1, i.e. scattered contingencies waiting to come together. Retrospective identification of the
"culprit", with focused blame and due retribution, is increasingly seen to be like treating a disease
with a band-aid.

The crucial dependence of the industry (at this stage of its development) upon people in almost
every aspect, is so clearly demonstrated, so absolute, that we should now be thinking much more
about the nature of human organisations and the functioning of the people who comprise them. This
presents something of a dilemma for an industry where almost everyone concerned is a physical
scientist or engineer. They share a tradition that is sceptical of the existence of lawfulness underlying
the perceptions, attitudes and behaviour of human beings (with the possible exception of the rational
side of their own nature, which has benefited from disciplined training) and equally of the application
of science to such ephemera..

What has emerged from these realisations is the concept of safety culture. It is well known at this
Conference that the term 'safety culture* was introduced by IAEA as part of their first report on the
Chernobyl accident HI. There have been a number of valuable reports and definitions since that
time, including INSAG-4 P] , but the latest and most comprehensive is due to a Human Factors
Study Group of ACSNI (The UK Advisory Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations) t 3 l
The particular advantages of this report are that, in a field notorious for 'motherhood statements', it
provides and documents the international research that may be said to buttress the concept of safety
culture. It introduces and reviews, for the first time, the available research on risk perceptions and
attitudes to safety in an organisational setting. Safety culture is characterised as: ". . . . the product
of individual and group values, attitudes, perceptions, competencies and patterns of behaviour. . . ."
(op cit pp23).

2. Attitudes towards safety

An attitude is a relatively enduring tendency to respond in certain ways towards some object or
activity. It is generally supposed that it combines cognitions (i.e. facts and beliefs) with evaluative
feelings and a portfolio of relevant behaviours that express it, according to circumstances. These
form a working package for everyday use. A person's job, his supervisor, the permit to work system,
risks at work, the safety reps, are all important objects or activities in relation to which an employee
develops attitudes.
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A small number of early studies of attitudes to safety, carried out in a variety of industries and
beginning in 1969, are reviewed in ACSNI (1993).

There is very little published human factors research (except for Human Reliability Assessment and
'performance indicators') in the nuclear industry, but Marcus M confirmed in a study of twenty-four
US nuclear power plants that those operating at the higher rates of general efficiency also had a
good measured safety climate with favourable employee attitudes to safety. The consequences
claimed for this were fewer accidents and one-third of the number of 'human error events' than in
stations with a poor climate.

Cox and Cox [5] gathered data from employees of a multi-national gas company. Their analysis of
seventeen attitude items produced five orthogonal factors, i.e. personal scepticism (about safety);
individual responsibility; safeness of the work environment; the effectiveness of arrangements for
safety; and personal immunity. It was hoped that this mapping of people's 'safety space1 would
generalise widely and this has recently received partial confirmation from studies in a transport
company, a food factory, among office workers (Cheyne and Cox)[^], and an oil company
(Alexander, Cox & Cheyne)I7].

Rundmo l°\ working with offshore oil platform workers in the Norwegian sector of the North Sea
is pursuing a similar goal but using LISREL, a form of path analysis that models the linkages
between satisfaction/dissatisfaction with management; working relationships and safety contingency
measures and how they influenceyofi stress and risk perception. He has then modelled the effects of
these two factors on the ultimate dependent variable, i.e. accidents and near misses.

Although it is increasingly evident that attitude surveys are an ideal (if not sufficient) way of
measuring safety culture improvement over time, Rundmo is the first to demonstrate this by
repeating his 1990 survey in 1994 (Rundmo)t^].

3. Methodology

The study to be briefly described here was carried out at Sellafield, a large nuclear reprocessing plant
forming part of British Nuclear Fuels pic. The first stage was to conduct five 'focus' groups. Each of
these were composed of a mixture of all levels of management and workers and a representative
range of skills. They were asked to discuss safety at the plant in all its aspects and steered only by a
loose agenda that ensured full coverage. The proceedings were recorded in fiill and the transcription
used to construct the first draft questionnaire. This included almost every significant topic touched
on and adopted the forms of expression used spontaneously in the discussions.

The final instrument, after piloting on a representative sample (N = 161), was a Likert-type scale
including 172 positive and negative statements about safety in the plant, with which the respondent
could express agreement/disagreement on a 7-point scale. This simple, standardised form and the
list of highly generalisable terms (e.g. "your job"; "your place of work") was designed to ensure that
every employee from the Site Director downwards could reasonably respond within the same
framework of items. The total sample comprised 5,295, about an 85% response rate.
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4. Results

There is, without doubt, practical value in the answers to some of the individual questions. For
example, whether employees agree that the Safety Officers, Health Physicists and Safety Reps are
easy to contact when needed and doing a good job; again, the response to questions such as
"Actions in response to entries in safety logs, is usually prompt" and "Rules about protective
clothing are always strictly enforced". If the level of agreement is unacceptably low, remedies can be
considered and these can be focused to particular departments or other groupings.

However, there are obviously broader, underlying attitudes which may be said to form the skeleton
upon which the flesh of safety culture is supported. With the intention of establishing these
empirically, the 172 attitude statements were first divided into nine subject domains. Although
oblique solutions were examined in one or two of the domains, the orthogonal solutions were the
most readily interpreted and this means all factors in a given domain (where there are more than one)
are independent of each other, but there are correlations across domains (Lee, Macdonald &
Coote)U0J. The factors are listed and described in the next section.

4.1. Nineteen attitudes towards safety

1 - Safety procedures (Saf. Proc): There is variation in the extent to which employees respect and
express confidence in the various safety procedures. This factor is treated separately from
confidence in the safety rules, but it should be noted that the correlation between Safety Procedures
(1) and Safety Rules (12) is high (r = .739). The main loading on Factor 1 is a rebuttal of the
assertion that "Management don't take notice of what Safety Committees say" followed closely by
the suggestion that they don't respond quickly enough to the suggestions made by Safety
Representatives. Confidence is expressed in the reporting of near-misses, the work done by and
availability of Safety Officers and Safety Representatives, the alarm system, emergency instructions
and the 'spotting' of potential hazards. They have fewer accidents.

2 - Personal caution over risks (Risks 1): This factor describes risk-taking attitudes and behaviour.
Employees who score high on this attitude claim that it is often necessary to take a risk to get the
job done or that they sometimes have to turn a blind eye to the strict safety rules in order to get it
done on time. They are cynical about the 'permit to work1 system, which they see as a way of
"covering backs". They claim that familiarity has led to disregard of the risks involved in their work,
they enjoy a spice of danger and they claim, in true 'macho' fashion, that risks are not a problem if
you "have what It takes". They are more likely to have an accident.

3 - Perceived level of risk at work (Risks 2): Employees who score high on this factor are
expressing an attitude about the degree of risk involved in the plant, which they see as low. They feel
that most people can be trusted when it comes to safety and they judge that the PTW system and the
presence of the Nuclear Installations Inspectorate ensures safe working. They don't think it likely
that they will have an accident and the highest loading on this factor is agreement with the assertion
that the risks ". . . . are completely cancelled out by the safety precautions". They have fewer
accidents.

4 - Trust in workforce (Risks 3): This is a difficult factor to interpret, but it discriminates strongly
between accident/no accident groups. It includes the acknowledgement that there are certainly risks
in working at Sellafield, but the person most careful in applying the safety rules and instructions is
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"myself. Otherwise, trust is placed in the Inspectorate and the PTW system. This implies a low trust
in the workforce, a self-sufficiency - and this is associated with more accidents.

5 - Confidence in efficiency of PTW system (PTW 1): The inevitable conflict between the safety
effectiveness of the PTW system and the extra bureaucracy, work hold-up and personal frustration
that it may cause, is a continuing issue for debate. The highest loading item on this factor rejects the
claim that the system is in need of radical overhaul. Perhaps this is a kind of resigned acceptance of
the debit side of the system because it is closely followed by an item that claims the system would be
" hard to improve on". It is asserted that the permits are usually filled in properly and the
notion that they stop people thinking or that they mean different things to different people are both
rejected. However, this attitude is not a significant predictor of accident group.

6 - General support for PTW system (PTW 2): Quite independent of an employee's confidence in
the effectiveness of the system is the perceived validity of the system. Only two items have high
loadings on this factor and they are both a rebuttal of the statement that the PTW system is an
"unnecessary formality" or that it is simply a way of "covering backs". This attitude is related to the
'no accident1 group.

7-Perceived need for PTW system (PTW3): Again, independently of the other two factors, there
is an attitude that says however imperfect and cumbersome the system may be, it is nonetheless
essential. Notwithstanding, employees with high scores on this attitude admit that the PTW system
causes frustrating queues and that it could usefully be replaced, sometimes, by ASW (Agreed
Systems of Work). This factor does not distinguish between accident/no accident groups.

8 - Personal interest in job (Job Sat 1): This factor includes negative loadings on items suggesting
that an employee's work might be "boring and repetitive" and a positive loading on "there is scope
for satisfaction . . . . " . Any suggestion that an employee is "not paid to think" or that he/she does the
job "only for the money", is rebutted. Those scoring high on this attitude are less likely to have an
accident.

9 - Contentment with job (Job Sal 2): It appears that contentment can be experienced quite
independently of whether the job is interesting or not. This presumably reflects the fact that it offers
other satisfactions and those with high scores on this attitude express satisfaction with their
promotion prospects and deny that 'whiz kids' are too bossy or that they are pampered by the
Company. They also deny that the most interesting work is given out to contractors in preference to
permanent staff or that one is made to feel "just a number". They are less likely to have an accident.

10 - Satisfaction with work relationships (Job Sat 3): Again, independent of the two preceding
factors, this one involves expressions of satisfaction with the relationships with and between other
staff, specifically workers and supervisors; workers and management; and middle management with
senior management. High satisfaction with working relationships is associated with fewer accidents.

11 - Satisfaction with rewards for good work (Job Sat 4): This is a straightforward attitude
towards the job in respect of its social and other rewards. In particular, good work is perceived to be
adequately rewarded and there are good job prospects; A 'pat on the back1 for good work is normal
practice. High satisfaction equates with fewer accidents.
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12 - Personal understanding of safety rules (Saf Rules 1): An employee with a good
understanding of the safety rules denies that instructions are too detailed or that the rules are too
complicated. He/she claims that the safety rules are well known, denies that it is hard to keep up
with changes in the written safety instructions or that the rules should be simplified. There is
satisfaction with the workings of the alarm system and the efficiency of the emergency instructions.

13 - Perceived clarity of safety rules (Saf. Rules 2): This factor deals with the perceived clarity of
safety rules. There is denial that they need to be simplified or that they are in need of better publicity.
They are not perceived as too detailed or complicated.

14 - Satisfaction with training (Training 1): Respondents were asked to evaluate general training
for workers, for supervisors and for managers and more specifically to evaluate safety training for
the same categories of employee. All these items are heavily loaded on this factor and it includes also
a denial of the assertion that "people . . . . are left too much alone to learn things for themselves".
Those expressing satisfaction are less likely to have had an accident.

15 - Satisfaction with staff suitability (Training 2): This factor also shows high satisfaction for
non-accident employees, but this time about selection ("there are few square pegs . . . . " ) in respect
of the three categories of workers, supervisors and managers.

16 - Management responsibility for safety (Partpn.): The responsibility of senior management to
make suggestions for improving safety is paramount. Little distinction is made between senior
management, "my boss", and middle management, but there is a slightly lower loading for 'the
average supervisor1.

17 - Perceived source of safety actions (Control 1): As with the previous factor, there is a very
strong attitude which includes the beliefs that suggestions to improve safety at work are more likely
to come from management but also from the unions and the safety reps. Also, that those likely to be
most decisive about disciplinary action for safety violations are senior management and "my boss".

18 - Perceived personal control over safety (Control 2): This includes I can influence safety
procedures' and denies that 'there is little I can do . . . '. There is also negative loading for the
implication that management don't take any notice of safety suggestions from individuals or safety
committees.

19 - Satisfaction with design of plant (Design): The design and development of new plant is
carried out by engineering staff almost exclusively at Risley in Warrington; Sellafield is the
operational site. Predictably, this gives rise to some criticism, mainly on the grounds that practical,
on-site details are neglected and the views of operatives with long experience are not consulted. The
principal item in this factor is "unsafe conditions of work result from plant and buildings designed on
paper by 'boffins' who "don't know the work"; a similar statement refers to unsafe working practices.
However, although there may be justification for these complaints, those who voice them are more
likely to come from the accident group. It could partly reflect an external attribution of blame for an
accident in the past.
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4.2. Application of the results

The major question that needs to be asked before considering how the results may usefully be
applied is whether they are valid as predictors of behaviour. Factor scores were computed for each
respondent. These are arrived at by adding the scores for each item belonging to a given factor. Each
item is 'weighted' by its 'factor loading1 before aggregation. The mean scores were next computed for
two groups, those who had experienced an accident while working at the plant and those who had
not. The use of t-tests showed that 17 of the 19 factors discriminated at very high levels of
significance. The differences are clearly evident in Fig. 1. They persist when management (who tend
to have "good" attitudes and few accidents) are removed from the analysis.

The next stage, if the results are to be translated into plans for therapeutic action, is to know which
attitudes are most closely related to safety performance, which are the most important. This was
done using a form of analysis known as discriminant function. There is insufficient space to present
these results here (see Lee P*]), but the analysis shows that ^Contentment with job' (9);
'Satisfaction with plant design' (19); 'Perceived source of safety actions' (17); and 'Personal
caution over risks' (2) contribute most to the variance in the accident/no accident grouping.

The DF analysis can also be applied to the items that comprise each factor and this provides a set of
co-efficients by which each of the items can be weighted before aggregation into attitude (factor)
scores. Fig. 1 shows that this substantially improves the extent to which the attitudes can predict
accident behaviour.

A further step in measuring the safety culture is that mean attitude scores have been computed for
the following categories: Department; Age; Length of Service; Type of Work; Job Classification;
Shifts; and Active Area.

Only one example can be given here. Factor 2, which measures attitude towards risks on a
dimension from cautious to incautious, was analysed against age. This reveals that there is
progressive improvement towards caution (Fig. 2). However, the data are also broken down by the
confounding variable of length of service and the results show that this also contributes to
improvement, independently of age, with the critical exception that 'new entrants' with up to five
years of service have the most cautious attitudes of all; they then revert for the next 6-20 years of
their service - before improving again. Put another way, older people with a short length of service
have safer attitudes than younger people (20-40) with up to 30 years in the plant.

5. Conclusion

It has been shown in this and other studies that the measurement of attitudes provides a valuable
technology for predicting safety behaviour, for providing a measure of the health of the safety
culture and for assessing its improvement over time. It can also identify particular attitudes that need
to be improved and can show which department or groups of employees should receive focused
attention.

Attitudes can be changed by conformity processes, conditioning, formal training and by designing
persuasive communications (see Lee P^J). Obviously, they can also be changed by improving the
organisational conditions that give rise to them.
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SAFETY CULTURE IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

SAFETY CULTURE IN THE BOARDROOM

R.E. Lewis
Ontario Hydro, Canada

ABSTRACT

As part of the recent reorganization of Ontario Hydro, steps have been taken to improve the
nuclear safety policy direction by senior management and by the Board of Directors. This
was thought necessary because, while current and past safety performance has been generally
good, many safety problems are not being solved quickly enough.

A Nuclear Safety Review Committee of the Board of Directors was formed to oversee the
implementation of the company's newly adopted nuclear safety policy. That policy states:

"Ontario Hydro's nuclear facilities will be operated and maintained in a rigorous and
vigilant manner to ensure that the radiological risk to workers, the public and the
environment is acceptably low and in keeping with the best practices in the
international nuclear community."

Within the management of the company several improvements were made. A Nuclear Safety
Directorate was formed to provide policy guidance and performance assessments to senior
management. A committee was formed of the senior nuclear managers, representatives form
the employees' unions and representatives of other utilities to review audit findings and
progress on corrective actions and to make recommendations to the General Manager of
Ontario Hydro Nuclear. Similar committees were formed at each station.

The effect of these changes is to provide increased management attention to safety issues
using unfiltered audit information, pertinent performance measurements and direct reporting
of progress on key issues. It is expected that this will promote prompt attention to correcting
long-standing problems and enhance awareness and emphasis on safety as an integral part of
the business. Clear declarations from the Boardroom of priorities and responsibilities are
essential to achieving this.
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SAFETY CULTURE IN THE BOARDROOM

1. Introduction

The International Nuclear Safety Advisory Group (INSAG) defines Safety Culture as:

"That assembly of characteristics and attitudes in organizations and individuals which
establishes that, as an overriding priority, nuclear plant safety issues receive the attention
warranted by their significance".[1]

Safety culture is both structural and attitudinal in nature and relates to the organization and its
style, as well as to attitudes, approaches and the commitment of individuals at all levels in the
organization. Safety culture manifests itself through organizational policy and managerial action
and through the response of all individuals working within the environment created. See Figure
1 from Reference [1].

This paper discusses the recent changes at Ontario Hydro at the policy level and discusses some
of the supporting senior managerial actions and demonstrated commitment that are enhancing
the visibility and priority given to nuclear safety.

INSAG identified major components of Safety Culture at the policy level that support creating
the "right" safety environment:

Statement of Safety Policy, which makes clear to all staff the organizational and
corporate commitment to safety.

Management Structures that have clear lines of authority and accountability for nuclear
safety and include independent nuclear safety surveillance groups.

Adequate Resources devoted to safety.

Self Regulation through the use of regular independent reviews of practices that
contribute to nuclear safety.

Corporate and senior management commitment must be visibly demonstrated through activities
associated with each of these components in order to be successful in fostering a healthy safety
culture.
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2. Ontario Hydro

Ontario Hydro operates twenty CANDU reactors in five four-unit plants. All these stations were
designed jointly by Ontario Hydro and Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL), and built by
Ontario Hydro. With the completion of the newest plant, Darlington, and no immediate need
for more, Hydro's large design and construction organization was no longer needed. At the
same time customer pressure to reduce the price of electricity required a major cost reduction.
In response to these forces, Ontario Hydro was re-organized in 1993, with a staff reduction of
about 25%. All parts of the company that were needed to run the nuclear plants were gathered
into a single organization called Ontario Hydro Nuclear (OHN), responsible for all research,
design, purchasing, construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning. Most of this
work is done by OHN staff. The rest, such as research, is done by others but the funding is
controlled by OHN. Within OHN the generating stations are as self-sufficient as possible, for
example each has its own engineering, purchasing, and nuclear safety analysis organizations.
More about the internal organization of OHN is given in section 4 below.

3. Statement of Safety Policy

INSAG identified that a clear declaration of an organization's policy stance on nuclear safety is
important to establishing the "right" safety environment. One of the initiatives taken following
the restructuring of Ontario Hydro was approval by the Board of Directors of a corporate policy
on nuclear safety, stating:

"Ontario Hydro's nuclear facilities will be operated and maintained in a rigorous and
vigilant manner to ensure that the radiological risk to workers, the public and the
environment is acceptably low and in keeping with the best practices in the international
nuclear community."

The Nuclear Safety Policy makes it clear that the Ontario Hydro Board of Directors hold
ultimate responsibility for nuclear safety in Ontario Hydro and that they are committed to
achieving a high level of safety. Further, that message was publicly asserted by issuing the
policy with a clear Statement of Commitment:

"We, the Ontario Hydro Board of Directors, are committed to having sound nuclear
safety principles and practices as an essential and integral part of Ontario Hydro's
nuclear operations. We will provide and maintain the resources necessary to safeguard
the health and safety of our workers, the public and the environment from radiological
hazards."

To assist them in fulfilling their nuclear safety responsibilities, the Ontario Hydro Board of
Directors formed a new committee of the Board, the Nuclear Safety Review Committee (NSRC)
responsible for review of the nuclear safety program and performance. Its members include the
president and chief executive officer, and ten outside directors. It meets quarterly to review
station performance reports, audits, evaluations, plans to correct problems and progress on
implementing those plans. It also reviews reports from the Atomic Energy Control Board
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(AECB), the Canadian regulator of nuclear power, and from an independent expert advisory
group. This latter group, the Technical Advisory Panel on Nuclear Safety (TAPNS), advises
the Nuclear Safety Review Committee on the overall quality of Ontario Hydro's nuclear
program, and gives advice on major issues. The panel is a diverse group of recognized experts
in management, medicine, science, engineering, and nuclear power regulation. This panel meets
for several days each quarter, including occasional visits to the generating stations. It produces
an annual overview report, and smaller working groups of two or three panel members
investigate and report on specific issues selected by the panel.

4. Management Structures

The next area covered by INS AG is management structures that have clear lines of authority and
accountability for nuclear safety and that include independent nuclear safety surveillance groups.

The intent in the design of the Ontario Hydro Nuclear organization was to provide a simple clear
structure that helped to communicate roles, responsibilities and reporting relationships of key
positions, and to make the accountabilities for nuclear safety evident.

The General Manager of OHN, reporting to the President of Ontario Hydro is responsible for
all aspects of nuclear safety, in particular responsible for ensuring that the corporate nuclear
safety policy is applied effectively throughout OHN with adequate resources provided to support
it.

Each of the stations is led by a Station Director responsible for achieving satisfactory
performance in all aspects of station design and operation, including nuclear safety. It was
expected that gathering together at each station all the staff needed to run it, including design
staff, would lead to reduced cost and better performance. Early indications are that, in general,
that is being achieved.

The headquarters part of the OHN organization is very small, limited to groups to provide policy
guidance and performance monitoring of nuclear safety, worker safety, human resources, and
finance. All technical, training, and other support services need by the stations have either been
built into the station organizations or are provided by a central group on contract to the stations.

Semi-annual reviews are conducted by the OHN General Manager with each Station Director
to verify that the standards for nuclear safety are being met and that adequate progress is being
made in correcting audit findings.

To help the OHN General Manager in fulfilling these responsibilities, a new central support
group was formed, the Nuclear Safety Directorate, to provide policies and strategies, and to
provide a variety of assessments of performance. These assessments are discussed further in
section 6 below. The Nuclear Safety Directorate also provides reports on nuclear safety
performance directly to senior corporate management and the Board of Directors via the NSRC.
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In addition an advisory committee, the Nuclear Integrity Review Committee (NIRC), is used by
the OHN General Manager as a forum to:

• solicit advice on the safety of OHN nuclear facilities and on the management of
nuclear safety;

• identify required improvements in the management of nuclear safety, based on
reviews of audits and evaluations, reviews of progress on corrective actions,
reviews of significant safety issues;

• hear unresolved nuclear safety concerns from OHN staff.

NIRC members are the OHN General Manager, Director of Nuclear Safety (Chair), all the other
OHN Directors, representatives from the employees' unions and associate members from other
Canadian nuclear utilities and AECL.

5. Adequate Resources Devoted to Safety

The new simple organization makes it clear who is responsible for defining the need for adequate
resources — the Station Directors, reporting to the General Manager. This includes not just
money, but also sufficient experienced and trained staff and a working environment conducive
to effectively fulfilling nuclear safety duties. The Board of Directors' Statement of Commitment
to the Nuclear Safety Policy clearly acknowledged this responsibility and conveyed their
commitment to it.

An example of a resource problem and how it is being solved is the staffing and operation of
the new Nuclear Safety Departments at each station. These departments were to take over the
safety analysis role previously held by a central group of experts in the corporate head office.
This required assembling a group at each nuclear station, staffed with people having a broad
range of nuclear safety capabilities and knowledge, with many jobs moved from the Ontario
Hydro head office in Toronto to the nuclear stations elsewhere in Ontario. There has been some
difficulty in filling all the needed positions at some stations, particularly at the Bruce site, 300
km north-west of Toronto on Lake Huron. Even where the positions have been filled, in many
cases the new incumbents lack experience. With no central group to dictate how this problem
(shortage of fully trained and experienced staff) would be solved, the senior nuclear safety
committee, NIRC, directed the Nuclear Safety Managers from the stations and head office to
produce a joint plan to solve the problem. This plan required a training program to be
developed and used, with contractors hired to provide the needed expertise in the next two years
until the training is complete. Much of the initial training has been completed. The Nuclear
Safety Directorate also performed an audit of safety management practices in the new
organization. The problems discovered, and plans to correct them, were reviewed by NIRC,
with the responsibility to see that the actions are completed resting with the station directors and
the general manager.
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6. Self-Regulation

The last area named by INSAG as important to safety culture at the policy level is self
regulation. The new organization provides a three level performance assessment process.
Results are reported to senior levels of the organization and have high visibility. The
components of the process are:

Station quality assurance groups reporting directly to the station director assess station
performance with frequent audits. Reports on assessment results are filed and corrective
action taken. A yearly review of plant performance against quality standards is
conducted by performing about ten audits per year.

An Ontario Hydro Nuclear (OHN) quality assurance group reporting to the Director of
Nuclear Safety assesses OHN performance. The scope includes all plants and support
groups. Results are reported to the General Manager of OHN, the Nuclear Integrity
Review Committee, and the Nuclear Safety Review Committee of the Ontario Hydro
Board of Directors. An annual written review of assessment results is provided.

Peer evaluations of plant performance have been conducted on a two-year cycle at each
plant since 1987. A peer evaluation of corporate support to the nuclear program was
conducted in 1993 and another is planned for 1995. Peer evaluations are conducted by
a team of up to thirty peers from the nuclear industry. Most team members are provided
by OHN nuclear plants, but up to twenty percent of the team members are from the
Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) or from other nuclear utilities in Canada,
the United States or Great Britain. The peer process evaluates plant performance against
a set of broad management objectives related to plant safety and reliability. These
objectives are very similar to and were derived from the Performance Objectives and
Criteria for nuclear plants published by INPO and the World Association of Nuclear
Operators (WANO). Evaluation results are reported to the President of Ontario Hydro,
the General Manager of OHN, the Nuclear Integrity Review Committee, and the Nuclear
Safety Review Committee of the Ontario Hydro Board of Directors.

An overall plant rating comparing plant performance to world nuclear plant performance is
determined after each plant peer evaluation. The rating is based upon peer evaluation results,
quality assurance assessments, emergency preparedness exercise results, plant event history,
WANO performance indicators, plant material condition and use of operating experience.

The Annual Review of Nuclear Safety report developed by the nuclear safety division in
conjunction with the plants, summarizes all nuclear safety issues for the Ontario Hydro Board
of Directors.
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7. Conclusions

As part of the recent restructuring at Ontario Hydro, steps have been taken to improve the
nuclear safety policy direction by senior management and by the Board of Directors. These
changes are providing increased and visible senior management attention to nuclear safety issues
using unfiltered audit information, pertinent performance measurements and direct reporting of
progress on key issues. This is promoting prompt attention to correcting long-standing problems
and has enhanced awareness and emphasis on safety as an integral part of the business. Clear
declarations from the Boardroom of priorities and responsibilities are essential in achieving this
and are occurring.
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Figure 1. Illustration of the presentation of safety culture

Excerpt from INTERNATIONAL NUCLEAR SAFETY ADVISORY GROUP, Safety Culture,
Report, Safety Series No. 75-INSAG-4, (1991).
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SAFETY ATTITUDES IDENTIFIED DURING DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATIONS

Stuart Rubin
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

ABSTRACT

Since the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission established the Diagnostic Evaluation
Program in 1987, it has conducted fifteen diagnostic evaluations (DEs) at selected operating
U.S. reactor facilities. Diagnostic evaluations provide a broad-based and independent assess-
ment of nuclear plant safety performance and involve technical, programmatic, management
and organizational aspects of plant operation. This paper presents significant evaluation
findings and observations with emphasis on findings related to the nature and underlying
causes of weaknesses in safety culture identified by diagnostic evaluation teams (DETs).
Observations and analyses of the impact of safety culture on the performance of plant systems
and equipment and the effectiveness of plant organizations and personnel are presented. Briefly
described are the bases for selecting a plant for a DE, the goals and objectives of a DET, and
the special features of a DE that make it different from other NRC team inspections. The
information sources, analysis methods, and evaluation processes used by DETs are discussed.
In particular, the methods for evaluating programmatic, management, and organizational
effectiveness and root causes for performance problems are discussed. Finally, this paper
provides insights and experience on the important factors that are necessary to ensure credibili-
ty, understanding and acceptance of observations on safety culture when communicating
assessment results to nuclear plant management.

1. INTRODUCTION

The United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) established the Diagnostic Evalua-
tion Program (DEP) in 1987 to provide NRC senior management with an improved under-
standing and independent assessment of licensee safety performance at selected reactor
facilities. The program involves technical, programmatic, management and organizational
aspects. A DET assesses licensee performance, the involvement of licensee management and
staff in ensuring safe plant operations, the effectiveness of th-/si actions, and the root causes of
identified safety performance problems. The DEP supplements the information on licensee
performance provided by the NRC's Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP)
and Performance Indicator (PI) programs and the routine and special inspections performed by
the NRC headquarters and regional offices. The DEP thereby enables NRC senior manage-
ment to be more informed about the need for NRC and licensee actions to improve plant
safety.

The NRC has conducted DEs at fifteen plants (see Table) in the seven years since the DEP
was established. Involved in these evaluations were each of the U.S. nuclear steam supply
system vendors, a broad range of plant experience in terms of number of operating cycles and
performance history, large and small nuclear utilities that were publicly and privately owned,
one to three-unit stations and each of the NRC's four regions. The DEs were conducted at
facilities that.had significant performance problems or where questions existed about the
underlying causes of performance problems at the time of the evaluation. Accordingly, the
collective results of these evaluations^ provide an extensive base of information on performance
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problems and their programmatic, management, and root causes, as well as safety culture
problems that have been observed at poorer performing plants. This paper summarizes the
performance problems and their root causes and the nature and causes of safety culture (or
safety attitude) problems found at these plants.

Table: Completed Diagnostic Evaluations

Plant
Dresden
McGuire
Turkey Point*
Fermi
Perry
Brunswick
Arkansas Nuclear One.
Palo Verde
Zion
Oyster Creek
FitzPatrick
South Texas Project
Quad Cities
Palisades
Cooper*

Utility
Commonwealth Edison
Duke Power
Florida Power & Light
Detroit Edison
Cleveland Electric
Carolina Power & Light
Arkansas Power & Light
Arizona Public Service
Commonwealth Edison
GPU Nuclear
Power Authority of the State of NY
Houston Lighting & Power
Commonwealth Edison
Consumers Power
Nebraska Public Power District

Report Date
Nov 1987
Mar 1988
Jun 1988
Nov 1988
May 1989
Jul 1989
Dec 1989
Mar 1990
Sep 1990
Feb 1991
Dec 1991
Jun 1993
Nov 1993
Jun 1994
Nov 1994

* Special evaluation.

2. DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION METHODS

NRC policy guidance for the DEP is documented in NRC Management Directive (MD) 8.7,
"NRC Diagnostic Evaluation Program" while procedural guidance for the planning, onsite
conduct, and report preparation activities associated with a DE is given in the "Diagnostic
Evaluation Team Guidelines" and "Diagnostic Evaluation Team Manager Handbook."

2.1. Goals and Objectives

The DE process begins with plant selection. Plants selected for a DE are generally those NRC
senior management is either concerned about declining or cyclic performance or is uncertain
about actual performance or the underlying causes of performance trends. To ensure a broad-
based DE scope, the evaluation includes operations and training; maintenance, surveillance,
and testing; engineering and technical support; quality, self-assessment and corrective action
programs; and management and organization. Since DEs are performance based, emphasis is
placed on evaluation of equipment and personnel performance and effectiveness of procedures
rather than on reviews of program documents. Although safety culture is not an explicit DE
objective, worker attitudes toward nuclear safety and management focus and emphasis on
safety and quality are important aspects of each evaluation.
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2.2. Team Composition

When a DE is approved for a specific reactor facility, the NRC Executive Director for
Operations (EDO), establishes a DET. Teams are led by an NRC senior executive service
manager, and members are selected from NRC's most experienced headquarters, regional, and
resident inspection staff, augmented by expert NRC contractors. Management and organization
and design engineering contractors are part of the team to add to its technical strength and to
ensure appropriate team resources are in place for an indepth and highly credible review in all
functional areas. To support consistency in the process and standards for measuring perfor-
mance, each team includes a core of dedicated evaluators with extensive experience in
conducting DEs. Each DET typically consists of about fifteen members organized into four
functional areas with experienced leaders who report to the team manager. To ensure an
unbiased and objective evaluation, DET participants have not recently been involved in the
inspection, enforcement or licensing activities of the facility. The team manger reports directly
to the EDO to strengthen this independence. In summary, the broad technical strength,
independent perspective, consistent evaluation "yardstick" and EDO reporting relationship, are
key cornerstones to the credibility and success of each team.

2.3. Planning and Preparation

Team planning and preparation before the beginning of the onsite evaluation is comprehensive,
spans from five to six weeks, and is also a key to the success of each DET. During this
period, the team conducts an extensive review of NRC and licensee documents on plant
performance. Documents containing plant performance information (e.g., equipment and
human performance data) as well as program descriptions, work process descriptions,
management and organizational information (e.g., staffing, organizational, and improvement
plans), applicable to the functional areas, are carefully reviewed to obtain preliminary insights
into plant and organizational operations. These detailed reviews are used to identify problem-
matic areas and potential issues for special emphasis during the onsite evaluation phase. A
risk-important system is selected for coordinated, indepth evaluation by each of the functional
areas to promote team synergism, integration of the evaluation activities and safety signifi-
cance of team findings. Licensee documents and records containing detailed performance
information on the selected system are evaluated by the functional area team members. The
selected system also serves as an area of focus for planning the onsite evaluation activities.
The team is briefed extensively on performance by the regional, resident and headquarters
staff responsible for routine oversight of the facility. Considerable time is spent preparing,
integrating, and discussing the evaluation plans for each functional area to ensure coordinated
coverage of the "pre-identified" issues and areas during the onsite evaluation. These prepara-
tory document reviews, staff briefings and team meetings represent the initial phase for
discovering potential issues associated with performance, management controls and practices,
root causes, and safety culture.
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2.4. Onsite Observation and Evaluation Activities

A DET generally spends three weeks implementing the onsite portion of the evaluation plans
by intensively observing licensee safety performance. The station as well as the licensee's
corporate and engineering offices are included in the onsite evaluation. The onsite phase
includes direct observations of personnel activities and performance of equipment, continued
indepth document reviews, and formal and informal personnel interviews. Thus, during the
onsite period the team obtains direct (document and observation) and indirect (interview) data
on personnel safety practices, program effectiveness, and management controls and practices
and gains insights into the underlying organizational safety culture and safety attitudes.

Observations are made during equipment walkdown inspections; licensee meetings; mainte-
nance, testing, training and control room activities. Over one hundred formal interviews are
conducted, from the president down to the working-level staff. Interviews last from one to two
hours and are conducted by all team members. The leader of the management and organization
functional area provides general oversight of team interviews to ensure good coverage of the
identified issues, functional areas, managers and working personnel. Individual findings and
observations and interview results are formally documented on a daily basis, shared with the
other team members, and discussed during the daily team meetings. Issues and observations
(not individual interview results) are also discussed with licensee counterpart personnel to
obtain either their agreement (i.e., validation and acceptance) or disagreement (and basis) with
the team's facts and findings. Probable contributing causes for each of the identified problems
and weaknesses are also developed and documented, discussed by the team, and shared with
the licensee counterparts to solicit feedback and resolution of differences. The direct, contrib-
uting, and root causes are all linked to validated safety performance problems and weakness
identified in each functional area to ensure all findings and conclusions are performance-based.
The figure shown is a simplified
DE process model for identifying perfor-
mance problems and weaknesses and pur-
suing their relation to higher level program-
matic and process weaknesses, management
and organizational causes, and eventually
root causes. The analysis and integration of
higher level results requires the participation
of the entire team, utilizing methods and pro-
cess that are initiated during the onsite period
and continues for several weeks after the
team leaves the site. The mapping of safety
culture and safety attitudes of working,
supervision and management personnel thro-
ughout the organization is part of the DE
analysis and integration process.

CONTROLS AND
PRACTICES

TECHNICAL PROGRAMS
AND WORK PROCESS

SAFETY PERFORMANCE BASIS
(EQUIPMENT, PERSONNEL, PROCEDURES)

Figure - DET Process Model
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3. DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION RESULTS

3.1 Root Causes of Performance Problems

Performance problems at the plants evaluated typically stem from several root causes.
Although the root causes have varied, common themes have been evident. The more common
root causes include the failure of top management to establish, communicate, and enforce
sufficiently high standards for the performance and quality of safety-related activities. Often
senior management has not recognized the need for higher standards, has allowed the setting
of higher standards and improvement activities to be postponed or neglected in favor of power
production activities, or has not held personnel accountable for their performance. Ineffective
self-assessment and corrective action programs also frequently have been found to be a root
cause. Independent oversight organizations, such as the board of directors and offsite and
onsite review and quality assurance groups, have been ineffective in identifying problems or
higher level causes. The line organization has also failed to identify or trend problems,
determine root causes, develop effective solutions, or plan and implement timely and effective
corrective actions. The failure of engineering organizations to provide quality and timely
technical services, such as maintaining plant design documents, evaluating equipment operabil-
ity, developing and implementing technical programs, determining root causes, designing
modifications, evaluating operating experience and applying risk management techniques to
plant operations, has also been identified as a root cause of performance problems. At one
facility, management's failure to effectively plan for power operations with experienced
operating personnel was a root cause; at others, diversion of senior management's attention to
outside business interests (or plants under construction), resulting in ineffective leadership and
direction, was a root cause. Finally, at one plant, excessive corporate "micromanagement" of
plant operations was found to be a root cause of ineffective decision making, loss of a sense of
ownership when resolving problems, lack of organizational team work, and poor material
condition of the plant.

3.2. Performance and Safety Culture Findings

3.2.1 Management Establishes Safety Attitudes for Personnel & Equipment Performance

The actions of licensee management establish the organization's performance expectations.
Through its stated goals and policies, visible practices, and direct communications, manage-
ment instills down through the organizational levels to the individual worker, the organizat-
ion's attitudes, values, beliefs, and priorities pertinent to nuclear safety in terms of standards
and expectations for equipment and individual performance. The instilled nuclear safety
culture is a powerful management "tool" that directly influences organizational effectiveness
in conducting safety-related activities and indirectly influences plant safety performance.

DETs have observed weaknesses in safety attitudes at all levels and functional areas of
licensee organizations. Visible deficiencies in equipment, personnel, and procedures are first
order indications of these weaknesses. Safety culture problems are also revealed as weaknesses
in nuclear facility work processes, technical programs, and management practices.
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3.2.2 High Standards and Expectations for Performance and Quality Are Not Established

Management's failure to serve as an effective role model and to instill high standards and
expectations for performance and quality has been among the most prevalent and important
underlying cause of safety culture problems and poor or declining plant performance. The
failure to establish adequate standards and expectations for performance and quality often
results from a number of causes, including the failure of the licensee to remain cognizant of
contemporary industry performance standards, complacency arising from relatively trouble-free
recent power production history, a belief that regulatory and technical specification require-
ments provide adequate standards, or economic pressures resulting in an emphasis on power
production rather than improving safety, quality, and performance.

Failure to establish challenging goals, communicate high standards through words and actions,
monitor conditions closely, and act aggressively to achieve the plant, work process, program,
and personnel performance expectations (e.g., system reliability, engineering and maintenance
backlogs, and human error rates, respectively) results in a broad array of safety culture and
safety performance problems. Inevitably plant personnel at all levels do not raise questions on
the need to report and correct problems. Consequently, longstanding deficiencies such as
equipment leaks and vibration, broken or missing components, procedural deficiencies, or
poor housekeeping go unreported and uncorrected. Degraded equipment that causes operator
"work-arounds," control room alarms, added administrative burdens, excessive temporary
repairs, or challenges to safety systems are expected and tolerated. At facilities with low
performance standards and lack of visible support for correcting problems, personnel believe
that management does not want to hear about problems. This perception further undermines
problem identification and corrective actions. Engineering personnel performed operability
evaluations that were superficial or even tried to "prove" operability. As a result systems were
not declared inoperable and plant risk was unknowingly increased. Lack of clear guidance, a
poor operability assessment process, weak training, and inadequate technical knowledge were
also frequent contributors. Similarly, weak standards pertaining to the quality, use of and
compliance with procedures contributed to safety attitude problems and safety-significant
events. Licensed operators or maintenance workers tolerated and worked around procedural
deficiencies, rather than requesting procedure changes, or viewed procedures as guidelines that
could be violated. In some cases plant staff lost trust in their written procedures when events
were caused because of compliance with deficient procedures. The absence of enforced high
standards for procedural use and adherence also led very experienced plant personnel to
depend on their own knowledge and memory rather than their procedures. These kinds of
safety attitudes invariably resulted in procedural mistakes, equipment malfunctions and safety
significant events. Low performance standards and expectations also resulted in personnel
accepting design problems or poorly designed engineering modifications. In summary, low
standards usually resulted in acceptance of substandard conditions and performance at all
levels, denial of problems and the attitude that improvement was unnecessary.

3.2.3. Self-Assessment and Corrective Action Programs Are Ineffective

Ineffective corrective action programs were another common and important underlying cause
of plant performance problems. Often because of management and staff overconfidence in the
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adequacy of the plant design and operating practices, complacency resulted, the importance of
identified problems was minimized, and the perceived need for corrective actions was reduced.

The threshold for reporting problems at some plants was set too high, leading plant personnel
to believe that lower performance standards were acceptable or that management did not
encourage the finding of too many problems. As a result safety significant deficiencies were
not being identified. One licensee assigned the problem finder the task of developing the
solution, thus decreasing the motivation for finding and reporting problems. Fragmented,
multiple deficiency reporting systems, which added confusion and complexity to the reporting,
analysis, status monitoring and trending of deficiencies, were another cause of ineffective
licensee corrective action systems. Acceptance of weak and ineffective operating experience
review programs for evaluating lessons and corrective actions documented in reviews of
outside experience, resulted in avoidable recurrence of events, safety-related equipment prob-
lems, personnel errors, and procedural deficiencies. Frequently, applicable lessons and recom-
mendations from outside feedback documents (e.g., information notices, vendor service letters,
industry reports) were inadequately reviewed or dismissed as inapplicable or not requiring
timely actions. This was not unusual when the specific problem had not (yet) occurred at the
licensee's plant. "It hasn't happened here so we don't have this problem."

Management attitudes that allowed either superficial or no root cause analyses for significant
plant events and component failures were another common cause of inadequate maintenance,
repetitive equipment and personnel problems, and poor material condition. Acceptance of poor
technical qualifications, understaffing, or poor training in root cause analysis methods often
was the underlying cause of ineffective analyses. Management toleration of ineffective or slow
corrective maintenance caused by poor job planning, inadequate work packages and lack of
spare parts resulted in repetitive equipment failures, excessive backlogs, and poor material
condition. Frequently, management did not ensure that the broader organizational, work
process, and management contributions to events and failures were assessed. Licensees that did
not place high value on improving performance by learning and applying the lessons from
their own operating experience often had few, or poorly implemented, problem trending and
corrective action tracking programs. Management failure to provide priority, resources, and
vigorous oversight for corrective action programs resulted in very slow progress in developing
or implementing effective solutions for longstanding problems and their continuing recurrence.

Ineffective self-assessments and failure to identify safety significant problems and their root
causes by onsite and offsite independent safety review committees and quality assurance (QA)
organizations were frequently underlying causes of continuing performance problems. The lack
of senior management support for independent oversight functions, based on the view that
management attention and limited resources are better spent on the line organization, or a
compliance orientation, were often underlying causes of QA organization ineffectiveness. The
QA organization, therefore, did not attract or retain the quality staff with the operational
experience needed to develop and implement programs for finding problems viewed as signif-
icant by the line organization. Top management often failed to support timely followup action
on issues identified by QA, thus further lowering its effectiveness. Not unexpectedly, plant
staffs often did not view QA as a contributor to performance improvement.
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Although licensee management recognized safety review groups as somewhat more important,
inadequate independent perspective, time, and resources often severely weakened their effec-
tiveness. The line responsibilities and perspectives of onsite safety review committee members
often hampered their ability to provide sufficiently self-critical assessments. Although the
membership of offsite safety review committees often included outside managers experienced
in the field of nuclear power safety, their independent assessments were often insufficiently
critical. Their perspectives were sometimes subtly influenced by the views and assessments of
other offsite and onsite groups that were not sufficiently critical of plant performance.

3.2.4. Engineering and Technical Support Functions Are Ineffective

Management acceptance of major shortcomings in engineering and technical support organiza-
tions and programs was frequently a significant underlying cause of testing, maintenance,
operations, and design evaluation performance problems. The heavy workload and weaknesses
in the management of offsite design engineering and onsite technical support organizations
frequently resulted in a highly reactive, ineffective problem solving environment, that led plant
personnel to believe that engineering was not responsive to their needs. Often management
acceptance of incomplete or difficult-to-access design-basis documents resulted in toleration of
weak technical rigor in the conduct of engineering and operability evaluations, configuration
control, design modifications, test data reviews, program development, and staff training.
Roles and responsibilities of technical groups were often unclear and expectations were poorly
communicated, resulting in delayed or reduced engineering staff involvement and organiza-
tional teamwork in the resolution of plant problems. Failure to prioritize and control the heavy
workload assigned to system engineering groups of limited size, training and experience
resulted in inconsistent performance of key responsibilities, including test and vendor report
reviews and system health reports, and loss of the sense of "ownership" of assigned systems.
Such weaknesses and plantwide toleration of problems have led to a culture where paper
evaluations and administrative fixes are favored in lieu of correction of hardware deficiencies.
As such, expected customers, such as maintenance staff, did not seek engineering assistance.

In one case the attitude during the construction phase that design engineering was "in charge"
did not change to a mentality that it was in a support role after the operating phase began,
resulting in untimely and ineffective engineering support. For another licensee, a project engi-
neering philosophy, heavily reliant on multiple outside design engineering contractors, resulted
in weak in-house engineering expertise, ownership, and design basis understanding and control
and, ineffective engineering involvement in the plant's technical support priorities and
equipment problems. Failure to communicate plant goals or implement an effective plant and
corporate process for prioritizing engineering work also resulted in untimely completion of
safety-significant engineering work, poor interdepartmental teamwork and a sense that the
engineering organization was unresponsive to the needs of the plant. Further, leadership and
program weaknesses in design engineering, often coupled with excessive involvement of the
licensee's regulatory assurance group, caused engineering to have a weakened sense of
responsibility for preserving the design basis and a reactive involvement in solving plant
technical problems. For some plants, the geographical separation between the plant and the
corporate design engineering offices significantly contributed to weak engineering involvement
in and support for resolving the plant's technical problems.
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3.2.5. Work Processes and Technical Programs Have Significant Weaknesses

Management toleration of significant weaknesses in work processes and technical programs
frequently contributed to safety performance problems. Poor planning of activities important to
safety often was a major cause of identified performance problems. A weak commitment to
improve performance often resulted in poorly defined and fragmented improvement plans, a
lack of allocation of sufficient resources, and a lack of management control and followup.
Often this resulted in weak individual accountability and ineffectively implemented or aban-
doned improvement projects. Toleration of ineffective planning for maintenance work, testing,
and modifications also contributed to equipment and human performance problems.

The lack of integrated, plantwide prioritization processes for routine and emergent work often
contributed to poor interdepartmental teamwork, a reactive organizational environment, and
longstanding equipment problems. Poor maintenance scheduling and planning often added to
out-of-service times of safety systems and shift supervision's administrative burden, reducing
supervisory oversight and contributing to operating personnel performance problems. Ineffec-
tive management processes for operating experience reviews, operability evaluations, and
corrective actions also contributed to continuing equipment performance problems. In effect,
basic work control processes did not effectively and efficiently support safe and reliable plant
operations. Failure to implement effective management control systems, goals, and perfor-
mance measures for departmental work and backlogs also contributed to unrecognized staff
overload, untimely completion of safety-related work, and personnel belief that mediocre
quality and slow progress of work were acceptable.

Weaknesses in procedures contributed to operators and maintenance technicians having
difficulty in following and not trusting their procedures, procedural compliance problems, and
acceptance of "skill-of-the-craft" knowledge as compensation in the performance of otherwise
controlled safety-related activities. Acceptance of weaknesses in training on specific procedures
(e.g., MOV maintenance, operator rounds), integrated work process (e.g., corrective actions,
configuration control), and diagnostic analysis methods (e.g., human performance, root cause)
also contributed to recurring human and equipment deficiencies and safety-significant events.

3.2.6. Organizational Teamwork, Communication and Accountability Are Poor

Poor teamwork, communication and accountability within and between organizational groups
at the plant and the corporate offices were often important contributing causes of reduced
organizational effectiveness and plant performance. Frequent contributors to these weaknesses
included failure of management to establish and effectively communicate (plant and organiza-
tional) goals; implement effective processes for communication, work performance, and setting
of priorities; clearly assign responsibility and track progress against integrated plans and
schedules; and hold workers accountable for their performance. Consequently, personnel often
did not always understand and effectively carry out their individual roles, responsibilities, and
priorities within the context of overall organizational work activities needed to support safe
and reliable plant operations. Examples of safety culture problems related to accountability
included lack of a sense of ownership among system engineers for their assigned systems,
weak sense of responsibility by design engineering personnel for maintaining the plant design
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basis, lack of ownership within operations for identifying equipment problems and pressing for
their timely resolution, weak involvement of engineering personnel in the identification and
resolution of equipment problems, and stationwide lack of accountability for completing
improvement program tasks. Ineffective vertical and horizontal communications were often a
pervasive and significant causes of performance problems. Examples included ineffective
communications in the implementation of formal interdepartmental work processes (e.g.,
operability evaluations, operating experience reviews, plant modifications, work prioritization),
routine work activities (e.g., shift turnover, control room operators-to-local maintenance and
test personnel), line management functions (e.g., communicating responsibilities and perfor-
mance expectations, providing guidance and feedback on performance), and management
information systems (e.g., performance indicators, tracking and trending programs). Lack of
teamwork was evident in the allocation of resources (competition vs. coordination), conflicting
organizational priorities, and delays in completing maintenance, outages, and improvement
projects. In a few cases strained relations between management and the bargaining unit caused
distractions that subverted effective teamwork.

3.3.7 Safety Attitude Weaknesses Are Evident in the Regulatory Interface

Licensees have also evidenced significant safety attitude weaknesses in the regulatory inter-
face. The diverse issues included the following: relying excessively on NRC for recognizing
safety significant problems and judging the acceptability of solutions; managing the trends of
visible performance indicators (e.g., number of LERs, backlogs) rather than fixing problem
root causes; taking a legalistic and compliance and licensing-based position on equipment
operability determinations rather than a safety/performance approach; allowing regulatory
assurance and licensing staffs rather than nuclear design engineering personnel to take the lead
in prescribing organizational positions on safety issues; using flawed PRA to try to try to
minimize the significance of safety issues and; allowing a production-oriented rather than a
safety-first philosophy to influence outage scopes and startup schedules and to erode commit-
ments to performance improvement activities.

4. EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION OF SAFETY CULTURE FINDINGS

Licensee acceptance of DET safety culture findings depends on several elements. Credibility
of the results is key and is founded on independence and expert stature of DET members
(including management and organizational contractors), linking safety culture findings to safety
performance problems, and communicating results in terminology and language that are
familiar and readily understandable to nuclear power professionals. Integration and formal
documentation of findings after extensive validation of DET facts, findings, conclusions and
root causes provides a strong basis for licensee acknowledgement of DET safety culture
results. Finally, NRC senior management's strong support for DET findings and their
participation in the presentations of DET results to licensee senior management has also
proven to be important contributor to licensee acknowledgement and acceptance of DET
findings including those related to nuclear safety culture.
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INSIGHTS INTO SAFETY ATTITUDES AT U.S. NUCLEAR PLANTS

FROM ONSITE EVALUATIONS OF OPERATING EVENTS

J.V. Kauffman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

In 1990, the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (U.S. NRC) Office for Analysis and
Evaluation of Operational Data (AEOD) established a program to conduct onsite evaluations of
human performance in operating events. About 20 such evaluations have been conducted. In
addition, AEOD staff have participated in event reviews conducted by U.S. NRC augmented
inspection teams. By interviewing key operations personnel and understanding their actions and
related decisions during an operating event, insight can be gained into the site's safety culture.
Further investigation, evaluation, and understanding of the root causes of the factors that
influenced operator performance can yield insight into the licensee's priorities, decision-making
processes, communications, and effectiveness of problem identification and corrective action
processes, including management effectiveness. This paper provides an overview of AEOD's
onsite human performance evaluation program and results from these evaluations. While the
results from an individual site visit do not provide a detailed safety culture assessment, such visits
do yield insight into a site's safety culture. By incorporating these techniques into routine event
investigations, it is possible to identify emerging safety culture issues.
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INSIGHTS INTO SAFETY ATTITUDES AT U.S. NUCLEAR PLANTS
FROM ONSITE EVALUATIONS OF OPERATING EVENTS

1. OVERVIEW OF THE OFFICE FOR ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF
OPERATIONAL DATA'S HUMAN PERFORMANCE PROGRAM

Operating events have shown the importance of human performance to operating safety. To
obtain more information, the Office for Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data (AEOD)
of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (U.S. NRC) began a program in 1990 to conduct
onsite, indepth studies of human performance during selected reactor power events.

AEOD has investigated about 20 events as part of this program. In addition, AEOD staff have
participated as U.S. NRC augmented inspection team and incident investigation team members
on several occasions. These events were strongly influenced by human performance and may be
thought of as unplanned tests of the operators and their supporting infrastructure; such as
procedures, training, and equipment.

The events, were complex, with human performance influenced by many, often interrelated,
factors. The analysts looked broadly to identify the most significant contributing factors that
affected operator performance. Individual reports of each site visit were issued. An interim
report was issued in May 1991, Ref. [1]. that described the observations and findings from the
first six studies. Another report was issued in December 1992, Ref. [2], describing and
summarizing the first 16 studies and our composite observations and conclusions. While safety
culture was not the direct focus of the onsite event reviews; the indepth review of the event
initiator, plant response, operator actions, and management -corrective actions provided safety
culture insights.

Each onsite analysis team was multidisciplinary and led by a U.S. NRC staff member. Site visits
were usually conducted within 1 to 3 days after the events to assure that information obtained
related to the events was fresh and accurate. Data acquisition and preliminary analysis required
from 1 to 3 days onsite. The human performance investigation process protocol developed in
cooperation with the U.S. NRC Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research provided a useful
methodology for event analysis and root cause development.

Interview guides were prepared in advance of the site visits. The specific details of the event
determined the type of data that were relevant. The principal sources of data were plant logs,
computer records, and interviews with operators on duty during the event.

2. ESTABLISH SEQUENCE OF EVENTS AND OPERATOR ACTIONS

The first step is to develop a detailed sequence of events. We identify the actual plant and
operator response. We then identify "mismatches" between expected and actual response and
investigate why each "mismatch" happened. This investigation generally leads us to explore
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many of the plant's processes and interfaces for problem identification and corrective actions and
related decision making. By understanding and observing the functioning of these processes and
the real-time decisions made by plant staff, we feel that meaningful insights can be gained about
the plant's safety culture.

We try to understand whether event vulnerabilities were known or unknown. For an equipment
failure or personnel error that initiates an event; we try to broadly understand if the plant has had
similar problems in the past, whether this is a new problem, whether vendor or industry
communications had been issued to alert the plant to the potential problem, or whether licensee
problem identification programs had identified this as a potential problem. Unless the problem
is new or is a random failure or personnel error, the plant should have been aware of the problem
and either corrected it or made the decision to accept the concomitant risk. If the plant was not
aware of this potential problem, then we seek to understand why. If the plant was aware of this
potential problem, then we seek to understand why it was not corrected. We attempt to apply
a similar process to each equipment or personnel performance "mismatch" and then look for
common themes to the causes of these "mismatches."

Similarly we strive to understand the basis for key operator decisions during the event. Operator
decisions are likely to be influenced by many factors such as knowledge of plant systems,
procedures and policies; perceived management expectations; training; experience; regulatory
requirements; peer pressure; group norms and dynamics; time constraints or power production
considerations; plant discipline policy; incentive programs and personnel and reactor safety
considerations. Thus, an understanding of the influence of these factors on operator decisions can
also yield insight into the plant's safety culture.

Again, we find that identifying and exploring "mismatches" between expected and actual operator
actions is a powerful tool to gain safety culture insights. For example, there may be differences
between documented management expectations and actual practices.

3. UNDERSTAND MANAGEMENT'S CORRECTIVE ACTIONS AND THEIR
REASONS

We gain an understanding of corrective actions taken by management in response to the event.
We learn what issues or problems, if any, the plant has identified. We learn what corrective
actions the plant plans to implement. We then assess whether or not these corrective actions
address all or most of the significant problems in the event, or whether there are major gaps such
as when equipment issues are addressed but human performance issues are not. We also assess
whether the corrective actions are narrow or broad in scope, and whether the scope is appropriate.
We also review whether the licensee's corrective actions address root causes such that recurrence
of the problem should be prevented.

We gain an understanding of the decisions and reasons that led to management's corrective
actions. These decisions are likely to be influenced by many factors including knowledge of or
concern for various engineering issues, power production, equipment protection, regulatory
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expectations, potential media coverage, reactor safety, budgetary constraints, personnel safety,
plant personnel policy, incentive programs, and management group norms and dynamics. Thus,
an understanding of these factors can shed insight into the plant's safety culture. Again, we find
that identifying and exploring "mismatches" is a powerful tool. A "mismatch," for example,
might be that licensee management says that reactor safety is their first priority, but all of their
corrective actions are aimed at restoring power production as rapidly as possible.

4. SAFETY CULTURE OBSERVATIONS FROM ONSITE EVALUATIONS OF
OPERATING EVENTS

While safety cultures have varied at the plants we have visited, generally plant safety cultures
were good. In some cases, the safety culture was outstanding; plant management and staff were
truly troubled that the event had occurred and were trying earnestly to understand how and why
it had occurred, and prevent it from recurring. In some cases, when we arrived onsite they had
made more progress in their event review and corrective actions than other plants had a month
after an event.

At one plant, the operations manager indicated to us (between interviews) that he could not
believe that his people proceeded on in the face of uncertainty and indications of problems. He
questioned whether the plant's reputation as a good performer with a "can do" attitude, and
management's pride in their accomplishments had been misinterpreted by operators such that the
operators felt management and peer pressure to meet the schedule. He raised this question
because some operators stated (in interviews) that they did not want to stop work and appear to
lack knowledge or competency when other operators were comfortable proceeding with the
evolution. The management and staff at this plant wanted to learn from their problems, correct
them, and move forward. Conversely, some plants did not recognize problems or tried to
minimize the event and its implications, and were not aggressive in correcting their problems.

Although we observed generally good safety culture, we observed a number of conditions,
actions, or attitudes related to safety culture that are cause for some concern. Our observations
are provided, generally with examples.

4.1 Operators made nonconservative decisions

In a 1994 event, operators did not trip the turbine or manually scram the reactor when plant
conditions had degraded such that these actions were appropriate. Management had praised and
rewarded an operations crew for recovering the plant during a similar but less severe event. The
licensee had incentive programs based on the number of reactor trips.

In a 1991 event, an operator defeated an engineered safety feature (ESF) (safety injection) during
a reactor depressurization because he thought that an ESF actuation would unnecessarily
complicate the transient and would not be beneficial. The operator defeated an ESF without
direction or informing shift supervision who did not discover the defeat for several minutes. The
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operator had no procedural guidance to take these actions and the defeat was contrary to
Technical Specifications.

In a 1992 event, an ESF for automatic reactor water cleanup isolation at a boiling-water reactor
(BWR) was defeated after a relief valve in the system lifted and failed open (the relief valve
lifted due to misoperation of the system). The operators defeated this ESF because they did not
consider the leak detection instrumentation reliable. Subsequent U.S. NRC review identified that
this ESF had been defeated numerous times earlier on the same day prior to the relief valve
lifting. In response to a previous event at the same plant, management criticized operators for
allowing an automatic isolation that resulted in damage to equipment.

In a 1992 event at a shutdown pressurized-water reactor, operators continued a draindown to
midloop in the face of uncertainty and problems. The draindown continued until alarms were
received on the running residual heat removal (RHR) pump indicating that air was being
entrained into the RHR system. The operators tripped the RHR pump resulting in loss of the
shutdown cooling function. Core temperature increased about 90 °F in the 21 minutes before
shutdown cooling was restored.

In this event, operators relied on a single tygon tube for pressurizer level indication after they did
not stop the draindown when they determined that electronic level instruments were not
responding. The two electronic level instruments were considered operable after checks by
instrument technicians. However, these instruments initially indicated offscale high because
actual level was higher than their range. Later, when level had been drained to where these
instruments should have been indicating, nitrogen overpressure effects caused them to still
indicate offscale high. Operators noted this but did not stop the draindown while investigating.
Concurrently, the corrected tygon tube readings were inconsistent (due to calculational errors) and
lagging the draindown (due to difficulty and slowness performing the calculations). In effect, the
operators were draining without knowing water level.

4.2 Operators made ad hoc responses rather than using procedures

In a 1994 rapid loss-of-coolant event, operators did not refer to their applicable procedure for
responding to a shutdown loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA). This event occurred during shutdown
when weak configuration control allowed reactor coolant to be discharged from the reactor
coolant system (RCS) to the refueling water storage tank. About 9200 gallons was lost in 66
seconds The operators took some actions appropriate for a LOCA before isolating the leak.
However, their response actions were not those of the applicable procedure. The applicable
procedure was intended to envelop a broad spectrum of events. Its sequence was carefully
considered. Hence, not. taking the procedure actions could have had adverse consequences under
other circumstances. In addition, ihe operators did not consult the procedure after stabilizing the
plant and so did not perform some important actions. This event also raised the question of the
usefulness of very detailed procedures during rapidly developing events.
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During a 1993 uncomplicated reactor trip, operators did not know how to respond to a minor
cooldown. The cooldown occurred after operators had passed the step in their emergency
operating procedure that checked for a cooldown. Subsequently, an operator inappropriately
disabled the auxiliary feedwater system for about 18 minutes before discovery by shift
supervision. Shift supervision had intended for the operator to throttle flow rather than placing
the motor-driven pumps in pull-to-lock and securing steam to the turbine-driven pump.

4.3 Operator or supervisory inattentiveness

In the previously described draindown to midloop operations event, shift supervision was not
sensitive to the difficulties the operators were experiencing while performing calculations to
correct tygon tube levels or to the electronic level instruments that were not responding. A
calculation performed by shift management based on changes in tank levels and drain rates to
estimate the time remaining to complete the draindown indicated that sufficient time remained,
and that close supervision was not required. However, this calculation was in error, due to a
nonconservative conversion factor in the plant tank book.

During a 1991 event at one BWR, operators took over 3 hours to detect that a main steam
isolation valve had closed while the reactor was at power. The main steam isolation valve
closure resulted in numerous indications including loss of flow in one steam line, elevated flow
in the other steam lines, elevated reactor pressure, changes in the position of the turbine control
valves, and momentary reactor power and pressure spikes.

Inappropriate ESF bypasses were not caught as they occurred. During two ESF bypass events
(safety injection and auxiliary feedwater) previously described, supervision did not observe the
operator action and did not investigate alarms that occurred when the systems were bypassed.
During a 1991 event at a BWR, operators did not understand or respond to important indications
during a manual shutdown. Similarly, shift supervision did not closely monitor plant conditions
and operator actions. The reactor scrammed when a cooldown inserted positive reactivity with
the reactor critical at low power. During the shutdown, the reactor began to cool as shown by
reactor temperature and pressure instruments, turbine bypass valve position indications, receipt
of low main steam line pressure alarms, source range period indication, and power increases after
control rod insertion. Effective actions to limit the cooldown were not taken. Similarly, action
was not taken to ensure that control rod negative reactivity overrode positive reactivity due to the
cooldown. Supervision of the operator at the controls was diminished due to supervisory
attention given to preparations for containment entry. This is another example of nonconservative
decision making in that economic concerns (expediting maintenance to be completed at shutdown)
took precedence over supervision of a plant activity in progress.
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4.4 Long-standing procedure weaknesses

In Ref. [2], AEOD identified that of the 10 events that were classified as "less successful," (for
that study "less successful" was defined as "safe recovery was delayed by misdiagnoses and/or
inappropriate action") all involved procedure problems. Whereas, in the six "more successful"
events, none involved procedure problems. Many of the procedure problems were long-standing
and given plant events and simulator training sessions, should have been identified and corrected
earlier.

4.5 Instrumentation weaknesses

In Ref. [2], AEOD provided examples of instrumentation weaknesses that were identified during
our event reviews. Some of the instrumentation weaknesses discussed below were of long
duration.

In the draindown event previously described, the electronic level instruments were installed in
response to a U.S. NRC generic letter. They were intended to be independent (but were not) and
did not respond properly due to faulty pressure compensation. The tygon tube had to be
manually compensated for nitrogen overpressure and the operators had difficulty doing this. The
tygon tubing was also subject to parallax error.

In a 1990 shutdown event, operators overpressurized the RCS and RHR systems. Operators were
interested in reactor pressure near 0 psig., while the only instrumentation available ranged from
0 to 3000 psig., and 0 to 800 psig. Small pressure changes would be difficult to notice on these
instruments. The operator did not notice that the pressure instruments were not responding. The
instruments were, in fact, valved out. Operators also did not use other available information
(such as RHR pump discharge pressure) that was available to confirm changes in RCS pressure.

In other events, operators could not identify leaks from systems connected to the RCS because
relief valves did not have positive position indication. Positive relief valve position indication
is important, in that at one plant in 1992 a pressurizer safety valve failed open and the
instrumentation installed as part of the Three Mile Island corrective actions allowed the operators
to identify the cause of the LOCA and facilitated their response. As previously discussed, reactor
water cleanup leak detection at one plant was viewed as unreliable in some plant conditions. In
a 1990 event, operators had difficulty controlling reactor water level at a BWR because high-
pressure coolant injection lacked indication of injection flow. The flow instrument was upstream
of where high-pressure coolant injection flow branches either to the reactor or recirculates back
to the condensate storage tank.

4.6 Long-standing important equipment deficiencies

Some of the events were caused or worsened by long-standing equipment deficiencies of
important equipment. For example, in the event where operators did not trip the reactor or
turbine when appropriate, the event initiator was a long-standing design vulnerability of the
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circulating water system that had caused many reactor power reductions and frequently required
operator action. The transient was complicated by the rod control system being in manual due
to prior problems, which resulted in a high flux scram when the operator did not sufficiently
control reactivity.

When the reactor tripped, an apparent short duration high steam line flow (due to a pressure wave
when the turbine stop valves closed) combined with low reactor coolant temperature condition
caused an unneeded safety injection. A second safety injection occurred when a secondary safety
valve lifted after the operator could not get the atmospheric dump valve controllers to function.
Saturation of these electronic controllers was a known problem for many years at this plant.
Other plants had experienced safety injections due to pressure waves associated with the turbine
stop valves closing. Other plants had communicated this information to the industry and had
installed short time delays to prevent recurrence.

4.7 Weak controls of activities

In a number of the events, the plant exhibited weak control over activities. The examples
previously discussed include the large intersystem LOCA, the ESF bypass events, the draindown
to midloop event, the BWR scram while shutdown event, and the event where pressure
instruments were valved out.

4.8 Control room staffing

In Ref. [2], AEOD identified that in some events, control room staffing weaknesses and other
organizational weaknesses impaired crews in performing their emergency functions. At these
plants control room management personnel were overburdened when tasks, supervision, and
technical oversight were not properly allocated.

4.9 Control room communications

In many events, poor communications within the crew contributed to errors while responding to
events. Observed weaknesses included unclear communications (not formal, concise, or precise),
lack of repeat-back or acknowledgement of directions, and lack of report back of the status of
actions that have been taken or directed.

4.10 Training

Many of the events we reviewed involved weak training. Weaknesses were observed in many
areas including knowledge of emergency operating procedures and their bases, basic reactor
theory and thermodynamics, good watch-standing techniques and practices, and guidance for
control of ESF.
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4.11 Ineffective use of operating experience feedback information

We observed ineffective use of operating experience feedback information. Some of the
problems detailed earlier had been identified by the U.S. NRC, industry groups, other plants, or
that plant's own experience. Yet the problems remained uncorrected at some plants. Sometimes
the information was evaluated as not applicable, implementation of corrective actions had not yet
been completed, or the corrective action was flawed due to poor design or other problems. At
other plants, existing programs were considered adequate to prevent the problem, but this was
later disproved by an operating event. Sometimes, a licensee's corrective action addressed the
specific item of the generic communication but did not address similar problems.

4.12 Inconsistent event reviews

We observed inconsistency in licensee event reviews. Generally reviews were thorough.
However, sometimes the reviews failed to identify significant issues (such as the potential for
common-mode failure of emergency core cooling system pumps during the intersystem LOCA
event previously described). Sometimes the licensee sought a justification for restart or
downplayed the significance of the event rather than conducting a critical review that searched
for problems. Sometimes plant management placed an emphasis on personnel actions rather than
on improvement of their processes or programs. Strong personnel actions by plant management
following an event can have the appearance of a vigorous response while needed programmatic
or hardware enhancements are not made. Sometimes, because plant management conducts or
approves event reviews, it may not recognize or want to recognize many management causes of
poor performance.

4.13 Corrective actions

Sometimes the licensee corrective actions were narrow and did not address the root cause of the
event. For example, the licensee who experienced the large intersystem LOCA did not strengthen
his processes for configuration control. He viewed his configuration controls as adequate, and
attributed this event to simple human error; despite the fact that his process for control of
emergent work was not used for the maintenance activities that contributed to this event. His
corrective action to prevent recurrence was to place a label on one of the valves warning that it
should not be opened unless other valves were verified closed.

4.14 Management expectations

Management expectations can de-emphasize safety or be misinterpreted and have contributed to
some of the events that we studied. As previously discussed, management at one plant criticized
operators for not defeating ESFs. At another plant, management gave rewards and incentives for
continuing power production and for scram reduction. At some plants, schedule pressure
contributed to shutdown events when either unnecessary activities were conducted or work was
not stopped when difficulties were encountered.
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4.15 Setting and maintaining standards for conduct of operations

Many of the observations show weakness in management not setting or maintaining standards for
the conduct of operations. Examples were given of not using procedures, not correctly
implementing procedures, poor monitoring of control panels and plant status, poor
communications, poor control room supervision, and nonconservative decisions that were likely
influenced by B$snagement expectations that de-emphasized safety. Many weaknesses were noted
in the tools (such as procedures, instrumentation, processes, and training) that management
provides in support of plant activities.

5. SUMMARY

In summary, we believe that we have gained valuable insights into the safety culture at individual
plants by conducting onsite event reviews. By conducting many onsite event reviews, we believe
that we have started to gain valuable insight into the industry's safety culture.
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1. Introduction

The main goal of this paper is to show that many contradictions in personnel behavior and
attitudes should be attributed to subconscious processes of individuals and groups. These events
stem from different origins: deficiencies of organizational structure of power enterprises,
national culture, and machine oriented civilization. Some reviews of accidents were considered.
Analysis was conducted of the results of personal investigations based on the Minnesota
Multiphasic Personal Inventory (MMPI). The main source of the report is a comparative survey
of the power industry personnel in different countries. The comparison made it possible to reveal
the hidden human factors that differentiate safety culture in these countries and outline some
preventive measures. Partially, the results were reported earlier [8,9]. In this report we are going
to talk about interdependence between deep psychological processes, superficial formal
organizational items and resulting safety problems. The main suggestion is these interrelations
form the core of the safety culture.

2. Mentality and Subconsciousness

Mentality comprises general and particular features of thinking and other cognitive processes
[7]. Any behavioral act we can explain by the mental specificity. But from other point of view,
every action could be interpreted in terms of social duties and pressures. The contradiction could
be eliminated only by accepting the assumption of supplementary of these two concepts:
mentality can be interpreted only in the framework of an organization, while organizations could
be understood and predicted only if it is known the underlying mentality of performers inside
organizational structures, i.e. of the people who make the whole system living. Results of these
two matters amalgamation are consciousness and subconsciousness. The first represents the
social presence in one's mind, while the last forms a sort of internal defense of an individual
against external pressure [3]. Consciousness is a system of cognitive processes that realize and
regulate the organizational activity. Subconsciousness allows an individual to find oneself in the
social environment.

In industrial settings we used to investigate and approve the external behavior. During
emergencies the subconscious complexes become crucial factors. Many attempts of the a
researchers in the field of the subconsciousness was left without serious consequences. We can
recall very interesting profound investigations of C.H. Bowman, HJ. Otway, P.D. Pahner and
others (see, for instance, IIASA RM-76-67, RM-76-80, RM-77-54).
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Traditionally organizations are connected to roles. The system of duties and external
expectations comprises the role of a performer. But a role is only a shell for mentality like
behavior is a capsule for cognitive processes. Any personal role is an organization for an
individual behavior, while an organization is a role for the organizational staff. Only a broader
framework of all mental regulation processes can become a background for description and
prediction.

The immediate consequence of mentality and organization supplementarity is that the same
organizational structure might be functional or dead whether the mentality of personnel is
adequate for the structure. Another consequence is that any given type of mentality demands a
corresponding type of organization. Third conclusion is that mentality and organization develop
together and transform each other.

Mentality is an adopted style of relations, particularly of giving and accepting orders. Whether
or not discuss the question? Whether or not give an account to the partner on the actions
performed after the discussion? All such questions characterize mentality.

Mentality (with all components) might appear in an attribute of an individual, of a nation, of the
whole current human population. Mentality of a society is connected to the culture of the
society. If we consider a society as an acting subject than his culture takes a place of mentality.
But when we consider the society as a collective comprised from individuals then the individual
mentality becomes an element of culture. In this case mentality is a part of culture.

3. Organizational Defects and Subconsciousness

3.1. Contradictions in Organizational Structure

A power plant represents an amalgamation of at least two organizational structures. The first one
is created as an instrument of technological operations to produce power. The second one is an
instrument of profitability: to make and distribute money.

For instance, in Russia the first structure is included into United Energy System. It has its own
top representative at the enterprise, a chief of the shift (operational superintendent - in the USA).
He receives orders from and reports to the utility's dispatch center. He gives orders further to the
shops' shift supervisors. Operators perform orders and run power units. In this structure, all other
personnel serve operators and satisfy their needs.

In the framework of the second structure, a power plant is a propriety to make profit. An owner
(mostly - a collective one) uses the property and pays rewards for servicing. According to this
structure all personnel are employees. The owner's top representative is a director of the plant.
He cares for a profit, for a safety of equipment, for a fair appointments and distribution of
salaries.

Positions personnel occupy and roles they perform in these two structures are not congruent.
Moreover, they are sometimes contradicting [6]. Being in the first role, an operator can demand
from management better controls and diagnostic tools to improve operations. Being a
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subordinate (his second role) he performs orders of supervision and appeals for salary increase.

The first definition of mentality is based on the description of the role a performer selects as a
leading one. A further assumption in this direction establishes the balance between two roles.
Other supplemental roles can emerge in the process of production. Thus, an operator may
perform orders of maintainers to provide conditions for safe observations and repairs.

Attitude as a concept adjacent to mentality is a momentary cut of the past estimation and
readiness to behave in the future. The concept of attitude cannot cover the whole scope of
mentality because it only reflects actual properties of psychic processes and mechanisms. Long
term memory, hidden drives are examples of inactive sides of mentality.

3.2. Questionnaires

Questionnaires were developed and adjusted for three different countries (USA, Russia and
Hungary), power industry enterprises (power plants and distribution network) and different
workshops ( operational, maintenance, electrical and chemical workshops of power plants,
regional workshops of the distribution network) [8, 9]. Surveys revealed that the theoretical
assumptions given earlier can help in understanding and correcting the practical problems. Fossil
fuel power plant personnel was investigated in the United States (3 power plants - 50 subjects)
and Russia (2 plants - 271 subjects). Personnel of the distribution network was surveyed in
Hungary (54 subjects).

A special goal of the questionnaires was to cover up subconscious attitudes and hidden
dependencies between people that are not reflected in formal organizational structures.
Psychological consequences of discrepancies could be emotional tension and alienation. The
operational results are reflected in human errors and reduced safety, low level of responsibility,
negative attitudes toward management and so on.

3.3. General Situation

Majority of respondents in Moscow and Hungary think that their work does not correspond to
the current level of technical progress. The ergonomic review of the Russian plants confirm this
and underline necessity of ergonomic technology transfer [4]. The great majority of respondents
in Moscow are not satisfied with the general state of equipment. Crucially low is the level of
satisfaction with the state of fittings and valves what. The situation in the USA is better but half
respondents think it is not so good as it should be. In Hungary, situation may be placed
somewhere between. In the USA and Moscow personnel are insufficiently supplied with
controls, diagnostic tools, and instruments. All respondents "".re not satisfied with instructions,
procedures, schematics.

Despite ail the difficulties the employees' attitude to their job is positive on both sides of the
globe. The average length of service at the enterprises is over 6 years. The average tenure in a
speciality is about 10 years. The majority of respondents like their field or profession (less - in
the USA). This conclusion was further confirmed by answers to more subtle questions. We
found that unsuccessful operations are the leading factor in aggravating employees' mood during
work shifts. And finally, great majority of the participants will recommend application for a job
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at the power plants (distribution network) to their relatives or close friends.

In sharp contrast to work involvement and to the generally positive attitude toward job appears
insufficient technical and ergonomic provision. Here we can establish the presence of a serious
contradiction in staffs psychological attitudes: obvious loyalty to their job and dissatisfaction
with the conditions they have to work under.

The surveys revealed two main sources of problems:

l.The positive attitudes to job do not receive an adequate response in the attitudes to their duties
and to equipment. That produce contradictions with management.

2.1nterrelations between maintenance and operational personnel are satisfactory, as we could
conclude from the responses. While detailed analysis revealed some hidden contradictions.
Operators dissatisfied with the quality of repairs, while maintainers fear that equipment is not
properly prepared for the safe performance of their work, which could be dangerous to their
life.

3.4. Personnel and Management

The first contradiction focuses on the power plant management. Personnel recognize (in Europe
more often than in the US A) that the management do visit their workshops on a regular basis.
The staff acknowledge that the managers inform them about all major events in the power plant
and about technical decisions relating to their duties. Moreover, the majority (in Moscow and
USA, but not in Hungary!) expect to be rewarded by management after successfully completing
complex tasks especially in emergency.

Table 3.1 Contradictions in Attitude to Management

Questions:

Do the managers visit your shop on a
regular basis?
Do the managers visit have a positive
influence on your job?
Do the managers inform you about all
major events in the power plant?
Is management sensitive to proposals
and requests of your shop's personnel?
May personnel expect to be rewarded by
management after completing complex
tasks?

Moscow

.78

.29

.77

.22

.84

USA

.51

.42

.43

.40

.49

Hungary

.91

.78

.83

.81

.22

But the data demonstrated that the attitude to the power plant management has a negative side.
Most people in the USA and Moscow do not see that management's visits have a positive
influence on their work. The attitude is especially negative among the maintenance workshop's
personnel. The common opinion is that the plant managers are not sensitive to suggestions and
requests of the given workshop. In each workshop, personnel think that management does not
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take pains to ensure that their workshop is accorded a proper status among other workshops.
Many (about 70% in Moscow and 39% in the USA) of personnel confirmed that they are
considered equal members of the power plant team and at the same rime they demand quite
unanimously greater recognition and acknowledgment just without feeling of discrepancy (that is
an obvious symptom of subconscious complexes!).

Which defects of organizational structure are reflected in these contradictions? First of all, we
have to say that managers are really involved in the power plant operations. In Russia, the
structure of decision making demands permanently approval on the top. Moreover, director and
chief engineer know every operator personally. Most of managers started their professional
career at the power plants. Regular meetings are arranged to discuss actual problems. But the
managers are speakers there not listeners. The first explanation may be grounded to the fact that
the distance between the top and the bottom of the organizational structure is too large. In
Russia, there are 6 steps down from the director to the operator.

The second explanation may be found in the current economic situation. Partially, the animosity
is the result of a projection of external events into industrial relations. An employee should
receive more profit from the ongoing transformation of the Russian society. As a shareholder of
his company he should be paid sensible dividends, express more say in power plant business and
so on.

So, positive expectations of help and reward are combined with feeling of disregard and lack of
sensitivity from the top. Later we shall see that relations with supervisors are spoiled by safety
problems.

3.5. Intershop relations as a source of mental complexes

Interpersonal relations go beyond direct face-to-face contacts. They are mediated by common
objects of work, for instance, by equipment or instruments of communication. This feature of
industrial relations was mentioned briefly by Roethlisberger and Dickson [5], but they gave no
theoretical significance to the phenomenon. Later, it was shown [6, 8] that such indirect
contacts play a leading role in all spheres of material handling and could be extended to
exchanges of information as well.
Operators steer the equipment. Maintenance crews keep it operable. Our theoretical assumptions
help us to understand that sympathy and hostility, respect and disregard between shops are
expressed not just by words or gestures, but through concrete objects: boilers, controls, etc.

The whole situation with maintenance is extremely poor in Russia. In the USA and Hungary, the
personnel satisfaction is better but there is no full confidence in equipment. In all three countries,
the equipment is often deactivated without a good cause, or so late that irreversible damage was
produced. In Russia only 4% of the operational personnel satisfied with the quality of
maintenance and repairs. The great majority of respondents (75%) consider general state of
equipment as unsatisfactory. Crucially low (8%) is the level of satisfaction with the state of
fittings and valves. These figures reflect the conditions of the technical side of the productive
systems

Relations between repairmen and operators are estimated to be satisfactory by both sides but
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significantly lower than the level of relations among operators. More elaborated psychological
and economic analysis of the answers gives reason to believe the subconscious presentations of
the relations is less than satisfactory.

The Maintenance Request Book and equipment are two channels of interteam contacts between
operational and maintenance personnel. Unsatisfactory status of equipment (especially in
Moscow) and frequent errors in the Book express much more correctly the absence of
cooperation and friction in relations than all positive declarations.

To meet the safety demands, personnel should exert real concern for equipment. Unfortunately,
our findings demonstrate some serious faults at the Moscow stations. We compared answers of
operators and maintainers in Moscow on the question: Are maintenance tasks in the power plant
performed properly?. Estimations of maintainers (Yes - 60%) much higher than those of
operators (only 5% of affirmative answers). At the same time, we observed the low self-esteem
of Russian operators in the equipment protection, but the partners estimate much lower.
Unfortunately, we have not received responses from American maintainers.

The most dangerous consequence of the lack of coordination between operators and repairmen
relates to casualties and accident prevention. Most repairmen (62%) and half the operators do
not believe that tags and warnings prevent operational errors with deactivated equipment. While
3/4 of the operators feel certain they always take all the measures needed to provide quick and
reliable switching and preparation for repairs, the great majority (87%) of maintenance
workshop personnel do not trust them.

Table 3.2 Maintenance Quality

Questions

Are maintenance tasks in the power plant
performed properly?
Are you satisfied with the general status of
equipment in the plant?
Are you satisfied with the status of fittings
and valves in the plant?
Do you remember an event when
equipment was mistakenly deactivated?
Can you remember an event when a system
was deactivated too late and the action
resulted in some damage?

Moscow

.26

.37

.14

.52

.71

USA

.69

.53

.55

.67

.42

Hungary

.79

.62

.52

.48

.58

Maintainers work in an area of real life danger. They recognize the situation perfectly well.
Moreover, if all the maintainers are wrong and their expectations do not reflect the actual
situation, the very fact of their anxiety deserves the greatest attention.

All shops answered that their work efficiency is often reduced due to poor performance by
personnel of other shops. They demand more responsibility and discipline from others.
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Operators think they give the repairmen complete information to conduct an effective process of
equipment restoration. This confidence is much stronger in Moscow. Unfortunately, their
partners expressed just the opposite opinion. Conversely, operators in all countries are not sure
their remarks and requests are taken into account by maintenance personnel.

Table 3.3 Mental Images

Questions

Do operational personnel always give
repairmen complete information so
maintenance personnel can effectively
restore the equipment?
Are Maintenance Requests, filled out by
operators, always taken into account by
maintenance personnel?
Is it easy for maintenance personnel to
obtain valuable information from the
Maintenance Request Book?
Are the remarks in the Maintenance
Request Book sometimes wrong?

Moscow

Operators

.80

.20

.75

.05

USA

Maintainers

.32

.70

.45

.50

Hungary

Operators

.53

.35

.73

.77

We can formulate one specific theoretical feature to illuminate the problem. Current
organizational structure is characterized by the absence of a direct subordination between
operators and maintainers. As a matter of fact, operators can only express their wishes, while
maintainers may or may not fulfill them. And vice versa.

Such forms of the interpersonal and interteam relations are traditionally described as a game [8].
For instance, at the power plant operators can only express their wishes, while repairmen may or
may not fulfill them, and visa versa. Maintenance personnel would like to receive complete
information about equipment defects, but they cannot directly order operators to provide it. This
peculiarity means we have here a non-zero game with an unstable point of the maximum
payments sum. Players choose their actions according to expected outcomes, not according to
orders (Zhuravlyov et al., 1992b).

The game's transactions should be interpreted accordingly. Actions and outcomes are to be
described in terms of a common object transformations. The additional efforts of both partners
demand additional expenditures of their internal working resources, while the benefit of their
efforts is received by their partner. The only situation when both partners receive compensations
for their investment of labor is the point of mutual help.

It appears every job even within the frames of fixed order has the plenty of details not important
for common cause but only for just this performer. A minute service can help to make the
partner's job sooner and better. The worker seeks for such help by offering his one. Such
reciprocity is real regulator of relations in the group. It settles them, prevents the conflicts.
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Failing such regulator the relationships are unstable. The coworkers have no obligations to one
another. That negatively affects problem solving especially in cases when initiative becomes the
crucial factor.

Unfortunately, the whole scenario of the game does not support the partnership. The quality
criteria of operations are vague and the clear correlation between quality and salary is absent or,
at least, is not direct. So, the result of any additional request is placed outside formal
organizational procedures: it is mediated by the partner's personal attitude. The problem is that
the point of cooperation provokes either partner to violate the moral agreement to help each
other. Any player is interested in breaking away from his responsibility for making an additional
effort.

The refusal to cooperate costs the other player. The partner not receiving a reciprocal
investment refuses to help the other partner, and both find themselves at the point of the minimal
outcome of no cooperation. This point becomes the "Black Hole" of their egoistic attitudes.
Failure to select a mutual help produces the decrease of the outcome and degrade of safety.

4. National Culture and Subconsciousness

Personal feature of an individual are formed in the framework of the national culture,
influence job performance and mental set [3].

They

For personal investigations we selected the Minnesota Multiphasic Personal Inventory (MMPI)
[2, 8]. In Table 1 are presented two samples concerning such crucial personal features as self-
esteem and self- confidence. To make comparison more convincing, we also give the results of
the earlier survey performed by S.R. Hathaway and P.F. Briggs in the USA in the late thirties
(quoted from [2]). Differences in 0.1 are significant with a probability of 0.99.

Table 4.1 Personal Position

The MMPI items

73

26
4

I am an important person

I am entirely self-confident

Russia

1990

.142

.299

USA

1985

.666

.391

USA

1937

.195

.576

First of all, we see big differences between populations and generations. A personality changes
with and within a society. These facts support a suggestion that answers presented reflect
cultural differences. It is very interesting that estimations of personal importance of Russian
operators are close to those of American population in 1937 just after the Big Depression.
Another interesting feature is that self-confidentiality of American citizens was much higher a
half century ago than it is nowadays. Russian operators less confident of all.
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These features correspond to the strength of personal position within an organization, i.e. a
probability to perform an organizational role.

The unfavorable attitude toward the own significance is compensated in the social environment.
Some questions allowed to describe the balance between organizational and group values.

For Russian operators, a specific mental feature is to keep themselves with a close team, to be
loyal to their immediate group environment. We see that unlike an average American man, a
Moscow operator prefers violating law to being a traitor. Speaking in terms of the social
exchange theory we can say that the payments expected from the team are higher than from the
authorities. We can say the team creates the front of cognitive defense against the threat from
authorities. The border exists only in subconsciousness. Here, the general concept of supervisor-
subordinate alienation is realized as an invisible borderline constructed from denials of
supervisor's merits and by emphasizing his deficiencies. In industrial settings this mentality can
lead (and has led) to reducing of mutual responsibility, to increasing of the accident probability.
American population is more preferable in this aspect. Earlier, an average American was more
group oriented.

Table 4.2 Devotion

The MMPI items

29
8

47
7

If several people find themselves in
trouble, the best thing for them to do is to
agree upon a story and stick to it

If I were in trouble with several friends
who were equally to blame I would rather
take the whole blame than give them .away

Russia

1990

.642

.631

USA

1985

.226

.379

USA

1937

.445

.413

An orientation on the group response could be observed in every day habits and customs.
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Table 4.3 Dependence

The MMPI items

25
4

44
8

44
3

56
4

I would like to be with a crowd who play
jokes on one another

I am bothered by people outside - on
streetcars, in stores etc-watching me

I am apt to pass up something I want
because others feel that I am not going
about it in the right way

I am apt to pass up something I want to do
when others feel that it isn't worth doing

Russia

1990

.605

.546

.859

.703

USA

1985

.308

.068

.252

.389

USA

1937

.625

.132

.323

.402

Causes and consequences of the described cultural differences could be traced in attitudes to
safety requirements. As soon as we analyze an emergency behavior and safety problems we can
see (Table 6.4) Russian operators 4 times more often confirm there were situations when they
were forced to violate safety rules. This fact alone means that a supervisor was a real danger to
the operator's very life. At the same time, Russian operators in contrast with their American
colleagues more often perform incorrect orders and more seldom argue against them. Personnel
in Russia are not always sure they perform tasks according to the safety rules and procedures.
They do not feel themselves save while working at their plant. We mentioned that unfair
punishment of supervisors is approximately two times more frequent.

Table 4.4 Personality and Safety

Questions

Has a supervisor ever forced you to violate
safety rules?
Have there been situations when
management was unfair in punishing you
for safety rules violations?
Are you always sure you perform the job
according to the safety rules?
Do operational personnel always show real
concern for equipment protection?

Moscow

together

.59

.51

.31

.34

BTG

USA

.12

.12

.84

.78

Hungary

.15

.57

.85

.83

It is interesting to note that responding to other questions employees expressed the need to
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enhance the influence and efficiency of supervision. Among the most important actions which
could improve safety and prevent casualties they indicate detailed instruction before a task is
assigned and careful control of performance from supervisors. We have to add that the first
choice was unanimously "increasing personal caution".

We observe the low self-estimation by Russian operators of their protection of the equipment.
Repairmen estimate operators' efforts just lower. Disregard of personality is played back by
disregard of equipment.
We can remember the old Chehov's story "A Criminal" about a peasant who used to unscrew
nuts from rails. He adjusted them for his fishing-rods. As a result, train accidents occurred. The
story reproduces itself many times these days. Once, a power unit operator left his post for a
lunch break. But instead, he went to a deactivated electrical box to screw out bronze nuts. He
mistook and receive a strong electrical shock. The crime story was disclosed. For many times, a
pick boiler operator melted spare parts for generator in the boiler's furnace to sell copper and
earn some hard currency.

5. Civilization and Mentality

The current civilization makes a human being an element of the global technical system. We
can either agree or disagree with that assertion being philosophers or theologians. But in the
practical field of safety we have to take things as they appear in reality. Unfortunately, the
human involvement in technological processes suppress the declared human criteria and goals.
Some of the behavioral events could be explained only in the framework of subconscious
processes.

Environmental safety is a loudly declared goal of the power industry all around the world. But
the actual behavior of personnel inevitably leads to suggestion that these good conscious
intentions are suppressed by technological demands. In his behavior, an operator of a power
plant subconsciously pursues the goals that are far away from declarations. If an environment
protection is not a part of subconscious priorities, the probability of harmful consequences is
very high. It is became obvious in the course of psychological analysis of any damaging event.
As an example, we can consider investigation of K-reactor heat exchanger leak and resulting
tritium release at the Savannah River Side on December 22-25,1991 [1]. Psychological analysis
of the detailed and well documented report revealed that main disturbing factor was a traditional
machine-oriented mentality with a hidden subconscious disregard of the human values.

The concepts of either subconsciousness or mentality absent in the given report. Nevertheless,
the presence of these processes could be easily traced as we follow the description of the event.
The leak was started not later then on 22 December, 1991. That day first signals appeared, but
they were viewed as inconsistent. Only 3 days later the event was notified as a significant one.
Some citations from the report illustrate the psychological processes corresponding to the
malfunctions of the human part of the man-machine system.

"There was a distrust of sample results, which were viewed as inconsistent due to a recognition
that sample handling procedures had not been followed, coupled with a belief that samples
could became contaminated... No factual reasons was determined for the inconsistent results...
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The failure to take an immediate action ... also represented a departure from a fundamental
conduct-of-operation principle 'to believe your indications'. There were also significant
subsequent delays in providing real time information to the public concerning the leakage event

"The SEPC [Site Environmental Protection Coordinator] received resistance from on-site
personnel in providing information needed for his assistance. In the opinion of the reviewers,
site management was not sensitive to the important role of the SEPC in responding to the
event."[l, p.8]. "The Shift Manager has indicated that he probably lost track of the issue due to
other priorities during the shift." [1, p. 14]. We can continue citations but there are enough to
see the classic symptoms of subconscious processes: substitution, displacement, sublimation and
so on. The reviewers proposed some recommendations for improving procedures, correcting
actions of supervisory personnel and additional training. But no measures were mentioned to
correct personnel mentality as a whole and subconsciousness particularly. A human being was
traditionally considered as an automaton for performing instructions. It is interesting to mention
that similar events occurred earlier and preventive efforts were undertaken, but their results were
not sufficient. "These efforts were hampered by being a low priority when compared to other
research efforts, fiscal restraints..." [1, p. 36]. Surely, other rare insignificant events appear. As
earlier, personnel will try to disregard them until crucial changes of mentality occur.

Subconsciousness appears to be a crucial factor in any situation when a conflict exists between
imperative and reality. Strictly speaking, the operators of the Savannah River Station and the
Chehov's peasant are identical in their denial of human values.

6. What to Do?

We compared the personnel in three countries. Personnel see many potential improvements in
safety and efficiency. We revealed some similarities and differences. The adopted theoretical
approach allowed us to uncover some hidden psychological processes and propose new practical
solutions for safety and productivity enhancement:

• subconscious negative attitude toward the plant management and supervision

• interteam frictions, especially between operational and maintenance personnel. The least
expensive method is to discuss the common problems. More expensive step is to organize
business games for both operational and maintenance personnel in a search for mutual
compromises. Managers and supervisors should take part in the training sessions.

The important feature of mentality is the way people select a strategy in the help situation. That
is essential both in transactions with partners and in the treatise of nature.

The third approach implies organizational changes. The stronger formalization of intershop
relations could reduce tensions by directing contacts into a fixed framework. What do we mean
by that? It seems the formalization of the intershop relations could reduce tensions by directing
contacts into a solid framework. Well established formal procedures increase the authority of
management and society.
Operators think their status does not correspond to their role. We have to agree with them. The
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primary and most authentic information concentrated in the operators' hands, and they should be
delegated more authority to monitor and manage the whole system of technological and human
processes.

Finally, adjustments in monetary compensations should be implemented to support cooperation
in interteam relations. Transition to the shared ownership may be an excellent method to
overcome alienation and enhance productive creativity.

Alienation from society and high loyalty to their intermediate group produce contradictions in
mind and behavior. They negatively influence the reliability and safety. To overcome them we
should implement two postulates about two different sides of the team's psychology.

1. In controversial situations, we should analyze processes of the team's consciousness and
subconsciousness. They supplement corresponding individual processes. While making
decisions, operators do not talk about the Society and Organization. But the Society's spirit
emerges as a ghost, as an invisible partner in the subconsciousness of the team's cognition.
For this reason we introduce the following proposition: an investigation of the group
performance safety should include not only individuals and their observed behavior but
virtual cognitive images (ghosts). While solving purely operational problems operators
experience the influence of invisible members who are present like ghosts in the control
room. These images influence the team's decisions through the formation of value systems,
through the attitude toward management and equipment, through the correctness of
procedure performance and, at last, through the behavior during emergencies.

2. Thereafter we shall analyze other forms of interpersonal relations which are realized through
equipment and environment. For instance, a disrepaired pump left by an operator of a
previous shift expresses interpersonal relations more exactly than many words and
compliments. We expect the evolution of society could improve the national culture and the
safety culture, too.

We hope that transformation of technologies from material to informational could change the
current antihuman tendencies.

An essential information about the subconscious processes of different professional groups could
give additional comparative surveys. Perhaps, the presented report can provide a bit more
insights into the mentality of power industry personnel in Russia, America and other countries.

I suppose participants of the Conference could organize an ad-hoc group to develop a set of
psychological and professional tests, and macroergonomic questionnaires. Than the group might
conduct a series of comparative investigations to define international norms and determine
which deviations in subconscious processes are dangerous for safety and reliability. As a final
steps I see automatic systems that monitor and analyze operator behavior in life. Embedded
psychological tests could include logical and imaginative thinking, personal independence and
communicative abilities and so on.

- 1 3 -
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THE NUCLEAR SAFETY CULTURE APPROACH AT ANGRA 1 NPP

HUMBERTO WERDINE JUNIOR

PLANT MANAGER

FURNAS CENTRAIS ELETRICAS S.A. - BRAZIL
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ABSTRACT
1. Introduction
TMI-2 and Chernobyl accidents. What did they have in common?
TMI-2 was an american design Reactor, with foil steel containment and several special design
characteristics such as independent and separated safety and protetion sets, with a hard licensing
process thru US NRC and even though suffered an accident that completely destroyed the
primary plant, with the melting of the greatest portion of the nuclear fuel.
Chernobyl 4 was a Soviet design Reactor, type RBMK, with no Containment, a questionable
design, and exploded in 1986, aproximately seven years after TMI-2 accident. What do they have
in common? The answer is:If a sound safety culture would have be presented during the design
and the operation of both plants, those accidents would have never occurred. .
2. The Post-Accidents Findings:
The Kemmeny Commission and the required action plants to implement the lessons learned post
TMI-2 focused on design and operational problems. The International Commitees that anjlalysed
Chernobyl focused also on the design and operational problems. If the engineers and the
operational personnel did had in mind, at any time, that a safety aspect must receive the utmost
attention and never be underestimated, it is high probable that the precursors of both accidents
would never be present.
3. Safety culture in Angra 1

3.1.. We translated to Portuguese the document INSAG-4 and INSAG-6 and included those
topics as subjects to be tought during the Annual General Retraining for all personnel.
3.2. We choose one area-Chemistry Section- to undergo a pilot program for Self Assessment/Self
Checking. The results were excellent and now the Maintenance Division is being prepared for this
task.
3.3. We developed a series of safety indicators that are collected monthly and discussed in a
regular meeting with the Heads of the Divisions. Some examples are: Number of alarms lit at
MCB; Number of controllers in Manual; Rate of installation and removal of Temporary
Modifications; Calculated Alowable time within a LCO and Attendance to Recommendations
according to Internal Event Reports and to QA findings.
4. Conclusions
Pursuing the excellence is a quality tool and a safety culture implementation. It is a continuous, on
going task. Everyone in the organization must understand that and shall be part of it. We at Angra
1, are giving some important steps towards that objective. There are still room for improvements.
We are aware of that.
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1.INTRODUCTION

ANGRA 1 is a Westinghouse PWR, with 657 MWe, designed in 1971 and operated by FURNAS
CENTRAIS ELETRICAS S/A. The construction began in 1974 and the commercial operation
was achieved in December 1985.

By 1979, we were running the Hot Functional Test, when TMT 2 Accident occured. At that
moment, several confusing and apparently non consistent information was arriving to the site.
How come a PWR , with train A, train B, redundancy, separation, independency, Simulator
Training, US NRC, FSAR, etc, could suffer such accident? How come some pneumatic valves
installed on the Polishing System ( a non safety system ) could have caused an uncontrolled
transient that led to a LOCA beyond the limits of the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR )?.

Here, at Angra site, we did not believe in this informatidri. The reason was very simple. We were
trained in such a manner that we always relied on at least one. protection and safety system would
be operating, always. It was like a "brain washing". We could never doubt that one train would
operate anyhow.

TMI-2 accident showed that the nuclear industry and we were wrong! Personnel errors
simultaneously with poor design and lack of adequate training could lead to accidents not
considered in the FSAR.

TMI-2 accident was a "turning point" in the nuclear industry, and this world changed afterwords.
The lessons learned were spread throughout. Basically, several design modifications were
introduced; procedures re-writen to incorporate contingencies and actions for responses not
obtained; the contents of the training materials were revised to incorporate thermodynamics and
thermohydraulics and several other important corporate decisions were made, such as the creation
of INPO in the USA and the associations of the "owner groups".

Apparently, at first sight, the problems and solutions were identified and implemented.The
possibility of another similar accident was apparently reduced to the extremely low limit.
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Then in 1986, the Accident of Chernobyl occured, in the former USSR, now Ucraine. Angra 1
was at that time operating at full power.
A Nuclear Reactor exploded! How could that be true? In simple words, an unreviwed test
performed to verify turbine behavior, allied to poor design, poor administrative routine
procedures and lack of comprehensive training led to the worst accident in the entire nuclear
industry.

2. THE CONSEQUENCES OF THE CHERNOBYL ACCIDENT

The spread of radiation reached the entire Europe. A commom european citizen, drinking is/her
beer at Trafalguar Square in London, or his/her wein at Champs Elisees in Paris, or his/her ice
cream at St. StephansPlatz in Wien, or his/her "sangria" at "Las Cuevas" in Madrid is dependent
on how bad or how good an industry in another country is operating a Nuclear Reactor. And the
spread of "fear" reached all over the-world. Some conclusions were derived from such accident;
those conclusions are apparently ironic, since they are obvious, but they are the root causes that
led to the Safety Culture Policy estabilished by the IAEA:
a. The radiation cloud does not need passport to enter another country.
b. The radiation cloud does not respect physical border lines.
c. The radiation cloud does not care for different political system.
d. The radiation cloud shall never happen again.
e. The radiation cloud shall be aborted always, in its birth, in its source.
f. A nuclear accident is a consequence of a series of unanalysed incidents, which on their turn are
result of unanalysed deviations.
g. A nuclear accident has precursors that are always human-related. In some part of the process a
person failed, this failure was not detected or not well analysed. And this failure became part of
the process, being this process a part of the design, part of the installation, part of the
commissioning or part of the operating phases of the Nuclear Complex.

3. THE SAFETY CULTURE CONCEPT IN ANGRA 1 Top management at our plant, aware
of the issues of the document INSAG 4, has decided to face the situation: What really is this
concept of Safety Culture? All that we have done so far, following the regulatory guides, being
international member of INPO and WANO following all international required training, with
written procedures, routine weekly safety meetings, was not sufficient? And if not, what to do?
A decision was taken, the creation of an Independent Safety Group, composed by Senior
engineers and headed by a licensed Senior Reactor Operator ( SRO ), with the mission trespond
to all those questions and propose solutions to implement the required actions to enhance Safety
Culture.
The first thing done was the translation of the basic reference document, the INSAG 4 to
Portuguese. Lesson notes were developed to "teach" this concept during the regular retraining
period to the plant personnel. Special classes were prepared with in-house experience of some
operational incidents whose root causes were attributed to the imature safety culture. Action
iplans were developed and some special training on Root Causes Methodology were applied by
ilNPO and IAEA at Angra Training Center.

4. SAFETY CULTURE INDICATORS DEVELOPMENT

iSeveral indicators were developed and analysed during a trial period. Some were discontinued,
tout most of them implemented. Some examples follow:
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4. SAFETY CULTURE INDICATORS DEVELOPMENT (CONT.)

a. Limiting Condition of Operations 1 (LCO 1)
This indicator has the objective to show the total amount of time the Plant operated within the
LCO's of Technical Specifications. The more we operate within a LCO, the greater length of time
with lower safety margin our plant is undergoing. (fig 1)
b T "rating Condition of Operations 2 (LCO 2)
Th\.> bdicator has the nujective to show the number of times the Plant operated within the LCO's
of Tv-ciniaal Specifications. The real meaning of such indicator is to show the tendency of the
unavailabilities of safety related systems. (fig 2 )
c. Limiting Condition of Operations 3 (LCO 3 )
This indicator has the objective to show the total amount of hours and the number of times a
determined system was under a LCO. If a determined system is repetitively under a LCO, this
could mean that a problem exists and that it should be investigated and corrected as fast and as
soon as possible. (fig 3 )
d. Temporary Modifications 1 ( SMT 1)
This indicator has the objective to show the number of temporary modifications installed in a
determined system for more than one month. (fig 4 )
e. Temporary Modifications 2 ( SMT. 2 )
This indicator has the objective to show the "rate of removal" of modifications, a comparison
between the number of installations and the number of removals. (fig 5 )
These indicators "d" and "f" are very typical of BRASIL, as we are very far from any country with
similar NPP's, with no manufacters as neighbours, and with limited spare parts. Several minor
modifications are then installed, with technical and safety reviews prior to installation, while a
complete new design is developed or a "dedication" process is studied or a spare part is procured.
f. Number of lit alarms at Main Control Board
g. Number of Controllers in "Manual"
These indicators "f' and "g" are factors that affect the appropriate attention of Control Room
personnel during transients and abnormal situations.
h. Main Containment Integrity 1
This indicator has the objective to show the rate of controled Containment Gaseous releases
monthly.
i. Main Containment Integrity 2
This indicator has the objective to show the rate of Containment drain sump pumps starts
monthly. (fig 6 )
j . Maintenance back-logs
This indicator has the objective to show the apropriateness of Maintenance Department related to
important to safety components / equipments. This indicator basically encompasses a kind of
"just in time" philosophy envolving planning, assembling of maintenance packages and the
intervention properly.
k. Q/A deviation reports
This indicator is a composed curve that shows, by Department and monthly the rate of attendance
to the deviations.
1. Internal Significant Event Reports Recommendations
.'This indicator is a composed curve that shows, by Department and monthly the rate of attendance
:to the recommendations.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

Safety Culture indicators are important tools to help Management to have an "in-sight" view on
how the safety concept is being understood and exercised at his/her plant. Those indicators should
be plant specific and should incorporate the culture and geographical aspects of the Country
where the Plant is located. Safety shall come first. Plant availability comes immediately
afterwords. Although difficult to be implemented in some countries this concept should be
pursued and never ignored. FURNAS and ANGRA 1 are aware of this and this "philosophy" is
already implemented at our plant. A Nuclear Safety Policy was written and approved by FURNAS
jNUCLEAR DIRECTORY.
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SAFETY CULTURE IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

REAL TIME ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS IMPROVEMENT
DURING A NUCLEAR PLANT REFUELING OUTAGE

J. E. Hildebrand
GPU Nuclear Corporation

One Upper Pond Road
Parsippany, NJ 07054

U.S.A.

R. P. Germann
GPU Nuclear Corporation

One Upper Pond Road
Parsippany, NJ 07054

U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

At GPU Nuclear there has been a growing awareness of the impact of
corporate culture on organizational effectiveness. Teamwork, continuous
improvement and vision have been areas of focus for the company. At the
Oyster Creek Nuclear plant, pre-outage teambuilding activities have been part
of the program for conducting even more effective scheduled refueling outages.
These activities have been on-going for the recent scheduled refueling outages.
There had been, however, no specific plan or experience with real-time
organizational effectiveness improvement during the course of the refueling
outage. Such an activity was conducted during the refueling outage spanning
late 1992 and early 1993. This paper reports on that experience.
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REAL TIME ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS IMPROVEMENT
DURING A NUCLEAR PLANT REFUELING OUTAGE

Refueling and maintenance outages are the single most costly operational
process that a nuclear utility faces. It is a very stressful time for management,
supervision and the entire workforce. There is increasing pressure for even
shorter and shorter outages. A number of sessions aimed at improving
organizational effectiveness had been held prior to recent past refueling
outages. These focused on teambuilding, leadership development, purpose and
goals, and problem solving. These pre-outage sessions had been deemed
effective. And for the 14R refueling outage at Oyster Creek, plant
management wanted to include an organizational effectiveness initiative as an
integral part of the outage process, seeking real time impacts. Planning
meetings were held between plant management and the facilitator responsible
for project implementation. The total effort for this project was 20% of one
senior person's time. This person, from within the organization, had been
involved as a facilitator for some pre-outage teambuilding and leadership
development sessions. Plant management outlined objectives for the activity.
These were: provide problem identification and if possible, resolution; provide
an organizational effectiveness presence in the plant and at appropriate outage
meetings; provide conflict identification and resolution; provide coaching
resource to managers and supervisors; sample a key stress point, that of the
Maintenance first line supervisors one week into the outage; do experiential
mini-exercises at key meetings; observe and provide lessons learned inputs for
the next outage.

As part of the introduction, we should say that we realize the above objectives
are line-management functions. Having a non-line management facilitator is
really looked on as a transitional phase and model for the vision of all line
managers developing improved facilitator/employee empowerment skills.

One area of interest was insufficient management sensitivity and focus on the
need for providing recognition for a job well done. Sometimes this need was
acutely clear and was then met by providing appropriate recognition. An
example will help clarify this. The facilitator was constantly sampling worker
attitude through one-on-one discussions. A call to a high-level manager of the
major construction contractor work force, for such a meeting, resulted in refusal
by the manager. The facilitator was gently persistent and a short 5-minute
interview was granted. The facilitator spoke very little as the manager spoke
vehemently of problems and frustrations. This continued for over an hour,
interrupted only by the facilitator s question, "Can we continue, or is time a
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problem?" When the manager had completed discussing his important issues,
the facilitator thanked him, hugged him (this is not unusual) and left. In a
subsequent discussion with another high-level manager of the outage, the
facilitator suggested more private appreciation be given to the contractor work
force manager. The response was, "Sure, that'll be easy, he is a very good
man." Such appreciation was later delivered, helping to create, we believe,
energy, spirit, personal fulfillment and improved results.

At outage meetings, more recognition and encouragement is necessary to
balance the important focus on what went wrong, what is behind schedule and
what can be done better. The organizational effectiveness presence was
accomplished by attendance and appropriate participation by the facilitator at
key meetings. The facilitator attended many plant manager staff meetings. At
one meeting, a change in the method of payment of workers for overtime was
discussed and planned to be implemented in mid-outage. This would have a
negative impact on workers. The facilitator facilitated a discussion which
resulted in changes to implementation which gave more consideration to the
reactions and feelings of the work force. It is believed this impacted the
productivity and effectiveness of the work force in a positive way.

The contribution for conflict identification and resolution was limited. In
general the conflict identification and resolution processes work during an
outage. An exception is when the conflict is strong and personal. This is a
difficult area and can most effectively be addressed when there is high trust and
respect between the facilitator and die people involved and then it is best done
in a period of relatively low stress which is not typical of an outage
environment. However, the principles are the same as those described below
for providing coaching resource to people, except at this stage of the
organizational effectiveness development the facilitator is the coach.

Providing coaching resource to managers and supervisors is an area which
provides a great opportunity for improving on organizational effectiveness. By
the facilitator giving real-time feedback (e.g., to plant staff) and encouraging
others (e.g. Maintenance Supervision) to give appreciative feedback, it nurtures
the existing togetherness and sense of purpose present in an outage. Dr. W.
Edwards Deming might have called it the joy index. On the other side when
a manager or supervisor is at wits end with an employee, the facilitator
provides a place of resource and calm to more effectively deal with the
situation (e.g. in the short term by changing behavior with consequences
awareness from impact on the company, on the plant, on the supervisor or
finally on the individual involved). This is "emergency" type behavior change
since accomplishing change at the level of behavior is not very effective. It is
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more effective in the long term to effect change at the level of thinking and
feeling. This is done by integrating organizational effectiveness concepts into
the work flow and by pre-outage sessions.

A key stress point, that of the Maintenance first line supervisors was sampled
one week into the outage. The feedback was positive, it being that managers
were allowing first line supervisors to "do the job."

In addition to the above real time impacts, another area of desired focus was
lessons learned inputs for the succeeding outage. From the facilitator
perspective, there were three primary areas that needed further improvement;
planning job packages; re-establishing and implementing along with the
craftsmen, "the skill of the craftsman" philosophy (i.e. trust him and help him
take more pride and joy in his work); and improving the sense of team between
the in-house bargaining unit and the contractor workforce. Additional lessons
learned from a union worker perspective are provided in Attachment 1. These
lessons learned were evaluated and all but one were incorporated into planning
for the following outage. This feedback was given to workers providing the
input.

For the ensuing outage, resource for this activity was increased because plant
management decided it contributed to the outage effectiveness.
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ATTACHMENT 1
UNION WORKER FEEDBACK FROM THE OUTAGE

WORKED WELL

Everyone followed the schedule
better

Better coverage on the back shifts

Radiation Protection support was
much improved. Drywell Radiation
Protection setup was good.

Radiation Protection contractors

Kept Radiation Protection
contractors longer and it worked
well

People who were never here before
liked working here and that was
not, as much, the case in the past.

Staging of items and quick usage
approval for these items helped
much.

Workers got more of what they
needed (e.g., trucks).
Moving material from the
warehouse to material handling
location was effective.

Mechanical Quality Control was
good.
Cooperation was better in this
outage.

Having a central "help" desk was
good.

Mobile maintenance worked well.

NEEDS IMPROVEMENT

Tried to do too much up front - first
two weeks of the outage were not
good.

Could still improve on Radiation
Protection starting hours.

Not enough Radiation Protection
coverage on the turbine deck.

A maintenance crew strictly assigned
to Radiation Protection would
improve effectiveness and they need
not get a lot of dose.

More improvement needed in spare
parts processing, less blame on the
stores people.

Electrical Quality Control needed
improvement.

Could be even better by more
knowledge of who was on site or on
call and by manning the phones until
the outage was completely over.

The process for getting things out of
the warehouse needs improvement.
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ABSTRACT

IBERDROLA (who is the owner of the Cofrentes NPS and shared other Spanish nuclear units) has
paid careful attention through his Nuclear Safety and Quality Unit to safety and quality culture
concepts and methodologies developed during the second half of the past decade and the beginning
of the 90's. We undertood that old paradigms would have to be broken and strongly believed that
safety, economy, innovation and performance are not conflictive objectives. Moreover, a good
management as well as work-men responsability and motivation should conform a good level of
safety culture.

We thus felt that we needed to combine a safety culture plan and a continuous quality improvement
program so as to obtain the best possible safety and culture results. Consequently, IBERDROLA
established a pilot program for his Cofrentes NPS in 1992 to drive for quality, as a top management
policy, actively pursued by corporate and station managers and, at the same time, to involve
craftmen in problems findings and solution as a team-work participation, with an organizational
structure adapted to challenges.

In summary, the pilot program consists of a "Safety Culture Plan" which establishes the vision,
mission, principles, global objectives and especific objectives and tasks, and of a "Continuous Quality
Improvement Plan" in which three phases have been set ut: Phase I - Learn to work as a team, fix the
methodology and .look for results; phase II - focused toward objectives, simplification and
improvement of work processes, phase III - Look toward supporting recommendations and
achieving the policy goals.

We are striving for coming along with those two Cofrentes programs which involve a "top-down"
and "bottom-up" phylosophies to obtain finally a continuous improvement in efficiency, quality and
tecnological development so as to get the higher possible level of safety and production. We cannot
yet write, with good confidence, any final statement about the dregree of effectiveness of either
program results, or its relationship with the assessment of our level of safety culture. However, we
may already say that we have preceived greater management and workmen involvement, better
planning of significant issues and an improvement in the team-work environment. Nevertheless, we
are in the process of changing certain mechanisms and ways of behaviour that we have detected as
drawbacks in the past, in order to further improve in this area.
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I. BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION

After TMI happened,back in 1979, there was a clear message for the nuclear industry that a
repetition of such situation could mean the end of the nuclear industry at least in the USA.

Both the regulatory bodies and the industry made a deep analysis of this accident and extracted
enhancements to prevent similar technical and human failures to happen again.Key several issues
were pointed out as failing which were not identified or even considred before as of great importance
to become the dominant cause of potential failures.

Everyone acknowledged that nuclear power plant operations were complex and tightly coupling
and the socalled Kemeny and Rogoving USA reports underlaid the clear significance of people-
related problems, deficiencies in the organizations structures and management problems. Then,
things like:

Human Factors

Management Involvement

Organizational Behaviour

Regulatory Environment

Institutional Structures

became aparent as bearing a lot of responsibility in avoiding failures and consideration to human
factors and managerial aspects were very much taken into account as a new technology to be
carefully studied.

By then, the US nuclear industry constituted the Institute for Nuclear Power Operations(INPO)
to respond to those demands in a quest for "Excelence in Nuclear Operations". Since the beginning
striving for excelence meant a search for an optimun of safety and economy and there was a policy
for the plant management ."Operate profitably without diminishing the established safety margins".

INPO generated the well known performance indicators to obtain for the plant owners the
needed guidance so as to follow the trends in the quality of plant operations. Afterwards there were
many works performed by Universities,Reserch Centers.the Nuclear Industry and the Regulators of
the whole world to master the knowledge of these aspects.in which the human being alone or in
groups of diferent nature can have an immediate or potential action on producing failures and on
improving the quality of the operations.

Later on in 1986 the Chernobyl accident ocurred and of course the first logical reason given in
the Western World was based on the very different technological approaches used and the lower
quality in the safety levels of the soviet desing and operational procedures. The lack of clearly
established rules with safety as a top priority was commonly claimed.

The International Atomic Energy Agency(IAEA) established a group of experts to draw
conclusions from this accident . They issued the report INSAG-1, further expanded on in two
additional important reports INSAG-3 and INSAG-4 to provide guidance to assess the safety culture
in individuals and organizations engaged in nuclear power activities.

As it is said in the INSAG-4 the safety culture has two general components. The first is the
necessary framework within an organization arid the responsibility of the management hierarchy, the
second is the atttitude of staff at all levels in responding and benefiting from the framework.
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Thus, the management of safety and the involvement of staff are key factors for achieving a good
safety culture. On the other hand it is recognized that safety and quality are synonymous attributes in
the good plant performers.

This paper provides a general overview about the development of safety culture in the
IBERDROLA's Cofrentes NPP since the outset the Nuclear Generation management decided to
establish a continuous culture program for safety and quality in December 1992.lt describes the way
the company managed to create its thinking on safety culture and the key initiatives which were
undertaken to enhance the Cofrentes performance even though its performance indicators has been
good for years and the managament always considered that there is all the time room for
improvement and an absolute needness to avoid complacency.

II. IBERDROLA ATTENTION TO THE EVOLUTION IN THE CONCEPT OF NUCLEAR
SAFETY

IBERDROLA is the Owner of the Cofrentes NPP and has different shares in other Spanish
nuclear units.

The Cofrentes NPP is a GE BWR-6/MARK III design plant with 10 years of commercial
operation. The plant was designed and built following the "defense-in-depth" criteria and in
agreement with the USA's regulations.

As we know, since mid-70's, the pace of regulatory activities has substantially increased.
Through the 80's, there has been a steady increase in the number of new regulations and regulatory
guidance. We have had to take this regulatory burden into consideration in our Cofrentes NPP
design and operation which has been carried out in strict adherence with Spanish regulations,
regulatory body safety guides, IAEA-NUSS guidance and the applicable USA regulations. In spite of
this surplus of regulatory standards we were able to manage safety and production with what can be
considered as good results. See some of the Cofrentes performance indicators evolution during last
years in Table I.

The nuclear experience adquired in the past 20 years and the degree of maturity we were
achieving as a nuclear industry, made us clear that additional measures had to be considered in
relation with a more effective process for obtaining the intented level of safety, reliability and
economic operation of our nuclear units.

The Iberdrola-Nuclear Safety and Quality Unit paid careful attention to the new safety
criteria and methodologies developed through the 1980s and to the safety and quality culture
concepts introduced by the IAEA during the second half of the past decade and spreaded it
worldwide at the beginning of the 90's. The actual new global safety concept is based and has its
foundations in the IAEA-INSAG-03 report. Therefore we had focussed our attention in the
following important areas:

Continuous applications of the "defense-in-depth" philosophy and principles of safety defined
in the NUSS codes.

Development of probabilistic safety analisis and individual plant evaluations (PSA/IPE) to
look for plant vulnerabilities and to apply this tool in the regulatory and licensing fields,
jointly with deterministic safety analysis.

- . Internal and external operational experience feedback analysis as a key mean to prevent
abnormal and transient events and potential accidents, with our participation in the INPO and
WANO Institutions.
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More emphasis in training, retraining , procedures update and quality measures to assure
operational safety.

Human factors technologies application to support and assist the plant operators in the man-
machine and man-man interactions during normal plant operations and under incident
situations.

Continuous improvement in radiological protection taking into account the ALARA
principles and new international criteria as given by the ICRP.

Coordination and integration of aplicable accident management procedures and guidance as
developed by USA Owners Group in which we are foreign members since 1982.

Establishing of a performance indicators program to analyze the plants trends and assess their
overall programs.

Following the developmentof the safety culture and continuous quality improvement concepts
and the mechanism for its applications in the nuclear organizations.

We understood that old paradigms would have to be broken and strongly believed that the
binomials safety-production and efficiency-innovation were not conflictive objectives.

Moreover, a good management as well as work-men responsibility and motivation should
conform a good level of safety culture and an economic plant performance.

in. LOOKING FORWARD A VIABLE NUCLEAR OPTION

Every utility with nuclear power generation recognizes that improvements are necessary to
further enhance the safety and competitiveness of nuclear productions. Nowadays we ought to face
the present challenges, as nuclear operators, in the best possible way.

We are supposed to provide our communities and satisfy our customers with a competitive
product, the Kwh, generated under satisfactory safety conditions for the operators, the public and the
environment. The level of these safety requirementes is growing steadily thereby a continuous
improvement has become part, not only of our strategy, but of our daily work.

Our experience is that a single aspect focusing is not effective. Beyond a certain level of
performance, an "overall improvement" must be achieved as a basic goal. On the other hand, any
future scenario for our units and the nuclear energy development will be conditioned by the results
obtained from the operation of our nuclear power plants.

Regulatory bodies and the nuclear industry are working together for excellence in plants
performance. A better regulatory environment, public confidence and plants economics could be
obtained as a result of this process. In this sense high plants performance will maintain an optimum
economical competitiveness, along with the other energy options, through a good level of safety and
a high reliability in plants operations. (See Figure 1).

A good level of safety gets along with technically good and safe designs and, in the culture
side, with good human performance and safe operation. Meanwhile, the high reliability is founded on
a high availability and a good equipment performance. The high availability technically implies
primarily the definition and control of good performance indicators and the optimization of shutdown
outages. The cornerstones for a good equipment performance" are centered on a good maintenance
and materials engineering resources.
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Both a high reliability and a good level of safety thus involve technical and culture aspects
which we must address in combination with an optimun operation and maintenance cost to look for
higher levels of quality, efficiency, and innovation in NPPs operations.

We cannot evidently forget that, in this scenario for a viable nuclear energy option, a
workable solution to nuclear waste issues must be developed and tied so that we may transmit to the
public that the waste disposal is solved.

Another very important subject to point out is that nuclear abnormal operations and incidents
should be kept worldwide under level 2 in the IAEA-INES scale.

With this whole picture in mind IBERDROLA's management has tried to address safety
culture on its broadest field to cover all these significant factors, already commented, and that I will
depict in the following paragraphs.

IV. INTRODUCING AND FOSTERING SAFETY CULTURE

INPO stated that excellence is something one aims and moves toward it but never entirely
reaches.

Performance of programs whose requirements hardly change leads to monotony and
complacency, to a mechanistic approach of doing things and finally drives into a loss of interest. On
the other hand, encouragment for a continuous improvement, searching for new options and
innovated posibilities, constitutes a determining factor, towards sucess. This was very clear for
anyone of us.

This kind of vision and motivation is the one that should come from the senior managment
and flow downwards throughout the entire organization to the last plant personnel whose
contribution is certainly important.

In 1991, the IBERDROLA-Nuclear Safety and Quality Unit had identified that safety,
performance, economy and innovation were not conflicting goals, but rather they are the
consequences of a good managment. We learned from others and paid attention to the 1980s
research and development results, which indicated the paramount importance of human factors,
managerial aspects and procedural shortfalls, rather than 'plant design based problems. This is to say
that a continuously improved management of our plants operations is tantamount to a good level of
safety culture in the organization. We began to disseminate these views in management forums and
audiences whithin the Spanish nuclear community and, of course, inside the nuclear organization of
our company.

This vision overrides old paradigns of conflicting interests and needs of a combination of a
safety culture plan and a continuous quality improvement programs so as to fix up selected safety-
reliability-quality-innovation-economic activities in order to obtain the best possible safety and
culture results.

So that in 1992, IBERDROLA upper nuclear management, supported by the General
Manager of the Electrical Generation Area, decided to take action for developing and implementing
both programs, as refered above, in its Cofrentes NPP. Therefore, two pilot programs were
stablished to drive for quality, as a top management policy. It was actively pursued by corporate and
station managers and, at the same time, involve craftmen,regardless of this post in the plant, in
problems finding and solutions, as a team-work participation, with an organizational structure
already adapted for new challenges.
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In fact, the policy of the company in nuclear matters commits the management to accomphish
the stated goals, to clearly identifying nuclear safety as the utmost priority and to take into account
the INSAG-04 guidelines as well as a technological planning designed for our units. It is conceived
as a well balanced "top-down" policy to be spreaded throughout the nuclear organization.

On the other hand, the quality improvement program follows a "bottom-up" phylosophy. The
final aim was to get participation for almost everybody and, consequently, each individual, as part of
the process, must feel himself as being personnally considered, involve in the program and specially
motivated for performance of his particular job.

V. THE SAFETY CULTURE PROGRAM AT COFRENTES NPP

Nuclear power plant performance activities are developed in a very complex environment
intensely demanding for quality and competitiveness. We ought to give a satisfactory reply by an
active participation at all levels to propitiate professionalism, knowledge, team-work and technical
innovation with human behaviour open to communication, collaboration and initiatives.

The degree of maturity and the good level of performance reached at the Cofrentes NPP,
since the beginning of its commercial operation, back ten years ago, has been demonstrated by its
performance indicators, ratios and trends as shown before. However, IBERDROLA's management
decided to further improve performance coming along with improving its safety culture in a broad
front.

The statement "there is no room for complacency and there is always room for improvement"
shall be kept in our minds as an important commandment so that we can undertake old and new
activities with professionalism and enthusiam and to manage for safety and production at the same
time, but always taking into account that safety comes first. We also considered that an in depth
improvement in safety meant to improve in our organization and mangement and this implies a
cultural change process. Therefore, bearing in mind the ideas stated above, a safety culture and
continuous quality improvement programs were developed for Cofrentes NPP in order to:

- Introduce deeply and strengthen a safety culture policy to further improve in safety,
reliability, efficiency, quality and innovation in plant operations.

- Get the upper management support for this policy and its necessary resources.

- Involve managers and craftmen in developing better attitudes and abilities through
teamwork training, problems findings and the processes simplification.

Management quality and safety culture whole concepts were throughly analyzed to become
integrated in the Cofrentes Safety Culture Plan and Continnous Quality Improvement Program.

\ a SAFETY CULTURE PLAN

Safety culture is a compound of intangible attitudes and attributes throughout the
organization that promotes the safe operation of the plant.

Safety culture is also a result-oriented value since that those intangible human characteristics
shall lead to tangible results which can be measured.
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Iberdrcla' "Safety Culture Plan" was developed in 1992 and began its applications to
Cofrentes NPP in January-93. The Plan was conceived as a concrete and efficient tool to reinforce
and improve in safety activities as well as in the quality and efficientcy of plant significant processes
and to incorporate innovation technics in certain areas so that we may establish the framework to get
finally an improvement in the safety management of our plant.

We took into consideration that safety-efficiency- quality and innovation objectives shall be
stablished within the document.

The plan set up the main elements and the strategic global and specific objectives which were
identified as the keys to get a remarkable safety and performance records.

The 1992 Plan contains the following structure:

I. General Phylosophy

Executive Summary

* Introduction

• Background

• The Safety Culture

• Safety, Efficacy and Organi-zation
Structure relationship

H. EBERDROLA

Safety Culture Plan

VISION

• MISSION

• CULTURAL PRINCIPLES AND VALUES

• GLOBAL OBJECTIVES

• SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

• ACTIONS for IBERDROLA's NPP

ID. SAFETY & QUALITY UNIT

RESPONSIBILITY

PLAN Following and Proposed Revision

Actions Planning and Control
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IV. COFRENTES PILOT PLAN APLICATION

• GLOBAL OBJECTI-
VES

• SPECIFIC OBJECTI-
VES

SAFETY

EFFICACY

QUALITY

INNOVATION

SAFETY
15 ACTIVITIES

EFFICACY
16 ACTIVITIES

QUALITY
11 ACTIVITIES

INNOVATION
5 ACTIVITIES

Thus, the Cofrentes Plan includes a five years planning containing a total of 45 specific
objectives and a detailed program planning for each activity and task to be accomplished within a
predetermined target date.

The IBERDROLA's vision, mission, cultural principles and values and global objectives are
depicted in Figures 2 to 4. The Cofrentes specific Objectives considered in the Plan are presented in
Figure 5 to 8.

In January-93 an Ad-hoc COMMITTEE was formed, headed by the Safety and Quality Unit
Director, and composed of key managers of the Cofrentes Plant and Support Units. The main goal is
to follow the application and accomplishment of the activities and tasks stated in the Plan as well as
the evolution in safety culture subjects, so as to propose the corresponding Plan revision to the
chairman of the Executive Nuclear Safety Committee.

A biannual"report is also developed by the Independent Safety and Licensing Service about
the Plan progress and it is distributed to the Committee Members for information and decision
taking.

V.2 CONTINUOUS'QUALITY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

EBERDROLA developed a "Continuous Quality Management and Participation Program" for
its Cofrentes NPP in early 1992.

The program began in May 1992 and it goes beyond of what could be considered as quality-
teams improvement. In reality it is an essential component for the structure of a new management
system.
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The Program articulates the three basic components of an Improve Quality Plan: the people,
the processes and the policy and its interrelationships in order to influence and alter the management
behaviour and the key technical processes of the Plant.

Three phases has been set up for the Program development and application:

Phase I - People Oriented: To learn how to work as a team, fix the application methodology
and look for the initial results.

Phase II - Process Focused: To simplify and improve the work processes in the key areas that
are important to accomplish plant main objectives.

Phase III - Policy Concentrated: To recommend policies so as to support and achieve the
goals which have been stablished by the Nuclear Generation Management for the plant. As a matter
of fact, the objectives could be changed based upon the knowledge, open people ideas and
experience gain through the processes analysis.

It may be noted that the three phases are quite well interconnected and the plant policies can be
clearly oriented if we already have identified and undertaken the with priority processes. The key
people involved in those activities should work together following defined principles and rules and
looking forward to improve processes performance indicators.

Phase-I has almost been already completed and phase-II just began recently. Phase-I initial
objectives were:

. to implement a global participation system based upon a day-to-day improvement.

. to motivate people by giving importance to their participation, opinions and ideas, no matter
of the post.

. to develop team-work attitudes.

. to get people involvement so as to later focus our attention on work processes
simplification.

In reality, we were pursuing to create the working environment and team-dynamics to help
each other in problems findings and its solutions as well as promoting profesionalism and
interdepartmental communications.

The structural organization adopted for this program is presented in Figure 9.

In January 93, 75 people participated in 9 voluntary teams which were stablished to deal with
• chosen important subjects related to the following areas:

- Design Modifications
- Radiological Protection
- Refueling Outages

"- Information and Communication
- House keeping
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scheduled methodology summarized heredown:

1.- Project planning and team information data.
2.- Reasons for the task improvement.
3.- Present situation
4.- Task analysis
5. Corrective actions and short term planning
6.- Project results
7.- Standardization
8.- Future planning

In January-94, after perceiving the effectiveness of this program and work-men involvement,
IBERDROLA took the decision to expand the program to 24 teams with 170 voluntary people
participation for analyzing up to 24 selected tasks. This means that at least 46% of Cofrentes work-
men are participating directly in the program and a total of 251 people (68%) are cooperating in one
way or other, with 183 craftmen (49%) already trained.

Table 2- shows as an example some of the areas and tasks chosen to work to .

The total dedication effort of the 24 teams per year corresponds to 10 hrs./man-month x 170 =
18.700 man-hrs., which is over 6% of their annual working time, and 2.7% if we considered it as the
Cofrentes global contribution to the program during 1994.

In 1995 we have just began with the Phase II "Process Management" so as to guarantee a
gradual and continuous improvement of our key work processes looking towards process
simplification and control in order to follow the concept of "client satisfaction".

VI. SAFETY CULTURE ASSESSMENT.

Attitudes of a nuclear power plant staff are crucial to the safety performance and these
intangible features are dificult to assess indeed. Nevertheless, we believe that by looking for ways to
improve safety: constant awareness of what should be done, accountability for doing thinks right,
sound technical basis for actions, rigorous self-assessment and the pride of being part of a good
performance plant can create a state of mind which drives into good level of safety culture.

Therefore,we think that measuring the progress results of the Cofrentes Safety Culture
Plan(S.C.P.) and the Continuous Improvement Quality Program(Q.I.P.),which were focused on
significant measurable objectives for our plant performance improvement, we could directly seejf:
the company policies are followed and accomplished; the level of competence of our management is
good; the participation and involvement of our people is accountable and the objectives should or
should not be corrected.
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As shown in the previous sections of this paper, we are striving along with these two Cofrentes
programs which involve a "top-down" and "bottom-up" phylosophies for the S.C.P.and Q.I.P.,
respectively. At the end we come up with policies and objectives coming from the top and flowing
down through the entire organization and problems findings and solutions coming from the people
who do the work and going up to be dealt by the management. The final result is an augmentation in
our level of safety culture because of the continuous progress in efficiency, quality and technological
development in order to get the higher achievable level of safety and production.

By the moment, after two years of going a head with both programs we may qualitatively state
that:

1 s t: The S.C.P. Ad-hoc Committee has submitted four reports to the Executive Safety Committee.
Through these reports we may observe that the progression of most of the Cofrentes activities
is adequate, in accordance with the stated specific objectives,there is greater management
involvement, and better planning of significant issues. Ten per cent of the activities are moving
forward with some delay and only three activities have not yet been initiated when they should
as per its specific program scheduled.

2nc*: The evolution of the Q.I.P. has been satisfactory regarding the people interest and
participation, workmen involvement and team-work environment. Looking at tasks completion
we may say that 10% of the tasks has been finalized and 70% are over 50% completed, we
need to realize that the program initial schedule was for three years (1993-95). However we
also have to expose that we found several dificulties which we had to pay attention to, as the
program evolved. For instance:

Tasks usually cover very broad subjects.
Some teams composition not well fitted for the task analysis
Difficulties for data adquisition.
Slow advance in team's tasks evaluations at the beginning of the program.
To accommodate the tasks results into the plant planning for problems solutions without
unduly delay.

Any way, as it is a continuous improvement program, the plant mangement is taking the
appropiate actions to overcome these difficulties and modify some commitments accordingly.

On the other hand we are considering the possibility of stablishing a "Safety Culture Audit
Program" which may be composed of qualitative and quantitative evaluations in the next
future. We have noticed that, besides those qualitative guidelines developed by the IAEA-
"ASCOT Guidelines", there are some others methodologies to quantitatively assess the level of
safety culture in a nuclear organization

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The level of safety culture in a nuclear organization can be described as the behaviour of
individuals and groups for handling and managing nuclear safety. Therefore the culture of the
organization must begin with the management culture. It is at the higher level where the
policies, framework and goundrules ought to be established to create the norms of behaviour
and the environment needed for accomplishing the safety and production objectives.
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IBERDROLA's Nuclear Management understood the crucial importance of the cultural
factors such as : people accountability and empowerment, team-work, vertical and lateral
integration, quality of training, self-assessment, process simplification, and , of course,
company's policies with clear mission and goals.

It was also clear for us that human and financial resources were too valuable to be used
in activities that do not really increase safety and/or efficiency, and consequently allocating the
available resources for the best return in the safe generation of our nuclear units.

We recognized that improving in safety culture, for attaining the higher level of
performance, involve a continuous effort. Long term improvements are needed, with well
established objectives and sustained commitments, to fulfill the schedule for the
targets.activities and tasks which have been developed so as to comply with those global
objectives.

Back in 1992, IBERDROLA set up a policy in this matter, to the best of its knowledge,
acknowledging that, except for the general guidance expressed in the INSAG-04 document,
there was a lack of practical methodologies and indicators for safety management as well as no
quantification criteria for cultural factors to be taken into account.

We believe that there could be different means to achieve a top nuclear performer level.
There is not a fix standard plan of actions for all plants. Instead, we reckon that, once the
Company General Policy and global goals are established, a careful individual plant evaluation
should be performed to come up with the appropiated planning for each plant.

Cofrentes Safety Culture Plan and Continuous Quality Improvement Program, depicted
in this paper form the combine mechanisms for us to improve further in this field. The
programs are underway with global satisfactory results, although we cannot yet quantify, with
good confidence, the level of its effectiveness. Moreover,we think that this a long term effort
and it is the right way to proceed in our case.

On the other hand, safety culture is a result oriented value and some kind of indicators or
factors ought to be established to correlate plant safety with organization behaviour. We
should assess safety culture levels and trends to avoid complacency and be prepared to
withstand present and future challenges in order to obtain a good safety record, be
commercially competitive and accepted by the public.

Safety culture is an evolving subject which we necessarily need to cooperate in.
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SAFETY CULTURE IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS R.N.940680

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
FOR

COFRENTES NPP

O SAFETY IMPROVEMENT

1. PLAN TO IMPROVE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS AND OPERATING
PROCEDURES.

2. DETAILED SEVERE ACCIDENT PROGRAM: "PSAS-IPE-IPEEE-SAMG

3. SAFETY SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL INSPECTION PROGRAM.

4. IMPROVEMENT IN THE EVALUATION OF DESIGN MODIFICATIONS.

5. IMPROVEMENT IM THE OPERATING EXPERIENCE ANALYSIS.

6. ANALYSIS OF NEW INTERNATIONAL REGULATIONS AND
GUIDELINES.

7. FRAMEWORK FOR REGULATORY BODY INTERFACE

8. PLAN FOR CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT IN RADIOLOGICAL
PROTECTION

9. COLECTIVE RADIATION DOSES REDUCTION PROGRAM

10. NEW ACCESS TO RADIOLOGICAL CONTROLLED AREA

11. NEW MEASURES FOR EMERGENCY RESPONSE

12. DEVELOPMENT OF DECOMMISSIONING STANDARS

13. DEVELOPMENT OF SAFETY CULTURE ASSESSMENT TECHNICS AND
BETTER ROOT-CAUSE ANALYSIS.

14. PERFORMANCE INDICATORS TRENDS ANALYSIS

15. MARGINAL TO SAFETY ISSS AND COST-BENEFICIENT LICENSING
ACT.
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9. RADIOACTIVE WASTES REDUCTION PROGRAM

10. PLANT LIFE EXTENSION PROGRAM

11. SPENT FUEL STORAGE

12. MEDIUM AND LOW RADIACTIVE WASTES STORAGE

13 PARTICIPATION IN VANDELLOS-I DECOMMISSIONNING

14. PLAN FOR DEVELOPMENT OF MEDIUM AND LONG TERM HUMAN
RESOURCES IN THE NUCLEAR SAFETY AND QUALITY UNIT.
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SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
FOR

COFRENTES NPP

O QUALITY MEASURES.

1. QUALITY ASSURANCE MANUAL UPDATING

2. QUALITY PLANNING FOR IBERDROLA-DIGEN

3. TRAINNING IN NUCLEAR SAFETY PROGRESS

4. WORK-OUTS AND SEMINARS IN NUCLEAR MATTERS

5. QUALITY ASSURANCE ANNUAL PLAN:AUDITS AND ACTIONS
CONTROL.

6. OPERATORS IMPROVEMENT TRAINING PROGRAM.

7. INDEPENDENT IN-CORE MANAGEMENT

8. MANAGEMENT OF MAINTENANCE PROCESSES

9. Q.A. PROGRAM FOR SAFETY-RELATED INFORMATIC SOFTWARES

10. QUALITY COST IN NUCLEAR ACTIVITIES.
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SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
FOR
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O INNOVATION PROCESSES.

1. NUCLEAR SAFETY R&D PLAN

2. STRUCTURE OF THE ORGANIZATION. INNOVATION TECHNICS.

3. DATA BANKS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

4. EXCHANGE OF EXPERIENCE AND INFORMATION WITH OTHER
UTILITIES. PARTICIPATION IN INTERNATIONAL AND NATIONAL
INSTITUTION, R&D CENTRES ETC.

5. PUBLIC INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNICS IN
NUCLEAR SAFETY MATTERS.
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SAFETY CULTURE IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

INDEPENDENT SAFETY ASSESSMENT
AT THE TIHANGE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

L. VANDERMEEREN
Head of the Safety and Training Department

Electrabel - Tihange NPP
Belgium

ABSTRACT

In order to ensure the yearly Belgian production amounting to approximately
60,000 GWh, Electrabel commissioned plants with increasingly higher power levels
and opted for nuclear production. The first units of the Doel and Tihange nuclear
power plants were started up in 1975. In the 80% four other nuclear units were put
into service: two in Doel and two in Tihange.

Considering the importance of safety in nuclear power plants, Tihange Nuclear
Power Plant progressively set up an organization enabling them to carry out an
internal safety assessment of all activities in the three production units.

The "Safety in Operation Department" was created in 1986. This Department
evolved so as to deal with the independent safety control of all the operation-
related aspects, both in operation and during shutdowns.

We will focus more specifically on the way we developed the independent safety
assessment in the following:

ij * compliance with the technical specifications,
* analysis and follow-up of changes
* safety during shutdowns.

This highly concrete approach demonstrates how it was possible to improve safety
in our installations, without even a greatly centralized infrastructure — which no
one could imagine given the size of Electrabel —, by creating a safety control
level totally independent from operation activities within the Tihange Nuclear
Power Plant itself.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Tihange Nuclear Power Plant is operated by Electrabel, the major electric
utility in Belgium.

Electrabel has been active in the energy sector for almost a century. It
currently produces around 94% of the electric power generated in Belgium.
It is also responsible for the direct supplying and distribution of this energy
to industries or, through joint intercommunal societies, also to individuals.
Electrabel is also active in the sector of gas distribution, in cablecasting
(cable networks), and in the distribution of potable water.

Electrabel is among the major employers of the private sector in Belgium.
However, although this enterprise is big on the Belgian scale, it remains
relatively small with regard to Europe.

In order to ensure the yearly Belgian production of roughly 60,000 GWh,
Electrabel commissioned plants with increasingly higher power levels and
rapidly chose nuclear production. Nuclear production was first developed in
partnership with France (EDF) with the commissioning of the Chooz A
Nuclear Power Plant in 1967 and of the Unit 1 of Tihange Nuclear Power
Plant (870 MW) in 1975. Units 1 and 2 of the Doel Nuclear Power Plant
(400 MW each) were also put into service in 1975.
Four other units were subsequently put into sen/ice: Doel 3 (October 82)
and Tihange 2 (February 83), with a power level of 900 MW each, and then
Tihange 3 and Doel 4, with a power level of 1,000 MW, in 1985.

The Tihange Nuclear Power Plant is located in the south of Belgium, on
the right bank of the Meuse river, in the area of Huy, halfway between the
cities of Namur and Liege.

SAFETY AT THE TIHANGE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

Tihange Nuclear Power Plant has always been concerned with keeping a
safety level in operation similar to the level existing when the plant was
constructed.

However, given the relatively small size of Electrabel, a centralized
organization allowing a safety assessment and control of operation activities
at the Tihange Nuclear Power Plant was not conceivable.
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Therefore, Tihange Nuclear Power Plant progressively set up an
organization enabling them to carry out an internrl safety control of all
activities related to the operation of the three production units.

The structure was progressively enhanced, depending on the commissioning
programme of units and considering the every growing importance of safety
in nuclear power plants.

As early as 1983, one engineer was exclusively assigned to the review of
safety-related problems of units 2 and 3. This person was soon assisted by
two more engineers.
The "Safety in Operation Department" was created in 1986. At that time, it
was composed of four engineers.
Resulting from internal organizational changes, this Department is now
composed of two sections: the "Training" Section and the "Safety" Section.
The Safety Section consists of six engineers.
All the engineers of this Section had been working previously in the
Operation Department of one of the Nuclear Power Plant units.
Consequently, they are experienced in the operating problems and well
acquainted with the installations.
This contributes largely to the capacity of assessment and the
comprehension of safety problems which can occur within units.

3. MAIN MISSIONS OF THE SAFETY SECTION OF THE TIHANGE
NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

3.1 Follow-up of the Evolution of Regulations in the nuclear Field

This follow-up is organized within the more general context of external
experience feedback management. The Safety Section reviews the
advantages or the necessity of applying these new regulations to the units.

3.2 Independent Safety Control

Either in normal operation or during unit shutdowns, the Safety Section
always carries out an independent safety control of all operating
departments (Operation, Maintenance, Control).
In power plant operation, this control is mainly focused on compliance with
Technical Specifications.
During shutdowns, it is more focused on critical safety functions.

3.3 Safety Assessment of Changes

Changes are classified into two types:
- the so-called "unimportant" changes>

- big projects.
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Unimportant changes are directly dealt with by the Tihange Nuclear Power
Plant. The Safety Section carries out a safety assessment of all the changes
being studied. This aspect will be discussed in more details later on.

The Safety Section also participates in the safety assessment of big projects
which are treated by architect engineers and sometimes by NSSS (nuclear
steam supply system) manufacturers, such as probabilistic safety studies,
power uprating, periodic safety review, and so on.

3.4 Updating the Safety Analysis Reports of the Units

The updating of the Safety Analysis Reports is required by the Operating
Licence Decree for Belgian units.
The Safety Section is responsible for all administrative tasks linked to this
requirement. Moreover, it carries out a safety control of the content of the
updates transmitted to them either by the operating departments, or by the
contractors in charge of particular tasks (architect engineers, NSSS
manufacturers, and so on). Without going into detail, it is to be noted that
any change to the Safety Analysis Report requires a request to and an
agreement from the Safety Authorities.

Within the framework of the present document, we will more precisely
develop aspects 3.2 and 3.3 which, in our opinion, are treated in an original
way at the Tihange Nuclear Power Plant. We will distinguish the normal
operation period from the refueling period, as more particular inspections
are to be carried out during this period, due to the numerous
configurations which can be encountered (refueling, mid-loop operation,
and so on).

4. COMPLIANCE WITH TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS IN NORMAL
OPERATION

4.1 Limiting Conditions for Operation and Outage Times

The independent safety assessment of compliance with the technical
specifications in normal operation is carried out on a regular basis
(theoretically every day).

The Engineer in charge of this task checks both:
the compliance with the "limiting conditions for operation", and
the compliance with the delays related to the inoperability of
systems required by the technical specifications.
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This independent control is based on the following:

a) In the control room, the Engineer checks the alarms present on the
pieces of equipment required by the technical specifications and
searches for the causes provoking these alarms. He then analyzes the
impact of these abnormal conditions on the system operability.

b) He examines the list of tagouts and current work on the pieces of
equipment required by the technical specifications. He can then
check the impact of these works on the system operability.

c) In the same way, he reviews the work request list. As a matter of
fact, these work requests reflect the abnormal conditions which can
possibly exist on these systems. That way, he checks that the
abnormal conditions which are still to be treated are not liable to
jeopardize the system operability and that these abnormal conditions
will be quickly dealt with within the specified completion times.

By checking through all these elements, the Safety Engineer makes sure
that the technical specifications are respected. Should he detect any
abnormal condition, he will communicate this without delay to the
operating departments who will take the necessary measures. In difficult
cases, the corrective action request is formalized and discussed on the
appropriate hierarchy levels.

Moreover, checking the delays linked to the engineered safeguard
equipment inoperability allows the Safety Engineer to:

make sure that measures have been taken in order to limit the
outage time of the piece of equipment or system concerned
(regrouping work, and so on);
make sure that the same piece of equipment or the same safety
system is not regularly inoperable;
carry out, wholly independently, an outage rate assessment of the
main engineered safeguard systems (safety injection, containment
spraying, electrical supplies, and so on).

4.2 Surveillance Requirements

Given the huge number of verifications required by the technical
specifications, we deemed necessary to set up an in-depth checking
programme of compliance with the "surveillance requirements".

This programme was defined by the Safety Section: it is spread out over
!i three years and covers all the requirements of the technical specifications.

It includes roughly twenty audits.
!i
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Each audit includes three steps:

a) Checking formally that each requirement of the technical
specifications is covered by a procedure. This checking is based on
lists of conformity between the requirements of the technical
specifications and the procedures set up by the operating
departments. We check that these lists are complete and that the
procedure references are correct.

b) The content of each periodic test procedure is reviewed in detail in
order to check that:

the procedure covers the requirement of the technical
specifications in a complete way,
the criteria to be respected and the appropriate achievement
precautions (prior verifications, repositionning after test, and
so on) are specified and are as per the requirements of the
technical specifications.

c) Checking that the surveillance requirements are carried out
effectively and correctly. We refer to this end to the last three test
reports. In this way, we check that:

frequency is respected,
tests are carried out correctly,
results are taken into account adequately (abnormal condition
correction, and so on).

Each audit is described in a detailed report which specifies all the results
and abnormal conditions detected. We define corrective actions which we
deem the most appropriate. This report is distributed to the Site Manager
and to the Unit Managers, who then have to set deadlines together with the
operating departments to correct the abnormal conditions.

5. SAFETY ASSESSMENT DURING SHUTDOWN PERIODS

During refueling, the Safety Section carries out a power plant safety
assessment, independently of any other control carried out by the operating
departments themselves (quality control, and so on).

Besides specific actions related to changes, two types of control can be
discernerd:

a global safety control during shutdown,
during the various changes of operating modes related to the
shutdown and startup phases, a control concerning more particularly
the compliance with the requirements of the technical specifications.
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5.1 Global Safety Control

As the shutdown period corresponds to a very disrupted situation and as
there exists a high number of possible system configurations, we think it is
important to check that overall safety is guaranteed. Therefore we set up
an independent control of following functions:

reactor coolant system inventory,
containment status,
core cooling,
protection against the inadvertent dilution of the reactor coolant
system.

This control is based on data available in the control room. This
information is nonetheless confirmed through verification in the
installations themselves. Depending on the power plant status, one or
several functions are checked:

The reactor coolant system inventory is checked during mid-loop
operating period or during reactor draining or filling transients.
Preventive measures and make-up possibilities are more specifically
checked.

The containment status is particularly monitored during refueling
operations. Special attention is given to the possible causes of
containment by-pass (steam generator, and so on).

Normal core cooling measures and preventive measures against loss
of coolant are checked under various cold conditions.

Protection measures against inadvertent dilution are checked on a
regular basis, more particularly when the reactor coolant system
inventory is reduced. We also check the availability of the various
core reactivity monitoring facilities.

In case of abnormal conditions, we undertake immediate actions (for
example, placing an inflatable plug). We inform at once the service in
charge, which takes the complementary measures required.

5.2 Safety Assessment of the Availability of Equipment covered by the
technical Specifications

Given the high number of changes to requirements of the technical
specifications during the phases of transition to u-u: shutdown or startup,
we set up an independent control of compliance v<w; the technical
specifications.
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This control complements quality control activities carried out by the
Operation Department during each change of operating mode.
It is based on the documents issued by the Operation Department and
includes two control levels:

The first level consists of a systematic formal control of all the
reference documents which allow the Operation Department to
confirm the availability of a system. These documents are essentially
the periodic test reports, the check-lists and the alignment
procedures. We verify that these documents are correctly
countersigned and that the corrective actions identified have been
taken. This first control level is carried out at least on all the
engineered safeguard systems.

The second level consists in checking onsite the correct alignment of
the pieces of equipment which matter for the system safety function.
Depending on the work done during the refueling, we determine the
sample of controls carried out (parts of check-lists, selection of
hand-operated valves, of cubicles, and so on). We check on the spot
that the piece of equipment is in the required position. We identify
any possible abnormal conditions and communicate them to the
Operation Department in charge of corrective actions.

i. SAFETY ASSESSMENT OF CHANGES

The organization set up at the Tihange Nuclear Power Plant allows each
department to submit a file for installation changes.

From its initiation to its end, a change file goes through a series of phases
we are going to describe briefly:

a) Change proposal: it is the description of the change. The applicant
department explains why it wishes this change and what solution it
offers.

b) Study phase: once the proposal is agreed on, changes are studied by
the Maintenance Department if these are simple changes, or by the

! Architect Engineer if these are major changes.

I
c) Achievement: depending on the case, the change studied is done

during or outside the refueling period. It is then tested before being
put into service.

d) Documentation updating: once the change is achieved, all the
documents affected by the change are updated. The change is settled

1 when all the documents are finalized.
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For each phase, the Safety Section has a role to play. We are going to
explain this:

a) Change Proposal
The Safety Section carries out an independent safety control of the
change proposal. The aim is to make sure that all the safety
requirements are met and that the change is not liable to weaken
the power plant general safety in any of the three following aspects:
material, human and documentation (procedures, and so on). The
change proposal is accepted only provided that safety-related issues
are resolved.

b) Change Study
We check that all safety requirements are met at the level of
achievement study (redundancy, physical separation, mechanical or
electrical classification, fail-safe position, and so on). In case of
discrepancy or inaccurate study, we take action with the
Maintenance Department, which has to reexamine the change study
in order to make it meet conformity requirements.

c) Achievement
At the stage of achievement, we parry out more specifically an
independent control of the change test procedure. It mainly consists
in checking the exhaustivity of tests planned in order to requalify the
modified system and to make sure that the system will still be able
to assume its safety function. In some cases, we carry out an in-room
control of the change: thanks to this control, risks of achievement
errors can be reduced.

d) Documentation updating
When the change implies updating the Safety Analysis Report, we
check the consistency of changes proposed to the Safety Analysis
Report.
Moreover, during the refueling, we carry out an independent control
of the provisional updating of all the documents affected by the
change.
The aim is to guarantee that operating departments have at their
disposal the modified documents necessary to the operation, as early
as the unit restart. This also allows us to receive the acceptance of
the changes by the Authorities.
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CONCLUSIONS

Our purpose was to show the concrete measures taken by the Tihange Nuclear
Power Plant to improve the safety of our installations. Given the size of
Electrabel, the independent safety assessment is carried out by an internal cell of
the plant.

We are convinced that this approach contributes largely to improving the safety
culture within the power plant, thanks to constant contact and meaningful
exchanges between the Safety Section and the operating departments.

In all of our activities, we always attempt to improve the perception that the
operating departments have of safety and of the benefits that our independent
safety assessment can bring about.
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EXCELLENT MANAGEMENT SAFETY CULTURE -
A PREREQUISITE TO SAFETY CULTURE MANAGEMENT

Donald W. Pearman, Jr.
U.S. Department of Energy, United States

Every organization has within its foundation, conditions that must be met if that
organization is going to survive, thrive and be allowed to exist in a society. In the
organization that I'm a part of, the United States Department of Energy, we call these
conditions "critical success factors." While these conditions permeate the concept of
the "fixed costs of doing business," they are also more fundamental than that
concept. These conditions are so relevant to existence that the simple perception of
their status by the workers or the community can have a major impact on the
success or failure of that organization.

The logical consequences of this situation are such that the senior management of
any nuclear installation, operation or organization (hereinafter referred to as
"organization11) has the first and primary responsibility and obligation to assure that
safety in that organization is both perceived and in actuality "excellent." This
determination of "excellence," however, is momentary. The truly successful
executive will stop at nothing until that excellence is translated into everyday
behavior and thinking that assures that a culture exists where "excellence in safety"
is the custom. A culture is absolutely necessary because if any organization is
fortunate enough to be excellent at a given point in time, the integrated patterns of
behavior and thinking that yielded this excellence must be passed on to the future.
Work force attrition and turnover is the norm; configuration and equipment change is
the norm. It is necessary to institutionalize "excellence" so that it can withstand the
regular changes in work and operating environments. Without the existence of a
safety culture that demands excellence, management can be and is often lulled into
the false assumption that operations are safe simply because there have been no
major breaches in safety over a certain period of time.

1. FUNDAMENTALS

It is necessary to dwell on fundamentals that might appear to be an affront to the
intellect of a group of highly trained and successful professionals. However, it is not
the intent to insult intellect; in fact, the intent is to further sensitize and protect groups
of activities (i.e., nuclear activities) where one serious breach involving the critical
success factor of safety can and has changed the course of an entire industry on a
regional or national scale. Consider other industries that share to one extent or
another the critical success factor of "safety" (including environment and health).
Every year there are several unfortunate events where the root cause analysis
determines some sort of shortcoming involving safety. The short-term costs are
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enormous, particularly on individual organizations. The longer term impacts on the '
industry as a whole may not yet be known. From a standpoint of acceptance and
economic survival, these industries are fortunate because of two considerations.
First, the public is slightly more forgiving (i.e. the public's fear of a catastrophic event
or long-term effects is generally lower than a similar situation involving nuclear
activities). And secondly, the public has determined that the cost of pursuing the
alternatives to these industries is too high ... at least at this point in time. Situations
differ from country to country and industry to industry. The bottom line is that very
highly trained, successful and well intentioned professionals can and do make
mistakes. No matter how fundamental, the nuclear industry must work at achieving
and retaining a safety culture that demands absolute excellence.

2. CULTURE

The culture of any organization is a function of its leaders; if there is to be an
excellent safety culture in an organization, then there must be an excellent
management safety culture in that organization. Specific and intended cultures in
organizations do not immediately appear and cannot be formed overnight. And like
the very old sayings involving "credibility" and "respect," the most positive aspects of
a culture can usually be lost or eroded far more quickly than it takes to build and
formulate them. An excellent management safety culture is not a naturally occurring
phenomena, and the establishment and maintenance of such a culture requires a
significant investment of time, attention and human/fiscal resources. On the other
hand, the steps and component parts that will go a long way toward arriving at an
excellent management safety culture are not difficult concepts. As is almost always
the case, it is relatively easy to understand and embrace a concept; the difficult part
involves the implementation. Resources (people, money and time) are always
constrained because innumerable matters are vying for attention, and so it is natural
for management to be under constant pressure and a temptation to deviate from
stated "number one" priorities. An excellent management safety culture will be a
reality when the following considerations and conditions are treated appropriately by
an organization.

2.1 Senior Management Support

The component parts, "senior management" and "support," must be defined. Senior
management are those persons who have the authority, responsibility and power to
run the entire company which may include nuclear and non-nuclear operations. In
developing an excellent safety culture in the senior management team, the inclusion
of the top safety, operations and engineering personnel is obvious. What may not be
so obvious is the inclusion of the "indirect," "overhead," "general and administrative"
and "other product line" personnel. The organization chart is one place to start
identifying the management team, but it may not identify the entire team. In addition
to formal organization charts, ask two questions. First, who really runs the
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organization? And secondly, who has significant responsibility, authority, visibility
and power? The answer to these questions may identify individuals who are not on
the formal chart. INCLUDE THESE INDIVIDUALS. It would be potentially fatal to
attempt to develop a management culture without including individuals who have a
significant hand in running the organization because of their authority responsibility,
visibility and power. When in doubt, opt for inclusion. There is probably no perfect
organization; strong/weak individuals, rivalries, and politics are facts of organizational
life. These "facts of life," however, cannot be used as an excuse when it comes to
amassing the team that will determine the management safety culture of an
organization. If it ever gets to this point, the organization and/or individuals in the
organization must change.

The second component of the subtitle involves "support." "Support" starts with clear
statements that indicate the non-negotiable top priority of worker and public health
and safety. This is often evident in mission and vision statements and other written
documents that get wide distribution and high visibility and seek to answer the basic
questions concerning "who, what, where, how, why and when." In my organization,
in addition to statements of vision and mission, we have core values and a system-
wide strategic plan. However, statements alone do not constitute support; in the
intermediate and long-term, true support is demonstrated by behavior and decision
and not by what is said. As previously noted, because of competition for scarce
resources, management is under constant pressures to deviate from stated number
one priorities. A true determination of the level of "management support" lies in an
analysis of where executives spend those limited and precious resources - their
personal time, as well as the human talent and fiscal assets within their control.

2.2 Management Understanding

"Management" is a collective term that represents numerous individuals, many or
most of whom are not "safety" or "technical nuclear" professionals. Remember, the
senior management team involves all those individuals who have the responsibility,
authority, and power to run the company. This will include lawyers, accountants,
computer scientists and human resource and management professionals in addition
to the engineers and physicists that are usually associated with nuclear facilities. An
excellent management safety culture can only exist when all members of the
management team have the same fundamental understanding of safety initiatives,
goals and issues.

All too often, senior managers eagerly agree that excellence in safety is a top
priority, and they enthusiastically commit to support the chief executive's goals and
initiatives. The problem is they don't really understand, the goals and initiatives; as a
senior executive, it's sometimes difficult to recognize or admit that "I want to support
you but I don't understand - will you help me please?" The operational and technical
executives, on the other hand, assume that the fundamentals are so elemental that
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everyone understands. The fact is that often there are many levels of understanding
and so it is impossible for the entire management team to develop a truly cohesive
spirit that yields vigorous and even passionate support for safety goals and initiatives.
Each member of the team must "understand"; this implies that each member of the
team must take the time to train or be trained at the executive level. And always, the
team must be patient; after all, there is a fairly good chance that the technical
executives do not have a perfect grasp of macro-economic, legal or corporate
financial fundamentals. Perhaps a continuing test for the senior management team
is for each member to be able to explain to their staff two fundamental points:

o the basic safety issues and goals of the organization, and

o why it is important for the organization to spend scarce resources on the
above safety issues and goals

2.3 Roles and Responsibilities

A management and organizational axiom is that everyone should understand what
their duties and responsibilities are in an organization. For an excellent management
safety culture to exist, however, it is crucial for everyone to understand that "safety is
everyone's business" and to be able to relate their roles and responsibilities to this
non-negotiable top priority. If excellence in safety is going to be a reality that
permeates the entire senior management team, then it is incumbent on each
member of that team to understand the many dimensions of safety and work in a
coordinated fashion to seek excellence in each of the many dimensions. As an
example, the human resource dimension must consider many factors and for each
factor it should be clear who has what authorities and who will actually perform what
tasks. A small fraction of typical human resource considerations are as follows:

o Planning and budgeting - what is the process and who determines overall
priorities, and what portion of the budget shall be allocated for "new safety
professional hires?"

o Job descriptions - who determines what additional skills are required?

o Hiring - what is the recruiting process; who does the recruiting; who sets
the qualification standards and judges the applicants against those
standards; who makes the decision to offer a job?

o Remuneration - who determines pay scales and movement (promotion or
otherwise) through the scales?

o Training - who determines what training is required and when; who
acquires and conducts the training; who pays for the training?
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These examples could be extended to consider many additional aspects of just the
human resource dimension. Some of the other dimensions must consider the
regulatory, operational, fiscal, legal, and public aspects of safety. It should be clear
that each and every member of the senior management team has a part in assuring
that excellence in safety is a reality. The concept that "safety is everyone's
business" is not mutually exclusive with the fact that sharply ctefined roles and
responsibilities assure that there is not duplication and, therefore, wasted and/or
conflicting efforts. In many or even most respects, every organization is unique and
so there is no single correct set of answers. On the other hand, every organization
that achieves excellence in its management safety culture will assure that everyone
has a role and that responsibilities and authorities are clearly defined and
understood.

2.4 Expectations

It has already been noted that one measure of support of senior management to the
proposition that an excellent management safety culture must be a reality are written
and spoken expressions of vision, mission and strategies. In one sense, these are
expectations of "what is" and "what will be"; however, their primary purpose is to
provide tone, guidance, general direction and priorities ... a charter or set of
parameters within which the organization will operate. Specific expectations,
however, are necessary to assure that everyday activities are proceeding in manners
that will assure safe operations. An excellent management safety culture will exist
when management insists on the existence of specific expectations and genuinely
believes that such specificity is not representative of unnecessary detail or a burden
to their expert staff but a necessary protection and recognition that everyone cannot
be an expert about everything all of the time. This concept is generally understood
and accepted in cases involving "regular or normal," operations; however, as we
confront situations and activities that are not "regular or normal," the necessity for
specific expectations sometimes becomes less obvious. Perhaps the best examples
are initiatives that are classified as laboratory or research pursuits. The people who
are directly involved are usually few, and they are very highly trained and experts in
their field; the risks and associated consequences are often not perceived to be
great, and the activities are usually not repetitive, and, in fact, they may be
somewhat unique. As a consequence, the development of specific expectations are
often categorized as unnecessary and a negative impact on important research time.
Unfortunately, these irregular and atypical activities are often more prone to hazard
because they are dealing with unknowns, changed conditions or new relationships,
and so it is particularly important to have specific expectations that will seek to steer
individuals away from hazards and provide contingencies and mitigation when
hazards are met.

An excellent management safety culture will assure that operating procedures,
standards, personnel qualifications and performance indicators and goals exist for
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everyone and all operations. These written expressions of expectations must be
relevant, specific, understandable, measurable and objective. An excellent
management safety culture will not allow different work environments to create
different classes or segments of the work force when the issue is safety.

2.5 Willingness to Measure

Clear statements regarding expectations are useless if management is not going to
insist that systems exist that will determine on a regular basis if expectations are
being met. Furthermore, the measurement systems must yield clear information, not
simply data. It is the obligation and responsibility of management to determine if
operations are safe and so it is mandatory that objective information be available that
will demonstrate the status of operations. If measurement is going to be totally
effective then the act of measuring must be very visible. There might be
considerable truth to the adage that "nothing really matters unless you keep score."
It is unfortunate to the extent that this old saying is true, because an organization
cannot "keep score" and measure everything all of the time. An excellent
management safety culture will yield a management team that responds to the
dilemma in a balanced manner. On the one hand, they will lead by example; safety
will be of paramount importance at all times simply because it is a fundamental belief
of the organization. On the other hand, that same management team will be the
biggest and most visible customer of the measurement systems and resultant
information.

2.6 Willingness to Act

Perhaps the ultimate indication that illustrates that an organization possesses an
excellent management safety culture is if that management team is willing to act in
an appropriate manner all the time. Remember, the goal is to develop a culture - a
set of shared beliefs and behaviors that will yield an expected or customary set of
actions. Furthermore, it is hoped that the customary action and reactions of the
senior management team are characterized as "excellent" because their original
goals, understandings and expectations are sound and driven by the desire to "be
the best." There are several aspects of "willingness to act." Perhaps the most
obvious consideration involves the answer to the question, "what is management's
response to a mishap that is categorized as a 'safety event'?" Of course, there must
be evidence of instant corrections; these corrections must be at least equal to the
event itself and must consider everything including cessation of operations, personnel
changes and expenditures of very scarce fiscal resources. What is not quite as
obvious is the necessity for the examination of related or similar operations which,
"on the surface," look satisfactory but, after some review, might identify problems
which would cause another "safety event." Action in the face of a safety event is the
obvious and easy best, however, by itself does not demonstrate "excellence."
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Another aspect of "willingness to act" that is a component of a management safety
culture that is "excellent" is that the senior management team will be in action all of
the time. These constant actions will seek to prevent problems and will push "very
good" operations to be "excellent." An excellent management safety culture will not
hesitate to admit shortcomings and will seek for continuous improvement and tough
corrective actions before there is the pressure of responding to an actual safety
event. And finally, if excellence in safety is to truly be a foundation and backbone of
the organization, then all events will be examined through a set of "safety eyes" to
assure that there is no hazard disguised as a personnel, security, financial, etc.,
issue.

An excellent management safety culture will recognize that "willingness to act" is
essentially comprised of an inexhaustible array of opportunities to communicate,
educate and improve the operations and organization. As a consequence, an
excellent senior management team will pace itself and the organization in a manner
that will yield the minimum number of "safety events" (zero is the ultimate goal)
through proactive prevention and corrective action.

2.7 Assessment

An excellent management safety culture will see the value of an operation that is
available for inspection from independent sources from within and outside the
organization. Such a culture understands that assessments are opportunities for
continuously improving in a dynamic environment where excellence will be transitory
unless change is welcomed. A necessary indicator that assessments are welcome is
if the culture has developed an attitude that outside examination is not an intrusion
but a necessary gauge to measure health and the degrees of success. Attitudes are
subjected to the ultimate test when assessments are unannounced and when
findings yield honest differences of opinion regarding what situations should exist.
An excellent management safety culture does not imply that the opinions of the
independent evaluator must always prevail; however, it is extremely important that
the organization guard against the natural tendency to be defensive in the face of
critical results. In the end, an excellent management safety culture will result in an
organization that understands its obligations to bring closure to findings in a manner
that is deemed by all parties to be constructive and ultimately beneficial to the
operations being assessed.

3. CONCLUSION

The culture of an organization will dictate the customary beliefs, actions and
reactions of the individuals of that organization as they go about their daily activities.
Even in the face of weak or indecisive leadership, an organization will have a culture
and corresponding customs. While these customs are shaped by many forces,
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management can and should be the primary determining force in shaping and
molding an organization.

Management can demand excellence in safety and, to a limited extent, excellence
will be attained; however, for excellence in safety to be the fabric that is woven
through the entire organization, management must first understand, define and
embrace such a culture itself. If management "owns" such a culture, then it is
automatic that reward systems will coincide with the stated values of management.
This is the strongest inducement for the remainder of the organization to adopt a
similar culture because there will be a consequence for actions - all actions, whether
they be excellent, mediocre or poor. Accountability throughout the organization is a
key to success, and the elements discussed herein provide a logical basis to arrive
at fair and objective assessments of individual and organizational performance.

o Management states the priorities.

o Management adopts those priorities as their own.

o ' Management provides the tools and resources necessary for success.

o Management measures results and is willing to be measured itself.

o Management is willing to act.

An excellent management safety culture will not answer the often asked question of
"how safe is safe?" At the same time, such a culture will not scoff at that question
but see it is an opportunity to honestly examine and re-examine complex situations
where safety must be considered in the same light as other extremely important
issues that compete for time, attention and resources. No management team will be
able to answer with absolute certainty the question of "how safe is safe?" However,
an excellent management safety culture will result in a senior management team that
understands its obligation to not only its workers but to surrounding communities and
the public in general. Nuclear installations, operations, and organizations must seek
out and motivate public participation, interaction and discourse. Issues, concerns,
and fears must be explored; education must take place and, above all, it must be
recognized that what we do and how we do it is thoroughly enmeshed in another
critical success factor whose meaning and importance is self-evident - "public trust
and credibility."
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ABSTRACT
The concept of safety culture has been used extensively to explain the underlying causes
of performance based events, both positive and negative, across the nuclear industry.
Yet attempts to operationally define the concept of safety culture and assess it have been
less apparent. The work described in this paper represents several years of effort to
identify, define and assess the organizational factors important to safe performance in
nuclear power plants (NPPs).

The research discussed in this paper is primarily conducted in support of the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC) efforts in understanding the impact of
organizational performance on safety. As a result of a series of research activities
undertaken by numerous NRC contractors, a collection of organizational dimensions has
been identified and defined. These dimensions represent what is believed to be a
comprehensive taxonomy of organizational elements that relate to the safe operation of
nuclear power plants. Techniques were also developed by which to measure these
organizational dimensions, and include structured interview protocols, behavioral
checklists, and behavioral anchored rating scales (BARS).

Recent efforts have focussed on devising a methodology for the extraction of information
related to the identified organizational dimensions from existing NRC documentation.
This type of effort would assess the applicability of the organizational dimensions to
existing NRC inspection and evaluation reports, refine the organizational dimensions
previously developed so they are more relevant to the task of retrospective analysis, and
attempt to rate plants based on the review of existing NRC documentation using the
techniques previously developed for the assessment of organizational dimensions.

* This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.
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1. BACKGROUND

The research discussed in this paper is primarily conducted in support of the NRC's
efforts in understanding the impact of organizational performance on safety. In
particular, the NRC has "concluded that the inadequate management direction, control,
and oversight of plant activities such as operations, maintenance, engineering, and safety
assessment have a negative effect on both equipment and human reliability, thereby
increasing the likelihood and potential severity of plant events... Accurate assessments of
corporate and plant management capabilities continues to be a high priority..." [1].

As a result of the series of research activities, including field work and literature
reviews, undertaken by numerous NRC contractors in response to the concerns described
above, a collection of organizational dimensions has been identified and defined. These
dimensions represent what is believed to be a comprehensive taxonomy of organizational
elements that relate to the safe operation of nuclear power plants. Techniques were also
developed by which to measure these organizational dimensions, and include the use of
structured interview protocols, behavioral checklists, and behavioral anchored rating
scales (BARS).

1.1. Organizational dimensions and definitions

Table I presents the preliminary set of organizational dimensions identified in the
research activities and their definitions.

1.2. Techniques to measure organizational dimensions

Techniques were also developed by which to measure these organizational dimensions,
and include the use of structured interview protocols, behavioral checklists, and
behavioral anchored rating scales (BARS). The techniques developed to date to assess
organizational factors are detailed elsewhere [2-3]. This report will discuss the
organizational dimensions and the techniques for assessing those dimensions through a
retrospective analysis of existing NRC documentation.

2. ANALYSIS OF ORGANIZATIONAL PERFORMANCE

Recent efforts have focussed on devising a methodology for the extraction of information
related to the identified organizational dimensions from existing NRC documentation.
This type of effort would assess the applicability of the organizational dimensions to
existing NRC inspection and evaluation reports, refine the organizational dimensions
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previously developed so they are more relevant to the task of retrospective analyses, and
attempt to rate plants based on the review of existing NRC documentation using the
techniques previously developed for the assessment of organizational dimensions.

2 .1 . Methodology

A methodology for the extraction of information related to the twenty organizational
dimensions from existing NRC documentation was developed and tested. Three plants
were selected to test the methodology. The plants selected varied along the dimensions
of NRC Region and Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP) ratings.
Additionally, only those plants which had undergone a SALP evaluation under the newly
revised SALP methodology [4] were considered in this pilot application.

Plant data selected for review included: a) the most recent SALP report; b) ten Licensee
Event Reports containing human errors and coinciding in the same 18 month time period
as the SALP evaluation; and c) two inspection reports for the plant, one specific for a
functional area (e.g., operations, maintenance) and one more general in nature, occurring
during the later twelve months of the SALP evaluation period. The time frames selected
for the plant data ensured that all data analyzed corresponded to the same general time
period for any particular plant.

Three teams were involved in the analysis of information from the documentation
selected for the three NPPs. The members on each team all had extensive experience
in the assessment of organizational factors in NPPs. Each team was given a set of
documents for one of the three NPPs for the purpose initial data collection. Positive and
negative statements were extracted from the reports which reflected issues and/or
occurrences related to the organizational performance of the NPP. After the statements
for each plant had been extracted from the NRC documentation, organizational dimension
codes were assigned to each statement by two of the three project teams. The team
which had extracted the information always coded the plant for which they had extracted
the statements. They also coded an additional list of statements provided by one of the
other teams. Statements were coded by identifying which organizational dimensions were
most strongly represented in the statement. An attempt was made to code a primary,
secondary, and tertiary organizational dimension to each statement.

2.2. Results

As discussed above, a series of statements were extracted from selected NRC
documentation for each of the three sample NPPs. In all, 117 statements were extracted
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for Plant A, 154 statements were extracted for Plant B, and 136 statements were
extracted for Plant C.

2.2.1. Frequency of occurrence of organizational dimensions

In order to determine the most frequently occurring organizational dimensions, the data
were pooled across primary, secondary, and tertiary ratings as well as across project
teams (e.g., raters). In other words, any time a dimension was mentioned for a
statement, it was coded as having occurred. Thus, for any given statement, there were
up to six possible organizational dimensions that could have been coded (e.g., the two
rating teams used three non-overlapping codes). Table H presents the organizational
dimensions in terms of their frequency of occurrence.

As can be seen in Table E, the four organizational dimensions of Roles and Responsibili-
ties, Formalization, Problem Identification, and Coordination of Work account for over
45 percent of the total organizational dimensions used in the coding process. The
organizational dimension of Centralization was not utilized by any of the three teams in
their coding, while the organizational dimensions of Personnel Selection, Performance
Evaluation, Organizational Knowledge, and Time Urgency were each used in less than
one percent of the total coding completed for the three NPPs.

2.2.2. Agreement of statement coding

The results of an inter-rater reliability agreement analysis indicated that when using only
the primary ratings, the teams agreed 34.4 percent of the time. When both the primary
and secondary codes were used, agreement was produced 64.4 percent of the time.
Finally, when the primary, secondary, and tertiary codes were all used, agreement was
produced 72.5 percent of the time. Attempts to improve inter-rater reliability will be
made using the revised organizational dimensions discussed below.

3. CONCLUSIONS

The initial products of this effort include the identification and definitions of the
organizational dimensions most relevant to existing NRC documentation. This set of
dimensions represents a slightly modified subset of the original organizational dimensions
referred to above. A two-tier, four-factor model, representing 17 dimensions has been
proposed and is presented in Table HI.
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Essentially, 13 of the original 20 organizational dimensions did not change from their
original definitions, but the following four dimensions changed from the original list:

• Communications - Internal: In the original list of 20 organizational dimensions,
this dimension was broken out into Interdepartmental Communications and
Intradepartmental Communications. However, based on the pilot application of
the dimensions to existing NRC documentation, it became clear that the
documentation often did not specify who communications were between and in
some cases the communications represented examples of both Intra- and
Interdepartmental Communications.

• Coordination of Work: The definition of Coordination of Work from the original
list of 20 dimensions was modified to include the organizational dimension of
Roles and Responsibilities. This change took place because after the pilot
application of the dimensions to existing NRC documentation, it became clear that
the organizational dimension of Roles and Responsibilities is really a subset of the
Coordination of Work dimension (e.g., defining roles and responsibilities of
employees assists in and is an integral part of the coordination function). It was
also a frequently co-occurring pair in the pilot study results.

• Performance Quality: Performance Quality is a newly termed organizational
dimension from the original dimension of Ownership. Based on the pilot
application, both the term and the definition of this organizational dimension were
changed to reflect a more clearly observable organizational behavior.

• Resource Allocation/Goal Prioritization: Resource Allocation/Goal Prioritization
as an organizational dimension represents a combination of two of the original 20
organizational dimensions. The decision was made to combine these two
dimensions into a single dimension since the different teams appeared to be using
the terms interchangeably (e.g., where team A identified Resource Allocation,
Team B identified Goal Prioritization).

In addition, based on the pilot application, it was determined that five of the original 20
dimensions are not addressed in the documentation reviewed and evaluation based on
existing documentation is not appropriate for these dimensions. These dimensions will
require direct observation/interviews for an adequate assessment to be made. The five
dimensions are: Personnel Selection; Performance Evaluation; Organizational
Knowledge; Time Urgency; and Centralization. All of these dimensions accounted for
less than one percent of the total organizational dimensions used in the pilot application.
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Based on the infrequency of their occurrence, the project team also believes it is not
appropriate, at this time, to attempt to include these dimensions in any further pilot tests
using retrospective analysis. This is not to say that these dimensions are unimportant,
but rather that these dimensions are not currently addressed in existing documentation to
a level of detail to permit an evaluation.

A closer look at the organizational dimensions also suggested that the dimensions fell into
four larger factors which can be further collapsed into two distinct categories or tiers.
These two tiers represent dimensions that can either be inferred from the information
read in the reports, and therefore represent less discrete and broader-impacting
dimensions, or can be directly extracted from the information read in the reports. The
first tier is represented by a higher-order factor labelled CULTURE. This higher-order
factor represents more pervading types of dimensions that have a more broad reaching
impact on both the organization as a whole, as well as on the remaining dimensions. The
three second-tier factors are COMMUNICATIONS, HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGE-
MENT, and MANAGEMENT ATTENTION AND OVERSIGHT.

In conclusion, the work conducted to date on this project has led to the development of
a two-tier, four-factor model of organizational dimensions and factors important to safe
performance in NPPs. Of central importance to this model is the higher-order factor
CULTURE, which includes the dimension of safety culture. This conceptualization may
allow insights to be drawn regarding safety culture based on the measurement of
dimensions within the second-tier factors. In addition, insights regarding the second-tier
factors may be drawn based on an assessment of the dimensions included in the
CULTURE factor.
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Table I. Organizational Dimensions and Definitions

Centralization: Centralization refers to the extent to which decision-making and/or
authority is localized in one area or among certain people or groups.

Communication - Interdepartmental: Interdepartmental communication refers to the
exchange of information, both formal and informal, between the different departments or
units within the plant. It includes both the top-down and bottom-up communication
networks.

Communication - Intradepartmental: Intradepartmental communication refers to the
exchange of information, both formal and informal, within a given department or unit in
the plant. It includes both the top-down and bottom-up communication networks.

Communication - External: External communication refers to the exchange of informa-
tion, both formal and informal, between the plant, its parent organization, and external
organizations (e.g., NRC, state, and public).

Coordination of Work: Coordination of work refers to the planning, integration, and
implementation of the work activities of individuals and groups.

Formalization: Formalization refers to the extent to which there are well-identified rules,
procedures, and/or standardized methods for routine activities as well as unusual occur-
rences.

Goal Setting: Goal setting refers to the extent to which plant personnel understand,
accept, and agree with the purpose and relevance of goals.

Organizational Culture: Organizational culture refers to plant personnel's shared percep-
tions of the organization. It includes the traditions, values, customs, practices, goals, and
socialization processes that endure over time and that distinguish an organization from
others. It defines the "personality" of the organization.

Organizational Knowledge: Organizational knowledge refers to the understanding plant
personnel have regarding the interactions of organizational subsystems and the way in
which work is actually accomplished within the plant.

Organizational Learning: Organizational learning refers to the degree to which plant
personnel and the organization use knowledge gained from past experiences to improve
future performance.

Ownership: Ownership refers to the degree to which plant personnel take personal
responsibility for their actions and the consequences of the actions. It also includes
commitment to and pride in the organization.
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Table I. Continued

Performance Evaluation: Performance evaluation refers to the degres to which plant
personnel are provided with fair assessments of their work-related behaviors. It includes
regular feedback with an emphasis on improvement of future performance.

Personnel Selection: Personnel selection refers to the degree to which plant personnel are
identified with the requisite knowledge, experience, skills, and abilities to perform a given
job.

Problem Identification: Problem identification refers to the extent to which the organiza-
tion encourages plant personnel to draw upon knowledge, experience, and current
information to identify potential problems.

Resource Allocation: Resource allocation refers to the manner in which the plant
distributes its financial resources. It includes both the actual distribution of resources as
well as individual perceptions of this distribution.

Roles-Responsibilities: Roles and responsibilities refers to the degree to which plant
personnel's positions and departmental work activities are clearly defined and carried out.

Safety Culture: Safety culture refers to the characteristics of the work environment, such
as the norms, rules, and common understandings that influence plant personnel's percep-
tions of the importance that the organization places on safety. It includes the degree to
which a critical, questioning attitude exists that is directed toward plant improvement.

Technical Knowledge: Technical knowledge refers to the depth and breadth of requisite
understanding plant personnel have regarding plant design and systems, and of phenomena
and events that impact plant safety.

Time Urgency: Time urgency refers to the degree to which plant personnel perceive
schedule pressures while completing various tasks.

Training: Training refers to the degree to which plant personnel are provided with the
requisite knowledge and skills to perform tasks safety and effectively. It also refers to
plant personnel's perceptions regarding the general usefulness of the training programs.
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Table II. Frequency of Occurrence of Organizational Dimensions

DIMENSION

Roles and Responsibilities

Formalization

Problem Identification

Coordination of Work

Technical Knowledge

Safety Culture

Goal Prioritization

Training

Organizational Learning

Resource Allocation

Communication-Interdepartmental

Organizational Culture

Communication-External

Ownership

Communication-Intradepartmental

Personnel Selection

Performance Evaluation

Organizational Knowledge

Time Urgency

Centralization

TOTAL:

FREQUENCY

246

224

210

206

144

133

129

111

89

83

77

69

49

49

42

18

17

16

12

0

1,924

PERCENTAGE OF
TOTAL

12.8%

11.6%

10.9%

10.7%

7.5%

6.9%

6.7%

5.8%

4.6%

4.3%

4.0%

3.6%

2.5%

2.5%

2.2%

0.9%

0.9%

0.8%

0.6%

0.0%

100.0%
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Table IE. Revised Dimension Definitions

FACTORS/DIMENSIONS DEFINITIONS

I. CULTURE (higher order factor)

a. Organizational Culture

b. Organizational Learning

c. Safely Culture

d. Time Urgency"

Organizational Culture refers to plant personnel's shared
perceptions of the organization. It includes the traditions,
values, customs, practices, goals, and socialization processes
that endure over time and that distinguish an organization
from others. It defines the "personality" of the organiza-
tion.

Organizational Learning refers to the degree to which plant
personnel and the organization use knowledge gained from
past experiences to improve future performance.

Safety Culture refers to the characteristics of the work
environment, such as the norms, rules, and common under-
standings that influence plant personnel's perceptions of the
importance that the organization places on safety. It in-
cludes the degree to which a critical, questioning attitude
exists that is directed toward plant improvement.

Time Urgency refers to tbe degree to which plant personnel
perceive schedule pressures while completing various tasks.

H.-1 COMMUNICATIONS

a. Internal Communications

b. External Communications

c. Organizational Knowledge'

Internal Communication refers to the exchange of informa-
tion, formal or informal, within the plant.

External Communications refers to the exchange of informa-
tion between the plant, its parent organization, and external
organizations (e.g., NRC state, and public).

Organizational Knowledge refers to the understanding plant
personnel have regarding the interactions of the organiza-
tional subsystems and the way in which work is actually
accomplished within the plant.

H.-2 HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

a. Training Training refers to the degree to which plant personnel are
provided with the requisite knowledge and skills to perform
tasks safely and effectively. It also refers to plant personnel
perceptions regarding the general usefulness of the training
program.
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FACTORS/DIMENSIONS

b. Technical Knowledge

c. Performance Quality

d. Performance Evaluation*

e. . Personnel Selection*

DEFINITIONS

Technical Knowledge refers to the depth and breadth of
requisite understanding plant personnel have regarding plant
design and systems, and of phenomena and events that
impact plant safety.

Performance Quality refers to the extent to which plant
personnel adhere to their job requirements, carry them out
correctly, and take personal responsibility for their actions
and the consequences of those actions.

Performance Evaluation refers to the degree to which plant
personnel are provided with fair assessments of their work-
related behaviors. It includes regular feedback with an
emphasis on improvement of future performance.

Personnel Selection refers to the degree to which plant
personnel are identified with the requisite knowledge, expe-
rience, skills, and abilities to perform a given job.

H.-3 MANAGEMENT ATrENTION/OVERSIGHT

a. Coordination of Work

b. Formalization

c. Problem Identification

d. Goal Prioritization and Resource
Allocation

e. Centralization*

Coordination of Work refers to the identification of the roles
and responsibilities of plant personnel, their work activities
as well as the planning and integrating of these activities.

Formalization refers to the extent to which there are well-
identified rules, procedures, and/or standardized methods for
routine activities as well as unusual occurrences.

Problem Identification refers to the extent to which the
organization draws upon knowledge, experience, and current
information to identify potential problems.

Goal Prioritization/Resource Allocation refers to the extent
to which the plant sets and communicates goals and applies
both human and financial resource toward the acquisition of
those goals.

Centralization refers to the extent to which decision-making
and/or authority is localized in one area or among certain
people or groups.

May require direct observation/interviews.
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SAFETY CULTURE IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

INSTITUTIONAL APPROACH TO POWER PLANT SAIETY CULTURE

L.G. INNES
J.V. MULLAN

ATOMIC ENERGY CONTROL BOARD,
OTTAWA, CANADA

ABSTRACT
The thesis of this paper is that the requirements for safety culture in nuclear power
plants can be failing to recognize contradictions in the various pressures on the
organization that have to be balanced in an optimal manner. Nuclear power plants are
influenced by pressures from both external and internal sources, that can be viewed as
comprising the two main institutionalizing influences on the organization. Most of the
effort on safety culture definition and implementation has addressed the utility and the
power plant, producing definitions of good practices and of hindrances to good utility
safety culture. These often lack formal representation of the demands of the
organization and of its environment that are related to institutional processes rather than
to productivity. This paper adopts an institutional approach to organizations as a way of
clarifying the nature of the interfaces between the power plant and its external agencies,
and their respective safety culture requirements. The plant must respond to its own
internal organizational demands that are both technical, related to efficiency and
productivity, and institutionalizing in terms of organizational processes. External
agencies create environmental demands that are primarily institutionalizing in nature,
such as the legitimate requirements of society as represented by the regulatory body;
standards of practice described by professional groups; or obligation to conform to
international commitments. These inputs must be cognizant of all of the parameters of
the plant's functioning if they are not to risk detracting from plant efficiency, and so
safety. This is a measure of the safety culture of these external agencies. The utility's
safety culture is dependent on its ability to balance external demands, internal processes
and technical imperatives.
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1. SAFETY-RELATED AREAS OF CONCERN

It is the goal of the nuclear power utility as much as it is the goal of the nuclear regulator
to maintain safety at as high a level as is achievable. There are currently two major
approaches to how this can be achieved [1] and actions by utilities to optimize safety-
related activities will depend on which approach is chosen by them as valid. High-
reliability theory [2] is based on the belief that accidents can be avoided by adopting
specific organizational features that include, for example, a good safety culture and a
commitment to safety by those in authority. Alternatively, normal accident theorists [3]
would contend that serious accidents cannot be prevented in complex hazardous systems
that are tightly coupled, but accept that the more predictable accidents can be avoided.
The focus of this conference on safety culture in nuclear installations suggests an
assumption in favour of the former approach, though the latter is relevant to the
discussion. This paper attempts to address the general context within which the utility and
the plant must manage safety, that is relevant to both viewpoints.

1.1 Incremental Identification of Safety-important Issues

The goal of managing safety has been directed at different targets over the years with
changing perceptions as to where the greatest benefit can be obtained. Changes to the
physical work environment and to the working conditions for employees produced good
safety enhancement results for a time, followed by increasingly diminishing returns for
effort invested. The application of ergonomics in the workplace, to include data on human
characteristics in workplace design, was used to address some of the safety domain, but
eventually with diminishing effect.

More recently, a recognition of the influence of organization and management on safety
has improved insights into the role played by worker-supervisor-manager communication,
task allocation procedures, or supervisor and manager training, and led to new
understandings of accident causation patterns. The development of the necessary
methodology and set of guiding principles for coping with these issues in an operational
situation has been slow in coming, but is now showing great promise [4]. Safety culture
has been discussed and assessed, though lacking an agreed definition, but personnel
attitudes and their accepted influence on safety have proved to be difficult. Measurement
of individual attitudes and of shared understandings, and of the influence of the work
group on their formation and modification, have no methodological basis in the industry,
and the perception is lacking of any constructive action that can be taken on the basis of
data collected.

The adoption of these approaches illustrates the trend that is typical of change processes in
socio-technical systems, in that new understandings are eventually absorbed as routine,
and adaptation mechanisms bring about a decreasing rate of return on investment.
Eventually, each has led to the establishing of a new plateau of safety-related activity. It
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is worthwhile to note the distinction between safety as it has been used traditionally and
safety culture as it was intended to be used by the authors of INSAG-4 [5]. Safety
programs, aimed at preventing workplace incidents, have had the same focus as traditional
human reliability analyses and post-incident causal attribution, that is, the one-person/one-
action situation. Traditional safety programs addressed the actions of the individual, and
have been effective in reducing the more predictable incidents and occupational injuries.
Safety culture "programs have attempted to address group variables, such as work force
attitudes, so as to move to the next plateau of safety in operations.

These major issues that affect plant safety are depicted in graphical form in Fig 1, and it is
suggested that there may be some influencing variables that remain as yet undefined. This
paper adopts conclusions derived previously on external influencing factors on plant safety
culture, and attempts to structure them in a manner to permit the formulation of a
cohesive auditable issue.

1.2 External and Internal Institutionalizing Factors

A nuclear' power plant is an organization that is typically differentiated as a process
industry as opposed to a manufacturing industry. It operates normally in a legislated
environment, and is responsive to governmental, fiscal, media and public pressures and
demands. These pressures from external sources are institutional rather than the
competitive forces for market share. Additionally, a power plant has many internal
processes that create necessary elements within the organization that are institutional
rather than directly related to the competitive position of the corporation [6].

The external environment acts as a cause of institutionalization through the influence of
professional affiliation of members; through affiliation of the organization with larger
national or international bodies; and through pressures to conform to needs of
governmental and societal groups outside the industry. The institutionalizing influences on
organizations involve processes that often are linked to the state, and that can be seen to
produce a response of increasing rationalization. The organization's internal
institutionalizing processes arise through internal activity, or alternatively, internal
requirements motivate the imitation of other plants, rather than its being responsive to
external coercive processes or the exercise of power. New cultural elements are created
proactively within the organization, not by imposition of legislation or by the decision of a
higher professional or industry body.

Thus we can describe two main institutionalizing influences, requiring the plant to respond
concurrently to external, or environment institutionalizing factors as well as to internal, or
organization institutionalizing factors. The plant organization manages safety by balancing
the tensions deriving from these two sources of influence in order to meet both societal
and corporate goals. Recent concerns with corporate governance have addressed the
respective roles and responsibilities of the corporate board and the management team. The
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Board of Directors has been described as being responsible for handling the environmental
institutionalizing factors through the development of corporate strategy, while the
management team is responsible for addressing organizational institutionalizing factors by
carrying out the direction of the Board in the day-to-day operations of the organization
[7]. Effectiveness of business in facing external pressures has been criticized for a lack of
long-term strategic plans, poor monitoring of compliance with environmental
requirements, or inadequate contact with community interests and concerns, as noted by
Demb and Neubauer [8]. In the nuclear industry, a utility is institutionalized by and must
respond to the pressures from the environment, that include regulatory requirements.
However, the regulatory body often is responsible for assessing plant management of
safety, that includes implementing internal institutional elements and responding to
external institutionalizing pressures. That is, the regulator may be both part of the process
and also be responsible as an external monitor of the whole process.

The plant may follow any of three processes, as appropriate, in response to demand. A
normative approach is often required to handle environmental institutional demands:
standards and criteria from other groups, such as from a profession or international body,
are adopted. An imitative approach may be appropriate to either environmental or to
organizational institutionalizing pressures: the local plant imitates successful elements from
other organizations, especially if uncertain about the merits of possible action alternatives.
Institutional demands from some aspects of the environment may involve a coercive
process: government or external agencies can require actions based on their legislated
authority, while there are often alternative actions that the plant would perceive as being
more attractive.

2. THE ORGANIZATION AND THE ENVIRONMENT AS INSTmJTTONS

2.1 The Organization as Institution.

When addressing the institutional demands of its internal organization, the utility/plant
strives to create its own new cultural elements at the organizational level. These are non-
production systems of support and relationships necessary for safe and harmonious
operations. These institutional elements, some of which are depicted in Fig 2, can
differentiate that organization from other similar organizations by shaping activities,
attitudes, perceptions, standards or expectations. They contribute to the organization's
culture, the elements of which are transmitted relatively easily to new staff members, can
be maintained over long periods without justification or elaboration, and are highly
resistant to change [6]. This engenders a stability, creating routines that enhance
organizational performance. However, this stability decreases effectiveness if more
efficient ways of performing or interacting are unperceived or ignored due to a complacent
acceptance of the status quo.
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Some writers on safety culture feel that management should take all the initiatives, adopt
the correct attitudes and behaviour, and indicate to employees its expectations for their
behaviour. Others see safety culture as being dependent on the workforce adopting a
commitment to safety based on understandings, professional pride and a sense of
responsibility. Although both these perspectives, together, have been described as the
components of a good safety culture [5], one or the other is often dominant in discussions.
There can be a perception that the plant workforce is engaged primarily in the
development and maintenance of internal institutional elements, while the management
team is more concerned with environmental institutional pressures and taking action to
make the internal organizational structure effective. These managerial actions are not
necessarily taken in the same manner or direction as those of the workforce.

A safety culture constructs a particular version of safety, risk and danger for plant
employees, that embodies explanations of accidents, incidents or events and how they
happened. But a plant culture comprises several sub-cultures in groups of employees in
departments, divisions, or in geographically separated locations. The understandings and
explanations thus can vary between the separate plant areas, just as the institutional
elements that contribute to safety culture can develop and survive in different ways,
depending oh the nature of the organization's structure. Expected outcomes from
organization institutional effects can be assessed in terms of success in adopting
appropriate good practice, level of activity in identifying internal processes that require
adjustment, the adoption of elements by new staff, resistance of these to change, and the
level of resistance to seeking improved methods.

2.2 The Environment as Institution.

The elements of the institutional environment come from outside the organization, but
cannot be viewed as being independent of the institutional elements of the organization,
r.ir.ce how the plant manages one influences how it will handle the other. Some main
sources of demand are:
(a) pressures to conform to the practices and activities of international industry sources,
such as the IAEA, that establish criteria and develop consensus on the technical
knowledge base across much of the international industry;
(b) collaboration in national industry organizations, e.g. Institute for Nuclear Power
Operations (INPO) in the US or the CANDU Owners Group (COG) in Canada, that are
sources of customized techniques and of plant-specific knowledge;
(c) professional affiliation of organizational members that generates information related to
professional knowledge and methods, and sets standards of practice at work for these
members;
(d) cost controls and fiscal controls that are proposed or imposed by fiscal institutions, as
representatives of the state or of the community in the widest sense; and
(e) coercion and the formal requirements of the regulatory agency (government) in the
form of regulations, requirements and goals.
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Institutional processes stem from a widespread thrust toward industry rationalization, that
leads to the growth of influence from the state and international bodies. However, in the
area of safety culture, the IAEA development of the INSAG-4 framework has been aimed
at development of guidelines that may be used for customizing a model appropriate to
local needs, rather than a prescriptive model for safety culture enhancement or assessment.
The safety culture of an organization will be affected to varying degrees by the external
agencies with which it relates or interacts [9], such as government, the public and the
regulatory agency. Not only the operator requires a good safety culture. The development
of a power plant's safety culture will be affected by both the range and the nature of the
institutional demands from its environment, that especially include the safety culture of the
regulatory body [10]. These external influences must be recognized in plant safety culture
development or assessment models.

Expected outcomes from strong environment institutional influences on a power plant can
be assessed in terms of positive regulatory and peer evaluation, active participation in
international industry processes, recognition of professional currency and flow of
resources that increase organizational survival chances.

3. INSTITUTIONAL ELEMENTS IN SAFETY CULTURE ASSESSMENT

3.1 Interactions between institutional elements

The assessment of a power plant's safety culture should recognize that it is an
organization that responds to diverse pressures and does so in a manner that satisfies its
diverse needs. Institutional elements in the organization generate the form and substance
of the safety culture that is then shaped and guided by the influences and institutional
pressures from the environment. The degree to which the institutional demands of the
environment are met, such as maintaining professional standards, respecting international
agreements, or complying with governmental standards imposed for the protection of the
public, must take cognizance of the need to balance these demands with internal
organizational and production pressures. Responding to external institutional demands can
detract from plant staff practices that have been developed through self-assessment,
designed primarily to meet technical imperatives of the organization. Managers must inter-
relate these demand sources continuously to meet ttat intent of external demands, while
preserving the essence of the existing internal institutional elements as much as possible.

Plant management have a responsibility both to support and foster the internal processes
and to respond to the institutional demands from the environment. The ability of plant
management to respond appropriately to differing demands can be constrained by features
of the plant's organizational structure [11]. When the organization is structured with high
vertical differentiation, that is, with a "large number of hierarchical levels, managers have
less freedom to develop institutional elements that respond to local group needs.
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Objectives may be applied only to specific groups in the organization, giving them
ownership of the implementation so that it can be embedded more easily and effectively in
the organization. This process can create legitimacy for, and stability in these internal
processes, and can thus lead to a cascading of similar legitimacy for institutional elements
that build on them. There is the potential for these internal processes to run counter to
corporate programs adopted to meet either external institutional demands that can be
based on a strong professional foundation or internal organizational pressures. The
benefits for a healthy safety culture from constructive internal institutionalization can thus
conflict with incremental international, industry, professional or regulatory requirements
for employee and public safety.

When the organization is structured with large horizontal differentiation, or
departmentalization, there can be a large amount of effort invested in normative processes
related to professional or trade affiliation, at the expense of dedication to cohesive
corporate objectives. Corporate management can have inadequate perception of local
group needs, and the degree to which corporate policies are promoted and achieved.
Institutional demands from external sources may be directed to one or more departments
for attention, rather than to the organization as a whole. Horizontal differentiation
increases the distinctiveness of the organization from other comparable organizations and
so influences how effective the adoption of the "good practices" of others may be. It can
be noted that the importing of good practices related to local technical activities involving
mechanistic procedural tasks can be more successful than for more complex organizational
practices, even in an organization that is highly departmentalized.

The complexity of the organization, including structural aspects as well as functional
interactions, can have a profound influence on both the development and the continuing
maintenance of a good safety culture. The geographic separation of plant sites from the
headquarters location and from each other is an important aspect of that complexity, in
terms of shared perceptions, shared understandings, effective communication and common
institutional elements. Many features of the organizational structure tend to be associated
with an implied industry standard, incorporated by the plant through imitation of peer
organizations, that can be seen in plant characteristics such as accepted standards for work
practices, for supervision, and for relationships among co-workers. Although the
personnel structure of a power plant is highly professional in nature, with high education
and technical training requirements for most position incumbents, the organizational
structure is often highly formalized, with explicit job descriptions, detailed rules for job
performance, and extensive procedures covering work processes. This industry model may
be overlaid with new self-designed cultural elements that are derived to suit local needs
and attitudes. As long as these local variations to the industry model do not challenge
departmentalization and plant-wide formalization, they can be beneficial in that they can
strengthen feelings of local group membership and conformity [12].
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3.2 Quality Assurance - An External Factor

Not only is the implementation of effective quality assurance programs considered
necessary by utilities, it is required by regulators for activities which bear on safety. This
rightfully expands the utility's responsibility, management skills and resources, from the
operating plant to its constructors, to its designers, to its individual component
manufacturers and ultimately even back to the site selectors. Although much of this
actual work may not be done by the utility, the challenge of exercising its overall
responsibility can be overwhelming for the utility. To complicate matters further, the
quality assurance program introduces ancillary elements which in themselves represent
external forces. For example, utility engineering staff, as part of their professional
practice, must keep informed on the performance of plants world-wide; the utility must
maintain a supply of equipment, expert knowledge and experience from external sources;
and it must implement an effective means of retaining public confidence in the safe
operation and reliable performance of the plant.

But the single, most influential measure of determining the quality assurance program's
success is governed by the extent to which the utility focuses on identifying its
"customers", "and satisfying them. There is a direct relationship between how well an
organization is performing, and its knowledge of customer requirements and the way
relationships with customers are established and maintained. Each external (and internal)
customer's needs and expectations should be identified and feedback systems should be
developed to guide the improvement process on a continuing basis. This is another
internal pressure that has to be institutionalized as the normal way of doing business. The
feedback data has to be collected, analyzed and acted upon to identify the greatest needs
and opportunities for improvement and to implement them. Satisfying the customer's
needs, therefore, is a central objective which in some cases means anticipating the
customer's future needs.

3.3 Quality Assurance - An Internal Factor

Just as external customers must be identified and indulged, so too the needs of internal
customers must be satisfied, as represented principally by management and employee
groups. The successful implementation of a quality assurance program by any organization
requires a change in the prevailing culture of the organization. The accompanying
behavioural change occurs only if these internal customers alter their behaviour and their
existing pattern of demands on the organization. Senior managers must establish principles
and adhere to them, by setting the example and modeling the hoped-for behaviour
themselves. They must reassign priorities and overcome their own inclination to resist
change. Employee empowerment reallocates to them some control relinquished by senior
managers so that the overall management system can be under control and the identified
objectives realized.
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Transformation to a total quality environment requires that the organizational structure be
assessed to ensure that it can institute, sustain and facilitate expansion of the quality
improvement concept. Clear linkage among infrastructure elements is critical to the
improvement initiative. Barriers to successful vertical and horizontal linkage must be
overcome to optimize the resolution of issues, the potential for innovation and
improvement, and the communication between all organizational elements.

3.3 The Paradox

We have seen that in general, external forces and internal forces influence significantly
plant safety culture. We also know that one of these formalized forces, the quality
assurance program, has both external and internal components. If we agree that the
vitality of a utility's safety culture depends on its ability to balance internal and external
pressures, then limiting contradictions between them should enhance this ability, and the
tendency should be toward reduction of these pressures. Paradoxically, however, the
quality assurance program increases internal and external forces that may not be in line
with the institutional needs of the organization, and could run contrary to individual and
small group aspirations among employees. Nevertheless, these forces in the modern world
have becomeidentified with, and are considered fundamental to the overall success of the
organization.

Not all influencing factors, however, can be similarly characterized. When we are
considering the range of factors that can affect plant safety, and that must be encompassed
within the plant safety culture, we may have to consider quality assurance programs as
both a method of assessing the level of safety and the health of the safety culture, as well
as being one of the elements that interacts with the other elements in Fig 1 to determine
that safety culture.

4.0 Conclusion

This paper has proposed a model for addressing the factors that impact plant safety
culture, whether it is for the development or the assessment of that culture. The inclusion
in the model of productivity issues together with institutional demands of the organization
and its environment may serve to focus attention on these elements that have been known
but not adequately incorporated into practice in safety culture activities at the utility and
the regulatory level.
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SAFETY CULTURE IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

SAFETY CULTURE AT PICKERING NUCLEAR DIVISION

T.R. Clarke
Ontario Hydro, Canada

ABSTRACT

Pickering Nuclear Division is an 8 x 540 MWe CANDU generating station with a
staff of about 2400. At the beginning of the 1990's management and employee
representatives recognized the need for an improved nuclear safety culture.

Pickering established a Nuclear Integrity Review Committee (PNIRC) which reviews
nuclear safety performance and recommends policies strategies and programs to
achieve excellence. Root Cause analysis is used to identify problem areas. Members of
PNIRC include employee representatives and managers of functions important to
nuclear safety.

PNIRC supports management by developing a Nuclear Safety objective for the
strategic business plan. The objective is communicated to employees so that all can
understand how personal efforts contribute to Pickering's performance improvement

Pickering uses a simple management model with four elements - Managed
Environment, People, Procedures, and Equipment. An early Managed Environment
initiative stated ten simple reactor safety 'commandments' governing the conduct of all
employees. Managers and Supervisors declared themselves committed to
'Conservative Decision Making' in nuclear safety matters. Root Cause analysis
identified that People needed more knowledge and training in Operating Policies and
Principles (OP&P's) that describe safe bounds of operation. A 'Self Checking1

program helps staff avoid errors. Work important to safety is done according to
Procedures. A procedural compliance process helps ensure correct procedures are
available and used. Employee teamwork and a performance improvement culture has
assisted staff in making improvements to availability of Special and Standby Safety
System Equipment.

Improvements in Nuclear Safety Culture at Pickering have contributed to
improvements in nuclear safety performance. OP&P non-compliances have decreased
and calculated availability of important safety systems has increased.
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1. Introduction

Pickering Nuclear Division is an 8 x 540 MWe CANDU nuclear generating station
situated on the north shore of Lake Ontario, 30 km east of Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
The four unit 'A' station has been in service since the early 1970's, and the four unit 'B'
station since the early 1980's. Pickering has a staff of about 2400 engaged in
operations, maintenance, engineering, modifications, material supply, and
administration. Pickering Nuclear Division is a division of Ontario Hydro Nuclear.

2. Recognition of need for Safety Culture improvement

During the 1980's Pickering underwent many changes. The station doubled in
electrical capacity with a consequent major increase in staffing. At the same time the
original 'A' station reactors had their pressure tubes replaced and many of their
systems rehabilitated. These additional programs posed significant challenges to
management and staff in maintaining good nuclear safety performance. In fact, a
number of operating events occurred at Pickering and other OHN stations around
1990, which while not causing any direct hazard to the public or employees, indicated
a need for improvement in safe and conservative operation.

On reviewing the situation, Pickering management and employee representatives
agreed that these concerns had to be addressed with high priority, and it was
recognized that there was an immediate need for improvement in the nuclear safety
culture at the station.

3. Safety Culture initiatives at Pickering

Pickering pioneered within OHN the establishment of a station Nuclear Integrity
Review Committee (PNIRC) whose objective is to "Assist in ensuring a high degree
of reactor safety by evaluating managed processes, activities, and the adequacy of
corrective actions". It has a mandate to:

- Review nuclear safety performance and monitor corrective action plans.

- Review post trip investigations, and event root causes.

- Review external events for Pickering implications.

- Provide a forum for discussion and action on issues which affect reactor
safety culture.

- Provide an avenue for discussion of staff nuclear safety concerns.

- Communicate with staff on nuclear safety initiatives and decisions.
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Originally PNIRC was composed of managers with functions important to nuclear
safety, with additional technical support from the stations' Nuclear Safety unit More
recently the membership has expanded to include official representatives of employee
unions who typically are authorized unit operators and shift supervisors.

One of the early actions of PNIRC was to initiate a focused Root Cause analysis of
recent station performance problems, followed by a multi-disciplinary review to
determine the needed corrective actions. This confirmed that first there was a
generally deteriorating performance, and second there were specific causal factors
such as non-conservative decision making in production/safety issues, and lack of
priority for required safety changes.

Managers recognized that these types of problems required renewed nuclear safety
leadership efforts in every aspect of station management, supervision and work
activity.

Pickering has long used a simple but effective management model which has four
elements: /

- Managed Environment

- People

- Procedures

- Equipment ,'

All four of these elements should be present and functioning together to achieve the
desired goal of an effective Nuclear Safety Culture.

Managed Environment

When we speak of Managed Environment we mean the policies, strategies, and
organization that management adopts in order to achieve the goals of nuclear- electric
power production. An early initiative was to establish a separate 'Reactor Safety
Policy and Organization' document which describes these matters clearly and in some
detail, to all staff. This document is a comprehensive one, all its' contents are
important to nuclear safety; but the areas which are especially relevant to establishing
a Nuclear Safety Culture are:

a. Governing Policies, including:

- Establishing simple criteria for the assurance of Reactor Safety
(i.e. Control the power, Cool the fuel, Contain the radioactivity).
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- Nuclear Safety Management in accordance with the regulator-approved
OP&P's document.

- Expecting the highest level of compliance with regulatory requirements.

b. Organization, including:

- Primary responsibility for reactor safety lies with the line Operations
department.

- Engineering support for reactor safety is provided by an Engineering
Services department with on-site design and technical capability.

- An independent Nuclear Safety department headed by a manager
reporting to the Pickering Director, provides on-site support in reactor
safety analysis, licensing, and review of nuclear safety.

c. Processes, including:

- An objective performance monitoring environment, using benchmarked
nuclear safety Standards.

- Independent and objective review of performance and issues at PNIRC.

- Establishing Commandments of Reactor Safety for the guidance of every
individual manager, supervisor, and employee in making decisions, and
carrying out their job functions, consistent with the highest standard of
reactor safety.

These commandments are shown in Fig. 1. They were discussed with all employees
and are prominently displayed throughout the plant. Managers all have a copy on their
office wall and the author can testify that they are referred to frequently by staff when
discussing difficult engineering/production/safety decisions.

It will be seen that the first of the commandments is "Operate conservatively" which
means that where issues are in doubt and judgment is required, one takes the known
safe road and makes decisions which are clearly within established boundaries of
safety. Managers and supervisors in operations and engineering have discussed and
declared themselves committed to 'Conservative decision making1. OHN management
has backed up this principle by stating publicly and unequivocally that "Conservative
decisions will be supported. No one will be penalized for making conservative
decisions".
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As an example; Pickering units were designed for high capacity, factors, so were
provided with on-power refueling, and enough reserve reactivity to safely return to
power following reactor trips. Several units are among the world leaders in capacity
factor and production reliability.

However during the rehabilitation of the Pickering A units additional shutdown
capability (10 additional shutoff rods) was added at the expense of reduced reserve
reactivity. This resulted in less 'decision and action1 time following a reactor trip.
Management decided that the available time was insufficient for quality decision-
making and therefore instituted a no-restart policy following reactor trips. There have
been instances where the in-depth investigation permitted by the consequent poison
outage time of approximately 40 hours has led to better diagnosis of the root cause of
the trip. There is also no doubt that the policy has strengthened the existing priority
on eliminating the occurrence of reactor trips.

An important specific leadership initiative is that managers together with employee
representatives develop Reactor Safety objectives as part of the station strategic
business plan. Expected results for the coming year are stated, together with specific
actions for responsible managers. These are focused efforts to deal with risks and
opportunities, of which an example relating to nuclear safety culture might be, "Train
staff to better understand, interpret and follow station OP&P's". A set of measures to
monitor the expected improvements in performance are developed for the objective.

An important follow-up action is to communicate and discuss these initiatives with
every supervisor and employee, so that all can understand how their work program or
individual effort might be shaped to contribute to and reinforce the station reactor
safety performance improvement effort

Another action developed as managers were exploring how to maximize recognition
and support from external organizations for their nuclear safety initiatives. It was
soon realized that this was only likely to happen if we did a better job of
communicating our needs. PNIRC therefore developed a list of the Top Ten nuclear
safety issues at Pickering and managers took on the job of traveling around to the
various suppliers, OHN support organizations, and stakeholders to communicate
what our nuclear safety priorities are.

Procedures

Procedures relate the accumulated experience over many years of the safe correct and
successful way of doing things. In a large station such as Pickering, there are so many
different tasks, departments and individuals doing work and interacting with each
other, that a large number of procedures is inevitable. Although we are always trying
to keep the total number low, as a minimum all engineering, operations, and
maintenance work important to safety is done according to procedures.
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Analysis showed there was a high frequency of events that arose from lack of
procedural compliance. In some cases the employee could not comply with the
procedure because it was obsolete or had not been properly field tested. In other
cases there were too many temporary procedures for individuals to deal with. This
was clearly an issue for management initiative. First we had to make our expectations
for compliance clear to employees. We said procedures must be followed and no-orr
would be blamed for halting the work if a procedure could not be followed. Then it
was necessary to get supervisors involved to help work out the correct procedure and
get it approved as quickly as possible at the same level as the original. Emphasis was
also placed on supervisors verifying during field visits that procedures were available,
usable, and in use.

It was then vital that support departments such as maintenance and engineering
quickly provided permanent revisions so that people were not working with these
temporary instructions for a long time. Management established supporting efforts in
the areas of simplifying procedures, reducing the numbers of temporary operating
instructions and reducing backlogs in pending revisions to flow sheets and
maintenance procedures.

Communication of the original Procedural Compliance expectations was done by
managers directly to shift crews and other staff. Periodic refresher sessions are also
scheduled, with manager involvement to demonstrate continuing cornmitment.

Learning from experience is an important aspect of our culture, and a reporting and
follow up process is in place to ensure that significant events are well documented,
the root causes found, and effective corrective actions put in place. Analysis of our
performance shows that many repeat events occur because the corrective actions that
have been completed, temporarily fix the symptoms but not the real cause. A large
number of technical and operations staff are now trained in the 'Root Cause' process
ensuring that Pickering is in a position to perform formal investigations on both
equipment and operational events. There is an added benefit in the wider knowledge
of the technique because individuals are using its principles on a personal basis to
effectively resolve routine technical and operational problems. Assistance for
significant or consequential events is available from specialists in the Nuclear Safety
Department.

The information gathered from the consequential Root Cause investigations is used to
create depersonalized case studies for annual staff refresher training.

People

One of the principal early findings of root cause analysis commissioned by PNDRC,
was that people needed a better knowledge and understanding of the station OP&P's
in order to avoid many of the errors which were being made. These OP&P's are
contained in a regulatory approved document that defines our philosophy of safe
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operation and states specific limits to operation and maintenance. It also states
technical and design parameters and the conditions under which they may or may not
be modified. This is essential knowledge not only for operating staff but also for most
engineering and maintenance people. The number of OP&P infractions with real or
potential safety consequences is an important indicator of the health of the safety
culture at a station, and Pickering management is committed to sustained
improvement in this performance.

OP&P training is designed for the individual needs of both engineering and authorized
operating staff. The material deals with the general purpose of OP&P's, and with
specific policies applicable to a groups' job function. To the greatest extent possible
the training is delivered by senior knowledgeable people from the group, using recent
Pickering case studies so that the discussion and interpretation will be realistic and
meaningful. Refresher training is given annually.

Root cause analysis also indicated that errors were a significant factor in a number of
events. It is a fact that even the most conscientious person performing a job has the
potential to commit some minimum level of error, and once that error has occurred it
is not easy to specify an effective corrective action. However it is possible to provide
people with advance reinforcement and techniques which help them minimize the
probability of an error in the first place.

One of the best defenses against mistakes is an individual's desire to perform quality
work, and in many of the communication sessions previously described Pickering
managers have emphasized the contribution that individual quality makes to the
overall business improvement effort. Procedural Compliance has already been
mentioned as another means to avoid past mistakes, but not all work is done
according to procedure, and even within procedures there are work practice steps
which depend on the individuals training and job skills. The STAR process of Self
Checking recommended in INPO Good Practice 92-010 has therefore been taught to
our staff to help them focus on critical tasks.

Self checking is a useful technique for a variety of work situations. All operations
staff have been introduced to the technique. Refresher training on the process has
been included in radiation protection, work protection, and operator simulator
training so that specific useful applications can be studied and practiced. The STAR
process is reinforced as often as possible with methods such as 'reminder stations' and
summaries of the technique on the back of the pocket shift schedule (Fig. 2).

Equipment

By the late 1980's Pickering was failing to meet its targets for special safety
(Shutdown, ECIS and Containment) system reliability performance and management
recognized the need for concerted programs to turn this trend around. Performance
monitoring and reliability studies showed one significant problem to be the reliability
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of shutoff rods (SOR's) in the Pickering A Shutdown system. The performance of the
11 original rods was poorer than the 10 additional rods of later design, installed in the
mid 1980's. Staff independently developed a program, endorsed by PNIRC, to backfit
the successful design improvements to the older rod mechanisms. These modifications
resulted in an increase in SOR insertion speed and an increase in SOR reliability,
hence an increase in safety margin. An additional benefit was a reduction in the
radiation dose which had been expended in repairing the original mechanisms. Similar
attention to safety performance trends, and management support, has helped staff
implement ideas to successfully improve the reliability of the Emergency Coolant
Injection Systems.

In the past the availability of standby safety support equipment such as instrument air
compressors and water supplies was sometimes less than adequate. Organization
changes have established special teams with dedicated engineering support, and
complete responsibility for these systems and equipment. Employee teams now have
more pride in being responsible for a critical utility and the product reliability has been
rising while the cost of operation and maintenance has been falling.

4. Conclusions

A Nuclear Safety Culture is not an end in itself, but a means to achieving an
objective, i.e. operating nuclear generating stations to the highest standards of real
employee and public safety. At Pickering Nuclear Division this objective has always
been kept in sight in devising the safety culture initiatives. Two areas have been
focused on for performance improvement:

- The availability of Special Safety Systems.

- The frequency of non-compliance with OP&P's.

The resulting performance improvement trends over the last few years are
demonstrated in Figs. 3 and 4.
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FIGURE 1

COMMANDMENTS OF REACTOR SAFETY

• Operate conservatively

• Do not relax rules in times of crisis

• Maintain defence in depth

• Verify actions affecting reactor safety

• If in doubt, stop and ask

• Ensure all actions stand up to critical scrutiny

• Understand the implications of any change

• Do not live with problems

• Determine and correct underlying reasons for problems

• Keep it simple

FIGURE 2

DO IT RIGHT THE FIRST TIME

SELF-CHECKING

\ "* -AW. -.S-. 1̂S s \ ^ \

Pause before acting
Focus attention

Confirm correct equipment
What is expected response

Maintain eye contact/confirm
while touching/performing actions

Verify response, if unexpected
Take corrective action
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Figure 3
SPECIAL SAFETY SYSTEM UNAVAILABILITY
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SAFETY CULTURE TN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

WORK PROCESS EVALUATION FOR THE OUTAGE ACTIVITIES
IN NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

Gung-Huei Chou, Yuhao Huang,
Yin-Pang Ma

INSTITUTE OF NUCLEAR ENERGY RESEARCH
P.O. BOX 3-3, LUNG-TAN 325

ABSTRACT

i work process evaluation model has been developed at the Institute of Nuclear Energy Research
(TNER). The objective of this study is to establish a systematic methodology for the evaluation of
work processes in nuclear power plants of the Taipower Company. The outage management is
selected as the subject for study and the evaluation results are discussed in this paper.

Inefficient communication and coordination among groups, and inadequate distribution of work
loads and lack of available manpower are the major findings identified to have significant impacts on
outage performance. In order to reduce the potential risk from these identified deficiencies, the
corresponding recommendations are also proposed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Over the last several years, utility's initiatives have been aimed at increasing overall piant availability.
One of the means to accomplish this objective is to provide a more efficient and cost effective
performance of plant shutdown activities, thereby improving outage efficiency. In addition, the
nuclear industry has become increasingly concerned with the role that human error plays in the
occurrence of events and accidents in nuclear power plants (NPPs) [1-3]. Reports from the analysis
of various events in the nuclear industry have shown that numerous events have occurred during
outage. The most commonly cited causes of event are plant operating procedures and work
processes.

On the whole, a large portion of the work performed at NPPs follows standardized flow paths. For
example, although components on which the maintenance crew works differ from one assignment to
the other, all assignments basically follow the same process: requesting, reviewing, planning,
scheduling, executing, testing, and documenting the work [4,5]. In general, the term "work process"
is used to refer to a standardized sequence of tasks designed within the operational environment of
an organization to achieve a specific goal. Thus, a systematic analysis of outage work process can
therefore identify the desirable design of the prDcess iaid develop performance measures with respect
to the strength and weakness in the process.

In recognition.of the international efforts on this field and the fact that several incidents had occurred
in the past outage, the Institute of Nuclear Energy Research (INER) proposed a one-year project
entitled "Root Cause Analysis of Human Related Errors in Nuclear Power Plants," which began in
July 1994. The first phase of this project is to develop a systematic methodology for evaluation of
the work processes in nuclear power plants (two BWRs and one PWR) of Taiwan Power Company.
Both outage management and corrective maintenance work processes were evaluated. The present
study only focuses on the impacts of work process on outage planning and execution. In the
following sections, the evaluation process, the current outage operations at the NPPs studied will be
briefly introduced. The identified imperfections in the aspect of outage activities are then discussed,
and finally the possible solutions are recommended.

2. EVALUATION MODEL DESCRIPTION

Prior to the beginning of the project, the work processes of corrective maintenance request and
design change request (DCR) of three Taipower's NPPs have been evaluated as a feasibility study to
validate the evaluation model. Some deficiencies were identified and recommendations were
proposed after the assessment. Figure 1 shows the work process evaluation flow chart from which
the tasks were implemented step by step either at INER or on site. Typically, the following
evaluation procedures were executed in sequence : (1) collect the plant-specific information and
industrial experiences, (2) schedule site visits and conduct interviews with key persons, (3)
summarize interview results and identify principal deficiencies, (4) expand data acquisition by
employing survey questionnaire, (5) discuss the evaluation results and possible solutions with the key
persons and the division head, (6) present the results and recommendations to plant manager, (7)
plan and implement the improved work process.
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B

D

1. Review and understand the related procedures
2. Establish ideal work flow chart (INPO, WANO good practices)
3. Establish plant-specific work flow chart
4. Schedule site-visits and interviews
5. Gather desired information and/or areas to be addressed

1. Discuss evaluation process with coordinators at sites
2. Review incident reports (RER, etc.) and identify relevant

questions
3. Conduct interviews with plant staff of work level

f
1. Summarize interview results and propose feasible solutions
2. Identify principal deficiencies
3. Data acquisition from survey questionnaire

i
1. Discuss the principal issues and feasible solutions with

plant personnel
2. Present draft results to the division head

1. Evaluate work process improvement and implementation
2. Conclude and document the results from step D
3. Summarize the past incidents information

1. Present the results to plant manager
2. Discuss improved work process implementation with related

divisions
3. Final reports and recommendations

(INER)

(SITE)

(INER)

(SITE)

(INER)

(SITE)

Fig. 1 Work Process Evaluation Flow Chart
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Three different data collection approaches were developed as the core of this study and have been
conducted at each site. The first approach is a comprehensive survey which provides an
understanding of the organizational work flow. This includes the reviews of related procedures,
INPO good practices [6,7], incident reports, and plant-specific information. The second approach
involves the interviews of plant personnel and observations of organizational activities. The
interviewee include all outage related work levels such as Outage Planning Team (OPT), Outage
Operation Control Group (OOCG), and maintenance groups (e.g., mechanical, electrical, instrument
and control group, etc. ). The third one is an organizational culture assessment using questionnaire
administered across the plant. Items on the questionnaire reflect on the various aspects of the
organizational culture and working environment, as well as other dimensions of organizational
behaviors such as coordination of work, communication, formalization, and etc. All three
approaches were proved to be practical and data collected were critical to this study.

3. CURRENT OUTAGE OPERATION

The scope of activities undertaken during a refueling outage is complex and diverse. Besides
refueling, activities associated with preventive and corrective maintenance, design change request,
nonconformance disposition (NCD), surveillance testing, regulatory items, and the administrative
activities that support these tasks make outage management a significant challenge. Typically, the
above tasks are initiated by OPT according to the last outage experiences and then forwarded to the
maintenance groups for modifications. When the freezing date is due, maintenance groups have to
complete all the work requests and send back to the OPT for the outage critical path scheduling.
The OPT is in charge of all operations before refueling outage, which is a permanent team consists of
one licensed senior reactor operator and two assistants. The team's primary tasks are to review all
proposed work requests and to format the outage work schedule. Due to the limitation of
manpower, the formatted outage work schedule (i.e., critical path) only roughly indicates the
downtime of the systems at train level [8].

The OOCG is the other key group closely related to outage operation. This group, usually organized
one week before the scheduled outage, takes the responsibility of all activities during refueling
outage. The members of the OOCG are the same as two full operating shifts which includes 10
licensed reactor operators and 30 equipment operators. At each studied plant, there are five
operating shifts in rotation during power operation. Therefore, based on a 12-month cycle length,
each operating shift is assigned to be the OOCG for every 30 months (5*12 divided by 2 units) to
handle the less familiar outage activities. The major tasks of the OOCG are : (1) to coordinate with
maintenance groups to arrange subsystems' and components' downtime based on the outage work
schedule and the actual progress, (2) to tag and isolate the equipment/component before maintenance,
(3) to trace the plant/system status and release work permits, (4) to propose a contingent plan and to
make decisions for any incident occurrence.

At the NPPs studied, in addition to the outage tasks preparation and work schedule as described
above, the pre-outage meetings and outage plan approval are also the major processes before
scheduled outage. The pre-outage meetings typically are held once every two weeks within three
months before the outage and its frequency increases when the date of the outage approaches. These
meetings, officiated by the OPT, focus on the resources management such as construction contract,
equipment and spare procurement, contractor and support craft requirement. Once the outage plan
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is finalized, the whole outage plan including work schedule, items, manpower requirement, ALARA
program and etc. must be forwarded to and approved by the Atomic Energy Council (ROCAEC)
which is the nuclear regulatory organization

When scheduled outage begins, the maintenance groups would first ask for work permit from the
OOCG. After checking the plant/system status accompanied by their understandings of the technical
specifications and plant safety philosophy, the OOCG usually have to make rather quick decisions to
release work permits. Before an equipment/component can be maintained, its upstream and
downstream must be isolated. The isolation is executed by the OOCG using the "red tag," which is a
red card to be hung on the isolated equipment and prohibits it from any unauthorized operation.
When the maintenance work is done, the "red tag" is removed and the whole process is then
completed.

4. EVALUATION OF CURRENT OPERATION

Researches done by NUMARC suggested that "the outage work scope and schedule should
realistically match resources to activities," and "activities in the outage schedule should be
sufficiently detailed and organized to accurately convey the impact on complex evolution, plant
conditions and equipment availability" [5]. As mentioned previously, outage activities include not
only the operations during outage period but also the management before outage. In fact, the latter
one usually is. considered to be more critical. However, the current operation at the plants studied
are observed to be somewhat off-balance, that is, most resources are distributed to the outage period.
Due to the complexity and diversity of outage work and time pressure, the current policy that most
manpower is distributed to handle all detailed planning during outage period may not be as efficient
as expected. According to the current outage operation process, an improved outage work process
flow chart is proposed and shown in Fig. 2. This proposed flow is divided into eight major tasks and
the detailed work items for each task are also specified. In the following sections, the evaluation
results and the identified imperfections of the current operations, before and during outage period,
are discussed in sequence.

4.1. Outage tasks specification
The major scope in this process is to identify the outage work items. It starts six months before the
outage and ends when the freezing date is due. In the current outage operation, the fixed work items
(about 80 % of the total work items) are distributed from the OPT, while the rest of them are
initiated by several divisions such as Quality Control (QC) and Availability and Reliability divisions.
Consequently, lack of an organization to deal with all work items in the meantime results in an
inefficient administrative process. Besides, no priorities of the outage work items exist in the current
operation. This subsequently leads to inflexible maintenance work execution in case of unexpected
increment or decrement of the outage duration.

4.2. Preliminary outage planning
In the preliminary outage planning, the OPT determines the outage critical path, and the maintenance
groups initiate the resources acquisitions. In addition, the training program, QC hold points
identification and related procedures preparation are also planned. The primary drawback in this
process is that the acquisition of the resources (e.g., construction contract, contractors,
equipment/spare procurement, and etc.) is not tracked by an authorized organization and thus the
resources sometimes may not be ready at the beginning of the outage.
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in
o Outage Tasks

Specification

1. Preventive and corrective
maintenance

2. DCR, NCD
3. Long tenn project nnd regulatory

items
4. Surveillance testing
5. Freezing date
6. Work items review and certification

Preliminary
Outage Planning

1. Critical path
2. Manpower nnd cost estimation
3. Construction contract, equip./spnre

procurement
4. Training program
5. QC hold points identification
6. Related procedures preparation

Detailed
Outage Planning

1. System/equip, detailed schedule
2. System coordinators assignment
3. Resources acquisition
4. ALARA, QC, QA programs
5. Package documents preparation
6. Revision of critical path

Outage Planning
Completion

1. Work items nnd cost
2. Technical support craft and contractors
3. Outage plan approval
4. Outage operation control group
5. Training program
6. Area coordinators assignment

Equip./Comp.
Maintenance

1. Check detailed schedule and
actual progress

2. Isolation tag list review
3. Equipment tagging, isolation,

and maintenance
4. QC hold points inspection

Unit Status
Control

1. Plant/system status control
2. Outage progress control
3. Daily meeting
4. Detailed schedule revision

on demand

System Recovery

1. Functional and surveillance
testing

2. System alignment certification
3. Maintenance packages review

End of Outage

1. Post-outage critique meeting
2. Experiences feedback
3. Outage documentation
4. Outage performance assessment

Fig.2 Better Outage Work Process
Flow Chart and Work Items.
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4.3. Detailed outage planning
As described in the previous section, inadequate distribution of work loads and imbalance of
available resources during outage period result in inefficient flow of outage activities. Based on
observations of most activities and discussions with many key persons, detailed outage planning
should be implemented to improve this deficiency. A better designed plan before the outage can
reduce the loads assigned to each group throughout the outage. However, at the plants studied,
there are several organizational and managerial reasons that the depth of details and accuracy of
outage schedule have not been improved much even with 15 or more outage experience. The critical
reason is attributed to the status of the Outage Planning Team. Limited by manpower; the members
of the OPT have to spend all their time in administering the work requests proposed by the
maintenance groups and formatting the outage work schedule. Therefore, it is not surprising that the
outage work schedule can only be detailed down to the main system train levels. Besides, the
authorized power of the group leader (the licensed member) is not as high as designed. Hence, it
appears that difficulties exist when this group tries to push the maintenance groups to meet the
freezing date which may greatly affect the details and accuracy of the work schedule.

4.4. Outage plan completion
In this stage, most of the outage plan and resources allocation should be completed. However, it is
found that during execution of the training project some other deficiencies still exit. No specific
training related to outage activities is provided for members of the operating shift before they are
assigned as the OOCG. In addition, plant personnel, contractors, and others temporarily assigned to
support the outage were not trained in areas where they are going to conduct .their responsibilities.
Consequently, the inadequate training significantly affect the outage performance and quality.

As mentioned previously, the members of the operating shift -are assigned as the OOCG one week
before the scheduled outage and in a cycle of 30 months. This reveals that the time for the OOCG to
prepare the outage activities is too short. Subsequently, facing the complicated outage activities
without detailed scheduling before the outage, the OOCG is expected to be busy and flurried during
the outage period. Another deficiency found is that work styles and performance of different
OOCGs vary from shift to shift. The maintenance groups always have to spend sometime to adjust
themselves to different OOCGs.

4.5. Equipment/component maintenance
The maintenance tasks that take place during an outage require a high degree of coordination to
maintain "defense-in-depth" concept and to match the work schedule. During the outage period,
since each maintenance task is scheduled by the OOCG and executed by one or more maintenance
groups, the integrated performance then strongly depends on the quality of coordination among these
groups. The consequences of inadequate or inefficient coordination usually are the delays of work
progress, and may also be problems of safety concern. Thus, the establishment of timely, effective
communication and coordination among groups is another important issue at the plants studied. The
major drawbacks found are : (1) insufficient communication channels exist in the current outage
organization, (2) responsibilities for person who should initiate communication and echo back to the
OOCG are not well defined. These drawbacks are also evidenced from the fact that several incidents
are judged to be related to poor coordination.

A computerized system, called MMCS (Maintenance Management Computerization System), has
been introduced in the outage to save manpower and improve efficiency. It provides standardized
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isolation for each component to be maintained, check lists for control and. tracking process, printouts
of red tag. But since its database has not been thoroughly reviewed and updated, some
inconsistencies exist and the OOCG members seemingly do not have much confidence in it. In
addition, the system is currently not capable of accommodating experiences feedback, which is
critical in improving the outage efficiency and safety.

4.6. Unit status control
Although the members of the OOCG generally have the concept that maintenance time for a
component must be closely matched with the status of the system it belongs to, but owing to the
heavy work loads and unfamiliarity, several conflicting situations still occur. In addition to the
incomplete and inconsistent data stored in the MMCS, less attention paid to the system status may
also be the reason for occurrences of these conflicting situations.

4.7. System recovery
Without continuous tracking and monitoring of system status by the OOCG, the recovery time for
each system train under maintenance may not be well controlled. During most of the time of the
outage, each safety system usually has one train maintained and therefore loses its redundancy.
When the operating train for any reason loses its function, the time needed to recover the other train
may be critical for operators in responding to the adverse situation. Without detailed monitoring and
understanding of the status of the maintained train, the recovery time could be incorrectly judged and
the situation may further be deteriorated. In addition, the functionality of systems and components
assured by post maintenance testing, as well as surveillance testing, usually can not be executed
following the planned schedule due to the impermissible system status.

4.8. End of outage
A post-outage critique should be conducted to assess outage performance from a safety perspective.
However, from observation of the activities after outage and discussion with key persons, some
deficiencies were found. First, a critique meeting is held after outage to discuss the deficiencies of
the operations during outage period, but no tracking is continued for its execution and improvement.
Subsequently, experiences feedback can not be accumulated from each outage to improve the
efficiency and safety in the future outage. Second, the assessment criterion for the outage
performance is not established so that the responsibility of the plant staffs can not be embodied to the
enhancement of the outage quality.

5. RECOMMENDATIONS

After thoroughly evaluating the current outage operations at the plants studied, it is observed that
deficiencies are mostly caused by inefficient coordination among groups and inadequate distribution
of work loads and available manpower. In addition, lack of detailed planning before outage results in
many resources spent inefficiently in repeated tasks. Thus,- according to the principle of work
process optimization and resources redistribution, recommendations corresponding to changes of
current organizational structures and work focuses are proposed. These recommendations include:
(1) details of outage work schedule be implemented; (2) coordination and communication among
work groups be strengthened; (3) control of plant/system availability and status be enhanced; (4)
training program be emphasized, (5) experiences feedback and assessment criterion be standardized.
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5.1. Detailed work schedule
In order to improve the roughness of the current schedule and the imbalance of work load
distribution, the OPT should be officially authorized to collect all the outage tasks from other groups,
as well as format the outage critical path and arrange the priorities in accordance with the
maintenance groups' opinions. Additionally, the OPT should also take the responsibility for tracking
the resources acquisitions continuously. The OOCG is suggested to be organized at least one month
before outage to deal with the detailed outage work schedule. With sufficient time to prepare, the
OOCG can gather the maintenance groups who conduct tasks in the same area or system to arrange
the work sequence, support, and exchange experiences beforehand. By having these discussions, the
work groups would know who is going to be in the room at what time and which job to do first.
The detailed outage schedule is recommended to focus on the implementation of major systems or
independent isolated areas. It is important that the detailed outage work scope and schedule should
realistically match the resources and hold people accountable to the activities.

5.2. Coordination and communication
Several incidents that occurred at the plants studied are judged to be related to poor coordination
among work groups. Thus, system coordinators from the maintenance groups and area coordinators
from the OOCG, respectively, should be assigned to improve these situations. They are responsible
for the majority of a collaborated task and play an active role in coordinating conflicts that may exist
among groups' work levels. Both system and area coordinators should also initiate the
communications among groups and report the maintenance progress back to the leader of the OOCG.
Thus, timely and effective communications can ensure that outage personnel are aware of and have
been informed about the plant conditions, high risk evolution, safety system availability and other
features that contribute to a safe and effective outage.

5.3. Control of plant/system status
After portions of work loads have been distributed to the period before outage, the OOCG can then
concentrate more on the control of system availability and plant status. This task can be more
efficiently done with improvement of MMCS functions. With slight modifications, the current
available printouts of MMCS can provide detailed lists of standardized isolation of each component
to be maintained. To keep the database updated and available for future outage, the lists modified
after outage should be thoroughly reviewed and certified by each operation shift supervisor. The
OOCG should also be responsible for evaluating the recovery time for each maintained system train
to have immediate response should hypothesized incidents occur.

5.4. Training program
The weights of courses related to outage risk issues are suggested to be increased in on-the-job
training for all operating shifts. For the shift assigned to be the OOCG, special training should also
be provided to improve the familiarity with outage operations. Training related to system
dependence and professional skills should also be provided and emphasized before outage for all
maintainers, contractors and others temporarily assigned to support the outage.

5.5. Experiences feedback and assessment criterion
Formalization and standardization of experiences feedback are the key to the improvement of outage
efficiency and safety, and to prevent the same mistakes from recurrence again. This can be
satisfactorily done by encouraging employees, especially the task coordinators, to report what they
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have experienced. In addition, criterion for assessing the outage performance should be established
to increase the responsibility and ownership of the plant staffs.

6. CONCLUDING REMARK

A systematic methodology for evaluating the outage work process has been developed at INER to
assess the outage activities at three nuclear power plants (two BWRs and one PWR) of Taipower
Company. The evaluation process implemented in this project is proved to be practical and
contributive. On the whole, the evaluation model shows confidence in successfully assessing the
corrective maintenance work process in the near future.

Some deficiencies were identified to have significant impacts on organizational behavior and outage
performance. They are inefficient communication and coordination among work groups, and
inadequate distributions of work loads and available manpower. In the aspects of recommended
solutions, redistribution of work loads in a more reasonable way among the OPT, the OOCG, and
the maintenance groups can improve the organization and management for the current outage
operations. Detailed outage schedule can redistribute a large portion of tasks from outage duration
to the time before outage. This indeed help the OOCG to have more time in concentrating on the
plant/system status and monitoring the safety functions during shutdown. Finally, the appropriate
assignment of system and area coordinators certainly strengthens the coordination among groups and
enhances the outage flow fluency.
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ABSTRACT

All nuclear power plants incorporate root cause analysis to help identify and isolate key
factors judged significant following an incident. Identifying the principal deficiencies can
become very difficult when the incident involves not only human and machine interaction
but possibly the underlying safety culture of the organization. The current state of root
cause analysis in" many plants is to stop after identifying human or hardware failures. In
this work, root cause analysis is taken one step further by examining work processes and
organizational factors, especially when management deficiency or human failure contribute
to the incident. Root cause analysis is best designed when the organization, as a whole,
wishes to improve the overall operation of the plant by preventing similar incidents from
occurring again in the future. By focusing on the possible solutions, as well as the fault,
the organization can begin to address problems hidden deeply within the work processes
that operate, maintain, and support the plant.

* To whom correspondence should be addressed
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1. Introduction

Root cause analysis is a methodology used by nuclear power plants to help identify and
isolate key contributing factors judged to be significant leading up to and during an
incident. When the occurrence involves many factors, including human performance
and/or management decision, identifying the root cause of the event may become very
difficult, and in many cases, involve the underlying safety culture of the organization.
Traditional methods of root cause analysis focus primarily on material deficiency and
human error but stop short of looking deeper into the many work processes and
organizational factors affecting everyday operation and support of the plant. In this work,
a methodology is suggested to systematically expand on traditional approaches to root
cause analysis to incorporate organizational factors and work processes evaluation, thus
probing deeper into the event allowing corrective actions to focus not only on the cause
but also on improving the safety culture of the organization.

2. Overview of Current Root Cause Analysis

The methodology suggested by organizations, such as the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA), which runs the Assessment of Safety Significant Event Team (ASSET),
and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), which developed The Human
Performance Investigation Process (HPIP) [US Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1994] is
designed to address latent weaknesses in the Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) which have
resulted in an incident or accident. Root cause analysis, in most cases, investigates why
these weaknesses were not eliminated in a timely manner.

To expand root cause analysis to include work processes and organization factors, this
work uses as a case study the application of the ASSET methodology to a selected
incident. ASSET analyzes significant events by preparing a descriptive narrative,
establishing a chronological sequence of events, and preparing the logic tree of
occurrences which lead to the event. Significant occurrences in the logic tree are then
investigated in detail and summarized in an Event Root Cause Analysis Form (ERCAF)
[Reisch, 1994].

This work demonstrates that by expanding the ERCAF to include one additional section,
i.e. specifically addressing possible latent weaknesses in the key work process(es), we can
improve greatly upon any corrective actions designed by the organization to include, not
only preventative measures, but also improvements to the overall safety culture of the
organization by improving that work process.

The ERCAF is divided into three sections (Table 1). The first section describes the
incident by stating specifically what failed to perform as expected, including the nature of
the occurrence, i.e. an equipment, personnel or procedure failure. The second section
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addresses the direct cause of the incident by focusing on why the event occurred. This is
done by looking into possible latent weaknesses of the failed component. The third section
is directed toward the root cause by examining why the event was not prevented, or more
specifically, the deficiency to timely eliminate any of the contributing latent weaknesses.

3. Work Processes

Since the NPP is organizationally best described as a machine bureaucracy, i.e. operated
primarily by the standardization of work [Mintzberg, 1979], we focus our attention on the
many work processes that operate, maintain and support the NPP. A work process is
defined as a standardized sequence of tasks designed with the objective of achieving a
specific goal within the operational environment of an organization. Most of the work
processes at NPPs are described and controlled by written procedures. All procedures
include an elaborate step-by-step set of instructions that are carefully documented to guide
plant operators and maintenance crews through predicable job-related situations. The
work processes in a NPP are designed to affect, either directly or indirectly, the
performance of plant personnel and hardware [Davoudian, Wu and Apostolakis, 1994a].
The total number of work processes at a'NPP may be very large; however, because we
begin the work process evaluation with a specific incident in mind, we are usually limited
to one or two. In this work, we will look at the corrective maintenance work process.

To evaluate the work process using WPAM, we look at the specific tasks that make up
the corrective maintenance work process. The first task in the correciive maintenance
work process is prioritization. When a plant component has failed or found to be in a
degraded state, a work request is initiated. The request must be prioritized with respect to
all other outstanding or incoming requests. The defense or barriers to each task are
designed by the organization to prevent failure. For Prioritization. this includes multiple
reviews.- Once the different corrective maintenance work request orders have been
prioritized, the next step involves planning and assembling the work package to carry out
the evolution. The defenses or barriers for this task include Work Control Center (WCC),
Engineering and departmental reviews. The third task involves scheduling/coordinating the
planned corrective maintenance between the many departments playing a part in the
evolution. The barriers include interdepartmental meetings and reviews. Once the
maintenance evolution has been planned and coordinated it is then carried out as per the
work order request. The barriers include self verification, quality control, and post
maintenance testing. When the maintenance has been completed and tested, it is then
returned to service. The defense or barriers include self and independent verification. The
last task in the corrective work process is always documentation.

Considerable research has been done on how organizational factors affect the everyday
operation of nuclear power plants. Using the Work Process Analysis Model (WPAM)
[Davoudian, Wu and Apostolakis, 1994a and b], we begin to bridge the gap between the
organization and NPP safety. The organizational factors are defined as the dimensions by
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which each task in the work process is affected the organization. Taking the qualitative
aspects of WPAM one step further, it can be shown that root cause analysis can be

expanded in specific incidents where management deficiency and/or human performance
factors are determined to be the underlying cause of an incident.

4. Loss of off-site power, Oconee, 1992

As a case study, we look at an incident resulting in a loss of off-site power. In 1989, a
station report was initiated which requested replacement and upgrade of the existing
batteries in the switchyard at Oconee Nuclear Station. In December 1990, the associated
Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) was initiated. In May, 1992, the utility submitted a
request for a revision to Technical Specifications in order to extend a Limiting Condition
for Operation (LCO) from 24 hours to 7 days. This would allow one battery or associated
DC distribution system panel to be out of service long enough to replace the batteries in
accordance with the NSM. As part of the modification package, two implementation
procedures were developed, ore for each'batten'. During the development of these two
procedures, it was decided that the preferred configuration of the two DC buses would be
to maintain separation of the buses, and to use the associated battery charger as the only
source of power for each bus as its battery was replaced. During this decision making
process, personnel in Engineering and Operations were consulted and concurred. After
review, procedure TN/5/A/2863/00/AL2 "Replace 230KV SWYD Batteries SY-2", was
approved on October 15,1992 [LER 05000-270,1992].

On October 19, 1992, while performing this maintenance, Oconee Unit 2 experienced a
loss of off-site power, a generator load rejection, and a trip from 100% full power. A
battery charger was placed in service without a connected battery. It produced excessive
voltages which caused a series of spurious breaker failure relay actuations, locking out
both buses in the 230 KV switchyard. Also, during recovery actions, shutdown of one
emergency generator, after the emergency start signal had been reset, resulted in the
unanticipated trip of the operating emergency generator leading to a second loss of power
on Oconee Unit 2. The root cause of the event was determined to be management
deficiency due to a less than adequate corrective action program.

The Licensee Event Report (LER) concluded that three specific factors combined to
produce the event. First, the breaker failure relay zener diodes would pass a spurious
signal when subjected to a greater than 200 VDC for two milliseconds or longer. Second,
the 230 KV switchyard DC power system was being operated with the battery isolated
from the bus with the battery charger acting as the only source of voltage. Third, the
battery charger, when operated in this configuration, produced an output voltage which
varied from approximately 70 to over 200 VDC.
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5. Conventional root cause analysis

The analysis done by the utility identifies the root cause of the incident to be management
deficiency stemming from less than adequate corrective action, specifically poor planning

and execution of maintenance. Using the ASSET format (Table 1) to address the root
cause for the first occurrence, i.e. loss of off-site power, we see that the direct cause, as
stated in the LER, was zener diodes in the breaker failure relays passing spurious voltage
signals causing the breakers to trip open. Contributors to this weakness included a power
supply that varied DC source voltage from approximately 70 - 200 VDC.

The root cause section addresses the deficiency to timely eliminate this problem. By
studying the LER, it is found that there was inadequate detection of possible problems
concerning operation of the electric plant or battery charger in this «.onfiguration. The
deficiency stemmed from a less-than-adequate corrective action to remove and replace the
station batteries.

6. Including work processes and organizational factors

By modifying the ERCAF to address possible latent weaknesses in the organization, it is
possible link the organization directly or indirectly to the specific incident by including
work processes and organizational factors in the analysis.

It is possible to identify the key. work process(es) and associated organizational factors
playing significant roles in this incident. Both preventive and corrective maintenance are
included in the maintenance program at all NPPs. Preventive maintenance is usually
scheduled periodically to ensure plant components meet technical specifications and/or
surveillance requirements while corrective maintenance refers to the repair and/or
restoration of equipment or components which have failed or found, as a result of periodic
testing, to be in a degraded state. The batteries were being replaced as part of a
modification package with a work package put into place to carry out this upgrade. By
examining the standardized sequence of tasks designed within the operational environment
of the NPP to achieve this modification, we see that the corrective maintenance work
process (section 4) is the best choice. If the incident took place while testing, starting up,
shutting down or other special evolutions were taking place, we would have to direct our
search to work processes that contain those specific sequences of tasks.

Using the task flow chart developed by WPAM, we can now construct an organizational
factors matrix. Its purpose is to show the organizational factors that may impact on the
safe performance of each task. Using this matrix, we can then determine which
organizational factors are involved in each task and its associated barrier. By taking this
matrix one step further, it is possible to prioritize and rank each organizational factor
within the associated task leading to a weighted organizational factors matrix (Table 2).
We can now easily identify the most significant organizational factors affecting each task
in the corrective maintenance work process. For example, from the organizational factors
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matrix we see that the task of planning is affected by thirteen organizational factors. When
we prioritize and rank these factors, we see coordination of work, technical knowledge,
time urgency, problem identification and organizational learning appear to be the most
significant.

We now have a way to see the direct and/or indirect impact of the organization on each
task in the work process. If it is desired to look at every single organizational factor,
regardless of its relative importance, then it is assumed that it would require greater cost
and effort. The weighted organizational factors matrix is suggested as a tool to directly
focus on the more salient dimensions.

The root cause of the loss of power at Oconee was determined to be management
deficiency. By expanding this analysis, suggestions can be made as to what the deficiencies
were, and suggestions can be made to improve the corrective maintenance work process
in these areas.

The loss of off-site power occurred during the "execution" step of this work process, but
we can learn even more by starting with'the first task and working our way up to the
incident, thereby seeing how certain factors may have been compounded from task to task.

Using the definitions of each organizational factor [Jacobs and Haber, 1994], we can
direct the analysis by asking specific questions about the events surrounding each task. To
demonstrate this approach, we begin with the first task, prioritization, and look for
possible latent weaknesses by looking at the more significant organizational factors. For
example, addressing goal prioritization, we could look into instances where plant
personnel may have not understood, accepted nor agreed with the purpose and relevance
of plant goals. From the LER we learn that, in 1980, the vendor of the breaker failure
relays had sent out "Product Reliability Letters" stating that these relays actuate spuriously
if exposed to a 200 VDC differential for greater than 2 milliseconds. The letter also
contained directions for a field change to correct the problem. Although utility personnel
reviewing the letters recommended making to changes, the relays were never modified,
thus suggesting that this action was judged to be not of "high priority". This may suggest
possible weaknesses in the way the organization prioritizes when economic considerations
are also weighed.

Looking specifically at the second task, planning, we see that the organizational factor,
technical knowledge, is the most important. We also note that technical knowledge is also
one of the most important organizational factors for the tasks of prioritization,
scheduling/coordination, execution and returning to normal line-up. Clearly, technical
knowledge plays a very important role throughout the corrective maintenance work
process.
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Technical knowledge refers to the depth and breadth of requisite understanding plant
personnel have regarding plant design and systems, and of the phenomena and events that
bear plant safety. When we study this incident looking for specifics where a lack of

technical knowledge could have contributed in some way in the planning stages, we learn
from the LER that the vendor manual for the battery charger provided some specifications
for current and voltage stability while connected to a battery, but no data for operation
without a battery. There was no specific statement prohibiting operation without a battery,

but setup instructions called for connecting a battery and all wording in the vendor
documentation assumed that a battery was always connected. When the charger vendor
was consulted, he stated that the chargers were not intended for use without a battery in
the circuit.

Looking at another significant factor in the planning stage, organizational learning, we
look for whether or not plant personnel and the organization used knowledge gained from
past experiences to improve performance. Again from the LER, we find that a similar
event had occurred at Vermont Yankee (VY) on April 23, 1991 (approximately 18
months prior to the Oconee incident). The'VY event had also involved operation with one
switchyard DC bus powered by a battery charger (isolated from its associated battery),
inadequate voltage control by the charger partially due to failed components, and
activation of breaker failure relays due to voltage surges associated with establishing the
battery configuration. This event was evaluated as per the utility Operating Experience
Program (OEP) and it was concluded that the equivalent portion of the circuit would not
fail the same way. The OEP did not discover that a different circuit was subject to the
same failure mode, with the same result: actuation of the relay.

Another important factor for this task is problem identification. We focus here on how the
organization encouraged plant personnel to draw upon their knowledge, experience, and
current information to identify possible problems in the work package. Many departments
reviewed the work procedure with none objecting to the switchyard line-up nor power
supply configuration.

Similar analysis can be done on the remaining tasks, suggesting other possible latent
weaknesses in the organization. For this paper, we only looked at the first two tasks.

By expanding the analysis to include work process evaluation, we have identified several
organizational factors that possibly led to poor decisions by management. In particular, it
is suggested that during the planning stages of this maintenance evolution, it was lack of
technical knowledge, reluctance to use organizational learning and lack of foreseeing
possible problems in the procedure that led to the loss of off-site power. With this
expanded analysis, we have pinpointed areas within the organization that, when improved,
not only improve the operation of the plant, but may increase the overall safety culture of
the organization by improving the work process.
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By assessing its safety culture, an organization can determine where efforts need to be
focused to improve the overall plant [Ostrom, Wilhelmsen and Kaplan, 1993]. The benefit
of expanding root cause analysis to look additionally at work processes and organizational
factors is that we assess and address safety culture when we look for latent weaknesses.
Solutions to prevent future occurrences can now include improvements in the overall
work process. As an example, from the LER, we learn that as a corrective measure, the
utility revised the OEP to improve periodic assessments and effectiveness. From our
expanded analysis, we can go beyond this improvement by fully appreciating the value of
organizational learning in the planning of any standard maintenance operation.
Organizational improvements and allocation of resources to improve organizational
learning would not only improve OEP, but the numerous other NPP work processes that
utilize this specific organizational dimension.
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Event
Title:

Event Root Cause Analysis Form |
Oconne - Loss of offeite power and Unit trip 19 Nov. 1992

Occurrence: What failed to perform as expected?
Occur-

rence title:

Nature:

Breaker failure relays failed to withstand excessive voltages

Equipment failure

Direct Cause: Why did it happen?
Latent

weakness

Contributor
to existence
of the latent
weakness

Zener diodes in BF relays passed spurious voltage

signal causing ACBs to trip open.

DC power system was being operated with the
battery isolated from the bus with the battery
charger acting as the only source of voltage

Corrective action
Breaker relays modified
per vendor instructions

Modification procedure
revised to maintain
busses tied together

Root Cause: Why was it not prevented?
deficiency t<
timely elimin
ate the
latent
weakness

Contributor
to the
existence of
the
deficiency

Inadequate detection of possible problems when
operating battery charger without battery in circuit

Management deficiency stemming from less
than adequate corrective action to perform
required maintenance

Corrective action
Other Oconne
procedures were revised
and precautions added
where appropriate

OEP revised for
enhancements to improve
both program and
periodic assessments of
program effectiveness

Expanded Root cause: Which work processes) and
organizational factors played significant roles in the
Latent

weaknesses
in the
organizatior
leading to
the incident

Contributors
to the
existence
of the
deficiency

Various deficiencies in cotrective maintenance
work process

l)Lack of technical knowledge and organizational

learning within the task of planning.
2) Lack of problem identification in various
Department reviews prior to issuing work order.

incident?
Corrective action

Assess key organizational
factors within each task

Expand OEP to include
improvements in
organizational learning.

Implement schemes to
assess and upgrade plant
tech. knowledge.
e.g. use of behavioral
checklists.

Table 1. Expanded root cause analysis form
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SAFETY CULTURE IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

SAFETY CULTURE IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS
A SOCIETY - DRIVEN ISSUE

Yanko.L.Yanev,
Committee on the Utilization of Atomic Energy for
Peaceful Purposes, BULGARIA

Ever since SAFETY CULTURE was first named bylNSAGas
an assembly of characteristics and attitudes in organisations and individuals that
establish an overriding priority of nuclear power plant safety issues [1], there has
been a continuous process of elaborating the terminology , its
meaningfulness and applicability in different cases. There have been a number
of attempts to analyse the etymology of the expression safety culture but the
one offered here gives the possibility to make several very interesting
conclusions. In most of the important dictionaries' safety has been described
as a state of being free from danger or as a condition of being safe from causing
or suffering hurt injury or loss. There are different approaches in determining
culture, but two of them may be very useful for this case: culture can be
looked upon as the expression of the intellectual development in the society or the
socially transmitted pattern of human behaviour that includes thought, speech,
action, institutions and man-made objects.

If we try to apply this type of approach when assesing the
operation of the nuclear power plants in Eastern Europe and former Soviet
Union , many interesting conclusions can be drawn, which may somewhat
differ from the initially made statements, as they started to appear in 1991 and
later on, after caring out the first safety review missions by IAEA and others.
On the other hand one can also find a reasonable explanation of the
deterioration of safety again applying this type of approach.

In the paper, these problems are discussed on the example of the
Kozloduy Nuclear Power Plant and the situation in Bulgaria.
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I. THE NUCLEAR SAFETY PROBLEMS IN BULGARIA AND
THEIR RELATION TO SAFETY CULTURE

Bulgarian nuclear energy program started in the late sixties when an
agreement was reached with the former Soviet Union to supply pressurised
water reactors for electricity production with a thermal capacity of 1350 Mw
and electricity generation capacity of 440 Mw. The program included in its
first stage the construction of 4 units well known presently as WWER-440
model 230. The first two units (1 and 2) were constructed for a period of 6
years and the average investment cost per kW was close to 900 US $. They
were connected to the grid in 1974 and 1975. The second two units (3 and 4)
were completed in 1981 and 1982 accordingly.

The safety of the reactors in Kozloduy has been a goal for
improvement during the whole period of their operation. In many ways this
actions reflected on the creation of national safety culture. Looking back into
the history of the operation of the plant one can distinguish several important
periods in this process :

1. 1970 - 1980. This was the period when Units 1 and 2 were built
and put into operation. During this period the operating team of the plant
was assembled and trained according to the Soviet rules and methodology and
to a large extent, the Soviet approach to safety was transferred to Bulgaria.
Important milestone was the year 1977 when the Vrancha earthquake
showed that the plant has some major safety problems. Important measures
were taken to backfit the anchoring of the equipment as well as to improve
some of the structures . Most of the information concerning the design and
operation of the plant was confidential or classified and there was no public
participation in the process of creating a social understanding of the safety of
Kozloduy nuclear power plant.

2. 1980-1985. The second period was the time when actions within the
energy sector and on the site were taken to improve some of the features of
the plant which were raised after the TMI accident. New type of valves were
installed on the pressurisers of all four units and other important changes were
implemented also. With the completion of Units 3 and 4, it was already
evident that separation and redundancy of safety systems is lacking in
Kozloduy and some improvements were introduced. Very little was done to
improve the operating procedures and the training of the operators. At that
moment the management of the plant failed to create the necessary social
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conditions like acceptable living conditions, medical services , salaries ,
social and cultural facilities which inevitably influenced the attitude towards
the plant as a whole and the everyday obligations of the operating crew in
particular.

3. 1986-1991. The period immediately after the Chernobyl accident
coincided with the passing through the Parliament , of the Law for
Utilisation of Atomic Energy for Peaceful Purposes and some actions taken
before the law were aproved. For the first time in the history of the
development of the Bulgarian Nuclear Power Programme a regulatory
authority was created and a number of Regulations were adopted. This
period was the crucial time when tremendous changes in the society happened
and they were the driving force both, for the total revaluation of the safety of
nuclear power in Bulgaria as well as for the dramatic devaluation of safety
awareness in Kozloduy. In June 1991 , the Safety Review Mission of IAEA
condemned the Kozloduy power plant for being unsafe and declared "lack of
safety culture " as one of the major safety issues.

The facts which were obvious at that time were:
1. The design safety deficiencies, which to a great extent are

generic for all plants of the model WWER440/230.
2. Operational safety issues specific for Kozloduy cite and discussed

in IAEA reports from OSART and ASSET missions [2] as well as in some
other documents prepares by WANO and CONSORTIUM^].

3. Another very important area of safety concern was the ability of
the regulatory authority to perform safety assessment of the plant and to
request implementation of safety improvement measures .

4. Besides from being a nuclear safety issue , the unsound
economical and financial situation of the company, operating the nuclear
power plant and the extremely complicated organisational and managerial
problems originating from the profound political changes and the economic
collapse , created a situation which has never been experience before
anywhere in the world. On one side there was a full understanding of the
safety deficiencies of the plant, which were well known to the nuclear
community of the country and on the other side was the complete ignorance
of the safety issues and the plant was operated under any tolerable limits of
acceptability.

The example of Kozloduy NPP in Bulgaria as well as the situation in
some of the other East European countries bring us to the point where we
have to look at safety culture not only in the classic way of INSAG-4 but also
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as a society driven problem which is strongly influenced by social and
political changes.

II. NUCLEAR SAFETY CULTURE AND SOCIAL TRANSITION

Five years later, when we try to analyse the dramatic situation with the
nuclear safety at the Kozloduy power plant and the reasons behind it we
can conclude that part of the problem was the weak and ineffective
management together with the daily deteriorating financial situation of the
country as a whole and the energy sector in particular. Still, the most
important reason, which until now has not been taken into account, was the
deteriorating society. After 1989, the social structure , the social values and
behaviour were demolished to a large extent and nothing new was created .
In that respect the nuclear safety culture which existed, although created on
the basis of a centrally controlled society and centrally planned economy was
abolished but it took years before anything new was available.

Safety culture as described in INSAG -4 is an assembly of
characteristics and attitudes towards the safe operation of a nuclear power
plant, but it is always a structural unit of the society ( a company, a manager
or an individual) that is expected to be the bearer of this characteristics.
The safety culture of the society as whole is a measure of the level of safety ,
the society is willing to live with. The level and quality of safety culture of
the structural unit can be modified by managerial methods while the level of
safety of the society can only be changed by changing the political and/or
legal framework.

Having in mind all this we can say that nuclear safety culture, as an
expression of a universal safety philosophy has two main components: a
social component and a structural component.

1. The social component determines the main attitude towards safety of
the society as a whole as well as the legal framework and the legal
instruments like laws, regulations , institutional actions and other supporting
mechanisms , which jointly act towards improvement and perfection of safety
in all industrial activities and in nuclear power in particular as a special
example of risky technology.

2. The structural component relates to institutions , organisations and
individuals which are created, exist and perform their duties in a political,
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institutional and iegal environment, of the state hosting the nuclear power
plant.

III. THE INTERNATIONAL NUCLEAR SAFETY CONVENTION
AND SAFETY CULTURE

With the adoption of the International Nuclear Safety Convention
(INSC) all countries operating nuclear power plants and a large number of
other countries have agreed that nuclear safety in commersial nuclear poer
plants has to be raised to an internationally acceptable level. In this respect
the nuclear safety culture in the new international nuclear environment is
receiving a universal characteristics which must be applicable to any society
and/or structural unit.
In achieving this new international dimension of safety culture we have to be
aware that it will take time until different nations , religious and ethnical
structural units equilibrate their approach to safety. One thing is obvious. At
present there is a clear societal input in safety culture. In the future there
probably will not be as long as we are aiming at the universal features of safety
culture as described in INSAG-4

References:
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IAEA PAPER

THE PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NUCLEAR SAFETY
CULTURE DRIVE AT KOEBERG NUCLEAR POWER STATION

J.H. WILSON, MANAGER NUCLEAR SAFETY ENHANCEMENT
KOEBERG NUCLEAR POWER STATION, ESKOM,

REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA

This paper details some of the actions which were taken to introduce the
recommendations of the INSAG 4 "Safety Culture" document at a Nuclear Power
Station.

The station has experienced a much improved performance turnaround during the
period of implementation, and although one cannot say that this is as a result of
these interventions — maybe it is!
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1. THE ROLE OF THE NUCLEAR SAFETY ENHANCEMENT GROUP

In 1992, following a series of missions to South Africa, namely WANO, OSART,
ASCOT, and also as a result of the publication of the INSAG 4 document, it was
realised that there was no person or group responsible for driving the Nuclear Safety
Culture at Koeberg.

To rectify this situation, the author (who at that time was Quality Assurance
Manager) was actioned to set up a group with the following responsibilities.

1.1 Detail description

Activities:

KPA1: Observe and evaluate working practices that impinge on the nuclear
safety related systems at Koeberg.

- Perform independent in-depth technical assessments of personnel
work practices in the plant environment with particular attention to:

- Professionalism
- Attention to detail
- A rigorous and prudent approach
- Good communication
- Adherence to procedures

- Evaluate quality of work performed on safeguard systems

- Feedback results of assessments by means of constructive
recommendations or positive feedback on good practices.

KPA 2: Identify generic issues and concerns of particular importance to nuclear
safety and ways of resolving them.

- Screen and review, on a selective basis, sources of plant
design/operating experience for areas where plant nuclear safety may
be improved. These sources include:

- Outside sources
- System and equipment design
- Plant procedures
- Operating characteristics and problems
- Maintenance
- Modifications

. With a forward-looking approach to identify potentially significant
problem areas.
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- Provide recommendations for improving nuclear safety to station
management and/or site groups, when appropriate.

- Track the status of the implementation of nuclear safety
recommendations.

- Perform independent investigations to verify that actions from
closeouts of significant occurrences have been implemented and/or are
still in place.

- Monitor the status of safety related and safeguard systems by means
of periodic walkdown of the plant with a view to systematically covering
the plant during a designated time frame.

KPA 3: Promote a visible, strong nuclear safety presence and culture at Koeberg.

- Manage an aggressive, visible nuclear safety presence in the plant by
means of posters, publications and communication.

- Manage, develop and publicise the Nuclear Safety Indicators at
Koeberg by means of lectures, visible display at key points and
international contact.

- Present the Nuclear Safety Indicator results to Nuclear Safety
Committees on a monthly basis.

- Manage the presentation of the station Nuclear Safety Awareness
course.

KPA 4: Special Projects

- As and when required by Nuclear Safety Committees in Eskom.

2. THE NUCLEAR SAFETY CONCERN SYSTEM

A system was developed using a form and a Hotline with an answering machine,
whereby personnel can communicate any concern that they have with respect to
Nuclear Safety. Additionally, all staff leaving the power station are requested to
complete a form. This serves two purposes: the first prevents any "sour grapes" or
late whistle blowers, and the second is honesty because personnel are not afraid to
speak out when they are leaving.

The concerns are immediately handled and each corrective action is fed back to the
originator to ensure that it meets the requirements.

The originator may remain anonymous if he wishes, but confidentiality is maintained
at all times, as a matter of course.

3. PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL
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A series of posters, decals, pocket liners, notebooks, bookmarks and document
holders, all with the theme "THINK Nuclear Safety and the STAR system were
developed and distributed to encourage the thinking aspect of Nuclear Safety.

4. NUCLEAR SAFETY AWARENESS CAMPAIGN

This was the biggest intervention made to promote Nuclear Safety. In 1993 over
1 000 employees completed the four-day Nuclear Safety Seminar which was
designed and implemented at the station. The main topics were safety culture,
consequences of bad safety culture and examples of TMI, Chernobyl and other
accidents. The method used to design a course that would ensure that everybody at
the station felt that they could influence Nuclear Safety was to list each group/
department and ensure that in the course content there was something that they
could align themselves with.

These seminars were an undoubted success, and in 1994 1-day refresher courses
were run with new material. The 1995 refresher courses are currently in the design
phase (see Annexure).

5. SAFETY CULTURE AWARENESS NEWS (SCAN)

The Nuclear Safety Enhancement Group at Koeberg plant issues a special bulletin
called SCAN which stands for Safety Culture Awareness News. The first bulletin was
issued in January 1993. The current issue number is 85, or approximately two
issues per month. It is a two-page, single-sheet bulletin focusing on different
interesting issues of nuclear safety at the plant and bringing in overseas perspective.
It is widely distributed across the plant to individuals and information boards. It is
definitively oriented to establish and keep safety culture high.

6. THE STAR PERFORMER AWARDS SYSTEM

A recognition scheme is in place via an elaborate management directive, issued at
the end of 1993 to recognise and reward individuals and teams for their contribution
towards quality improvement and nuclear safety enhancement. To create the
preferred culture at Koeberg through people's commitment and participation, a
special award has been established to recognise individual contributions to nuclear
safety called STAR, which stands for the slogan STOP-THINK-ACT-REVIEW.
Nomination for STAR awards can be put in by anybody on site. Selection is done at
Nuclear Assurance. The modest award is presented every month to the STAR
player of the month. The STAR player of the year receives a more substantial prize.
Another award is Quality Achiever, which is presented quarterly and is oriented in
the broad area of quality improvement. It can be given to a group. Yet another award
is the annual Manager's Award "to reward and recognise individuals and groups
who, through their efforts, made a meaningful contribution to the organisation and
the enhancement of its effectiveness."

Winners of the STAR and Quality Achiever awards automatically qualify to be
nominated for the Manager's Award.
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7.0 SELF-CHECKING PROGRAMME

A self-checking working group has recently been set up consisting of representatives
from Operating and Maintenance, and chaired by the author. As yet no real
interventions in this area have been made, but several ideas which vary from videos
of Koeberg events to a laminated card for supervisors with obvious questions to ask
the worker prior to job commencement have been considered.

8. NUCLEAR SAFETY INDICATORS

Safety performance indicators were introduced early in 1992 and they include:

- unplanned automatic scrams
- forced outage rate
- safety system performance
- reliability
- collective radiation dose
- primary/secondary leakage
- RCP total leakage
- unplanned safeguards actuations

The indicators for the past month are displayed on a board for each unit at the plant
entrance and at several places throughout the plant. Different colours are used to
show which indicator is better than target, within the target, outside the target, or a
problem. In this way the status of the plant is made transparent to everybody on the
site. Trending of each indicator showing the plant approach to their published goals
is communicated to the plant staff during the Nuclear Safety Awareness Seminars.

9. CONCLUSION

Koeberg performance has improved drastically over the last two years, and during
1995 there have been no unit trips.

It is felt that the Nuclear Safety Culture drive has been something of a catalyst in this
improved performance.
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NUCLEAR SAFETY CONCERN FORM

CONFIDENTIAL

RECORD OF NUCLEAR SAFETY CONCERN

DATE:.

I have the following concern {please describe in detail!

I I Continued

SYSTEM/TAG No.: .

LOCATION:

PROCEDURE No./Rev:_

OTHER REFERENCES:
My name may be used to resolve this concern ' I Yes I • j Nc

(See Confidentiality Policy on back of mis lorn)

South African law prohibits discrimination by a licensee or contractor against any employee for providing information
about possible violations of regulatory requirements. Please complete tho following to provido a means for the Nuclear
Safety Concern representative to inform you of tho results of the Investigation of your concern. The following personal
Identification Information is voluntary.

NAME: UNIQUE NUMBER:.

COMPANY:

APPROXIMATE EMPLOYMENT DATES:

POSITION:

TO

FOR EXITING PERSONNEL:

I I I havo no nuclear safety concern with Koeberg Power Station (that is not already being addressed).

I I I have a nuclear safety conccrn(s) with Koeborg Power Station, as stated above.

SIGNATURE:. DATE:.

Forward address/telephone number in case more detailed information is needed and/or to inform you of the disposition
of your nuclear safety concern:

ADDRESS: TEL: .

Forward to Nuclear Safety Enhancement, MABJna sealed envelope marked CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL

Fig. i
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NUCLEAR SAFETY CONCERN FORM

CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIALITY POLICY

The Information provided In the Record of Nuclear Safety Concern Is done with the understanding that the
identity of the person providing the Information will be kept confidential within the guidelines set forth below.

(1) An Individual's Identity will only be disclosed to the extent required for the conduct of an Investigation
Into the concern raised in the Record of Nuclear Safety Concern.

(2) During the course of the Investigation, every effort will be made, consistent with Investigative needs, to
avoid disclosure of the Individual's Identity to persons subsequently contacted. It is understood that
even though every reasonable effort will be made to protect the Individual's Identity, Identification may
be compelled by order of a court, hearing board, or similar legal entity. In such cases, the basis for
granting this promise of confidentiality and any other relevant facts will be communicated to the
authority ordering the disclosure In an effort to maintain confidentiality. A representative will make
every effort to Inform the Individual of any such request before disclosing his/her Identity.

(3) it Is understood that the Individual wlil be considered to have waived the right to confidentiality If
he/she acts In a manner reasonably expected to disclose his/her Identity. It is further understood that
the confidentiality policy does not apply If an Individual Intentionally provides false Information.

CONFIDENTIAL

Fig. 2
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NUCLEAR SAFETY AWARENESS REFRESHER

THE FINAL NUCLEAR
SAFETY MESSAGE

Whenever performing a task which could
in any way impact on nuclear safety,

practise the following basic rules:

Stop

Pause and think before beginning; be
organised, focus concentration and enhance
attention to the details of the task at hand.

Think

Locate the correct components, procedures,
tools and people. Verify instructions, equipment,
locations, and time limits. Anticipate the
expected responsewhen the task is performed.

Act
Confirm the correct unit, train, and component
and perform the task carefully and safely.'

Review
Observe and verify that the task was performed
correctly, that the actual response is as
expected, and that the component or system is
in the desired configuration to support the
intended plant operations.

nuclear
Safety

Awareness
^ What interventions promote

a nuclear safety culiure?

@ What are the nuclear nightmares
of a poor nuclear safety culture?

^ Top Performer 1998
How Are We Doing?

Answers to these questions and many more will all
be provided at this stimulating and
thought-provoking seminar to be held at the
Koeberg Club on Thursdays 28 July, 4 , 1 1 , 1 8 , 25
August and 1 September 1994.

Fig. 5
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NUCLEAR SAFETY AWARENESS REFRESHER

Programme

07:30 - 08:00 Registraticn/Tea/Coffee Lounge

08:00 - 08:15 "Alien Beans' Video

08:15 - 08:45 International Nuclear Peter Prozesky
Safety Interventions

08:45-09:15 "What if?' Video

09:15-09:45 Nuclear Safety Indicator
Trends at Koeberg ,

09:45 -10:00 The Best" Video

10:00 -10:20 Tea/Coffee

10:20-11:00 'Piper Alpha* Video

11:00 -11:30 Human Performance at W Jungschlager
Koeberg

11:30-12:15 'Europe's Nuclear Video
Nightmare"

13:00-13-20 "Fof the Operator' Video

13:20 -14:00 Top Performer 1S9S Brian Ffepatrick
How Are We Doing?

14:00 -14:45 "Becoming the Best" Video

Sean Holohan/ 14:45 -15:00 Tea/Coffee
Tug Wilson ~

15:00-15:30 Koeberg Business Review John Henderson/
Peter Prozesky

15:30 -16:30 Senior Management Team
Question and Answer Session

16:30 Refreshments

12:15-13:00 Lunch

0

Fig. 6
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SCAN NEWSLETTER

SAFETY • CULTURE • AWARENESS • NEWS
N° 46 - 20 June 1994

Theme: Nuclear Safety Culture

During last year's round of Seminars, you may have heard my statement that you can
usually tell what the inside of a house will be like based on the state of the garden. Perhaps we
can take a few tips from gardeners in trying to PLANT a Nuclear Safety Culture at Koeberg.

How to Plant and Ensure the Growth of a Nuclear Safety Culture
1. Plant - Four rows of PEAS

Procedures

Preparation

Promptness

Perseverance

2. Plant - Four rows of SgUASH

^*3§» Squash Complacency

' S ^ S Squash shortcuts

**==9» Squash inattention
s * ^ 5 ( ' Squash negativity

3. Plant - Four rows of LETTUCE

Let us obey the procedures and regulations.

Let us ensure quality in all we do.

Let satisfy our customers.

^ P ? Let us put Nuclear Safety first.

4. Plant - Four rows of TURNIPS

^ 5

.•y& Turn up timeously for work and appointments.

Turn up with new ideas.

Turn up with a questioning attitude.

Turn up with A COMMITTMENT TO MAKING KOEBERG THE BEST NUCLEAR
PLANT IN THE WORLD.

Fig. 7
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IMPROVING SAFETY THROUGH HUMAN PERFORMANCE
INITIATIVES AT THE KOZLODUY NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

STEPHEN A. FLEGER, CHFP
Science Applications International Corporation

11251 Roger Bacon Drive
Reston,VA, USA 22090

MICHAEL R. MCWHUAMS
Science Applications International Corporation

7 Lake Helix Drive
LaMesa, CAUSA 91941

ABSTRACT

This paper presents the results of an initial scoping study to identify human factors issues
associated with the six reactor control rooms at the Kozloduy Nuclear Power Plant (NPP)
in Bulgaria. This task was performed in the fall of 1994 by a team of subject matter
specialists from the United States as part of a larger reactor operations feasibility study.
The genesis for this study was a program initiated in 1990 by the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) to assist eastern European countries in performing safety reviews
of the WWER-440/230 NPPs. The initial IAEA study was a 15 month effort which
brought together specialists from 21 countries to assess safety issues at plants in Bulgaria,
Czechoslovakia, and the former USSR. The study included a series of safety review
missions conducted at four plant sites, including Kozloduy in Bulgaria, during which time
experts assessed specific plant design deficiencies as well as the overall conduct of
operations. Site visits were concluded in October 1991 and a report summarizing the
results were published in February, 1992. Of the 100 safety issues mat were identified by
the IAEA effort, a significant number were related to programs or conditions that could
negatively affect human performance of the operating staff. In order to improve the safety
of reactor operations at Kozloduy, the Committee of Energy (COE), Bulgaria, sponsored
the Kozloduy Reactor Operations Assistance Feasibility Study. The purpose of this study
was to assess the status of certain programs at Kozloduy and determine the requirements
for initiating improvements to enhance safety. The feasibility study focused on four
separate areas related to safety: human factors engineering, emergency operating
procedures, operator training, and risk-based maintenance. This paper summarizes only
the findings from the human factors task of the feasibility study, and discusses
recommendations for an integrated approach to implementation.
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1. SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES

1.1 Introduction

This paper presents the results of the Control Room Human Factors Task of the Reactor
Operations Feasibility Study for The Kozloduy Nuclear Power Plant (NPP). The purpose
of this task was to perform a preliminary assessment of Kozloduy's Electrical Production
(EP) Units 1 through 6 reactor control rooms (CRs). The goal was to determine the
adequacy of the interfaces, from a human error prevention perspective, between operator
and plant processes as found in the control rooms, and if warranted, to develop a program
plan for conducting subsequent detailed control room design reviews. The need for this
study was stimulated in part by a report prepared by the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) which found that WWER 440 model 230 reactor control rooms were in
urgent need of human factors attention.

The objectives of the human factors task were to: (1) determine the extent to which the
Kozloduy nuclear power plant satisfies NUREG-0737, Supplement 1 requirements
pertaining to human factors control room safety, (2) determine if the interfaces within the
control room would benefit from the introduction of human factors engineering techniques,
and (3) develop a cost-effective strategy, program plan and schedule for conducting a
comprehensive assessment of Kozloduy's control rooms for the purpose of making
recommendations for improving the safety of control room operations.

1.2 Background

In 1990, the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) initiated the first phase of a major
international program to assist eastern European countries in performing safety reviews of
the WWER-440/230 NPPs. The effort spanned a period of 15 months and included
specialists from 21 countries assessing safety issues at plants in Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,
and the former USSR. Technical experts initially convened in February, 1991, to gather
detailed information from the design organizations and review original design concepts.
This meeting was followed by a series of safety review missions conducted at four plant
sites, during which time technical experts assessed specific plant design deficiencies as well
as the overall conduct of operations. Site visits were concluded in October 1991 and a
report summarizing the results was published by the IAEA in February, 1992 [1].

Of the 100 safety issues that were identified by the IAEA effort, a significant number were
related to programs or conditions that could negatively affect human performance of the
operating staff. Areas of investigation where human performance concerns were identified
included instrumentation and control in the control room, plant management and
organization, operator training and qualification, emergency operating procedures and
conduct of operations. Adding support to these concerns was the fact that one third of the
safety significant events that were evaluated as part of the IAEA study were considered by
the reviewers to be a direct consequence of human errors. Although the study concentrated
on the WWER 440/230 reactors, the authors of another report which summarized the major
findings of the study do call attention to design and operational concerns with the ether
model reactors at Kozloduy, the WWER-1000, including concerns related to
instrumentation and control (I&C) which can significantly impact operator performance [2].

Based on the findings from the IAEA study, a decision was made by the Committee of
Energy (COE), Bulgaria, to conduct a reactor operations assistance feasibility study for
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improving control room operations at the Kozloduy Nuclear Power Plant (NPP). The
Kozloduy NPP is located on the Danube River in northwestern Bulgaria. The plant is
owned by the National Electric Company (NEC) Inc., which is a state-owned corporation
responsible to COE for the generation, transmission, and sale of electricity in Bulgaria.
The Kozloduy NPP operates six nuclear power units. The first four units, Electrical
Production (EP) Unit 1, are WWER-440 model B-230 megawatt (MW) reactors. The
remaining two units (EP-2) are WWER-1000 model B-320 MW reactors. The first unit
was commissioned in 1974, while the last unit (CR 6) came oa line in 1989.

COE and NEC recognize that although careful attention to control room human factors,
operator training, and emergency operating procedures are all standard aspects of the
approach to assuring safety in U.S. reactors, the Bulgarian reactors at Kozloduy do not
employ such advanced techniques. The same organizations also realize that while a data
system has been installed by Bulgarian engineers for keeping track of equipment reliability
at all six units at Kozloduy, the system is not being utilized to its fullest potential. The
Bulgarian regulatory authorities have placed a high priority on techniques such as these as
potential methods of improving overall safety and reliability of their reactors.

To this end, a feasibility study was initiated which concentrated on the following areas of
safety improvement: (1) control room human factors, (2) emergency operating procedures,
(3) training, and (4) risk-based maintenance. This initial scoping effort was performed by
the team of Gilbert/Commonwealth International, Lie, Risk Engineering Limited, Science
Applications International Corporation, and United Energy Services Corporation. The
approach taken by the assessment team to improve control room operations through
implementation of human factors initiatives is described in the remainder of this paper.

2. METHODOLOGY

The Control Room Human Factors study involved two one-week data collection trips to
Kozloduy NPP to interview operators and examine the six control rooms. The first trip
occurred during the week of August 23 - September 2, 1994; and the second trip was
taken the week of October 30 - November 4,1994.

The first step in meeting the objectives of the study involved the development of an
assessment plan. The assessment plan involved the conduct of four tasks:

• Task 1: Develop criteria for assessing status of Kozloduy NPP human factors
programs

• Task 2: Conduct preliminary inventory of control room interfaces

• Task 3: Conduct preliminary control room survey

• Task 4: Develop preliminary program plan for conducting detailed control room
design reviews

2.1 Task 1: Develop Human Factors Program Assessment Criteria

An understanding of the status of human factors initiatives at the Kozloduy NPP, as well as
a general awareness of plant management's understanding of the disciplines' goals and
objectives, is an important first step in the determination of the human factors programs
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and techniques that will best serve the needs of Kozloduy CR operators. Therefore, the
objective of the first task was to identify the criteria which could be used to judge the status
and impact of human factors engineering programs in effect at Kozloduy. To meet this
end, a three phased approach was implemented:

• Subtask 1.1: Literature Review - A literature review was conducted to identify
U.S. and Bulgarian regulations and requirements pertaining to the application of
human factors principles associated with NPP control rooms. The review
focused on NRC, INPO, WANO, IAEA and the Bulgarian regulatory body —
Committee on the Use of Atomic Energy for Peaceful Purposes (CUAEPP).

• Subtask 1.2: Operating Experience Review - A review of a plants operating
experience can provide valuable clues as to the adequacy of the safety culture
present at the site. To this end, a study was undertaken to examine Kozloduy's
procedure for identifying and reporting events which relate to personnel error.
The study included the review of 547 event reports to examine plant incidents
either directly (i.e., direct cause, root cause) or peripherally (i.e., contributing
cause) related to human error.

• Subtask 1.3: Personnel Survey - Plant operations staff are often a good source
of information regarding the human factors adequacy of the control room since
they are the ones most familiar with the nuances associated with the human-
machine interfaces. Operations personnel were interviewed not only on the
traditional human-machine interface topics (e.g., panel design, annunciator
warning system), but also on procedures, personnel organization factors,
training, and maintenance practices since these topics often lead to potential
design-related problems or solutions to existing design-related problems.

2.2 Task 2: Conduct Control Room Inventory

In order to estimate the resources that will be necessary for performing detailed CR design
reviews, an accurate understanding of the design of the existing control rooms is essential.
The objective of this task, therefore, was to determine the extent of commonality and
differences which exist across the six CRs with respect to control panel layout, I&C, and
equipment interfaces. To accomplish this task, the control boards in each CR were walked
down with a member of the Kozloduy operations staff. During the walk down, the control
boards were examined on a panel-by-panel basis. Members of the control room human
factors team used this information to develop drawings of the control panel arrangements
for all six CRs. These drawings served as the basis for determining the level of effort that
will be necessary for performing the actual CR assessment

2.3 Task 3: Conduct Control Room Survey

In order to identify the characteristics of the existing CR designs that may detract from
operator performance, it was necessary to perform a high-level assessment of the extent of
human factors engineering associated with the human-machine interfaces found in
Kozloduy's CRs. This was done through conduct of the following two subtasks:

• Subtask 3.1: Control Room Guidelines Compliance Survey - To better
understand the extent of compliance or non-compliance with accepted human
factors criteria, a preliminary survey was performed based on a sampling of
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criteria found in NUREG-0700 [3]. The limited scope of this study precluded a
detailed assessment of the availability and suitability of all human-machine
interfaces present in the control rooms. Nonetheless, all six CRs were walked
down and observations were made in all the human factors CR element areas
identified in NUREG-0700.

• Subtask 3.2: Control Panel Response Stereotype Survey - Design conventions
based on U.S. population stereotypes may not be consistent with Bulgarian
reactor operator expectations. For this reason it was necessary to conduct a
survey of Kozloduy NPP control/display relationships to ensure that the design
practices found in Kozloduy CRs are consistent with operator stereotypes and
with human factors criteria used in western plants. In this subtask, operators
and engineers from all six CRs were surveyed to identify stereotypes.

2.4 Task 4: Develop Program Plan

During this task, a preliminary Program Plan for the Kozloduy NPP was developed which
describes the formal planning phase of how to conduct the detailed control room design
review (DCRDR). The fact that Kozloduy has six CRs, no two of which are identical,
makes the need for a formal DCRDR plan all the more important. The plan recommends
specific steps which need to be taken in order to bring the Kozloduy CRs into compliance
with the human factors initiatives and requirements of western NPPs [4,5].

3. RESULTS

3.1 Literature Review

No documents were identified which addressed regulatory or design requirements specific
to CR human factors engineering issues for Bulgarian NPPs, or WWER-440/230 and
WWER-1000 reactors in general. Two documents were found, however, which addressed
human machine interfaces found in WWER PWR type reactors [6,1]. These documents
identified design and operational concerns in a number of areas (I&C, management,
organization of shifts, labels & operational aids, accident monitoring instrumentation,
training program, emergency operating procedures, data handling and alarm presentation,
and remote panels) which could lead to significant degradation in operator performance.
Perhaps the authors concerns are best summarized by the following observation, "In view
of the inadequate instrumentation and human factor considerations in the control rooms, the
control room and shift staffing problems warrant urgent attention."

3.2 Operating Experience Review

Examination of the operating incidents led to the following findings. For Units 1-4,52%
of the event occurrences reported between January, 1992 and September, 1994 involved
personnel error and 16% of these involved personnel error in the CRs. For Units 5 & 6,
37% of the events identified between November, 1987 and September, 1994 involved
human error, and 33% of these events involved human error in the CR. These numbers are
consistent with the findings of the U.S. NRC which report that approximately 50% of the
events occurring at NPPs involve some type of human error. Subsequent review of several
Event Analysis Reports found deficiencies in the classification scheme used for recording
personnel error. These deficiencies include cause categories that are redundant, confusing
and insufficient in number. For example, several human errors were identified that had a
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root cause or direct cause due to administrative errors or management errors, yet this
category of classification is not supported by the existing Event Reporting System. Based
on these findings, it was recommended that the classification scheme for recording
personnel deficiencies be modified so that it more closely resembles the guidance contained
in the IAEA's guidelines for analyzing and reporting significant incidents at NPPs [7].
Using this system, administrative and management errors would fall under the heading of
"Safety Culture" which is the area responsible for determining that managerial methods and
administrative policies are in place to ensure continued quality of operations and
maintenance.

3.3 Control Room Inventory

Walk down of the six control rooms revealed that no two CRs were identical. All six CRs
had slightly different panel arrangements and/or system layouts. Generally speaking
however, the four CRs within EP-1 were similar to each other, while the two CRs in EP-2
were similar to each other. However, the CRs in EP-2 were significantly different from the
CRs in EP-1. Within EP-1, CRs 1 & 2 were most similar and CRs 3 & 4 were most
similar. In general, the I&C found on the control panels in EP-2 is newer and therefore
better maintained than is the I&C found on the control panels in EP-1. However, this
positive feature is offset by the extent of control panel backfits which have been performed
in CRs 1 -4 when compared to CRs 5 & 6. Since EP-1 is older, the plant has had more
time to make changes tc the control panels in units 1-4. Most of these changes consist of
cosmetic enhancements, such as the addition of mimic lines to facilitate the tracking of
process flow, and the use of color coding on the annunciator tiles and display bezels to
signify interlocks and to identify I&C related to the Reactor Protection Systems.

3.4 Control Room / Personnel Survey

A number of human factors concerns were identified during the two trips to Kozloduy.
These findings represent violations of human factors criteria as contained in NUREG-
0700, "Guidelines for Control Room Design Reviews." The findings included
inadequacies in: control room workspace, annunciator warning system, controls, visual
displays, labels and location aids, panel layout and control-display integration. Perhaps the
most significant finding was that no task analysis had been performed. The analysis of
operator tasks in relation to system engineering and functional objectives is the surest
means of establishing operator information requirements — yet no system function and
task analyses had been performed on any of the six control rooms. Also missing were
validated emergency operating procedures. Without a task analysis or a validated set of
EOPs, it is impossible to determine if the functional capabilities required to meet operator
task requirements in abnormal and emergency situations can be satisfied with the existing
CR instrumentation. Task analyses are also a necessary prerequisite to the development of
symptom-based EOPs and a performance-based training program.

3.5 Control Panel Response Stereotype Survey

Control panels which exhibit a high degree of compatibility with population stereotypes
will result in faster learning, shorter response times and fewer errors. For this reason, CR
operators and engineers at Kozloduy were surveyed to detovrrine which NPP control panel
features are likely to result in stereotyped responses. Of &<• 48 stereotype items analyzed
for Bulgarian CR operators, 11 (23%) showed no support ioi' a stereotyped response. For
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the 37 questionnaire alternatives which constituted a stereotype for operators, 31 of these
items also constituted a stereotype for engineers. Of greater concern, however were the
responses which constituted a stereotype for engineers but did not constitute a stereotype
for operators. These items had to do with the prioritization of annunciator tiles within a
matrix, the direction to turn a control in order to close a breaker, and the orientation of an
indicator to display temperature data. The two findings of major significance in terms of
differences in expectations between Bulgarian NPP operators and operators in the U.S. had
to do with the preferred method for presenting information on annunciator windows and
the arrangement and progression of digits on a numeric keypad.

3.6 Program Plan

A Preliminary Program Plan Report was prepared to assist Kozloduy management in
planning and preparing their site specific plan for the conduct of detailed control room
design reviews for the six CRs. The report identifies the specific review activities and
provides the requisite guidance for compliance with the human factors control room
initiatives as outlined in western NPP regulations. The plan addresses how the following
elements of the control room design review will be accomplished, including:

• Establishment of a qualified multidisciplinary review team.
• Function/task analyses to identify CR operator tasks and information and

control requirements during emergency operations.
• A comparison of display/control requirements with a control room inventory.
• A CR survey to identify deviations from accepted human factors principles.
• Assessment of human engineering discrepancies (HEDs) to determine which

HEDs are significant and should be corrected.
• Selection of design improvements.
• Verification that selected design improvements will provide the necessary

correction and will not introduce new HEDs.
• Coordination of control room improvements with changes from other post-TMI

programs.

4. DISCUSSION

The findings reported here confirm that many of the concerns raised by the IAEA regarding
inadequacies in CR instrumentation and control at WWER-440 model 230 plants are valid
concerns at the four Kozloduy-440 units and the two WWER-1000 units as well. These
findings included inadequacies in: CR workspace and environment, annunciator warning
systems, controls and visual displays, labels and location aids, and panel layout and
control-display integration. Although positive design features were noted in all six control
rooms (e.g., mimic lines, annunciator color coding, coding of meter scales), many design
practices were observed that were in conflict with accepted human factors engineering
principles.

As a result of these findings, the team concluded that the main control rooms at the
Kozloduy NPP would benefit from a comprehensive assessment of the human-system
interfaces involved in the support of normal, abnormal, and emergency operations. To this
end, the team recommended performance of a DCRDR for each of the Kozloduy control
rooms in accordance with a preliminary DCRDR program plan which was prepared by the
team. This plan incorporates much of the guidance provided in NUREG-0700 which has
served as the principle source of guidance for conducting DCRDRs in the US. As indicted
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by the results of the stereotype survey conducted as part of this study, however, some of
the conventions specified in NUREG-0700 may need to be evaluated to determine the need
for culturally-based exceptions or revisions.

As discussed earlier, the work presented here was only one task of a multi-faceted
feasibility study for improving CR operations at Kozloduy. In addition to the control room
human factors initiative, similar efforts were conducted in the areas of operator training,
emergency operating procedures, and risk-based maintenance. Independent of the
feasibility study, efforts are also underway to procure a full scope simulator for Units 5 and
6, and a limited scope simulator for Units 1 through 4. Together, these efforts represent a
substantial undertaking and will require a significant investment of resources.

In order to optimize the use of these resources, the DCRDR plan emphasizes the
importance of recognizing the interrelationships among the various control room
improvement initiatives and establishing an integrated implementation strategy. Unlike
nuclear power plants in the U.S., many of which began implementing similar initiatives in
a piecemeal fashion in response to preliminary regulatory guidance, Kozloduy and other
eastern European plants in similar situations have a unique opportunity to implement these
programs free of regulatory pressures in a manner that minimizes the amount of redundant
analyses and potential redesign activities. Resource optimization can be accomplished
through structuring tasks to accomplish multiple purposes concurrently and by scheduling
tasks to ensure proper sequencing of task input and output requirements.

One of the key steps in the DCRDR process that can also be used to support other
initiatives is the function and task analysis (FTA). In the DCRDR process, the FTA
identifies the specific actions that operators must perform to maintain safety functions and
identifies the requisite instrumentation and controls for completing these actions. Without
this information, there is no basis for comparing the existing control panels to operational
requirements and identifying discrepancies. Since the task analyst typically performs a
walk through of each task with an operator (or other subject matter expert), the FTA can
also be used to accomplish control room walk downs of draft EOPs which are normally
performed as part of the EOP validation process. If EOPs have not yet been developed, the
FTA can be used to determine plant specific actions or procedural steps based on the EOP
technical guidelines. By expanding die scope of the analysis to include identification of
knowledge and skills required for task performance, die FTA can also support the
development of operator training and qualification programs.

Understanding of, and planning for, the optimal sequencing of these initiatives can also
nainimize costs by eliminating unnecessary design iterations. While work on many of these
initiatives can progress in parallel up to a certain point, there are some milestones that
should be completed sequentially. For example, because the DCRDR process may identify
HEDs that require control panel modifications, it is imperative that these determinations be
made prior to finalizing simulator specifications. If the simulator incorporates existing
control panel deficiencies, costly backfitting may be required later when the CR
modifications are made. Simulator design and construction must be completed early
enough, however, to ensure adequate time for operators to be trained in the new
configuration prior to plant restart from the CR modification outage. This also provides an
opportunity to validate all design changes on the simulator prior to completing the
modifications in the actual CR.
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The integration and general sequencing of various CR initiatives is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Also included are two other CR safety initiatives which have been required of, and
implemented by, the nuclear industry in the US. These are: installation of post-accident
monitoring instrumentation, and installation of a safety parameter display system (SPDS).
r'Vhile the feasibility study did not specifically address these issues, they are included for
future consideration.

Since completion of the IAEA's study, much progress has been made toward resolving
reported deficiencies in many areas. The initiatives described here provide further evidence
of management's commitment to continued improvements in reactor operations and
fostering a safety culture at Kozloduy. Although there is no regulatory requirement for
Bulgarian nuclear power plants to perform any of these initiatives, there is little doubt that
incorporating such measures will result in improved levels of operational safety.
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SAFETY CULTURE IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

IMPROVING PLANT CAPACITY BY REDEFINING THE PROCESSES
BY WHICH MAINTENANCE IS PLANNED, SCHEDULED,

AND ACCOMPLISHED

SCOTT S. DARLING
QES5INC.5USA

DAVID A. ARMY
QES5INC.5USA
TODD P. MAIRS

CONSULTANT, USA

ABSTRACT

This paper focuses on the vital role that maintenance contributes to preserving high levels of safety
assurance. It provides an overview of the changing financial environment within the U.S. power
markets, and how that change is requiring management to challenge the maintenance processes
historically in use.

The maintenance process of today and for the future must utilize risk assessment and reliability
engineering techniques to prioritize plant resources. The new process must provide for high levels
of safety assurance yet allow for improved generation and transmission capacity while maintaining
adequate system reliability. This approach ultimately leads to continuous and sustained reduction
in operating cost, improved production capacity, and a safety culture based upon a risk determent
cost-beneficial decision process.

The process and the major elements required in implementing the process (i.e., estabh'shing plant
capacity targets, cost-benefit analysis, risk evaluation and safety culture assurance, and continuous
improvement), are described in detail. Additionally, an example program plan and summary of
actual results from its implementation at Baltimore Gas & Electric's Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power
Plant are provided.
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1. INTRODUCTION

By the end of the 1980s the U.S. utility industry had met the challenge of operating its nuclear
power plants at world-class levels of safety and performance. However, electricity generation, and
transmission and distribution in the 1990s has become a fiercely competitive business, placing
continuous pressure on the owners and operators of power systems to improve the efficiency in
delivering electricity to their customers. Public utility commissions constantly scrutinize rate
structures to assess whether utilities are meeting the demands of the marketplace cost-effectively.
Utilities, unable to meet consumers' demands with the lowest cost generated power, are compelled
to purchase it from other utilities or independent power producers who can.

This newly competitive environment has forced utility management to cut the cost of generating
electricity by drastically budgeting operating and maintenance (O&M) costs, as well as capital
expenditures. Management is now forced to make difficult decisions regarding the most efficient
use of limited resources for maintaining equipment. Consequently, processes for operating and
maintaining generating facilities, and transmission and distribution (T&D) systems must be
reevaluated. A framework must exist to evaluate the cost and benefit of accomplishing
maintenance activities on these systems with respect to improving the financial performance of
their operation.

Through utilization of risk assessment and reliability engineering techniques, inefficient
maintenance processes can be redefined. This process leads to improved generation and
transmission capacity while adequate system reliability and high levels of safety assurance are
maintained. This approach ultimately leads to continuous and sustained reduction in operating
costs, as well as improvement in production capacity.

2. THE CHALLENGE

The challenge for management is to decide where to apply limited O&M and capital funds in order
to meet the demands of a more competitive marketplace. This requires that management reassess
the processes that are routinely implemented to operate and maintain their facility. The integration
of risk assessment technology into the decision-making process for operating and maintaining
potentially hazardous and high-cost facilities is an essential element for improving the cost-
competitiveness of operating corporate assets. The process described in this paper provides a
comprehensive framework for management to define cost-beneficial solutions for improving plant
capacity and reducing costs by identifying and changing outage and maintenance practices that are
inefficient.

Many electric utilities have established corporate goals to reduce O&M and capital costs associated
with operating the generating facilities and T&D systems. In some cases, nuclear facilities are
striving to shorten the duration of their refueling outage schedules. These aggressive goals should
lead to a reevaluation of the processes for planning, scheduling, and conducting maintenance
activities. The proper application of additional engineering tools provides management with a
perspective for deciding which activities are important to maintain the reliability of critical plant
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equipment. Furthermore, these tools can be used to determine the appropriate time to accomplish
tasks that have historically been performed while plants are shut down.

Planning for maintenance activities has traditionally been dominated by four fallacious
assumptions:

1. Historically observed maintenance practices and procedures assure system reliability;

2. Implementing vendor recommended maintenance activities results in reliable equipment
performance and optimal plant capacity;

3. Scheduled outage tasks can only be performed when the plant is shut down; and

4. Outage duration can be reduced with more manpower.

With the application of reliability engineering techniques and risk assessment, the technical basis
for these assumptions can be challenged. Specifically, four options can be considered when
developing a revised schedule for performing equipment maintenance:

1. Eliminate, ineffective or redundant maintenance tasks;

2. Optimize existing maintenance tasks on critical plant equipment;

3. Perform more maintenance during alternate modes of operation (e.g., on-line); and

4. Plan and accomplish multiple tasks during system outage windows to manage risk and levelize
resources.

In order to assess the value of these options and challenge previously held beliefs, a comprehensive
framework must exist to weigh the costs and benefits of implementing each option. The output of
such an effort should be measured in terms of reduced production cost structure and improved
generation capacity.

The objective of an Integrated Risk/Reliability Based Cost Control process is to develop tools and
implement cost-effective processes that will support on-going efforts to reduce O&M and capital
costs associated with plant operations. The end result is improved plant capacity and reduced
operating costs. This is accomplished by optimizing maintenance activities while preserving high
levels of safety assurance. The following section provides a brief overview of the process that can
be undertaken to meet this goal.

3. PROCESS OVERVIEW

A risk and reliability based process for improving plant capacity, which employs a defensible and
consistent decision-making methodology, is described in this section. In this process the set of
maintenance and modification activities for a generating facility are periodically evaluated,
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prioritized, rescheduled, modified, or eliminated. Its premise is that planning and scheduling of
maintenance activities can be optimized by balancing costs against the expected benefits of
maintaining plant systems to an acceptable level of reliability and safety.

Depending on the type of facility being evaluated, the elements of the process vary in importance.
For instance, if the facility is a nuclear generating plant, the risk of an accident resulting in a release
of radioactivity to the environment is a significant concern. Therefore, models and data, which
relate risk to the reliability and unavailability of equipment and human error, take on prime
importance in the evaluation of maintenance practices. For fossil generating facilities the risks to
efficient plant operation are different. For instance, the consequences of an upset condition of this
system primarily represent a hazard to plant staff and a financial liability to the corporation. Taken
on the whole however, the required elements of the risk and reliability-based cost control process
are independent of the type of facility considered, since all facilities are vulnerable to various
safety, environmental, and operational problems.

There are essentially four major elements to the process for planning and scheduling maintenance
activities at a power generating facility:

L Establish plant capacity targets;

2. Analyze the cost-benefit of proposed "on-line" (versus during an outage) maintenance;

3. Assure operational safety and regulatory compliance; and

4. Using reliability engineering techniques, continually optimize maintenance resources and
activities.

In order to realize the potential financial benefit of implementing this process, it will be necessary
to scrutinize all elements of the existing process for planning and scheduling maintenance and test
activities by asking the following questions:

• Which activities are necessary to maintain essential equipment to an adequate degree of
reliability?

• How should these activities be planned so that they can be accomplished safely and cost-
effectively?

• When should these activities be scheduled to efficiently utilize maintenance and outage
resources?

• What contingencies are necessary to conduct these tasks with minimum impact on safe and
efficient plant operation?
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The process forces the organization to answer these questions when planning and scheduling
maintenance and testing activities. The following discussion provides an overview of the four
major elements to the process:

1. Establish the plant capacity target and preliminary maintenance schedules.
The goal of this portion of the process is to initially establish target outage and maintenance
schedules by planning only those maintenance activities that must be accomplished when the
plant is shut down. By reevaluating the basis for conducting activities presently being
considered for the upcoming operating cycle and defining the least restrictive plant
configuration during which each of these activities CAN be accomplished, a baseline is
established for evaluating whether a more efficient schedule for performing these activities can
be implemented. The result of this preliminary task is a sorting of all maintenance activities
based on an assessment of whether they can be accomplished while the plant is operating.

2. Analyze the cost-benefit of performing proposed "on-line" maintenance.
A primary motivation for changing the maintenance scheduling process is the cost-benefit
realized from implementing a substantially revised outage schedule. This element consists of an
established formal and comprehensive cost-benefit procedure that can be used to develop and
evaluate alternative maintenance schedules. Plant resources required to achieve the desired
efficiencies are identified and the potential cost savings are quantified.

3. Assure operational safety and regulatory compliance.
The next task is to determine the "risk" represented by the target maintenance and outage
schedules. This is a necessary input to the decision-making process for detenriining whether
management should assume the potential financial risk of not implementing these maintenance
schedules. In this case, risk is defined as the expectation of economic loss. Plant capacity may
be affected positively or negatively by modifications to the maintenance process. Any forecast
loss in plant capacity amounts to a financial risk. Like plant capacity, risk may be negatively or
positively affected by proposed modifications in the maintenance process. Potential risk to the
health and safety of the public is primarily of importance for nuclear facilities since even
accident precursors can result in substantial financial loss cau?' d by regulatory scrutiny. These
elements of the decision process establish whether the ridks associated with a modified
maintenance process are acceptable to management. A threshold of acceptable risk is then
established against which any changes in risk can be compared.

The decision regarding acceptable risk is, in part, a function of management perspective. Also,
acceptable risk is a function of the extent to which effective operational contingency plans can
be developed to manage this risk. If the risks associated with a revised maintenance process are
not acceptable, further consideration can be given to identifying alternative system alignments
and maintenance schedules, which reduce risks to an acceptable level. For example, certain
tasks can either be rescheduled during power operation, or optimized (i.e., reduce task duration
or periodicity, or conduct a replacement task), to improve system availability. As the on-line
maintenance schedule is modified, an iteration of this portion of the process is conducted to
assure plant management that the risks involved in conducting maintenance activities during
alternate modes of plant operation are understood. More importantly, where necessary
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contingency actions are developed to manage risk associated with various plant configurations,
contingency actions minimize the possibility of an interruption in power generation.

4. Continually optimize maintenance resources and activities.
A maintenance optimization process involves evaluation of the cost-effectiveness of current
maintenance practices in assuring adequate equipment reliability. Scheduled planned
maintenance activities are grouped by the equipment on which they are performed. Functional
equipment associations are developed that identify groupings of components that can be
accomplished concurrently during on-line system outage windows. Activities are then
prioritized by total cost of performing these activities on each set of equipment. Once the cost of
maintenance performed on any piece of equipment is determined, an assessment of cost-
effectiveness utilizing streamlined reliability engineering methodologies is performed. Relative
to utility goals and objectives, more efficient schemes for maintaining equipment to an adequate
degree of reliability are identified (e.g., condition monitoring versus time directed tasks). As
maintenance activities are revised, an iteration of the process must subsequently be performed to
assure plant management that the risks involved in performing these tasks during alternate
modes of operation are understood before maintenance and outage schedules are implemented.

Implementing a revised maintenance process requires allocating limited resources, monitoring
process effectiveness, controlling plant configuration during each on-line and outage maintenance
window, and managing risk. The process discussed above can be conveniently expanded to support
ongoing maintenance upgrade activities. The organization responsible for planning and scheduling
maintenance can utilize equivalent elements of this process to support a comprehensive cost control
effort. This includes:

• Development of equipment associations for maintenance activities;

• Development of detailed on-line maintenance schedules;

• Categorizing maintenance activities by potential effects on plant capacity;

• Development of standard maintenance work packages for each activity;

• Development of risk mitigating maintenance procedures;

• Establishment of a detailed "look-ahead" process;

• Establishment of a formalized Execution and Conduct of Maintenance Element;

• Updating PRA and reliability analyses (a feedback process which gains importance as
management becomes more aggressive in pursuing risk and reliability based cost controls).
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4. APPLYING THE PROCESS

A comprehensive risk/reliability based cost control process provides utility management with a
blueprint for optimizing facility maintenance processes and plant capacity without sacrificing levels
of operational safety and environmental control. This assures maximum effectiveness during
implementation, as well as a high level of management awareness and acceptance of its value added
nature, a phased application of the process is suggested. Specific objectives should be defined for
each phase of application. An example of this approach is described below:

4.1. Phase 1 - Planning and Initial Cost/Benefit Evaluations

In this phase, an appraisal of the potential for reducing operating costs through the use of risk and
reliability-based cost controls is developed. This phase includes a summary evaluation of
requirements for, and any inefficiencies or inadequacies in, the existing facility maintenance
program. In addition, it includes an assessment of existing analytical capabilities and related
programs that can support the application of risk assessment and system reliability analysis. This
establishes the available knowledge base for an integrated process. Finally, this phase provides
training to plant management and personnel responsible for implementing this process. During
training a pilot scale application of process elements is conducted. In addition, potential cost
savings by applying this process are estimated, and a detailed plan for phase 2 is developed.

4.2. Phase 2 - Field Testing the Process

In this phase, a system is selected for a field test of the process. Appropriate data bases, software,
and procedures are developed for a broader application of the risk and reliability-based cost control
process. Using the set of planned maintenance activities as fundamental components of an
integrated process, a comprehensive set of component attributes for the system are developed.
These attributes could include the capacity for activities to be performed on-line, risk based
importance measures for equipment and activities, and the potential reliability impacts of
modifying, rescheduling, and deleting maintenance tasks. This phase would also include
development of software and systems tools to facilitate and administratively control the process.
Finally, this phase would include a once through application of the optimization process and
training for plant staff involved in continued application of the process.

43. Phase 3 - Full Scale Process Implementation and Organizational Restructuring

This phase of the process implements the methodologies and processes associated with the risk and
reliability-based cost control process. This phase also reflects the lessons learned during the field
test. Much of the benefit of implementing is achieved by restructuring the responsibilities of
organizations which presently support the maintenance scheduling. In some cases organizations
which are not normally involved are added to the process. This phase would also include an early
appraisal of the cost benefits associated with continued implementation of the process and
evaluation of the organizational requirements for continued success of the effort.
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In order to enhance client use and understanding of the process, integrated software tools for
efficiently addressing program elements and maintaining administrative control should be provided,
where applicable. Therefore, along with identifying program goals, cost benefit potential, and pilot
scale processes, this phase develops tasks designed to define preliminary software applications and
introduces utility personnel to the process.

5. PROCESS REQUIREMENTS

In order to accomplish the objectives of an integrated risk and reliability-based cost control
program, that results in improved on-line scheduling capabilities, the following requirements
should be met:

• Expertise in the process of determining the most cost-beneficial schedule for accomplishing
these maintenance activities; a necessity for implementing the process and training the client on
its use.

• Knowledge in the application of PRA, reliability engineering, and cost-benefit tools for
implementing the process; the immediate implementation of this process to revise existing
outage and PM schedules will benefit from the transfer of technology developed in other similar
industry-sponsored projected.

• Management experience and support to facilitate the implementation of this process by the
affected client organization and to assist plant management in representing the program to the
industry, regulators, and those parties that have a financial interest in the operation of client
facilities.

Baltimore Gas & Electric has undertaken a significant effort to fundamentally change how it plans,
schedules, and conducts maintenance at its Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant (CCNPP). As a
result of the economic necessity to both extend the operational cycle and reduce refueling outage
durations, CCNPP is implementing a program to manage plant maintenance to achieve specific
financial goals. Their process will accomplish this goal while maintaining the highest level of
operational safety. The underlying philosophy of BG&E's program is that they perform only those
maintenance activities required to maintain important safety and non-safety systems to an
acceptable level of reliability. Consequently, BG&E does not schedule maintenance for
convenience, but only out of operational necessity. As a result, maintenance is conducted during all
modes of power operation, but only after the risks and benefits are carefully considered. A
deliberate approach for controlling the plant's configuration associated with the conduct of these
activities is being proceduralized to assure plant management that:

• Equipment reliability is monitored (as required by the Maintenance Rule), and evaluated as part
of the PM optimization program;

• Plant risk (as a function of system configuration to support maintenance activities) is assessed
and controlled by Operations, Maintenance and Systems Engineering; and
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• System unavailability is minimized during all maintenance evolutions, as a result of detailed
planning and efficient scheduling of resources.

Therefore, all maintenance activities that have an impact on safe and efficient plant operation are
carefully planned at Calvert Cliffs. This planning involves a comprehensive evaluation to assess
the risk posed by performing these maintenance activities during various modes of operation.
Based on this assessment, a template quarterly systems schedule (QSS) is developed to establish the
maximum frequency and duration for accomplishing maintenance on these systems. The time
frame, or "system outage window," set for conducting these activities however, is not solely based
on the LCO allowed outage time. Additionally, all work including preventive maintenance
activities, corrective maintenance activities, and plant modifications (driven by operational
necessity), are planned by Functional Equipment Groups (FEGs) to minimize system unavailability
and repeated entry into an LCO. Calvert Cliffs develops its QSS at least one full calendar quarter
before its implementation, and has implemented a six-week "look-ahead" process to assure
compliance with these schedules.

Phase 1 of the process described in this paper has been completed. Phase 2 of the process is
nearing conclusion on the selected pilot system (i.e., Safety Injection and AFW). From the initial
application of the process on the Safety Injection system the following financial and safety cultural
benefits have been realized:

• Fifteen MOVs originally scheduled for 165 hours of outage critical path duration are being
scheduled during two separate weeks for on-line accomplishment. The estimated replacement
energy savings cost are in excess of $1,000,000.

• The O&M cost associated with performing the maintenance of the 15 MOVs on-line equates to
an 88 hours\reduction of outage contractor support.

• Thirty eight additional tasks equating to 325 man-hours were also moved out of the outage.

• Planned SI system unavailability hours have been reduced by >50% compared to IPE
assumptions and historical average manhours.

In addition to using the process to reduce outage tasks and to enhance their on-line scheduling
techniques, Calvert Cliffs has tied this process into the implementation of the Maintenance Rule.
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SAFETY CULTURE IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

RADIOLOGICAL ACCIDENT LN GOLANLA SEVEN YEARS LATER:
WHAT DEVELOPING COUNTRY MUST NEVER FORGET

J. J. ROZENTAL
Ex-Director of the Nuclear Installations and Materials Department of the

Brazilian National Commission of Nuclear Energy (BNCNE) and acted as
Emergency Coordinator in Goiania, Brazil, During the Radiological Accident, in 1987

Abstract

In September 1987, the removal of the rotating assembly of the shielding
head of a Teletherapy unit and the dismantling of the capsule containing 50.9
TBq (1375 Ci) of Cs-137 was the most serious radiological accident to have
occurred to date. It resulted in1 the injure by radiation of many people, four of them
fatally, and in a widespread contamination of central Goiania, a Brazilian City, of
one million inhabitants. Capital of the State of Goias, 180 km. far from Brasilia,
Capital of Brazil. This accident presents lessons that cover the pre-accident
period, the emergency phase, and the post-accident phase up to the present,
seven years later, now invblving social and economical deliberation for the final
Goiania Waste Repository. In each of them were found errors, omissions and
correct actions from individuals and organization and, specially in developing
country, must be continuously analyzed in terms of Safety Culture Problems
Identification and Safety Culture and Human Behavior because, notwithstanding
the recommendations contained in publications concerning emergency planning
and preparedness, this radiological accident gave evidence of several adverse vectors
not mentioned in the literature. Not only social, political, economic and technical
problems we had to deal with, but also psychological aspects as fear and depression
of the population and also discrimination against the victims and the main products of
the city. This paper also concentrates on Safety Culture characteristics from the
accident lessons, which in developing country are substantially different from the
developed one, including the influence and difference of legislation and rules
applied, the interfaces and conflicts between the State and the BNCNE and the
different aspects involved in providing information and reports to the government, to
the organizations and to the community; and finally call the attention from the
national and international organizations for questions still in the population, seven
years after the accident.

1 - INTRODUCTION

The first lesson shows an unequivocal lack of Safety Culture in this
worst radiological accident in the world. The radiological accident in Goiania,
could never be happen in the way that it occurred, since the management of the
Institute Goiano de Radioterapia was composed of radiotherapists, working with
radioactive materials for about 20 years, who knew the legislation, and included
also in the organization, by norms of BNCNE, a physicist in radiation protection.
Nevertheless all explanation they gave, during the BNCNE's, inquiry trying to
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categorize the event as lapse, never as mistake, error of intention or violation, it is
difficult to understand, considering their background, how could they leave, totally
insecure, the head unit of the Cs-137 source in a demolished hospital, where the
installation of the Instituto Goiano de Radioterapia was located in, also partly
demolished? To answer this question, for the six years ahead, I started reviewing all
documentation in BNCNE containing the results of the last 10 years' investigations of
several accidents, incidents and over-exposure; in parallel, trying to understand and
compare the situation with other's developing countries, I obtained tangible
information, as lecturer, from the participants in several training courses on Safety &
Regulation and Emergency Planning and Preparedness, supported by the IAEA, as
well as studying documents from IAEA (reference 1,2,3).

Indirectly other major lesson was the review's result of the BNCNE's
documentation. It was found many human errors in the application of safety and
radiation protection recommendations made by experienced professional, with good
historic record, in different fields of users. Today, I am pursued to believe that
accident, incident and over-exposure will to be continues also in the future, while
don't be suitable implemented and improved in developing country the understanding
of Safety Culture, as mentioned in the IAEA's BSS review 1994: "attitudes and
behavior in relation to protection and safety of all individuals and
organizations dealing with sources of radiation." My conclusion based on the
accident lessons learned, is valid today, because still remain many of the aspects
occurred seven years ago. I believe this is a reality not only for the countries where
the results from the Radiation Protection Advisory Team (RAPAT) (ref. 2), indicate
some Members States without any or a minimum infrastructure on safety and
radiation protection, but also is valid for countries that have a good infrastructure, but
presents' conflicts of legislation and lack of periodic training, using realistic scenarios
as part of maintaining an effective emergency response. The mentioned result is
coincident with the one obtained from the participants in de training courses. In
some Members States, the Minister of Health is much more interested to discuss
lack of food or sanitary conditions than to introduce government laws on radiation
protection or in the increasing of resources to operate a regulatory programme and
much less to understand the philosophy of BSS. In many of these countries there are
old sources still in use, out of standard and obsolete equipment's. More or less
progress in the implementation of Safety Culture depends on the concept of priority
from the government and its understanding and convincement about the basic
requirements for controlling sources and protection against the risks associated with
exposure to ionizing radiation. The advance depends on the possibility and capacity
that the competent authority has to dialogue with the member of the government
where the competent authority is subordinate and in obtaining the minimum
resources. Worst is the situation where more than one competent authority has
responsibility and more than one member of the government has to decide priorities,
e.g., medical application of radionuclide regulated by a health ministry and industrial
application by a separate ministry. In this case the ability of the IAEA's expert is,
besides the technical information to the competent authority, his capacity to persuade
the government about the necessity to approve legislation and minimum condition of
resources for the competent authority. These objectives will be much easier to be
succeed if the expert understand the characteristics and culture of the country and can
express his argumentation in the country's language. If Safety Culture means attitudes
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and behavior for ensuring adequacy in safety and radiation protection, this must be
also part of the expert's knowledge on about the country really can do. The expert is
the great opportunity for some developing country in obtaining the minimum
resources from the government to provide a regulatory structure and to implement
oriented regulation for the most practices in use and to identify what is possible to
improve immediately with the resources available in the country.

Concluding this introduction it is important to mention three basic
safety culture rules, and the common parameter among them, as lessons learned,
to avoid errors like Ciudad Juarez, Mexico and Goiania, Brazil, and the other's
accidents that happen in the last 10 years, with fatalities ®.

• Three basic Safety Culture rules:

O Problem identification in Safety Culture Management:
e.g., Accident in Ciudad Juarez and Goiania

Where radioactive sources are being used or stored in a site, even a
temporary site, e.g., in addition the above: industrial radiography cameras, moisture-
density gauges, well-logging gauges, brachyteraphy sources, the organization should
have specific control procedures, specially in the event of an incident;

0 Problem Identification in Safety Culture Training:
lack of a realistic scenario

Emergency plans to protect public and environment is a condition of a
license, but lamentably lack of training and procedures for response are really a
fact. This is also truth for countries with nuclear power reactors and other nuclear
fuel cycle facilities. Even if the greatest care is taken, accidents are sometimes
unavoidable and thus it is absolutely necessary to be well prepared to deal with any
that may occur;

€> Problem Identification in Competent Authority Safety Culture:
Lack of mechanisms for effective enforcement

Although a programme of inspection is very important, it is only
effective if it is associated with some kind of enforcement system, entailing civil or
professional liability.

* Safety Culture Worker Behavior: The common indicator, human factor ©

A source of failure in the protection system is often a result of the
influence of the so called human factor. This influence can be minimized by
proper training, implementation of good principles and proper planning and design
of equipment and facilities (D.

© 1981, USA: 19S2, Norway; 1984, Marroco; 1989, El Salvador; 1990, Israel and Spain;
1991, China.

© All the accidents mentioned above, with fatalities, were due human errors.
(D This paper is fundamentally for developing Member States
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2 - UNDERSTANDIND FEELINGS: QUESTIONS AND ATTITUDES OF
THE POPULATION IN GOIANIA

2.1 -RETROSPECTION ©

The phases during the three months of the emergency response, in
Goiania, in terms of chronology were divided in:

Pre-phase:
Initial phase:
Intermediate phase:
Recovery phase:

13 September 1987
29 September to 03 October

03 to 18 October 1987
19 October to 22 December

1987

1987

The pre-phase was the two weeks' periods (13 to 29 September 1987)
prior the information's accident to the BNCNE, when some persons
dismantled the Teletherapy unit containing a radioactive Cs-137 source, and
in removing the rotating assembly, potentially were exposed to the direct
beam of 50.9 TBq (1375 Ci); as sequence, with the aid of a screwdriver
removed several fragments of the source from the capsule the size of rice,
which glowed blue in the dark. The radioactive source was in the form of
cesium chloride salt, which is highly soluble and readily dispersible. External
irradiation and internal contamination of several people followed as
consequence, as well as, contamination in part of the city [bib 1,2,3].

2.2 -- PUBLIC & PROFESSIONAL PERCEPTION

Suddenly the population in Goiania had a terrible unpleasant
experience, as a bad dream was involved in a radiological emergency
response, not as an exercise, but in a realistic one and begin listening different
kind of professional about risk, probability of cancer and many other's jargons
that never had heard before, including conflicts of information among
organizations and media. The bad management of information, the ignorance
and limitation of the population increased the emotions beyond the
reasonable. How could one expect another psychological reaction from the
population in Goiania, when for the first time constantly began to listen:

• Ionizing radiation is an invisible enemy;
• Ionizing radiation is dangerous to life;
• All radioactive materials and radiation are potentially

hazardous;
• Evidence and experience indicate that limited exposure to

external radiation or intake of small amount of radioactive
substance into the body, are associated with negligible
probability of severe somatic or genetic injure;

• Mutations, have once occurred are permanent. The great
majority of observed mutations are permanent;

© See table in annex
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• The effects of large doses of radiation on human health are
well understood and such doses are clearly hazardous;

• The low doses delivered over period of months or years
provoke risks of malignant diseases, as leukemia or
cancer that may appear years or decades after exposure.

Until now, seven years later, the population in Goiania repeats many-
questions, not enough clear in their mind, as well as in the mind of some
nuclear experts that also can't understand such difficulty. This conclusion
about public & professional perception is very important to be analyzed by
experts in this area of Safety Culture.

• How long will it take to feel consequences?
• What are the effects on children and women?
• What are the effects on future generations?

-5
• 10 but not zero?
• What is exactly the meaning of small quantity,

small amount or low level?
•I don't understand: MI what? BEC what? Si what? Sto
what... mili, Becquerel, Sievert, Stochastic, Non-Stochastic
and others unusual words to the population CD.

• Who should I believe? Do you swear?
• Who is right? Who is exaggerating?
• How do we know whom to trust?

Remarks©:
• If there are scientific controversy about low doses and

high doses are dangerous, where are we the
people in this context?

• I don't understand what are you talking about.
• Please could you repeat it once again?

When we left Goiania after conclusion of the Recovery
Phase December 22, 1987, the Chairman of BNCNE decided to create in Goiania a
District to take care of the Waste Disposal, in the Temporary Storage Site.
Taking into account the lesson learned, conclusion of the footnote ©, I proposed to
the BNCNE's Chairman, and he accepts, also to create a Special Section that we
called Center for Information. The main purpose was to open and explain to the
society what the BNCNE did and the intention to do for the future. We improve the
Center, starting with programs for the community, specially Lions Club, Rotary Club,
Schools, Churches, Women Association and many other technical associations.

©For the population nuclear researchers dialogue in terms of abstracts words
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In the last three years we also have been encouraging visits to the waste
storage site, as part of the licensing procedures, for dissipating unnecessary public
fears; during these visits we prepare a survey around the areas of the site, explaining
the use and operation of the radiation detectors and the results. We also inform about
the Radiation Protection Programme for Workers, Public and Environment, and our
usable vegetable-garden, 100m. far from the controlled area; in this meanwhile also
was put in practice a common programme with several environmental groups, with
very good success. The District also gained a page per month in the principal
periodic of the State to explain to students of high school what is the main
applications of nuclear energy. I personally for six years had been talking with all the
society, including the common population, the media, the parliament, the govern.
Nevertheless our efforts, until now there many questions among the above mentioned
that the population doesn't understand! Learning from Goiania in all these years, in
terms of Safety Culture, I am convicted that the difficulty is because the National
Competent Authority doesn't encourage in some part of the country means for
understanding its National Programme of Nuclear Energy. Explaining nuclear
energy after an emergency is very complicated, specially when less than 100
grams of Cesium 137, in form of salt, made so very intricate discriminatory
process in the State, including 250 victims, 3,500 cubic meters of waste in more
than 6,000 containers. Organization as IAEA needs to remember today: If in the
past the populations confuse reactor with atom bomb, after Goiania a
radioactive source brings panic and disturbance. The authorities responsible for
the implementation of good practices can't forget so quickly the Radiological
Accident in Goiania, specially in the two areas of Safety Culture: Safety Culture
and Human Behavior and Safety Culture Problems Identification.

3 -- LESSONS LEARNED FROM GOIANIA UP TO PRESENT

© A radiological accident due to the break up of radioactive
sources might be aggravated if there is a time lapse between the break-up and its
becoming known (effect of the pre-phase of the accident);

0 The physical and chemical characteristics of the source are
important factors. Records of the sealed sources should contain that information.
It is suggested that physical and chemical characteristics of sources should be
considered in the licensing for manufacturing of such sources, placing emphasis
on the consequences of possible accidents and misuses. Special attention should be
given to the old sources still in use and out of standard;

© An adequate system of information to prevent public panic is
essential. The public should be aware of what radioactivity is, and how
radioactivity is used. In order to deal with the media, a booklet explaining the
special terms and units should be available. A special group should be
prepared, in cases of emergencies, to present information in schools, churches,
parliament, all community associations, and to the media. Personnel working in
decontamination procedures and attending victims should be taught how to give
information in a language that is understood by the population. Their relationship
with the individuals involved in these accidents could be very important; people
would trv to evaluate the seriousness of the contamination from the manner and
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attitude of such personnel. The people in the critical area of the accident tested their
households and homes were really free of contamination by inviting our technicians
to accept a cup of water or coffee. In this subject I strongly recommend to IAEA to
publish a text "Emergency: how to deal with," as part of the companion leaflet:
"Radiation - a fact of life";

O An adequate system of social and psychological support
should be provided. The psychological support should cover the individuals involved
directly and indirectly in the affected areas and personnel working in the emergency
situation. A team of psychologists should be available to provide help, joining
the group responsible for quick decisions and planning of actions to be taken,
evaluating the stress that these decisions would cause to the victims;

© The effectiveness of international co-operation depends on the
country's infrastructure. For instance, The emergency co-ordinate training of the
IAEA, for developing countries, courses held in developed and in developing
countries are necessaries but not enough. In general these programme cover
emergencies in a well-organized organization, with a priori known conditions. In
many countries the situation is very different, the instruments are different, the
climates are different, and the administrative bodies work differently, and really
important: in these courses there are not a simulation action of an accident, and
enough time to discuss deeply the reasons and lesson learned from some accident in
the last 10 years. How to explain reasons, decisions, priorities, actions, difficulties,
discrimination, lessons learned in the worst radiological accident in world in
only three hours' session?

0 Instruments should be adjust for use in field conditions, e.g.
high humidity, high temperature and unstable environmental condition ©. Personnel
handling these instruments should be trained to obtain a clear indication of dose rate
response for a wide range of doses, knowing which are the most suitable instruments
for each case and the calibration factors;

© Records of specialist human resources available should be kept.
Experts from the IAEA, in each area of action, should be contacted if an emergency
occurs, and should give support to the local emergency response coordination and
teams. These experts should be ready to advise actively on decision making and
intervention measures, and to get involved in all steps of the work that needs to be
done;

© An infrastructure of civil engineering personnel should exist,
available to act in decontamination procedures; when dealing with decision making
and the organization of working teams after an accident, the hierarchy should be
well defined. The responsibilities for the decision process, from planning to
response and evaluation of consequences should be very clear and each group also
should know very well its responsibilities. If possible, teams should be formed with
a leader who is the head of the group in normal working conditions;

© heavy rain that had fallen dispersed cesium into the environment and was deposited on roofs.
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© A transitory waste repository near the affected areas is considered
indispensable. A delay in deciding upon a site, for political and emotion's reasons,
could be responsible for the dissemination of the contamination into the environment;

© Professional perception should be continuously improved to
create and transmit an atmosphere of credibility to the society. How can a mother

-5

to understand: Don't worries the probability is only 10 and other's common jargon?

11 It will often be the case that more than one authority has
responsibility for licensing, compliance monitoring and enforcement, in this case it is
very important to establish clearly in the legislation their specific responsibility.
During the emergency response action, and for many years ahead, was difficulty the
relationship between the national competent authority and the govern of the state, and
this situation reflected in the technical teams;

12 Training for regulators' staff should be urgently reviewed to enable
them to improve the practical operation of emergency response. The efficiency and
effectiveness depend of follow-up in conducting exercise programme. No one, I
believe, could imagine a radiological accident like Goiania in 1987, and the
similar one occurred in Ciudad Juarez, in 1983.

13 No bureaucracy during an emergency. (Safety Culture
Management

5 - CONCLUSION

© The main reason for this paper is my convincing that we are
forgetting quickly the radiological accident in Goiania, its post phase up today,
lacking to discuss several subjects about it, both objective and subjective, specially
those ones not foreseeable that we don't learn in the literature, but suddenly come face
to face through unexpected situations or questions, that you never thought about.

©Still remain seven years later a necessity of improving in the
competent authority training programs and exercises when dealing in abnormal
situations. I am sure, and for this I call the attention of organization as the IAEA and
the competent authorities of developing countries, if we don't study more carefully the
lessons learned from this radiological accident, if we don't change some priorities
and decisions making, if another accident like Goiania takes place, probably the
entirely personages, competent authority, organizations, media, will repeat again the
same errors, and this will not be good in terms of Safety Culture and for the image of
nuclear energy.

The main foci of contamination were located in the central part of the city.
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EXPOSURE OF THE POPULATION IN GOIANIA

112,000 MONITORED

249 EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL DOSES,

INDICATIVE OF CONTAMINATION

129 EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL

CONTAMINATION, CONCLUSIVE

49 ADMITTED TO HOSPITAL

22 NEEDED INTENSIVE MEDICAL CARE

04 DIED

01 FOREARM AMPUTED

IN THE LAST TWO YEARS THREE OTHERS

BELONGING IN THE GROUPS OF 249 AND 22

DIED AS CANCER CONSEQUENCE, HOWEVER

THE PHISICIANS FROM THE STATE MEDICAL

CENTER RESPOSINBLE FOR ATTENDING THE

PATIENTS AFFIRM THE REASONS WERE NOT

RELATED WITH THE ACCIDENT.
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'Problem of uncertainty of quantitative assessment of Safety Culture characteristics in
NNP's teams" (.Abstract)

O,Andreev, V.Eremenko, V'Sharov
Scientific and Technical Center "Systematic .Analysis" (SIC "SA") Russian Research Center

"Kurchatov Institute" (RRC "Ki"), Moscow, Russia.

in this report are logically developed ideas of quantitative assessment of Safety Culture
characteristics, first presented in "Proposals on working out "Procedural Guide of quantitative
(statistical) assessment of Safety Culture characteristics in NNP's teams", as an application to
"ASCOT guidelines"; V.Eremenko, O-Andreev, V.Sharcv; report at IAEA TC.M on "Experience with
Strengthening Safety Culture in NPPV, June 1994, Vienna, Austria, in in upper mentioned
document it was proposed statistical model for quantitative description S^fet^ Culture in NPfs
teams. The model consists of: input block, including in itself a priori data and data based on
expert's judgments; computation block including in itself algorithms and criteria; output block
including in itself assessments of Safety Culture characteristics in NPP's team. One of the
important part of computation block is the recurrent algorithm that is used for Safety Culture
characteristics assessing. The algorithm connects two consequent steps of assessing, in practice
the role of such steps can play consequent inspections of NPFs team, it can be concluded after
a series of such inspections wether Safety Culture assessments can be estimated as satisfying or
no and what is the dynamic of assessments - positive or negative.

These assessments can be used in practice as a basis for HP managing in hole Nuclear
Industry' and on NPP. For correct and adequate management there is needed rather high level of
certainty of used assessments, in the main part of this report there are considered a few types
of uncertainty • in connection with Safety Culture assessments. There are: uncertainty of input
data, derived from a nature of expert judgments and not enough reliable a priory data;
uncertainty of the method, derived from probabilistic nature of assessments; uncertainty of
output data, connected with non accordance between determine criteria and undetermined
object - human factors. There is used in particular model of Shannon entropy for uncertainty
description, in conclusion there are considered some possible ways of decreasing of uncertainty
of Safety Culture characteristics assessments (for example methods and models based on Bayes
logic) and increasing reliability if the assessments.
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Safety Culture - Basis of Assurance of Quality
of Reactor Plant Designs

A.B.Kurachenkov, F.M.Mitenkov, N.A.Stepanov
OKM Mechanical Engineering, Nizhny Novgorod, Russia

Safety is one of main characteristics of reactor plants
defining their quality.

Correspondingly, the enhancement of quality of RF projects
is achieved, inter alia, by development of Designer's safety
culture.

The safety culture being an element of quality assurance
ay stem has with the lat ter much in common, for example:

- clear and non-formal understanding by the management of
the necessity to consider the aforementioned questions;

- presence of corresponding organizational structures and
resources;

- responsibility and conscious fulfilment of assuring
procedures;

- competence, etc.

In the OKB Mechanical Engineering the most important objects
of activity in quality assurance are documentation and works
affecting safety.

The assurance of quality at the development of RP projects
is done and controlled by "Programs of Quality Assurance" developed
in accordance with IAEA recommendations and ISO international
standards.

Among them are special programs of quality covering the
activity associated with safety assurance.

The principles of these programs are formulated proceeding
from the following requirements:

- a l l persons engaged in the activity influencing the safety
should Icnow about the character and degree of influence of their
activity on safety, be aware of consequences which can be the
result of their negligence of safety questions;
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- all persons and organizations engaged in RP creation

should acquire safety culture;

- decisions taken for assuring safety should be confirmed

by prototypes operation experience, by corresponding calculations

on the basis of verification programs, by research and testing;

- designing should be performed with account of causes of

safety violations in home and foreign NPPs.

The indicated programs contain the following main sections:

- management policy in the field of quality and safety;

- main principles of safety assurance;
- Designers responsibility;

- organizational structures for assuring quality (safety);

- requirements for in i t i a l data and documents;

- planning and fulfilment of design works;

- check of project, documents, tests;

- expertise, revisions and inspections;

- correction of documentation and technical solutions.

The OKBM traditions in the field of quality assurance and

systemic approach to safety questions assured successful

development of enhanced safety reactor plants - AST-5OO, ATETS-80,

ATBTS-200, and VPBER-600.
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Realization of Safety Culture Principles in Design

Approaches and Technical Solutions for Advanced

Reactors

A.B.Kurachenkov, F.M.Mitenkov, O.B.Samoylov

OKB Mechanical Engineering, Nizhny Novgorod, Russia

At present one of main conditions for successful development

of nuclear power is creation of advanced reactor systems meeting

the requirements of:

- reliable guaranty of investitions;

- enhanced safety;

- easiness and reliability of operation;

The solution of this task is assured by designing firms

for which the safety culture is the most important element of

design process*

Shaping of safety culture for Designer is realized by a complex

of goal-oriented measures assuring:

- creation of working environment making and promoting the

personnel of a firm to strive for achievement of best indexes

in the field of safety;

- conscious choice by Designer, analyst, researcher of position

basing on priority of safety goals.

The adherence of Designer to safety principles complicates

his work because the mein requirements to reactor plants are often

in contradiction, for example, safety and economic efficiency.

The capability of Designer to resolve such contradictions

without impairing safety characteristics characterizes both the

understanding by him of the importance of this aspect and

competence of specialists and technical level of a firm.

Safety culture reflecting the level of development of subjects

engaged in RP designing can be expressed in:

- methods of organization of design activity in assuring

safety;

- in results of the activity, i.e. in design approaches,

technical solutions, safety characteristics.
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The safety culture indexes given in INSAG-4- (for design firms

also) relate mainly to questions of activity organization.

The present report proposes corresponding indicators relating

to design process and choice of technical solutions for reactor

plants.

An integral estimate of realization of safety culture

principles in a design firm can be given on these aspects because

they show:

- adherence to safety goals on the level of management and

persons;

- presence of systemic approach aimed at enhancing safety;

- striving of Designer for safety enhancement.

The indicators are formulated as questions like those proposed

in INSAG-4.

1. Does the design approach reflect the priority of safety

goals? Are the indicated safety goals sufficiently clear and

acceptible by the personnel of a firm, regulatory body, public?

2. On what examples the fulfilment of ALARA principle can be

shown?

3. .Are the technical solutions realized which considerably

enhance safety but are leading to additional financial charges

at construction and/or operation?

4. On what example can be showh the account in teclinical

solutions of safety violations and accidents in home and foreign

KPPs?

5. Does the design approach contain the principles of

protection against common cause failures, erraneous actions of

personnel? What they are?

6. How in technical solutions is realized the principle o£

diversity in safety systems?

7. By what solutions the time for corrective actions of

personnel is assured?

The given list can be continued. The indicator proposed can

be commented using examples from AST-5OO reactor plant development

experience.
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AST-500 RP project is developed by OKB Mechanical Engineering to

nuclear district heating plants in Nizhny Novgorod and Voronezh.

The design approaches and technical solutions of AST-500 EP

are confirmed by a great volume of E&D, are agreed with regulatory

bodies, approved by International expertise under IAEA auspices

and the technical realization is mastered by industry.

The system of indicators of safety culture in the field of

design approaches and technical solutions v/ill be useful both for

design and researh organization and for regulatory bodies.
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SOME FEATURES OF SAFETY CULTURE
PRINCIPLES REALIZATION IN THE LMFBR AREA

Bagdasarov Yu.E.

ABSTRACT

The concept of "safety culture" introduced a few years ago into
specifications and technical documents and interpretation of this
concept have secured and extended those measures and actions that
were implemented hitherto by responsible firms, scientists and
specialists involved in the nuclear power area. The . difference is
only in that formerly a responsible attitude to one's work was
displayed of one's own accord, not by everybody and without
specification of any concrete action. Now all these actions are
secured in codes and specifications and become compulsory for
every one.

Therefore, the most important problem for the specialists is the
generalization of the whole long-term experience accumulated in
various directions and firms and relating to the safety culture in
essence irrespective of whether these -.ctivities were formally
connected with the safety culture concept.

The realization of safety culture principles is connected with
the qualification and psychological preparedness of persons at
which safety assurance is the priority objective and inherent need
of these persons resulting in self-consciousness of responsibility and
in self-control at carrying out any kinds of work at ail stages of
NPPs creation and operation. Some aspects of this problem are
related with training of scientific, engineering and operation
personnel, with the quality assurance program, the influence of
supervising bodies and interaction with them, with the organization
of operation and improvement, of documentation keeping, with the
exchange of information and analysis of normal operation
conditions, disturbances, e tc The use of sodium as coolant in
LMFBRs and neutronics characteristics of fast reactors introduce
some significant features into some aspects of the problem under
consideration.

This paper deals mainly with the consideration of these
features in the general safety culture problem. It covers the
following issues:

Conference "Safety Culture in Nuclear Installations"
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1. The creation of a sden'ific base iDr.promctiois of work in the
LMFBR area and its p~*rt:c:p?,tiori in training sad retraiV.-xg of
engineering staff of design organizations;

2. General organization of work on fast reactors designing;
3. The practice of successive increasing the scale of the plants

being introduced and of succession of verification of new
parameters or technologies;

4. Qualification of operating personnel and their training;
personnel behaviour under non-standard conditions;

. 5. A system for generalization of operating experience of the
plants in operation and for the analysis disturbances in normal
operating conditions that took place.

6. Permanent analysis of conformity of characteristics of the
plants in operation to the current (continuously changing) safety
specifications and measures taken to eliminate drawbacks;

7. International cooperation with_ exchange of information in
the area of sodium technology, NPP unit's safety, reactor physics,
operation experience, international projects, eta

8. The use of international criteria at the LMFBR development

Conference "Safety Culture in Nuclear Installations"
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AECL Research's Occupational Safety and Health (OS&H) Programme is founded

on two major premises: firstly, that OS&H is a Line Management responsibility

and, secondly, that the program must have intrinsic value to everyone who works

with it, employee and contractor alike. The first of these premises has led to the

development and installation of an objective, measurable and auditable set of

controls based on the framework of the International Safety Rating System. In

order to identify what we must do to satisfy the second premise, a need has been •

identified for a mechanism to evaluate the more subjective aspect of how the

programme is perceived by the people who own it and work with it - the

employees. This paper describes our experiences in the development of a suitable

safety culture measurement instrument in the context of the above, as well as the

methodology employed. A prototype instrument was developed comprising

eleven sections, each corresponding to a safety management key results area.

Each section in turn consists of a set of diagnostics and a rating scale. The

diagnostics were designed as statements within each of which a desired safety-

related attribute was embedded. Employees are asked to rate the extent to which

they agree that the statements apply to AECL Research using a five point scale.

Results of a pilot study, utilising the instrument at two AECL Nuclear Research

sites, are presented. It is shown how the data have been used in the development

of local implementation plans by providing a focus for the generation of

improvement options and as a basis for prioritizati on of safety improvement

activities. The paper further discusses the positive and negative issues arising

from the use of such a perception measurement instrument in a real situation.

Ongoing and future work, involving the incorporation of experience gained from

the pilot study into the next phase of the safety culture development project and

into the company's OS&H programme as a whole, is also outlined.

Terence. N. Taylor, AECL Research
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How to Teach Safety Culture

by

James E. Slider
President, Safety Culture, Inc.

P.O. Box 17556
Washington, DC 20041, USA
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HOW TO TEACH SAFETY CULTURE

INTRODUCTION

Organizations seeking to improve their safety culture face several monumental
challenges. These challenges are rooted in the difficulties of implementing
organizational change, which are themselves born of individuals' resistance to change.
The heart of the problem is how to teach employees what they need to know to achieve
the improved safety culture.

Challenges To Learning

There are three basic challenges to learning how to improve the safety culture.
The first of these is the abstract nature of safety culture itself. The second is the nature
of the student-teacher relationship. The third is the setting in which the individual is
embedded and therefore the context in which learning is expected to take place.

The Abstract Nature of Safety Culture

Safety is about learning from experience and perception is the basis for all
learning. For an individual to learn, he or she must perceive new information or
insights and be able to compare that with prior knowledge gained through the
individual's own experience or that of others.

Individuals do not perceive safety culture directly. They cannot identify it
through their five senses. The individual may observe certain individual or
organizational behaviors and classify them as manifestations of safety culture, but that
is simply an intellectual judgment. It is not an objective fact.

At its core, safety is a personal judgment about circumstances. People examine a
situation and consider it "safe" when they perceive an absence of threats to their health
and well being. Thus, the perception of safety, and of safety culture, depends upon
one's choice of values. For the leader seeking to improve safety culture, one of the great
challenges is that of inculcating the values that undergird the desired safety culture and
translating the expression of those values into concrete terms.

The Student-Teacher Relationship

Tradition says that the student must seek the teacher. This ancient wisdom
distills timeless insight into the nature of learning. Learning requires motivation to
change and evidence of proper motivation is found in a person's efforts to obtain
instruction.

Leaders seeking to improve safety culture often try to force the teacher or the
teachings upon the students (i.e., employees). Naturally enough, this approach often
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provokes resistance among the very individuals who, in theory, would be best served
by knowledge offered. The challenge is how to encourage the students' inclination to
learn and enable them to find appropriate teachers of safety culture.

The Setting

All learning occurs holistically. Said another way, the employee is not simply an
empty cup waiting to be filled with knowledge of an improved safety culture. Rather,
each employee comes to the learning experience with a head full of other influences.
Some of those influences may help the learning of safety culture (such as emotional ties
to the work place and loyalty to co-workers; or desires and hopes for personal
improvement), and some may hinder learning (such as memories of previous attempts
to improve organizational performance).

Each employee also approaches the learning experience while enmeshed in an
intricate web of ongoing work processes which strongly influence individual and
organizational learning. They include the processes for recognizing, analyzing, and
learning from experience; monitoring-performance; and providing feedback to the
planning process. Hence, the leaders' challenge is to recognize the many influences on
employees' learning about the new safety culture and to modify work processes to
support the desired safety culture.

Methods of Teaching Safety Culture

Successful teaching of safety culture requires three things to occur. First, it
requires that leaders translate the abstract concept of safety culture into concrete terms
individuals can observe in their daily work. Second, it requires that leaders promote
the right motivation for employees to learn; identify appropriate teachers to work
within the organization; and help employees form appropriate relationships with
teachers of safety culture. Third, it requires leaders to deal with each employee as a
whole person and deal with the whole workplace. Each of these elements is described
further below.

Translating the Abstract into the Concrete

The final paper will describe the concrete manifestations of safety culture that
can help employees to recognize their contribution to the safety culture and help them
to improve. They include behavioral "targets" for individuals and work teams and
selected performance indicators.

Student-Teacher Relationships

The final paper will describe the ways to identify employees' inclinations and
abilities to learn the requisites of improved safety culture; how to shape those natural
inclinations; how to identify and recruit appropriate teachers within the organization;
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and how to help individuals and work teams to establish healthy, effective relationships
with their teachers.

Whole Persons/Whole Workplace

The final paper will identify the set of influences the individual must grapple
with as he or she confronts the challenge of improving safety culture. The paper will
also describe how the leader can take advantage of these interpersonal influences to
foment the desired improvements. Finally, the paper will describe the organizational
infrastructure and work processes that support improvements in safety culture and
identify critical characteristics that must be present in the infrastructure and work
processes for improvements in safety culture to take root and persist.

A Plan for Action

The final paper will describe a natural course of action for implementing
improvements in safety culture based on the perception of safety culture as a learning
experience, as described above.
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THE SAFETY CULTURE POLICY IN EDF NPP's

A KEY FOR SAFETY AND PERFORMANCES

by Michel DEBES

EDF / General Inspectorate for Nuclear Safety

SUMMARY:

A major challenge for EDF, like for any other nuclear utility, is to maintain and improve
the performances of nuclear power plants in the long term with a high degree of safety
and public confidence and with good economic results. There are no simple response,
but only imperious necessities in order to foster a long term policy of

•improvement, openness and transparency.

The operating experience shows that proper performancg levels and the maintaining of
a high level of safety are two objectives which may reinforce each other in the long term,
both based on operating quality, vigilance and anticipation. This goal is achieved on one
condition: to base efforts on a well established and maintained safety culture, so as to
foster questionnlng attitudes and correction of potential weaknesses, and to enhance
openness and transparency, both internal and external. It covers both construction and
operation stages. It involves all levels of organization, from management to operational
staff.

The paper presents the main aspects regarding the operating and safety performances
of EDF NPPs and the general policy of EDF for concrete enhancement of safety culture:
experience feedback and findings related to technical, organisation and human factors
aspects, progress strategies undertaken regarding operations, maintenance and
construction, anticipation and long lerm control.

Through this policy, a specific description is made regarding improvement of safety
analysis in the field, to derive root causes and improve preparation of work, including
technical, human and organisational aspects, and development of self assessment.

As a conclusion, it is stressed that this safety and competitiveness equilibrium must be
carefully observed , within a context of safety culture which must be permanently
nourished, in order to be able to detect any risk of drifting off-course and to ensure that
safety be given the priority it deserves.
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THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SAFETY CULTURE

FOR CONSTRUCTION WORKS

Actions aiming at reinforcing and mastering technical quality decided in 1971 by the
E.D.F. Engineering and Construction Division have been implemented in a very
exemplary way on sites under erection for the new N4 series plants at Chooz and
Civaux.

First, it must be noted that actors have been at the root for the definition of all
improvement actions, this being the indispensable condition for relying on a cultural
base favourable to evolution.

Thus, sb>: the drawing v:p of the genera] action plan, some field people, selected for
their compi'tence have contributed to the reflection in working groups.

In a second ph'ise, reflection has been carried out on each site in order to elaborate
locally some detailed action plans, based on the general action plan and adapted to
conditions specific to each site, notably depending on the progress of the
Construction Schedule.

With reference to a three years experience it is possible to summarise the main
arrangements which have contributed to the in depth evolution of the teams for their
quality-safety culture:

• Management involvement for the implementation of the approach and creation of
a quality section animated by a management staff member and ramified in
operational structures.

• Actors involvement in all preparatory reflections for the evolution of working
methods. As an example, great attention is paid by the inspectors themselves for
the preparation of work surveillance programmes towards contracting companies,
on the basis of standardised documents.

• Search for contractors and subcontractors involvement. Example : givers by non
conformance processing.

• Sensitisation from the feed back experience on malfunctions, in the form of
periodical meetings.

• Training of actors within an overall training plan, comprising two general aspects,
quality and safety.

As a conclusion, the quality-safety culture is never acquired and must be permanently
nourished through an approach for improvement stired up by the management staff
and involving all actors.
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NEA PERSPECTIVE IN SAFETY CULTURE AND HUMAN BEHAVIOUR
THROUGH INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

J.P. Clausner
Nuclear Safety Division / Nuclear Energy Agency

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
Le Seine St Germain, 12 Boulevard des lies

92130 Issy-les-Moulineaux, France

Summary

In the wide area of Operating Experience and Human Factors, the Nuclear Energy
Agency (NEA) which is one of the fifteen bodies that make up the Paris based Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), has devoted growing activities in the
specific field of Human Factors. The Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations (CSMI)
which is one of the standing Committees of the NEA, through its Principal Working Group
on Operating Experience and Human Factors (PWGl), has been particularly active, initiating
generic studies and specialist meetings in that field.

Numerous studies have been and continue to be carried out to improve the
understanding of the various aspects of human behaviour. The purpose of these studies is to
enhance safety culture and therefore nuclear power plant safety through open and broad
exchange of experience in human performance area. Over the past ten years, several Task
Groups performed human factor-related studies, under the auspices of PWGl, on issues such
as incidents involving cognitive errors, the use of digital computers in control rooms,
regulatory approaches to maintenance practices at nuclear power plants, management of
maintenance outages and the effects of advanced systems on operators. Currently, PWGl has
embarked a generic study on Common cause Failures related to Human Factors and is
initiating a second study on the role of simulators in operators training.

The purpose of this paper is to present an overview of the OECD/NEA-sponsored
activities in the area of human factors as well as highlights of several reports published by
the NEA.
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Safety Culture Indicators in Human Performance Information

Marylee Slosson
Human Factors Assessment Branch

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commisssion

Abstract

Historically, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has collected information on nuclear
power plant operational events through the use of Licensee Event Reports (LERs). These
reports provide insights into the performance deficiencies, both equipment and human, that led
to the events. Although the NRC does not regulate "safety culture", the information contained
in LERs can be used, at least partially , as an indicator of the licensee's overall attitude toward
safety. Plant culture influences performance by affecting how safety issues are handled.
Although safety culture is not directly considered as part of the formal NRC assessment
activities, such Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP), the assessments do
focus on the licensee's ability to maintain an environment that recognizes and corrects human
performance deficiencies, which are key elements in support of a strong safety culture.

Over the last several years, the Human Factors Assessment Branch (HFAB) of NRC's Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation has reviewed LER information to develop baseline industry-wide
data on the contribution of human performance to operational events. Other sources of
performance information are also reviewed and analyzed in order to gain insights into human
performance that is not related to significant operational events and below the regulatory
reporting threshold. The primary source of this information is routine and special inspection
reports prepared by NRC inspectors. The goal of these activities is to compile comprehensive
data on human performance through the use of currently available performance information.

Based on the data collected and analyzed to date, the factors that appear have the greatest
influence on safety culture are communication, procedures, personnel training, and
management and organization. Even with the best performing plants, individual problems in
some of these areas occur. However the problems experienced by the group of good
performing plants can generally be characterized as due to individual worker deficiencies while
problems within the group of poorly performing plants can generally be characterized as
deficiencies in the processes and programs supporting all workers. The data suggest that
successfully maintaining processes and programs is related to effectiveness of the licensee's
root cause and self-evaluation programs. Performing plants generally experience a greater
number of problems due to ineffective corrective actions or undiscriminating self assessments.

This presentation provides the Human Factors Assessment Branch insights gained through the
analysis of human performance information in Licensee Event Reports and NRC inspection
reports and discusses their relationship to safety culture.
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